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Abstract

This study aims to investigate aspects of the discourse structure of English and Arabic in 

general and political editorial argumentative texts in particular. Three major notions are 

examined and compared: subordination and coordination, thematic structure, and grounding 

(foreground and background). Arabic nominal and verbal sentences and clauses are also 

examined and compared.

In this study, the data, which represent twenty four newspaper editorials taken from two 

English and Arabic newspapers (twelve editorials from each language), are qualitatively and 

quantitatively analysed. At the syntactic level, the analysis shows that English editorials use 

relatively simple and short sentence structures. Arabic editorials, by contrast, employ 

complex structures. Subordinate clauses are less common in English than in Arabic. Arabic 

uses coordinate clauses more than English does. The analysis also shows that Arabic 

editorials use more nominal sentences (SVO sentences) than verbal ones (VSO sentences). 

These two sentence types also differ in their employment of adjunct and disjunct clauses and 

phrases.

At the thematic level, Arabic displays more complex thematic structures than English. 

The analysis also shows that there are specific markers in the Arabic data which signal 

rhematic elements.

At the grounding level, it is found that clauses and phrases which meet the grounding 

expectation (that main clauses are foregrounded and subordinate clauses/phrases are 

backgrounded) are more frequent in English than in Arabic. It is also found that clauses and 

phrases which do not fulfill the grounding expectation are more frequent in English editorials 

than their Arabic counterparts. Another major difference between the two languages at this 

level is that most frequent clauses and phrases which do not meet the grounding expectation 

are final rhemes. In some cases, however, these clauses and phrases occur initially as themes, 

particularly in Arabic.

xvn



CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

1.1 Scope of the study

This study aims to investigate aspects of the discourse structure of English and Arabic in 

general and political editorial argumentative texts in particular. I have chosen political 

argumentative texts in particular, because this text-type shows interesting differences in the two 

languages.

Three major concepts will be investigated in the present study. First, coordination and 

subordination in each language will be examined and compared. Second, thematic structure 

(theme and rheme) in both languages will be examined and compared. Third, grounding 

(foreground and background) in the two languages will be examined and compared. The 

importance of investigating these three concepts stems from the central role they play in 

constituting discourse structure in both English and Arabic.

The present study addresses the following four questions:

1. What similarities and differences do English and Arabic exhibit in their utilization of 

coordination and subordination in editorials, particularly in relation to sentence complexity?

2. To what extent do the two languages differ in their presentation of information through 

sequential order in the sentence?

3. How do the two languages present items of information in terms of their importance to the 

overall development of a text? To what extent are the two languages similar and different?



4- What sentence type is dominant in the selected Arabic texts, verbal or nominal? How do 

these sentence types differ in terms of their utilizaton of adjunct and disjunct clauses and 

phrases?

It is expected that English and Arabic editorials will differ in their use of subordination 

and coordination. It is also expected that Arabic editorials will have more complex thematic 

structures than do English editorials. The two languages are also expected to differ in terms of 

forgrounding of initial and final clauses and phrases. Finally, Arabic nominal and verbal 

sentences (and clauses) are expected to behave differently in their employment of adjunct and 

disjunct clauses and phrases. Nominal sentences (and clauses) are expected to be more 

common than verbal ones.

1.2 Significance of the study

I have chosen to pursue this study for various reasons. Although many studies have 

examined argumentative texts from a translation point of view while other related studies have 

been conducted for pedagogical purposes, the present study, to my knowledge, is the first to 

compare and contrast the structure of the discourse of English and Arabic on a basis of an 

integrated approach to the concepts identified above. Another novel element in the current study 

is that it is the first to focus on grounding in editorial texts, previous studies on grounding 

having been mainly concerned with narrative texts. Further, many studies which have examined 

the two Arabic sentence types (nominal and verbal sentences) have mainly examined their 

prominence in the text. The present study, however, investigates nominal and verbal sentences 

(and clauses) syntactically in terms of their utilization of adjunct and disjunct clauses and 

phrases, in addition to their prominence in the text.

The present study is, thus, intended to fill a gap in analyzing the discourse structure 

of English and Arabic in terms of these various respects. I also hope that this study will 

contribute to other comparative English/Arabic linguistic studies. The research should also be 

relevant to many fields of study such as general linguistics, and journalism studies.



1.3 Data collection and analysis

The texts collected for this study are editorials. The data are taken from two daily 

newspapers, The Guardian (Britain) and Al-Riyadh (Saudi Arabia). Twenty-four texts have been 

chosen from these newspapers, twelve texts from each newspaper. Although all the English and 

Arabic texts have been chosen from different dates, they all were written during 2008. The 

choice of this year is based on the fact that the topics are still ongoing. The texts are all political, 

and cover three topics, with four texts per topic, as follows:

1. Iran nuclear crisis (four texts)

2. Iraq War (four texts)

3. Israeli-Palestinian Conflict (four texts)

The reason I have chosen these topics is that all three topics are current political events. 

In addition, the three topics share one common feature, the conflict between East and West.

The sample texts are divided into sentences. Sentence boundaries in English are clear 

compared to Arabic counterparts, the presence of an initial capital letter and final full-stop being 

a reliable guide to sentencehood. In some Arabic texts, a whole paragraph comprises one 

sentence. Further, punctuation marks are sometimes misused. For example, three dots, rather 

than a full stop, are used to end a sentence. Thus, for the purpose of this study, Arabic texts are 

divided into sentences, on the basis of how they would be uttered in speech.

The above three notions - coordination and subordination, thematic structure, and 

grounding - are qualitatively and quantitatively analysed. A synthetic approach is employed to 

analyse the data in the present study. Quirk, et. al. (1985) approach is used to analyse 

coordination and subordination. Dickins (2010) is used to analyse thematic structure. Sekine 

(1996) and Dickins (2010) are adopted to analyse grounding.

1.4 Organization of the study

The present study consists of nine chapters. Chapter One is this introductory chapter and 

provides the objectives and the main questions of the study, as well as a general organization of 

the thesis.



Chapter Two discusses the literature related to the present study. It is divided into the 

following sections: Discussion of key concepts related to the current study, Approaches for 

analysing argumentative texts, and Previous studies dealing with the same general areas as the 

present study.

Chapter Three discusses syntactic structure in English and Arabic. This chapter deals 

with these central concepts which are related to this study: definition of sentence, word order, 

sentence types, transitivity system, and coordination and subordination. The analytical 

principles applied to the corpus texts conclude this chapter.

The organisation of the sentence as a message in English and Arabic is discussed in 

Chapter Four. In the part dealing with English, Halliday's two systems involved in the 

organization of the sentence as a message (information structure, or organization of Given and 

New information, and thematic structure, or Theme and Rheme) are discussed in detail. Other 

approaches such as the Prague School theory are also discussed in this chapter. A critique of the 

Hallidayan and Prague schools is also provided. In the part dealing with Arabic, the notions 

which are relevant to thematic structure are discussed in detail. The use of the terms ^^ and 

the 4JJ *L*A\ is also discussed. The principles for the analysis of thematic structure in English and 

Arabic are discuused at the end of this chapter.

Chapter Five is mainly concerned wih grounding structure. The mistranslation of the 

notions the ftP^1 and j^^1 as 'foreground' and 'background' is first discussed. This is followed 

by a discussion of 'foreground' and 'background'. The principles used in grounding analysis 

conclude this chapter.

Chapter Six presents the syntactic, thematic, and grounding analyses of sample texts. 

This presentation illustrates the way in which the analytical principles have been applied in 

practice to the corpus texts. For reasons of space, only one English text and Arabic one are 

presented in this chapter. The same principles have, however, been adopted for all eleven other 

English and eleven other Arabic texts. The analyses of these are given in Appendices A, B. C, 

D, E, and F.

Chapter Seven investigates the correlation between mainness/subordination, thematic 

structure, and grounding in both English and Arabic. First, the analystical principles used to 

correlate these three areas of analysis are presented. For reasons of space, only one English text



and Arabic one are presented in this chapter. The same principles have, however, been adopted 
for all eleven other English and eleven other Arabic texts. The analyses of these are presented in 
Appendices G and H.

Chapter Eight discusses the results of (1) the syntactic, thematic, and grounding 
analyses in both Enlish and Arabic, (2) the results of the correlation between 
mainness/subordnation, thematic structure, and grounding in English and Arabic, (3) the results 
of the analysis of Arabic nominal and verbal sentences and clauses, and (4) the results of the 
analysis of Arabic rhematic markers.

Chapter Nine concludes the study by considering implications for further future research, 
and providing concluding remarks.

Following Chapter Nine is a Supplementary Chapter, which reproduces the English and 
Arabic texts which have been used as data in this thesis. These are placed in volume 1 to make 
them maximally easy to compare with the material in volume 2 of the thesis.

The main study, volume 1, is followed by a presentation of both the syntactic, thematic 
and grounding analyses of the English and Arabic data texts in volume 2.
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CHAPTER TWO

Text and Discourse: Critical review of the relevant 

literature

2.0 Introduction

This chapter aims to review literature related to the present study. It consists of three 

main sections. The first section discusses the following key notions: the distinction between 

'discourse and text', text types, argumentative text, and 'cohesion and coherence' in English and 

Arabic. The second section deals with models for analysing argumentative texts and approaches 

to newspaper editorial analysis. The third section reviews previous studies which deal with the 

same general areas as the present study.

2.1 Discussion of key concepts

This section deals with the following notions: the distinction between 'discourse' and 

'text', text types, and argumentative text. In addition, it discusses 'cohesion' and 'coherence' in 

English and Arabic'.

2.1.1 Distinction between 'discourse' and 'text'

The term 'discourse' has been given various definitions. For example, discourse is 

viewed as a form of language use, public speeches, or spoken language. It is also informally 

used in media and the social sciences, as Van Dijk (1997) points out. Here the term is used not 

only to mean language use, but to refer to ideologies as well. For instance, discourse of 'neo- 

liberalism' includes both the language of use of neo-liberalism and the ideas of neo-liberal 

thinkers. But such definitions, according to Van Dijk, are still inadequate. The discourse analyst,



Van Dijk says, introduces a functional definition which is more specific, but is broadly applied 

to adequately explain 'who uses the language, how, why, and when' (Van Dijk, 1997: 2).

In discourse description every level can be described in terms of a particular concept. 

For instance, the notion 'proposition' is a semantic term used to refer to the meaning of a clause 

or a sentence (ibid: 9). To describe how the meanings of propositions in a discourse 'hang 

together' the term 'coherence' is used. The term 'micro-level analysis' is given to the study of 

the coherence relations of sentences which follow each other immediately, whereas 'macro-level 

analysis' is used for the meaning of the whole discourse. These two levels explain the difference 

between a discourse and incoherent sentences (ibid.).

Hoey (1983) identifies the following elements of a common discourse pattern: Situation 

- Problem - Response - Evaluation/ Result (Hoey, 1983: 53). The term 'pattern' here refers to a 

'combination of relations organizing (part of) a discourse' (ibid.). This discourse pattern is 

illustrated by the following example given by Hoey (ibid.).

Situation:

Problem:

Response:

I was on sentry

I saw the enemy approaching

Inner problem:

Inner response: 

Inner Evaluation: 

Inner Basis:

I tried to open fire.

The gun's bolt jammed.

Staying calm, I applied a drop of oil.

That did the trick.

I opened fire.

Evaluation/ Result: I beat off the attack.

The above 'minimum discourse' can be paraphrased in various ways, and clause relations are 

indicated by lexical signals, as in this example (ibid.: 54):

I was on sentry duty. I saw the enemy approaching. To prevent them coming any closer, I 

opened fire. This way I beat off the enemy attack.

7



The term 'text' has been defined in different ways. For example, Halliday and Hasan 

(1976) propose the following definition of a text:

A text may be spoken or written, prose or verse, dialogue or 

monologue. It may be of anything from a single proverb to an all-day 

discussion on a committee. A text is a unit of language in use. It is not 

a grammatical unit like a clause or a sentence; and it is not defined by 

its size (Halliday and Hasan, 1976: 1).

According to this definition, text is not a string of sentences, but a 'semantic unit' which has a 

texture. It can be a title, a warning, an announcement, or an entire book. What distinguishes a 

text from non-text is that a text has texture or cohesion within a text (ibid.). In addition to 

cohesion, texture has other two components: (1) texture within sentences, and (2) texture of 

discourse. The two components are briefly discussed below.

1. Texture of sentence

Here the sentence and its components are organized in a way that relates them to their 

environment. Texture which is internal to the sentence is of two components: theme system and 

information system. In the theme system, the clause is organized as a message (theme and 

rheme, and related thematic variation). In the information system, the text is organized into units

of information. These two components will be discussed in more detail in Chapter Four.

2. Texture of discourse

In this component the type of the text (narrative, conversation, etc.) is established.

Text is defined by Brown and Yule (1983) as 'the verbal record of communicative event' 

(Brown and Yule 1983:6). This definition suggests that a text is 'an instance of language in use 

rather than language as an abstract system of meanings and relations' (Baker 1992: 111). Stubbs 

(1996) defines texts as 'an instance of language in use either spoken or written' (Stubbs 1996: 

4). Schiffrin (1994) recognizes a text as:
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the propositional meanings that are linguistically realized (e.g. that 

might constitute the semantics" of a grammar) in grammatically 

definable units such as clauses, and through the relation that conveyed 

between (and among) such units (Schiffrin 1994: 363 -64).

Another definition of text is provided by Gracia (1995) in his Theory of Textuality'. 

Gracia defines text as a 'a group of entities used as signs, which are selected, arranged, and 

intended by an author in a certain context to convey a specific meaning to an audience' (Gracia, 

1995: 4). Bell (1991) distinguishes text from non-text on the basis of the following features 

(Bell, 1991: 150):

1. Text must belong to a genre or register.

2. It is textually structured.

3. It is internally coherent.

Some linguists use the terms 'discourse' and 'text' interchangeably. Others, however, 

use text for written documents and discourse for spoken language (Bell, 1991: 162). Smith 

(2003), for example, reserves text for written language and applies discourse to both spoken and 

written language (Smith, 2003: 7). Van Dijk (1977) views text as 'the abstract theoretical 

construct underlying what is usually called a discourse', and a discourse as a 'sequence of 

utterances' which have 'textual structures' (Van Dijk, 1977: 3).

For the purpose of this study, I will use the term 'text' to mean a piece of writing which 

has the function of fulfilling a communicative task and consists of one or more than one 

sentence. In this definition, sentence is viewed in terms of a combination of grammar (in 

English, an entity which has at least a subject and a verb, or in the case of an imperative usage 

perhaps only a verb), semantics (an entity which expresses a complete proposition, or the 

analogue of a complete proposition in the case of non-declarative utterances), and 

intonation/punctuation (Dickins, 2010: 1080).



2.1.2 Text types

When we write, we first consider the text type that is suitable for the occasion, and then 

produce a text accordingly. For example, memos are written to direct, instruct, or inform. 

Researchers have classified text into various types. Hatim and Mason identify text types as ; a 

conceptual framework which enables us to classify texts in terms of communicative intentions 

serving an overall rhetorical purpose' (Hatim and Mason 1990: 140). Werlich (1976) classifies 

texts into five types: description, narration, exposition, argumentation, and instruction. Each of 

these text types can be analyzed in terms of different characteristics. Argumentative texts, for 

instance, can be analyzed in terms of argumentative procedure and indication of attitude and 

judgment. Descriptive texts are analyzed in terms of object, features, and point of view. 

Expository texts are analyzed in terms of basic procedure and other procedures like cause and 

effect and from general to particular. Instructive texts are analyzed in terms of point of view and 

sequence of event. Narrative texts are organized using story grammar (Werlich, 1976: 39-41). 

Werlich (ibid.) distinguishes text types according to what he calls a 'thematic text base'. He 

defines 'thematic base' as: 'a text-initial linguistic unit which both structurally and semantically 

permits expansion into a text by sequences of coherent and completed linguistic units'(ibid.: 

27).

Beaugrande and Dressier (1981) identify three text types: descriptive, narrative, and 

argumentative (Beaugrande and Dressier, 1981: 184). Descriptive, narrative, and 

argumentative texts are described as being the dominant types, and are defined according to 

the function of the text in communication (ibid.). All three functions can be found in one 

text. For example, a repair manual is intended to describe, narrate, and argue. The same thing 

can be said about literary texts as they contain description, narration, and argumentation. 

Hatim (1991) points out that 'texts are multifunctional, normally displaying features of more 

than one type, and constantly shifting from one type to another' (Hatim, 1991: 190).

According to Beaugrande and Dressier (1981), text typology is still 'fuzzy and not 

straightforward'. For Beaugrande and Dressier, a text is a 'communicative occurrence' (i.e. 

has a communicative function) if it is: coherent, informative, produced to communicate, 

accepted as a communicative text by the text receiver, relevant to the situation in which it
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takes place, and belonging to a particular text type (ibid.). Beaugrande and Dressier suggest 

the following seven 'constitutive' standards of textuality (ibid.):

1. Cohesion

This is a text-centered standard. It is achieved through devices, called 'grammatical

dependencies', such as recurrence, pro-forms and articles junction, co-reference, ellipsis, etc.

2. Coherence

This standard refers to the connection of relations and concepts underlying the surface structure,

and is maintained by the text receiver. Like cohesion, coherence is a text-centered concept.

3. Intentionality

Intentionality indicates that the text producer has the intention to perform the event as a text. It

is a producer-centered notion.

4. Acceptability

Acceptability indicates that a text receiver accepts the event as a text.

5. Informativity

Informativity deals with the degrees to which a text is interesting, amazing, unexpected, or

stimulating.

6. Situationality

Situationality is concerned with the connection between the text and the context of situation.

7. Intertextuality

The connection between the current text and previous texts is the main concern of

intertextuality. This standard is the main factor in establishing text types.

Smith (2003) uses the concept 'discourse mode' to refer to the variety found in texts. 

Five discourse modes are introduced here (Smith, 2003: 8). These are as follows:

1. Narrative

2. Description

3. Report
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4. Information

5. Argument

According to Smith, these modes, which are characterized by their linguistic features (e.g. an 

argumentative mode is primarily facts and propositions) correspond to 'text types, and are 

considered to be the major modes of texts. Hatim (1997) identifis the following three basic text 

types:

1. Exposition:

This type of text concerns analysis of concepts, and can be sub-categorized as (a) conceptual

exposition, (b) narration, or (c) description.

2. Argumentation:

Texts under this type concern acceptance or opposition of beliefs or ideas. The investigation of

concept relations is the main concern of this text type.

3. Instruction:

There are two text sub-types under this category: instructional texts without option (they 

regulate through instruction, such as treaties and contracts) and texts with option (they evaluate 

through persuasion with option, such as advertisement and manuals) (Hatim 1997: 36-38).

Based on the above classifications, researchers recognise that texts can be categorised 

into types. Some of these researchers agree that texts types overlap. The classifications of texts 

discussed above are given in Table 1 below.

Table 1. Classifications of text types

Werlich(1975): 
five text types

Beaugrande and Dressier 

(1981): three text types

Smith (2003): 
five text types

Hatim (1997): three text 
types

Description, narration, 

exposition, argumentation, 

and instruction

Descriptive, narrative, 

and argumentative

Narrative, description, 

report, information, 

and argument

Exposition, argumentation, 

and instruction
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As argumentative text is central to this study, it is discussed in more detail below.

2.1.3 Argumentative text

The term 'argumentation' has been defined in different ways. For example, Van Emeren 

and Grootendorst (2004) define argumentation as:

a verbal, social, and rational activity aimed at convincing, a reasonable 

critic of the acceptability of a standpoint by putting forward a 

constellation of propositions justifying or refuting the proposition 

expressed in the standpoint (Van Emeren, and Grootendorst, 2004: 1)

This definition gives argumentation a number of aspects. It views argumentation as a 'verbal' 

activity which occurs by 'means of language use'. Argumentation is also viewed as a 'social' 

activity, which involves participants who exchange ideas to settle their differences. Another 

feature of argumentation is that it is a 'rational' activity, as it is 'based on intellectual 

considerations' (ibid.: 2). However, emotions can play a role in argumentation, according to 

Van Emeren and Grootendorst. The definition also refers to 'a reasonable critic', which suggests 

that there is another participant who needs to be convinced by means of argumentation (ibid.). 

Berg (2005) defines argument as:

a collection of statements. One of these statements is the conclusion, 

whose truth or acceptability the argument tries to establish. The other 

statements are premises that are intended to support the conclusion or 

to convince you that the conclusion is true or acceptable (Berg, 2005: 

37).

Here a 'statement' refers to 'an assertion which is true or false (ibid. 39).

In Arabic, argumentation is defined in 'Naqd 'an-natir' (the criticism of prose) as:
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a type of discourse intended to present proof for settling differences 

of belief between arguers. It is used in ideological doctrines, religious 

debates, legal proceedings, disputes, and defences. It is also found in 

both prose and poetry (Hatim, 1997: 49).

According to this definition, argumentation involves a disagreement. It also suggests that 

arguers try to settle their differences by presenting evidence which supports their claims. In 

addition to prose, poetry is also commonly used in Arabic as a means of argumentation.

The writer of the argumentative text has various choices of tone, according to Jacobus 

(Jacobus, 1998: 124). For example, the writer can be 'reserved, aggressive and alarmed', etc. 

Jacobus identifies three strategies to 'appeal' to an audience for its attention. These are called 

the ethical, emotional, and logical strategies (ibid.: 103). They can be combined together or used 

separately. With the ethical strategy the writer urges the reader to believe him/her that he/she is 

ethical or honest. With the emotional strategy, the writer urges the reader to share with him/her 

his/her anger, disappointment, outrage, etc. With the logical strategy, the writer uses logic 

(evidence) to convince his/her audience to accept his/her view. Thus, argumentative writing has 

a basic purpose: persuasion, as Jacobus points out (ibid.: 123).

For Berg (2005), the aim of argumentative writing is 'to reason through arguments about 
an issue that is controversial or open to debate' (Berg, 2005: 115). But Jacobus (1998) says that 

'many people with a personal stake ('self-interest') in a given position do not worry about 

reasons or reasoning because they cannot see beyond it' (Jacobus, 1998: 102). For example, 

many tobacco companies do not want to accept that cigarette smoking is addictive, as this would 

relate tobacco to addictive substances like heroin (ibid.: 103). Here opinions, reasons, and 

evidence are taken from a personal point of view. However, evidence and reasons alone do not 

support the writer's argument, according to Westin (2002: 101). There should also be linguistic 

means to make the factual evidence convincing, such as 'predictive' (volition) modals, 

'necessity' modals, suasive verbs (verbs which suggest persuasion, such as 'demand', 'insist', 

'instruct', etc.), and conditional subordination (ibid.). These linguistic means, Westin says, mark 

argumentative discourse (ibid.). The above linguistic means give the text argumentative 

structure, according to Biber (1988:111). For example, prediction modals, such as 'will' indicate
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that certain events will take place. In Arabic, prediction is expressed by the aspectual particles 

--'sa', and «-*>- 'sawfa' (will) which are prefixed to or precede the main verb respectively. 

Necessity modals suggest that events should occur. In Arabic necessity is mainly expressed by 

the modal verbs M>J 'yajib' and M^JJJ 'yatawajjab' (must). Suasive verbs express indirect 

intentions which cause events to occur in the future. Examples of Arabic suasive verbs 

include £j% 'yaqtarih' (suggest). In conditional subordination, conditions which are needed for 

the occurrence of particular events are specified. The writer's persuasion is marked by these 

features.

2.1.4 Cohesion and coherence in English

As cohesion and coherence are text-oriented standards in de Beaugrande's terms, they 
will be discussed below.

Unlike coherence, cohesion is easily identified, because it is explicitly marked in a 

text. Coherence, on the other hand, develops throughout the text. For de Beaugrande and 

Dressier (1981), cohesion is one of the most important standards of textuality. It is what 

forms a text (Halliday and Hasan, 1976: 4). For Halliday and Hasan, cohesion is 'semantic; 

it refers to relations of meaning that exist within the text, and that define it as a text' (ibid.). 

This view, however, is criticised by Neubert and Shreve (1992). If cohesion is defined as 

such, the term coherence is 'unnecessary', according to Neubert and Shreve (ibid.: 102). 

What makes a text coherent is its underlying 'logical structure' which helps the reader 

through the text. Thus, Neubert and Shreve draw a clear distinction between the two 

concepts:

Coherence is a property of the underlying meaning structure of a text; 

cohesion is a property of the linguistic surface of the text. Cohesion 

makes coherence linguistically evident (Neubert and Shreve, 1992: 

102).
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Another firm distinction between cohesion and coherence is provided by Bell (1991):

... cohesion consists of the mutual connection of components of 

SURFACE TEXT within a sequence of clauses/sentences; the process 

being signalled by lexico-syntactic means. Cohesion is, then, 

concerned with the manipulation of selections from the options 

available in the MOOD system; Subject, Predicator, Complement, 

Adjunct, etc. Coherence, in contrast, consists of configuration and 

sequencing of the CONCEPTS and RELATIONS of the TEXTUAL 

WORLD which underlie and are realized by the surface text; the 

propositional structures (Actor, Process, Goal, Circumstances, etc.) 

which are the creation of the systems of TRANSITIVITY (Bell, 1991: 

165).

Faiq (2006) uses coherence to describe the grammatical and semantic interconnectedness of 

elements of discourse, and applies cohesion to the relations between sentences and clauses:

Coherence refers to the grammatical and semantic interconnectedness 

between elements that realize a discourse (discourse is used here to 

subsume any written or spoken communicative occurrences). 

Coherence is separate from cohesion and specifically designates the 

semantic meanings that hold the discourse together (Faiq, 2006: 427).

The definitions of cohesion and coherence provided by Neubert and Shreve, and Bell, are 

precise and clearly differentiate these two concepts. From these definitions and the ones given 

above, one can conclude that though cohesion and coherence differ from each other, they both 

share a common function: binding the text together (cf Bell, 1991: 165).
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2.1.5 Cohesion and coherence in Arabic

Like modern Western text linguists, traditional Arabic rhetoricians were very interested 

in what makes texts coherent and cohesive.

Cohesion can be regarded as corresponding in Arabic to ^« or J^1 and coherence to 

t*L>. or fU— si (Hussain, 2003: 157). Scholars who are concerned with the study of these two 

notions either follow the work of al-Jurjani, or adapt modern Western theories (Faiq, 2006: 

428).

Al-Jurjani (born 400 - died 471/474) develops the theory of ^ (composition) which 

concerns the jW^j 'inimitability' and the fla— jl 'coherence' of the Qur'an and the beauty of 

Arabic. For al-Jurjani, the meaning of words involves relations which are built on the basis of 

both linguistic and non linguistic factors (ibid.). When these factors are met, the <»^l 'speech' 

becomes coherent. According to al-Jurjani, there is a difference between the <jr"" 'meaning' and 

the ^-«3 'purpose'. The first is established when the contextual elements interact properly. The 

•^-aS 'purpose' connects meanings of the f^1 'speech' with the producer. Al-Jurjani also 

identifies specific criteria for achieving coherence in the £&\ 'speech'. Some of these criteria 

are as follows (ibid.: 429):

1 . Words exist only for their meanings (i.e. the fundamental purpose of words is to convey 

meanings)

2. The f^1 'speech' must be sufficient to meet the requirements of the meanings [in terms of] 

(quantity and quality).

3. The £&\ 'speech' should neither exceed its purpose nor fall short of realizing it.

For al-Jurjani, coherence consists of a number of important components. These include:

1. (J-^a 'disjunction' and J^>j 'conjunction'.

2. The -^^1 'verb phrase/predicate' and the ^] ^^ subject/predicand' (I have used 'verb 

phrase/predicate' and 'subject/predicand' instead of Faiq's 'theme' and rheme'; see section 4. 

5).
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3. Deletion of the ^^ 'verb phrase/predicate'

4. Preposing of the £**A\ 'verb phrase/predicate'

Coherence is the result of the -^ 'purpose', the p&li 'speech', and Jjj 'interpretation' 

(ibid.). It is achieved when words and meanings act in a harmonious manner.

As in English, Arabic text or discourse is connected by cohesive devices, such as 

referential and lexical devices. Conjunctions also function as connectives. In addition to 

repetition and parallelism, Arabic also employs ellipsis and collocation to create text 

connectivity. Adverbials and prepositional phrases also function as cohesive elements. Cohesion 

in Arabic functions in connection with coherence.

2.2 Approaches for analysing argumentative texts

This section consists of two parts. The first part discusses text analysis and aspects of 

editorial writing in English and Arabic. The second part deals with some of the models which 

have been proposed to analyse argumentative texts, such as those of Gauthier (2004), Toulmin 

(2003 [1958]), Hatim (1997), Abbadi (2006), Bolivar (1994), Riazi and Assar (2000). These 

models fall into two categories: approaches related to analysis of argumentation (Gauthier, 

2004, Toulmin, 2003, Hatim, 1997, and Abbadi, 2006), and approaches related to Bolivar's 

three-part structure (Bolivar, 1994 and Riazi and Assar, 2000).

2.2.1 Text analysis and aspects of editorial writing in English and Arabic

As Bolivar's (1994) view on text analysis and Biber's (1988) study are relevant to the 

present study, they are the focus of this section.

Bolivar (1994) suggests that most of the problems concerning the analysis of written text 

are due to the different perspectives of text definition (Bolivar, 1994: 278). Thus, 'text 

organization' and 'text structure' imply two different processes and interactions. If the 

interaction is meant to be between the reader and the text, attention will be given to the 'patterns 

of organization'. But if the interaction between the writer and the reader is intended, the main
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concern will be the structure of the text (ibid.: 279). For Bolivar, both need be considered in text 

analysis (ibid.).

According to Biber (1988), two approaches are used for the analysis of textual variation: 

macroscopic analysis and microscopic analysis (Biber, 1988: 61). The macroscopic approach 

gives an overall account of textual relations in a set of texts. The microscopic approach, 

however, gives a detailed account of the communicative functions of specific linguistic features. 

Thus, it is used to analyse particular linguistic features in individual texts (e.g. Westin, 20002). 

Many of the studies which have analysed linguistic variation in texts have been based on the 

microscopic approach, according to Biber (ibid.).

The two approaches have strengths and weaknesses. For instance, the microscopic 

approach gives a detailed description of functions of individual linguistic features, but it cannot 

give an overall account of linguistic variation among a set of texts. Similarly, the macroscopic 

approach identifies the overall dimensions of variation in a set of texts, but it misses the minor 

parameters of textual variation.

Thus, both approaches complement each other, though they can be used separately. The 

macroscopic approach relies on the identification and explanation of the important linguistic 

features provided by the microscopic approach. In the same way, the microscopic approach 

makes use of the overall theoretical account of linguistic variation among texts given by the 

macroscopic approach (ibid.: 62-63). An example of the use of these two approaches is the 

Biber's study of 481 different spoken and written texts (ibid.: 63).

In his study, Biber used the macroscopic approach for analysing co-occurrence patterns 

among the linguistic features in the texts. He also used the microscopic approach for interpreting 

the identified textual dimensions in functional terms. The study of spoken and written texts 

aimed at describing the relationship between speech and writing in English.

According to Biber, there is no single absolute difference between these two types of 

discourse, but rather 'there are several dimensions of variation, and particular types of speech 

and writing are more or less similar with respect to each dimension' (ibid.: 199). In this regard, 

Biber introduces a multi-feature/multi-dimensional (MF/MD) approach to describe the textual 

relationship between spoken and written genres (Biber, 1988: 55-56).
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According to this approach, different genres vary over different dimensions of linguistic 

variation. Biber identifies six dimensions of variation: (1) involved versus informational 

production, (2) narrative versus non-narrative, (3) explicit versus situation-dependent reference, 

(4) overt expression of persuasion, (5) abstract versus non-abstract information, and (6) on-line 

informational elaboration (ibid.: 199 - 200). Each of these dimensions shows different 

relationships among texts, according to Biber as follows (ibid.):

1. Dimension 1: Involved (conversation and personal letters) versus informational production 

(official documents and press reportage)

2. Dimension 2: Narrative (fiction) versus non-narrative (telephone conversations and official 

documents)

3. Dimension 3: Explicit (official documents and professional letters) versus situation- 

development reference (broadcasts)

4. Dimension 4: Overt expression of persuasion (professional letters and editorials)

5. Dimension 5: Abstract (academic prose and official documents) versus non-abstract (fiction 

and conversations)

6. Dimension 6: On-line informational elaboration (prepared speeches and interviews)

The MF/MD model serves as a basis for cross-linguistic comparisons of text types. It is 

well-suited to the description of relations between spoken and written genres in different 

languages. It analyses the distribution of many lexical and syntactic features, reflecting a wide 

range of communicative functions in spoken and written genres (ibid.: 56).

Another approach which concerned the study of text in English and Arabic was adopted 

by Sa'adeddin (1989). In his approach, Sa'adeddin studied the aural and visual modes of text 

development in English and Arabic. The terms 'mode of text development' refers to 'the 

channel selected by the text producer for mapping and expressing ideas in terms of three 

parameters (interactive functions, degree of power solidarity, and communally-shared norms of 

text development)' (Sa'adeddi, 1889: 38).

Sa'adeddin identifies particular features of the aurally and visually developed texts in 

English and Arabic. Some of these features are illustrated by Table 2 below (ibid.: 48-49).
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Table 2. Features of aurally and visually developed texts in English and Arabic
Aurally developed text

Simple thematic structure

Assuming the receiver to be familiar with 

what is being talked about

Cumulative and additive

Repetition is used more frequently

Imprecise and limited lexis

Over-reliance on abstract generalization

Visually developed text

Relatively complex structure

No automatic assumption of shared knowledge with 

the receiver

Linear and sequential

Repetition is reduced, except for particular contexts 

to achieve specific purposes (e.g. political speeches)

Precise and varied lexis

Abstract generalizations are related to experience 
through concrete reference or particular historical 

and social examples

The assumption that the aural, rather that the visual, mode is used in Arabic when 

developing a text is inaccurate, according to Sa'adeddin (ibid.). This inaccuracy stems from the 

fact that the sociolinguistic expectations of the [text] receivers have not been taken into account 

in selecting the appropriate mode of text development' (ibid.). Sa'adeddin points out that Arabic 

is 'no less than English, as it has both visual and aural modes' (ibid.: 49, cf also Connor, 1996: 

36). The aural mode is, however, 'dominant in many areas of writing' (ibid.).

In his comparison of writing style in English and Arabic editorials, Sa'adeddin (1987) 

points out that the Arabic editorial writer assumes that the reader is familiar with the topic being 

talked about, and shares the author's view of it. No such assumption is found in the English 

editorial text. Another distinctive feature is that the English editorial text is organized in 

advance, and the writer gives facts to support his or her view. Repetition and intensification are 

employed in the Arabic editorial text to achieve the intended communicative effect (ibid.).

The difference between English and Arabic in terms of mode use was confirmed by Al- 

Odadi (1996). According to Al-Odadi, English and Arabic writers differ in their negotiation of 

their propositions with the readers (Al-Odadi, 1996: 182-83). In Al-Odadi's study, propositions 

in the Arabic editorial texts were presented in 'an implicit and brief fashion', whereas ideas in 

the English editorial texts were shown in 'a more explicit and detailed manner' (Al-Odadi, 

1996: 181).
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2.2.2. Approaches related to analysis of argumentation

Gauthier (2004)

For Gauthier (2004), an argument consists of two units: a proposition and a justification 

(Gauthier, 2004: 4). A proposition can be a thesis, an evaluation, a directive, a suggestion, a 

recommendation, or a prescription. A justification can take any form which assists or supports a 

proposition (ibid.: 5). Applied to American and Quebecois editorials, Gauthier proposes the 

following form for an argument, where 'P' represents a proposition and T expresses a 

justification (ibid.: 4).

The notion 'an opinion' (or an isolated proposition) describes the presentation of a 

proposition without a justification. The existence of the justification, by contrast, depends on a 

proposition. Thus, the existence of both proposition and justification develops an argument, 

whereas occurrence of proposition without justification results in a lack of an argument (ibid.: 

6). The presentation of an 'opinion', takes the following form, where P refers to an opinion and 

V~ indicates an absence of justification (ibid.):
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An argument which has the first form above can be illustrated by the following example taken 

from my data (The Guardian, December 29, 2008):

But this will not unite the Palestinians, or buy Hamas a place in the Palestinian Liberation 

Organization.

It can only deepen the crisis within the Palestinian leadership, for the truth is that no 

Palestinian faction can now lead alone.

While the above example represents an argument, the following example does not (ibid.: 9).

Opinion

Mr. Edwards offered an infectious enthusiasm and an admirable 

willingness to talk about the problem of poverty. (Sizing up the 

primaries, Washington Post, March 3, 2004)

This is not an argument, because the proposition above is not supported by a justification (ibid.: 

12).
Gauthier's study is a preliminary introduction to a broader editorial argumentation 

analysis. Admitting this, Gauthier says: 'the information is too fragmentary to infer any 

consistent theoretical consideration and should be supported by more substantial research' 

(ibid.).

Toulmin (2003)

Another model for the analysis of argumentation is Toulmin's (2003). According to this 

model, an argument can be divic'sd into a number of basic elements: a claim, data, warrant, and
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backing. A claim can be a statement which can be proven to be true or false. The element 'data' 

refers the evidence which supports the claim. A warrant can be stated or unstated. These 

elements are illustrated by the following argument about how water should be saved through 

careful use (ibid.: 89).

Data ————————————————————————— Claim 

Car washes can use up to 250, 000 

gallons of water in the main summer so 

weeks. This quantity depletes water car owners should 

reservoirs by 20% a season when restrict washing their 

there is heavy water usage. cars in areas of the
country where there 

is a water shortage 

(restriction).

Warrant 

since

water is essential and 

people should not waste 

it in times of shortage

Backing 

because

water shortages cause inconvenience, are a danger to 

people and can be costly to consumers.

Toulmin's argument model is supported by Gauthier (2004) who describes this model as 

'the most accurate and also the best known representation' (Gauthier, 2004: 3). But because the 

model limits an argument to reasoning, it is viewed as 'inadequate' for studying less formal 

texts, such as editorials (ibid.).
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Although the structures of arguments in English and Arabic are different, they show 

similar 'movement from data through warrant to claim' (Diab, 1998: 212).

Hatim (1997)

Hatim (1997) identifies two forms of argumentation: through-argumentation and counter- 

argumentation (Hatim, 1997: 39-40). In through-argumentation a point of view is cited, and then 

is extensively defended. The configuration which shows this form is:

Thesis -> substantiation -> conclusion

In counter-argumentation, however, a point of view is cited, then opposed, and then finally 

defended. It has the following configuration:

Thesis -> opposition -> substantiation -> conclusion

Counter-argumentation is also divided into two subtypes: 'Balance' and the 'Explicit 

Concessive' (ibid.). In the former subtype, the 'contrastive shift' between a claim and a counter 

claim is signaled either explicitly or implicitly. In 'Explicit Concessive', the counter-claim is 

signaled by concessives, such as 'although', despite, 'while', etc.

According to Hatim, English shows a preference for counter-argumentation (thesis- 

opposition-substantiation-conclusion). Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), however, tends to 

prefer through-argumentation (thesis-substantiation-conclusion). However, counter- 

argumentation, Hatim points out, is also used in Arabic, and it is normally of the Concessive 

type (ibid.: 44).

Abbadi (2006)

Hatim's approach to analysing argumentative texts was applied by Abbadi (2006). 

Abbadi studied the argumentative strategies employed in English and Arabic newspaper 

editorials. She investigated which argumentative strategies each language preferred. Her 

approach was based on Hatim's argument structure discussed above. The two languages showed
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different strategies in the argumentative texts analysed, according to Abbadi. The textual 

structures of argumentation in English and Arabic editorials were different (ibid.: 12- 15).

2.2.3 Approaches related to Bolivar's three-part structure

Unlike the approaches above, the following approaches examined editorial writing on 

the basis of Bolivar's three-part structure. The notion 'three-part structure' and the scholars who 

applied Bolivar's model are discussed below.

Bolivar (1994)

Bolivar (1994) introduced a hierarchical model for the analysis of newspaper editorials. 

She studied The Guardian newspaper editorials using a unit called the 'triad'. The term 'triad' 

refers to 'the minimal unit of interaction in a written text which consists of up to three elements 

of structure' (Bolivar, 1994: 276). In spoken discourse, the term used to refer to the minimal 

interactive unit is 'exchange' (Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975). This term describes a structure 

which is composed of up to three elements. These elements are: an initiation (I), a response (R), 

and a feedback, or follow-up (F) (Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975: 21). The first element, initiation 

is composed of an initiating move, informing, eliciting or directing. This is followed by a move 

which suits the initiation (a response). The third move, the follow-up, is optional; it occurs in 

some contexts, but does not in others (ibid.: 51-53).

In an attempt to bring together the explanations of elements of structure given by some 

scholars, such as Sinclair and Coulthard (1975), Berry (1981) makes some observations (Berry, 

1981: 122-24).

1. There are three-part structures in discourse where the third element is predicted.

2. Follow-up is predicted by the initiating move, rather than by the immediately preceding 

move.
3. Both obligatory and optional feedback typically occur in the third move.
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These observations are essential for analysing both spoken and written discourse 

structures according to Bolivar (1994: 277). The third element of structure has a fundamental 

function of ending the minimal interactive unit. This element is important in an editorial, as it 

presents the evaluation of the event. Initiations also have an important role in written text; they 

introduce topics and modalities (ibid: 278). They can (1) inform, (2) elicit information, or (3) 

organize the discourse (ibid.: 78).

Bolivar suggests that a 'triad' serves to 'negotiate the transmission of information and 

evaluation in written text' (ibid.). She identifies three main 'turns' (Tn) for the description of the 

internal structure of the 'triad': lead (L), follow (F), and valuate (V), 'which are realised by 

sentences' (ibid.).

At a higher rank, a 'triad' can be joined with other triads resulting in a larger unit called 

'movement' (Mv). A movement is also combined with other movements to form the largest unit 

at the highest level. Bolivar names this unit 'artefact' (ibid.: 280-81). This model can be 

summarized as follows:

Triad -> Movement -> Artefact

In this hierarchical model, a 'triad' is the basic unit of interaction in written text, a 

'movement' is the second largest unit, and the 'artefact' is the largest unit of the rank scale. 

According to Bolivar, the 'artefact' is typically composed of three movements (ibid.: 283). 

These are as follows:

1. Movement A: refers to the actual world, a world that is or was.

2. Movement B: refers to the world of possibilities, or the world that might be.

3. Movement C: refers to the world that should be. The major evaluation, which refers to B 

and A occurs in this movement.

In a newspaper editorial, a 'movement' can be all or part of an 'artefact' (ibid.: 282). 

According to Bolivar, the size of a 'movement1 does not depend on the number of paragraphs it 

has, but rather on the number of the triads which 'relate the text to the world of events within the
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same model perspective' (ibid.: 283). The reason is that paragraphs and movements are of 

different kinds of organization, according to Bolivar. A movement must have at least one 

content 'triad' (valuate triad). The ordering of triads and that of turns within triads cannot be 

shifted or changed, as this will result in another text. Thus, the meaning and the interaction 

between the writer and the reader will be different (ibid.: 282).

On the basis of analyses of editorials from different British newspapers, Bolivar provides 

the following observations (ibid.: 292-94).

1. The three-part structures existed in all the editorials analysed.

2. The minimal unit of interaction (triad) organised the macro structure of the editorials. A 'triad' 

consisted of three turns (the 'lead', the 'follow', and the 'valuate') which had distinct functions 

in the discourse. The 'lead' introduced the 'aboutness' of the 'triad', the 'follow' responded to 

the 'lead', and the 'valuate' closed the unit with an evaluation.

3. The difference between the editorials was determined by each newspaper's evaluation of the 

world and its assumptions about 'the reader's knowledge of events and states of affairs', and 

'above all, about sharing or not sharing the same system of evaluation' (ibid.: 292). This was 

expressed in the number of turns in a 'triad', the preference for one particular form of syntax 

over another, and the use of boundary triads,

Bolivar wonders why we have three parts in particular, not four, for example, for the 

structure of the triad. She wonders whether this 'three-part structure' is 'a rhetorical convention' 

described by Plato, Aristotle and others, or whether it is 'a cultural constraint' which forces the 

editorial writer to follow it (ibid.: 293). She also wonders if this 'three-part structure' only 

works for editorials, or it can be applied to other types of discourse (ibid.: 292).

Alhudhaif(2005)

On the basis of Bolivar's (1994) model, Alhudhaif (2005) studied the speech acts which 

contributed to the overall persuasiveness of English and Arabic editorials. The occurrence and 

performance of the speech acts in these types of texts were also studied. According to Bolivar's 

approach, an artefact typically comprises three movements: a world that is or was, a world that 

might be and a world that should be (Bolivar, 1994: 283).
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The study showed that Bolivar's (1994) approach was applicable to most Arabic and 

English editorials (Alhudhaif, 2005: 70). In a very few cases, an editorial did not include the 

movement which refers to how the world should be (Movement C in Bolivar's category). The 

reason, according to Alhudhaif, is that such editorials did not include any directives. The 

American editorials had a higher number of speech acts than the Arabic ones.

The study also indicated that the distribution of speech acts across movements was the 

same in both American and Arabic editorials. However, the two sets of editorials differed in the 

distribution of specific subtypes of speech acts (ibid.: 114).

Further, the study showed that the Arabic editorials had slightly more representatives 

(speech acts which describe a state or an event in the world, e.g., asserting, denying, reporting, 

etc) than the American ones. But the American editorials had slightly more directives than the 

Arabic ones (ibid.: 121).

Riazi andAssar (2000)

Bolivar's (1994) claim that the 'three-part structure' of editorials may be universal was 

also tested by Riazi and Assar (2000), who conducted a similar study on Persian newspapers 

editorials. The editorials were analysed at two levels: a rhetorical macro-structure level, and a 

micro-syntactic level.

At the macro-analysis level, the results showed that the pattern Lead, Follow, Valuate 

(LFV) was the most frequent pattern of the Persian editorials studied. Accordingly, the 

organization of editorials on the basis of 'triad units' was applicable to the Persian newspaper 

editorials. Based on the findings reached by Riazi and Assar (ibid.), Persian newspaper 

editorials follow the same tripartite structure pattern as English ones. In terms of the micro- 

level, the syntactic structures studied occurred in specific 'turns'. This was attributed to their 

discoursal functions, according to Riazi and Assar (ibid.).

One observation which can be drawn from Riazi and Assar (2000) and Alhudhaif (2005) 

is that the Bolivar's (1994) tripartite structural analyis is applicable to languages other than 

English.
The analysis of an argumentative text in terms of the two forms of argumentation 

introduced by Hatim (1997) is, I believe, relatively similar to the analysis of Bolivar's (1994)
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'triad' (the minimal unit of interaction in a written text). To show how the two models share 

some common similarities, the through-argument format and the 'Triad' are compared in Table 

3 below.

Table 3. Comparison between Hatim's (1997) Through - argument and Bolivar's (1994) Triad

Hatim 's (1997) Through - argumentation configuration

Thesis
Substantiation

Conclusion

Bolivar's (1994) Turns of a Triad

Lead
Follow

Valuate

In Table 3 above, the three 'elements' in the two models have similar functions. For 

example, an argument is initiated by a 'thesis'. Similarly, a 'lead' serves as an initiation in a 

'triad'. It introduces the 'aboutness' of the 'triad'. A 'substantiation' gives evidence to support 

a 'thesis'. In the same way, 'follow' evaluates the information presented in the 'lead', and 

responds to it. Both 'conclusion' and 'valuate' function as closing units in a text.

2.3 Previous studies dealing with the same general areas as the present study

I have chosen the studies cited in this section to review, because they deal with concepts 

which are of central concern in the present study. Some of these studies, for example, compare 

English and Arabic editorials in terms of their writing styles (Sa'adeddin, 1989) and (Al-Odadi, 

1996). Coordination and subordination, theme and rheme, and grounding, which are the major 

concepts analysed in the present study, are dealt with in Othman (2004), Wangheng (1999) Diab 

(1998), and Khalil (2000) respectively. The review of Westin (2002), Abdelfattah (1990), and 

Hynds (1990) is based on the fact that these studies deal with concepts related to the discourse 

structure of English and Arabic editorials, such as sentence complexity, word order, and other 

syntactic features. These studies are discussed in more detail below.
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2.3.1 Studies comparing and contrasting structures of newspaper editorials in English and 

Arabic

The studies in this section are Westin (2002), Abdelfattah's (1990), and Hynds (1990. 

These are discussed below.

Westin (2002)

In a corpus-based diachronic study, Westin (2002) investigated several aspects of 

linguistic variation and change in English 'up-market' newspaper editorials during the twentieth 

century. The study provided a detailed analysis of various linguistic features of the editorials of 

the Daily Telegraph, The Guardian, and The Times. Among other things, the linguistic features 

which marked 'personal involvement', 'explicitness in reference', 'information density' and 

'argumentative discourse' were investigated.

The study showed, among other things, that there were differences between the editorials 

of the three newspapers in terms of the above linguistic features. There were changes in the 

'norms of formal written usage' during the 20th century (ibid.: 165).

The use of informal language, such as contractions, questions, and imperatives, and the 

preference for simpler sentence structure suggest that there is a 'growing acceptance of informal 

language' (ibid.). The reason, according to Westin, is that the editorial writers have come to try 

to reach a broader readership. The use of 'narrative' style (e.g., past tense verbs, perfect aspect 

verbs, third person pronouns, etc.) has gradually decreased.

The argumentative features, such as infinitives', 'conditional subordination', 'suasive 

verbs' (e.g., demand, insist, suggest, etc.), 'predictive modals (e.g. will), and 'necessity modals 

(e.g., must) remained unchanged throughout the period studied (Westin, ibid.: 103, 104, 107, 

109, and 111). This is because these features have central functions in editorials.

According to Westin's study, there was a decrease in sentence complexity; the sentences 

became shorter and simpler in the editorials of these newspapers. The editorials also became 

more lexically diverse and specific. In the present study, the analysis of the Arabic editorials, by 

contrast, shows that Arabic sentence tends to use fairly complex structures (see Chapter Eight).

Westin's study (2002) also showed that the use of subordination decreased over the 

period studied. The reduction in sentence complexity resulted in greater information density.
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and making the language of the editorial more 'reader-friendly' (ibid.: 62, 84, and 163). 

According to Westin, a high frequency of nouns and noun phrases in a text indicates a high 

density of information (ibid.: 66 and 68). Attributive adjectives, adjectival items, and 

prepositional phrases also suggest information density in a text.

As far as subordination is concerned, the analysis of the present study demonstrates that 

the use of subordinate elements is less common in English than in Arabic, as indicated in 

Chapter Eight.

Abdelfattah (1990)

Abdelfattah (1990) study is most relevant, as it deals with specific syntactic aspects, 

such as sentence complexity in Arabic and the use of nominal and verbal sentences.

Just as Westin (2002) examined linguistic variation and change in English up-market 

editorials, Abdelfattah (1990) investigated the syntactic and lexical changes in the language of 

the Egyptian newspaper Al-Ahram, comparing newspapers from 1935 with those from 1989. 

Abdelfattah's (1990) study mainly aimed at finding out the influence of the colloquial dialect 

and foreign languages on the language of Al-Ahram newspaper in the periods investigated.

The study showed that there was a significant shift in word order in the periods covered 

(ibid.: 76 -77). The predominant VSO order of the newspaper texts of 1935 was significantly 

shifted towards the SVO order in 1989. In other words, verbal sentence structures were replaced 

by nominal sentence structures. An exception to this was straight news, where the verbal 

sentence structures were preferred in both periods of time. In addition to other newspaper 

sections, editorials scored a high percentage of SVO orders. This was attributed to three factors 

(ibid.: 77). First, in 1989 the editorial writers wanted to reach a broader readership than that of 

1935. Second, the use of colloquial influenced structures would be more effective in conveying 

the message intended. Third, editorial writers in 1989 made frequent use of the emphatic initial 

particle 6) 'inna' (glossable as 'truly'), which requires the use of a nominal sentence after it.

The analysis of the present study attests that nominal sentences (clauses) are used more 

frequently than verbal sentences. The use of verbal and nominal sentences (clauses) is discussed 

in more detail in Chapter Eight.
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Abdelfattah's (1990) study also showed, among other things, that the 1935 and 1989 

newspaper texts also differed in sentence length and sentence complexity (ibid.: 87). Sentences 

in the 1935 newspaper texts were short and simple, linked together by coordinators. The 1989 

newspaper texts, by contrast, consisted of long and complex sentences. Relative pronouns and 

subordinate clauses were excessively used, resulting less clear sentences, because of the 

influence of the European languages on Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), according to 

Abdelfattah (ibid.).

The use of the passive construction was another important difference between the 

editorials of the two periods (ibid.). The use of full passive constructions (e.g. ^, 'was/were 

built') was dominant in the 1935 data. The editorials of 1989, however, tended to frequently use 

'f^-type sentences', which convey passive meanings without the full passive constructions (e.g. 

frLu p 'was/were built', literally 'the building of ... finished') (ibid.: 92 - 95). The '£»- 

construction is frequently used in many Arabic newspapers. The two different types of passive 

(^ » *^ f-5 'was/were built') are not clearly distinguished by the English translation. Yet, there is 
a significant difference between the two constructions in Arabic in terms of style and grammar.

Abdelfattah also points out that the newspaper texts of 1989 tended to drift away from 

the literary style, which was found in the newspaper texts of 1935. Newspaper texts in 1989 

shared some structural features with those of the colloquial dialect (ibid.: 110).

Hynds (1990)

A similar study to Westin's (2002) was conducted by Hynds (1990). Hynds examined 

how the editorials of The New York Times, Chicago Tribune, and Los Angeles Times 

newspapers changed from 1955, 1965, 1975, and 1985. The study was concerned with subject 

matter and presentation, among other aspects.
The study showed that the length of sentences in the editorials of the New York Times 

and Chicago Tribune was reduced to enhance readability. In the editorials of Los Angeles 

Times, however, the sentence length slightly increased over time. The reduction in sentence 

complexity was also observed in the English newspaper editorials, as mentioned in Westin's 

(2002) study above.
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Another major change was the improvement of writing in the editorials of the three 

newspapers 'by making use of argumentation, explanation and description' to achieve effective 

presentation (Hynds, 1990: 311). Arguments in the editorials of the three newspapers became 

more effective. For example, there was an increase in the use of analogies and cause and effect 

arguments in the editorials of The New York Times and the Chicago Tribune.

Some observations can be made with regard to the previous three studies: Westin (2002), 

Abdelfattah (1990), and Hynds (1990).

The first observation concerns the change in sentence length in both English and Arabic 

over the periods studied. In English editorial texts, long and complex sentences shifted to simple 

and short ones. The reduction in the use of subordination was one of the reasons for the decrease 

of sentence complexity (Westin, 2002: 84). In Arabic editorial texts, by contrast, sentence 

complexity increased, because of the excessive use of subordinate clauses, as mentioned earlier. 

The fact that Arabic sentences in editorial texts tend to be long and complex is also confirmed 

by Al-Odadi (1996). Al-Odadi says that 'lengthy sentences tend to obscure the proposition (s) 

presented in the chain of clauses, as normally used by writers of Arabic' (Al-Odadi, 1996: 273). 

The analysis of the present study also supports these findings.

The second observation is the shift from narrative style to non-narrative style in the 

editorial texts of both languages. There was an increase in using informal language.

The third observation deals with word order in Arabic. Over the period studied there was 

a change from predominantly verbal sentences to predominantly nominal ones. As indicated 

earlier, this change was attributed to three factors: achieving broader readership, persuasion, and 

emphasis. The influence of other languages, particularly English, on Arabic contributed to this 

change. However, the main reason was to reach a broad readership.

The idea that Arabic newspaper language is greatly influenced by English and other 

languages is confirmed by Holes (2004). Holes comments that 'Today, more than ever, it is in 

the language of the press, television, and radio that external influences on Arabic are most 

obvious...' (Holes, 2004: 314). Many new phrases, coinages, and idioms have been transferred 

to Arabic through translation. Holes says that 'much of the news reporting in the Arab media in 

the form of rapidly produced and often rather literal translations of English and French language 

news agency reports' (ibid.: 315). The transfer of foreign words and expressions to Arabic
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newspaper language occurs on a daily basis, and has become a characteristic of this genre, 

according to Ashtiany (1993: 61). The Arabic texts of the present study contain some of these 

words, such as CjUjjjliu- 'scenarios' and ^ 'ethnic'.

2.3.2 Studies comparing and contrasting newspaper editorials in English and Arabic in 

terms of application of cohesive devices and other clause relations

Unlike the studies above, Diab (1998) and Elshershabi (1988) deal with, among other 

issues, the use of specific cohesive devices in English and Arabic editorial texts and how clause 

relations yield coherence. These studies are discussed below.

Diab (1998)

Diab examined the role played by cohesive devices (reference, substitution, ellipsis, 

conjunction, and lexical cohesion) in organizing Arabic and English editorial texts. She studied 

clause relations found in the editorials, and how these clause relations contributed to the 

coherence of the texts investigated.

The study showed that Arabic and English differed dramatically in terms of substitution 

and ellipsis. While English had a few occurrences of ellipsis, Arabic had no occurrence of 

ellipsis of any type. It is generally agreed that, as in English, ellipsis does not occur in Arabic 

unless the ellipted items can be recovered from the context (Ibn Jinni, 2004: 140). Thus, for an 

item to be omitted from the sentence, there should be dpijS (elements which identify ellipted 

items). Furthermore, one type of ellipsis, namely clausal ellipsis, is almost exclusively found 

only in the Qur'an (Cabbas, 2005: 483). However, it may be that conditions under which 

recoverability can be taken to apply are stricter in Arabic than they are in English, resulting in a 

greater occurrence of ellipsis in English than in Arabic.

Conjunctions occurred mainly across clauses in English editorials. In Arabic editorials, 

however, conjunctions occurred both within and across clauses. Arabic also used more 

multifunctional connectors than English (Diab: 1998: 289).

Unlike English editorials, Arabic editorials were much more repetitious at all levels, i.e. 

the morphological level, word level, and chunk level (phrases, clauses, larger sequences) (ibid.: 

264 and 288). Dickins (2006) points out that it is quite acceptable to have lexical repetition in
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Arabic to refer repeatedly to a single idea or concept. But it is odd to do this in English, as 

lexical repetition in English is typically used for rhetorical purposes (Dickins, 2006: 132). In her 

study, Abbadi (2006) indicated that lexical repetition was more frequent in the Arabic editorials 

than in the English ones (Abbadi: 2006: 14).

Repetition is also an important means of persuasion in Arabic, according to Diab. This 

view is also confirmed by Mazraani: 'patterned repetition is a technique of persuasion' 

(Mazraani, 1997: 206). Alhudhaif (2005) points out that persuasion was attained in a powerful 

and explicit way in the American editorials, whereas Arabic editorials achieved persuasion 

through 'implied propositions' (Alhudhaif, 2005: 122). According to Al-Mukharrirq (1993), 

repetition can have 'an immediate emotional impact in argumentation' (Al-Mukharriq, 1993: 

120). In her study, Zizi (1987) says that Arabic has the highest amount of repetition in 

argumentative prose compared to the other languages she studied, English and French (Zizi, 
1987:243).

In addition to persuasion, repetition in Arabic is, I believe, also used for aesthetic and 

emphatic purposes. It is a very common stylistic feature at both lexical and sentential levels (see 

Cabbas, 2005: 499-525, and Al-Hasimi, 2005: 191-95).

In contrast to other studies, Elshershabi's study (1988) showed that Arabic is more 

repetitious than English in particular discourses, such as religious discourse and some types of 

political discourse. In this regard, Elshershabi points out that 'the widespread idea that Arabic is 

much more repetitious compared to English does not hold once editorial Arabic discourse is 

analysed' (Elshershabi, 1988: 222).

Diab's study (1998) also showed that Arabic tended to use parallelism as a rhetorical 

device (ibid.: 325). This device also had a cohesive function (ibid.: 336, see also Holes, 2004: 

332-38).

Elshershabi (1988)

Cohesive devices in English and Arabic editorial discourse were also investigated by 

Elshershabi (1988). Based on (1) Halliday and Hasna's (1976) model of cohesion, and (2) an 

extension of this model by Elshershabi, the study was mainly concerned with the description of 

substitution and lexical cohesion in English and Arabic editorials.
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According to the extended model, cohesion can be achieved through the use of the following 

devices.

1. Content items having a common root (e.g., war, warriors, and kitab (book), katib (writer).

2. A cultural tie or frame

Here frames refer to 'global patterns that contain common sense knowledge about some central

concept, e.g. 'birthday parties' (Beaugrande and Dressier, 1981:90).

3. A semantic domain (e.g., ocean, lake, river, boat, fishermen, casting nets, fishing, and fish)

4. Items related by a potential colon or its equivalent (e.g., He promised this: the company will 

make good all the losses.)

5. Semantically unrelated items (e.g., 'The English Constitution' and 'child of wisdom') 

(Elshershabi, 1988:98-126).

According to Elshershabi, cohesion in English and Arabic editorials can be described by 

the use of a combination of Halliday and Hasan's (1976) model and the extended model 

proposed in the study (Elshershabi, 1988: 252). The study showed that there were significant 

differences between English and Arabic texts in three areas of cohesion: synonymy, 

contrastiveness, and semantic domains.

Arabic texts had a higher frequency than English texts only in the use of the cohesive 

device of synonymy, according to Elshershabi (ibid.). As far as substitution and lexical cohesion 

are concerned, English and Arabic showed similarity, rather than difference, in their 

employment of the majority of cohesive devices. Diab's (1998) study, by contrast, showed that 

substitution and ellipsis were more frequent in English editorial texts than Arabic ones.

2.3.3 Studies comparing and contrasting newspaper editorials in English and Arabic in 

terms of text organization.

The studies in this section deal with text organization in English and Arabic editorials. 

They are discussed below.
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Al-Odadi (1996)

Al-Odadi (1996) examined the rhetorical characteristics of English and Arabic 

newspaper editorials by using Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST). This model concerns the 

identification of the 'prepositional relations' between various parts of a text (Al-Odadi, 1996: 

63). A relation in this top-bottom model has two 'non-overlapping text spans', a nucleus and a 

satellite. A nucleus conveys the main proposition of the schema (schemas are constituents which 

compose the structure of a text). A satellite is a unit which supports the nucleus (ibid.: 68). 

There are also other four 'fields' in a relation to 'specify particular judgements that the text 

analyst must make in building the RST' (ibid.65 and 67).

According to Al-Odadi, English and Arabic showed a similarity at various levels from 

the title to stretches of several paragraphs (ibid.: 258). This is probably because Arabic 

newspapers tend to follow the writing style of English newspapers (ibid.). This supports 

Abdelfattah's (1990) view that the style of Arabic newspaper editorials is influenced by some 

foreign languages, particularly English (Abdelfattah, 1990: 127 and 136).

Despite the similarities between the English editorials and the Arabic ones, Al-Odadi's 

(1996) study showed that there were also major differences between the two languages. For 

instance, the rhetorical relations in the English texts were presented differently from those of the 

Arabic ones. The English texts were characterized by simple syntactic structures, whereas the 

Arabic texts showed complex syntactic structures (ibid.: 265 and 181). The American writer, Al- 

Odadi points out, 'adheres to the norms of discourse in the American culture' (ibid.). Similarly, 

the Arabic writer needs to meet Arabic cultural discourse 'requirements'.

The English editorials displayed short sentences, whereas the Arabic texts comprised 

long sentences (cf. Dickins et. al., 2002: 138-39 and 136). The same propositions were repeated 

using different words in the Arabic texts. This obscured the propositions in the texts (ibid.: 269 

and 273). The short English sentences, by contrast, led to the explicitness of the propositions. It 

was also found that the level of coherence in the two languages was different (ibid.: 258 and 

274). This is because of the different rhetorical style used in the two sets of texts, according to 

Al-Odadi (ibid.: 258).
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Zizi (1987)

Another study which dealt with the organization of text in editorials is Zizi (1987). Zizi 

studied, among other things, organization of discourse content structure and global structure, 

and how this was achieved in Arabic, French, and English; how coherence in terms of relations 

between the headline and the text was achieved; the types of speech acts used in each language 

and how they differed in these languages; and how repetition was developed in each language. 

The study showed that the organization of discourse in terms of global structure in the three 

languages was different. Using the elements of the argument, which were discssued in section 

2.2.2 above, Zizi showed that the argumentative texts had at least a problem, a solution, and a 

conclusion. Sometimes Arabic texts displayed an introduction, a situation, or a condition. 

French texts also sometimes showed a consequence and a warrant. English texts included a 

warrant and a condition in some samples. According to Zizi's (1987) study, the global structure 

of argumentative newspaper writing was roughly the same in the three languages.

The view that English and Arabic editorials are similar in terms of overall structure is 

confirmed by Al-Odadi (1996). As mentioned above, this is because Arabic newspaper is 

influenced by English writing style (Al-Odadi, 1996 : 258).

As for speech acts, the study showed that the writers of the Arabic texts used expressives 

(speech acts in which feelings and attitudes are expressed) to convince, English writers adopted 

representatives, and French writers used declaratives and directives. English writers informed 

exclusively by way of representatives. Arabic and French used declaratives and expressives as 

well.
In a similar study conducted by Alhudhaif (2005), expressives were more frequent in 

the American than the Arabic editorials. This is because Arabic editorial writer tended not to be 

much involved in the event, according to Alhudhaif (2005: 121).
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2.3.4 Other relevant studies

The studies in this section focus on coordination and subordination, theme and rheme 

and grounding.

Othman (2004)

Othman (2004) compared coordination and subordination in editorial writing in English 

and Arabic. In his study, Othman explained how these two syntactic relations were dealt with in 

English-Arabic translation by making use of three types of corpus: texts originally written in 

English, texts originally written in Arabic, and texts translated from English into Arabic.

The study revealed that subordination in English was preferred to coordination. In 

Arabic, however, coordination was used more than subordination. The English-Arabic translated 

texts preferred subordination to coordination.

The view that English tends to employ subordination, rather than coordination, is also 

supported by Al-Odadi (1996). Al-Odadi points out that in his corpus more subordinated 

sentences were found in English, while Arabic employed highly coordinated sentences (Al- 

Odadi, 1996: 182). This is also attested by Johnstone (1991), who describes Arabic discourse as 

'highly paratactic', and notes that sentences are typically connected by coordination rather than 

subordination (hypotaxis) (Johnstone, 1991). In Diab's (1998) study, Arabic editorials employed 

coordinated clauses much more commonly than English editorials (Diab, 1998: 336).

Wangheng (1999)

A computer-aided analysis to investigate the organization of information in the written 

text was conducted by Wangheng (1999). The study was mainly concerned with the distribution 

of key words in the theme-rheme system. It also examined the relationship between text 

organization and information distribution in text, and the implications of this relationship for the 

understanding of text organization. The texts which were analyzed in the study were all in 

English.

The study showed that key words and the theme-rheme system displayed a close 

relationship. Additionally, it suggested that key words appeared more frequently in the domain
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of theme than rheme. According to the textual analysis of the study, 'key-word link density' 

was higher in the theme area than in the rheme.

Diab (1998)

In her study, Diab (1998) indicated that Arabic editorials differed from English editorials 
in terms of thematic progression. In Arabic, the same themes in successive sentences were 
repeated. Themes which referred to or derived from previous rheme were also repeated. Here 
there was a tendency to emphasize a particular point to persuade a reader, according to Diab. 
Thus, Arabic tended to employ the pattern 'thematic progression with continuous theme'. 
English editorials, on the other hand, used the pattern 'simple linear thematic progression' 
(Diab, 1998: 325).

Sekine (1996)

Sekine (1996) studied, among other issues, foreground and background on the basis of 
the approach adopted by Tomlin (1985). According to Tomlin's hypothesis, there is a relation 
between grounding status and the type of clause used (ibid.: 67).

Sekine (1996) investigated five fictional and non-fictional written texts to find out why 
some constructions were preferred over others. Adverbial clauses which were marked by 
subordinators were selected as the topic of the study. These adverbial clauses were categorized 
with regard to (1) their positions in the sentence (initial, medial, and final), (2) their cohesive 
status (restrictive and non-restrictive), and (3) their syntactic status (adjunct and disjunct).

The study showed that the textual role played by the adverbial clauses in initial positions 
was confined to subordination (ibid.: 73). Adverbial clauses of this type mediated between the 
preceding and succeeding texts (ibid.: 76). These clauses, which were called 'topic change 
providers', conveyed background information (ibid.: 73 -74).

Those adverbial clauses which occurred in the medial positions commented on what had 
been mentioned immediately before. As this type of clause elaborated on their main clauses, 
they were identified as backgrounded (ibid.: 73).

Adverbial clauses in final positions, particularly disjunct clauses sometimes conveyed 
foregrounded, rather than backgrounded, information. This can be attributed to two factors,
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according to Sekine (ibid.: 84). First, as these clauses were placed in sentence-final positions, 

they were closely associated with the preceding texts. Second, the lexical disjunct subordinators 

are by definition 'weak' in terms of their connection with the main clauses.

Sentence-final restrictive clauses had only a 'semantic anaphoric link' with the main 

clause. Thus, they were backgrounded (ibid.: 77). Sentence-final non-restritive clauses did not 

contribute much to the development of the texts. They provided supporting detail to the main 

clauses. They were also, therefore, backgrounded.

Dickins (2010)

Dickins (2010) examined, in addition to other issues, the textual interaction between 

theme and rheme in one hand and foreground and background on the other hand. According to 

Dickins, themes are expected to be of 'most immediate concern' and rhemes 'of less immediate 

concern', while main clauses are expected to include foreground information and subordinate 

clauses/phrases background information (Dickins, 2010: 1100). A detailed discussion about 
Dickins' study is given in section 5.1.

Khalil (2000)

A study about the grounding structure of short news texts in English and Arabic was 
conducted by Khalil (2000). The study also involved a comparative analysis between short news 

texts and newspaper editorials in terms of specific aspects of discourse structure, focusing on 

sentence-initial position.
Among other things, the study argued that foreground-background structure 'is not a 

binary opposition but a gradual scale of meaning distribution, based on the assignment of 

degrees of importance to information as well as on criteria for grounding value assignment in 

news text' (ibid.: 34; also cf. Khalil, 2007: 208). The notion 'grounding value' refers to 'a 

measure of the relative worth of a textual proposition value, i.e. prepositional importance, on the 

foreground-background gradient' (ibid.: 242).

Khalil identifies three levels of grounding: foreground (the most important information, 

unknown or inaccessible to readers), background (the least important information, known or
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accessible to readers), and midground (information between forground and background) (ibid.: 

49-51).

According to Khalil, English employs devices which 'are in general sufficient to make 

clear the different grounding values of the underlying propositions' (ibid.: 208-209). This is also 

supported by Hatim (1997), who points out that a mere sequence with no explicit connection 'is 

often adequate for making distinct the various contours of texts' (Hatim, 1997: 70). To illustrate 

the point, Khalil gives the following example (Khalil, 2007:209).

a. Sandra said that... 

b. She explained that... 

c. Her explanation ... 

d. Sandra has been ...

In the sequence above, sentence (b), which is introduced by the personal pronoun 'she', presents 

the specifics of the event of sentence (a). Thus, sentence (b) suggests a 'midground proposition'. 

Towards to the end of the sequence, a proper noun is introduced, indicating a lower grounding 

value.

Arabic also uses devices, such as prepositional phrases and adverbials, which have an 

important role in indicating the foreground-background distinction across sentence boundaries 

(ibid.). For instance, 6' j^y ^ 'among the things to be mentioned is that' is only marginally 

related to information which is mentioned previously. Hatim (1997) says that Arabic requires 

specific linking devices to mark background information (Hatim, 1997: 70). They are also used 

to mark a particular level of narration, or suggest that the writer is moving on to 'another, more 

distant, narrative plane' (ibid.).
According to Hatim (ibid.), expressions which occur in sentence-initial position are 

related to three levels of narration (Hatim, 1997: 70-71). The first level is introduced by the 

simple past (suggesting that the event is ongoing), the second by £ (a similar English form is: 

have-en), and the third by £ u^. The preverbal particle & introduces a sequence as an 'aspect of 

the scene set', and 'at the same time pushes the narration back slightly from the basic level' 

(ibid.: 70). The connector £ J& 'pushes the narration even further back' (ibid.).
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Khalil (2000) also examined editorials and short news texts. According to Khalil, Arabic 

makes a very clear distinction between news texts and views texts. The sample of editorials 

analyzed in the study showed that 'editorials differ considerably from news texts in entities that 

appear in sentence initial position' (ibid.) Sentence-initial position plays a major role in text- 

type differentiation. Another important indicator of text type is syntactic structure. The study 
revealed that sentence-initial-markers (e.g. OJ, sometimes glossed as 'verily') were less frequent 

in editorials than to short news texts (ibid.: 169). It also showed that editorials had a frequent 
occurrence of nominal structures in initial position (ibid.: 230).

Many previous studies on grounding were mainly concerned with narrative and 
conversational discourse (e.g., Labov, 1972, Wallace, 1982, and Reinhart, 1984). Some studies 
which have dealt with the notions 'foreground' and 'background' in Arabic (e.g. Abdul-Raof, 

2006, and Fareh, 1995) have done so on the basis of an inaccurate translation of the Arabic 
terms &£&\ andj^Jl. fj-tftfl andj^^ in Arabic refer to the preposing and postposing (focusing) 
of individual elements within a sentence (cf. al-Anbari, 1998, vol. 1: 68, and al-Hasimi, 2005: 
130). This will be explained in more detail in Chapter Five.

2.4 Summary

While the studies cited above have made significant contributions to areas of enquiry 
such as contrastive linguistics, language pedagogy, translation, sociolinguistics, and journalism, 
they differ from the present study in a number of ways. First, some of these studies were mainly 
related to translation (Diab 1998, Othman 2004). Second, others were meant for pedagogical 
purposes (Zizi 1987 and Sa'adeddin 1989). Third, some of them which investigated newspaper 
editorials were mainly concerned with English (Hynds 1990, Wangheng 1999, and Westin 
2002). Studies which examined both English and Arabic editorial texts were concerned with 
linguistic components, such as cohesion (Elshershabi 1988, Diab 1998), syntactic and lexical 
changes in editorials (Abdelfattah, 1990), grounding (Khalil, 2000), and speech acts (Alhudhaif, 

2005).
Unlike other studies, the present study investigates English and Arabic newspaper 

editorials on the basis of three major interrelated discoursal concepts: coordination and 

subordination, theme and rheme, and grounding.
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CHAPTER THREE

Syntactic Structure in English and Arabic

3.0 Introduction

This chapter deals with specific features of the English and Arabic sentence. I will not 

attempt here to fully discuss the grammatical systems of the two languages, as this is beyond the 

scope of the present study. A number of central grammatical concepts in English and Arabic 

which are related to this study will, however, be discussed. These concepts are: the definition of 

sentence, word order, sentence types, the transitivity system, and coordination and 

subordination. These aspects will be first discussed in respect of English.

3.1 Definition of sentence in English

According to Crystal (1995), the definition of a 'sentence' is a controversial issue 

(Crystal, 1995: 214). For example, a sentence is defined as 'the complete expression of a single 

thought' (ibid.). Dickins (2010) points out that 'completeness is a vague notion, but seems most 

coherently identifiable with propositionality'; if an expression can be true or false, we have a 

sentence; if it does not, we do not (Dickins, 2010: 1078). Thorne (1997) defines a sentence as a 
'grammatical unit which has a meaning when it stands alone' (Thorne, 1997: 33). A sentence is 

also considered to start with a capital letter and end with a full stop, a question mark, or an 

exclamation mark. Some researchers also treat the colon and semicolon as sentence delimiters 

(Westin, 2002: 79). Lobeck (2000) provides a similar definition when she considers everything 

which comes between a capital letter and a full stop a sentence (Lobeck, 2000: 215). Another 

similar definition is: 'a sentence is a unit of written language, usually signalled with an initial 

capital and a final full stop' (Bloor and Bloor, 2004: 288).
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Some researchers propose that a sentence has a 'subject' (the topic) and a 'predicate' 

(what is said about the topic) (Crystal, 1987: 94). This definition works well with some 

sentences, but fails with many sentences, according to Crystal (ibid.). For example, it is difficult 

to identify the topic in a sentence like 'it is raining' (ibid.). A sentence is, thus, vaguely defined 

(cf also Beaugrande, 1980: 10).

For the purpose of the present study, the following definition proposed by Dickins (2010) will 

be used.

A sentence (system-sentence) is an entity whose grammatical structure 

is proposition-based, and whose intonational/punctuational features 

are such that it constitutes (or perhaps better: 'its realisational 

utterances constitute') an independent unit with start and closure' 

(Dickins, 2010: 1080).

In the definition above, grammar and intonation/punctuation are similar, as they have both form 

and meaning (ibid.: 1081). A question mark in English, for example, represents a form, and a 

'question' indicates a meaning. Similarly, a rising intonation pattern has a meaning whose form 

is a rise in a pitch. Thus, in terms of grammar, a sentence is an entity which has at least a subject 

and a verb, or only a verb, as in imperatives. The complete meaning is viewed in terms of 

propositionality. Here 'proposition-based' does not mean that a sentence has one proposition. A 

sentence may have more than one proposition, such as 'I like apples, I like pears, I like 

pomegranates' or 'I like apples, and I like pears' (ibid.: 1080). In terms of punctuation, a 

sentence begins with a capital letter and ends with a full stop. Questions and commands can also 

be treated as 'proposition-based' even though they do not directly convey propositions (cf. 

Dickins, 2010: 1080).
Punctuation features will be ignored in the Arabic data, because the punctuation system 

is used idiosyncratically in Arabic (Dickins: ibid.: 1084, cf also Holes, 2004: 251).
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3.2 Word order in English

The term 'word order' refers to the order of the elements in a sentence. Core elements in 

an English sentence are 'strictly regulated' (Biber et al., 2007: 898). Change of position of 

words or phrases will result in different meanings and functions. For example, changes in the 

positions of the words 'crowd', ducks', and 'stone' in the sentences below demonstrates the 

importance of word order (Freeborn, 1995: 34).

a. The crowd stone the ducks, 

b. The ducks crowd the stone, 

c. The crowd ducks the stone.

The word 'crowd' is a noun in (a), but a verb in (b). Similarly, the word 'ducks' is a noun in (b), 

but a verb in (c). The word 'stone' functions as a verb in (a). So, these words take the position of 

a subject, an object, or a predicator, depending on their functions in the sentence.

Word order in English is relatively fixed (Baker, 1992: 110). The basic word order 

pattern is: SVO (Subject + Verb + Object). This sequence is used in the simplest, unmarked 

declarative English statements. Although English word order is often fixed, variation in core 

elements is found in English, according to Biber et al. (2007: 898). Change in word order, 

however, depends on what message the speaker or the writer wants to convey. The meaning of a 

sentence in English depends heavily on the arrangement of the elements of that sentence (Baker, 

1992: 110).

Case in English may indicate the relation of nouns and pronouns to other elements in the 

sentence (Hopper et al., 2000: 74). The three cases in English are: nominative, possessive, and 

objective (ibid.). In the nominative case, a noun or pronoun is the subject of a verb, or an 

appositive to a subject noun, or as a predicate noun. These are illustrated in the following 

examples respectively:

a. Mary plays the piano.

b. The young girl, Mary, plays the piano.

c. The girl playing the piano is Mary.
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The second case, the possessive, refers to possession, as in: 

I tuned Mary's piano.

The third case, the objective is illustrated by these sentences:

a. I tuned the piano (object of 'tuned').

b. Tuning the piano was easy (object of the gerund 'tuning').

c. She sat down at the piano to play (object of the preposition 'at').

3.3 Sentence types in English

The English sentence is of three major or regular types: simple, compound, and complex 

(Thorne, 1997: 37- 38). Each of these types will be discussed below.

1 Simple sentences

A simple sentence has only one clause. It has one finite verb, as in: 'The cook ate', and 

'The cook made the guests dinner'. Quirk et. al (1985) identify four major syntactic types of a 

simple sentence which are differentiated by their form: declarative, interrogative, imperative and 

exclamative (Quirk et. al, 1985: 803).

2 Compound sentences

A compound sentence is made of two or more coordinated clauses connected with 

linking devices such as 'but', 'and', 'or', etc, traditionally known as coordinating conjunctions. 

Compound sentences are discussed in more detail in section 3.5.

Substitution and ellipsis are used when connecting two sentences to avoid repetition, as 

in:

The tearful boy took his coat, and he left immediately.

To avoid repetition, the noun phrase of the second clause in the sentence above is replaced by 

the pronoun 'he', and the coordinating conjunction 'and' is used to link the first main clause k the 

tearful boy took his coat' with the second one 'he left immediately'. Ellipsis is also used to omit 

repeated elements, as in the following sentence:
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Soon, the Labour Party will run a leadership campaign and will elect a new leader.

In the second clause of the above sentence, 'the Labour Party' has been deleted as what has been

omitted is clearly recognised.

3 Complex sentences

A complex sentence is made up of a main clause which can stand on its own, and one or 

more subordinate clauses (Quirk et. al, 1985: 987). Subordinate clauses function as subject, 

object, complement or adverbial ((ibid.: 1047). They are of six types. But before discussing 

these types, a clause and its elements are first defined.

Bloor and Bloor (2004) define a clause as the 'main unit of structure (Bloor and Bloor, 

2004: 7). Coulthard refers a clause to 'the largest unit of meaning in the sentence' (Coulthard, 

1994: 49). A clause is made up of a noun phrase, a verb phrase and an optional auxiliary. There 

should be at least one main, independent, meaningful clause in the English sentence (Lobeck 

2000: 33- 35). A clause can be finite, non-finite, or verbless. A finite clause is a clause that has a 

verb which is marked for tense, number, and person. A non-finite clause is a clause that has a 

present/past participle, or an infinitive. A verbless clause is a clause that does not contain any 

verb (Thorne, 1997: 33- 41). A clause has up to five elements: subject, verb, object, 

complement, and adverbial. Each of these elements will be described briefly.

1. Subject

Grammatical subject is prototypically used to describe an actor, i.e. a person who or a 

thing that performs the action of the verb. With few exceptions, the grammatical subject 

immediately precedes the main verb in a statement, but follows the auxiliary verb in a question. 

The 'dummy' subject (i.e. 'it' or 'there') is used where there is no element to function as a 

subject. Frequently, the subject is a noun phrase or a pronoun, as in the sentences below (Brown 

and Miller, 1991:314).

a. John took the largest kitten.

b. The largest kitten was taken by John.

c. The largest kitten, we gave away.
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The grammatical subject can also take the form of a nominalised sentence or sentence-like 

constituent, as in:

a. That Edinburgh's New Town is magnificent is undeniable, 
b. For you to run off with Mary would be madness.

2. Verb

Thorne (1997) identifies two types of verbs: stative verbs and dynamic verbs. Stative 
verbs (e.g. 'to believe', 'to appear', etc.) are verbs which 'express states of being or processes in 
which there is no obvious action' (Thorne, 1997: 8). These verbs also do not occur as 
commands, and do not come after the verb 'to be' with an ing-ending. Unlike stative verbs, 
dynamic verbs (e.g. 'to buy') are verbs that express actions, are used as commands, and can 
come after the verb 'to be' with an in-ending. Verbs belong to different classes (Brown and 
Miller, 1991: 61- 68). These include:

1. Copular or linking verbs
In a general sense, the subject and verb agree in number, except in certain contexts, such as
collective nouns.

2. Intransitive verbs
These verbs, the sole constituent of the verb phrase, are not followed by a noun phrase. But an
adverb can come after them.

3.Transitive verbs
Unlike intransitive verbs, transitive verbs, such as 'cook' and 'find' are followed by a noun

phrase.

4. Di-transitive verbs
Di-transitive verbs are named as such because two noun phrases come after them, as in:

Harriet taught the children Italian.

5. Intransitive locative verbs
Most of these verbs, such as 'sit' and 'hang' are followed by a prepositional phrase:
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The lamp stood on the table.

6. Transitive locative verbs

Verbs of this type, such as 'put', 'hang', and 'lay', are similar to intransitive locative verbs, but

here an object noun phrase follows the verb immediately. An example of this class of verb is:

John stood the lamp on the table.

3. Object

The object normally comes after the verb, and can be a noun phrase or a pronoun. In 
active declarative sentences which have unmarked word order, an object, which directly follows 
the verb, not in construction with a preposition, can become the subject of the corresponding 
passive sentences, and is an obligatory constituent with a transitive verb (ibid.: 322-23).

4.Complement

A complement provides additional information about the subject (subject complement) 

or about the object (object complement). It usually comes after a verb such as 'seem', 'appear', 

'become', and it takes the following forms: an adjective phrase, a noun phrase, a pronoun, a 

numeral, or a clause.

5. Adverbial

An adverbial provides information about time, manner, and place. It can 'express a 

speaker's attitude to or evaluation of what is being said' (Thorne, 1997: 14). An adverb can be 

identified in the clause by asking questions such as 'when', 'where', 'how', and 'how often'. It 

modifies a verb, an adjective, other adverb, or a sentence (ibid.). A clause can have more than 

one adverbial. An adverbial takes the following forms: adverb phrase, prepositional phrase, 

noun phrase, or clause. These are illustrated by the examples below respectively:

a. They went to town yesterday, (adverb phrase)

b. They went to town on Saturdays, (prepositional phrase)

c. They went to town last week (noun phrase)

d. They went to town when it rained, (clause)
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Most clauses have a subject and a verb, the other elements are optional. They are of 

seven types, as indicated below (ibid.: 36).

1. Subject + Verb

2. Subject + Verb + Direct Object

3. Subject +Verb + Indirect Object+ Direct Object

4. Subject + Verb + Complement

5. Subject + Verb + Direct Object + Object Complement

6. Subject + Verb + Adverbial

7. Subject + Verb + Direct Object + Adverbial

As mentioned earlier, subordinate clauses are of six types: noun clause, adverbial clause, 

relative clause, non-finite clause, verbless clause, and comparative clause (ibid.: 39- 41). These 

will be discussed briefly below. They are also discussed in more detail in section 3.5.

1. Noun Clause

A noun clause is of two main types: 'mat-clause' and 'wh-clause'. The two types are illustrated 

by the following sentences:

a. I decided that the essay was too long, 

b. I wondered what I can do.

In (a) 'that' can be deleted: I decided the essay was too long.

2. Adverbial Clause

An adverbial clause is an adverbial in respect of a main clause. It can be identified by 

subordinating conjunctions such as 'because', 'when', etc. An example is: 

Because I left late, I missed the train.
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3. Relative Clause

By the use of pronouns 'who', 'which', 'whose', and 'that', a relative clause, which comes after 

the nouns it post-modifies, provides additional information to the main clause, specifically to the 

noun it post-modifies. This is illustrated by the following example: 

The man who lives next door is deaf.

4. Non-finite Clause

This type of clause is identified by an infinitive or present/past participle. An example is:

a. I wanted to go.

b. Leaving it all behind, I was happy at last.

5. Verbless clause

These subordinate clauses are usually found in formal written English. The following are

examples of this type of clause.

a. Once alone, I cried.

b. If in doubt, call the freephone number.

In informal speech, however, other verbless clauses, such as 'What about a cup of tea?' and 

'Lovely weather!' are common.

6. Comparative clause

An illustration of a comparative clause is:

a. We took as many pictures as he did. 

b. I am faster than he is.

In addition to these major sentences, there are other ones which are called 'minor or 

irregular' sentences. These sentences do not have some of the clause elements and are common 

in conversation, headlines, or advertisements, such as 'wish you were here' and 'nearly there'
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(ibid: 41). According to Quirk et. al, (1985), there are factors other than subordinate clauses 

which contribute to sentence complexity, such as phrases, 'compression' of vocabulary, and 

coherence of sentences as a whole (Quirk et. al, 1985: 987).

The discussion below concerns transitivity system in English. The three general 

functions of language suggested by Halliday (2002) are first discussed.

Halliday (ibid.) proposes three general functions of language: ideational, interpersonal 

and textual. In the ideational function, the individual's reactions, cognitions, and linguistic acts 

of speaking and understanding are expressed. This function has two sub-functions: experiential 

and logical. The experiential sub-function allows the individual to use language for 

communicating ideas, by referring to people, actions, times, objects, etc. (e.g. I 'speaker' came 

'action' to Britain 'place' last September 'time'). The logical sub-function links ideas, and 

indicates how meanings are logically linked (e.g. 'Because he was sick, the student did not go to 

school').

In the interpersonal function, language has a social role to play by allowing judgements, 

assessments, presentation of social individual and social attitudes, etc. For example, in a request 

or a demand, the individual is involved in social interaction; his or her personal feelings and 

attitudes are expressed.

The final function of language, the textual, serves to enable the individual to build texts, 

or situationally relevant passages of discourse. These three functions are reflected in the clause 

structure (Halliday, 2002: 175).

3.4 Transitivity system in English

The experiential component is indicated by a major system called the Transitivity 

System (process type) (Eggins, 2004: 214). According to Eggins, three aspects of the clause are 

involved in the discussion of transitivity structure: (a) the selection of a process (verbal group of 

the clause), (b) the selection of participants (nominal groups), and (c) the selection of 

circumstances (adverbial groups or prepositional phrases). This can be illustrated by the 

following sentence elements (ibid.).

a. Last year Diana gave blood.
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b. Last year Diana gave blood, 

c. Last year Diana gave blood.

The above three aspects of the clause are discussed below on the basis of Eggins (ibid.: 215 - 
49) and (Bloor and Bloor, 2004: 108 - 26).

As mentioned above, the notion 'process' refers to the verbal group in the clause. 

Process types are: Material processes, Mental processes, Relational processes, Behavioural 

processes, Verbal processes, and Existential processes (ibid.). The Material, the Mental, and the 

Relational processes are major processes, whereas Behavioural, Verbal, and Existential 
processes are minor processes (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004: 171; cf also Bloor and Bloor, 
2004: 125). These various types are discussed below.

3.4.1 Material processes

Processes which involve 'doing-words' are labeled material processes, as in:

Diana has donated blood 36 times.

In the example above, 'has donated' is a material process. The term 'doing-words', Bloor and 

Bloor (2004) argue, could be misleading. Verbs like 'saw' and 'was' are not 'doing-words' in 

the instance below (Bloor and Bloor, 2004: 110):

The last I saw of it was its police department license plate vanishing around corner.

Thus, to apply the term 'doing-word' to all clauses which indicate physical action is false, 

according to Bloor and Bloor (ibid.). Eggins (2004) points out that these processes can be 

identified by applying the question 'What did x do? (Eggins, 2004: 214).

Material processes are of two types: middle (intransitive) and effective (transitive). 

Clauses of the first type contain only one participant, and are identified by 'what did x do?' 

Processes of the second type, however, include two or more participants. They are examined by 

'what did x do to y?' Clauses in effective processes are active or passive (ibid.: 216). The
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participants Actor (doer of the action) and Goal (to whom the clause is directed; Direct Object) 

appear frequently in material processes, as in (ibid: 217):

They (Actor) avoided (Material process) the scare issue (Goal).

Other participants of Material processes are 'Range' and 'Beneficiary'. 'Range' can express

continuation of a clause, as in:

They (Actor) ran (Material process) the race (Range).

Here, the process 'run' is restated by the participant 'race'.

'Beneficiary' is of two types: Recipient (the one to whom something is given) and Client (the

one for whom something is done). The two types are illustrated respectively below (ibid: 220).

a. But in Switzerland they give you a cognac. (Recipient)

b. They gave blood to my daughter. (Client)

3.4.2 Mental Processes

If a process indicates a meaning of thinking or feeling rather than a material action, it is 

then labeled as a mental process. Verbs of this process are of three types: 'cognition', 

'affection', and 'perception'. They are briefly discussed below (ibid: 225).

a. Verbs of Cognition

Cognition involves verbs of understanding, knowing, and thinking, as in:

I don't know her name.

b. Verbs of Affection

This type includes verbs of fearing and liking. An example is:

I hate injections.
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c. Verbs of perception.

Verbs of this type are verbs of seeing and hearing, as in:

Simon heard it on the news.

In Hallidayan terms, one important distinction between material and mental processes is 

indicated by the unmarked present tense. The unmarked tense in the material processes is 

present continuous, whereas it is simple present in mental processes. But this does not imply 

that material processes cannot involve simple present, and that present continuous does not 

appear in mental processes. The unmarked present tense clearly makes a clear distinction 
between material and mental processes (ibid.: 226).

3.4.3 Relational Processes

Relational process clauses are typically expressed by the verb 'be' and copular verbs, 

like 'appear', 'seem', and 'become'. Two types are identified here: Attributive and Identifying. 

Attributive processes contain verbs like 'feel', 'sound', 'taste', 'remain', etc. This can be 

illustrated by the following example given by (Bloor and Bloor, 2004: 120):

She (Carrier of the attribution) was (Copular verb on which the process is focused) hungry 

(Attribute) again.

Relational processes can also have the function of 'identifying', which involves an 'identifier' 

and an 'identified'. This is illustrated by the following example (ibid.): 

Quint is his name.

In this marked structure, 'Quint' is the identifier and 'his name' is the identified.

3.4.4 Behavioural processes

These processes display features of material and mental processes. They are contrasted 

with those of the mental process type. For example, 'listen to' (behavioural) is contrasted with
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'hear' (mental). Behavioural processes include verbs like 'dream', 'cough', 'taste', k watch', 

'cry', 'laugh', etc (Eggins, 2004: 233). One instance of these verbs is the following:

The poor woman cried for hours.

As indicated by the previous example, Behavioural processes contain one participant: Behaver.

3.4.5 Verbal processes

Verbal processes are expressed by verbal action (saying and its related synonyms), such 
as 'say', 'tell', etc (ibid.: 235). They typically have three participants: 'Sayer', 'Receiver', and 
'Verbiage' (ibid.). An example is:

So I asked him a question.

In this example, T is the Sayer, 'him' is the Receiver, and 'a question' is the Verbiage.

3.4.6 Existential processes

Processes of this type are identified by the use of 'there', which does not carry 
representational meaning (ibid.: 238). The verb 'be' or verbs like 'occur' and 'exist' are usually 
used in these processes, as in:

There was snow on the ground.

Existential processes contain one participant (the 'Existent'). The Existent of the previous 

example is 'snow'.
Circumstances, the third aspect of the clause which is involved in the discussion of transitivity 
structure, involve adverbials and prepositional phrases, and typically conflate with adjuncts. 
They occur in all processes discussed above, and are of various types: matter, manner, cause, 
extent, location, role, and accompaniment.
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3.5 Coordination and subordination in English

In addition to the experiential sub-component, which is indicated by Transitivity System, 

there is another sub-component by which the ideational meaning is expressed: the 'logical sub 

component. The logical meaning is expressed through the 'unit of complexes'. This structure 

involves 'clause complexes', 'group complexes', and so on (Halliday, 2002: 26).

The term 'clause complex' is used to describe 'the grammatical and semantic unit 

formed when two or more clauses are linked together in certain systematic and meaningful 

ways' (Eggins, 2004: 255). For the formation of clause complexes, two systems are involved: 

(1) the taxis system, and (2) the logico-semantic relation (Halliday, 2004: 373). These two main 

systems determine how one clause is linked to another. In clause complex relations, every clause 

complex has primary and secondary clauses. The primary clause in a paratactic pair is the 

initiating clause, while it is the 'dominant' (main) clause in a hypotactic pair. The secondary 

clause is the 'continuing' clause in the paratactic pair, but it is the dependent clause in the 

hypotactic (ibid.: 376). What follows is a discussion of these two systems.

3.5.1 The taxis system

In the taxis system, the clause complex relationships involve two types: parataxis 
(coordination) and hypotaxis (subordination). Parataxis means 'equal arrangement', and 

hypotaxis refers to 'underneath arrangement' (Quirk et al., 1985: 918). The two types are 

discussed below.

3.5.1.a Parataxis (Coordination)

As indicated in the definition above, clauses in this type of relation are related in an 

equal and independent way (Halliday, 2004:: 373). The logical relations between the paratactic 

clauses are indicated by paratactic conjunctions (coordinating conjunctions) such as 'and', 'but', 
'or' 'so', 'yet', 'either...or', and 'neither...nor'. This is illustrated by the following example 

taken from my data (The Guardian, July 18,2008):

Hardliners in Tehran are capable of mistaking concessions for weakness, but they would be 

wrong.
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The example above contains two independent clauses linked by the clausal conjunction ; buf. 

Each clause involves a proposition. Another example of logically related clauses is the 

following one given by Bloor and Bloor (2004: 73).

Lever the rear of the gearbox/transmission unit over towards the 

exhaust pipe and free the lefthand drive shaft from the sunwheel 

(clause complex 1). Push the unit in the opposite direction and free 

the other drive shaft (clause complex 2).

The clauses in the text above could have been presented separately:

a. Lever the rear of the gearbox/transmission unit over towards the exhaust pipe, 

b. Free the lefthand drive shaft from the sunwheel. 

c. Push the unit in the opposite direction, 

d. Free the other drive shaft.

But the writer has chosen to present the text in two imperative clause complexes instead. The 

pair in each clause complex is connected with 'and'. A choice of fluency in writing is indicated 

in the following equal clause complexes (Eggins, 2004: 264):

The experience is spectacularly new to me; I had nothing to compare it 

with, no neutral circuitry to process similarities, no language for the 

shock. He saw the back of me, I saw a glimpse of a shadow.

Here the clause logico-semantic relation is created by the use of the clause complexes. This 

effect is not achieved when these clauses are presented through the clause simplex (ibid):

The experience is spectacularly new to me. I had nothing to compare 

it with, no neutral circuitry to process similarities, no language for the 

shock. He saw the back of me. I saw a glimpse of a shadow.
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The first pair can also be presented through the paratactic conjunction 'so' (ibid.):

The experience is spectacularly new to me, so I had nothing to 

compare it with, no neutral circuitry to process similarities, no 

language for the shock.

Here Eggins treats 'so' as a paratactic conjunction, but many linguists, such as Quirk et al. 

(1985), regard it as a hypotactic conjunction.

In addition to the finite clauses, paratactic clause complexes often involve non-finite 

clauses, as in the following example given by Bloor ad Bloor (2004: 180 - 81):

a. Refill the cooling system as previously described in this chapter.

b. Looking down from the top, one sees far below a narrow gorge filled with water.

In (a) the dependency relation is signalled by 'as', whereas the two clauses in (b) are linked 

asyndetically. These non-finite clauses can be converted to finite clauses:

c. Refill the cooling system as the process was previously described in this chapter, 

d. When (If) one looks down from the top, one sees far below a narrow.

There are resemblances between the above finite and non-finite clauses. However, they do not 

suggest exactly the same intended meaning. Compared to the structures in 'a' and 'b', the 

structure in 'c' is a 'clumsy readjustment' (ibid.: 181). There is an option in choosing 'when' or 
'if in'd'.

3.5.l.b Hypotaxis (Subordination)

In the hypotactic relationship, one clause is dependent on another clause (Halliday, 2004: 374). 

This is illustrated by the following example (ibid.).

As he came to a thicket, he heard the faint rustling of leaves.
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In the clause complex above the clause which constitutes a proposition on its own is "he heard 
the faint rustling of leaves'; it is the main clause. The initial clause is a dependent clause. The 
sequence above can be reversed, dependening on the textual considerations. The two clauses,

however, can have an equal status within a clause complex when they are linked paratactically,

as in:

He came to a thicket and at the same time he heard the faint rustling of leaves.

Hypotactic clauses are linked with conjunctions known as binding conjunctions 

(subordinating conjunctions), such as 'while', 'when', 'if, 'because', 'since', 'unless', 'so that', 

'where', etc. This is illustrated by the following example taken from my data (The Guardian, 

November 24, 2008):

If he has learned anything from the mistakes of his predecessor, Mr Obama should be engaged 

from day one.

Placing the dependent clause in an initial position can have a particular purpose (Bloor and 

Bloor 2004: 179). An example is:

Unless wear or damage is apparent, further dismantling of the rocker shaft is unnecessary.

This clause complex is introduced by the dependent clause 'Unless wear or damage is apparent' 

for emphatic purposes (ibid.).

Clause complexes can appear in more complicated structures, as in the following text 

(Bloor and Bloor, 2004: 187):

At first the scheme was threatened by considerable tsetse reincursion, 

but this has now remedied, mainly by using insecticide sprays within 

the consolidation barrier, clearing more bush and hunting game which 

had now re-entered the cleared land.
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The previous clause complex involves two paratactic clauses linked with the clausal conjunction 

'but'. The first clause is simple, but the second one contains a hypotactic expansion of the main 

clause 'but this has now been remedied'.

While Halliday treats hypotactic expansions as dependent clauses, other linguists (e.g. 

Fawcett, 1974; quoted in Bloor and Bloor, 2004: 189) consider them as embedded clauses 

which function as adjuncts. For example, 'The Blue Nile grows steadily wider and warmer as it 

advances at a slower pace into the desert' is not a clause complex but a single clause with an 

embedding. Here the second clause 'as it advances at a slower pace into the desert' is analyzed 

as an adjunct (ibid). According to Eggins (2004), the principle in complexing (taxis) is to 

expand, but the principle in embedding is to compress (Eggins, 2004: 269). Most texts, Eggins 

points out, contain both complexing and embedding (ibid.). Eggins's example used above to 

show how paratactic relations are linked is repeated here for convenience:

The experience is spectacularly new to me; I had nothing to compare it 

with, no neutral circuitry to process similarities, no language for the 

shock. He saw the back of me, I saw a glimpse of a shadow.

The example above consists of two paratactic clauses:

a. The experience was spectacularly new to me

b. I had nothing [to compare it with], no neural circuitry [to process similarities], no language

for the shock.

The second clause also contains three nominal groups, which are paratactically connected: 

'nothing to compare it with', 'no neural circuitry [to process similarities', and 'no language for 

the shock'. Two of these clauses are embedded non-finite clauses.

3.5.2 The logico-semantic relations

The second system, the 'logico-semantic' relation, describes semantic relations. It 

involves two main types: projection, and expansion. In projection, the secondary clause is
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projected through the primary clause. In expansion, the secondary clause expands the primary 
clause (ibid.: 367). The two types are discussed below.

3.5.2.a Projection

Projection involves 'locution', or what someone said and 'ideas', or what someone 
thought. In this system, one clause of the clause complex suggests that someone or something 
(Sayer) said or thought something, and the other clause or clauses indicate what someone or 
phenomenon said or thought (Quoted). The example below illustrates the point (Bloor and 
Bloor,2004: 193).

He said, 'I saw it on TV.'

The relation in the example above is paratactically linked. 
Thought projection can be indicated in the same form (ibid.: 194):

I thought, 'This is the end of the road for me.'

But when the Quoted appears in an isolated clause, it is not an example of a clause complex, as 

in:

He lowered his voice. 'That is the price you must pay.'

The previous example can be recast as a clause complex if it takes the following form:

In a lower voice, he said, 'That is the price you must pay.'

In projection of ideas, the projecting clause is usually a mental process. The verbs used 
here are mental processes of cognition, such as 'believe', 'think', 'wonder', and 'guess' (ibid.). 
Some mental processes of reaction (e.g. 'wish') can also project (Eggins, 2004: 275).
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Projection can be paratactic or hypotactic. This can be illustrated by the two examples 
given by Eggins (ibid.: 272-73).

a. I thought to myself 'This is so exciting', (paratactic relation) 

b. I thought to myself that it was so exciting, (hypotactic relation)

The projection in (a) is paratactic, whereas it is hypotactic in (b).

3.5.2.b Expansion

The second main type in 'logico-semantic' relation is 'expansion'. Here one clause 
extends on the meanings of another clause. It is of three types: 'elaboration', 'extension', and 
'enhancement'. In these choices, relations are of equivalence or restatement, addition, and 
development respectively (Halliday, 2004: 258- 59). The three types of expansion are discussed 
below.

In 'elaboration', the first type of expansion, one clause elaborates on the meaning of 
another by specifying or describing it (ibid.: 396). It can be paratactic or hypotactic. Paratactic 
elaboration comprises three sub-types: exposition, exemplification, and clarification. In 
paratactic exposition, the secondary clause restates the meaning of the primary clause in a 
different way (Eggins, 2004: 279). The explicit conjunctions used in this type include 'in other 
words', and 'that is to say, i.e.'. Comma and colon are usually used in paratactic pairs instead of 
conjunctions. In the second subtype, exemplification, the secondary clause develops the 
meaning of the primary clause by specifying it in a greater extent. Conjunctions like 'for 
example', 'for instance', and 'in particular' are the explicit conjunctions used in 
exemplification. In clarification, the third sub-type, the secondary clause clarifies the primary 
clause by explaining or commenting on it. Conjunctions of this type include: 'indeed', 'in fact', 

and 'at least'.
As mentioned above, elaboration can be hypotactic, as in (ibid.: 281):

The experience changed my life, which is not surprising really.
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In the example above, the non-defining clause 'which is not surprising really' elaborates on the 

entire preceding clause.

The second type of expansion is 'extension'. In this type one clause extends the meaning 

of another clause by adding something new to it (Halliday, 2004: 405). It can be paratactic and 

hypotactic. The paratactic extension comprises three sub-types: 'addition', 'variation', and 

'alternation' (ibid.). In paratactic addition, a clause is added to another clause without having 

any causal or temporal relation between the two (ibid.: 406). In the second sub-type of 

extension, variation, a clause is a total or partial replacement of another clause. The third sub 

type of extension involves alternation. Here one clause is an alternative to another one. Cohesive 

conjunctions such as 'alternatively', 'on the other hand', and 'conversely' are used in this type 

of extension.

Like paratactic extension, hypotactic extension involves 'addition', 'variation', and 

'alternation', but the extending clause is dependent, being either finite or non-finite (ibid.: 408). 

Compared to paratactic extension, hypotactic extension is less common, according to Halliday 

(ibid.). Below, are examples of hypotactic extension (ibid.: 409-10).

a. If you haven't lost it, then it's in that cupboard.

b. Besides being gifted with literary talent, Amir Khusrau was a musician.

The first example above is a finite hypotactic extension, whereas it is a non-finite hypotactic 

extension in the second example.

The third type of expansion is 'enhancement'. Here one clause paratactically or 

hypotactcally enhances the meaning of another clause by qualifying it in different ways by 

reference to 'time', 'place', 'manner', 'cause', or 'condition' (ibid.). Long sequences of this type 

are paratactic.
Paratactic enhancing clauses are similar to circumstantials. The relations here are 

expressed by conjunctions like 'then', 'still', 'so far', and 'yet'. A conjunction group with l and' 

such as 'and then', 'and thus' 'and there', 'and yet', 'and so' are also used in this type of 

clauses. An example of the paratactic enhancing clauses is given below (ibid.: 413-15).
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a. Keep on subtracting the difference, and in that way you will arrive at the correct figure, 

b. I have stress at work, and then I sail and fly.

In the previous examples, the enhancing clauses refer to manner and cause respectively.

Hypotactic enhancing clauses, which are also known as 'adverbial clauses', can be finite or 

non-finite clauses. Hypotactically enhancing finite clauses are introduced by 'binders' 

(subordinating conjunctions), as in the example below (ibid.: 417 - 18).

a. The problem isn't simply going to go away because people are laughing, 

b. By the time I was to page sixty, I felt a certain click.

The two hypotactic finite clauses in the examples above are introduced by 'because' and 'by the 

time' respectively; the first expresses cause, and the second indicates time. 

Non-finite enhancing clauses can be illustrated by the following example (ibid: 420):

Bacteria can also aid chemical precipitation of calcite by making the water more alkaline.

In this example, the non-finite enhancing clause indicates manner.

Quirk et al., (1985) point out that parataxis 'applies not only to coordinate constructions, 

but to other cases where two units of equivalent status are juxtaposed' (Quirk et al., 1985: 919). 

For example, the main clause 'I caught the train' and the appended (elliptical) clause 'just' in 

the sentence below are paratactically linked (ibid.: 912).

I caught the train -just.

The appended clause above is an elliptical form of 'I just caught the train'. 

Similarly, some hypotactic relations are 'quite apart from the relation between a subordinate 

clause and the clause of which it is part' (ibid.: 919). One example of this type of relation is the 

embedding of a phrase in another one.
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Quirk et al. identify two types of coordination: syndetic and asyndetic (ibid.: 918). 

Coordinators, such as 'and', 'but', and 'or' are used in syndetic coordination. Asyndetic 

coordination, by contrast, lacks any coordinator. The two types are illustrated in the following 

sentences taken from my data (The Guardian July 11 and December 22, 2008):

a. Each believes its military exercises have a deterrent value, but, month by month, the space for

diplomacy is shrinking.

b. Shia unity is fracturing; Sunnis have played their hand badly.

In (a) the two clauses are syndetically coordinated, whereas in (b) the clauses are asyndetically

linked.

According to Quirk et al., one main distinction between the two types of clause relation is that

subordinate clause, particularly adverbials clauses contain 'presupposed' or given information,

as in the following example (ibid.)

a. He has quarrelled with the chairman and has resigned, 

b. Since he quarrelled with the chairman, he has resigned.

The above two sentences are semantically different. The second sentence indicates that the 

hearer already knows about the quarrel. The subordinate clause carries this 'known' 

information. This assumption is not expressed in the first sentence.

The view that all adverbial clauses contain presupposed or given information is rejected by 

Dickins (PC). Dickins points out that only initial adverbial clauses can contain presupposed or 

given information (Dickins, PC). The grounding analysis of the present study indicates that 

there are instances of adverbial clauses which include new information.

In addition to coordination of independent clauses, finite and non-finite dependent 

clauses can be coordinated, provided that they 'belong to the same function class' (ibid.: 946). 

This is illustrated by these examples:
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a. If you pass the examination and (if) no one applies, you are bound to get the job. 

b. Samantha is fond of working at night and getting up late in the morning.

The two finite dependent clauses in (a) are linked with the coordinator 'and'. The second 

subordinator 'if can be omitted. In the second sentence two non-finite dependent clauses are 

conjoined: 'working at night' and 'getting up late'. 

Another common coordination is the coordination of predicates (ibid.: 948). An example is:

Margaret is ill, but will soon recover.

In the previous example, the two predicates 'is ill' and 'will soon recover' are coordinated by
'but'.

Coordinated predications are also very common (ibid.: 949). An example is:

They should have washed the dishes, dried them, and put them in the cupboard.

Here the coordinated predications are: 'washed the dishes', 'dried them', and 'put them in the 

cupboard. As illustrated by this example, ellipsis is common in this type of coordination.

Quirk et al. use the term 'simple coordination' to describe the coordination of clauses, 

phrases, and words (ibid.: 973). There are also other less common types of coordination: 

complex coordination, appended coordination, and interpolated coordination. These are 

illustrated in the examples below (ibid.: 973 -76).

a. Jack painted [the kitchen white] and [the living room blue], 

b. John writes extremely well - and Sally, TOO. 

c. John - and Sally, too - writes extremely well.

The first example illustrates complex coordination. Here the finally positioned elements k the 

kitchen white' and 'the living room blue' are coordinated. The second example represents
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appended coordination. It is commonly used in informal speech, according to Quirk et al. (ibid.: 

975). The third example is an illustration of interpolated coordination.

In the second main type of relation, subordination, Quirk et al. identify two categories of 

adverbial subordinate elements: adjuncts and disjuncts (Quirk et al., ibid: 1070, cf also Dickins, 

2010: 1085). Adjuncts are closely related to the main clause to which they are attached. 

Disjuncts, by contrast, are peripheral to the main clause. The following criteria, with illustrative 

contrasting sentences, are provided by Quirk et al. to illustrate the difference between adjuncts 

and disjuncts (ibid.: 1071).

1. Only the adjunct clause can become the focus of a cleft sentence:

a. It's because they are always helpful that he likes them, 

b. *It's since they are always helpful that he likes them.

2. Only the adjunct clause can be the focus of the pseudo-cleft sentence:

c. The reason he likes them is because they are always helpful, 

d. *The reason he likes them is since they are always helpful.

3. Only the adjunct clause can be the focus of negation:

e He didn't like them because they are always helpful but because they never complain, 

f. *He didn't like them since they are always helpful, but since they never complain.

4. Only the adjunct clause can be the focus of a question:

g. Does he like them because they are always helpful or because they never complain? 

h. *Does he like them since they are always helpful or since they never complain?

5. Only the adjunct clause can be the response to a wh-question formed from the main clause:

i. Why does he like them? Because they are always helpful, 

j. *Why does he like them? Since they are always helpful.
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6. Only the adjunct clause can be focused by the 'focusing subjuncts', such as 'only', 'mainly', and 

'merely (ibid.: 610 -12):

k. He likes them only because they are always helpful. 

l.*He likes them only since they are always helpful.

The previous grammatical concepts (definition of sentence, word order, sentence types, 

transitivity system, and coordination and subordination) will be discussed in respect of Arabic 

below.

3.6 Definition of sentence in Arabic

Some Arab grammarians distinguish between the notions £&\ 'speech' and 

sentence. Others use these notions interchangeably. In what follows is a discussion of the two 

main sentence types in Arabic. The definitions and examples below are translated by myself.

To start with, Ibin Jinni (born 932 - died 1002) uses the notion £&\ 'speech' to mean a 

sentence in the following definition:

-» 

* **•«•*• * A^J t^Jj^.1 Jjj _J^-J (Jxi's il (jjJ

(Ibin Jinni, vol. 1: 17)

'Speech' is an independent utterance

which expresses meaningful thought,

and is called by grammarian 'sentences',

as in 'Zaid is your brother.',

'Muhammad stood up.', and 'Sacld was

beaten.'

GalaymT (1994) uses £&& 'speech' to mean a sentence in the following definition:
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(GalaymT,1994: 14) 

'speech' is a sentence which expresses 
a complete meaning.

According to GalaylnT (1994), an expression such as <^& ^ J^aj ul 'if you work hard' is not a 
sentence, because it does not yield a complete meaningful thought. If such an expression is 
followed by a verb like £*£ ' succeed', it is then a sentence: c**2 ^^ v* *&* <j\ 'if you work 
hard, you will succeed'. 
A similar definition of£&\ 'speech' is proposed by Assanhajl (2002):

•L, -^ • Jiilll JA

(Assanhajl, 2002: 10) 
'Speech' is an utterance composed 
of elements which express 
meaningful thought.

The notion s^^l iilll 'compound utterance' refers to two or more elements. However,
%there are single utterances which can have two elements. For example, £ (stand up) is a

>'compound utterance', as it comprises two elements: the implicitly expressed 'you' and £ 

('you'and 'stand up'). This element ^ (stand up) also yields a complete meaningful thought. It is 
an imperative verb (you stand up!).

According to Kassas (2000), £*&\ 'speech' in Arabic can take six forms (Kassas, 2000: 
165):

1. Two nouns

Zaid is standing up
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2. A verb and a noun

Zaid was beaten.

3. Two sentences (clauses)

.^ -^ J f15 u) 

When Zaid stands up, I will stand up.

4. A verb and two nouns

Zaid was standing up.

5. A verb and three nouns
* * *.^L-ali l.ii j '"'•"''--

I was told that Zaid is kind.

6. A verb and four nouns
f « • % ,
.liLJali \JAC, Ijjj CoAiol

I told Zaid that Camr is kind.

Unlike many grammarians, Ibin Hisam (died 833) distinguishes between ££& 'speech' 
and ^W sentence in the following extended definition:

."ijj ̂ 15" ^ t^lclij (Jxiil (> SjUc.

ijla ^j j" _S

(Ibin Hisam, vol 2: 374) 

'Speech' or utterance is what expresses 

meaningful thought which yields 

complete expression when bounded by 

silence. A sentence has a verb and a 

subject as in '4u ^"Zaid stood up', or
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predicand and predicate, as in '£ 

'Zaid is standing up.'

Thus, in the above definitions £&\ 'Speech' refers to ***& Jj^l and •i^1 -^' 'what expresses 

meaningful thought'.

3.7 Word order in Arabic

Change in word order in Arabic has a significance. This is illustrated by the two 
sentences below:

a.

The initial position of the predicand <J*>j (man) in (a) above suggests that a man, not a woman, 

for instance, came. If this rhetorical meaning is not intended, sentence (b) is used (Al-Sahli, 

1996: 142-43).

Word order in Arabic is more flexible than in English (Baker, 1992: 110). The basic 

unmarked word order in Arabic sentences is Verb + Subject + Object (VSO) (Fehri, 1993: 16). 

Arabic can also have Subject + Verb + Object (SVO) (ibid.). The two Arab traditional schools 

of grammar, the Schools of Basrah and Kufah, have different views on word order. 

Grammarians of the School of Kufah argue that sentences of SVO order are verbal sentences 

with a preposed subject. Grammarians of the School of Basrah, however, say that the basic 

orders are Subject + Verb + Object (SVO) and Verb + Subject + Object (VSO), and SVO 

sentences are nominal (Al-Sahli: 1996: 6).

Holes (2004) points out that the most frequent word order in Arabic is Verb + Subject + 

Complement (VSCOMP) (Holes, 2004: 251). According to Holes, the complete grammatical 

Arabic sentences fall into the following types (ibid.: 251-52):
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1. Verb +Subject + Complement (VSCOMP)

There is a strong tendency, Holes says, for this type of sentence to be used in newspaper 

reporting where emphasis is put on who does the action or the event, what happens, and how it 

happens.

2. Verb + Complement (VCOMP)

This order is not frequently used.

3. Verb (V)

4. Subject + Complement (SCOMP)

\

In addition to these orders, the order Subject + Verb + Complement (S VCOMP) is also used in 

Arabic, particularly by journalists. This is probably because of (1) the influence of English on 

Arabic journalistic writing, and (2) the writer's dialectal background (ibid.: 253).

Nouns, participles, adjectives, and, to some extent, adverbs are marked for case in 

Arabic to show the syntactic function and how words are related to each other in a sentence 

(Ryding, 2005: 165). There are three cases in Arabic: nominative, accusative, and genitive. 

When singular or plural nouns or adjectives are definite, they are suffixed by the case markers '- 

u' (nominative), '-a' (accusative), and '-i' (genitive); when indefinite, a final '-n' is added (ibid.: 

166).

Different meanings can be derived from a single word when applying different case 

markers to it. This is illustrated by the sentences below (Obeidat, 1994: 298).

The people were honoured by Muhammad.

The most honoured people is Muhammad.

Muhammad! Be hospitable to the people.
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The change of case mood of the initial word in the previous sentences yields different 

interpretations. According to some researchers, however, word order and contexts are the main 

factors that determine the functions and meanings of the sentence constituents (ibid.: 300). 

Holes (2004) points out that 'lack of overt [case] marking in the script does not lead to 

misunderstanding' (Holes, 2004: 251). The reason, Hole argues, is that a sentence in MSA has a 

word order which is determined by a principle of 'information organization' of the sentence: 

'what is known precedes what is new' (ibid.). Both case markers and word order, I believe, 

determine the function and meaning of sentence constituents.

3.8 Sentence types in Arabic

Two basic sentence types are generally recognized by Arab grammarians and 

rhetoricians: nominal and verbal sentences. Kassas (2000) classifies a sentence into two types:

Ajlxij 4_L<Lujl (jlc- jj A.ujxll

(Kassas, 2000: 165) 

An Arabic sentence is of two types: 

nominal and verbal.

Hatim (1997) also states that the two main sentence types in Arabic are nominal and 

verbal (Hatim, 1997: 77). In the nominal sentence, the subject (predicand) normally precedes the 

predicate, as in o^j* **j 'Zaid is ill'. In the verbal sentence, however, the verb (predicate)
j r

precedes the subject (predicand), as in j^ ^.j J j 'Zaid visited Camr' (ibid). Some rhetoricians, 

such as Al-Jurjani (born 400 - died 471/474), argue that a nominal sentence indicates ?\jd\ 

permanency', and a verbal sentence suggests AP?^J djj-iaJl 'occurrence and renewal'. 

The distinction between the two types of sentence is not always clear. A sentence like 

ui ijj 'Zaid is courageous' is a nominal sentence for all traditional Arab grammarians, but i> j 

fti 'Zaid stood up' is a controversial sentence. The grammarians of the schools of Basrah and 

Kufah fail to agree on the category of this sentence (^ ±j 'Zaid stood up'). For the 

grammarians of the School of Basrah, this sentence is nominal on the basis that it starts with 

the i-tii- 'predicand' iu 'Zaid'. But such a sentence is a verbal sentence for the grammarians of
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the School of Kufah, because ^j 'Zaid' is the subject of the verbal sentence, and is preposed for 

a particular reason. This justification is rejected by the grammarians of the School of Basrah, as 

they indicate that <Jj**^ 'the governed entity' (the subject) must come after the <_U*ll 'the 

governor' (the verb) (Al-Sahli, 1996: 183)

In general, however, as noted, grammarians of Arabic, classical and modern, classify a 

sentence into two basic types: nominal and verbal. For the purpose of the present study, a 

nominal sentence will be used to mean a sentence which standardly starts with the i-&* 

'predicand' and is followed by the j^ predicate, but also includes some sentences which 

involve the inversion of word order, beginning with a preposed predicate (<»3LJl jjaJi) and a 

postposed predicand (>->^ i-^1 )- A verbal sentence is one which starts with the J*^ verb, and is 

optionally followed by the (J&ti subject. The two types are illustrated by the following sentences 

taken from my Arabic data (Al-Riyadh, April 21 and June 9, 2008):

a. ^ij& 4_Jjy^ jl j*Jl (a nominal sentence)

Iraq is the responsibility of the Arab States.
b. A^UJI JjLu^li jjUoi SjS& L$JJ£\ ^XJl £J±±JA J^LJ (a verbal sentence)

The nuclear weapons issue remains a block which transcends general questions.

Nominal and verbal sentences are further discussed below.

3.8.1 Nominal Sentence

As indicated earlier, a nominal sentence consists of two main constituents, predicand and 

predicate; when these are nouns or adjectives, they are normally nominative. The predicand is 

standardly initially positioned, and the predicate tells something about the predicand (Alosh, 

2005: 238). A simple form of the nominal sentence is the following:

The bird is beautiful.
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The i-M1 predicand may also be something other than a standard noun-phrase in the nominative, 

as in the following examples given by Alosh (ibid: 238-39). The initial clauses in 1, 2 and 3 

below are not nominative, but because they occupy predicand position, they are equivalent to 

nominative elements.

l.ji-Phrase

It would be better for you to go by plane.

2. Exclamation of ̂

IJlA AaJ La

What a beautiful day!

3. Relative clause

Those who are happy at work and in their homes are few.

4. Verbal noun

l^il (jjuia.1 0 jiHJU tiljiuj

Travelling by plane is better for you.

5. The declarative

How many rooms there are in your house!

6. The interrogative ^, and other interrogative pronouns:

a. ?^%j (^ ^J^ (^ (the interrogative £)

How many rooms are there in your house?

b. f^jUL c> (the interrogative pronoun)

Who is it? (as an answer to somebody knocking on a door)
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7. Conditional pronoun

Anyone who goes to London will see its famous bridge.

8. Noun added to a conditional pronoun

Whoever' s novel you read I read. 

9. Noun added to an interrogative pronoun

?tSljlj aLal (JA BjLi*j

Whose car is it in front of your house?

A predicate can take the following forms (ibid: 240):

1. Comparative adjective

Ahmad is taller than his brother.

2. Assimilative or verbal adjective

This man is generous.

3. Prepositional phrase
••i ti i •• "

.OjLluill ^ (_5_U-1A^

My suitcase is in the car.

4. idafah-structure

UU! <• '"'^ iiiniViii

The sun is behind the clouds.
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5. Nominal or verbal clause:

a. .»jj& 4*?U* j^1 (nominal clause functioning as predicate) 

Travel has many advantages.

b. .t&Ujk* <^ s*ljSll (verbal clause functioning as predicate) 

Reading increases your information.

3.8.2 Verbal Sentence

The main constituents of a verbal sentence are the <_M 'verb' and the Je^ 'subject', as 

in the sentence below.

Muhammad came.

A sentence like ^ i**** 'Muhammad came' is also considered a verbal sentence by the 

grammarians of the School of Kufah. But the grammarians of the School of Basrah treat this 

sentence as nominal, because it is initiated by a noun. The unmarked verbal sentence is a 

sentence which begins with a verb, according to the grammarians of the School of Basrah (Al- 

Sahli, 1996: 183).

Arabic has three main types of verbs in relation to tense: ^^ 'perfect', £j-^ 

'imperfect', and j*\ 'imperative' (GalayTm,1994: 33). Perfect verbs prototypically express 

events which occured in the past (e.g. <^i& 'she wrote). Imperfect verbs prototypically refer to 

the occurrence of events at the present time (e.g. -^=u 'he studies hard'). Negative particles such 

as jl 'will not' and ^ 'did not' can also be used with imperfect verbs. Another special use of 

imperfect verbs is that they can refer to a future with aspectual particles like -^ or its variant <-*>-> 

(will/shall), which are prefixed to or precede the main verb respectively (e.g. Jj^ 'he will 

say...', *tf*>* «-ij*- 'he will come') (ibid.). Imperative verbs mainly express direct orders and 

suggestions (e.g. -^1 'study harder!).

Verbs in Arabic also make most use of certain elements, such as u^, which usually 

expresses a continued or habitual action in the past in conjunction with the present tense, as in 

this sentence taken from my data: j^> u£ -^ ^ ^^ ^j^' s-o^1 'The cold war was only 

between the great powers'. Another element which frequently occurs with the main verb is £ (a
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similar English form is: have-en). This element precedes the main verb, and may serve different 

functions (Dickins and Watson 1999: 448-459). For example, ^ (have-en) is used with the 

perfect tense to confirm its meaning of (an emphatic purpose), while it is used with the 

imperfect tense to express possibility.

3.9 Transitivity system in Arabic

In terms of meaning, verbs in Arabic are of two major types: *** 'transitive' and f jV 

'intransitive' (Galayinl,1994: 34). The two types are discussed in more detail below. The 

discussion is based on GalayTm (ibid.: 34 - 48). The Arabic examples are translated by myself.

3.9.1 Transitive Verbs

A transitive verb is a verb whose effect is carried over to an object, as in the example below 

(ibid.)

Tariq conquered the Iberian Peninsula.

Here the effect of the verb %& 'conquered' is carried over to the object u^J^ 'the Iberian 

Peninsula' .

A transitive verb is directly transitive or indirectly transitive. In a directly transitive verb, the 

effect of the verb is carried over to an object without a preposition. In an indirectly transitive 

verb, by contrast, the effect is carried over to an object through a preposition. To illustrate the 

point, the following examples are given.

a. flili cjjjj (directly transitive verb) 

I sharpened the pencil.

b. 4> £*** (indirectly transitive verb) 

I let you go.
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The effect of the verb ^j* 'sharpened' in the first sentence is carried over to the object ^ 'the 

pencil' without any occurrence of a preposition. In the second sentence, however, the verb's 

effect on the object is carried over by the preposition v , which literally means 'with'.

The object of a directly transitive verb is called &j^> 'overt', whereas the object of an indirectly 

transitive verb is identified as &j^* J-P 'covert' (ibid.: 35). The effect of a transitive verb can be 

carried over to one object, two objects, or three objects. Examples of verbs which require one 

object are: ^ 'wrote', ^ 'took', and ?j& 'honoured'. Verbs which require two and three 

objects are discussed in some detail below.

1. Verbs requiring two objects

The effects of di-transitive verbs are carried over to two objects which are either 'not basically' 

j±j i.&4 'predicand and predicate', or ' basically 'j*=»j !•*"* 'predicand and predicate'. The first 

type includes verbs like cs-^l 'gave', J^ 'asked', and ^ 'prevented'. An example is:

I gave you a book.

The second type of di-transitive verbs is of two subtypes: verbs of ̂ j^\ 'the heart' and verbs of 

(Jj_P^ll 'conversion'. As indicated above, the effects of these verbs are carried over to two objects 

which are 'basically' predicand and predicate. Verbs of vj^1 'the heart' are so called, because 

they involve cM^1 o^Jl 'sensation' (ibid.: 36). These verbs are usually present in the sentence. 

However, they can be omitted, provided that the ellipted verbs will not result in 

misunderstanding or loss of meaning.

Verbs of <-jjEM 'the heart' are also further categorized into: verbs expressing u£J> 

'certainty' and verbs indicating O^1 'thinking'. The first subtype, verbs of u£Jl 'certainty' 

comprises six verbs: J\j 'think, know, or dream', & 'think or know', L$J* 'believe, know, or 

trick', fLu 'know, believe, or learn', 4-j 'realize or know', and ^i 'know or believe'. The 

following sentences are examples of these verbs:
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v ^1

I tricked the prey.
y
I realized (thought) that what you said was true.

Verbs of 6^ 'thinking' are of two sub-types. The first sub-type, which expresses O^1 

'thinking' and 'knowing', comprises three verbs 0^, Jla., and Mf* (all meaning 'believe'). The 

verb <!)k can also mean 'accuse' (e.g. l£ti ^till ^ 'The judge accused him'). The second sub 

type, which expresses only 6^ 'thinking', comprises five verbs: J**-, ^, ^ 'think', fij 

'think' (but usually in a negative sense), 'claim', and ^ 'think', (but in the imperative form). If 

±* is used to mean 'give', it is not classified as one of verbs of 'heart' (ibid.: 44).

The second main type of verbs of »-j_jfill 'heart' is 'verbs of Jjj^l (conversion). These 

verbs take two objects only if they mean j^ 'convert or change from one state to another'. 

They are: 'J&~*, ->j , ^J> , ^ , m\ , s-^j , and <J*^. They can be illustrated by the following 

sentence:

I turned the enemy into a friend.

Some of these verbs can have meanings other than j^> 'convert'. In this case, they take only 

one object, as in:

I returned it.
As illustrated by the sentence above, the verb ^j means 'return'. In this case, the verb takes

only a single object.
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2. Verbs requiring three objects

Verbs which take three objects are: (S j 'show', '^ 'let know', M, j±\, j±, and ^^ 'tell'. An 

example is:

J•*^/

I told Zaid that your brother was leaving. (More literally: 'I informed Zaid your brother 

leaving'.)

3.9.2 Intransitive verbs

These verbs do not require objects to complete their meanings. They are also called cMSfi 

Sj^lSll, or Oj^1 jsP, because they take only a subject, without any object (s). Examples of this 

type of verb are the following:

a **•

Sacld went.
b. Uli. jaLai

Xalid travelled.

In the two sentences above, the verbs s^^ 'went' and j^ 'travelled' do not require objects to 

complete their meanings.

Intransitive verbs fall into the following verb classes (ibid.: 46-47).

1- Verbs which describe the characteristics of a person or a thing, such as <j£ 'become 

coward', t>^» 'become beautiful', etc.

2- Verbs which describe appearance, such as J^ 'become tall', j^ 'become short', etc.

3- Verbs which express a state of becomimg 'clean' or impure 'unclean', such as j^ 'become 

clean'.
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4-Verbs which indicate a change in colour, such as j**>\ 'redden', j*-^1 'turn green', and the 

like.

5- Verbs which suggest good characteristics, such as ge-* 'darken', as in 'u^1 ^^^ 'the eyes 

have darkened', and J>jll J=^ 'the man's eyes have widened'. In these sentences, 'darkened' 
and 'widened' refer to qualities which give delight to the senses.

6- Verbs which have the form of J*isi, such as j^' 'be broken', <5^ 'go, leave', etc.

7- Verbs which have the form of cM, such as j^-l 'become covered with dust'.

3.10 Coordination and Subordination in Arabic

Connectives in Arabic are of various types, such as conjunctions, particles, and some 

idiomatic phrases (Ryding, 2005: 408). These connect at a sentential or textual level. In this 

section I will discuss the two types of clause relations: coordination and subordination. Arabic 
examples will be provided when needed. Each example will be followed by an English 

translation.

3.10.1 Coordination

Although sentences in CA are normally linked by conjunctions, asyndetic coordination 

is, in rare cases, used (Holes, 2004: 251, cf also Dickins, 2010: 1084). In MSA, however, these 
two types of coordination, syndetic and asyndetic, are both commonly used. They are discussed 

below.

3.10.1.a Syndetic Coordination

This type of coordination is marked by overt conjunctions (coordinators). Conjunctions 

here express various relations, such as result and disjunction. IsmacTl (2006) identifies two 

classes of conjunction (IsmacTl, 2006: 515 - 16). The first class contains conjunctions which 

allow the coordinated elements to have an equal relation in terms of 'parsing' and meaning. The
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conjunctions of this class are: j 'and', «-• 'and so', 'and then', 'yet', £ 'then', ^ 'until', 'even', 

^ 'or', and J 'or'. An example is (ibid.: 516):

f

Zaid and Camr came.

In the example above, the meaning of j 'and' applies to both Zaid and Camr; the act of coming
/

involves Zaid and Camr:

f.L2k. J .13 J) frLi.

'

Both Zaid and Camr came.

The two coordinate elements are also equal with respect to parsing. The second class comprises 

three conjunctions: Jj 'but rather', V 'not', and u^ 'but'. These allow the second coordinated 

element to have an equal relation with the first element in terms of 'parsing' only, as in:

Do not hit Zaid, but rather Camr.

In what follows is a discussion of these conjunctions.

1. j'and'

The grammarians of the schools of Basrah and Kufah view the function of j 'and' from 

two different perspectives (ibid.). According to the grammarians of the School of Basrah, j 

'and' allows the two coordinated elements to equally share the meaning of a 'process', as
/

indicated in the above example jj-^j -^j ^ 'Zaid and Camr came'. The grammarians of the 

School of Kufah, however, say that j 'and' refers to a sequential order of elements. This view is 

rejected by some scholars, such as IsmacTl (ibid.: 517). j 'and' is the most frequent conjunction 

(Holes,2004: 267, cf also Ryding, 2005: 409). It has an additive function; it links elements in a 

sequence of actions. Unlike other conjunctions, j 'and' coordinates two elements; the meaning
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of the first cannot be completed without the second (Galayinl , 1994: 251). This is illustrated by 

the example given by Galayml (ibid.):

JJ j

Zaid and Camr submitted their disagreement to arbitration.

In the above example, it is unacceptable to say ±j f-0^1 , as the verb ^^\ (submit his

disagreement to arbitration) refers to two or more people (ibid.).

Badawi et al. (2004) point out that j 'and' relates elements, such as two nominal clauses, two

main verbs, two different types of predicates, and two subordinate verbs, etc. (Badawi et al.,

2004: 524). The examples and their translation below are given by Badawi et al. (ibid.: 42 -

43).

The light is clear and the weather is hot.

The conjunction j 'and' in the example above relates two nominal sentences.

He went in, greeted, and sat down.

Here the three verbs are coordinated in a sequential order.

In addition, j 'and' can occur with other elements such as & 'have-en', '£* 'since', cM 'seem',

etc (ibid.: 550 -51).
The conjunction j 'and' is different from the particle j 'and', as a 'sentence starter' 

(Kas-sas, 2000: 177). An example is:

. . . No, may God support the president.
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In the above example, j 'and' does not function as a conjunction; but rather as a 'sentence- 

starter'.

2. «-• 'and so', 'and then', 'yet'

The conjunction «-• links two elements in logical and temporal sequences (Badawi et al., 

2004: 551). This conjunction and j 'and' signal an informational relationship between the 

paragraphs of a text (Holes, 2004: 271). It can express various meanings such as resultative, 

contrastive, and conclusive (Ryding, 2005: 41 1). An example of the sequential meaning of <-• is 

given by Badawi et al. (2004: 551):

Then he became deputy chief of staff and (then) chief of staff after that.

Here the conjunction ^ expresses a sequential meaning in ^ *** ^ ̂ j* ' and (then) chief of

staff after that'.

In the example below, <-i expresses a resultative meaning (Saeed and Fareh, 2006: 20):

'" '^t

Ahmad loved theatre and excelled in it.

The clause which suggests the resultative function is ^ £-^i 'and excelled in it'.

3. fi 'then'

Like j 'and', £ 'then' expresses sequenced actions (Badawi et al., 2004: 557). However, 

£ 'then' marks a new development and changes the direction of the event in the narrative text 

(Holes, 2004: 272). One function of £ 'then' is illustrated by the following example provided by 

(Ismacl, 2006:518):

l Jjj frak

Zaid came, and then Camr.



The use of £ 'then' in the previous example involves a sequential order of the actions; Zaid
/

came first followed by Camr.

4. J**> 'until', 'even'

The conjunction J^ 'until', 'even' has various functions, one of which is to link 

elements (Badawi et al., 2004: 569 - 71). IsmacTl points out that J^ 'until', 'even' is similar to 

j 'and' with respect to coordination. It can function as a conjunction provided that the second 

coordinated element is part of the first element and contributes to its meaning (Ismacl, 2006: 

519. This is illustrated by the following example (ibid.):

People have died, even the prophets.

The element o^1 £*\* 'People have died' and *LuiSM 'prophets' are coordinated by <^ 'even'. 

The second element <^V! 'prophets' is of the same class of o^ 'people', and it emphasizes the 

meaning conveyed by the initial element.

5. rf 'or'

This conjunction can be used in interrogatives as in the following example (GalayTnl, 1994:

247).

Is it Call or Xalid in the house?

The two elements in the example above have an equal status in terms of parsing. 

Exclusive option can also be indicated by ^ 'or' (Ryding, 2005: 418):

Whether they were professors or students
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The conjunction ?i 'or' can be used as stock expression (Badawi et al., 2004: 564). An example 

is:

Whether you want to or refuse, (literally: Whether you want to or not)

6. j 'or'

The conjunction ji 'or' serves various functions. It indicates an option between two or more
elements (Galaylni, 1994: 247):

Ijlip j L»A j

Take a Dirham or Dinar from my own money.

This conjunction can also indicate division of elements (ibid.). An example is:

A word is a noun, a verb, or a particle.

Deliberate ambiguity can also be expressed when elements are coordinated by J 'or', as in 

(ibid.):

j j

__ f-Zaid or Camr came.

In this example, it is possible that the speaker does not want to reveal the identity of the person 
who came. The same structure can also be used to mean that the speaker is uncertain about 
whether Zaid or Camr came (ibid.). Which meaning is intended is normally determined by 

context.
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Sentences in Arabic can also be coordinated with other conjunctions such as u^ and J 

'but'. The former conjunction contrasts two or more sentences (clauses), whereas the latter 

focuses on the subject of the sentence (clause) (Badawi et al., 2004: 322).

On the basis of the discussion above, sentences (clauses) of the same type are typically 

coordinated (e.g., coordination of two or more nominal sentences). However, it is possible to 

coordinate elements which belong to different types (Cabbas, 2005: 461). For example, a 

nominal sentence can be coordinated to a verbal one. This is usually done for a rhetorical or 

other particular reason, according to Cabbas (ibid.).

3. 10.1. b Asyndetic Coordination

As indicated above, Arabic writing is characterised as syndetic (Ryding, 2005: 407). 

However, asyndetic coordination is common in MSA. Badawi et al. (2004) provide the 

following examples which demonstrate the use of this type of coordination (Badawi et al., 2004: 

540).

<• a.^Ci (<ULkJ (AjoiJ^J aj

Then they (authorities) study it, analyse it, discover its limits.

The elements in the example above are asyndetically coordinated. They can, however, be 

syndetically linked:

Then they (authorities) study it, analyse it, and discover its limits.

The elements above are linked by the conjunction j 'and'. In the example below, comma serves 

to separate and link the two sentences (clauses):

It is as if I am not writing about things which I experienced more than forty years ago, I am 

writing as if they happened only yesterday.
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The two types of coordination, syndetic and asyndetic can occur in one text. Badawi et 

al. (ibid.) point out that asyndetic coordination is used in MSA, principally because of the 

influence of European literary and stylistic conventions (Badawi et al., 2004: 540, cf also Holes, 

2004:251).

3.10.2 Subordination

According to Holes (2004), subordinate clauses in Arabic are classified into four broad 

types: nominal, adjectival, adverbial, and conditional (Holes, 2004: 278). Each of these clause 

types employs particular subordinators. But these types are 'merely convenient descriptive 

labels', according to Holes (ibid.). They can share similar features (e.g. similarity between 

nominal and adverbial clauses). These types are discussed below.

3.10.2.a Nominal clauses

Subordinators of nominal clauses include 'i), and J 'that'. An J- clause' can typically be 

substituted for a verbal noun (Badawi et al., 2004: 588). For example, j^ J jjS 'He decided 

that he would go' can be ' j^ jjS' 'He decided on going'.

3. 10.2. b Adjectival clauses

These clauses, also known as relative clauses, occur immediately after the noun they 

refer to. The relative pronouns which are used in this type of clauses include L?'^, ^, u^, and 

'OpUl' 'who'.

These pronouns need to agree with their antecedent nouns in number, gender and case if 

grammatically definite. If the noun is indefinite, the relative pronoun is omitted (ibid.). For 

example, the relative pronoun ^ 'that' in ^^^ V ^ <***& 'The story that never ends' is 

omitted, following an indefinite noun, as in y^ V ^-^5 'A story that never ends'. As in English, 

Adjectival clauses may be restrictive or non-restrictive. A relative pronoun in restrictive 

constructions, such as j^1 LS* -^ ^ Jj^1 'The countries that are beginning to develop') is 

replaced by A when a participle is used instead of a verb: ^ ̂  «^Vl Jj^1 'The countries that 

are beginning to develop'. Changing a verb to a participle phrase, as in the previous example is 

common (ibd.). The meaning remains the same in the converted construction.
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3.10.2.C Adverbial clauses

These clauses are: time clauses (clauses with ^ 'when', J** 'even', etc.), purpose, 

reason, and result clauses (clauses with -1 'to/for', u^ 'because', ^ 'in order to', etc.), and 

concessive clauses (clauses introduced by t> f^^ LS^- 'although', ji V) ' 'but', 6' t* 'although', 

etc.) (ibid.: 286-90).

Some of the above subordinators are commonly used in certain contexts. For example, ^ 

'when' occurs more frequently in literary contexts than in newspaper reports, according to 

Holes. In MS A, but not in CA, purpose and reason clauses can occur before main clauses. This 

is because of the influence of the European writing style on educated Arab writers (ibid.: 289).

3.10.2.d Conditional clauses

A conditional clause contains two elements: Ja>Sll (the if-clause) and ^^ <-Aj* ('the 

answering clause'). The if-clause, the subordinate cause, is usually introduced by particles like 

j), % and jl 'if . It may also be introduced by i> 'he who, if anyone', ^ 'when', £"*. 'where', 

and ^ 'how'. The verb in both the if-clause and the 'answering' clause can be in the perfect 

and jussive form. This is illustrated in the examples below (ibid.: 291-92).

• . -
u&J -Ijj i— l

If Zaid goes I shall go with him.

In the previous example, the if-clause and the 'answering clause' are in the perfect form. But the 

if-clause can be in the jussive and the 'answering' clause in the perfect form, as in:

If Zaid goes I shall go with him.

Both the if-clause and the answering clause can be in the jussive:

If Zaid goes I shall go with him.
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Thus, the if-clause and the 'answering' clause can take various forms. The particle <-• frequently 
introduces the 'answering' clause, as in (ibid.: 293):

If he wishes that, it is his concern.

j£ and J3 are also used with a perfect verb to make a clause definitely past in meaning, as in 
(ibid.):

If he has departed, then enter his house.

Subordinate clauses can also be introduced by subordinates like '•** 'since' (Badawi et 
al, 2004: 630):

It is a crime which humanity has known ever since it appeared on earth.

In the above example, ^ 'since' links the main clause with the subordinate clause.

3.11 Summary

This chapter has dealt with specific grammatical notions in both English and Arabic, 
such as definition of sentence, word order, transitivity system, and coordination and 
subordination. The first section considered the definition of sentence in English. According to 
some scholars, the definition of a sentence is a controversial issue. Although many attempts 
have been introduced to define a sentence, some scholars argue that a sentence is vaguely 
defined. In Arabic, it is generally agreed that a sentence comprises two main types, nominal and 
verbal. In the present study, the definition proposed by Dickins (2010) is adopted. In this 
expanded definition a sentence is viewed from grammatical, semantic, and intonational 
perspectives.
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This chapter also discussed word order in English and Arabic. Unlike English, Arabic 
has a relatively flexible word order. The discussion of the transitivity system in English dealt in 
detail with the selection of processes, participants, and circumstances. Transitive and intransitive 
verbs in Arabic were similarly discussed in detail.

A detailed discussion about the two clause relations, coordination and subordination, in 
both English and Arabic was alsQ provided. Adjuncts and disjuncts were distinguished on the 
basis of the principles proposed by Quirk et al., (1985).

*

3.12 Principles used for the syntactic analysis

In what follows are the analytical principles which have been applied to the corpus texts.

1. The parts of a sentence which are analysed are: main clause, adjunct clause, disjunct clause, 
adjunct phrase, disjunct phrase, coordinate clause, coordinate verb phrase, coordinate noun 
phrase, appositive clause, appositive phrase, and elliptical main and coordinate clause.
2. Adjunct and disjunct phrases are analysed when they can occur in initial or final position.
3. Embedded elements in main clauses or adjunct/disjunct clauses are not analysed.
4. Single elements are not separately analysed, except for initial conjuncts, such as 'First', and 
Then'.
5. Parenthetical and relative clauses are not analysed, as they fall outside the main clause 
structures.
6. Elements which are within the domain of adjunct or disjunct clauses are not separately 
analysed, as they are considered to be embedded.
7. In the presentation of the analysis in Chapter Six, each analysed sentence is followed by a 
chart to further explain the analysis.

The above principles have been adopted for all English and Arabic texts. For reasons of 
space, one English text and Arabic one will be presented in Chapter Six. The eleven other 
English and eleven other Arabic texts are given in Appendices A and B.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Thematic Structure in English and Arabic

4.0 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to discuss the organisation of the sentence as a message in 

English and Arabic. In the part dealing with English, I will discuss in detail Halliday's view that 

there are two systems involved in the organization of the sentence as a message: information 

structure (organization of Given and New information) and thematic structure (Theme and 

Rheme). Other approaches such as the Prague School theory will also be discussed. A critique 

of the Hallidayan and Prague schools will also be provided. In the part dealing with Arabic, I 

will discuss those notions which are relevant to thematic structure in detail. The use of the terms 

^^ and ^Jj .iiufcJl will also be dealt with. The principles for the analysis of the thematic 

structure in English and Arabic will then be discussed.

4.1 The Hallidayan approach to Given and New and Theme and Rheme

Halliday recognises two textual systems: information structure and thematic system. The 

information structure involves two notions 'Given' and 'New'. The thematic system also 

involves two notions: "Theme' and 'Rheme' (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004: 93). Although 

the two systems are closely related in semantic terms, they are different, according to Halliday 

and Matthiessen (ibid.). In the information structure, the elements Given and the New are 

'listener-oriented'. They are based on what information the listener is already familiar with 

(given or predictable), and what he or she does not know (new or unpredictable). Information 

structure can consist of only a new element. In the thematic structure, by contrast, the elements 

are 'speaker-oriented'. Theme and rheme are based on what the speaker wants to say as a 'point
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of departure', and what he or she will say about it (ibid.). In the unmarked case, the Theme falls 

within the Given, and the Rheme falls within the New. Both structures, the informational and 

the thematic, are speaker-selected; they are assigned by the speaker (ibid.).

4.1.1 Information structure

As mentioned above, the message of a clause, dependent or independent or the 

combination of the two, is of two parts: Given and New. The first segment, Given, carries 

information which is already known to the hearer. It is the kind of knowledge which is shared 

between the speaker and the hearer. New information, by contrast, is the information the speaker 

wants to convey to the hearer. The normal unmarked order of the information structure is that 

the Given elements precede the New ones (Baker, 1992: 145).

Phonological stress is used to suggest 'information focus', as in this example (ibid.: 

147):

Now silver needs to have love.

The element 'love' in the example above is underlined, because the information stress falls on 

this element.

But phonological stress is not criterial for distinguishing the Given from the New; the boundary 

of the Given and the New elements is not always unambiguously establishable by stress 
assignment (ibid.). In these cases context has to be used to identify Given and New, as in this 

example (ibid: 148):

In this job, Anne, we're working with silver. Now silver needs to have love.

The context in the example above draws a line between the Given constituents (now silver) and 

the New elements (needs to have love).
Elements in information structure are realized by tonic accent or pitch prominence in 

English. The information focus in the unmarked structure lies on the rhematic element, rather 

than the thematic part (ibid.: 156).
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John was appointed Chairman.

In this example, the information focus falls on 'Chairman'. It can, however fall on other 
elements such a 'John', or 'was'. In written language, marked information structure is 
sometimes conveyed by the use of punctuation and typography (ibid.).

Information status in both spoken and written texts can also be established by devices 
such as defmiteness, which typically marks Given, and indefmiteness, which identifies New, as 
in the following example (ibid.):

The girl walked into the room.

Here the Givenness of the first element 'the girl' is already established, whereas this element is 
New in this sentence:

A girl walked into the room.

Stress is available in spoken language, but it can be implicit in some structures, because these 

structures can only have one stress pattern (ibid.: 150). One way of relaying information status 

in written language is by cleft and pseudo-cleft structures, as in (ibid.: 148):

What Mr. Rowland wants is the early publication of this report.

In the above pseudo-cleft sentence the Given information is that Mr. Rowland wants something, 

and that thing 'early publication of the report' constitutes the New information. 

A speaker may present information as New, although it has previously been said, because it is 

unexpected information, or it involves contrastive emphasis. This can be illustrated by the 

following example from Halliday and Matthiessen (adapted from 2004: 91):

You can go if you like, I'm not going.
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The pronouns 'you' and T in the example above suggest contrastive emphasis and represent 

New information.

Marked word order is also another device to create focus information, as in this example 

provided by Van Dijk (2006: 94): 

Coffee I like, but tea I don't.

The speaker here preposes the elements 'coffee' and 'tea' to focus them.

4.1.l.a Markedness of Information Structure

Marked and unmarked themes are patterns of 'thematic choice'. The label 'marked' 

means 'unusual', while 'unmarked' indicates 'usual'. The notion 'thematic choice' involves a 

selection of an element in a clause to be theme (Baker, 1992: 129). Thematic choice always 

indicates meaning, because it is a point of departure for the speaker or the writer. According to 

the Hallidayan approach, thematic choice is indicated by assigning one of the main elements in a 

clause (subject, predicator, object, complement, and adjunct) the initial position (ibid.).

The notions 'meaning' 'choice', and 'markedness', Baker points out, are interrelated 

(ibid.). For example, in English the position of an adjective before a noun is of no importance, 

as this is not the result of choice; attributive adjectives (apart from a very few exceptional cases) 
always precede their nouns. Conversely, a time or place adverbial plays a significant role when 

it occupies initial position in a clause, because it signals the result of a speaker's or writer's 

choice to put the phrase here rather than later in the clause. The association between 'meaning', 

'choice', and 'markedness' is also seen in clauses which are highly marked and carry a high 

degree of unexpectedness as in (ibid.):

Fantastic was the achievement.

The initial placement of the complement in this example is unusual, but it occurs in English. 

Here, the point of departure 'fantastic' has a more highly marked textual meaning than does an 

initial adverb like 'yesterday', as it is usual for the latter to appear in initial position, whereas the 

former is not. If a choice, Baker suggests, is less expected, as in the example above, it will be
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highly marked, and will carry a more significant meaning. If, however, a choice is fairly 

expected, it will be less marked. The frequency of appearance of an element in thematic position 

and its mobility within a clause determine the degree of markedness (ibid.: 130).

According to Halliday, marked theme is of three types, as follows (ibid.: 132- 140):

1. Fronted theme

Theme is fronted by putting an element in an unusual initial position in a clause. Some 

fronted themes are highly marked while others are less marked. This can be illustrated by the 

example below (ibd.: 132).

In China the book received a great deal of publicity.

The adverbial 'In China' in this example is a marked theme, but the degree of its markedness is 

not high, because place adjuncts can fairly take different positions in a clause. Unlike this 

marked structure, objects and complements display a higher degree of markedness because of 

their limited mobility in the examples below (ibid: 133):

a. A great deal of publicity the book received in China, 

b. Well publicized the book was.

Preposed objects and complements show contrast and emphasis. Temporal adjuncts, however, 

are more frequently fronted than objects and complements. The reason is that preposed adjuncts 

normally act as a method of developing a text, whereas preposed objects and complements do 

not (ibid.).

2. Predicated theme

The second type of marked theme is the predicated theme. Here, the thematic choice is 

indicated by the use of a cleft structure. This structure allows one element in the clause to be 

thematic by putting it near the beginning of the clause, as in the following example (ibid.):
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It was the book that received a great deal of publicity in China.

The predicated theme in the above example suggests contrast, implying that it was the book, not 
something else, that received a great deal of publicity.

3. Identifying theme

Like the predicated theme, the identifying theme suggests contrast. But the thematic 

element in the marked identifying theme appears in the Given (known) information. This type of 

theme involves a wh-structure (pseudo-cleft structure), as in:

What the book received in China was a great deal of publicity.

According to Baker (ibid.), both predicated and identifying themes are used more frequently in 
written rather than spoken English, because the former lacks stress for signalling Given/New 
information.

Unmarked theme in English is indicated by the mood of the clause, according to 
Halliday and Matthiessen. In declarative clauses the unmarked theme is the subject, whereas it is 
the verb in imperative clauses. The wh-word is the unmarked theme in interrogative clauses. In 
polar questions, however, the auxiliary is the unmarked theme (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004: 
73 - 76). Thus, the point of departure in the clause is usually signalled by these choices. Theme 
in declarative, imperative, and interrogative clauses will be discussed in more detail later in this 
chapter.

In general, it is the final position in the clause where prominence is achieved. When the 
speaker puts the prominent element in the initial position in the clause, this is justified by the 
fact that this prominence is temporary (Baker, 1992: 131).

4.2 Thematic Structure in English

The second system for the organisation of the sentence as a message is the thematic 
structure. Here information in the sentence is arranged in two parts: Theme (or Topic) and 

Rheme (or Comment). To identify the boundary of Theme, Eggins (2004) suggests that we need
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to examine the types of theme in what she calls the 'theme network' (Eggins, 2004: 301). Three 

main systems are involved in 'theme network':

1. Choice of type of theme

Here the type of theme is realized by introducing certain type of element in the thematic 

position.

2. Choice of theme markedness

The choice of marked or unmarked theme rests on the combination of the theme constituents 

with other 'mood' and 'transitivity' constituents.

3. Choice of theme predication

The choice of predicated or unpredicated theme involves the use or non-use of additional 

constituent in the sentence.

Various definitions have been given for the notion of Theme. For example, Halliday and 

Matthiessen (2004) define Theme and Rheme as follows:

The Theme is' the element that serves as the point of departure of the 

message; it is that which locates and orients the clause within its 

context. The remainder of the message ... is called Rheme (Halliday 

and Matthiessen, 2004: 64).

In Halliday's view, Theme, what the sentence is about, has a two-fold function (Baker, 2005: 

121). Firstly, it links the element in question back to the previous stretches of the text. Here the 

function is to produce a cohesive text. Secondly, it functions as a point of departure. It develops 

the subsequent stretches of text. Rheme, what the speaker says about the Theme, is the 

important information concerning the Theme. Halliday (1970) describes Theme as a 'peg on 

which the message is hung':

The English clause consists of a 'theme' and a 'rheme' ... the 'theme' 

is , as it were, the peg on which the message is hung' ... The 'theme'
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of the clause is the element, which in English, is put in first position' 

(Halliday, 1970: 161)

Halliday's descriptions of Theme as a 'starting point' and 'peg on which the message is hung' 

are 'metaphorical' and difficult to interpret', according to Fries (1995: 4). Most Prague School
•

advocates' views are based on Mathesius (ibid.: 1). The Mathesius's description of theme 

involves two concepts (ibid.):

1. Information which is known or obvious in the situation

2. Information from which the speaker proceeds

Systemicists treat these two concepts differently, because they indicate different features 

according to Fries. Thus, the term 'Given' is used to refer to the first concept (known or 

obvious information), and the notion 'Theme' refers to the second concept (the point of the 

departure of the message) (ibid.).

Eggins (2004) identifies three types of theme: topical, interpersonal, and textual (Eggins, 
2004: 301 - 6). These are discussed below.

1. Topical theme

Topical theme is so called because it normally indicates what the topic or a clause is 

about. It is assigned to the element which can receive a transitivity role and can take initial 

position, as in:

In most infants there are frequent episodes with no apparent cause.

In this example, the transitivity function attached to the thematic constituent is a circumstance of 

location. Thus, the first element 'In most infants' is a topical theme, and the remaining elements 

are rheme. In the example below, however, the first element (the textual adjunct 'However'), is 

not an element to which a transitivity function is attached.
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However, cries are discomforting.

As the element 'cries' receives the transitivity role, it is then a topical theme. The elements 

occurring after the topical theme are no longer part of the theme; they are rheme. Eggins stresses 

that a clause must involve only one topical theme (Eggins, ibid.: 302).

2. Interpersonal theme

Interpersonal theme is a theme which can receive a mood role rather than a transitivity 

role, and can come at the beginning of a clause. The elements which serve as interpersonal 

themes are: the uncombined finite (interrogative structures), and the four model adjuncts (mood, 

vocative, polarity, and comment). An example of uncombined finite is:

Do you give blood?

Theme in this example is 'Do you' and rheme is 'give blood'.

The two examples below illustrate two types of model adjunct, mood and vocative 

respectively.

a. I think (adjunct: mood) they take a pint or whatever it is.

b. Simon (adjunct: vocative), isn't that where they put the needle in?

The modal adjunct 'I think' in (a) is mood. Here the interpersonal theme is 'I think they', and 

the element 'take a pint or whatever it is' is a rheme. In (b), the element 'Simon' functions as an 

interpersonal theme, and 'isn't that where they put the needle in? is a rheme.

3. Textual theme

Elements of this theme play an important cohesive role in connecting the clause to its 

context. They are of two sub-types: continuity adjuncts, and conjunctive adjuncts. The first sub 

type, continuity adjuncts, includes elements used in spoken language like 'oh', and 'well'. The 

second sub-type, conjunctive adjuncts, involves conjunctions which relate clauses within a 

sentence, such as 'so', 'and', 'but', etc., and conjunctions which connect sentences with other
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sentences like 'therefore', and 'however'. These two types of conjunctions need to precede the 

first topical theme to be textual thematic elements. The following examples illustrate the two 

main sub-types of textual theme (ibid.).

a. Oh (adjunct: continuity), they give you a cup of tea. 

b. And (adjunct: conjunction) he proposes marriage.

In the first example above, the textual theme is 'oh they' and the rheme is 'give you a cup of 

tea'. The theme in the second example is 'And he' and the rheme is 'proposes marriage'.

A clause must contain one theme of any type, according to Eggins (ibid.: 302). But a 

clause can also realize different themes, namely textual, and/or interpersonal themes. This is 

illustrated by the example below.

Well, children, the story is about to continue.

The above example contains three types of themes: textual (Well), interpersonal (children), and 

topical (the story).

According to Halliday and Matthiessen (2004), choice of mood determines the thematic 

element in the clause. Independent clauses select for mood, but in some minor clauses, such as 

'good night', and 'John!' no thematic structure is found (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004: 71). 

In what follows is a discussion of theme in declarative, interrogative, and imperative clauses. 

The discussion is based on Halliday and Matthiessen (ibid.).

1. Theme in declarative clauses

The subject is typically theme in this kind of clause. But other elements can also play 

this role if there is a good reason to do so, as Halliday and Matthiessen point out: 'The Subject 

is the element that is chosen as Theme unless there is good reason for choosing something else' 

(ibid.: 73). Subject here is specified in terms of the mood system rather than the transitivity 

system. In the example below, the subject 'you' is the theme:
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You are the one to blame.

But 'you' in 'You I blame for this', is not the subject; it is, therefore, a marked theme (ibid.).

The pronoun T most often acts as unmarked theme in declarative clauses in everyday 

speech, according to Halliday and Matthiessen (ibid). As for marked themes, adverbial groups 

(e.g. 'suddenly', 'somewhat', and 'today') and prepositional phrase as adjuncts (e.g. 'in the 

corner', 'without any warning', 'at night') are the most usual marked themes. Complements are 

the most marked themes (ibid.: 74). Unmarked theme in a declarative clause can be illustrated 

by the following example (ibid.).

She went to the baker's.

In this example 'she' is the unmarked theme, and the element 'went to the baker's' is the rheme. 

The following example, however, illustrates a declarative clause which contains a marked theme 

(ibid.):

Eliot you're particularly fond of.

The complement 'Eliot' functions as a marked theme, and 'you're particularly fond of is the 

rheme.
There is a sub-type of declarative clauses which shows thematic structure called 

exclamative clauses. In these clauses, theme is expressed by the exclamatory wh-element, as in 

(ibid.: 75):

How dreadful (theme) she sounds (rheme)!

In the example above, the element 'How dreadful' is the theme and 'she sounds' is the rheme.
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2. Theme in interrogative clauses

In Hallidayan terms, the natural theme of a question is 'what I want to know' (ibid.). The 

element which marks 'what I want to know' is the theme of interrogative clauses. These clauses 

involve two types: the 'polarity yes/no' and the 'wh-interrogative'. Theme in yes/no 

interrogative is realized by the finite verbal operator, which is the element that embodies 

polarity. But in wh-interrogatives', it is the 'wh-element' which functions as a theme, because it 

is the element that seeks information. Theme in a yes/no interrogative includes the subject that 

follows, as in the following example (ibid.):

Shall I make you some toast?

Theme in this example extends over T.

Theme in both the yes/no interrogative and the wh-interrogative typically occurs in the 

unmarked structure, which carries the basic message of the clause. But it may take the marked 

form, as in (ibid: 77):

On the right is it?

In above example the element 'On the right' functions as the theme and 'is it' is the rheme.

3. Theme in imperative clauses

In these clauses, the message the speaker wants to convey is of two types: 'I want you to 

do something' (e.g. Keep quiet), or 'I want us (you and me) to do something' (e.g. Let's go 

home now) (ibid.: 76). The verb is the theme in the first type, and 'let's' in the second. But 

when 'you' is introduced in the imperative, as in 'You speak slowly', a marked choice is made. 

It is only in the imperative clause that the predicator (verb) is regularly a theme (ibid.: 77). 

There are, however, other moods in which the verb occupies the first position and functions as a 

theme, as in:

Forget it I never shall.
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Here, the verb 'forget' takes the highest degree of thematic markedness.
In a negative imperative clause, such as 'Don't argue with me', the theme is 'don't' and 

the element that follows (a subject or a predicator) the rheme. In a positive imperative like 'do 
take care', 'do' and the predicator 'take' are the theme.

There are clauses which lack thematic structures (minor clauses). These usually express 
speech functions. They do not contain mood or transitivity structure, and are solely rhemes. 
Examples of minor clauses include greetings (e.g. Good night), calls (e.g. Charlie!), 
exclamations (e.g. Well done!), and alarms, which can be warnings (e.g. 'Look out!) or appeals, 
(e.g. 'Help! and 'Fire!) (ibid.: 100 and 153). Responses like 'yes' and 'all right' also do not 
indicate thematic structures, because they presuppose the whole of what has been preceded 
(ibid.: 100). Elliptical clauses like 'No idea' for 'I have no idea', and 'Feeling better?' for 'Are 
you feeling better?' are examples of exophoric ellipsis. The structures of these clauses are 
rhematic only, according to Halliday and Matthiessen (ibid.).

4.3 The Prague-School and related approaches to Theme and Rheme

For Prague School linguists, utterances are ordered on the basis of Theme and Rheme 
(Bloor and Bloor, 2004: 81). Theme expresses information which is predictable (or relatively 
predictable) and Rheme expresses information which is new (or relatively new). When the 
starting point in the sentence is shared information, the order is 'Theme followed by Rheme', 
and when the starting point is new information, the order is 'Rheme followed by Theme' (ibid.).

The Prague School linguists developed the theory of Functional Sentence Perspective 
(FSP). The main idea of FSP is that the contribution of the separate elements of the sentence to 
the text development varies. Some elements have a higher degree of communicative dynamism 
(CD) than other elements. According to Prague School linguists, the purpose of communication 
of an interaction leads the structure of a clause or a sentence to function differently, depending 
on the communicative role the speaker wants to covey (Baker, 1992: 160). This is illustrated by 
the following example (ibid.).

John has been taken ill.
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This sentence can indicate one's state of health. It may also identify the person who has been 
taken ill:

John has been taken ill.

Another communicative function is probably to assert the validity of the information conveyed, 

as in:

John has been taken ill.

The above example would be treated solely on the basis of information structure in Halliday's 

approach (ibid.).

According to the Hallidayan approach, the verb generally falls in the rhematic domain. 

But for FSP, the verb can be a thematic or rhematic element, depending on the context and the 

semantic structure of the verb (ibid.). Given elements are considered to be thematic or context- 

dependent, whereas new elements are rhematic, or context-independent elements.

FSP plays a role in determining the word order of utterances. It also analyzes the 

distribution of elements in utterances or a text. The analysis of elements is based on (1) the 
information the elements provide, and (2) what role they play as functional units of discourse 

(ibid.). The organization of text in terms of sentences or clauses is described by degrees of CD, 

and flow of information. Theme carries the least degree of CD. It does not push communication 

forward with great force as the rhematic element does. Rheme carries the highest degree of CD. 

This suggests that elements in a sentence carry increasing degrees of CD as the utterance 

advances (ibid.: 163). This is illustrated by the following example provided by Wangheng 

(1999:23):

Last night I was reading a fascinating book while I was waiting for you.

In this example T has the lowest communicative function or least degree of CD, whereas 'a 

fascinating book' indicates the highest degree of CD. The degrees of CD are achieved by three
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factors, the contextual factor, linear modification, and the semantic factor as Firbas (1992) 

points out:

An interplay of the three factors determines the distribution of degrees 

of CD over the written sentence. It determines the perspective in 
which a semantic and grammatical sentence structure is to function in 

the act of communication; that is, it determines its functional sentence 
perspective (Firbas, 1992: 11).

These factors are arranged in terms of their effect on FSP starting with context and ending with 

linearity, as follows (ibid.):

1. The contextual factor

In Firbas' terms, the contextual factor involves two types of information: 'context- 

dependent' and 'context-independent' (Baker, 1992: 161). In written text, 'context-dependent' 

or old information is the information which can be regained from the immediately relevant 

context. 'Context-independent' or new information, regardless of the position it occupies in the 

sentence, describes information which cannot be regained from the immediately relevant 

context. 'Context-independent' information, assigned to the rhematic elements, is 

communicatively more important than 'context-dependent' information, which is assigned to the 

thematic elements. For example, if the communicative role in 'John has been ill' is to indicate 

John's state of health, the element 'John' functions as a base on which the message is founded 

(ibid.).

2. The linear modification factor

In this factor, the gradation of position results in gradation of meaning provided that no 

factors interfere this process (Obeidat, 1994: 48). The degrees of CD typically increase in line 

with the linear order of the sentence. As mentioned above, elements at the start of the sentence 

have the lowest CD, while those at the end have the highest CD.
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3. The semantic factor

The semantic structure is influenced by context dependency. The meaning of the 

elements in a sentence and their relation to each other affect the arrangement of CD (ibid.: 58). 

For instance, if the element 'Peter' in 'Peter flew to Edinburgh yesterday' is the only context 

dependent element, the adverbial 'to Edinburgh' will indicate the highest degree of CD, as it 

concludes the communication development. Thus, the element 'to Edinburgh' serves the 

dynamic semantic function of'specification'. The element 'yesterday' is context independent. It 

carries background reference, serving as the dynamic semantic function of'setting'. However, if 

the elements 'Peter', 'flew' and 'to Edinburgh' are considered to be context dependent, 

'yesterday' indicates the highest degree of CD, and functions as 'specification' rather than 

'setting' (ibid.: 58).
Another contribution of the Prague School was the concept of 'Thematic Progression'. 

Danes (1974) points out that text 'connexity', or text coherence is represented by Thematic 

Progression (TP), which is constructed from one clause to another throughout the text. He 

proposes the following types of TP (1974: 118-21).

1. Simple Linear Thematic Progression

In this type, the rheme of one clause becomes the theme of the clause that follows. This 

is illustrated as follows:

Theme A Rheme B

Theme B Rheme C

Theme C Rheme D
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2. Thematic Progression with a Constant (Continuous) Theme

Here the theme is equal to Given information. Each clause shares this theme. In other 

words, the theme in each clause is developed from the preceding clause. This can be illustrated 

by the text below provided by Bloor and Bloor (adapted from 2004:

The saw-scaled viper is found in dry sand areas where there is little 

vegetation. Its length is about two feet, and it is sandy in colour with 

darker spots. It is aggressive and very poisonous. It may be found in 

the full blaze of the sun or beneath hot stones and in crannies heated 

by the sun.

The thematic element in every clause shares the main topic of the text: 'the saw-scaled viper'.

3. Thematic Progression with Derived Theme

Here theme is derived from the overall theme or 'hypertheme' of a paragraph or a text 

section. In other words, the expressions appearing in thematic positions are connected in 

meaning to the topic previously mentioned in the text.

4. The split Rheme

In this type the rheme in a clause comprises two components, each of which becomes a 

theme in the subsequent clause. The following example is from Bloor and Bloor (ibid.: 90).

The only other considerable region of dense population in the world 

lies in Japan. This country shows a remarkable fusion of both densely 

populated rural and urban communities. Japanese peasant farmers, 

who constitute 45 per cent of the total population, practise a typical 

monsoon Asian ubsistence economy, whereas the millions of people 

living in vast industrial cities such as Tokyo and Osaka have much in 

common with counterparts in Europe and North America.
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In the text above, the rheme in the second clause contains two components: 'densely populated 

rural communities' and 'densely populated urban communities'. The first component becomes 

the theme of both the third clause and the fourth clause. The second component becomes the 

theme of the fifth clause.

5. Thematic Progression with an Omitted Link (or with a thematic jump)

This is a modified form of the first type of thematic progression. It involves the deletion of 

one or more utterances in the thematic progression, because context implies thematic content.

For Danes, the first type of thematic progression, Simple Linear Thematic Progression, is 

the most basic type (Danes, 1974: 118). But for other linguists, this type and the second one, 

Thematic Progression with a Constant Theme, are both considered to be basic. The third main 

type, Thematic Progression with Derived Theme, is also considered to be limited because of the 

determination of the 'hypertheme', as this may or may not occur in the text. Even when it 

appears in the text, the hypertheme and the derived themes are not directly linked. Despite the 

limitations of Danes's scheme, it contributes to the study of theme at both the clause and the text 

levels. His work contributes to the study of text organization (Wangheng, 1999: 42).

4.4 Critique

Halliday's approach to theme and rheme has been criticised by a number of scholars. For 

example, Halliday's definition of a Theme as a 'starting point' and 'peg on which the message 

is hung' is described as 'metaphorical' and difficult to interpret' (Fries, 1995: 4). For Dickins 

(2010), Halliday's description of Theme as 'a point of departure of the message' is 'vague' 

(Dickins, 2010: 1096). In Hallidays' approach, the difference between Theme and Rheme is 

realized by the sequential ordering of the elements in a clause. Rheme-Theme sequential 

ordering 'has no place in Halliday's system' (Baker, 1992: 140). Other scholars also reject 

sentence position as being the only way to distinguish between theme and rheme (ibid.).

According to Baker, one of the disadvantages of Halliday's approach is its 'partial 

circularity: theme is whatever comes in initial position and whatever comes in initial position is 

theme' (Baker, ibid.). Another disadvantage is that it fails to relate languages with SVO word 

order (particularly languages which have relatively fixed word order, such as English) with
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languages with relatively free word order, such as Arabic (ibid.). Halliday's approach does not 

discuss why some languages tend to have participants as themes (or subjects in SVO and SOV 

languages), and other languages thematize processes (or verbs in VSO languages), according to 

Baker (ibid.). Further, this approach, Baker points out, does not provide an explanation for 

language features 'which restrict a speaker's choice of thematic elements' (ibid.: 141). Despite 

these disadvantages, Halliday's approach is 'very simple to follow and apply', according to 

Baker (ibid.).

Similarly, Prague School theory is criticised for its 'rather complex explanation' (ibid.: 

140). This view is supported by Adjemian (1978) who describes the concept of CD as 

'extremely vague and almost impossible to utilize in a rigorous linguistic description' 

(Adjemian, 1978: 226; quoted in Obeidat, 1994: 45). Baker (1992) points out that 'there are 

several distinct approaches within the Prague tradition itself (Baker, 1992: 160). One 

advantage of the Prague School theory, however, is that it provides an explanation for the 

interactional organization of languages which have relatively free word order, according to 
Baker (ibid.).

The following considerations have led me not to use Halliday's model or a Hallidayan- 

type model which distinguishes between Theme/Rheme and Given/New in this thesis.

1. The vagueness of the notions 'theme and 'rheme' in Halliday.
2. The associated tendency of 'theme' in practice simply to be identified with what comes first 

in the sentence.
3. The failure of the Hallidayan approach to shed coherent light on the distinction beween SVO 

and VSO (and also other word orders) in Arabic.

Accordingly, I have adopted an approach which makes use of only the single pair of notions 

Theme and Rheme, as in the Prague School, rather than the two pairs of notions Theme and 

Rheme, and Given and New, as in Halliday. It is worth, however, repeating here the point made 

in section 4.3, that the Prague School notions of Theme and Rheme are closer to Hallidayan 

notions of Given and New than they are to Hallidayan notions of Theme and Rheme. Thus, from
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a Hallidayan perspective, the present study is much more concerned with Given and New 

information, than it is with Thematic and Rhematic information.

In this study, I also adopt some practical procedures to overcome the criticism voiced by 

Adjemian (see section above) that the Prague-school descriptions are 'extremely vague and 

almost impossible to utilize in a rigorous linguistic description' (Adjemian, 1978: 226), 

attempting to produce a rigorous practical model for the analysis of Theme and Rheme in both 

English and Arabic.

4.5 Notions of Relevance to Thematic Structure in Traditional Arab Linguistics

In this section, I will consider the notions &**& and ^j £**A\ in traditional Arabic grammar. 

The -ii*-*Jl is most specifically used to mean the verb (the cM) - or, better, the verb-phrase - of a 

verbal sentence and the predicate of a nominal sentence - the •^^| might thus be translated as 

'verb phrase/predicate'. The *-£} &*^ is most specifically used to mean the subject (the <>^) of 
a verbal sentence and the predicand of a nominal sentence - the ^J] -^i^1 might thus be 

translated as 'subject/predicand'. The treatment of the ^^ and ^J] -^^1 by traditional Arab 

grammarians has, however, significant similarities to the treatment of Theme and Rheme (also 
Given and New) in modern Western linguistics. It is therefore useful to consider the •^•^1 and 
A-ill ALoJll at this point in the thesis.

As mentioned earlier, traditionally Arabic sentences fall into two categories, verbal and

nominal. Both the nominal and the verbal sentences contain two main elements: AL-Jl and ±>^\
4^1 . Arab rhetoricians treat other elements which do not belong to either of these two elements

as ^jjS 'complements' (Obeidat, 1994: 292-93). Stbawayh (born 760 - died 796/797) points out
that the •^^1 and <Jj -li*-*!! are essential parts in a sentence:

.isu Vj ' J^-Vl (jc- U{'u laJj (_5J*J V ^ [Aai] .l

(Sibawayh, 2004: 23).

The meaning of the first cannot be completed without the

meaning of the second.
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The jL-xil and ^] -^^ are the two major parts in both nominal and verbal sentences (STbawayh, 

ibid.). The following two examples, which are provided by STbawayh, illustrate these two 

elements in the nominal ad verbal sentences respectively (ibid.):

Cabdullah is your brother.
\) M AJC. t-i&li

Cabdullah goes away.

The first example is a nominal sentence. In this sentence the £***& is the predicate ^_p>( 'your 

brother', and the ^1 ^^ is the predicand &*&• 'Cabdullah'. This predication, STbawayh points 

out, is similar to that of the verbal sentence in the second example. Here the &*A\ is ^Aij 'go 

away' and the ^1 &*<& is &\ -^ 'Cabdullah' (ibid.). The relationship between these two elements 

is called ^1 'predication' ('al-Hasiml, 2005: 47).

The elements which function as ^^ include jjaJl 'predicate', J*ill 'verb', ( u^) £*\j$ j^l 

Ujjlkjj (Ujjlkjj (j) ) 'predicates of the kana-set and 'inna-set', the second object of the verb L^> 

'think' and the zanna-set . Similarly, ^JJ ^—Jl can be the i^j^l 'predicand', the J^l 'subject', 
^-iljill e-Uuii 'predicands of the kana-set and 'inna-set' (ibid.).

Typically, ^j •^-^| precedes ^^1, because it is the first thing to be thought, as 'al-Hasimi 

points out:

('al-HasimT, ibid.: 120)

Typically, the *£\ *±^\ occurs before the £**A\ 9 as it is the first

thing to be thought.

Having defined the ^^ and the ^J] -^"^ , the relationship between these elements in 

nominal and verbal sentences is discussed below.

Both marked and unmarked nominal declarative sentences in Arabic are more assertive 

than unmarked verbal sentences (Obeidat, 1994: 337). Note that in the immediately following 

discussion (which draws on Obeidat, ibid.) what I mean by a 'verbal sentence' is any sentence
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which contains a main verb, and what I mean by a 'nominal sentence' is any sentence which 

does not contain a main verb. Elsewhere in this thesis, I will, however, use 'verbal 

sentence/clause' to mean a sentence/clause which contains a main verb which is not the 

predicate of a preceding predicand. I will, similarly, use 'nominal sentence/clause' to mean a 

sentence/clause which involves a predicand-predicate structure, regardless of what part of 

speech the predicate is (the predicate in such a sentence/clause may thus be a verb, or something 

other than a verb, such as a noun/noun phrase, adjective/adjective phrase, or prepositional 

phrase).

Typical unmarked verbal sentences begin with verbs. Marked verbal sentences, on the other 

hand, can have preposed subjects, or objects which come before verbs, as in (ibid.):

The visitor visited the national museum.

When the object of an unmarked sentence is preposed, it is either a '•^| 'predicand' (take 

nominative case) or a preposed object (taking accusative case), according to the Traditional 
Arab Grammarians (TAGs). If the preposed object is in the accusative case, it becomes part of 

the predication, because it is ^L^ 'suplementary elements, like complements', according to the 
TAGs and the grammarians of the School of Kufah (ibid.).

An initial prepositional or adverbial element in a nominal sentence can suggest new 
information in the following element, as in the example below (ibid.).

On the tree, is a bird.

The prepositional phrase SjauiH Jc- 'on the tree' is a marked 'theme'. A prepositional phrase 

can also be preposed in verbal sentences, as in the following example provided by al-Anbari

(1998, vol. 1:68).

liJAjUSl^
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In his shroud he was wrapped.

The prepositional phrase ^ ^ in this verbal sentence is preposed to achieve a rhetorical 

purpose, according to al-Anbari (ibid.).

Arab rhetoricians establish reasons for the ^^ and the ^j &*<& to be preposed. For 

example, Cabbas (2005) identifies specific reasons for placing the ^1 £**A\ in an initial position 

(Cabbas: 218-35). First, the <£\ *±^\ occurs initially when an action is not performed by it. But 

here two conditions need to be met: the *^\ should be a verb, and the ^j &*A\ should be 

preceded by a negative particle (e.g. \* ma). This can be illustrated by this example (ibid.: 220).

m ;» ii u
It wasn't me who opened the door.

Here the speaker (1) denies his or her opening the door, and (2) asserts that somebody else has 

opened it. Thus, the ^j &*A\ ( Ul ) T is preposed.

Second, the <^j ^^\ is placed initially when it involves a determiner, such as cK, y**., 

and -tilS 'all', provided that these particles come before negative particles, such as V and ^ 

'not'. This is known as s-^l <»_^ 'with no exception to any one or any thing of a group'. An 

example is the following sentence (ibid.).

All those who passed in the exam did not take their rewards.

Here the determiner L& 'all' functions as the ^1 ^-^11. There are cases where the initial <_& 'all' 

serves as an object rather than the ^] •^^| as in:

All the money, I did not take (i.e. I did not take all the money).
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According to Cabbas, the determiner c& 'all' in the above sentence is an object. The normal 

order of this sentence would be ?*\jd\ JX'£\ ^ 'I did not take all the money'. A construction like
• 0

this one is called f j**^ v^ (ibid.). The difference between f j-<«^ 4^ and s-^1 ty^ is that the 

negative particle comes before the determiner in the former (^Ij^l L& & £), whereas it occurs 

after the determiner in the latter (^A jSlja. IjiiL ̂  a***^ <J§). Another feature distinguishing these 

two types is that exception is implied in fj^il <-jLi 5 but not in s->^ ?&*> (ibid.).

Third, the ^J ^—11 occurs initially if it is $* 'as, or like' and J-P- ('other than' - an 

element referring to a person or a thing not mentioned in a sentence). The following example 

illustrates the point (ibid.: 233).

It is not me who deserves to be reprimanded. (Someone other than me deserves to be 

reprimanded)

The speaker here emphasises the fact that somebody else deserves to be reprimanded. This is 

achieved by placing the <Jj ^*^\ in an initial position.

Like the <$ ^u*»ll, the ^—11 can occur initially when there is a need to do so, according to 

al-Hasimi:

CllC-U A li 1'

(al-Hasimi, 2005: 130) 

The &*^\ is preposed if there is a reason 

to do so.

Cabbas (2005) points out that the ±*^\ is preposed when it emphatically assigns as aspect of 
something to the <Jj -^^ . An example is the following sentence (Cabbas, 2005.: 237):

It is unity through which strength is achieved.

This sentence emphasises the fact that it is only through unity that strength is reached. To 

produce this meaning, the •^^| is preposed.
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Another reason for preposing the £**A\ is to express optimism, as in:

You will get well soon, (literally: 'In good health you [are]')

The ^i"-M (^^ <^) 'get well soon' (literally: 'In good health) in this sentence is preposed to 

encourage the patient to be in an optimistic mood.

As in declarative structures, the &*A\ and the ^JJ ^i**«Sl can occur in interrogative forms. 

Arab rhetoricians distinguish between two main types of interrogative. The first type, which is 

called i3Ai*-ojll 'acknowledgement', is expressed by the two polar (yes-no) question particles: <J* 

and '. The second type is referred to as jj*-^, and corresponds to the English wh-question 

(Obeidat, 1994: 345). An example of jsp—jll 'acknowledgement' interrogative is the following 

(adapted from Obeidat, ibid.).

?J jiall ta iIiiL dill

Did you build this house?

Here the ^j &**& is £u 'Did you' and the £**«& is Jji-li IJA ^HJ 'build this house' (ibid.).

The second type of interrogative, which corresponds to the English wh-question, jj-^1 , is 

exemplified as follows:

Who came from Baghdad?

The answer to the above question would be something like:

Zaid came from Bagdad.
Here Zaid is placed in an unmarked position. The typical marked position of such an element

would be at the beginning of the sentence (ibid.: 347).
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Arabic also displays structures which are similar to the English psudo-cleft structures. 

The aim of such structures is to highlight certain elements which take thematic positions (ibid.: 

362). This involves a change in the usual word order. Psudo-cleft structures in Arabic can be 

expressed by the use of what TAGs call u^1 j**^* 'dummy pronoun', as in:

It is Zaid who is coming.

In the above example, 4-»J 'it is' has an emphatic purpose; it stresses that 'Zaid' is coming.

4.6 A note on the use of the ^1^*31 and the *A

Some scholars such as Al-Sahli (1996) and Obeidat, (1994), use the notions the &*A\ and 

the <JJ -ii***ll to refer to 'theme' and rheme' on the basis of Halliday's model. This, I believe, is 

somewhat confusing. Halliday's description of theme as the point of departure of the message is 
different from the definition of the ^) £^A\ in Arabic. Typically, the <s4j ^^ occurs before the 

•ii~"Jl, but it can be postposed and come after the *±*A\, as illustrated in various examples above. 
In other words, the ^JJ :u**tll is not always the 'starting-point' element.

As suggested at the start of this section, a more coherent usage is 'subject/predicand' for 
the 4jl) -ii*— Jl and 'verb phrase/predicate' for the £**&, in recognition of the fact that in a nominal 

sentence the ^] £**A\ is the predicand and the ^^ is the predicate (which may or may not be a 
verb phrase), and that in a verbal sentence the *£\ ^*^\ is the subject and the &*A\ is the verb 

phrase.

4.7 Summary

The discussion above dealt with thematic structures in English and Arabic. Two 

approaches were discussed in relation to Theme and Rheme in English: the Hallidayan approach 

and the Prague School model. The Halliday's information structure (Given and New) and the 
markedness of information structure were also dealt with in detail. Both approaches have been 

criticized by many scholars. While Halliday's approach distinguishes thematic structure
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(Theme/Rheme) from information structure (Given/New), the Prague School model does not 

make a distinction between Theme and Given or Rheme and New. It has also been criticized for 

its complex forms of explanation. The notions Theme and Rheme are vague in the Hallidayan 

approach. The de facto identification of theme as what comes first in the sentence is also another 
criticism of the Hallidayan approach.

Because of the vagueness of Halliday's distinction between Theme/Rheme and 

Given/New, I have adopted an approach which makes use of only the single pair of notions 

Theme and Rheme, as in the Prague School, rather than the two pairs of notions, Theme and 

Rheme, and Given and New, as in Halliday. To address the difficulty of applying traditional 
Prague School models, a rigorous practical model for the analysis of Theme and Rheme in both 
English and Arabic has been produced.

The notions the -ii-^1 and ^1 -ii*-Jl were also discussed in detail. It was indicated that the 
<Jj iu-*]l is not always the 'starting-point' element. Thus, the ^j &>*>& cannot simply be 

identified with the Hallidayan theme. Instead, it was suggested that the *£\ &**& can be more 
adequately understood to mean 'subject/predicand', while the &^\ can be interpreted as 'verb 
phrase/predicate'.

4.8 Principles used for the thematic analysis

I have used the same general principles for the analysis of the thematic structure in 
English and Arabic. The Arabic texts, however, required slightly different specific analytical 
models than English, because Arabic has two different types of sentence: nominal and verbal. In 
what follows, the general principles are first discussed followed by the specific principles.

4.8.1 General Principles applied to both English and Arabic texts

The following general principles have been used for all English and Arabic texts:

1. The sentence in English and Arabic is divided into two main elements (Theme and Rheme) 
on the basis of how it is uttered in speech. A sentence may inolve one or more tone groups.
2. In each tone group, a word on which the main stress falls is identified.

3. In each tone group, a main theme and a main rheme are identified.
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4. When a sentence has two tone groups, and consists of a subordinate clause or phrase followed 

by a main clause, the subordinate clause or phrase is analysed as the main theme and the main 

clause as the main rheme.

5. When a sentence has two tone groups, and consists of a main clause followed by a 

subordinate clause, the main clause is treated as the main theme and the subordinate clause as 
the main rheme.

6. Non-embedded coordinated clauses are analysed as successive strings of theme-rheme 
structures.

7. Parenthetical elements are treated as falling outside the main theme-rheme structure, though 

having their own internal theme-rheme structure. Parenthetical and relative clauses are excluded 
from the analysis.

8. In the presentation of the analysis in Chapter Six, each analysed sentence is followed by a 
chart to further explain the analysis.

As discussed earlier, Halliday and Matthiessen (2004) treat the 'wh-element' in 'wh- 
interrogatives' as a theme on a basis that it is the element that seeks information (Halliday and 
Matthiessen, 2004: 75). In the present study, however, the question-word is analysed as a rheme, 
because the unknown information is questioned by it, though it may not carry the primary stress. 
This is illustrated by the example below which is taken from my data (The Guardian, 

Novemberl9, 2008):

(T More than five years after the event T), (R (m how much RVR) (m does it matter that a retired 
law lord now believes the government's legal advice on the invasion of Iraq was unlawful? TAR)

The element "how much' is treated as a rheme in the sentence above.
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4.8.2 Specific analytical models used for the Arabic texts

In addition to the above principles, the analysis of the Arabic texts dictates the use of some 
further more specific notions, because Arabic has two different types of sentence. These notions 
are discussed below. Some of the examples used here are taken from my data.

1. Verbal clauses (sentences)

a. Clauses (sentences) with VSO order

In verbal clauses (sentences) with normal stress (with sentence stress on the final element, i.e. 
the object), the subject is analysed as the theme and the verb and object as the rheme. The 
brackets with three dots [...] indicate that an element is 'moved' from its normal position - i.e. 
considered for analytical purpose as a separate element, the elements surrounding it being also 
treated as a separate (single) discontinuous element. The following example illustrates the 
analysis of this type of clause (sentence):

Zaid teaches Hind

(T Zaid T) (R yudarrisu [...] hind R)

b. Clauses (sentences) with VOS order

In verbal clauses (sentences) with normal stress (with sentence stress on the final element, i.e. 
the subject), the verb and object are treated as the theme and the subject as rheme, as in:

Zaid teaches Hind (It is Zaid who teaches Hind) 
(Tyudarrisu. . . hind T) (R Zaid R)

c. Clauses (sentences) with VS order

In verbal clauses (sentences) with stress is on the final element (i.e. the subject), the verb is 
analysed as the theme and the subject as the rheme. This is illustrated by the following example:
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Zaid teaches (It is Zaid who teaches) 
(T yudarrisu T)(R zaid R)

But if the sentence stress is on the verb, the verb is treated as the rheme and the subject as the 
theme.

d. Clauses (sentences) with VO order

When a verbal clause (sentence) does not have an overt subject, the subject is analysed as zero 
theme, and is represented by '0'. The subject is analysed as the theme and the VO element as 
the rheme, assuming normally sentence stress on the object, as in the following example:

He teaches Hind
(T 0 T) (R yudarrisu hind R)

2. Nominal clauses (sentences)

a. Clauses (sentences) with Predicand-Predicate word order (non-verbal predicates)

Assuming normal sentence stress towards the final element, the predicand is analysed as the 

theme, and the predicate as the rheme, as in:

Zaid is in the house 
(T zaid T) (R fi-1-bayt R)

b. Clauses (sentences) with Predicate-Predicand word order (non-verbal predicates)

Assuming normal sentence stress towards the final element, the predicand is treated as the 
theme, and the predicate as the rheme. This is illustrated by the following example:
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1) j LJmil ^

In the house is Zaid 

(T fi-1-bayt T) (Rzaid R)

c. Clauses (sentences) with Predicand-Predicate word order (verbal predicates)

According to traditional Arab grammar, when a predicand is followed by a predicate which 

starts with a verb, the clause (sentence) is nominal whose predicate is a verbal clause. Thus, in 

such structures, the predicand is analysed as the theme, and the verbal predicate as the rheme. 

The verbal predicate is also analysed internally as the zero theme '0' and the rheme. This is 

exemplified as follows:

•
iJJij.ll Juj

Zaid teaches Hind.

(T zaid T) (R (™ 0 ™) (RNR yudarrisu hind RNR) R)

3. Clauses (sentences) beginning with an adverbial

In clauses (sentences) starting with an adverbial, the adverbial is analysed as the theme and the 

remainder of the clause (sentence) is the rheme. The rheme is further analysed into theme and 

rheme. This is illustrated by the following example taken from my data (Al-Riyadh, October 

25, 2008):

Nfl .M"ll lifc (jijxj •••! '"' jsV J-^Vl e jiLiJl J.'"'*J L_IJXJ! x-a Jojl^joil ' '«'- (jj^fcj (jli 4(_^iLuiVl I^

Based on this fact, any president who finds a solution to the Arab- 

Israeli conflict will be highly credited for it.

(T wa cala hada al-'asas T) (R (TVR fa 'inna 'iglaq malaff 'isra'Tl maca al- 
carab TVR) (RNR (Tvm 0 T'm) (*™R yuctabar al-ja'izah al-kubra li-'ayyi 

siyasi yacls hada al-mashad wa-yarcah. RVRVR) RVR) R)
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4. Sentences consisting of a subordinate clause and a main clause

Where the subordinate clause is preposed, this clause is treated as the theme to which the 

following main clause is the rheme. Elements of the subordinate and main clauses are also 

internally analysed, as in the following example:

'1 V) O1 jA ^J^- t> M" J^J ' j£' W^ i-ijUUl CiV^Lv-Jb Ajlulj^yi - <^>j^\ SjSlI ji

Although America and Israel are conventionally said to have more 

powerful and advanced military forces than does Iran, this, however, 

does not necessarily indicate which party will be more harmed by 

other, even taking limitations on power into account.

T T\T( ( wa maca 'anna al-quwwah al-'amrikiyyah aFisra'Iliyyah, bi-1-
T\T I?\Tmucadalat al-mutacaraf calayha ), ( 'akbar wa-'aktar tiqaniyyah 

min hiyazat 'Iran RXT)T) (R (m 'ilia 'anna dalika ^ (m (™R 0 mVR) 
^R\R\R |- vax(-ja(; iiman yakun al-'aktar 'Ida' an li-l-'axar hatta bi-

mahdudiyyat quwwatihi. R^R) R^R) R)

5. Sentences consisting of a main clause and a subordinate clause

Where the main clause is preposed, this clause is treated as the theme and the following 
subordinate clause as the rheme, provided the two clauses constitute two separate tone groups. 

Elements of the main and subordinate clauses are also internally analysed, as in:

AjjJ La (_yJC- (_p-aaJ i °j^ ciSjJj l$j V SjAjl (3^0-8 (j-a (J-ajLJJ (jl JJJ J

Iran is negotiating on the basis of strength, because it knows how to 

achieve its goals.
(T (m wa 'Iran ™) (Rvr (™T 0 ™T) (R^T tufawid min muntalaq al- 

quwwah mvr) R^T) T) (R (T^R li-'annaha TVR) (R^R (™R 0 mvR) 

tudrik kayfa tahsal cala ma turld. R^R) RVR) R)
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Thus, the above specific principles distinguish in theme-rheme terms VSO sentences 
from SVO sentences. The following sentences illustrate the point:

a. -to AIJ o«jA! (VSO) 

Zaid teaches Hind

b. lAiA ^ jjj ±j (SVO)

Zaid teaches Hind

Sentence (a) has a non-emphatic theme ±j 'Zaid', while sentence (b) has an emphatic theme
'Zaid'. To deal with this, sentence (a) is thematically analysed as:

(T Zaid T) (R yudarrisu [...] hind R)

This analysis is the same as the analysis of ^ of>^ (He teaches Hind) in (d) above. The
0

difference is that the theme position in ^ o»j±> is empty, but in ^ ±.j o»'j** (Zaid teaches 
Hind) it is filled by ^.j (Zaid). Sentence (b) above involves two elements, a main theme ±.j

t _ f

(Zaid) and a main rheme I^JA oO-^ (teaches Hind). The analysis of this main rheme ^ 06-^ 

(teaches Hind) is the same as that of sentence (d) '-^ o»j± (He teaches Hind). It involves a
* _

theme-rheme analysis, in which 0 is the theme and l-^ uO^ is the rheme. This suggests a kind 

of recursion.
In fact, one of the novel features of the analysis of thematic structure, for both English 

and Arabic, in this thesis, is that it makes detailed and consistent use of recursion throughout. 
Thus, an element which is more globally a theme or a rheme may itself consist of further theme 
and rheme, etc. Proposals for recursion in thematic structure have been put forward by systemic- 
functional linguists (e.g. Halliday, 1985: 56), and by some generative linguists (e.g. Valldui and 
Zacharski 1994; cf also Rooth 2006, Krifka 1999, Tomioko 2006). However, to my knowledge, 
this is the first study outside systemic-functional grammar (which as seen uses 'theme' and 
'rheme' in a very different sense from that used here) to do a thoroughgoing thematic analysis 
which incorporates recursive elements.
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The above analytical models have been adopted for all Arabic texts, while the general 
principles described earlier have been adopted for all English and Arabic texts. One English text 
and Arabic one will be presented in the main body of the thesis (Chapter Six). The eleven other 
English and eleven other Arabic texts are given in Appendices C and D.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Grounding Structure in English and Arabic

5.0 Introduction

This chapter deals with grounding (foreground and background) in English and Arabic. 

Some scholars (e.g. Abdul-Raof, 2006, and Fareh, 1995) translate the Arabic terms ^.^ 

andj^-^l as 'foreground' and background'. The use of the {&&& and jpkft to translate 

'foreground' and background' is not accurate, because the terms 'foreground' and background' 

are meaning-oriented, whereas the f±s2Jl andj^it are form-oriented. As mentioned earlier, the 

ftJ-^1 and j**k$\ refer to the preposing and postposing of individual elements within a sentence 

for particular purposes (cf al-Anbari, 1998, vol. 1: 68, al-Hasimi, 2005: 130, Cabbas: 218-37, 
and Catlq, 1985: 149). The discussion of 'foreground' and 'background' below will be used for 

both English and Arabic.

5. 1 Distinction between foreground and background

Readers and writers of texts tend to 'lend more importance to some information than to 

other information', according to Wallace (Wallace, 1982: 208). In this regard, many linguists 
(e.g. Tomlin, 1987, Smith, 2003 and Crystal, 2003) divide information presented by a discourse 

into two main types: foreground and background (ibid.).

Terms like 'figure' and 'ground' are related to foreground and background. Reinhart 

(1984) points out that 'the distinction between foreground and background is the linguistic 

counterpart of the perceptual distinction between figure and ground proposed in gestalt theory' 

(Reinhart, 1984: 787). According to Reinhart's argument, which is based on gestalt theory, if we 

have two figures such as squares with a page as a background, both figures are perceived as 

squares. But if the same figures appear in different positions in two separate rectangles, for
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example, they can be perceived as two different figures, a square and a diamond, for instance 

(ibid.: 789). Thus, Reinhart says, what affects the interpretation of the shape of the figure are the 

'properties of the background' (ibid.). In this way, the foreground-background relation is 

perceived. The interpretation or significance of the foreground cannot be determined unless the 

motivations of events, the preceding circumstances or events that led them, etc. are known. This 

is how the background helps us understand the events of the foreground, according to Reinhart 

(ibid.).

Smith (2003) defines foreground and background in narrative texts as follows: 

'Foregrounded information is the most important and background material is supportive (Smith, 

2003: 34). The notion of foreground as important information is also suggested by Crystal 

(2003) who defines foreground as 'relative prominence in discourse', and background as 'the 

rest of the text' (Crystal, 2003: 184). Tomlin (1987) also assigns significant information to 

foreground and elaborating information to background: 'Foreground information is information 

which is more important, or significant, or central to the narrative. Background information 

serves to elaborate or enrich foreground information' (Tomlin, 1987: 87). However, Reinhart 

(1984) points out that, in narrative, for example, 'there is no reason to expect that the narrative 
temporal sequences should be more important than the non-narrative units' (Reinhart, 1984: 

787).
For Khalil (2000), the structure of foreground and background is not a binary opposition 

but 'a gradual scale of meaning distributions, based on the assignment of degrees of importance 

to information, as well as on criteria for grounding value assignment in news text' (Khalil, 2000: 

34). The notion 'grounding value' involves meaning which is high (foreground), and meaning 
which is low (background). The following example provided by Khalil illustrates the point 

(ibid.).
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Savimbi Reported Seriously Wounded

LISBON (AFP)

a. Jonas Savimbi, the Angolan leader, has been seriously wounded during an attack by the

government forces on his headquarters in the south of the country, the Portuguese news agency

said Wednesday.

b. In a dispatch from Luanda, the Angolan capital, the agency quoted Angolan military sources

as saying the attack by elite troops in helicopters with heavy air support took place late last

month.

c. The troops struck at the headquarters of Mr. Savimbi's guerrilla organization, the Union for

the Total Independence of Angola, at Jamba, a small town near the border with south-West

Africa (Namibia), it added.

d. Rumors that Mr. Savimbi had been captured by Angolan troops circulated in South Africa in

mid-December.

e. He has not appeared in public for several weeks, and did not make his usual address at

Christmas (International Herald Tribune, 10.1.1985).

In the example above, meanings expressed in sentences b and c are different from meanings 

which are presented in the headline and the first sentence. Information in sentences b and c is 

less important than information in the headline and the first sentence. But meanings in sentences 

b and c are more important than meanings in sentences d and e, which convey a lower degree of 

information importance (ibid.: 33).

Fleischman (1985) identifies four criteria to distinguish foreground from background: 

sequentiality, importance, causality, and unpredictability (Fleischman, 1985: 857-60). These are 

discussed below.

1. Sequentiality

In this criterion, the foreground of a narrative consists of a sequence of temporally 

ordered clauses. The background clauses are not ordered with respect to one another.
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2. Importance

Here foreground information carries important information, such as information about 

events and processes. Background information, by contrast, is less important. For example, the 

information 'sitting on one's horse' in 'the horse he was sitting on was spirited' is less 
important; thus it is backgrounded (ibid.: 858).

3. Causality

This criterion suggests that foreground information is the element which advances the 
'plot', and causes it to develop in the narrative.

4. Unpredictability

Here foreground information depends on 'the degree to which an element is 
unpredictable or unexpected in a given context' (ibid.: 859).

According to Wallace (1982), foreground includes 'more important events of a narrative, 

the more important steps of a procedure, and the central points of an exposition', whereas 

background involves 'events of lesser importance, subsidiary procedures, secondary points, 

descriptions, elaborations, digressions, and minor characters of things' (Wallace, 1982: 208). 

This does not mean that background is 'unessential' (ibid.).

Tense and aspect are also used to distinguish between foreground information and 

background information. For example, perfective verbs convey foreground events (events of the 

'main line' of the story), and imperfective verbs function as 'supportive material' or background 

information (Fleischman, 1985: 857, cf also Wallace, 1982: 208-9). In his discussion of the 

correlation between information and verb forms, Longacre (1981) points out that foregrounded 

'event-line' is correlated with simple past tenses, and past progressive shows background 

'activities' which come after the 'event-line' in importance (Longacre, 1981: 16). Foreground 

information consists of situations which advance the narrative (Smith, 2003: 35). It presents the 

main sequential events of the narrative. It also affects progression. Background information, by 

contrast, provides supporting and descriptive information. It does not affect progression (ibid., 

cf also Wallace, 1982: 212). Foreground and background are distinguished on the basis of
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tense/aspect, sequentiallity, and events/state (Wallace, 1982: 208- 12, and Reinhart, 1984: 797- 

99). These distinctive features are illustrated by Table 4 below.

Table 4. Distinction between foreground and background based on Tense/Aspect, Sequentiality, 

and Events/State
Tense/Aspect Sequentiality Events/State

Foreground is encoded by past 

tense/perfective verb. 

Background is encoded by present/ 

tense/imperfect verb and future, 

habitual past.

Foreground consists of sequences 

of events which take the story 

forward in time, and finally form 

a summary of it. 

Background is out-of-sequence.

Foreground usually consists 

of Events or event clauses. 

Background comprises states 

or non-event clauses which 

are scene setting.

Grammatical encoding cannot be used as defining criteria for foreground and 

background, according to Khalil (2000: 33). Khalil says that tense is not a fixed marker for 

foreground and background. Although foreground refers to the sequence of clauses which 

advances the time line of the story, Sequentiality (ordering on the time line of a narrative) is not 

always correlated with foreground. Thus, sequentaility, Khalil says, cannot be used as a criterion 

to identify foreground in all discourse types (ibid.). In contexts such as news discourse 

background can be about event rather than a state (ibid.: 18). According to Smith (2003), the 

notion 'foreground' is 'quite well understood', whereas the concept 'background' is vague' 

(Smith, 2003.: 34). In this regard, Smith distinguishes between two types of background 

information. The first type involves situations which do not advance the time of the 'passage' in 

the temporal modes (types). The second type has situations which are of different type from 

situations of the existing discourse mode (ibid.: 35 and 38). The first type of background can be 

illustrated by the following example (ibid.).

(a) Harry did not want to run away ... he kept snivelling and burst 

out. "But I don't want to!" "Yes, you do" I informed him ... I kept my 

little brother awake by telling him stories and then, already chilly in
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the night air, we sneaked from the house, crept past the lit windows 

where our parents sat reading and ran off down the road in the dark 

... (b) Harry was crying loudly now. (c) The bush was not then the 
domestic bush it has become,.. And then something happened, the two 

dogs arrived to lick our hands and whine and jump around us. (d) We 
had not remembered the dogs ... we fled into our bedroom and into 

bed. We giggled and laughed and shrieked with relief, and the dogs 
went quietly to lie in their places in the lamplight.

In the above passage, clauses 'a', 'b', 'c', and 'd' are backgrounded. These clauses do not 
advance narrative time (ibid.). The second type of background is exemplified by this passage 
(ibid.).

The valley rose steeply, flanked by gigantic hills, with little terraced 
fields of barely, blue vetch and clover half-hidden among the rocks. 
Here the irrigation ditches are of a beautiful complexity and / thought 
how my children would have liked them; the water running swift and 
silent until it reached a place where the dyke had been deliberately 
broken by the "Lord of Waters," allowing it to gurgle ...

In this passage, the clause 'I thought how my children would have liked them' expresses a 
different situation. It is off the static temporal line (ibid.).

Mainness and subordination are also used by some scholars to draw a line between 
foreground and background. According to Dickins et al. (2002), background information 'is not 
central to the overall topic of a text or section of text in question', and foreground information 
'is central to overall topic' (Dickins et al., 2002: 120). This can be illustrated by the following 

example (ibid.: 19):

In the early sixties, Ayatollah Khomeini led the movement against 
Shah of Iran's 'White Revolution'. As a result, he was exiled in 1963
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... Following an agreement between Iraq and Iran, he was expelled 

from Najaf... On 2 February 1979, after a short stay in France, he 

returned to Tehran, until after the Islamic revolution on 11 February 
1979.

In the passage above, the information which conveys the main line of the story is in the main 

clauses, whereas the time phrases are subordinate (ibid.). Dickins et al. point out that upgrading 
the time elements from the subordinate to the main clauses results in an odd text, as in:

The early sixties was a period of leadership for Ayatollah Khomeini 

against the Shah of Iran's 'White Revolution'. As a result, 1963 saw 
him exiled ... The period following an agreement between Iraq and 

Iran involved his expulsion from Najaf ... The 2nd of February 1979, 
which was preceded by a short stay in France, witnessed Khomeini's 
return to Tehran; 11 February 1979, the date of the Islamic revolution, 
marked the end of this period.

While the topic of actual text is Khomeini's life, the text above suggests that it is about the listed 
dates (ibid.).

Using subordinate clauses is part of what makes a text 'a work of art', according to 
Reinhart (Rheinhart, 1984: 799). Purely linear narrative would make a text 'not only boring, but 
hard to attend' (Thompson, 1987: 451). Rheinhart points out that 'material presented in 
subordinate clauses cannot normally be foreground' (Reinhart, 1984: 796). However, one can 
find a few exceptions to this claim, according to Reinhart. Some adverbial clauses can also 
function as foreground (ibid.). A similar view is also given by Labov (1972) who says that 'it is 
only independent clauses which can function as narrative clauses and only particular kinds of 
independent clauses' (Labov, 1972: 362).

In the present study, the analyses of corpus texts demonstrate that there are cases where 
subordinate clauses can function as foreground information. This is illustrated by the following 

example taken from my data (The Guardian, July 18, 2008):
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IT/""*

( Washington would only risk sending a senior official to the Geneva
c/"* c^^

talks ) ( if it were confident that Iran would make concessions in 

return. FG) (FG These may come in the form of offers to redefine what is
P/""1

meant by a freeze of its programme to enrich uranium. )

The information conveyed by both the main clause and subordinate (adjunct) clause in the first 

sentence play a role in the immediately subsequent text. The subordinate (adjunct) clause 'if it 

were confident that Iran would make concessions in return' is picked up in the immediately 

subsequent sentence by 'these'. Another example, which is taken from my data (Al-Riyadh, 

2008), is the following:

«4.« v»U t_jjui Aj.ij " ...... fcj J j-o " ««

jLaaJl jjjl jS dai

Israel has become more sensitive to these issues, as America will no 

longer follow the old policy in dealing with Arab-Israeli conflict, 

because of the heavy price it has paid.

*-!>-, P/*"*" Pf"*

( wa 'isra'Tl 'aktar hasasiyyah ft qira'at hadihi al-mawaqif ) ( li- 

'anna 'amrlka lan tarhan siyasatiha al-xarijiyyah li-l-'asalib al- 

qadlmah, wa-hiya allatl dafacat fawatlr al-xasa'ir al-maddiyyah wa-1-
T?/~*

macnawiyyah. )

^£ *f\\ lift Q-V'j yj'"^'" LfV ^^Vl SjiLaJl JJJ»J

Based on this fact, any president who finds a solution to the Arab- 

Israeli conflict will be highly credited for it.
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(BG wa cala hada al-'asas BG) (FG fa 'inna 'iglaq malaff 'isra'Tl maca al- 

carab yuctabar al-ja'izah al-kubra li-'ayyi siyasi yacls hada al-mashad
T7/"1

wa-yarcah. )

The subordinate (adjunct) clause in the first sentence above is informationally picked up in the 
second sentence; it plays a role in the subsequent text. It is, thus, foregrounded.

Main clauses can express background information in some cases, as in the following 
example taken from my data (The Guardian, December 22,2008):

(BG The likelihood is that a deal will be agreed BG), (FG but the detail
T?S~~* C^"*

matters. ) ( Commanders need to know the terms on which they 

will be able to operate from the new year. FG)

The first main clause in the first sentence above does not play a role in the subsequent 

sentence; it is, therefore, backgrounded. The second main clause, by contrast, plays that role; it 

is picked up in the subsequent text.

Dickins (2010) studies, among other issues, the textual interaction between theme and 

rheme on the one hand and foreground and background on the other hand. According to 

Dickins, themes are expected to be of 'most immediate concern' and rhemes 'of less immediate 

concern', while main clauses are expected to convey foreground information and subordinate 

clauses/phrases background information (Dickins, 2010: 1100).

To show the expected textual interaction between main clause and subordinate elements, 

Dickins provides the following pattern (ibid.: 1099):

A. Main-theme of most immediate concern (typically known -oriented), foreground information

B. Subordinate-theme of most immediate concern (typically known), background information
C. Main-rheme of less immediate concern (typically not known-oriented), foreground information
D. Subordinate-rheme of less immediate concern (typically not known-oriented), background information

The term 'most immediate concern' in the pattern above is exemplified by the following 

sentences provided by Dickins (2010: 1097):
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I looked out of the window and across the road into the park. A boy 

was riding a bicycle. An old woman was walking a dog. A girl was 

climbing a tree. And - to my alarm - a middle-aged man in a bowler- 

hat was being chased by a swarm of bees.

The themes 'A boy', 'An old woman', 'A girl', and 'A middle-aged man' are all elements of 

'most immediate concern'. An element of 'most immediate concern' does not necessarily 
'equate with the first element in the sentence', as in the following example (ibid.):

a. What happened to you? 

b. A bee stung me.

Here the element 'most immediate concern' is 'me'. The element 'A bee' is a preposed rheme 

(ibid.).

Turning back to the pattern above, 'main themes' in category A involve thematic main 

clauses. These clauses are expected to convey information which is 'typically known'. As main 

themes are conveyed by main clauses, they are expected to express foreground information, 

according to Dickins (ibid.). In category B 'subordinate-themes' are likely to convey 

information which is of 'most immediate concern'; they typically express predictable or known 

information. These clauses do not contribute to the development of the subsequent text. In 

category C, 'main-rhemes' express information which is 'not of most immediate concern', but 

which is also new and contributes to the progression of the text. In the final category, D, 

'subordinate-rhemes' are expected to express information which 'is not of most immediate 

concern'. They also typically convey new but background information (ibid.).

In fact, there are instances in the grounding analysis of the present study which show that 

rhematic subordinate clauses in English and Arabic texts can be foregrounded, because they 

figure in the subsequent development of the text. The example above is repeated here for 

convenience.
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Tjf~*

( Washington would only risk sending a senior official to the Geneva
c^^ c^"*

talks ) ( if it were confident that Iran would make concessions in
P/"* IT/"1 __

return. ) ( These may come in the form of offers to redefine what is 

meant by a freeze of its programme to enrich uranium. FG)

The rhematic subordinate clause 'if it were confident that Iran would make concessions in 

return' in the example above is foregrounded, because it contributes to the development of the 

subsequent text. The succeeding text is dependent on this subordinate clause as well as on the 

main clause.

The fact that final adverbial clauses introduced by adjuncts (under which we can include 

'if clauses) can sometimes express foreground information is also illustrated by the example 

below provided by Sekine (1996: 77 - 78). The underlining is Sekine's.

People will readily acquire a second language if they need one, and if 

they have access to its speakers. This is particularly common when 

speakers of different languages intermarry, and their children grow up 

bilingual. In some circumstances, a first, or native language, may not 

be as useful to an individual's daily needs as a second language: this 

often happens when people migrate to other countries to work.

The when-clause in the example above is 'localised to its main clause, but the two if-clauses 

contribute to subsequent text, as they convey foreground information, according to Sekine 

(ibid.: 78). In this regard, Dickins (2010) points out that it is 'relatively unusual' for final 

(rhematic) adjunct clauses to be foregrounded (Dickins, 2010: 1101). It is much more normal, 

however, for final adverbial disjunct clauses to be foregrounded (ibid.). This is illustrated by the 

following example (ibid.):

a. He likes them because they are always helpful, 

b. He likes them, since they are always helpful.
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The two sentences above are different both grammatically and discoursally, according to 

Dickins. The subordinate clause 'because they are always helpful' is likely to be of little 

significance to the development of the subsequent text. The second subordinate clause 'since 

they are always helpful', however, is much more likely to contribute to the progression of the 

subsequent text, as it would be normal for the text which follows 'to pick up the theme of their 

helpfulness' (ibid.).

Khalil (2000) points out that studies on grounding have given central attention to the 

individual descriptions of foreground and background (Khalil, 2000: 16). Many studies have 

been primarily concerned with foreground (ibid.: 20). Background, Khalil says, has been studied 

to show that it is 'off the event', and it is supportive material. But little focus has been given to 

find 'a solid basis for the distinction in terms of explicit, systematic and objective criteria' (ibid.: 

16). Much work on foreground and background has mainly been concerned with narrative and 

conversational contexts (ibid.: 15, cf. also Smith, 2003: 34). Thus, generalizations about 

foreground and background have been based on narrative discourse. The restricted investigation 

of foreground and background to narrative texts, Khalil goes on to comment, has left other types 

of texts, such as news texts 'largely unexplored' (Khalil, 2000: 17). As already studied, his 

study looks at argumentative newspaper (news) texts, and therefore goes some way to explore 

types of texts not previously examined.

5.2 Summary

On the basis of the discussion above, foreground information is either (a) information 

which is most important to the 'storyline' of the text, or (b) information which is taken up 

subsequently in the text. In (a), parts of sentences, individual sentences, or strings of sentences 

are identified as central foregrounded (textual foreground information). In (b), information is 

taken up subsequently in the text (intra-sentential foreground information).
It was also argued that the use of the (*$& and jp&\ to translate 'foreground' and 

'background' is not accurate, as these terms are form-oriented, while 'foreground' and 

'background' are meaning-oriented.
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5. 3 Principles used for the grounding analysis

In what follows are the grounding principles which have been applied to the corpus 

texts.

1. As sentences are taken to have 'informational independence', no sentence is regarded as more 

globally foregrounded than any other sentence.

2. Distinctions in grounding are therefore entirely within sentences.

3. At least one part of a sentence must always be foregrounded.

4. Two or more coordinate clauses are expected both to be foregrounded.

5. It is possible, however, for one (or more) part of a sentence to be backgrounded, and one (or 

more) part of a sentence to be foregrounded. This is expected to occur when one part of the 

sentence is a subordinate clause (expected to be backgrounded) and one part is a main clause 

(expected to be foregrounded).

6. An element is backgrounded, when it clearly does not play any role in the immediate 

subsequent text, and when some other element (i.e. a foregrounded element in the same 

sentence) does play such a role.

7. On informational grounds, an element is foregrounded, when it clearly does play a role in 

the immediate subsequent text.

8. Where there is only a single clause in a sentence (without any peripheral disjunct), this 

clause is analysed as foregrounded.

9. It is assumed that adjunct and disjunct clauses, adjunct and disjunct phrases, and single 

adjunct and disjunct elements are backgrounded, on the basis of the principle given in 5 above. 

Thus, the analyses of these clauses, phrases, and single elements are not justified, except when 

there is a potential doubt about their status, and it is important to justify them. They are, 

however, included in the charts.

10. Parenthetical phrases and clause-like elements are not included in the charts. Brackets with 

three dots are used in the charts to show that some elements are omitted.

11. If these phrases and clause-like elements function as background, they are included in the 

charts, because they are already backgrounded. This can be illustrated by the following 

example taken from my data (The Guardian, August 1,2008):
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(BG If Tzipi Livni, the current foreign minister, won the party leadership BG), (FG she would pair
TTf1

up with the Labour leader, Ehud Barak. )

Background
Foreground

If Tzipi Livni,
she would pair

the
up

current
with the

foreign minister, won
Labour leader, Ehud

the party leadership
Barak.

The parenthetical 'the current foreign minister' is backgrounded in the sentence above. This 

element is included in the chart.

12. In the presentation of the analysis in Chapter Six, each analysed sentence is followed by a 

chart to further explain the analysis. This is also followed by a justification of the analysis of a 

sentence.
The above analytical principles have been adopted for all English and Arabic texts. One 

English text and Arabic one will be presented in Chapter Six. The eleven other English and 

eleven other Arabic texts are given in Appendices E and F.
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CHAPTER SIX

Sample Texts

6.0 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to present a syntactic, thematic, and grounding analysis of one 

English and one Arabic text. This presentation illustrates the way in which the analytical 

principles discussed in Chapters Three, Four, and Five have been applied in practice to the 

corpus texts. For reasons of space, only one English text and Arabic one are presented in this 

chapter. The same principles have, however, been adopted for all eleven other English and 

eleven other Arabic texts. The analyses of these are given in Appendices A, B, C, D, E, and F.

The English sample text 'Missiles with a message' and the Arabic sample text 'wa-li-s- 

slgari hurubuhum al-baridah' will be subject to three analyses: syntactic, thematic, and 

grounding. The two texts cover the same topic: the Iranian nuclear program, and the 

consequences of a potential attack on Iran by Israel and the United States. I will first analyse 

each sample text separately. Each analysed sentence will be presented in a chart for further 

explanation. I will then discuss salient practical points in the analysis of each sentence.

6.1 Syntactic analysis of the English text: Missiles with a message

In the English text 'Missiles with a message' the writer discusses the Iranian nuclear 

program, the missiles Iran has tested, and the consequences of a potential attack on Iran by 

Israel and the United States.
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Sentence 1

/MCI MCU( Some of what is going on in Iran is bluster. )

Main Clause Some of what is going on in Iran is bluster.

Sentence 2

X K(~* I

( Missile experts scrutinising images of yesterday's multiple rocket launches disputed 
Iranian claims that they had fired a missile with an increased range. MC1)

Main Clause Missile experts scrutinising images of yesterday's multiple rocket launches disputed Iranian 
claims that they had fired a missile with an increased range.

Sentence 3

(MC1 Iran might also have dramatised the number of missiles it fired MCI), (AC1 by digitally 

enhancing the pictures it released. AC1)

Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

Iran might also have dramatised the number of missiles it fired
by digitally enhancing the pictures it released.

Sentence 4

(SCj But scj) (MCI much of it is not bluster. MC1)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

But
much of it is not bluster.

Sentence 5

(ACI If Israel carried out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on the presumption that they are 

close to building a bomb AC1), (MC1 Iran would have the opportunity to substantially inflame 

events in three theatres of war MC1), (^ from Afghanistan and Iraq to the eastern 

Mediterranean. AP)
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Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

Main Clause

Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause

If Israel carried out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on 
the presumption that they are close to building a bomb
Iran would have the opportunity to substantially inflame 
events in three theatres of war
from Afghanistan and Iraq to the eastern Mediterranean.

Sentence 6

• Mf^\ ___

( The closure of the Strait of Hormuz, a 21-mile-wide passage through which 40% of the world's oil 

cargo passes, might be the least of the world's problems. MC1)

Main Clause The closure of the Strait of Hormuz, a 21-mile-wide passage through which 40% of the 
world's oil cargo passes, might be the least of the world's problems.___________

Sentence 7

( Israel's air force and Iran's rocket forces have both now flexed their muscles. )

Main Clause Israel's air force and Iran's rocket forces have both now flexed their muscles.

Sentence 8

(MCC1 ' Each believes its military exercises have a deterrent value MCC1 ] ) (CICj but CICj), (MCC1 2

month by month, the space for diplomacy is shrinking. MCCI 2>

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Each believes its military exercises have a deterrent value
but
month by month, the space for diplomacy is shrinking.

Sentence 9

(MC1 The decision of the oil giant Total to pull out of a huge planned investment in Iran's gas 

reserves (ostensibly because of the political risks involved more probably because of the pressure applied by
\AC^\

Nicolas Sarkozy's government) could be interpreted as buying more time for diplomacy. )
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Main Clause The decision of the oil giant Total to pull out of a huge planned investment in Iran's gas 
reserves (ostensibly because of the political risks involved but more probably because of 
the pressure applied by Nicolas Sarkozy's government) could be interpreted as buying 
more time for diplomacy._____

Sentence 10

(ACI If the economic screw is tightened on Iran AC1), (MC1 the Revolutionary Guards might
v * (~*\

calculate the real costs of their folly.

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause
Main clause

If the economic screw is tightened on Iran
the Revolutionary Guards might calculate the real costs of their folly.

Sentence 11

(
SQ SCjj (MCI

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

But
the inverse equally applies.

Sentence 12

<MC1( What generally follows military exercises and widespread fears of confrontation in the 

Middle East is conflict itself. MC1)

Main Clause What generally follows military exercises and widespread fears of confrontation in the Middle 
East is conflict itself.

Sentence 13

(MC1 Iran is not an innocent bystander MC1) (^ in this game of brinkmanship. AP)

Main Clause
Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause

Iran is not an innocent bystander
in this game of brinkmanship.

Sentence 14

DCI( As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the US Senate's foreign

relations committee, pointed out in a recent article ), ( the Islamic Republic has real 
questions to answer about its supposedly civilian programme MCI): (ApCC1 1 why is it using high
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explosives to implode a hemispherical shell of heavy metal ApCC1 ') (the technique used for a 

lightweight nuclear bomb); ( p why is it developing detonators needed in an atomic weapon 
Apcci 2); (ciq and cicj) (Apcci 3 why ^ {s redesigning fa warheads on its ballistic missiles? ApCCI
3)

Disjunct Clause attached to main 
clause

Main Clause

Coordinated Clause 1 appositive to 
main clause

Coordinated Clause 2 appositive to 
main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Clause 3 appositive to 

main clause

As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the 
US Senate's foreign relations committee, pointed out in a recent 
article
the Islamic Republic has real questions to answer about its 
supposedly civilian programme
why is it using high explosives to implode a hemispherical shell of 
heavy metal
why is it developing detonators needed in an atomic weapon

and
why it is redesigning the warheads on its ballistic missiles?

Sentence 15

( One way of lowering the tension would be to give the International Atomic Energy
MCKAgency convincing answers. )

Main Clause One way of lowering the tension would be to give the International Atomic Energy Agency 
convincing answers._______________________________________

Sentence 16

A /""*!

( If the US believes, as the undersecretary of state William Burns said, that Iran is trying to foster 

the impression that its programme of nuclear enrichment is more advanced than it actually is 

AC1), (MC1 it should (cvp 1 produce the evidence for this cvp l ) (C1CJ and C1Q) (cvp 2 contradict the 

Israeli view that Iran is about to cross a nuclear threshold CVP2). MCI)

Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause

Main Clause

Coordinated Verb Phrase 1 
within main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Verb Phrase 2 
within main clause

If the US believes, as the undersecretary of state William Burns said, 
that Iran is trying to foster the impression that its programme of nuclear 
enrichment is more advanced than it actually is
it should produce the evidence for this and contradict the Israeli view 
that Iran is about to cross a nuclear threshold.

produce the evidence for this

and
contradict the Israeli view that Iran is about to cross a nuclear threshold.
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Sentence 17

* «x-i|

( Now is the time for Washington to show that it has learned from the mistakes it made in 

the countdown to the invasion of Iraq. MCI)

Main 
Clause

Now is the time for Washington to show that it has learned from the mistakes it made in the 
countdown to the invasion of Iraq.

Sentence 18

(MCI The consequences of attacking Iran could be even more long-lasting. MC1)

Main Clause | The consequences of attacking Iran could be even more long-lasting.

6.2 Discussion of syntactic analysis of the English text

The sample text below is divided into sentences, which are numbered, with sentential 

conjunctions (SCj) linking them together. Clauses within a sentence are conjoined by clausal 

conjunction (CICj).

Sentence 1

(MC1 Some of what is going on in Iran is bluster. MC1)

As mentioned earlier, for the purpose of this study, a main clause in this analysis means a 

clause which does not include an adjunct/disjunct clause or phrase. It can, however, include 

coordinate verb or noun phrases. The first sentence above demonstrates a typical sentence 

type, consisting of a single clause.

Sentence 2

(MC1 Missile experts scrutinising images of yesterday's multiple rocket launches disputed
N/f f~M

Iranian claims that they had fired a missile with an increased range. )
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Sentence 2 is also analysed as one main clause. The relative clause 'scrutinising images of 

yesterday's multiple rocket launches' is embedded within the overall structure, the main 

clause; it is, thus, not analysed separately. This applies to all relative clauses.

Sentence 3

(MCI Iran might also have dramatised the number of missiles it fired MC1), (ACI by digitally 
enhancing the pictures it released. AC1)

Sentence 3 consists of two elements, a main clause and an adjunct clause. The reduced relative 
clause in the main clause is not separately analysed, as it is embedded. The adjunct clause can 

be fronted; it is, thus, analysed separately.

Sentence 4

(SC, But SC.j ) (MCI

Like sentence 1 , sentence 4 is treated as one single clause, as it does not include any element 

that can be analysed separately. Initial conjunctions which link sentences are analysed as 

sentential conjunctions. This applies to 'but' in this sentence.

Sentence 5

(AC1 If Israel carried out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on the presumption that they are 

close to building a bomb AC1), (MC1 Iran would have the opportunity to substantially inflame 

events in three theatres of war MC1), (^ from Afghanistan and Iraq to the eastern 

Mediterranean. AP)

This sentence comprises three elements: an initial adjunct clause, a main clause, and an 

adjunct phrase. Both the adjunct clause and phrase are separately analysed, as they can be 

moved from their normal positions.
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Sentence 6

\A C*\
( The closure of the Strait of Hormuz, a 21-mile-wide passage through which 40% of the world's oil 

cargo passes, might be the least of the world's problems. MC1)

The parenthetical phrase in sentence 6 is not separately analysed, as it is embedded. Thus, the 
entire sentence is analysed as one main clause.

Sentence 7

(MCI Israel's air force and Iran's rocket forces have both now flexed their muscles. MCI)

Coordination between single noun phrase ('Israel's air force' and 'Iran's rocket forces') is 
excluded from this analysis. Therefore, sentence 7 is treated as one main clause.

Sentence 8

(MCC1 l Each believes its military exercises have a deterrent value MCC1 *) (C1CJ but clcj), (MCC1 2
\jf/~*/~*\ *)

month by month, the space for diplomacy is shrinking. )

The two clauses in sentence 8 are analysed as two main coordinate clauses linked with the 
clausal conjunction 'but'. A clausal conjunction links clauses within a sentence.

Sentence 9

» M *—»l _____

( The decision of the oil giant Total to pull out of a huge planned investment in Iran's gas 

reserves (ostensibly because of the political risks involved more probably because of the pressure applied by 

Nicolas Sarkozy's government) could be interpreted as buying more time for diplomacy. MC1)

Sentence 9 is analysed as one main clause, because the adjunct clause (because-clause) is not 
similar to other analysed adjunct clauses; it is embedded.
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Sentence 10

(AC1 If the economic screw is tightened on Iran ACI), (MC1 the Revolutionary Guards might 

calculate the real costs of their folly. MC1

The adjunct clause in sentence 10 is analysed separately, as it can be moved to the end of the 

sentence. Thus, two elements are identified in this sentence: an adjunct clause and a main 

clause

Sentence 1 1

(SCj But SCj) (MC1 the inyerse £qually appHes MClj

Sentence 1 1 comprises one single clause. This sentence is linked with the previous one by the 

sentential conjunction 'but'.

Sentence 12

( What generally follows military exercises and widespread fears of confrontation in the 

Middle East is conflict itself. MC1)

Like sentence 7 above, the coordination between the two noun phrases 'military exercises and 

'widespread fears' in this sentence is not analysed. Thus, the whole sentence constitutes one 

main clause.

Sentence 13

(MCI Iran is not an innocent bystander MCI) (^ in this game of brinkmanship. AP)

Sentence 13 includes two analysed elements: a main clause and an adjunct phrase. The adjunct 

phrase 'in this game of brinkmanship' is analysed separately, because it can be fronted.
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Sentence 14

( As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the US Senate's foreign 
relations committee, pointed out in a recent article DCI), (MCI the Islamic Republic has real 

questions to answer about its supposedly civilian programme MCI): (ApCC1 } why is it using high 

explosives to implode a hemispherical shell of heavy metal ApCCI ! ) (the technique used for a 
lightweight nuclear bomb); (ApCC1 2 why is it developing detonators needed in an atomic weapon 
APCCI 2j. (CIQ and cicjj (APcci 3 why it is redesigning the warheads on its ballistic missiles? ApCCI
3 )

In sentence 14, the initial clause is analysed as a disjunct clause. The parenthetical phrase, 
which occurs within the disjunct clause is not analysed, because it is embedded. The three 
coordinate clauses which follow the main clause are analysed as appositive coordinate clauses. 
However, their internal elements are not analysed, as they are deeply embedded. As mentioned 
earlier, an appositive clause is similar to a main clause in terms of dependency; they are of 
equal status in this analysis.

Sentence 15

k t f~*\

( One way of lowering the tension would be to give the International Atomic Energy
\Af~*t \

Agency convincing answers. )

Sentence 1 5 constitutes one main clause. It does not include embedded elements.

Sentence 16

(ACI If the US believes, as the undersecretary of state William Burns said, that Iran is trying to foster 

the impression that its programme of nuclear enrichment is more advanced than it actually is 
ACI), (MC1 it should (cvp l produce the evidence for this cvp l ) (C1CJ and C1CJ ) (cvp 2 contradict the 

Israeli view that Iran is about to cross a nuclear threshold CVP2). MCI)

Sentence 16 contains two main elements: an adjunct clause and a main clause. The 

parenthetical clause in the adjunct clause is not separately analysed, as all parenthetical clauses
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are excluded from this analysis. In addition, the elements which are within adjunct or disjunct 

clauses are not analysed, as indicated earlier. Unlike the main clause found in sentences 1 and 

4, for example, the main clause in this sentence includes two coordinate verb phrases 

connected with the clausal conjunction 'and'.

Sentence 17

( Now is the time for Washington to show that it has learned from the mistakes it made in 

the countdown to the invasion of Iraq. MC1)

Like parenthetical clauses, relative clauses are excluded from this analysis, as mentioned 

above. Thus, the reduced relative clause 'it made' is not separately analysed. The entire 

sentence 17 is, therefore, analysed as one main clause.

Sentence 18

(MCI The consequences of attacking Iran could be even more long-lasting. MC ) 

This final sentence is analysed as one main clause.

6.3 Syntactic analysis of the Arabic text: wa-li-s-slgarl hurubuhum al-baridah

The Arabic text 'wa-li-s-slgan hurubuhum al-baridah' covers the same topic as that of 

the English one: the Iranian nuclear program, and the consequences of a potential attack on Iran 

by Israel and the United States.
Like the English text, the Arabic sample text below is divided into sentences which are 

numbered, and are linked together by sentential conjunctions (SCj). Clauses are also connected 

by clausal conjunctions (CICj) if they are preceded by a clause. When a clause is, however, 

preceded by a phrase, the two are linked by sub-clausal conjunction (SubClCj).
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Sentence 1

i JS ^ i^jljkll 4JU.

loll jJJJuJ LaJjj t j

L..IJC. jl£ll jjj Jali f2 Cail£ Sj

• '"^ jjc. > -3 «^' >_iLiuil ^Lujljjl ..ilU

JlSUaJl ojljJC.lj AlajJ

(MCCI l al-harb al-baridah kanat tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar MCCI ! ) (AC1 cindama istataca al- 
ittihad as-sufayti ft as-sittmat 'irsal qamar li-1-fada li-tuclan halat at-tawari' ft kulli 'amrTka 
wa-hilf al-'atlasl li-dirasat 'asbab taxallufihuma can hilf warsu AC1) (MCC1 2 hatta 'inna al- 

mawduc lam yaqtasir cala al-istratljiyyah al-caskariyyah, wa-'innama li-tagylr al-manhaj at- 
tarbawl birummatihi bi-ictibarihi masdar al-culama' wa-t-taqat al-facilah ft 'ayyi injaz mudad.
MCCI 2x

Main Coordinated Clause 1 al-harb al-baridah kant tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar

Adjunct Clause attached to 

main coordinated clause 1
cindama istataca al-ittlhad as-sufayti ft as-sittmat 'irsal qamar li-1-fada li-tuclan 
halat at-tawari' ff kulli 'amrTka wa-hilf al-'atlasT li-dirasat 'asbab taxallufihuma 
can hilf warsu

Main Coordinated Clause 2 hatta 'inna al-mawduc lam yaqtasir cala al-istratljiyyah al-caskariyyah, wa- 

'innama li-tagyTr al-manhaj at-tarbawT birummatihi bi-ictTbarihi masdar al-culama' 

wa-t-taqat al-facilah ff 'ayyi injaz mudad.

Sentence 2

4_jlijJlj £ «Lu!ill

_ jLlJa

(AP ft mantiqatina wa-cala hawaffiha AP) (MCC1 l yajn sibaq li-t-tasalluh bayna 'Iran wa-'isra'Tl 
MCCI i^ ^cicj fa ciq^ ^MCCI 2 al.'ala ja' a radduha cala tamarin 'amrTka al-bahriyyah bi-itlaq sawarlx 

balistiyyah MCCI 2) (ACI li-tarudd 'isra'il bi-1-kasf can ta'irat tajassus xussisat li-'Tran wa-bidun 
tayyar. ACI)

Adjunct Phrase attached to main coordinated 

clause 1

Main Coordinated Clause 1

ff mantiqatina wa-cala hawaffiha

yajn sibaq li-t-tasalluh bayna 'Iran wa-' isra'il
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Clausal Conjunction

Main Coordinated Clause 2

Adjunct Clause attached to main coordinated 
clause 2

fa

al-'ula ja'a radduha cala tamarln 
sawanx balistiyyah

'amrlka al-bahriyyah bi-itlaq

li-tarudd 'isra'Tl bi-1-kaSf can ta'irat tajassus xussisat li-'Iran wa- 
bidun tayyar.

Sentence 3

_ 4 . ^K \| AJJJJ ^j jliiLj *JJJ c£JjJ (J^ J ' J fcLiJl jjj L_I*] jjljlaj • '"7-^ jjl JJJJ 5ji.LuJl ujljjllal! *JA Jja.JJ J

(sc-i wa sc-") (^ bi-wujud hadihi al-munawarat as-saxinah ^ (MCCI u 'anna al-jamlc 

yuhawiluna licb dawr ad-dagit cala al-'axar MCCI l ) (C1CJ wa C1CJ) (MCC1 2 kullun yu'addl dawrahu

bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi al-xassah.
X Af~*f~*\ *}

)

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Phrase attached to main 
coordinated clause 1
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa
bi-wujud hadihi al-munawarat as-saxinah

yabdu 'anna al-jamTc yuhawiluna licb dawr ad-dagit £ala al-'axar
wa
kullun yu'addl dawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi al-xassah.

Sentence 4

J J V) 'jljj| 1> ijUi»ll

i.bU f I jjj

wa maca 'anna MCC1( al-quwwah al-'amrikiyyah al'isra'Tliyyah, bi-1-mucadalat al- 
mutacaraf calayha, 'akbar wa-'aktar tiqaniyyah min hiyazat 'Iran MCC1 1 ) (Cjt 'ilia 'anna Cjt) (MCCI 

2 dalika la yaxdac liman yakun al-'aktar 'Ida' an li-l-'axar hatta bi-mahdudiyyat quwwatihi. MCCI2)
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Conjunct

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Conjunct (but of type not found in 

English)

Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa maca 'anna

al-quwwah al-'amrlkiyyah al'isra'Tliyyah, bi-1-mucadalat al-mutacaraf 

calayha, 'akbar wa-'aktar tiqaniyyah min hiyazat 'Iran

'ilia 'anna

dalika la yaxdac liman yakun al-'aktar 'Tda'an li-l-'axar hatta bi- 

mahdGdiyyat quwwatihi.

Sentence 5
. ij . •• >^ Lbl

(scj wa sc-i ) (MC1 qad ra'ayna tajarub hadatat ft fTtnam wa-'afganistan wa-hatta lubnan kayfa
\AC^]tarajacat quwwat ad-dawlah al-'aczam wa-l-'akbar 'amama 'israr kifah as-sucub )

Sentential Conjunction

Main Clause

Wa

qad ra'ayna tajarub hadatat ft fTtnam wa-'afganistan wa-hatta lubnan kayfa 
tarajacat quwwat ad-dawlah al-'aczam wa-l-'akbar 'amama 'israr kifah as-sucub,

Sentence 6
U*?-J (j'jrf) U^ Jj' '"*.' O^J'^)*11! ^J*j J&-* Aj IjUllI (_3j3 ^t lull al 1->"iull

(SQ| lakin scj) (AP fi hal istixdam 'aslihah fawq at-taqlldiyyah AP), wa-hiya ma tuslr 'ilayhi 'isra'Tl bi- 

tadmTr kull 'Tran (MCI yajcal al-'umur muxtalifah. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction

Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause

Main Clause

lakin

fThal istixdam 'aslihah fawq at-taqlTdiyyah, wa-hiya ma tusTr 

'ilayhi 'isra'Tl bi-tadmTr kull 'Tran

yajcal al-'umur muxtalifah.
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Sentence 7

JiLuijll Jl t-JjaJb t>

(SCj wa SCj) huna (MC1 labudda min qiyas nabd at-tahdld bi-1-harb 'ila al-wasa'il allati sa- 

tastaxdimuha 'ayyun min hadihi al-atraf, wa-mada al-'adrar allati sa-talhaqu bi-d-duwal al- 

muhltah bi-1-mutaharibm. MC1)

Sentential Conjunction wa

Main Clause labudda min qiyas nabd at-tahdTd bi-1-harb 'ila al-wasa'il allati sa-tastaxdimuha 

'ayyin min hadihi al-atraf, wa-mada al-'adrar allatl sa-talhaqu bi-d-duwal al- 
muhTtah bi-1-mutaharibm.

Sentence 8

o A A-jJjjUll (J IJI Ls^laJ jjc. i_ulLu)b idiJAa. j3 t<gjLa-»ll ^jl ti*\v 'i 

4jaC.Lja

C80-* wa sc-i ) (MC1 la nactaqid 'anna al-mujabahah, law hadatat, bi-'asalib gayr taqlldiyyah sa-takun
K Af~*\ A /""M

najahan caskariyyan ) ( 'ida 'adrakna 'anna 'ahad al-muharramat al-qanuniyyah wa-1- 

calamiyyah 'an tataharrak hadihi al-'aslihah min dagitah wa-radicah 'ila at-tadmlr al-mubasir.
ACI

Sentential Conjunction

Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause

Wa
la nactaqid 'anna al-mujabahah, law hadatat, bi-'asalTb gayr taqlldiyyah sa- 

takun najahan caskariyyan

'ida 'adrakna 'anna 'ahad al-muharramat al-qanuniyyah wa-l-6alamiyyah 'an 
tataharrak hadihi al-'aslihah min dagitah wa-radicah 'ila at-tadmTr al-mubasir.
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Sentence 9
(J4J

( dacuna naftarid 'anna man yudlr al-macrakah al-baridah ar-rahinah bayna qadatiha man 
yamlik mugamarah mutahawwirah wa-ru'yah mutlaqah bi-1-intisar. MC1)

Main 

Clause
dacuna naftarid 'anna man yudTr al-macrakah al-baridah ar-rahinah bayna qadatiha man yamlik 
mugamarah mutahawwirah wa-ru'yah mutlaqah bi-1-intisar.

Sentence 10

I ''j'-" aJ I jjfl '" Cjlc.LuJl '"'1J '•'•»• Lo I jl

(SCj wa scj) (^ hatta ft 1-hurQb wa-xitatiha AP) (MCC1 ! tujad 'ahyanan 'awham tajurru li-l-'axta' 

al-fadihah MCC1! ) (CIQl wa CICj) (MCCI2 lacalla 'axtaraha kayfa yasmud iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 

'aw mutawasit ad-daxl, cala 'aklaf harb tawllah 'ida ma sarat hisabat as-sacat suhuran tumma 
simnan. MCCI 2)

Sentential Conjunction

Adjunct Phrase attached to 
main coordinated clause 1

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction

Main Coordinated Clause 2

Wa

hatta ft al-hurub wa-xitatiha

tujad 'ahyanan 'awham tajurru li-l-'axta' al-fadihah

wa

lacalla 'axtaraha kayfa yasmud iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 'aw mutawasit ad- 
daxl, cala 'aklaf harb tawllah 'ida ma sarat hisabat as-sacat suhuran tumma 
sinlnan.

Sentence 11
.. ^-^\l (jl

(sci wa SCj ) (MCI 'isra'Tl, tahdldan, ictamadat ft intisariha bi-hurubiha maca al-carab cala ad-
MC1>darabat as-sarlcah, wa-naql al-harb 'ila 'ard al-xasm. )
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Sentential Conjunction

Main Clause

wa

'isra'Tl, 
darabat

tahdTdan, ictamadat 
as-saric"ah, wa-naql

ft intisariha 
al-harb 'ila

bi-huriibiha maca al-carab 
'ard al-xasm.

cala ad-

Sentence 12

LjjSj jiJ (jj!L_i>j_«ll IjlS < j JJ-OJ (JC.LLaj 4(_>ujJ i—

C f*' C (~*' K K (~*(~*\ 1

( J wa J) ( hiya bi-tabacud al-masafah maca 'Iran, rubbama taftarid hada al-'uslub, wa-1-
K Af~*f**\

ladl jarrabathu bi-darb tunis wa-mufacil tammuz bi-1-ciraq
K A /""^/"M *}

darbatayn lam takuna ft zaman mutagayyir. ^

(cicj lakin C1CJ) (MCC12 kilta ad-

Sentential Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa
hiya bi-tabacud al-masafah maca 'Iran, rubbama taftarid hada al-'uslub, 
wa-1-ladT jarrabathu bi-darb tunis wa-mufacil tammuz bi-1-ciraq
lakin
kilta ad-darbatayn lam takuna ft zaman mutagayyir.

Sentence 13

) J] (Jj*-ajll (« J l"i"l > LI'I ^a i U'

JJC.

(DP 'ay 'anna DP) (MCC1 ! 'Iran ladayha sawarix tastatic al-wusul 'ila 'isra'Il MCC1 ] ) (CICj wa CIQ) 

(MCC12 hunaka jiwar hizb allah alladl sa-yakun xatt an-nar al-axar MCC12) (C1CJ wa clcj) (^ hatta
bi-hiyad duwal 'uxra AP) (SubCICj fa SubC1Cj) (MCC13 'inna al-mucadalat allatT tuktab wa-tursam cala

\Af^f~^\ T

al-waraq, qad tuwajihuha mufaja'at gayr mutawaqqacah. )
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Disjunct Phrase attached to main coordinated clause 1

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction

Main Coordinated Clause 2

Clausal Conjunction

Adjunct Phrase attached to main coordinated clause 3

Sub-Clausal Conjunction

Main Coordinated Clause 3

'ay 'anna

'Iran ladayha sawarix tastatTc al-wusul 'ila 'isra'Il

wa

hunaka jiwar hizb allah alladl sa-yakun xatt an-nar al-axar

wa

hatta bi-hiyad duwal 'uxra

fa

'inna al-mucadalat allatTtuktab wa-tursam cala al-waraq, 
qad tuwajihuha mufaja'at gayr mutawaqqacah.

Sentence 14

aJl <j»illj (Ji.J.lui ( (J* U j*- (j j^"l > 11 Aiklall JjJ

(MCCI ' duwal al-mantiqah sa-takun juz'an min al-'ahdaf MCC1 ') (G1Cj lakin clcj ) (MCCI2 kayfa sa- 

takun al-adrar, wa-man sa-yadxul al-macrakah hatta law lam yakun sarlkan bi-1-lucbah al- 
xatirah? MCC12)

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction

Main Coordinated Clause 2

duwal al-mantiqah sa-takun juz'an min al-'ahdaf

lakin
kayfa sa-takun al-adrar, wa-man sa-yadxul al-macrakah hatta 
Sarikan bi-1-lucbah al-xatirah?

law lam yakun

Sentence 15

JS UJl (JjLuiijj JUaJ ji lUjlaU-aj ^uljjl 

^11*11 (»«lu) AJUJ jll LaJlj Jj^ll SJ i JJ*i»ll

(MCCI ' la yabdu 'anna alladln yufakkiruna bi-hadihi al-harb yuqaddiruna an-nata'ij wa- 
maxatiraha MCCI ! ) (CICj wa CICj) (MCCI 2 'aswa' al-ihtimalat 'an tatal al-macrakah masaff wa- 

wasa'il intaj an-naft ft kull duwal al-xallj MCCI 2) (CICj fa C1CJ) huna (MCC1 3 lan ya'tl ad-darar faqat 
cala hadihi ad-duwal wa-'innama az-zawbacah sa-tacumm al-calam kulluh. MCC1 3 )
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Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction

Main Coordinated Clause 2

Clausal Conjunction

Main Coordinated Clause 3

la yabdu 'anna alladln yufakkiruna bi-hadihi al-harb yuqaddiruna an-nata' 
wa-maxatiraha

ij

wa

'aswa' al-ihtimalat 'an tatal al-macrakah masafi wa-wasa'il intaj an-naft ft 
kull duwal al-xallj

fa

lan ya'tl ad-darar faqat cala hadihi ad-duwal wa-'innama az-zawbacah sa- 
tacumm al-calam kulluh.

Sentence 16

jiJ (J^al jjLaJJJ 4jxUl (jl tiSjAJ (jl Igjlr- '(jl JJJ 

La I jl 4<J^jJall fiJA JiLa (JjJil I

JJ

jLaJ Jl lA-jjl jjl AjJJJ (JjlJS ^IjJ] j

wa sc-') (M nactaqid 'anna 'urubba, ka-halif li-'amrika wa-radic li-'isra'il li-ayyi mugamarh 

wa-muhawir maqbul maca 'Iran, calayha 'an tudrik 'anna al-lucbah tatajawaz 'amn 'isra'll 'aw 

baqa' 'amrtka f! 1-ciraq wa-1-xalij, 'aw 'intaj qanabil nawawiyyah 'Iraniyyah, 'ila damar iqtisad 

calami lan yakun mustacidan li-qabul mitl hadihi ad-darbah, 'ida ma tacaddat al-'ahdaf al- 

marhaliyyah 'ila darar kawnl. MCI)

Sentential 
Conjunction

wa

Main Clause nactaqid 'anna 'urubba, ka-halTf li-'amnka wa-radic li-'isra'Tl li-ayyi mugamarh wa-muhawir maqbul 
maca 'Iran, calayha 'an tudrik 'anna al-lucbah tatajawaz 'amn 'isra'Tl 'aw baqa' 'amnka ff 1-ciraq wa- 
1-xalTj, 'aw 'intaj qanabil nawawiyyah 'Iraniyyah, 'ila damar iqtisad calami lan yakun mustacidan li- 
qabul mitl hadihi ad-darbah, 'ida ma tacaddat al-'ahdaf al-marhaliyyah 'ila darar kawnl.
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6.4 Discussion of syntactic analysis of the Arabic text

What follows is a discussion of the analysis of the sample text.

Sentence 1

JS ^ LSjIjUl <iU jjLul ^LJniil j-S jLu,jl cAimJl ^ .^lyaj.aJl jU^fl ^ILLJ UiJe jL£Jl

J] J (4-JjliuiaJI 4jaJjl_£jLiiVI ^ylfr j*-ajlj J p^j^^*]! (jl ^"<-^ i^ujlj t '«\^ ^J

j ^ <ic.Ull tlilSUallj pLAxJl jl.^a 6jLiJC.U

(MCCI ! al-harb al-baridah kanat tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar MCC1 ') (AC1 cindama istataca al- 

ittihad as-sufaytl ft as-sitmat 'irsal qamar li-1-fada li-tuclan halat at-tawari' ft kulli 'amrlka wa- 

hilf al-' atlas! li-dirasat 'asbab taxallufihuma can hilf warsu ACI), (MCC1 2 hatta 'inna al-mawduc 

lam yaqtasir cala al-istratTjiyyah al-caskariyyah, wa-'innama li-tagyir al-manhaj at-tarbawl
» M /~*^l *)

birummatihi bi-ictlbarihi masdar al-culama' wa-t-taqat al-facilah ft 'ayyi injaz mudad. )

Three main elements are analysed in sentence 1: two coordinate clauses and one adjunct clause. 

The two clauses are linked asyndetically, with a comma marking the boundary between them. 

The coordination in the hatta-clause is not analysed, because it is embedded.

Sentence 2

t AjluilU

_ jLlla (JJ-iJj (j'j^V '"'' "~" n ~* U 1""?^ e^Ua 4JC.

(AP ft mantiqatina wa-cala hawaffiha AP) (MCC1 ! yajri sibaq li-t-tasalluh bayna 'Iran wa-'isra'Tl 
MCCI i^ ^ciq fa cicj) ^MCCI 2 al_' ala j a ' a radduha cala tamarln 'amrlka al-bahriyyah bi-itlaq sawarlx 

balistiyyah MCCI 2) (AC1 li-tarudd 'isra'Tl bi-1-kasf can ta'irat tajassus xussisat li-'Iran wa-bidun
tayyar. ACI )

Sentence 2 comprises two coordinate clauses linked by the clausal conjunction 'fa'. The adjunct 

phrase is separately analysed, because (1) it is not embedded within the main clause, and (2) it
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can be moved from initial to final position. Similarly, the adjunct clause is analysed, as it is not 
embedded.

Sentence 3

AJJJJ (jij jlAJL sjjj ^Jjj JS j t ji.^1 (^ic. JatLjall jjj t_uJ (jjljU-J ,^-LaaJl jl j-lJL) AJaUl CjljjliJl SJA Jj?._# J

(scj wa scj) (AP bi-wujud hadihi al-munawarat as-saxinah AP) (MCC1 l yabdu 'anna al-jamic 

yuhawiluna licb dawr ad-dagit cala al-'axar MCC1 ') (clQi wa cicj ) (MCC1 2 kullun yu'addl dawrahu 

bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi al-xassah. MCC1 2)

Sentence 3 is linked with the previous one by the sentential conjunction 'wa'. It includes an 

adjunct phrase, and two coordinate clauses connected with the clausal conjunction 'wa'. The 

adjunct phrase is analysed separately, as it is not embedded within the main clause.

Sentence 4

jj% ,>] ^••-•ij v L«IIJ ji vj tu'ji1 ^ J^ t

C0-' 1 wa maca 'anna c* 1) (MCCI l al-quwwah al-'amrlkiyyah al'isra'Iliyyah, bi-1-mucadalat al- 

mutacaraf calayha, 'akbar wa-'aktar tiqaniyyah min hiyazat 'Iran MCC1 1 ) (Cjt 'ilia 'anna Cjt) (MCCI
0 dalika la yaxdac liman yakun al-'aktar 'Ida' an li-l-'axar hatta bi-mahdudiyyat quwwatihi.

If a sentence, like this one, is initiated by a 'wa maca 'anna-clause', 'wa maca 'anna' is 

separately analysed as a conjunct. Thus, two coordinate clauses are identified here. They are 

linked with 'ilia 'anna', a conjunction which is not found in English, because it introduces a 

main clause (here second coordinate clause). If 'wa maca 'anna' occurs after the main clause, 

introducing a subordinate clause, it is analysed with its clause as a disjunct clause.
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Sentence 5

.<-jj«-ill CUS jlj^J fUl j^Vlj ̂ JiftVl *JjjJ! SjS ilMta.1 jj UuS (jl_u! ^j ̂li^Uiij fUIja ^ ii&a. L-jjUJ tbi j ji j

C1 /""*' C(~*' R^t^"M

( ' wa J) ( qad ra'ayna tajarub hadatat ft fitnam wa-'afganistan wa-hatta lubnan kayfa 
tarajacat quwwat ad-dawlah al-'aczam wa-l-'akbar 'amama 'israr kifah as-sucub MC1)

Sentence 5 contains one main clause. As in English, a main clause in Arabic is used in this 

analysis to mean a clause which does not include an adjunct/disjunct clause or phrase. It can, 
however, include coordinate verb or noun phrases.

Sentence 6
" t JJ«a

(SCj lakin SCj ) (AP ft hal istixdam 'aslihah fawq at-taqlldiyyah AP), wa-hiya ma tusTr 'ilayhi 'isra'Tl bi-
IV/If^l \yf^*ltadmTr kull 'Iran ( yajcal al-'umur muxtalifah. )

This sentence is connected with the sentential conjunction 'lakin'. Two main elements are 
analysed here, the adjunct phrase and the main clause. The adjunct phrase is analysed here, 

because it is not embedded. As with English, parenthetical clauses are excluded from this 

analysis. Thus, the parenthetical clause here is not analysed.

Sentence 7

Jj-JU (jjaJlj ^1 jlj-Ja^l (J±*j H-it^Vl »J* O* (f\ ^ " l^'mlm ^1 JiLuijll J) i-JjaJlj ^J^ill <>adJ

( SCj wa sc-') huna (MC! labudda min qiyas nabd at-tahdld bi-1-harb 'ila al-wasa'il allati sa- 

tastaxdimuha 'ayyun min hadihi al-atraf, wa-mada al-'adrar allati sa-talhaqu bi-d-duwal al-
N Af~*\

muhltah bi-l-mutaharibln. )
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In sentence 7 above what comes after 'qiyas' is embedded as an 'idafah-structure. Therefore, the 

entire sentence is analysed as one main clause. The word 'huna' is excluded, because its 

function in the- sentence is minor, and it does not have any effect when it is not analysed.

Sentence 8

.ia j USjjl |j| jluue. UlaJ jj<"- AjAjlS jjc. ^jAuL ulwia. jl i^jU-Jl jl ^'-'- V

(SCj wa SCj) (MCI la nactaqid 'anna al-mujabahah, law hadatat bi-'asalib gayr taqlTdiyyah sa-takun
» A(~*\ A /*^|

najahan caskariyyan ) ( 'ida 'adrakna 'anna 'ahad al-muharramat al-qanuniyyah wa-1- 

calamiyyah 'an tataharrak hadihi al-'aslihah min dagitah wa-radicah 'ila at-tadmlr al-mubasir.
ACIx

Two main elements are analysed in sentence 8: main clause and adjunct clause. Like all other 

parenthetical clauses, the parenthetical clause (law hadatat) is not analysed separately. The 

adjunct clause is analysed, because it is not embedded, and it can be moved to the initial 

position.

Sentence 9
liV'-J AllL-o AJJJJ isjj^io Sjxli-a "*"-j £y> IgJ-ilS ^JJJ AJAl_)jl

( dacuna naftarid 'anna man yudir al-macrakah al-baridah ar-rahinah bayna qadatiha man 

yamlik mugamarah mutahwwirah wa-ru'yah mutlaqah bi-1-intisar. MC1)

The above 'anna-clause' is entirely embedded within its head 'anna'. Thus, this sentence is 

treated as one main clause.
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Sentence 10

JiJl .kmjio j'l tbJc. iL» A jL-aSI AA^ <-!£ IA jkij J*j j 4 2Lxjlill fr lk^bU j=J ^Lkji UUJ .ixjj

I'l'lui J I-ui Clle-luill dbLna. UJL^a Lo I j

(SCj wa scj) (^ hatta ft 1-hurub wa-xitatiha AP) (MCC1 ' tujad 'ahyanan 'awham tajurru li-l-'axta' 

al-fadihah MCCI ') (CICj wa CIQ) (MCCI2 lacalla 'axtaraha kayfa yasmud iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 

'aw mutawasit ad-daxl, cala 'aklaf harb tawllah 'ida ma sarat hisabat as-sacat suhuran tumma
simnan. MCC1 2)

The hatta-clause in sentence 10 is not closely linked to the main clause. It is, thus, analysed 

here as an adjunct phrase. When the hatta-clause is embedded within a main clause, or is a 

parenthetical, it is not analysed separately. The two main coordinate clauses are conjoined by 
the clausal conjunction 'wa'. The 'ida-cluase' in the second main coordinate clause is 

embedded.

Sentence 1 1
»• -~-i-ti

(sc-" wa sc-') (MCI 'isra'Tl, tahdidan, ictamadat ft intisariha bi-hurubiha maca al-carab cala ad-
K Af~*\

darabat as-sancah, wa-naql al-harb 'ila 'ard al-xasm. )

In this analysis, single elements are not separately analysed, except for initial conjuncts, such as 

'First, and 'Then', as they connect sentences together. Thus, the parenthetical 'tahdidan' in 

sentence 1 1 is not analysed separately. The whole sentence constitutes one main clause.

Sentence 12

xj ̂  Li «5u j»j (JJJJ >iJall 1"'^ ^jSj 4(jl^>aJlj j_J-«J (JtiLLoj 4(_)jiijJ ' 'j-^' AJJ_^ L$'^J "-JjituVl li* fjJa^JU Lajj i^jl jjl «-o
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(scj wa scj) (MCC1 ! hiya bi-tabacud al-masafah maca 'Iran, rubbama taftarid hada al-'uslub, wa-1- 
ladl jarrabathu bi-darb turn's wa-mufacil tammuz bi-1-ciraq MCC1 1 ) (C1CJ lakin CICj) (MCCI 2 kilta ad- 

darbatayn lam takuna fi zaman mutagayyir. MCCI 2)

As mentioned earlier, parenthetical clauses, like the one in this sentence, are not separately 
analysed. Sentence 12, therefore, includes two main coordinate clauses linked by the clausal 
conjunction 'lakin'.

Sentence 13

li <Jji.i (Jj-i .iUaU ^^Ix j 4^p.Vl jlill Jai UJ^"1 t/<Jj. (j- .iaU ^^x j 4^p. j a UJ"1 t/ M^ jj?- * J 'j^ j-aj ^J'" £jj_^> j-j jjj j

(DP 'ay 'anna DP) (MCCI l 'Iran ladayha sawarlx tastatlc al-wusul 'ila 'isra'Il MCCI ] ) (C1CJ wa G1Cj) 

(MCCI2 hunaka jiwar hizb allah alladi sa-yakun xatt an-nar al-axar MCC12) (C1CJ wa CICj) (AP hatta 
bi-hiyad duwal 'uxra AP) (SubC1Cj fa SubCICj) (MCCI3 'inna al-mucadalat allati tuktab wa-tursam cala 

al-waraq, qad tuwajihuha mufaja'at gayr mutawaqqacah. MCC13 )

Sentence 13 is linked to the preceding sentence by "ay 'anna', which is analysed as a disjunct 
phrase, as it conveys the writer's comment on the three main coordinate clauses. The three 
clauses are syndetically connected by 'wa' and 'fa'. The sub-clausal conjunction 'fa' is analysed 
as such, because it is preceded by a phrase, i.e. the adjunct 'hatta-phrase'. However, if 'fa' is 
preceded by a clause, it is analysed as a clausal conjunction. The relative clause in the second 
main coordinate clause is not separately analysed, as relative clauses are excluded from the 

analysis.

Sentence 14

A£J«-»]| Ja-J-Jjul ^aj Ij\J^ay\ (jjSlui l_L£ j£] H-il-lA^M (j-o \(. j*. (jjSiu) Aiklal! JjJ
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(MCC1 ' duwal al-mintaqah sa-takun juz'an min al-'ahdaf MCC1 ] ) (C1CJ lakin C1CJ) (MCC12 kayfa sa- 

takun al-adrar, wa-man sa-yadxul al-macrakah hatta law lam yakun sarikan bi-1-lucbah al-
xatirah? MCC12)

Two main coordinate clauses are identified in sentence 14. They are syndetically linked by the 
clausal conjunction 'lakin'. Both the main clause and hatta-clause are embedded within the 
second main coordinate clause.

Sentence 15

JjJ JS ^ JaiiSl £\JJl (Jiluijj ^L-a* A£j»-all JUaJ <ji ^^\^L^\ ijuilj 4 U jJaLkxj £j\jjjl JJJ^AJ MJ3^ 6 ^-? UJJ^J Ul'

— "'•" «Ujj jll Lajjj Jj^ll 6J

I( la yabdu 'anna alladin yufakkiruna bi-hadihi al-harb yuqaddiruna an-nata'ij wa- 
maxatiraha MCC1 ! ) (C1CJ wa CICj) (MCCI 2 'aswa' al-ihtimalat 'an tatal al-macrakah masafT wa- 

wasa'il intaj an-naft ft kull duwal al-xallj MCC1 2) (CICJ fa CICj) huna (MCCI 3 lan ya'tl ad-darar faqat
\A(~*(~*\ "5

cala hadihi ad-duwal wa-'innama az-zawbacah sa-tacumm al-calam kulluh. )

Sentence 15 comprises three main coordinate clauses linked syndetically by 'wa' and 'fa'. As 
indicated earlier, the word 'huna' does not have any effect when it is not analysed; thus, it is 
excluded from analysis. The coordination in the 'lan ya'tl-cluase' is not analysed, because it is 
embedded within the third main coordinate clause, which is also coordinated to other two main 
clauses. However, such coordination is analysed when it occurs in a sentence with one main 
clause.

Sentence 16

L> lit
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Cfi Q/^i( wa J) ( nactaqid 'anna 'urubba, ka-halif li-'amrika wa-radic li-'isra'Il li-ayyi mugamarh 
wa-muhawir maqbul maca 'Iran, calayha 'an tudrik 'anna al-lucbah tatajawaz 'amn 'isra'il 'aw 

baqa' 'amrika fi 1-ciraq wa-1-xalTj, 'aw 'intaj qanabil nawawiyyah Traniyyah, 'ila damar iqtisad 

calami lan yakun mustacidan li-qabul mitl hadihi ad-darbah, 'ida ma tacaddat al-'ahdaf al- 

marhaliyyah 'ila darar kawm. MC1)

This sentence is analysed as one main clause, because what comes after 'anna' is embedded. 
The successive coordinate elements are all embedded within the 'anna'-clause'.

6.5 Thematic analysis of the English text: Missiles with a message

The text will be divided into sentences which will be numbered. To identify the boundaries of 
its main thematic structure, each sentence is divided into tone groups, based on how it is 
uttered in speech. A tone group is a 'distinctive sequence of pitches, or tones in an utterance' 
(Crystal, 2003: 466, cf also Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004: 14). Non-embedded coordinated 
clauses will be treated as successive theme-rheme structures. The main theme, main rheme, 
and theme + rheme will be internally analysed if their elements constitute non-embedded 

clause (s).

In what follows is the analysis of the sample text. This will be followed by a discussion 

of the anlaysis of each sentence.

Sentence 1

(T Some of what is going on in Iran 7) (R is bluster. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Some of what is going on in Iran
is bluster.
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Sentence 2

(T Missile experts scrutinising images of yesterday's multiple rocket launches T) (R disputed 

Iranian claims that they had fired a missile with an increased range. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Missile experts scrutinising images of yesterday's multiple rocket launches
disputed Iranian claims that they had fired a missile with an increased range.

Sentence 3

T Rvr RVr T( ( Iran ) ( might also have dramatised the number of missiles it fired ) ), ( by 

digitally enhancing the pictures it released. R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Iran might also have dramatised the number of missiles it fired
Iran
might also have dramatised the number of missiles it fired
by digitally enhancing the pictures it released.

Sentence 4

(T But much of it T) (R is not bluster. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

But much of it
is not bluster.

Sentence 5

*T* TT*\ T* T\ T* D \ T^( ( If Israel ) ( carried out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on the presumption that 

they are close to building a bomb RVr) T), (R (™ Iran TVRR) (RVRR would have the
R\T\RN T\R> /R\Ropportunity to substantially inflame events in three theatres of war ) ), ( from 

Afghanistan and Iraq to the eastern Mediterranean. RVR) R)

Main Theme

Theme within main Theme
Rheme within main Theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme

If Israel carried out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on the presumption 
that they are close to building a bomb
If Israel
carried out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on the presumption that they 
are close to building a bomb
Iran would have the opportunity to substantially inflame events in three 
theatres of war, from Afghanistan and Iraq to the eastern Mediterranean.
Iran would have the opportunity to substantially inflame events in three 
theatres of war
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Theme within theme within 
main rheme
Rheme within theme within 
main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Iran

would have the opportunity to substantially inflame events 
theatres of war
from Afghanistan and Iraq to the eastern Mediterranean.

in three

Sentence 6

T ~^ T
( The closure of the Strait of Hormuz ), a 21-mile-wide passage through which 40% of the world's oil

R Dcargo passes, ( might be the least of the world's problems. )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The closure of the Strait of Hormuz
might be the least of the world's problems.

Sentence 7

(T Israel's air force and Iran's rocket forces T) (R have both now flexed their muscles. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Israel's air force and Iran's rocket forces
have both now flexed their muscles.

Sentence 8

(T+RI (T\T+RI Each T\T+RI } (R\T+Ri believes its military exercises have a deterrent value KV ™) ™)
(T+ R2 (TVT+ R2 ^ ̂ ^ by mQnth? ±Q gpace for diplomacy TM+R2, ,RM+R2 

T+R2
) (

RYT+RK T+R 

R\T+R2

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Each believes its military exercises have a deterrent value
Each
believes its military exercises have a deterrent value
but, month by month, the space for diplomacy is shrinking.
but, month by month, the space for diplomacy
is shrinking.

Sentence 9

(T The decision of the oil giant Total to pull out of a huge planned investment in Iran's gas
reserves T) (ostensibly because of the political risks involved more probably because of the pressure applied by 

Nicolas Sarkozy's government) (R could be interpreted as buying more time for diplomacy. R)
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Main Theme

Main Rheme

The decision of the oil giant Total to pull out of a huge planned 
reserves

investment in Iran's gas

could be interpreted as buying more time for diplomacy.

Sentence 10

(T (^ If the economic screw TVr) (RVT is tightened on Iran Rvr) T), (R (TVR the Revolutionary
•

Guards TNR) (R^R might calculate the real costs of their folly. m) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

If the economic screw is tightened on Iran
If the economic screw
is tightened on Iran
the Revolutionary Guards might calculate the real costs of their folly.
the Revolutionary Guards
might calculate the real costs of their folly.

Sentence 11

(T But the inverse T) (R equally applies. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

But the inverse
equally applies.

Sentence 12

(T What generally follows military exercises and widespread fears of confrontation in the 
Middle East T) (R is conflict itself. R)

Main

Main

Theme

Rheme

What generally 
Middle East

follows military exercises and widespread fears of confrontation in the

is conflict itself.

Sentence 13

(T Iran T) (R is not an innocent bystander in this game of brinkmanship. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Iran
is not an innocent bystander in this game of brinkmanship.
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Sentence 14

T "TXT TVT\T( ( ( As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the US Senate's
T\TY1\ xRYTYTforeign relations committee imi ), (Kmi pointed out in a recent article RVRT) ™), (RVr C™1 the 

Islamic Republic 1wr) (RVRVr has real questions to answer about its supposedly civilian 
programme mvr) Rvr) T): (R (R1VR (RXR1VR why RVR1VR) (TVR1VR is it using high explosives to implode a 

hemispherical shell of heavy metal TXR1XR) RUR) (the technique used for a lightweight nuclear bomb);

)
/R2\R /R\R2\R R\R2\R rT\R2\R •/ / „ i , N ,r • •+ j i • j * , j j • * • T\R2\R( ( why ) ( is it developing detonators needed in an atomic weapon
R2\RV /R3\R /R\R3\R 0 i , , , R\R3\Rx /RR3\R v • J • • *v u J •* u ir*- -MO); ( ( and why ) ( it is redesigning the warheads on its ballistic missiles?
T\R3\Rxx x x

Main Theme

Theme within main theme

Theme within theme within main theme

Rheme within theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Theme within rheme within main theme
Rheme within rheme within main theme

Main Rheme

Rheme 1 within main rheme

Rheme within rheme 1 within main rheme
Theme within rheme 1 within main rheme

Rheme 2 within main rheme
Rheme within rheme2 within main rheme
Theme within rheme2 within main rheme
Rheme 3 within main rheme
Rheme within rhemeS within main rheme
Theme within rhemeS within main rheme

As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the 
US Senate's foreign relations committee, pointed out in a recent 
article, the Islamic Republic has real questions to answer about its 
supposedly civilian programme
As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the 
US Senate's foreign relations committee, pointed out in a recent 
article
As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the 
US Senate's foreign relations committee
pointed out in a recent article
the Islamic Republic has real questions to answer about its 
supposedly civilian programme
the Islamic Republic
has real questions to answer about its supposedly civilian 
programme
why is it using high explosives to implode a hemispherical shell of 
heavy metal; why is it developing detonators needed in an atomic 
weapon; and why it is redesigning the warheads on its ballistic 
missiles?
why is it using high explosives to implode a hemispherical shell of 
heavy metal
why
is it using high explosives to implode a hemispherical shell of 
heavy metal
why is it developing detonators needed in an atomic weapon

why
is it developing detonators needed in an atomic weapon
and why it is redesigning the warheads on its ballistic missiles?
and why
it is redesigning the warheads on its ballistic missiles?
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Sentence 15

(T One way of lowering the tension T) (R would be to give the International Atomic Energy 
Agency convincing answers. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

One way of lowering the tension
would be to give the International Atomic Energy Agency convincing answers.

Sentence 16

T T\T TAT* I?\T
( ( If the US ) ( believes, as the undersecretary of state William Burns said, that Iran is trying 

to foster the impression that its programme of nuclear enrichment is more advanced than it 

actually is Rvr) T), (R (m it ™) (RVR (™m should produce the evidence for this T+Ra™R) 

^T+Rb\R\R and contracjict the israeli view that Iran is about to cross a nuclear threshold. T+RbVR^R)
R\R) R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Thematic Structure a within 
rheme within main rheme
Thematic Structure b within 
rheme within main rheme

If the US believes that Iran is trying to foster the impression that its 
programme of nuclear enrichment is more advanced than it actually is
If the US
believes that Iran is trying to foster the impression that its programme of 
nuclear enrichment is more advanced than it actually is
it should produce the evidence for this and contradict the Israeli view that 
Iran is about to cross a nuclear threshold.
it
should produce the evidence for this and contradict the Israeli view that 
Iran is about to cross a nuclear threshold.
should produce the evidence for this

and contradict the Israeli view that Iran is about to cross a nuclear 
threshold

Sentence 17

( R Now R ) (T is the time for Washington to show that it has learned from the mistakes it made
Tin the countdown to the invasion of Iraq. )

Main Theme

Main Rheme

is the time for Washington to show that it has 
countdown to the invasion of Iraq.

learned from the mistakes it made in the

Now
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Sentence 18

(T The consequences of attacking Iran T) (R could be even more long-lasting. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The consequences of attacking Iran
could be even more long-lasting.

6.6 Discussion of thematic analysis of the English text

Having analysed the sample text, I will now discuss the thematic analysis of each sentence.

Sentence 1

(T Some of what is going on in Iran T) (R is bluster. R)

Sentence 1 has one tone group: It comprises one main theme and one main rheme. In this 

analysis, the word on which the primary stress falls is underlined. Thus, the primary stress in 

this sentence falls on the word 'bluster'. Like all other main rhemes, the main rheme here starts 

with the main verb. This sentence represents a typical simple thematic structure.

Sentence 2

T T R( Missile experts scrutinising images of yesterday's multiple rocket launches ) ( disputed
RIranian claims that they had fired a missile with an increased range. )

Two thematic elements, constituting one tone group, are analysed in sentence 2: one main theme 

and one main rheme. An internal element is analysed separately in this analysis when it is a non- 

embedded clause. This does not apply to the non-restrictive relative clause in this sentence, 

because all relative clauses are excluded from the analysis. It is, however, included within the 

domain of the main theme, as it does not constitute a separate tone group.
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Sentence 3

(T (™ Iran TXT) (Rvr might also have dramatised the number of missiles it fired RVr) T), (R by 
digitally enhancing the pictures it released. R)

Unlike the previous two sentences, sentence 3 has two tone groups. The first tone group is the 
main theme, and the second is the main rheme. As it constitutes a complete clause, the main 
theme is internally analysed as theme within main theme and rheme within main theme.

Sentence 4

(T But much of it T) (R is not bluster. R)

This one-tone-group sentence includes one main theme and one main rheme, with the primary 
stress falling on the word 'bluster'.

Sentence 5

T TAT T\T I?\T( ( If Israel ) ( carried out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on the presumption that 
they are close to building a bomb RVr) T), (R (m (TvnR Iran TmR) (RVIAR would have the 
opportunity to substantially inflame events in three theatres of war RVRR) m) ? (R^R from 
Afghanistan and Iraq to the eastern Mediterranean. RXR) R)

The two main thematic structures of sentence 5 are: the adjunct clause (if-clause) and the main 
clause. The adjunct clause is analysed as the main theme, and the main clause is treated as the 
main rheme. The main theme and main rheme are analysed internally, because they include 
non-embedded clauses. The main rheme consists of two tone groups. It is, thus, analysed as 
theme within main rheme and rheme within main rheme. The first element in the main rheme, 
theme within main rheme, is also analysed internally, because it is a non-embedded clause.

Sentence 6

(T The closure of the Strait of Hormuz 1), a 21 -mile-wide passage through which 40% of the world's oil 

cargo passes, ( R might be the least of the world's problems. R)
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Like relative clauses, parenthetical clauses are excluded from this analysis. If a parenthetical 

element constitutes a tone group^ like the one in this sentence, it is not analysed, and is kept 

outside the domain of the thematic structure. Therefore, sentence 6 has one tone group, and it 
comprises one main theme and one main rheme.

Sentence 7

(T Israel's air force and Iran's rocket forces T) (R have both now flexed their muscles. R)

Sentence 7 has one tone group, and comprises one main theme and one main rheme.

Sentence 8

(T+ R1 (TM+R1 

(T+R2 (TAT+R2

TYT+R1) (R\T+R1 T+R1

T+R2 N

The two main coordinate clauses in sentence 8 are analysed as theme + rheme 1 and theme + 

rheme 2. The internal elements in each thematic structure are analysed as main theme and 

main rheme. If a parenthetical phrase is short, like the one in the second coordinate clause, it is 

kept within its clause. Like parenthetical clauses, parenthetical phrases are not separately 

analysed.

Sentence 9 

(T The decision of the oil giant Total to pull out of a huge planned investment in Iran's gas
Treserves ) (ostensibly because of the political risks involved more probably because of the pressure applied by 

Nicolas Sarkozy's government) (R could be interpreted as buying more time for diplomacy. R)

Two main thematic elements are identified in sentence 9, main theme and main rheme. The 

parenthetical clause occurs outside the main theme, as it is excluded from this analysis.
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Sentence 10

(T (™ If the economic screw TXT) (Rvr is tightened on Iran Rvr) T), (R (™ the Revolutionary 
Guards m) (R^R might calculate the real costs of their folly. RVR) R)

Sentence 10 consists of two tone groups. The adjunct clause, the first tone group, is analysed as 
the main theme. The main clause, the second tone group, is treated as the main rheme. The 
internal elements of the adjunct clause are analysed as theme within theme and rheme within 
theme. Similarly, the elements of the main clause are analysed as theme within main rheme and 
rheme within main rheme.

Sentence 11

(T But the inverse T) (R equally applies. R)

In sentence 11 one main theme and one main rheme are analysed. The element 'equally' 

occurs within the rhematic structure, because it is closely linked to the main rheme 'applies' in 

terms of intonation.

Sentence 12

(T What generally follows military exercises and widespread fears of confrontation in the 

Middle East T) (R is conflict itself. R)

This sentence has one tone group, with one main theme and one main rheme. The internal 

elements of the main theme are not analysed, because any element which does not constitute a 

clause is not analysed internally.

Sentence 13

(T Iran T) (R is not an innocent bystander in this game of brinkmanship. R)

Like the previous sentence, sentence 13 has one tone group. This thematic structure includes one 
main theme and one main rheme.
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Sentence 14

T T\T T\T\T _
( ( ( As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the US Senate's 

foreign relations committee TmT), (Rvrvr pointed out in a recent article RmT) ™), (Rvr t™1 the 

Islamic Republic mvr) (RVRVr has real questions to answer about its supposedly civilian

programme RVRNT) R^T) T): (R (RnR (RVRnR why R^R) (™« is it using high explosives to implode a 

hemispherical shell of heavy metal TVR1VR) R1VR) (the technique used for a lightweight nuclear bomb);
(R2\R (R\R2\R why R\R2\R} (T\R2\R ig ^ developmg detonators needed in ^ atomic weapon

); ( ( and why R\R3\R>j (T\R3\R it is redesigning the warheads on its ballistic missiles?
N R3\Rx Rx

The thematic structure of sentence 14 is complex. The main theme includes the disjunct clause 

and main clause. The main rheme comprises three appositive clauses. Two main thematic 

elements are analysed in the main theme. They are: theme within main theme (disjunct clause) 

and rheme within main theme (main clause). The two elements (the disjunct clause and main 

clause) are also internally analysed. The appositive coordinate clauses are analysed as three 

disconnected coordinated rhemes. Each of these rhemes is also analysed internally, as they 

include non-embedded elements. Although the primary stress does not fall on the question word 

'why', it is analysed as a rheme, because it suggests new/unknown information.

Sentence 15

T T T?( One way of lowering the tension ) ( would be to give the International Atomic Energy
n

Agency convincing answers. )

Sentence 15 has one tone group. It is analysed as one main theme and one main rheme.

Sentence 16

(T ( Tvr If the US TVF) (RVr believes, as the undersecretary of state William Burns said, that Iran is trying 

to foster the impression that its programme of nuclear enrichment is more advanced than it 

actually is RVF) T), (R (™ it ™) (RVR t™™ should produce the evidence for this T+Ra^R)
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^r+Rb\R\R and contradict the israeii view mat Iran is about to cross a nuclear threshold. T+RlAm)
R\Rx Rx

In sentence 16, two tone groups are identified: adjunct clause and main clause. These two 
thematic elements are analysed as main theme and main rheme respectively. The main theme, 
the adjunct clause, is internally analysed as theme within main theme and rheme within main 

theme. The parenthetical clause is not separately analysed, like all other parenthetical clauses. 
The main rheme is analysed as theme within main rheme and rheme within main rheme. The 
coordinate verb phrases in rheme within main rheme are also analysed as theme + rheme a and 
theme + rheme b.

Sentence 17

(R Now R) (T is the time for Washington to show that it has learned from the mistakes it made
nrin the countdown to the invasion of Iraq. )

Sentence 17 constitutes one tone group. As the primary stress falls on the word 'now', it is 
analysed as the main rheme, and the rest of the sentence is treated as the main theme. When the 
main rheme precedes the main theme, like the one above, the normal order (theme followed by 

rheme) is kept in the chart for sake of consistency.

Sentence 18

rp __ *T T? T?( The consequences of attacking Iran )( could be even more long-lasting. )

The final sentence constitutes one tone group. It is analysed as a main theme and a main 

rheme.

6.7 Thematic analysis of the Arabic text: wa-li-s-slgarl hurubuhum al-baridah

Although theme and rheme need to be applied differently in English and Arabic, the 
principles used to analyse the thematic structure in English above will be used for the thematic 
analysis of the Arabic text. As sentences are typically more complex in Arabic than in English, 
there are frequent non-embedded elements which need to be analysed.
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Sentence 1

l£jjJ JS ^ j AJU ,jUsl cLjai

Ajaa3ljlu,VI Jft

£llSJ U^ jl&ll ^ iSa ^ ̂

j] ^ t _yuojlj Ok jc. '-r'— L_>LJ

(
TAT\T+R1 T\T\T+R1 RM\T+R1 (T\RVT\T+R1

1 } (
T\R\T\T+R1 } (R\R\T\T+R1

T\T+RI } (RNT+RI as-tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar

sufaytl ) ( + istataca [. . . ] fi as-sitmat 'irsal qamar li-1-fada li-tuclan halat at-tawari' fi

kulli 'amrlka wa-hilf al-'atlasT li-dirasat 'asbab taxalluflhuma can hilf warsu RVRVr+R1 ) Rvr+R1 ) T+R1 )
T\T+R2 hatta 'inna al-mawduc 1AT+R2) 0 T\T\R\T+R2x /R\T\R\T+R2 lam 

0yaqtasir cala al-istratTjiyyah al-caskariwah
T\R\R\T+R9 R\R\R\T+R 7) ( li-tagylr al-manhaj at-tarbawT birummatihi bi-ictibarihi masdar al-culama'

wa-t-taqat al-facilah fi 'ayyi injaz mudad. T+R2
)

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic 
structure 1
Theme within main theme within 
thematic structure 1
Rheme within main theme within 
thematic structure 1
Theme within rheme within main 
theme within thematic structure 1
Rheme within rheme within main 
theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic 
structure 1

Theme within main rheme within 
thematic structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within 
thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic 
structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic
structure 2

al-harb al-baridah 0 kanat tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar cindama al-ittlhad 
as-sufaytl istataca [...J fi as-sitmat 'irsal qamar li-1-fada li-tuclan halat at- 
tawari' ft kulli 'amrlka wa-hilf al-'atlasT li-dirasat 'asbab taxalluflhuma dan 
hilf warsu
al-harb al-baridah 0 kanat tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar

al-harb al-baridah

0 kanat tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar

0

kanat tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar

cindama al-ittlhad as-sufaytT istataca [...] ff as-sitmat 'irsal qamar 
li-1-fada li-tuclan halat at-tawari' ff kulli 'amrlka wa-hilf al-'atlasT 
li-dirasat 'asbab taxalluflhuma can hilf warsu
cindama al-ittThad as-sufaytT

istataca [...] ft as-sitmat 'irsal qamar li-1-fada li-tuclan halat at-tawari' ff kulli 
'amrlka wa-hilf al-'atlasT li-dirasat'asbab taxalluflhuma can hilf warsu
hatta 'inna al-mawduc 0 lam yaqtasir cala al-istratTjiyyah al- al-caskariyyah,
wa-'innama 0 li-tagylr al-manhaj at-tarbawi birummatihi bi-ictlbarihi masdai 
al-culama'wa-t-taqat al-facilah ft 'ayyi injaz mudad.

hatta 'inna al-mawdud

0 lam yaqtasir cala al-istratTjiyyah al-caskariyyah, wa-'innama 0 li- tagyir
al-manhaj at-tarbawT birummatihi bi-ictibarihi' masdar al-culama wa-t-taqat 
al-facilah ff 'ayyi injaz mudad.
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Theme within main rheme within 
thematic structure 2
Theme within theme within main 
rheme within thematic structure 2
Rheme within theme within main 
rheme within thematic structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within 
thematic structure 2
Theme within rheme within main 
rheme within thematic structure 2
Rheme within rheme within main 
rheme within thematic structure 2

0 lam yaqtasir c"ala al-istratijiyyah al-caskariyyah

0

lam yaqtasir cala al-istratljiyyah al-caskariyyah

'wa-'innama 0 li-tagyTr al-manhaj at-tarbawT birummatihi bi-ictlbarihi 
masdar al-culama' wa-t-taqat al-facilah fi 'ayyi injaz mudad.
wa-'innama 0

li-tagyTr al-manhaj at-tarbawT birummatihi bi-ictlbarihi masdar al- culama' 
wa-t-taqat al-facilah ft 'ayyi injaz mudad.

Sentence 2

tA nm'U ^tJjljA-a (jJjLoJ l&Jj ilj jjl jjl (jjj «iuiil3 (JjU tUjlkla

aj S^iUa ^jc. ' «

(T+R1 (Tvr+R1 ft mantiqatina, wa-cala hawaffiha
/R\R\T+R1 yajn [...] bayna 'Tran wa-'isra'Tl
T\T\T+R2) (RVT\T+R2 /nR\TM+R2 ^^

TMttT+Rl
(

) KT+RI ) T+R1 ) (T+R2
li-t-tasalluh

fa al-'ula(™T+R2

itlaq sawarTx balistivvah RmT+R2) 1AT+R2) (RVT+R2
tamarm 'amrTka al-bahriyyah bi-

/R\R\T+R2'isra'Tl

tarudd bi-1-kasf can ta'irat tajassus xussisat li-'Tran wa-bidun tavvar. mvr+R2) RVT+R2) T+R2)

li-

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main theme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 2
Theme within rheme within main theme 
within thematic structure 2
Rheme within rheme within main theme 
within thematic structure 2

ft mantiqatina, wa-cala hawaffiha sibaq li-t-tasalluh yajn [...] 
bayna 'Iran wa-'isra'Tl
ft mantiqatina, wa-c"ala hawaffiha
sibaq li-t-tasalluh yajn [...] bayna 'Iran wa-'isra'Tl
sibaq li-t-tasalluh

yajn [...] bayna 'Iran wa-'isra'Tl

fa al-'ula radduha' a cala tamarih 'amrTka al-bahriyyah bi-itlaq 
sawarTx balistiyyah 'isra'Tl li-tarudd bi-1-kasf can ta'irat 
tajassus xussisat li-'Tran wa-bidun tayyar.
fa al-'ula radduha j a' a cala tamarm 'amrTka al-bahriyyah bi- 
itlaq sawarTx balistiyyah
fa al-'ula

radduha j a' a cala tamarm 'amrTka al-bahriyyah bi-itlaq sawaro 
balistiyyah
radduha

ja'a cala tamarm 'amrTka al-bahriyyah bi-itlaq sawarTx 
balistiyyah
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Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2

'isra'Tl li-tarudd bi-1-kasf can ta'irat tajassus xussisat 
wa-bidun tayyar.

li-'iran

'isra'Tl

li-tarudd bi-1-kasf can ta'irat tajassus xussisat li-'Tran 
tayyar.

wa-bidun

Sentence 3

JaC-Liill J J

(T wa bi-wujud hadihi al-munawarat as-saxinahT) (R (T+RnR ('RT+R1VR yabdu TNT+R1VR
) 'anna

al-jamlc yuhawiluna licb dawr ad-dagit cala al-'axar mT+RUR) T+R1XR) (T+R2^R (m+R2XR Wa kullun

yu'addT dawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi al-T\T+R2\R>. /R\T+R2\R /RR\T+R2\R T\R\T+R2\RX /R\R\T+R2\R

xassah. R
)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Thematic Structure 1 within main rheme

Theme within thematic structure 1 within 
main rheme
Rheme within thematic structure 1 within 
main rheme
Thematic Structure 2 within main rheme

Theme within thematic structure 2 within 
main rheme
Rheme within thematic structure 2 within 
main rheme
Theme within rheme within thematic 
structure 2 within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within thematic 
structure 2 within main rheme

wa bi-wujud hadihi al-munawarat as-saxinah
yabdu 'anna al-jamTc yuhawiluna licb dawr ad-dagit cala al- 
'axar wa kullun 0 yu'addT dawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi al- 
xassah.
yabdu 'anna al-jamTc yuhawiluna licb dawr ad-dagit cala al- 
'axar
yabdu

'anna al-jamTc yuhawiluna licb dawr ad-dagit cala al-'axar

wa kullun 0 yu'addT dawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi al- 
xassah.
wa kullun 0

0 yu'addT dawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi al-xassah.

0

yu'addT dawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi al-xassah.
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Sentence 4

U-& U*1 u'1 V 1 jlja.

T TAT( ( wa maca 'anna al-quwwah al-'amrlkiyyah al'isra'Tliyyah, bi-1-mucadalat al-mutacaraf

calayha ), ( x 'akbar wa-'aktar tiqaniyyah min hiyazat 'Tran RVr)T) (R (m 'ilia 'anna dalika ™) 

( ( 0 ) ( R la yaxdac liman yakun al-'aktar 'Tda'an li-l-'axar hatta bi-mahdudiyyat 
quwwatihi. RVR) R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme

Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within main 
rheme
Rheme within rheme within main 
rheme

wa maca 'anna al-quwwah al-'amrikiyyah al'isra'Tliyyah, bi-1-mucadalat al- 
mutacaraf calayha' akbar wa-'aktar tiqaniyyah min hiyazat 'Iran
wa maca 'anna al-quwwah al-'amnkiyyah al'isra'Tliyyah, bi-1-mucadalat al- 
mutacaraf calayha
'akbar wa-'aktar tiqaniyyah min hiyazat 'Iran
'ilia 'anna dalika 0 la yaxdac liman yakun al-'aktar 'Tda'an li-l-'axar hatta bi' 
mahdudiyyat quwwatihi.
'ilia 'anna dalika
0 la yaxdad liman yakun al-'aktar 'Tda'an li-l-'axar hatta bi-mahdudiyyat 
quwwatihi.
0

la yaxdac liman yakun al-'aktar 'Tda'an li-l-'axar hatta bi-mahdudiyyat 
quwwatihi.

Sentence 5
.>— lj- '"^ r-Li a ; Liil

(T wa 0 T) (R (TVR qad ra'ayna tajarub hadatat fT fitnam wa-'afganistan wa-hatta lubnan m) ( 

kayfa tarajacat quwwat ad-dawlah al-'aczam wa-l-'akbar 'amama 'israr kifah as-sucub. R^R) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within
Rheme within

main rheme
main rheme

wa 0
qad ra'ayna tajarub hadatat ft fftnam wa-'afganistan wa-hatta lubnan kayfa 
tarajacat quwwat ad-dawlah al-'aczam wa-l-'akbar 'amama 'israr kifah as-sucub.
qad ra'ayna tajarub hadatat ft fttnam wa-'afganistan wa-hatta lubnan
kayfa tarajadat quwwat ad-dawlah al-'aczam wa-l-'akbar 'amama 'israr kifah a§- 
Sucub.
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Sentence 6

. Ail'l^fl J>»Vl (J«->J jl Jj) JS J^aJll JjJl JJUJJ <J) JJiJJ La |^A J t<j ijMl jjj Aaluol -I v^'.ol jLa. ^i j£l

T T( lakin ft hal istixdam 'aslihah fawq at-taqlldivvah ), wa-hiya ma tusir 'ilayhi 'isra'Tl bi-tadmir kull 

'Mn (R (TNR 0 ™) (m yajcal al-'umur muxtalifah. RVR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

lakin ft hal istixdam 'aslihah fawq at-taqhdiyyah
0 yajcal al-'umur muxtalifah.
0
yajcal al-'umur muxtalifah.

Sentence 7

(T wahuna T) (R (TNR labudda TVR) (m min qiyas nabd at-tahdid bi-1-harb 'ila al-wasa'il allatl sa- 

tastaxdimuha 'ayyun min hadihi al-atraf, wa-mada al-'adrar allatl sa-talhaqu bi-d-duwal al-

muhltah bi-l-mutaharibln. RVR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within main 
rheme

wa huna
labudda min qiyas nabd at-tahdTd bi-1-harb 'ila al-wasa'il allatl sa-tastaxdimuha 'ayyun min 
hadihi al-atraf, wa-mada al-'adrar allatl sa-talhaqu bi-d-duwal al-muhitah bi-1-mutaharibm.
labudda

min qiyas nabd at-tahdTd bi-1-harb 'ila al-wasa'il allatTsa-tastaxdimuha 'ayyun min hadihi al- 
atraf, wa-mada al-'adrar allatT sa-talhaqu bi-d-duwal al-muhitah bi-1-mutaharibTn.

Sentence 8

al& .-*lj-«.i ^ji <iall«Jlj AoJjJlJill d I j Ll la.LaJ ^jjSlui Aj^jlSj jjc. i_ulUjb tCJJ^a. jl t<^jL><all (jl >»'- ' V J

(T (T^T wa 0 TVT) (RVT la nactaqid 'anna al-mujabahah, law hadatat, bi-'asaltb gayr taqlldiyyah sa- 
takun najahan caskariyyan RVT) T) (R (TVR 'ida 0 m) (RXR 'adrakna 'anna 'ahad al-muharramat al- 
qanuniyyah wa-1-calamiyyah 'an tataharrak hadihi al-'aslihah min dagitah wa-radicah 'ila at-

tadmir al-mubasir. R
)
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Main Theme

Theme wthin main theme
Rheme wthin main theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa 0 la nactaqid 'anna al-mujabahah, law hadatat, bi-'asalib gayr taqlldiyyah 
sa-takun najahan caskariyyan
wa 0
la nadtaqid 'anna al-mujabahah, law hadatat, bi-'asalib gayr taqlTdiyyah sa- 
takun najahan caskariyyan
'ida 0'adrakna 'anna 'ahad al-muharramat al-qanuniyyah wa-1-calamiyyah 'an 
tataharrak hadihi al-'aslihah min dagitah wa-radicah 'ila at-tadmTr al-mubasir.
'ida0
'adrakna 'anna 'ahad al-muharramat al-qanuniyyah wa-1-calamiyyah 'an 
tataharrak hadihi al-'aslihah min dagitah wa-radicah 'ila at-tadmTr al-mubas'ir.

Sentence 9
.jl n"TnVLi AjJJJ j ^ LjJjlS (JJJ 4j&ljll isJjLJI <SjJt-all jjA)

(T 0 T) (R dacuna naftarid 'anna man yudTr al-macrakah al-baridah ar-rahinah bayna qadatiha 

man yamlik mugamarah mutahwwirah wa-ru'yah mutlaqah bi-1-intisar. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

0
dacuna naftarid 'anna man yudTr al-macrakah al-baridah ar-rahinah bayna qadatiha man 
yamlik mugamarah mutahwwirah wa-ru'yah mutlaqah bi-1-intisar.

Sentence 10

ji /UJC. iLo ^L J <• ';< U> jki.1 J*J j i <a.jUll Jj ^lAjl ULia.1 Ai.jj 1 (j i-i l-i •=> j 

"il il .11^. ,_

wa fl l-

•awham tajurru li-l-'axta' al-fadihah R™') T+R1 ) (T+R2 wa lacalla 'axtaraha m+R2)
/R\T+R2 /R\R\T+R2 kayfa mvr+R2) (TVRU+R2 (^RVT+R2 iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 'aw mutawasit ad-

daxl TmR\T+R2) ? ^R\T\R\T+R2

suhuran tumma simnan.

yasmud [...] cala 'aklaf harb tawilah 'ida ma sarat hisabat as-sacat
R\T\R\T+R2x T\R\T+R2x R\T+R2Ni\ l-rivi\
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Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 
1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure
1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main rheme within thematic structure
2

Theme within theme within main rheme within 
thematic structure 2
Rheme within theme within main rheme within 
thematic structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 
2

wa hatta ff 1-hurub wa-xitatiha tujad 'ahyanan'awham tajurru 
li-l-'axta' al-fadihah
wa hatta ff 1-hurub wa-xitatiha
tujad 'ahyanan'awham tajurru li-I-'axta' al-fadihah
tujad 'ahyanan

'awham tajurru li-l-'axta' al-fadihah

wa lacalla 'axtaraha kayfa iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 'aw 
mutawasit ad-daxl yasmud [...] cala 'aklaf harb tawTlah 'ida 
ma sarat hisabat as-sacat Suhuran tumma sinlnan.
wa lacalla 'axtaraha
kayfa iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 'aw mutawasit ad-daxl 
yasmud [...] cala 'aklaf harb tawTlah 'ida ma sarat hisabat as- 
sa6at suhuran tumma sinTnan.
iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 'aw mutawasit ad-daxl yasmud 
[...] cala 'aklaf harb tawTlah 'ida ma sarat hisabat as-sacat 
suhuran tumma sinTnan.
iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 'aw mutawasit ad-daxl

yasmud [...] cala 'aklaf harb tawTlah 'ida ma sarat hisabat as- 
sacat suhuran tumma sinTnan.
kayfa

Sentence 11

(T wa 'isra'Tl, tahdldan1), (R (TVR 0 ̂  (m ictamadat ft intisariha bi-hurubiha maca al-carab cala 

ad-darabat as-sancah, wa-naql al-harb 'ila 'ard al-xasm. m) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within
Rheme within

main rheme
main rheme

wa 'isra'Tl, tahdTdan
0 ictamadat ff intisariha bi-hurubiha maca al-carab cala ad-darabat as-sancah, 
wa-naql al-harb 'ila 'ard al-xasm.
0
ictamadat ff intisariha bi-hurubiha maca al-carab cala ad-darabat as-saricah, 
wa-naql al-harb 'ila w ard al-xasm.

Sentence 12

\'\<
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T+RI 

R\R\T+R1

bi-tabacud al-masafah maca 'Iran
RNRYT+R1) R\T+R1 }

,(
RYT+Rl rubbama

(
mufacil tammuz bi-1-ciraq (T+R2 (>nT+R2 lakin kilta ad-darbatayn

.^ jarrabathll tUIlis

T\T+R2x /R\T+R2 /T\R\T+R2 Q T\R\T+R2N

(
R\RYT+R2 RNRYT+R2) R\T+R2) T+R2)

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2

wa hiya bi-tabacud al-masafah maca 'Iran rubbama 0 taftarid hada 
al-'uslub
wa hiya bi-tabacud al-masafah mac" a 'Iran
rubbama 0 taftarid hada al-'uslub
rubbama 0

taftarid hada al-'uslub

lakin kilta ad-darbatayn 0 lam takuna ft zaman mutagayyir.
lakin kilta ad-darbatayn
0 lam takuna ft zaman mutagayyir.
0

lam takuna ft zaman mutagayyir.

Sentence 13

• '^-""••'' JJ

JJC. dlLi.LLo ^ fl 7- 1 j"' JS '(J

(T+RI (m+R1 'ay 'anna 'Iran m+R1 ) ladayha sawarix tastatic al-wusul 'ila HsrOl R^T+R1 ) T+R1 )

(T+R2 (m+R2 wa hunaka m+R2) (m+R2 jiwar hizb allah alladl sa-yakun xatt an-nar al-axar R^T+R2)
^R\x+R3 ^-T\R\T+R3 â 'jnna ai-mucadalat 

R\R\T+R3 qa(j tuwajihuha mufaja'at gayr 
mutawaaoacah. RUOT+R3) RXT+R3) T+R3)
allatl tuktab wa-tursam cala al-waraq TVRVT+R3) 5 (

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

'ay 'anna 'iran ladayha sawanx tastatic al-wusul 'ila 
'isra'il
'ay 'anna 'Iran
ladayha sawarix tastatlc" al-wusul 'ila 'isra'Tl
wa hunaka jiwar hizb allah alladl sa-yakun xatt an-nar 
al-axar
wa hunaka
jiwar hizb allah alladl sa-yakun xatt an-nar al-axar
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Thematic Structure 3

Main Theme within thematic structure 3
Main Rheme within thematic structure 3

Theme within main rheme within thematic structure
3
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 
3

wa hatta bi-hiyad duwal 'uxra, fa 'inna al-mucadalat 
allatltuktab wa-tursam cala al-waraq, qad tuwajihuha 
mufaja'at gayr mutawaqacah.
wa hatta bi-hiyad duwal 'uxra
fa 'inna al-mucadalat allatTtuktab wa-tursam cala al- 
waraq, qad tuwajihuha mufaja'at gayr mutawaqacah.
fa 'inna al-mucadalat allatltuktab wa-tursam cala al- 
waraq
qad tuwajihuha mufaja'at gayr mutawaqqacah.

Sentence 14

T+R,

R\T+RK T+RK xT+R2 /T+Ra\T+R2 /R\T+Ra\T+R2 i-x / lakin kayfa

.

R\T+Ra\T+R2N /T\T+Ra\H-R2

al-adrar
macrakah hatta law lam yakun Sarlkan bi-1-lucbah al-xatirah?

sa-takun
sa.yadxul

T+Rb\r+R2) T+R2-,

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Thematic Structure a within thematic structure
2
Theme within thematic structure a within 
thematic structure 2
Rheme within thematic structure a within 
thematic structure 2
Thematic Structure b within thematic structure
2
Theme within thematic structure b within 
thematic structure 2
Rheme within thematic structure b within 
thematic structure 2

duwal al-mantiqah 0 sa-takun juz' an min al-'ahdaf
duwal al-mantiqah
0 sa-takun juz'an min al-'ahdaf
0

sa-takun juz'an min al-'ahdaf

lakin kayfa sa-takun al-adrar, wa-man sa-yadxul al-macrakah hatta 
law lam yakun Sarlkan bi-1-lucbah al-xatirah?
lakin kayfa sa-takun al-adrar

sa-takun al-adrar

lakin kayfa

wa-man sa-yadxul al-macrakah hatta law lam yakun sankan bi-1- 
lucbah al-xatirah?
sa-yadxul al-macrakah hatta law lam yakun sarlkan bi-1-lucbah al- 
xatirah?
wa-man
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Sentence 15

(JUaJ ji C

4*jj jjl LaJlj Jj^ll e JA

la yabdu 
nata'ij wa-maxatiraha

- T\T+R 'anna alladm yufakkiruna bi-hadihi al-harb yuqaddiruna an- 
T+R1 ) (T+R2 (m+R2 wa 'aswa' al-ihtimalat™+R2) (Rff+R2 'an tatal al-

macrakah masafi wa-wasa'il intaj an-naft ft kull duwal al-xalTi RVT+R2) T+R2) (T+R3 (1AT+R3 fa huna

duwal
tacumm al-calam kulluh.

lan ya'tl [...] faqat cala hadihi ad- 
az-zawbacah ^^T+R3 R^T+R3 Sa-

T+R3

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Thematic Structure 3

Main Theme within thematic structure 3
Main Rheme within thematic structure 3

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 3
Theme within Theme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 3
Rheme within Theme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 3
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 3
Theme within rheme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 3
Rheme within rheme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 3

la yabdu 'anna alladm yufakkirQna bi-hadihi al-harb yuqaddiruna an- 
nata'ij wa-maxatiraha
la yabdu
'anna alladm yufakkirQna bi-hadihi al-harb yuqaddiruna an-nata'ij 
wa-maxatiraha
wa 'aswa' al-ihtimalat 'an tatal al-macrakah masaff wa-wasa'il intaj 
an-naft ft kull duwal al-xalTj
wa 'aswa' al-ihtimalat
'an tatal al-macrakah masafi wa-wasa'il intaj an-naft ft kull duwal al- 
xalTj
fa huna ad-darar lan ya'tl [. . .] faqat cala hadihi ad-duwal wa-'innama 
az-zawbacah sa-tacumm al-calam kulluh.
fa huna
ad-darar lan ya'tl [...] faqat cala hadihi ad-duwal wa-'innama az- 
zawbacah sa-tacumm al-calam kulluh.
ad-darar lan ya'tT [. . .] faqat cala hadihi ad-duwal

ad-darar

lan ya'tT [...] faqat cala hadihi ad-duwal

wa-'innama az-zawbacah sa-tacumm al-calam kulluh.

wa-'innama az-zawbacah

sa-tacumm al-calam kulluh.
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Sentence 16

ji Jjjl j-ij jJ jjL>2 Aj*Ul ji ^IjH j

OJA JLa

i jljjl £-a JjJi- ij-ULa

i Vmm jj£j jl ,^-allc. .iL-aSI jlaJ Jl lAjJljJJ AJJJJ J] j

= Jj

(T (m wa 0 m) (RXT nactaqid RVr) T) (R 'anna 'urubba, ka-hallf li-'amnka wa-radic li-'isra'Tl li- 

ayyi mugamarh wa-muhawir maqbul maca 'Iran, calayha 'an tudrik 'anna al-lucbah tatajawaz 

'amn 'isra'Tl 'aw baqa' 'amrlka ft 1-ciraq wa-l-xallj, 'aw 'intaj qanabil nawawiyyah 'Iraniyyah, 

'ila damar iqtisad calami lan yakun mustacidan li-qabul mitl hadihi ad-darbah, 'ida ma tacaddat 

al-' ahdaf al-marhaliyyah ' ila darar kawnl. R)

Main Theme
Theme within main 
theme
Rheme within main 
theme
Main Rheme

wa 0 nactaqid
wa0

nactaqid

'anna 'urubba, ka-halTf li-'amrlka wa-radic li-'isra'Tl li-ayyi mugamarh wa-muhawir 
maqbul maca 'Iran, calayha 'an tudrik 'anna al-ludbah tatajawaz 'amn 'isra'Tl 'aw baqa' 
'amrTka ff 1-ciraq wa-1-xalTj, 'aw 'intaj qanabil nawawiyyah 'Traniyyah, 'ila damar iqtisad 
calamTlan yakun mustacidan li-qabul mitl hadihi ad-darbah, 'ida ma tacaddat al-'ahdaf al- 
marhaliyyah 'ila darar kawnT.

6.8 Discussion of thematic analysis of the Arabic text

Below is the discussion of the thematic analysis of each sentence.

Sentence 1

ISj^oi JS J Uj\ _jJall <lLa. (jV«JJ 

Ttjlall JAjiSl LaJlj tA-lj<."«t|

jLujj •' 

Jfr J*-aJAl j

^Ualull LaOJa jbSil JJJ Jai3 ^ llljl£ S 

(-ila. jc. 1 <ig ik"l L-lUoil <jjj.ll

T+ R,

tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar RXRmT+R1 ) RmT+R1 ) ™+R1 ) (R™' (™T+R1 iindama al-ittlhad as-

sufaytl 1AR^T+R1 RVRVr+R1
) ( istataca [...] fi as-sitlnat 'irsal qamar li-1-fada li-tuclan halat at-tawari'
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ft kulli 'amrika wa-hilf al-'atlasl li-dirasat 'asbab taxallufihuma can hilf warsu RVRVr+R1 ) RVr+R1 ) 
T+R1 ) (T+R2 (™"+R2 hatta 'inna al-mawduc 'RT+R2) (Rvr+R2 (mvr+R2 (T™\T+R2 0 T\T\R\T+R2 } (R\T\R\T+R2 

lam yaqtasir cala al-istratljiyyah al-caskariwah RmRvr+R2) T\R\T+R2)} (R\Rvr+R2 (T\R\R\T+R2 wa_ 

'innama 0 ™Rvr+R2) (R\R\R\T+R2 ^^^ al-manhaj at-tarbawl birummatihi bi-ictibarihi masdar 
al-culama' wa-t-taqat al-facilah ft 'ayyi injaz mudad. R^R\T+R2) R^T+R2) R\T+R2) T+R2)

Sentence 1 contains two main tone groups. The first tone group comprises the first main 

coordinate clause and the adjunct clause (the cindama-clause). These clauses represent the first 

thematic structure (theme + rhemel). They are internally analysed as a main theme (the first 

coordinate clause) and a main rheme (the adjunct clause). The main theme and main rheme in 

this thematic strucrure are also internally analysed. The words which are underlined indicate 

that the primary stresss falls on these elements. The reason zero theme (0) is recognized twice 

is to avoid analysing the 'kanat-clause and the 'li-tagylr-clause' as themes. The 'kanat-clause 
and the 'li-tagylr-clause' include information which expresses new/unknown information; 

thus, they need to be in the rhematic domain. The word order of the verbal 'cindama-clause' is 
reversed in the presentation of the analysis (subject followed by verb) to maintain theme- 

rheme presentational order for consistency. The use of the brackets [...] indicates that the 
element 'al-ittihad as-sufaytl' is 'moved' to the thematic position. Wa-' innama' is placed with 

a zero theme (0), because these two elements represent the theme of the clause. In the second 
tone group, the second main coordinate clause is analysed as the second thematic structure 

(theme + rheme 2). It consists of main theme and main rheme, each of which is also internally 

analysed.

Sentence 2

ilj (jljjl ^j-U ^Lul! jL

^jUa ^JC.

(T+R, (1W+R i 6 mantiqatinai wa.aala hawaffiha m+RI ), (mT+R1 (™™' sibaq li-t-tasalluh
yajrl [...] bayna 'Iran wa-'isra'II RTOT+R1 ) RW+R1 ) TtR1 ) (T+R2 (m+R2 (™™ fa al-'ula

radduha ™mT+R2) (RVRmT+R2 ja'a cala tamann 'amnka al-bahriyyah bi-
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itlaq sawarlx balistivvah R^™2) R™+R2) ™+R2) (R™2 (™™ -isra'Il ™T+R2) (R^RVF+R2 li- 

tarudd bi-1-kasf can ta'irat tajassus xussisat li-'Iran wa-bidun tayyar. mvr+R2) RXT+R2) T+R2)

As in English, two main thematic structures in sentence 2 are analysed as theme + rheme 1 and 

theme + rheme 2. Each of these structures has its own tone group. The first thematic structure 

(theme + rheme 1) includes an adjunct phrase, which is analysed as the main theme, and the 

first main coordinate clause, which is recognized as the main rheme. The first main coordinate 

clause is also internally analysed. As in sentence 1 , the word order presentation of the verbal 

clause (the 'yajrl-clause') is changed to maintain theme-rheme presentational order. The 

second thematic structure contains the second main coordinate clause and adjunct clause. The 

two elements are analysed as main theme and main rheme respectively. Their internal 

elements are also analysed, as they constitute non-embedded clauses. The presentational order 

of the verbal clause is altered to obtain theme-rheme presentational order.

Sentence 3

°JJJ (J^ji i-J^ J * J^-Vl ^jifr JaC-Ljall JjJ C-Jxi (jjljLaJ ^J«->ll (jl j^JJ 4 '^1 mil C

(T wa bi-wujud hadihi al-munawarat as-saxinah T) (R (T+RUR (™+R1XR yabdu T™R) (R™UR 'anna 
al-jamlc yuhawiluna licb dawr ad-dagit cala al-'axar R\T+R1VR) T+R1VR) (T+R2VR (T\T+R2\R wa kullun

T\T+R2\R} (R\T+R2\R (T\R\T+R2\R & -nR\T+R2\R) (R\R\T+R2\R 

R\R\T+R2\Rx R\T+R2\R-)

Sentence 3 comprises one main theme and one main rheme. The main theme, the first tone 

group, is represented by an adjunct phrase. As in English, the main theme here is not internally 

analysed as it is a phrase. The main rheme comprises two main coordinate clauses, each of 

which has its own tone group. The first and second coordinate clauses are analysed as theme + 

rheme 1 and theme + rheme 2 respectively. Each thematic structure is also analysed as theme 

and rheme. The 'anna-clause' in the first main cooodinate clause is not internally analysed, as 

what comes after 'anna' is embedded. Although the zero theme (0) occurs within the main 

rheme, it is analysed as a theme within a larger rheme.
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Sentence 4

T TYT( ( wa maca 'anna al-qQwwah al-'amrlkiyyah al'isra'Tliyyah, bi-1-mucadalat al-mutacaraf 

calayha m), (RVT 'akbar wa-'aktar tiqaniyyah min hiyazat 'Iran RVr)T) (R (TVR 'ilia 'anna dalika TVR)

(R\R (T\R\R 0 ) ( j- yax^a6 Uman yakan al_ taktar .^^ jj^.^xar hatta bi-mahdudiyyat

Sentence 4 has two tone groups. The first tone group is the main theme (the wa maca 'anna- 

clause), and the second is the main rheme (the 'ilia 'anna-clause'). The main theme is further 

analysed as theme within main theme and rheme within main theme. Similarly, the main rheme 

is further analysed as theme within main rheme and rheme within main rheme. Rheme within 

main rheme is also analysed internally. The zero theme (0) in rheme within main rheme is 

recognised so that the rhematic 'la yaxdac-clause' will not be analysed as theme.

Sentence 5

'k*'"- }M ^Jj^ll SjS '"'--^Ij"' ' «J^ (jliji ^"'^ J ^jHudiliSlj f\-Hj* (_yi i"n1*> ^-JjLaJ \jf(_j uuu ^- j y — a

(T wa 0 T) (R (m qad ra'ayna tajarub hadatat fT fitnam wa-'afganistan wa-hatta lubnan 

kayfa tarajacat quwwat ad-dawlah al-'aczam wa-1-' akbar 'amama 'israr kifah as-sucub. R^R) R)

The elements in sentence 5 constitute one tone group. The main theme is the sentential 

conjuncion 'wa' and the zero theme. The entire 'qad-clause' is treated as the main rheme, which 

is internally analysed as theme within main rheme and rheme within main rheme.
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Sentence 6

(T lakhl ft hal istixdam 'aslihah fawq at-taqlldiwah T). wa-hiya ma tuSTr 'ilayhi 'isra'Tl bi-tadmlr kull 'Iran (R

(T\R 0 T\R) (R\R yaj6al al_< umur muxtalifah.

Two tone groups are recognised in sentence 6, an adjunct phrase and a main clause. The adjunct 

phrase represents the main theme, and the main clause is the main rheme. As indicated earlier, 

parenthetical clauses are excluded in this analysis. This applies to the parenthetical clause in this 

sentence, which is written in small font and is kept outside the main theme, as it constitutes a 

separtate tone group. The main rheme includes two elements, the zero theme (0) and the 

'yajcal-clause'.

Sentence 7

(Jj-ilU jjjaJluj ^yjll jl^JaVI (J^J "— il_>JaVl »^* (j* («l 1^ ^-v^ ",..".... "j\\ <J*

(T wa huna T) (R (m labudda ™) (m min qiyas nabd at-tahdTd bi-1-harb 'ila al-wasa'il allatl sa- 

tastaxdimuha 'ayyun min hadihi al-atraf, wa-mada al-'adrar allatT sa-talhaqu bi-d-duwal al- 

muhltah bi-l-mutaharibln. RXR) R)

The first tone group in sentence 7 is 'wa huna', which represents the main theme. The second 

tone group, the main clause, is the main rheme. It is further analysed as theme within main 

rheme and rheme within main rheme. As in the syntactic analysis, the coordination in the main 

clause is not thematically analysed, because it is embedded.

Sentence 8

s JA .*! j-vTi (jl A-uJUl J <LlJ ftJlJill (JjLaja-all ia.1 jl USjjl I JJ bj£m& lalaj jjSlu) AjjJ£ JJC. uJjlLuiU nJJJ^a. j5 tA g \\ y t>\\ ji ^iixj V J
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T T\T T\T RVT
( ( wa 0 ) ( la nactaqid 'anna al-mujabahah, law hadatat, bi-'asalib gayr taqlldiyyah sa- 

takun najahan caskarivvan Rvr) T) (R (^ 'ida 0 m) (m 'adrakna 'anna 'ahad al-muharramat al- 

qanuniyyah wa-1-calamiyyah 'an tataharrak hadihi al-'aslihah min dagitah wa-radicah 'ila at- 

tadmir al-mubasir. RVR) R)

Sentence 8 comprises two tone groups, which are represented by a main clause and an adjunct 

clause respectively. As indicated earlier, when the main clause is preposed, it is analysed as a 

main theme, and the following subordinate clause is a rheme. This applies to this sentence. The 

main theme is internally analysed as theme within theme and rheme within theme. Similarly, the 

main rheme is further analysed as theme within main rheme and rheme within main rheme. Like 

all other parenthetical clauses, the parenthetical clause (law hadatat) is not analysed separately. 

The 'anna-clause' in both the main theme and the main rheme is not analysed, because the 

elements of this clause are embedded under the head "anna'. The zero theme (0) occurs with 

'ida', as they jointly constitute the theme of the main rheme.

Sentence 9

»_><aU-a .-*U..j ^ IfrlilS (JO.) Sa

(T 0 T) (R dacuna naftarid 'anna man yudlr al-macrakah al-baridah ar-rahinah bayna qadatiha 

man yamlik mugamarah mutahwwirah wa-ru'yah mutlaqah bi-1-intisar. R)

Two main elements are recognized in sentence 9, main theme and main rheme. The main theme 

is treated as zero (0), because the main rheme starts with the main verb 'dacuna'. In addition, 

the new/unknown information is included in the 'dacuna-clause, which is entirely analysed as 

the main rheme. This main rheme is not analysed internally, because its elements constitute the 

embedded 'anna-clause'.
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Sentence 10

j| ,Ue. 4 U jL jL-aSI ^u^j (JuS U jLil JJ _, , A^jU]| elkLbU aJ lAl ULJ

J dlLtLuJI lllLLua. CJjL-a La I j) <L

(T+RI (TYT+RI wa j^- fi i.hurtbwa-xitatiha 1^ (RVT+R1 (™T+R1 tujad 'ahyanan

'awham tajurru li-l-'axta' al-fadihah RVRVT+R1 ) RNT+R1) T+R1 ) (T+R2 (™+R2 wa lacalla 'axtaraha m+R2)

/RYT+R2 xR\R\T+R2 u oxr^0 R\R\T+R2>> /1AR\T+R2 xT\T\R\T+R2 • .. - , u , ,. _ . . 4 , . ,( ( kayia ) ( ( iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan aw mutawassit ad- 
daxl TVRRVT+R2) j (R\T\R\T+R2 ya?mud |- j 6am ' akiaf harb tawllah 'ida ma sarat hisabat as-sacat 
suhuran tumma simnan. R^T+R2) ™T+R2) R\T+R2} T+R2)

The two main coordinate clauses in sentence 10 are analysed as two coordinate thematic 

structures, theme + rheme 1 and theme + rheme 2. Each thematic structure has its own tone 

group, and is internally analysed. The first coordinate thematic structure, theme + rheme 1, 

comprises a main theme (the adjunct 'hatta-phrase), and a main rheme (the first coordinate main 

clause). Of these two elements, only the main rheme is ananlysed internally as theme and rheme, 

because it constitutes a non-embedded clause. The second coordinate thematic structure, theme 

+ rheme 2 is also analysed as a main theme (wa lacalla 'axtaraha) and a main rheme (the 'kayfa- 

clause'). The element 'kayfa' is analysed as a rheme, because it conveys the unkown 

information. But the normal order (theme followed by rheme) is maintained in the chart for the 

sake of consistency. The presentational order of the verbal sentence is changed to maintain 

theme-rheme presentational order. The brackets [...] means that the element 'iqtisad baladin ma, 

ganiyan 'aw mutawassit ad-daxl' is 'moved' to the thematic position. As in the syntactic 

analysis, the 'ida-clause' in the second coordinate thematic structure is not analysed, because it 

is embedded.

Sentence 1 1
.Ca jl ,-jl ' ' 1^ " (_>SJJ lAjO Uiill '"" ' j.^»" ic. ti_J_^xjl p~tt LjJj_j=kJ l&_jL_aljl ,_3 ' " ' ^ •""""- 1

(T wa 'isra'Tl, tahdldan1), (R (m 0 ™) (RVR ictamadat ft intisariha bi-hurubiha maca al-carab cala
R\R Rad-darabat as-sarlcah, wa-naql al-harb 'ila 'ard al-xasm. ) )
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Sentence 1 1 has one tone group. Its elements are analysed as a main theme and a main rheme. 
The main rheme is also internally analysed as theme within main rheme and rheme within main 

rheme. A zero theme (0) is recognisd here so that the entire 'ictamadat-clause', which suggests 
the new/unkown information, becomes the rheme.

Sentence 12

t jjj

(T+R. (™>RI wa hiya bi_tabacud al_masafah maca 'Iran Tvr+R1 ), (RXT+R1 (™T+RI rubbama 0 ™T+R1 ) 

(RNRM+Ri taftarid h-da al. tuslab R\RM+Ri } R\T+RI } T+R i )? ^.j.^ jarrabathu bi_darb tunis wa-

mufacil tammuz bi-1-ciraq (T+R2 (m+R2 lakin kilta ad-darbatayn m+R2) (RNT+R2 (™T+R2 0

(R\R\T+R2 lam takana fi zaman mutagawir RVR\T+R2} R\T+R2) T+R2}

The two coordinate thematic structures in sentence 12 constitute two tone groups. In each 

thematic structure, one main theme and one main rheme are analysed. The main rhemes in the 

two thematic structures are also further analysed as theme within main rheme and rheme within 

main rheme. The element 'hiya' in the main theme of the first thematic structure is not analysed 

separately, because it is closely attached to 'bi-tabacud'. 'Rubbama' in the main rheme of the 

first thematic structure is analysed independently in a general sense, as it can carry the primary 

stress. Thus, this element is not analysed with the verb 'taftaricT, but rather with the zero theme 

(0). The analysis of zero theme (0) is applied here to avoid treating the 'taftarid-clause' and the 

'lam takuna-clause' as themes. The two clauses convey new information; and thus, they need to 

be analysed as rhemes. Unlike other relative clauses which are written in small font to indicate 

that they are not separately analysed, the relative clause in this sentence is written in normal 

font, as it directly refers to the second coordinate thematic structure.
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Sentence 13

V'

(T+RI (T\T+RI , ay '

(T+R2 (m+R2 wa

R\T+RIran) (
T\T+R2} (R\T+R2 .

T+R2} (T+R3 (T\T+R3

tuktab wa-tursam cala al-waraq T^T+R3) 5
R\R\T+R3>. R\T+R3x T+R3x

j>?> IgJ-ll jl jj] ji

(R\T+R3 (T\RM+R3 fe .j

mufaja'at gayr mutawaqqacah.

Sentence 13 comprises three tone groups with three coordinate thematic structures (theme + 

rheme 1, theme + rheme 2, and theme + rheme 3). The main internal thematic elements of these 

structures are a main theme and a main rheme. In the thematic analysis, the 'anna-clauses' are 

not internally analysed, because they are considered to be embedded clauses. This principle is 

not applied to the 'anna-clause in the first coordinate thematic structure of this sentence, as the 

particle 'anna' is closely linked to 'ay. This means that the first coordinate clause starts with 

'Iran', and, therefore, it needs to be analysed. Unlike other 'anna-clauses and 'an-clauses, the 
'inna-clause' in the main rheme of the third coordinate thematic structure is internally analysed, 

because it is not preceded by any 'qawl-clause' (say-clause).

Sentence 14

0 vlaaJl AjailLj l£j_^il ^jSj A! jl 1 t-> 4jial<jl

(T+ RI (TVT+R, al_mantiqah m+R1 ) (Rvr+R1 (mvr+R1 0

(T+R2 (T+Ra\T+R2 (R\T+Ra\T+R2

sa-takQn juz'an min a],
RM+RaM+R2) (TM+Ra\T+ R2

(T+Rb\T+R2 (R\T+Rb\T+R2 (T\T+RbM+R2

macrakah hatta law lam yakun sarlkan bi-1-lucbah al-xatirah? ™+Rbvr+R2) T+Rb\T+R2)
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In sentence 14, the two coordinate main clauses, which constitute two tone groups, are analysed 

as theme + rheme 1 and theme + rheme 2. The internal elements of the first coordinate thematic 

structure, theme + rheme 1 , are analysed as a main theme and a main rheme. The main rheme in 

this structure is further analysed as a zero theme (0) and a rheme. The zero theme (0) is 

analysed to avoid treating the element 'takun juz'an min al-'ahdaf as a theme. In the second 

coordinate thematic structure, two further coordinate thematic structures are recognised: theme 

+ rheme a and theme + rheme b. The internal elements of these two structures are also analysed 

as a rheme and a theme. The elements 'kayfa' and 'wa-man' are analysed as rhemes, because 

they suggest new/unkown information. The hatta-clause in theme within theme + rheme b 

within theme + rheme 2 is embedded. It is, thus, not analysed separately.

Sentence 15

(JS ^ JaJjll ^Uil (JiLuijj ^L^Mi A£j*_all JUaJ (jl i"iNfl -.%-Nfl j

.4j£ fJlxll -•"!••• <*jj jll Lxulj Jj^ll »1& ^^ic. JaSi JJ^\ ^iLi tjl Ufri t^t-llajl

(T+RI (m+R1 la yabdu m+R1 ) (RVr+R1 'anna alladm yufakkiruna bi-hadihi al-harb yuqaddiruna an- 
nata'ij wa-maxatiraha R™) T+R1 ) (T+R2 (^T+R2 wa 'aswa' al-ihtimalat m+R2) (RVT+R2 'an tatal al-

macrakah masafi wa-wasa'il intaj an-naft fi kull duwal al-xalli RXT+R2) T+R2) (T+R3 C fa huna
TM+R3 } (RNT+R3 (T\RM+R3 (T\T\R\T+R3 ^^^ T\mM+R3 } (RmR\T+R3 ^ y^- { } ^ ̂- mfoi ad-

duwal R^R\T+R3 ™T+R3 R\R\T+R3 ™\T+R3 wa.4nnama az-zawbacah

tacumm al-calam kulluh. ) ) RVT+R3) T+R3)

Three coordinate thematic structures, which constitute three tone groups, are recognised in 

sentence 15. Each thematic structure contains a main theme and a main rheme. The main rhemes 

of the first and second thematic structures are not internally analysed, because they comprise an 

embedded 'anna-clause' and 'an-clause' respectively. Unlike these two main rhemes, the main 

rheme in the third thematic strucure is analysed as a theme and a rheme. These two internal 

elements, the theme within main rheme and the rheme within main rheme, are also further 

analysed. The word order presentation of the verbal clause 'ya'tl-clause' is changed to maintain
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theme-rheme presentational order, and the brackets [...] are used to indicate that the element 
'ad-darar' is 'moved' to the thematic position.

Sentence 16

j! (Jiil jui\ ij*\ jjL?JJ Aj

« IJ) i4J>all oiA jLo JJJA! .IUULQ jjSj tjl ,^»llc. jL-a2l jLaJ Jj tA-uljjl jjj j ^ j 'gJ

(T (W wa 0 Tvr>) T RXT nactaaid Rn ) T) (R 'anna 'urubba, ka-hallf li-'amnka wa-radic li-'isra k il li- 

ayyi mugamarh wa-muhawir maqbul maca 'Iran, calayha 'an tudrik 'anna al-lucbah tatajawaz 

'amn 'isra'Tl 'aw baqa' 'amrlka ft 1-ciraq wa-1-xalij, 'aw 'intaj qanabil nawawiyyah 'Traniyyah, 

'ila damar iqtisad calami lan yakun mustacidan li-qabul mitl hadihi ad-darbah, 'ida ma tacaddat 

al-'ahdaf al-marhaliyyah 'ila darar kawm. R)

The verb 'nactaqid' and 'anna-clause' constitute sentence 16. The two elements are analysed as 

a main theme and a main rheme respectively. The main theme is further analysed as a theme 

within main theme (the sentential conjunction and the zero theme), and rheme within main 

theme (nactaqid). The zero theme is recognised in order for the the verb 'nactaqid' to function 

as a rheme. Both the sentential conjunction and the zero theme (0) form a theme within the 
main theme. Unlike the main theme, the main rheme is not analysed internally, because it 

contains successive coordinated embedded elements, all included under the head 'anna'.

6.9 Grounding analysis of the English text: Missiles with a message

Like the analysis of the syntactic and thematic sample texts, the grounding analysis of 

the sample text is first provided followed by a chart which contains the analysed elements. 

Sentences will then be discussed individually to show why a particular analysis in each case is 

adopted. Below is the grounding analysis of the sample text.
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Sentence 1

17^" C1 /™*

( Some of what is going on in Iran is bluster. )

Foreground Some of what is going on in Iran is bluster.

Sentence 2

(FG Missile experts scrutinising images of yesterday's multiple rocket launches disputed Iranian 
claims that they had fired a missile with an increased range. FG)

Foreground Missile experts scrutinising images of yesterday's multiple rocket launches disputed Iranian claims 
that they had fired a missile with an increased range.

Sentence 3

"C/~* C1 /^ D /~*( Iran might also have dramatised the number of missiles it fired ), ( by digitally
13 f"enhancing the pictures it released. )

Foreground
Background

Iran might also have dramatised the number of missiles it fired
by digitally enhancing the pictures it released.

Sentence 4

(FG But much of it is not bluster. FG)

Foreground But much of it is not bluster.

Sentence 5

(BG If Israel carried out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on the presumption that they are 
close to building a bomb BG), (FG Iran would have the opportunity to substantially inflame 
events in three theatres of war FG), (BG from Afghanistan and Iraq to the eastern Mediterranean.
BGx

Background

Foreground
Background

If Israel carried out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on the presumption that they are close to 
building a bomb
Iran would have the opportunity to substantially inflame events in three theatres of war
from Afghanistan and Iraq to the eastern Mediterranean.
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Sentence 6

(FG The closure of the Strait of Hormuz, a 21-mile-wide passage through which 40% of the world's oil 

cargo passes, might be the least of the world's problems. FG)

Foreground The closure of the Strait of Hormuz [...] might be the least of the world's problems.

Sentence 7

(FG Israel's air force and Iran's rocket forces have both now flexed their muscles. FG)

Foreground Israel's air force and Iran's rocket forces have both now flexed their muscles.

Sentence 8

(FG Each believes its military exercises have a deterrent value FG) (FG but, month by month, the
c/*"^

space for diplomacy is shrinking. )

Foreground
Foreground

Each believes its military
but, month by month, the

exercises have a deterrent value
space for diplomacy is shrinking.

Sentence 9

p/"* _

( The decision of the oil giant Total to pull out of a huge planned investment in Iran's gas

reserves (ostensibly because of the political risks involved more probably because of the pressure applied by
C/""*

Nicolas Sarkozy's government) could be interpreted as buying more time for diplomacy. )

Foreground The decision of the oil giant Total to pull out of a huge planned investment in Iran's gas reserves 
[...] could be interpreted as buying more time for diplomacy.____________________

Sentence 10

(BG If the economic screw is tightened on Iran BG), (FG the Revolutionary Guards might
f /~*

calculate the real costs of their folly. )

Background
Foreground

If the economic screw is tightened on Iran
the Revolutionary Guards might calculate the real costs of their folly.
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Sentence 11

,¥G( But the inverse equally applies. )

Foreground | But the in verse equally applies.

Sentence 12

c/~*

( What generally follows military exercises and widespread fears of confrontation in the 
Middle East is conflict itself. FG)

Foreground What generally follows military exercises and widespread fears of confrontation in the Middle East 
is conflict itself.

Sentence 13

(FG Iran is not an innocent bystander in this game of brinkmanship. FG)

Foreground Iran is not an innocent bystander in this game of brinkmanship.

Sentence 14

Q/*>

( As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the US Senate's foreign 
relations committee, pointed out in a recent article BG), (FG the Islamic Republic has real

r-> s~* C1 /""*

questions to answer about its supposedly civilian programme ): ( why is it using high 
explosives to implode a hemispherical shell of heavy metal ) (the technique used for a lightweight 
nuclear bomb); (FG why is it developing detonators needed in an atomic weapon FG); (FG and why 

it is redesigning the warheads on its ballistic missiles? FG)

Background

Foreground
Foreground
Foreground
Foreground

As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the US Senate's foreign relations 
committee, pointed out in a recent article
the Islamic Republic has real questions to answer about its supposedly civilian programme
why is it using high explosives to implode a hemispherical shell of heavy metal [...]
why is it developing detonators needed in an atomic weapon
and why it is redesigning the warheads on its ballistic missiles?
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Sentence 15

C/*"*

( One way of lowering the tension would be to give the International Atomic Energy Agency
•px-^

convincing answers. )

Foreground One way of lowering the tension would be to give the International Atomic Energy Agency 
convincing answers._______________________________________

Sentence 16

Rf~"

( If the US believes, as the undersecretary of state William Burns said, that Iran is trying to foster the
r~* f*

impression that its programme of nuclear enrichment is more advanced than it actually is ), 
(FG it should produce the evidence for this FG) (FG and contradict the Israeli view that Iran is

T->^-l

about to cross a nuclear threshold. )

Background

Foreground
Foreground

If the US believes [...] that Iran is trying to foster the impression that its programme 
enrichment is more advanced than it actually is

of nuclear

it should produce the evidence for this
and contradict the Israeli view that Iran is about to cross a nuclear threshold.

Sentence 17

(FG Now is the time for Washington to show that it has learned from the mistakes it made in
IT/^

the countdown to the invasion of Iraq. )

Foreground Now is the time for Washington to show that it has learned from the mistakes it made in the 
countdown to the invasion of Iraq.____________________________________

Sentence 18

(FG The consequences of attacking Iran could be even more long-lasting. FG)

Foreground The consequences of attacking Iran could be even more long-lasting.
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6.10 Discussion of grounding analysis of the English text

The sentences of the sample text will be discussed below. As mentioned earlier, the 

analysis of each sentence will be justified. As adjunct/disjunct clauses and phrases are 

expected to be backgrounded, they are not included in this discussion, unless there is a 

potential doubt about their status.

Sentence 1

tr/^ c/"*

( Some of what is going on in Iran is bluster. )

Sentence 1 is picked up and developed in the subsequent text. It is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 2

c/^

( Missile experts scrutinising images of yesterday's multiple rocket launches disputed Iranian
c/"*

claims that they had fired a missile with an increased range. )

The information conveyed by sentence 2 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the 

immediately following text.

Sentence 3

(FG Iran might also have dramatised the number of missiles it fired FG), (BG by digitally
15 1~*

enhancing the pictures it released. )

The information in the main clause of sentence 3 is picked up contrastively in the next one. 

Thus, it is foregrounded.
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Sentence 4

(FG But much of it is not bluster. FG)

Sentence 4 is foregrounded, as it is a single clause, and is picked up in the next sentence. 

Sentence 5

o/^

( If Israel carried out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on the presumption that they are
Q/""^ C^"^

close to building a bomb ), ( Iran would have the opportunity to substantially inflame
events in three theatres of war FG), (BG from Afghanistan and Iraq to the eastern Mediterranean. 
BGN

In sentence 5, what plays a role in the immediately subsequent text is the information 
conveyed by the main clause. Therefore, this clause is foregrounded.

Sentence 6

cf> ^^
( The closure of the Strait of Hormuz, a 21-mile-wide passage through which 40% of the world's oil

E1 /^

cargo passes, might be the least of the world's problems. )

The information in the main clause of sentence 6 is foregrounded, because it provides a kind 

of conclusion to the foregoing argument.

Sentence 7

(FG Israel's air force and Iran's rocket forces have both now flexed their muscles. FG)

Informationally, sentence 7 is picked up in the next one. It also constitutes a single clause. 

Therefore, it is, foregrounded.

Sentence 8

(FG Each believes its military exercises have a deterrent value FG) (FG but, month by month, the
c^™*

space for diplomacy is shrinking. )
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The two main coordinated clauses in sentence 8 are foregounded, because they provide a 
conclusion to the previous sentence.

Sentence 9

Tjf~*

( The decision of the oil giant Total to pull out of a huge planned investment in Iran's gas 
reserves (ostensibly because of the political risks involved more probably because of the pressure applied by 
Nicolas Sarkozy's government) could be interpreted as buying more time for diplomacy. FG)

Sentence 9 is foregrounded, given that it consists of only one main clause, and is picked up by 
the adjunct clause in the next sentence.

Sentence 10

Q/"^ Q/"^ C^"*( If the economic screw is tightened on Iran ), ( the Revolutionary Guards might
C/^"1

calculate the real costs of their folly. )

The main clause in sentence 10 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the immediately 
subsequent text.

Sentence 11

(FG But the inverse equally applies. F )

Sentence 11 is foregrounded, as it consists of only one main clause.

Sentence 12

(FG What generally follows military exercises and widespread fears of confrontation in the 

Middle East is conflict itself. FG)

The information conveyed by Sentence 12 is foregrounded, on the basis of the principle that 
every sentence has at least one foreground element.
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Sentence 13

(FG Iran is not an innocent bystander in this game of brinkmanship. FG)

The main clause in sentence 13 plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, it is 

foregrounded.

Sentence 14

O/"1

( As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the US Senate's foreign 

relations committee, pointed out in a recent article BG), (FG the Islamic Republic has real 

questions to answer about its supposedly civilian programme FG): (FG why is it using high
"C(~*

explosives to implode a hemispherical shell of heavy metal ) (the technique used for a lightweight
T7f ~C(** TJf"'

nuclear bomb); ( why is it developing detonators needed in an atomic weapon ); ( and why
Ff*"*

it is redesigning the warheads on its ballistic missiles? )

The main clause in sentence 14 is picked up in the immediately following text; thus, it is 

foregrounded. The appositive coordinated clauses are also foregrounded, because they are 

informationally picked up in the immediately subsequent text.

Sentence 15

(FG One way of lowering the tension would be to give the International Atomic Energy Agency
tj/"'

convincing answers. )

The information given by Sentence 15 is foregrounded, because it constitutes a single clause, 

and provides a kind of conclusion to the previous sentence.

Sentence 16

(BG If the US believes, as the undersecretary of state William Burns said, that Iran is trying to foster the
RC~*

impression that its programme of nuclear enrichment is more advanced than it actually is ), 

(FG it should produce the evidence for this FG) (FG and contradict the Israeli view that Iran is
T?f

about to cross a nuclear threshold. )
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The two coordinated verb phrases in the main clause of sentence 16 are foregrounded, 
because they provide a conclusion to the foregoing argument.

Sentence 17

C/""1

( Now is the time for Washington to show that it has learned from the mistakes it made in 
the countdown to the invasion of Iraq. FG)

Sentence 17 is entirely foregrounded, as it is a single clause, and is picked up in the next 
sentence.

Sentence 18

Pf* T7f*

( The consequences of attacking Iran could be even more long-lasting. )

Informationally, sentence 18 consists of one main clause and concludes the argument in the 
entire text. Therefore, it is foregrounded.

6.11 Grounding analysis of the Arabic text: Sva-Ii-s-sTgar! hurubiihum al-baridah'

The principles applied to the grounding analysis of the English sample text will be used for the 
Arabic text as well. As in the English analysis, the Arabic text will be first analysed. A chart 
which includes the analysed elements will also be given under each sentence. After analysing 
the text, sentences will be discussed individually. The analysis of the sample text is given 

below.

Sentence 1

41.JJ

^- JlaJl t#l ^ AJfrlill djl5Lyi
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(FG al-harb al-baridah kanat tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar FG) (BG cindama istataca al-ittlhad as- 
sufaytl ft as-sitlnat 'irsal qamar li-1-fada li-tuclan halat at-tawari' ft kulli 'amrlka wa-hilf al- 
'atlasT li-dirasat 'asbab taxalluflhuma can hilf warsu BG) (BG hatta 'inna al-mawduc lam yaqtasir 
cala al-istratTjiyyah al-caskariyyah, wa-'innama li-tagyir al-manhaj at-tarbawl birummatihi bi- 
ictibarihi masdar al-culama' wa-t-taqat al-facilah ft 'ayyi injaz mudad. BG)

Foreground al-harb al-baridah kanat tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar
Background cindama istataca al-ittlhad as-sufaytl fi as-sitlnat 'irsal qamar li-1-fada li-tuclan halat at-tawari' ft 

kulli 'amnka wa-hilf al-'atlas! li-dirasat 'asbab taxalluflhuma can hilf warsu
Background hatta 'inna al-mawduc lam yaqtasir cala al-istratijiyyah al-caskariyyah, wa-'innama li-tagyTr al- 

manhaj at-tarbawT birummatihi bi-ictlbarihi masdar al-dulama' wa-t-taqat al-facilah ft 'ayyi injaz 
mudad.

Sentence 2

4i.Jl i (jl ; • •' 

'^ (J"'">

j (LulLilo 

i ini^lU

BG BG FG FG( ft mantiqatina wa-cala hawafflha ), ( yajn sibaq li-t-tasalluh bayna 'Iran wa-'isra'll ),
FG FGx /FG( fa al-'ula ja'a radduha cala tamarln 'amrlka al-bahriyyah bi-itlaq sawanx balistiyyah ), ( 

li-tarudd 'isra'il bi-1-kasf can ta'irat tajassus xussisat li-'Iran wa-bidun tayyar. FG)

Background
Foreground
Foreground
Foreground

ft mantiqatina wa-cala hawafflha
yajn sibaq li-t-tasalluh bayna 'Iran wa-'isra'
fa al-'ula ja'a radduha cala tamann 'amrlka
li-tarudd 'isra'Tl bi-l-ka§f can ta'irat tajassus

Tl
al-bahriyyah bi-itlaq sawanx balistiyyah
xussisat li-'Tran wa-bidun tayyar.

Sentence 3

J| Aljjj (jSj jUub ifcL^I t 1 j 1 _»•*£ cljl jjUJl oi

(BG wa bi-wujud hadihi al-munawarat as-saxinah BG) (FG yabdu 'anna al-jamlc yuhawiluna licb 
dawr ad-dagit cala al-'axar FG) (BG wa kullun yu'addl dawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi al-xassah.
BG N
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Background
Foreground
Background

wa bi-wujud hadihi al-munawarat as-saxinah
yabdu 'anna al-jamic yuhawiluna licb dawr ad-dagit dala al-'axar
wa kullun yu'addT dawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi al-xassah.

Sentence 4

C

(BG wa maca 'anna al-quwwah al-'amrlkiyyah al'isra'Tliyyah, bi-1-mucadalat al-mutacaraf 

calayha, 'akbar wa-'aktar tiqaniyyah min hiyazat 'Iran BG) (FG 'ilia 'anna dalika la yaxdac liman 
yakun al-'aktar 'Ida'an li-l-'axar hatta bi-mahdudiyyat quwwatihi. FG)

Background wa maca 'anna al-quwwah al-'amrTkiyyah al'isra'Tliyyah, bi-1-mucadalat al-mutacaraf calayha, 
'akbar wa-'aktar tiqaniyyah min hiyazat 'Tran______________________________

Foreground 'ilia 'anna dalika la yaxdac liman yakun al-'aktar 'Tda'an li-l-'axar hatta bi-mahdudiyyat 
quwwatihi._____________ _________________________________

Sentence 5

tft tjUj i^z-j (jl"un'iU°llj |»lJlja ^ >"n1^ <^JjL?J lijlj -^3 J

(FG wa qad ra'ayna tajarub hadatat ft fttnam wa-'afganistan wa-hatta lubnan kayfa tarajacat 
quwwat ad-dawlah al-'aczam wa-l-'akbar 'amama 'israr kifah as-sucub. FG)

Foreground wa qad ra'ayna tajarub hadatat ft fttnam wa-'afganistan wa-hatta lubnan kayfa tarajacat quwwat 
ad-dawlah al-'aczam wa-l-'akbar 'amama 'israr kifah as-§ucub.____________________

Sentence 6
rj <jljj) JS JJ-4-^ JjJl j"! <£\ j-iiii L» ^ j tSjJjliill jji AjJjuui ^li-s'iiul JU. ^g

(BG lakin ft hal istixdam 'aslihah fawq at-taqlldiyyah BG), (FG wa-hiya ma tusTr 'ilayhi 'isra'Tl bi- 

tadmlr kull 'Iran FG) (FG yajcal al-'umur muxtalifah. FG)
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Background
Foreground
Foreground

lakin ft hal istixdam 'aslihah fawq at-taqlldiyyah
wa-hiya ma tuSIr 'ilayhi 'isra'Il bi-tadmlr kull 'Iran
yajdal al-'umur muxtalifah.

Sentence 7

(BG wa huna BG) (FG labudda min qiyas nabd at-tahdid bi-1-harb 'ila al-wasa'il allatl sa- 
tastaxdimuha 'ayyun min hadihi al-atraf, wa-mada al-'adrar allatl sa-talhaqu bi-d-duwal al- 
muhltah bi-1-mutaharibm. FG)

Background wa huna
Foreground labudda min qiyas nabd at-tahdTd bi-1-harb 'ila al-wasa'il allatl sa-tastaxdimuha 'ayyun min hadihi 

al-atraf, wa-mada al-'adrar allatT sa-talhaqu bi-d-duwal al-muhltah bi-1-mutaharibm.________

Sentence 8

j a Ijl I ' j^ • ••«-- AjAllSj JJC. t_ulLu)U idiJ

Jj

(F wa la nactaqid 'anna al-mujabahah, law hadatat, bi-'asalib gayr taqlldiyyah sa-takun najahan
caskariyyan FG) (BG 'ida 'adrakna 'anna 'ahad al-muharramat al-qanuniyyah wa-1-calamiyyah 'an

BGtataharrak hadihi al-' aslihah min dagitah wa-radicah 'ila at-tadmlr al-mubasir. )

Foreground wa la nactaqid 'anna al-mujabahah [...] bi-'asallb gayr taqlTdiyyah sa-takun najahan caskariyyan
Background 'ida 'adrakna 'anna 'ahad al-muharramat al-qanuniyyah wa-1-calamiyyah 'an tataharrak hadihi al- 

'aslihah min dagitah wa-radicah 'ila at-tadmTr al-mubasir.______________________

Sentence 9
AJJJJ L« JlLo JJJ

(FG dacuna naftarid 'anna man yudlr al-macrakah al-baridah ar-rahinah bayna qadatiha man
r^ x~»

yamlik mugamarah mutahwwirah wa-ru'yah mutlaqah bi-1-intisar. )
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Foreground dacOna naftarid 'anna man yudTr al-macrakah al-baridah ar-rahinah bayna qadatiha man yamlik 
mugamarah mutahwwirah wa-ru'yah mutlaqah bi-1-intisar._____________________

Sentence 10

iJi.il! I^jL, ji Luc. tL» A jL^2l :L<U^J UuS U^kki JJ j < AaJJll *U*LbU ja^ ^Uji UUJ ja

1 Mil 11 jXJ I JJ$-ui tlllc-Lulll LllULita. CJjL_Q La I JI

(BG wa hatta fi 1-hurub wa-xitatiha BG) (FG tujad 'ahyanan 'awham tajurru li-l-'axta' al-fadihah FG)
rjf*

( wa lacalla 'axtaraha kayfa yasmud iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 'aw mutawasit ad-daxl, cala 

'aklaf harb tawllah 'ida ma sarat hisabat as-sacat suhuran tumma simnan.FG)

Background
Foreground
Foreground

wa hatta fT 1-hurub wa-xitatiha
tujad 'ahyanan 'awham tajurru li-l-'axta' al-fadihah
wa Ia6alla 'axtaraha kayfa yasmud iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 'aw 
harb tawTlah 'ida ma sarat hisabat as-sacat suhuran tumma sinlnan.

mutawasit ad-daxl, cala 'aklaf

Sentence 11
] <_JjaJl (J^JJ tAjU^Lull tllb^iall ^ylc. tL_jj«Jl ^-o LjJj^pJ lAjl i .-ml ^ tJJAaJC.1 t

(FG wa 'isra'll, tahdldan, ictamadat ft intisariha bi-hurubiha maca al-carab cala ad-darabat as- 

saricah, wa-naql al-harb 'ila 'ard al-xasm. FG)

Foreground wa 'isra'Tl, tahdTdan, ictamadat ft intisariha bi-hurubiha maca al-carab cala ad-darabat as-sancah, 
wa-naql al-harb 'ila 'ard al-xasm.____________________________________

Sentence 12

\'\<

(FG wa hiya bi-tabacud al-masafah maca 'Iran, rubbama taftarid hada al-'uslub, wa-1-ladT
c/"^

jarrabathu bi-darb tunis wa-mufacil tammuz bi-1-ciraq ) ( lakin kilta ad-darbatayn lam
Cf"1

takuna ft zaman mutagayyir. )
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Foreground wa hiya bi-tabacud al-masafah maca 'Iran, rubbama taftarid hada al-'uslub, wa-1-ladT jarrabathu bi- 
darb tunis wa-mufacil tammuz bi-1-ciraq

Foreground lakin kilta ad-darbatayn lam takuna ft zaman mutagayyir.

Sentence 13

rf u
jjc. LjLklLa I ^ g 7- 1 j"' ja t(JJjll 1 "^

(BG 'ay 'anna 80) (FG 'Iran ladayha sawarlx tastatic al-wusul 'ila 'isra'Tl FG) (FG wa hunaka jiwar 
hizb allah alladl sa-yakun xatt an-nar al-axar FG) (BG wa hatta bi-hiyad duwal 'uxraBG) (FG fa 

'inna al-mucadalat allatT tuktab wa-tursam cala al-waraq, qad tuwajihuha mufaja'at gayr
•px-i

mutawaqqacah. )

Background
Foreground
Foreground
Background
Foreground

'ay 'anna
'Iran ladayha sawarlx tastatTc" al-wusul 'ila 'isra'Tl
wa hunaka jiwar hizb allah alladl sa-yakun xatt an-nar al-axar
wa hatta bi-hiyad duwal 'uxra
fa 'inna al-mucadalat allatT tuktab wa-tursam cala al-waraq, qad tuwajihuha mufaja'at 
mutawaqqacah.

gayr

Sentence 14

"t> jJaaJl -LuJlU l^J^ (j^J jj jl i j (jj^lui l-iuS ( AJiJalall

(FG duwal al-mantiqah sa-takun juz'an min al-'ahdaf FG) (FG lakin kayfa sa-takun al-adrar, wa-
Cf~*

man sa-yadxul al-macrakah hatta law lam yakun sarlkan bi-1-lucbah al-xatirah? )

Foreground
Foreground

duwal al-mantiqah sa-takun juz'an min al-'ahdaf
lakin kayfa sa-takun al-adrar, wa-man sa-yadxul al-macrakah hatta law 
lucbah al-xatirah?

lam yakun sarikan bi-1-
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Sentence 15

JS -kiill -UJl (JiUjj L-~ A£j«^l JlLj

C1^

( la yabdu 'anna alladm yufakkiruna bi-hadihi al-harb yuqaddiruna an-nata'ij wa-maxatiraha
piy-« C/^

) ( wa 'aswa' al-ihtimalat 'an tatal al-macrakah masaft wa-wasa'il intaj an-naft ft kull 

duwal al-xalTj FG) (BG fa huna BG) (FG lan ya'tl ad-darar faqat cala hadihi ad-duwal wa-'innama 

az-zawbacah sa-tacumm al-calam kulluh. FG)

Foreground
Foreground
Background
Foreground

la yabdu 'anna alladm yufakkiruna bi-hadihi
wa 'aswa' al-ihtimalat 'an tatal al-macrakah

al-harb yuqaddiruna an-nata'ij wa-maxatiraha
masafT wa-wasa'il intaj an-naft ff kull duwal al-xalTj

fa huna
lan ya'tT ad-darar faqat cala hadihi ad-duwal wa-'innama az-zawbacah sa-tacumm al-calam kulluh.

Sentence 16

jl (Jjjl^uil (jxl jjLaJJ <J«ill (ji i^ljJj (j\ \Q\\r. '(jtjJJ £-« Jjjio jjLa-aj tSj^li-a ^V (J.JJljx«V p-^'jJ '^ij* ̂  ' *J^^ '^JJJ' L)' '*'''" ' 

J Lo Ij] tAjj.>i\l o^A tjLo JjJil

C1 /^

( wa nactaqid 'anna 'urubba, ka-halTf li-'amrlka wa-radic li-'isra'Tl li-ayyi mugamarh wa-muhawir maqbul 

maca 'Iran, calayha 'an tudrik 'anna al-lucbah tatajawaz 'amn 'isra'll 'aw baqa' 'amrtka fi 1-ciraq 

wa-l-xallj, 'aw 'intaj qanabil nawawiyyah 'Iraniyyah, 'ila damar iqtisad calami lan yakun 

mustacidan li-qabul mitl hadihi ad-darbah, 'ida ma tacaddat al-'ahdaf al-marhaliyy ah 'ila darar 

kawm. FG)

Foreground wa nadtaqid 'anna 'urubba [...] calayha 'an tudrik 'anna al-lucbah tatajawaz 'amn 'isra'll 'aw 
baqa' 'amrlka ff 1-ciraq wa-l-xallj, w aw 'intaj qanabil nawawiyyah 'Traniyyah, 'ila damar iqtisad 
calami lan yakun mustacidan li-qabul mitl hadihi ad-darbah, 'ida ma tacaddat al-'ahdaf al- 
marhaliyy ah 'ila darar kawnl.______________________________________
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6.12 Discussion of grounding analysis of the Arabic text

The analysis of each sentence of the sample text will be discussed below. Each sentence 

will be first presented followed by a discussion of the analysed elements. As indicated earlier, 

adjunct/disjunct clauses and phrases are expected to be backgrounded. Thus, they are not 

discussed, unless there is a potential doubt about their status.

Sentence 1

JS ^ Uj\jL\\ 5JU. (jU *L_ttil3 ^ JUjI CjlLUl ^ ̂ u*juA\ jU^VI ^Lkluol L».ije. jlAl! jg iaa ?Z diJ

] J tAjjSjLiutit 4 J7-j"'*j"'"'^f* ^^ifr J*-a2j >i p- JJ^OJA!! (jj (_sla. ijjLOjIj i "^ ^jc. I "^ °^"' L-lUuil <jail j

jL?Jl cfi (^ Alfclill (IjliUallj ^LaLtll ji-ax »jLuc.Lj AlajJ

(FG al-harb al-baridah kanat tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar FG) (BG cindama istataca al-ittlhad as- 

sufaytl fT as-sitmat 'irsal qamar li-1-fada li-tuclan halat at-tawari' ft kulli 'amnka wa-hilf al- 

'atlasT li-dirasat 'asbab taxallufihuma can hilf warsu BG) (BG hatta 'inna al-mawduc lam yaqtasir 

cala al-istratljiyyah al-caskariyyah, wa-'innama li-tagylr al-manhaj at-tarbawl birummatihi bi-
Q (-*

icttbarihi masdar al-culama' wa-t-taqat al-facilah ft 'ayyi injaz mudad. )

The first main coordinated clause in sentence I is foregrounded, because it is informationally 

picked up in the immediately subsequent text. The adjunct clause (cindama-clause) and second 

main coordinated clause (hatta-clause) include explanatory information about the first main 

coordinated clause. Therefore, they are backgrounded.

Sentence 2
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(BG fi mantiqatina wa-cala hawaffiha BG), (FG yajri sibaq li-t-tasalluh bayna 'Iran wa-'isra'Tl FG), 

(FG fa al-'ula ja'a radduha cala tamarm 'amrika al-bahriyyah bi-itlaq sawarix balistiyyah FG), (FG 

li-tarudd 'isra'il bi-1-kasf can ta'irat tajassus xussisat li-'iran wa-bidun tayyar. FG)

The information conveyed by the first main coordinated clause in sentence 2 is foregrounded, 
because it provides a conclusion to the main clause of sentence 1, and is central to the overall 

message in both the second coordinated clause and adjunct clause of sentence 2. These two 
clauses are also foregrounded, because they are picked up in the next sentence.

Sentence 3

.4 i r»K ll AJJJJ (jjj (jliSU ftjjJ L^JJJ (_£ J ' ja-Vl t^ic- Joc-Ljall jjJ i_uul (jjljLaJ ^Jn^ll ji j^JJ <ii.LJl BiA J J

(B wa bi-wujud hadihi al-munawarat as-saxinah BG) (FG yabdu 'anna al-jamlc yuhawilOna licb
C1 ^"* TD/""^

dawr ad-dagit cala al-'axar ) ( wa kullun yu'addl dawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi al-xassah.

The first coordinated clause in sentence 3 provides a conclusion to the previous one, and is 
informationally picked up in the next sentence. Therefore, it is foregrounded. The second 
coordinated clause is backgrounded, because it consists of further, but minor, information about 

the first coordinated clause.

Sentence 4

(BG wa maca 'anna al-quwwah al-'amnkiyyah al'isra'Tliyyah, bi-1-mucadalat al-mutacaraf
Q^"^ C/~*

calayha, 'akbar wa-'aktar tiqaniyyah min hiyazat 'Iran ) ( 'ilia 'anna dalika la yaxdac liman
r->^>

yakun al-'aktar 'Tda'an li-l-'axar hatta bi-mahdQdiyyat quwwatihi. )
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The presence of(dalika) in the main clause in sentence 4 picks up the 'wa maca 'anna- clause ', 

allowing the wa maca 'anna-clause to be regarded as backgrounded. The information conveyed 

by the main clause is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the immediately following text.

Sentence 5
\j£ jl j-a) fl»l JJ^Sftj (Jic-Vl AJj.il! SjS ilnjjjj •- »j< jjUj j^aa-j jlluuliiij flluS ^ Cu-la. 4-ijbo Uji J J3 j

C1 /"'

( wa qad ra'ayna tajarub hadatat ft fitnam wa-'afganistan wa-hatta lubnan kayfa tarajacat 

quwwat ad-dawlah al-'aczam wa-l-'akbar 'amama 'israr kifah as-sucub. FG)

Sentence 5 is foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and is contrastively picked up in the 

next sentence.

Sentence 6
.4 a nab ft ^j^-oVl U*T-J u'jrf) (J^ ^)j A 't"< ; (Jjjl^juaj Ajll jj -^ La ic^j t^jAilJajll (j^a ^ -^ \ i «i >

oo R^ P/^*
( lakin ft hal istixdam 'aslihah fawq at-taqlldiyyah ), ( wa-hiya ma tuslr 'ilayhi 'isra'Tl bi-

C1/^ TT/*^ T*f^

tadmlr kull 'Iran ) ( yajcal al-'umur muxtalifah. )

The information conveyed by both the parenthetical clause and main clause in sentence 6 is 

picked up in the following sentence. Therefore, the two clauses are foregrounded. Unlike other 

parenthetical clauses, the parenthetical clause in this sentence is written in normal font, becaue 

it plays a role in the subsequent text, as indicated previously.

Sentence 7

Jjolb (JjaJ

(BG wa huna BG) (FG labudda min qiyas nabd at-tahdld bi-1-harb 'ila al-wasa'il allatl sa- 

tastaxdimuha 'ayyun min hadihi al-atraf, wa-mada al-'adrar allatl sa-talhaqu bi-d-duwal al- 

muhltah bi-1-mutaharibm. FG)
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Informationally, the main clause in sentence 7 is picked up in the next one. Thus, it is 

foregrounded.

Sentence 8

.ij ji USjJ I jj Lj^oit U.Uj jj<"-- AjAjfr. jjc. (_u]Lu)L tilAla. ji ^la-all ji jSlu V J

pX-t

( wa la nactaqid 'anna al-mujabahah, law hadatat, bi-'asallb gayr taqlldiyyah sa-takun najahan
TH^™* D/"1

caskariyyan ) ( 'ida 'adrakna 'anna 'ahad al-muharramat al-qanuniyyah wa-1-calamiyyah 'an 

tataharrak hadihi al-'aslihah min dagitah wa-radicah 'ila at-tadmlr al-mubasir. BG)

The main clause in sentence 8 is foregrounded, because it is a conclusion to the previous one. 

Sentence 9

p^-»

( dacuna naftarid 'anna man yudlr al-macrakah al-baridah ar-rahinah bayna qadatiha man
T*f~~*

yamlik mugamarah mutahwwirah wa-ru'yah mutlaqah bi-1-intisar. )

Sentence 9 is entirely foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and is picked up in the 

immediately subsequent text.

Sentence 10

«j I jj^ •« LJLc.Luill (Jl

(BG wa hatta fT 1-hurub wa-xitatiha BG) (FG tujad 'ahyanan 'awham tajurru li-l-'axta' al-fadihah FG) 

(FG wa lacalla 'axtaraha kayfa yasmud iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 'aw mutawasit ad-daxl, cala
p/-i

'aklaf harb tawllah 'ida ma sarat hisabat as-sacat suhuran tumma sinlnan. )
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Informationally, the two main coordinated clauses of sentence 10 are foregrounded, because 
they are picked up in the immediately following text.

Sentence 1 1

*-a gj

C/™1

( wa 'isra'Il, tahdidan, ictamadat fi intisariha bi-hurubiha maca al-carab cala ad-darabat as-
c^^

sancah, wa-naql al-harb 'ila 'ard al-xasm. )

Sentence 11 is entirely foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and is picked up in the next 
sentence.

Sentence 12

j j_y*J t_)C.LLaj t(jiUjJ l_)^)jJaJ Aojja. (S^jlj ti—JjluiV IJ* i_^aj^ L^J 'u'ji! (V1 ^ n\e\\

Cf1

( wa hiya bi-tabacud al-masafah maca 'Iran, rubbama taftarid hada al-'uslub, wa-l-ladl 

jarrabathu bi-darb tunis wa-mufacil tammuz bi-1-ciraq F ) ( lakin kilta ad-darbatayn lam 

takuna ft zaman mutagayyir. )

The first coordinated clause in sentence 12 provides a kind of conclusion to the previous 
sentence. Thus, it is foregrounded. Similarly, the relative clause and the second coordinated 
clause are foregrounded, because they are picked up in the immediately following text. Like the 

parenthetical clause in sentence 6, the relative clause in this sentence is written in normal font.

Sentence 13

J 

J4C. (JjU-lLa l^a.ljj .1$ tjjjll (^ylc. jSJUJJJj ' '"'<; '''
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(BG 'ay 'anna BG) (FG 'iran ladayha sawarix tastatic al-wusul 'ila 'isra'Il FG) (FG wa hunaka jiwar 

hizb allah alladT sa-yakun xatt an-nar al-axar FG) (BG wa hatta bi-hiyad duwal 'uxraBG) (FG fa 

'inna al-mucadalat allatl tuktab wa-tursam cala al-waraq, qad tuwajihuha mufaja'at gayr
^/~*

mutawaqqacah. )

The three main coordinated clauses in sentence 13 are all foregrounded, because they provide a 

conclusion to the information given in the second coordinated clause in sentence 12.

Sentence 14

aJl ^jjtlllj ISj^ (j5L) jj jl (jj*. 4£jjutl\ (Ji-Auj (jxj i j\ J^i\ JjSlji ' «;^ jSl H-Jl^A^I ^>x U jaw jj<""" AiLlall

tr^ c*/™1 c1 ^1
( duwal al-mantiqah sa-takun juz'an min al-'ahdaf ) ( lakin kayfa sa-takun al-adrar, wa-

Pf"1

man sa-yadxul al-macrakah hatta law lam yakun sarlkan bi-1-lucbah al-xatirah? )

The information conveyed by the two main coordinated clauses in sentence 14 is picked up in 

the following sentence and sentence 16. It is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 15

JjJ JS ,J U'«H rU3l (Jj^JJ ^ '*" ASj»-»ll Jl-IaJ jl ClVLal^VI \jui\j «U jiaU-aj gtiljjll jjjjll L-JjaJl SJ^J (

. <K ^llxll ^T.lu A*JJ jll LaJlj Jj^ll sift ^jift JbSJ

(FG la yabdu 'anna alladln yufakkiruna bi-hadihi al-harb yuqaddimna an-nata'ij wa-maxatiraha 

FG) (FG wa 'aswa' al-ihtimalat 'an tatal al-macrakah masaft wa-wasa'il intaj an-naft ft kull 

duwal al-xallj FG) (BG fa huna BG) (FG lan ya'tl ad-darar faqat cala hadihi ad-duwal wa-'innama
17 f*

az-zawbacah sa-tacumm al-calam kulluh. )

The three main coordinated clauses in sentence 15 are foregrounded, because they are 

informationally picked up in the next one.
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Sentence 16

eUL ji Jail juil t>i jjl=u5 <j*ill ji uJljjj jl l^Jc.

« lil t?J>iJl «JA Jlx JjjSl i

jjLa-.j l^jj-V ' °;u< '

l i<uljj) Ajjji JjljS ^llj] jl t^J^'j

C1^

( wa nactaqid 'anna 'urubba, ka-halTf li-'amrlka wa-radic li-'isra'Tl li-ayyi mugamarh wa-muhawir maqbul 

maca 'Iran, calayha 'an tudrik 'anna al-lucbah tatajawaz 'amn 'isra'll 'aw baqa' 'amrlka ft 1-ciraq 

wa-l-xallj, 'aw 'intaj qanabil nawawiyyah 'Traniyyah, 'ila damar iqtisad calami lan yakun 

mustacidan li-qabul mitl hadihi ad-darbah, 'ida ma tacaddat al-'ahdaf al-marhaliyyah 'ila darar
c/~*

kawm. )

Sentence 16 is entirely foregrounded, because it is one main clause, and provides a conclusion 

to the previous sentence and entire text.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Correlation between Mainness/Subordination, Thematic 

Structure, Sequencing and Grounding in English and 

Arabic Texts

7.0 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to present an analysis of correlation between the 

mainness/subordination, thematic structure, sequencing, and grounding in English and Arabic 

texts. This presentation illustrates the way in which the analytical principles given below have 

been applied in practice to the corpus texts. For reasons of space, only one English text and 

Arabic one are presented in this chapter. The same principles have, however, been adopted for 

all eleven other English and eleven other Arabic texts. The analyses of these are given in 

Appendices G and H.

7.1 Principles used for the analysis of the correlation between 

mainness/subordination, thematic structure, sequencing, and grounding in 

English and Arabic texts

The principles adopted in the analysis of the correlation between mainness/subordination, 

thematic structure, and grounding in English and Arabic texts are as follows:

1. The principle adopted in analyses in right-hand column (Grounding expectation fulfilled?) 

is that main clauses are expected to be foregrounded, and adjunct/disjunct clauses and phrases 

(subordinate clauses and phrases) are expected to be backgrounded.
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2. Where an element is part of the main clause, its grounding expectation is analysed on the 
basis of the grounding analysis. This means that an adjunct phrase attached to a main clause, 
for example, has a grounding expectation of 'foregrounded'.

3. Clauses which do not include any adjunct, disjunct, or appositive clauses or phrases are 

marked as 'not relevant', and are not analysed, because they are by definition foregrounded.
4. Where an element is split into two further elements in the syntactic analysis (e.g., a main 
clause and an adjunct clause), but is analysed as one element in the grounding analysis, its 
grounding expectation is analysed on the basis of the grounding analysis.
5. Parenthetical and relative clauses and phrases are not analysed separately in the syntactic 
and thematic analyses. However, such clauses and phrases are analysed in the grounding 
analysis, but only when they are foregrounded.
6. Appositive phrases receive the same treatment as adjunct and disjunct phrases.

7. Although single elements (e.g., 'dangerously') are not analysed in the syntactic analysis, as 
they are usually embedded, they are analysed in the thematic and grounding analyses on the 
basis of the criteria set out for these two areas of analysis. I have tried to be as consistent as 
possible in the syntactic, thematic, and grounding analyses.

8. Cleft clauses with a preposition or adverbial following the verb 'to be' are treated as quasi- 
subordinated. This is illustrated in the following sentence taken from my data (The Guardian, 
November 24, 2008):

(MCI Perhaps it was with that thought in mind that two other old pros in 
Israeli politics, the president Shimon Peres and Ehud Olmert are using 
their visits to London and Washington respectively to talk up the

* Mf~*\

prospects of the Palestinian talks. )

The cleft clause 'Perhaps it was with that thought in mind' is analysed as a backgrounded 
quasi-subordinated clause. The second clause 'that two other old pros in Israeli politics, the 
president Shimon Peres and Ehud Olmert are using their visits to London and Washington 
respectively to talk up the prospects of the Palestinian talks.' is foregrounded.
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7.2 Analysis of correlation between mainness/subordination, thematic structure, 

sequencing, and grounding in English

What follows is the analysis of correlation between mainness/subordination, thematic 

structure, sequencing, and grounding in the sample English text: 'Missiles with a message'

Sentence 1

(MCI Some of what is going on in Iran is bluster. MC1)

Mainness/Subordination

(MCI Some of what is going on in Iran is 
bluster. MC1)

Thematic 
Structure

Not relevant

Sequencing

Not 
relevant

Grounding

Not 
relevant

Grounding expectation 
fulfilled?

Not relevant

Sentence 2

\Af^\( Missile experts scrutinising images of yesterday's multiple rocket launches disputed 

Iranian claims that they had fired a missile with an increased range. MC1)

Mainness/Subordination

(MU Missile experts scrutinising images of 
yesterday's multiple rocket launches disputed 
Iranian claims that they had fired a missile with an 
increased range. MC1)

Thematic 
Structure

Not 
relevant

Sequencing

Not 
relevant

Grounding

Not 
relevant

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Not relevant

Sentence 3

(MCI Iran might also have dramatised the number of missiles it fired MC1), (ACI by digitally
A f~^ I

enhancing the pictures it released. )
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Mainness/Subordination

(MU Iran might also have dramatised the 
number of missiles it fired MCI )
(AU by digitally enhancing the pictures it 
released. A&)

Thematic 
Structure

Main Theme

Main Rheme

Sequencing

Initial

Final

Grounding

Foreground

Background

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Yes

Yes

Sentence 4

SCj SCjj (MC1

Mainness/Subordination

(J>LJ But ^ (MU much Qf it is not 
bluster. MCI)

Thematic 
Structure

Not relevant

Sequencing

Not 
relevant

Grounding

Not 
relevant

Grounding expectation 
fulfilled?

Not relevant

Sentence 5

ACI( If Israel carried out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on the presumption that they are 
close to building a bomb AC1), (MC1 Iran would have the opportunity to substantially inflame

MC1events in three theatres of war ), ( from Afghanistan and Iraq to the eastern 
Mediterranean. ***

Mainness/Subordination

(ACI If Israel carried out its threat to hit Iran's 
nuclear sites on the presumption that they are 
close to building a bomb AC1)
( MCI Iran would have the opportunity to 
substantially inflame events in three theatres 
ofwar MC1 )
(AP from Afghanistan and Iraq to the eastern 
Mediterranean. AP)

Thematic 
Structure

Main Theme

Theme 
within main 

rheme
Rheme 

within main 
rheme

Sequencing

Initial

Initial within 
main final

Final within 
main final

Grounding

Background

Foreground

Background

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sentence 6

(MCI The closure of the Strait of Hormuz, a 21-mile-wide passage through which 40% of the world's oil cargo
MCI>passes, might be the least of the world's problems. )
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Mainness/Subordination

(MU The closure of the Strait of Hormuz [...] 
might be the least of the world's problems.
MCK

Thematic 
Structure

Not 
relevant

Sequencing

Not 
relevant

Grounding

Not 
relevant

Grounding expectation 
fulfilled?

Not relevant

Sentence 7

/MCI( Israel's air force and Iran's rocket forces have both now flexed their muscles. c )

Mainness/Subordination

(MU Israel's air force and Iran's rocket forces 
have both now flexed their muscles. MC1)

Thematic 
Structure

Not relevant

Sequencing

Not 
relevant

Grounding

Not 
relevant

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Not relevant

Sentence 8

(MCCI ] Each believes its military exercises have a deterrent value MCC1 1 ) (CIQ but CIQ), (MCC1 2 
month by month, the space for diplomacy is shrinking. MCCI2)

Mainness/Subordination

(MCCI ' Each believes its military exercises 
have a deterrent value MCC1 ')
(cicj but ucj^ (MCCI 2 month by month? the 
space for diplomacy is shrinking. MCCI 2)

Thematic 
Structure

Theme + 
Rheme 1
Theme + 
Rheme 2

Sequencing

Initial

Final

Grounding

Foreground

Foreground

Grounding 
expectation 

fulfilled?
Yes

Yes

Sentence 9

( The decision of the oil giant Total to pull out of a huge planned investment in Iran's gas
reserves (ostensibly because of the political risks involved more probably because of the pressure applied by Nicolas

MCKSarkozy's government) could be interpreted as buying more time for diplomacy. )

Mainness/Subordination

(MCI The decision of the oil giant Total to pull out of 
a huge planned investment in Iran's gas reserves [...] 
could be interpreted as buying more time for 
diplomacy. MCI)

Thematic 
Structure

Not 
relevant

Sequencing

Not 
relevant

Grounding

Not 
relevant

Grounding 
expectation 

fulfilled?
Not relevant
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Sentence 10

(ACI If the economic screw is tightened on Iran AC1), (MCI the Revolutionary Guards might 
calculate the real costs of their folly. MC1)

Mainness/Subordination

(ACI If the economic screw is tightened on Iran AC1)
( MU the Revolutionary Guards might 
calculate the real costs of their folly. MC1)

Thematic 
Structure

Main Theme

Main Rheme

Sequencing

Initial

Final

Grounding

Background

Foreground

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Yes

Yes

Sentence 11

scj) (MCI applies MCI)

Mainness/Subordination

(s>cj But ^ (MU th£ inverse equally applies.MC1)

Thematic 
Structure

Not relevant

Sequencing

Not 
relevant

Grounding

Not 
relevant

Grounding expectation 
fulfilled?

Not relevant

Sentence 12

( What generally follows military exercises and widespread fears of confrontation in the 

Middle East is conflict itself. MC1)

Mainness/Subordination

(MC1 What generally follows military exercises and 
widespread fears of confrontation in the Middle 
East is conflict itself. MCI)

Thematic 
Structure

Not 
relevant

Sequencing

Not 
relevant

Grounding

Not 
relevant

Grounding 
expectation 

fulfilled?
Not relevant

Sentence 13

MCK ,AP( Iran is not an innocent bystander ) ( in this game of brinkmanship. )

Mainness/Subordination

(MU Iran is not an 
innocent bystander MCI )

Thematic 
Structure

Main Theme and 
Part of main 

rheme

Sequencing

Initial

Grounding

Foreground

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Yes
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(AP in this game of 
brinkmanship. AP)

Part of main 
rheme

Final Background Yes

Sentence 14

r*w~»i _

( As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the US Senate's foreign 
relations committee, pointed out in a recent article DC1), (MC1 the Islamic Republic has real 
questions to answer about its supposedly civilian programme MCI): (ApCCI ' why is it using high 

explosives to implode a hemispherical shell of heavy metal (the technique used for a lightweight nuclear 
bomb) ApCCI '); (ApCC12 why is it developing detonators needed in an atomic weapon ApCC12); (CICj 

and C1Q) (ApCC13 why it is redesigning the warheads on its ballistic missiles? ApCCI 3 )

Mainness/Subordination

(DCI As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former 
scientific adviser to the US Senate's foreign 
relations committee, pointed out in a recent article DC1)
(MC1 the Islamic Republic has real questions to 
answer about its supposedly civilian

\Af~t \

programme )
^Apcci i wny |s jt us jng hjgh explosives to 
implode a hemispherical shell of heavy metal
r -I ApCCI K

/Apcci 2 w, j § jt developing detonators needed
AnrT"1 ! *?

in an atomic weapon p )

(UCJ and C1CJ) (Apcu 3 why it is redesigning the 
warheads on its ballistic missiles? ApC l3 )

Thematic 
Structure

Theme 
within main 

theme

Rheme 
within main 

theme
Rheme 1 

within main 
rheme

Rheme 2 
within main 

rheme
Rheme 3 

within main 
rheme

Sequencing

Initial within 
main initial

Final within 
main initial

Initial within 
main final

Medial within 
main final

Final within 
main final

Grounding

Background

Foreground

Foreground

Foreground

Foreground

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sentence 15

( One way of lowering the tension would be to give the International Atomic Energy
MCUAgency convincing answers. )

Mainness/Subordination

(MU One way of lowering the tension would be to 
give the International Atomic Energy Agency 
convincing answers. MCI)

Thematic 
Structure

Not 
relevant

Sequencing

Not 
relevant

Grounding

Not 
relevant

Grounding 
expectation 

fulfilled?
Not relevant
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Sentence 16

A /*"*!

( If the US believes, as the undersecretary of state William Burns said, that Iran is trying to foster the

impression that its programme of nuclear enrichment is more advanced than it actually is AC1), 
(MC1 it should (cvp l produce the evidence for this cvp ') (GCj and GCj) (cvp 2 contradict the 
Israeli view that Iran is about to cross a nuclear threshold cvp2). MCI)

Mainness/Subordination

(AU If the US believes, [...] that Iran is 
trying to foster the impression that its 
programme of nuclear enrichment is more 
advanced than it actually is ACI)
(l« Ot MU + CV, , k shoujd produce the

evidence for this ^of MCI + CVP i }

(ug an£} ULJ} (,art o, ML, + LVK 2 contradict the
Israeli view that Iran is about to cross a nuclear threshold p°« °f ^cu CVP 2)

Thematic Structure

Main Theme

Theme within main 
rheme and Theme 
+ Rheme a within 
rheme within main 

rheme
Theme + Rheme b 

within rheme 
within main rheme

Sequencing

Initial

Initial within 
main final

Final within 
main final

Grounding

Background

Foreground

Foreground

Grounding 
expectation 

fulfilled?
Yes

Yes

Yes

Sentence 17

( Now is the time for Washington to show that it has learned from the mistakes it made in
MCKthe countdown to the invasion of Iraq. )

Mainness/Subordination

(MCI Now is the time for Washington to show that 
it has learned from the mistakes it made in the

\A(~*\
countdown to the invasion of Iraq. )

Thematic 
Structure

Not 
relevant

Sequencing

Not 
relevant

Grounding

Not 
relevant

Grounding 
expectation 

fulfilled?
Not relevant

Sentence 18

rMCI MCK( The consequences of attacking Iran could be even more long-lasting. )

Mainness/Subordination

( MU The consequences of attacking Iran could
»//•»!

be even more long-lasting. )

Thematic 
Structure

Not relevant

Sequencing

Not 
relevant

Grounding

Not 
relevant

Grounding 
expectation 

fulfilled?
Not relevant
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7.3 Analysis of correlation between mainness/subordination, thematic structure, 

sequencing, and grounding in Arabic

Below is the analysis of the correlation between mainness/subordination, thematic structure, 

sequencing, and grounding in the sample Arabic text: 'wa-li-s-slgarl hurubuhum al-baridah'.

Sentence 1

is J 3JU. Jlu,j) U L>.ik. J_£]| jaj iSa ^2 OJl£ S

o- jUJl ^i ^ <kU3!

Mainness/Subordination

(M(-L1 » al-harb al-baridah kanat tatimm faqat 
bayna al-kibar MCC1 ')

(ACI cindama istatada al-ittlhad as-sufaytl fi as- 
sitmat 'irsal qamar li-1-fada li-tuclan halat at- 
tawari' fikulli 'amrTka wa-hilf al-'atlasT li-dirasat 
'asbab taxallufihuma can hilf warsu AC1)
(MCCI 2 hatta 'inna al-mawduc lam yaqtasir cala 
al-istratljiyyah al-caskariyyah, wa-'innama li- 
tagylr al-manhaj at-tarbawT birummatihi bi- 
ictibarihi masdar al-dulama' wa-t-taqat al-fa6ilah 
ff'ayyiinjazmudad. MCCI2)

Thematic 
Structure

Main Theme 
within 

Theme + 
Rheme 1

Main Rheme 
within 

Theme + 
Rheme 1
Theme + 
Rheme 2

Sequencing

Initial within 
main initial

Final within 
main initial

Final

Grounding

Foreground

Background

Background

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Yes

Yes

No

Sentence 2

Mainness/Subordination

(AK ft mantiqatina wa-cala hawaffiha AK)

( Meu ' yajn sibaq li-t-tasalluh bayna 'Iran 
wa-'isra'Tl MCC")

Thematic 
Structure

Main Theme 
within Theme + 

Rheme 1
Main Rheme 

within Theme + 
Rheme 1

Sequencing

Initial within 
main initial

Final within 
main initial

Grounding

Background

Foreground

Grounding 
expectation 

fulfilled?
Yes

Yes
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(ULJ fa ULJ) (*"•' ' al-'Qla ja'a radduha 
cala tamann 'amrika al-bahriyyah bi-itlaq 
sawarix balistiyyah MCCI 2)
(ALI li-tarudd Msra'Tl bi-l-ka$f can ta'irat 
tajassus xussisat li-'Tran wa-bidun tayyar.
ACK

Main Theme 
within Theme + 

Rheme2
Main Rheme 

within Theme + 
Rheme 2

Initial within 
main final

Final within 
main final

Foreground

Foreground

Yes

No

Sentence 3

J J

Mainness/Subordination

(bLj wa icj) (A1J bi-wujud hadihi al- 
munawarat as-saxinah AP)
(MCCI ' yabdu 'anna al-jamlc yuhawiluna 
licb dawr ad-dagit cala al-'axar MCCI ')

(L1LJ wa UCJ) (MCU 2 kullun yu'addT 
dawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi al- xassah. MCC1 2)

Thematic 
Structure

Main Theme

Theme + Rheme 
1 within main 

rheme
Theme + Rheme 

2 within main 
rheme

Sequencing

Initial

Medial

Final

Grounding

Background

Foreground

Background

Grounding 
expectation 

fulfilled?
Yes

Yes

No

Sentence 4

-— j V) *u1jjl ljljl i

Mainness/Subordination

(Cjt wa maca 'anna Cjt) (MCLI ' al-quwwah al- 
'amrikiyyah al'isra'Tliyyah, bi-1-mucadalat al- 
mutacaraf calayha, 'akbar wa-'aktar

\Af^f^\ 1tiqaniyyah min hiyazat 'Iran )
(Cjt 'ilia 'anna Cjt) (MCL1 2 dalika la yaxdac 
liman yakun al-'aktar 'Tda'an li-l-'axar hatta\A?*r*\ *?
bi-mahdudiyyat quwwatihi. )

Thematic 
Structure

Main Theme

Theme within 
main rheme and 
Rheme within 
main rheme

Sequencing

Iniial

Final

Grounding

Background

Foreground

Grounding 
expectation 

fulfilled?
Yes

Yes
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Sentence 5

j>-a <jUJ

Mainness/Subordination

(bLj wa ^ (MU qad ra'ayna tajarub hadatat ft fttnam 
wa-'afganistan wa-hatta lubnan kayfa tarajacat 
quwwat ad-dawlah al-'adzam wa-l-'akbar 'amama 
l israrkifahas-sucub MC1)

Thematic 
Structure

Not 
relevant

Sequencing

Not 
relevant

Grounding

Not 
relevant

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Not relevant

Sentence 6
V I al.l=kiJ Jla. ^ (j£]

Mainness/Subordination

CLJ lakin bLj) (Al> ft hal 
istixdam 'aslihah fawq 
at-taqlTdiyyah AP)
(PC1 wa-hiya ma tu§Tr 
'ilayhi 'isra'Tl bi-tadmTr 
kull 'Iran PCI )
(MCI yajcal al-'umur 
muxtalifah. MC1 )

Thematic Structure

Main Theme

Excluded from 
analysis

Main Rheme

Sequencing

Initial

Medial

Final

Grounding

Background

Foreground

Foreground

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Yes

No

Yes

Sentence 7

JjjlU (3aJtku l^'iinm ^1 JiLuijll Jj (>aJJ

Mainness/Subordination

(SLJ wa SCJ) huna

(MLI labudda min qiyas nabd at-tahdld bi-1-harb
'ila al-wasa'il allatT sa-tastaxdimuha 'ayyun min
hadihi al-atraf, wa-mada al-'adrar allatT sa-
talhaqu bi-d-duwal al-muhTtah bi-l-mutaharibln.
MCK

Thematic
Structure

Main
Theme
Main

Rheme

Sequencing

Initial

Final

Grounding

Background

Foreground

Grounding
expectation

fulfilled?
Yes

Yes
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Sentence 8

4aj_»ilill .ij jl li |j UlaJ jl& jjc. <_ullJj jl

Mainness/Subordination

(bcj wa icj) (MLI la nadtaqid 'anna al-mujabahah, law 
hadatat bi-'asallb gayr taqlTdiyyah sa-takun najahan 
daskariyyan MC1)
(ACI 'ida 'adrakna 'anna 'ahad al-muharramat al- 
qanuniyyah wa-1-calamiyyah 'an tataharrak hadihi 
al- k aslihah min dagitah wa-radicah 'ila at-tadmTr al- 
muba§ir. AC1)

Thematic 
Structure

Main 
Theme

Main 
Rheme

Sequencing

Initial

Final

Grounding

Foreground

Background

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Yes

Yes

Sentence 9
(J.JJ

Mainness/Subordination

(MCI dacuna naftarid 'anna man yudTr al-macrakah 
al-baridah ar-rahinah bayna qadatiha man yamlik 
mugamarah mutahwwirah wa-ru l yah mutlaqah bi-1- 
intisar. MC1)

Thematic 
Structure

Not 
relevant

Sequencing

Not 
relevant

Grounding

Not 
relevant

Grounding 
expectation 

fulfilled?
Not relevant

Sentence 10

Jaujla ji tUic. (La tj^ lAjiai.1 (J»J j 4 aj ^Uji UUa.1 A^.jj

La

Mainness/Subordination

CL| wa SCJ ) (Al' hatta ft l-hurub wa-xitatiha AP)

(MLU ' tujad 'ahyanan 'awham tajurru li-l-'axta' 
al-fadihah MCC1 ')

Thematic 
Structure

Main Theme 
within 

Theme + 
Rheme 1

Main Rheme 
within 

Theme + 
Rheme 1

Sequencing

Initial within 
main initial

Final within 
main initial

Grounding

Background

Foreground

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Yes

Yes
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(ULJ wa ULJ) (MLU i lacalla 'axtaraha kayfa 
yasmud iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 'aw 
mutawasit ad-daxl, 6ala 'aklaf harb tawllah Mda 
ma sarat hisabat as-sacat suhuran tumma 
sinlnan. MCC1 2)

Theme + 
Rheme 2

Final Foreground Yes

Sentence 11

<>ajl J i<*JjiJl (Jllbj^all ^jlc. tt_ ijJl A-B L$jjj2kj bkjL-aJul ^ C

Mainness/Subordination

(bLj wa SLJ) (MU 'isra'Tl, tahdTdan, ictamadat ft 
intisariha bi-hurubiha maca al-carab cala ad-darabat 
as-sancah, wa-naql al-harb 'ila 'ard al-xasm. MC1)

Thematic 
Structure

Not 
relevant

Sequencing

Not 
relevant

Grounding

Not 
relevant

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Not relevant

Sentence 12

3 lij£j ^1 (jJJJ^Jall UlS ^jSJ 4;jl_)«jLj JJ-«J (J&LLaj l(_>nJ_^i L-JjjJaJ AjJja. (^i3lj H— Ijlui^l li* (jiajJJJ LaJj '(jljJJ 2-" AiluL«ll ^C.Uij

Mainness/Subordination

(SCJ wa SCJ) (MCCI ' hiya bi-tabacud al-masafah 
maca 'Iran, rubbama taftarid hada al- k uslub
MCCI K

( RCI wa-l-ladl jarrabathu bi-darb tunis wa-mufacil 
tammuz bi-1-ciraq RCI)
(UCJ lakin CICJ) (MCU 2 kilta ad-darbatayn lam

\Af^f~'\ *)

takuna fT zaman mutagayyir. )

Thematic 
Structure

Theme + 
Rheme 1

Excluded 
from analysis

Theme + 
Rheme 2

Sequencing

Initial

Medial

Final

Grounding

Foreground

Foreground

Foreground

Grounding 
expectation 

fulfilled?
Yes

No

Yes

Sentence 13

U^ (£ J=^ JjJ J^=H cr^ J «J=^VI ^J i-i' i n"l ^J JJ (j

4_a_3 >)*-* UO dlL^Li-o Vg^?*

Mainness/Subordination

(UH 'ay 'anna U|J)

Thematic Structure

Part of main theme 
within Theme +

Sequencing

Initial within 
main initial

Grounding

Background

Grounding 
expectation 

fulfilled?
Yes
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(MLU ' 'Iran ladayha sawarix tastatlc al- wusul'ila'isra'il MCCl1)

(C1CJ wa ULJ ) (MLU 2 hunaka jiwar hizb 
allah alladT sa-yakun xatt an-nar al-axar
MCCI 2x

(CILJ wa UCJ) (AP hatta bi-hiyad duwal 
'uxra AP)
(sub-ucj fa HUK;,^ (MIX-. 3 < inna al_
mucadalat allatl tuktab wa-tursam dala 
al-waraq, qad tuwajihuha mufaja'at gayr 
mutawaqqadah. MCC1 3)

Rheme 1
Part of main theme 

withn Theme + 
Rheme 1 and Main 

Rheme within 
Theme + Rheme 1
Theme + Rheme 2

Main Theme within 
Theme + Rheme 3

Main Rheme within 
Theme + Rheme 3

Final within 
main initial

Medial

Initial within 
main final

Final within 
main final

Foreground

Foreground

Background

Foreground

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Sentence 14
A£j»-<JI lxu i is JjJ

Mainness/Subordination

(MCCI ' duwal al-mantiqah sa-takun juz'an min al- <ahdaf MCC")
(CICJ lakin CICJ) (MCLI 2 kayfa sa-takun al-adrar, wa- 
man sa-yadxul al-macrakah hatta law lam yakun 
sarlkan bi-1-lucbah al-xatirah?' MCC12)

Thematic 
Structure

Theme + 
Rheme 1
Theme + 
Rheme 2

Sequencing

Initial

Final

Grounding

Foreground

Foreground

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Yes

Yes

Sentence 15
JjJ (JS j «>• —— JUaJ

(>«'lui 4JJJ jll LaJlj

Mainness/Subordination

(MCCI ' la yabdu 'anna alladln yufakkiruna 
bi-hadihi al-harb yuqaddiruna an-nata'ij wa- maxatiraha M'CC1 ')
(UCJ wa C1CJ) (MCU 2 'aswa' al-ihtimalat 'an 
tatal al-macrakah masaft wa-wasa'il intaj 
an-naft fTkull duwal al-xalTj MCCI2)
(clCj fa^)huna

(MLU 3 lan ya'tT ad-darar faqat cala hadihi ad- 
duwal wa-'innama az-zawbacah sa-tacumm 
al-ealam kulluh. MCCI3)

Thematic 
Structure

Theme + 
Rheme 1

Theme + 
Rheme 2

Main Theme 
within Theme 

+ Rheme 3
Theme + 
Rheme 3

Sequencing

Initial

Medial

Initial within 
main final

Final within 
main final

Grounding

Foreground

Foreground

Background

Foreground

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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Sentence 16

t

t« IJ eiA jLa

Jj#«- JJ^-J *Sj*li-

jL,J JJ jj Aj j

u j " J

Mainness/Subordination

(icj wa bLJ) (MLI nactaqid 'anna 'urubba, ka-hallf li-'amnka
wa-radic li-'isra'Tl li-ayyi mugamarh wa-muhawir maqbul
maca 'Iran, calayha 'an tudrik 'anna al-lu6bah tatajawaz
'amn 'isra'Tl 'aw baqa' 'amrlka ft 1-ciraq wa-l-xallj, 'aw
'intaj qanabil nawawiyyah 'iraniyyah, 'ila damar iqtisad
dalamT lan yakun mustadidan li-qabul mitl hadihi ad-
darbah, 'ida ma tacaddat al-'ahdaf al-marhaliyyah 'ila
dararkawm. MCI)

Thematic 
Structure

Not
relevant

Sequencing

Not
relevant

Grounding

Not
relevant

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Not relevant
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Discussion of Analyses

8.0 Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to discuss the results of the following analyses of the English 

and Arabic editorials:

1. Analysis of English and Arabic sentences which contain one, two, three, and four clauses

2. Analysis of sentences with non-standard structures

3. Analysis of sentences which do not begin with an adjunct or disjunct phrase, and which do 

not include any adjunct or disjunct clause, and sentences with phrases which begin with, do 

not begin with, end with, or do not end with a phrase.

4. Analysis of the correlation between mainness/subordination, thematic structures, 

sequencing, and grounding in English and Arabic

5. Analysis of the thematic structure of English and Arabic clauses and phrases with a 'no' 

grounding expectation

6. Analysis of nominal and verbal sentences and clauses

7. Analysis of rhematic markers
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8.1 Discussion of Analyses and Results of English and Arabic Sentences: sentences 
with one, two, three and four main clauses

The syntactic analysis of English and Arabic editorials in this study aims at 
investigating sentence complexity in the two languages. One approach to test text complexity 
is word factor and sentence factor (Westin, 2002: 78). Word factor involves word length or 
word frequency. The other measurement, sentence factor, involves the ratio of simple, 
complex, and compound sentences (ibid.). Other measurements can be used, such as noun 
phrase complexity and subordination (ibid.: 81).

In the present study, text complexity is examined by analysing English and Arabic 
editorials on the basis of the categories given below. A table which shows the occurrences and 
percentage of six types of sentences is presented at the beginning of each main category. The 
English and Arabic results given in this table are then compared and contrasted. This is 
followed by a final discussion of the results of all categories.

8.1.1 Sentences with One Main Clause: all types
The first main category of English and Arabic sentences is sentences with one main clause. 
The results of all six types of this category are presented in Table 5 below.

Table 5. Comparison between occurrences of sentences with one main clause in English and Arabic: all 
types

Sentences with One main Clause: all types

8. 1.1. a Sentences with one main clause, and 
without an adjunct or disjunct clause 
accompanying the main clause
8.1. l.b Sentences with one main clause, and 
with an adjunct clause accompanying the 
main clause
S.l.l.c Sentences with one main clause, and 
with a disjunct clause accompanying the 
main clause
S.l.l.d Sentences with one main clause, and 
with two adjunct clauses accompanying the 
main clause
S.l.l.e Sentences with one main clause, and

English

201

39

11

1

0

% of total relevant 
sentences in all 
English texts

68.1 %

13.2%

3.7%

0.3 %

0

Arabic

63

46

5

3

0

% of total relevant 
sentences in all 

Arabic texts
36.2 %

26.4 %

2.9 %

1.7%

0
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with two disjunct clauses accompanying the 
main clause
S.l.l.f Sentences with one main clause, and 
with both adjunct and disjunct clauses 
accompanying the main clause

3 1.0% 0 0

The six types given in Table 5 are compared and contrasted below.

8.1.l.a Sentences with one main clause, and without an adjunct or disjunct clause accompanying 
the main clause

The difference between English and Arabic in using single sentences which do not include any 

adjunct or disjunct clause is large. This type of sentence is more frequent in English than in 

Arabic, as indicated by the high percentage English scores in Table 5 above.

8.1.l.b Sentences with one main clause, and with an adjunct clause accompanying the main 
clause

The Arabic editorials tend to use sentences with one main clause, and with an adjunct clause 

accompanying the main clause more than do English editorials.

8.1.l.c Sentences with one main clause, and with a disjunct clause accompanying the main clause

Sentences with one main clause, and with a disjunct clause accompanying the main clause are 

not commonly used in either language.

8.1.l.d Sentences with one main clause, and with two adjunct clauses accompanying the main 
clause

Only 1 sentence with one main clause, and with two adjunct clauses accompanying the main 

clause is found in English editorials compared to 3 Arabic sentences of this type. Thus, there 

is no great difference between the two languages in using this type of sentence.

S.l.l.e Sentences with one main clause, and with two disjunct clauses accompanying the main 
clause

The results of this type of sentence seem striking; the frequency of sentences with one main 

clause, and with two disjunct clauses is zero in both English and Arabic editorials.
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8.1.l.f Sentences with one main clause, and with both adjunct and disjunct clauses 
accompanying the main clause

Sentences with one main clause, and with both adjunct and disjunct clauses accompanying the 
main clause are rare in English. Arabic does not show any tendency to use this type of 
sentence.

As can be seen from Table 5 above, English and Arabic editorials differ significantly 
in employing single sentences without any adjunct or disjunct clauses accompanying the main 
clause. In the English data it is found that texts ten and eleven include 16 and 11 single main- 
clause sentences respectively. There are also instances of elliptical single sentences in the texts 
analysed, such as sentence 14 in text seven and sentence 11 in text eleven. One of the main 
reasons for using reduced sentences in English is to enhance readability (Hynds, 1990: 311). 
Although ellipsis is common in some Arabic contexts, no elliptical sentences are found in the 
Arabic editorials.

8.1.2 Sentences with Two Main Clauses: all types
The second category is sentences with two main clauses. Table 6 below shows the results of 
all six types of this classification.

Table 6. Comparison between occurrences of sentences with two main clauses in English and Arabic: 
all types
Sentences with Two Main Clauses: all types

8.1.2.3 Sentences with two main clauses, and 
without an adjunct or disjunct clause 
accompanying the two main clauses
8.1.2.5 Sentences with two main clauses, and 
with an adjunct clause accompanying the two 
main clauses
8.1.2.C Sentences with two main clauses, and 
with a disjunct clause accompanying the two 
main clauses
8.1.2.d Sentences with two main clauses, and 
with two adjunct clauses accompanying the 
two main clauses
8.1.2.e Sentences with two main clauses, and 
with two disjunct clauses accompanying the

English

33

0

0

0

0

% of total relevant 
sentences in all 
English texts

11.2%

0

0

0

0

Arabic

29

13

4

1

0

% of total relevant 
sentences in all 

Arabic texts
16.7%

7.5%

2.3%

0.6%

0
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two main clauses
8.1. 2.f Sentences with two main clauses, and 
with both adjunct and disjunct clauses 
accompanying the two main clauses

0 0 1 0.6%

The results illustrated by Table 6 are compared and contrasted below.

8.1.2.a Sentences with two main clauses, and without an adjunct or disjunct clause 

accompanying the two main clauses

As Table 6 above demonstrates, sentences with two main clauses, and without an adjunct or 

disjunct clause accompanying the two main clauses are more frequent in Arabic than in 

English.

8.1.2.b Sentences with two main clauses, and with an adjunct clause accompanying the two main 
clauses

It seems that English does not tend to use sentences with two main clauses, and with an 

adjunct clause accompanying the two main clauses. Arabic, by contrasts, scores 13 sentences 

of this type.

8.1.2.C Sentences with two main clauses, and with a disjunct clause accompanying the two main 
clauses

No English sentences with two main clauses and with a disjunct clause accompanying the two 

main clauses are observed compared to 4 Arabic sentences of the same type.

8.1.2.d Sentences with two main clauses, and with two adjunct clauses accompanying the two 
main clauses

The analysis of the English data does not show any occurrence of sentences with two main 

clauses, and with two adjunct clauses accompanying the two main clauses. In Arabic, only one 

sentence of this type is attested.
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8.1.2.e Sentences with two main clauses, and with two disjunct clauses accompanying the two 
main clauses

Neither English nor Arabic tends to employ sentences with two main clauses, and with two 
disjunct clauses accompanying the two main clauses.

8.1.2.f Sentences with two main clauses, and with both adjunct and disjunct clauses 
accompanying the two main clauses

English does not score any sentences with two main clauses, and with both adjunct and 
disjunct clauses accompanying the two main clauses. Only 1 Arabic sentence of this type is 
observed.

Table 6 above demonstrates that there is a difference between English and Arabic in 
their use of two coordinate clauses which do not include any adjunct or disjunct clauses. It is 
striking that no English sentences are found in all other five types. Arabic also does not tend to 
use sentences found in types three, four, five, and six.

8.1.3 Sentences with Three Main Clauses: all types

The third category is sentences with three main clauses. Table 7 below shows the results found 
in the six types of this classification.

Table 7. Comparison between occurrences of sentences with three main clauses: all types
Sentences with Three Main Clauses: all types

8.1.3.a Sentences with three main clauses, 
and without an adjunct or disjunct clause 
accompanying the three main clauses
8.1.3.b Sentences with three main clauses, 
and with an adjunct clause accompanying the 
three main clauses
8.1.3.C Sentences with three main clauses, 
and with a disjunct clause accompanying the 
three main clauses
8.1.3.d Sentences with three main clauses,

English

1

0

0

0

% of total relevant 
sentences in all 
English texts

0.3%

0

0

0

Arabic

6

2

0

0

% of total relevant 
sentences in all 

Arabic texts
3.4%

1.1%

0

0
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and with two adjunct clauses accompanying 
the three main clauses
8.1.3-e Sentences with three main clauses, 
and with two disjunct clauses accompanying 
the three main clauses
8.1. 3.f Sentences with three main clauses, and 
with both adjunct and disjunct clauses 
accompanying the three main clauses

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

The results for English and Arabic indicated by Table 7 are compared and contrasted below.

8.1.3.a Sentences with three main clauses, and without an adjunct or disjunct clause 

accompanying the three main clauses

The results show that English scores only 1 sentence with three main clauses, and without an 

adjunct or disjunct clause accompanying the three main clauses, compared to 6 Arabic 

sentences of the same type.

8.1.3.b Sentences with three main clauses, and with an adjunct clause accompanying the three 
main clauses

No English sentences with three main clauses, and with an adjunct clause accompanying the 

three main clauses are found. In Arabic, 2 sentences are observed.

No sentences of the following types are attested in either English or Arabic:

8.1.3.C Sentences with three main clauses, and with a disjunct clause accompanying the three 

main clauses

8.1.3.d Sentences with three main clauses, and with two adjunct clauses accompanying the three 

main clauses

8.1.3.e Sentences with three main clauses, and with two disjunct clauses accompanying the 

three main clauses
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8.1.3.f Sentences with three main clauses, and with both adjunct and disjunct clauses 
accompanying the three main clauses

Based on the results in Table 7 above, English and Arabic do not tend to use sentences 
with three main clauses.

8.1.4 Sentences with Four Main Clauses: all types

The final category is sentences with four main clauses. The results of this type of sentence are 
given in Table 8 below.

Table 8. Comparison between occurrences of sentences with four main clauses: all types
Sentences with Four Main 

Clauses: all types

8.1.4.3 Sentences with four 
main clauses, and without an 
adjunct or disjunct clause 
accompanying the four main 
clauses
8.1.4.b Sentences with four 
main clauses, and with an 
adjunct clause accompanying 
the four main clauses
8.1.4.C Sentences with four 
main clauses, and with a 
disjunct clause accompanying 
the four main clauses
8.1.4.d Sentences with four 
main clauses, and with two 
adjunct clauses accompanying 
the four main clause
8.1.4.e Sentences with four 
main clauses, and with two 
disjunct clauses accompanying 
the four main clauses
8.1. 4.f Sentences with four 
main clauses, and with both 
adjunct and disjunct clauses 
accompanying the four main 
clauses

English

0

0

0

0

0

0

% of total relevant 
sentences in all 
English texts

0

0

0

0

0

0

Arabic

2

0

0

0

0

0

% of total relevant 
sentences in all Arabic 

texts
1.1 %

0

0

0

0

0
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As indicated by Table 8, there are no occurrences of English sentences with four main 

clauses, and without adjunct or disjunct clause accompanying the four main clauses. In Arabic, 

2 sentences of this type are, however, observed. The results also clearly indicate that neither 

English nor Arabic tend to employ sentences found in types two, three, four, five, and six.

8.1.5 Discussion of Analyses and Results of Sentences with Non-standard Structures

English and Arabic sentences of this category are treated separately, as they involve 

non-standard structures. In the English editorials, 4 such sentences are observed. One of these 

sentences includes a direct speech main clause of saying followed by a direct speech main 

clause, and a direct speech adjunct clause. The other three sentences share similar structures, a 

main clause followed by appositive coordinated clauses or phrases. In the Arabic editorials, 

only 1 such sentence is found, in text eight. This sentence consists of an initial adjunct clause 

and a main clause followed by 3 appositive coordinated clauses with embedded elements. 

Table 9 below shows the percentage of these sentences in each language.

Table 9. Comparison between occurrences of English and Arabic sentences with non-standard 

structures

Sentence type

sentences with non- 
standard structures

Total number of 
relevant sentences 

in English
4

% of total relevant 
sentences in all 
English texts

1.4%

Total number of 
relevant sentences 

in Arabic
1

% of total relevant 
sentences in all 

Arabic texts
0.6%

Clearly, the two languages do not tend to use this type of sentence in editorial writing, 

although English uses it more commonly than Arabic.
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8.2 Discussion of Analyses and Results of Sentences which do not begin with an 

adjunct or disjunct phrase, and which do not include any adjunct or disjunct 

clause, and sentences with phrases (beginning, not beginning, ending, and not 

ending with a phrase)

Sentences of this category are divided into two types: (1) sentences which do not begin 

with an adjunct or disjunct phrase, and which do not include any adjunct or disjunct clause, 

and (2) sentences with phrases (beginning, not beginning, ending, and not ending with a 

phrase). The two types are presented in Table 10 respectively.

Table 10. Comparison between occurrences of sentences without a clause/phrase and sentences with a 

phrase in English and Arabic

Sentences with One Phrase: all types

8.2.a Sentences which do not begin with an 
adjunct or disjunct phrase, and which do not 
include any adjunct or disjunct clause
8.2.b Sentences which begin with an adjunct 
phrase
8.2.c Sentences which end with an adjunct 
phrase
8.2.d Sentences which begin with a disjunct 
phrase
8.2.e Sentences which end with a disjunct 
phrase
8.2.f Sentences which begin and end with an 
adjunct phrase
8.2 g Sentences which end with two adjunct 
phrases
8.2'h Sentences which end with an appositive 
phrase

English

194

17

22

7

0

1

1

3

% of total relevant 
sentences in all 
English texts

65.8%

5.8%

7.5%

2.4%

0

0.3%

0.3%

1 .0%

Arabic

73

24

3

3

0

0

0

1

% of total relevant 
sentences in all 

Arabic texts
42%

13.8%

1.7%

1 .7%

0

0

0

0.6%

The results illustrated by Table 10 are discussed below.
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8.2 a Sentences which do not begin with an adjunct or disjunct phrase, and which do not include 
any adjunct or disjunct clause

As indicated by Table 10, there is a significant difference between English and Arabic in the 

employment of sentences which do not begin with an adjunct or disjunct phrase, and which do 
not include any adjunct or disjunct clause. English scores 194 sentences (65.8%) compared to 

73 sentences (42 %) found in Arabic. This type of sentence is thus more commonly used in 
English editorials than in Arabic ones.

8.2 b Sentences beginning with an adjunct phrase

Sentences which begin with an adjunct phrase are more frequent in Arabic editorials than 
English ones.

8.2 c Sentences ending with an adjunct phrase

There is a difference between English and Arabic in using sentences which end with an 
adjunct phrase. English scores 22 sentences compared to only 3 sentences found in Arabic.

8.2.d Sentences beginning with a disjunct phrase

The employment of sentences which begin with a disjunct phrase in English and Arabic is 
low, with 7 sentences in English and 3 in Arabic. It is striking that all the Arabic sentences of 

this type are found in one text, namely text six.

8.2.e Sentences ending with a disjunct phrase

The two languages do not show any occurrence of sentences which end with a disjunct phrase.

8.2.f Sentences beginning and ending with an adjunct phrase

The two languages do not tend to employ sentences which begin and end with an adjunct 
phrase. Only 1 instance is found in English. No sentence of this type is observed in Arabic.
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8.2.g Sentences ending with two adjunct phrases

While English scores only 1 sentence which ends with two adjunct phrases, Arabic does not 

show any occurrence of this type of sentence.

8.2.h Sentences ending with an appositive phrase

As appositive clauses and main clauses have an equal status in terms of dependency to 

adjuncts and disjuncts, appositive phrases are treated like adjunct and disjunct phrases in the 

present study. The results indicate that English and Arabic do not tend to use sentences which 

end with an appositive phrase. Compared to only 1 sentence found in Arabic, 3 English 
sentences are observed.

8.3 Discussion of Results: all categories

Based on the results above, English editorials tend to use simpler and shorter sentence 

structures than Arabic editorials. This is demonstrated by the high percentage in English of (1) 

single sentences which do not include any adjunct or disjunct clause, and (2) sentences which 

do not begin with an adjunct or disjunct phrase, and which do not include any adjunct or 

disjunct clause. The predominantly simple structures in the English data could be attributed to 

the tendency of the English writer to use more 'reader-friendly' language in Westin's terms 

(Westin, 2002: 62). This finding about sentence simplicity of the English texts analysed in the 
present study supports Westin's study (2002) in which he concludes that there was a 

considerable decrease in sentence complexity of English upmarket newspaper editorials 

during the 20th century (ibid.: 81).

As for the Arabic editorials, the Arabic writer tends to use more complex structures. 

This finding also supports other studies, such as Al-Odadi (1996) in which he notes that 

Arabic sentences are lengthy compared to English ones (ibid: 272-73). The finding of the 

current study also accords with Diab (1998). Diab concludes that Arabic editorials use more 

coordinated clauses than English editorials (Diab, 1998: 336). The present study also, in 

general terms, supports Abdelfattah's (1990) study, in which he indicates that the 1989
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editorials of Al-Ahram employ more complex writing than that of 1935 editorials 

(Abdelfattah, 1990: 87).

Other previous studies, such as Othman (2004) suggest that more subordinate 

sentences are found in English editorials than in Arabic ones. Othman (ibid: 12-13, 2004) 

concludes that English prefers subordination to coordination. On the basis of the results of the 

present study, however, the employment of subordinate clauses is less common in English 

than in Arabic. Holes (2004) suggests that purpose and reason clauses can precede main 

clauses, particularly in some Arabic fictional contexts, because of the influence of the 

European writing style on educated Arab writers (Holes, 2004: 289). The analysis of the 

Arabic data of the present study shows that the use of such structures is also common in 

editorial writing. Some instances of this type of sentence taken from my data are given below 

(Al-Riyadh, January 23, 2008).

-4 • • "~ ij

li-'annahu 'ida kanat 'amrlka tuclin sadaqataha fa labudda 'an takun fi saffi al-haqq qabla 'an 

tujamil man tadacahum fi saff al-'asdiqa'.

-';^ •••''! jl JjLoull A-jlc. -'j-- <_£ill ^jJa-allj tsjiSl 5jaA jli 44j£-ljJ A-LJa5 J] JjaJJ

S <Lu;ljJ S j*ll eJAj k^jAi-l^ll ^51 jajl jja.Uajll tllljLa (jlij Ll^a. jflJJ jJujJ (JJJJJ

wa li-'anna al-ihtilal tahawwala 'ila qadlyyah 'amnkiyyah fa 'inna haybat al-quwwah, wa-1- 

macna alladi sa-yatimm calayhi at-tasa'ul law insahabat al-quwwat wal-muhakamat allatl sa- 

tansa' fi zilliha, jacalat ar-ra'Ts bus yufakkir jiddiyyan bi-galq malaffat at-tatahun al-ciraql ad- 

daxill wa-hadihi 1-marrah bi-wasitat quwa al-'amn al-wataniyyah.

S i bljill ei

li-'annahu hatta law wujidat mitl hadihi an-nawaya fa-cala al-'aqall tabqa rahna tasawwur ad 

dawlah wa-hallfatiha al-kubra.
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The main clauses in the sentences above are preceded by li-'anna clauses. This style of writing 
is rare in Classical Arabic (CA), according to Holes (ibid.).

The results of the present study also demonstrate that neither English nor Arabic tend 
to employ sentences which consist of three or four clauses. The percentage of this type of 
sentence is very low in both languages. This indicates that writers of English and Arabic texts 
do not use extremely complex clause structures.

The results also show that sentences with non-standard structures are rare in both 
languages. Furthermore, the results reveal that sentences with final adjunct phrase are more 
frequent in English editorials than in Arabic ones. The results also demonstrate that appositive 
phrases are not frequently used in either language.

8.4 Discussion of Analyses and Results of Correlation between 
Mainness/Subordination, Thematic Structures, and Grounding in English and 
Arabic

This section discusses the results of the correlation between mainness/subordination, 

thematic structure, and grounding in English and Arabic. These three areas of analysis in 
English and Arabic are first correlated. The results obtained from the correlation between 

mainness/subordination, thematic structure, and grounding are then classified into the 

following three types:

1. Clauses with a 'yes' grounding expectation

2. Clauses with a 'no' grounding expectation

3. Not relevant clauses (single foregrounded clauses).

The English and Arabic results of the correlation between mainness/subordination, thematic 

structure, and grounding are discussed below. The two languages are then compared and 

contrasted.
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8.4.1 Correlation between mainness/subordination, thematic structure, and grounding in 

English

The results of the analysis of the correlation between mainness/subordination, thematic 

structure, and grounding in English are illustrated by Table 11 below.

Table 11. Correlation between mainness/subordination, thematic structure, and grounding in English

Correlation between mainness/subordination, 
thematic structure, and grounding
Clauses/Phrases with a 'yes' grounding 
expectation
Clauses/Phrases with a 'no' grounding 
expectation
Not relevant clauses (clauses not analysed, 
because they are single foregrounded 
clauses).

Total number of relevant 
clauses/Phrases

313

37

141

% of relevant clauses and 
phrases

63.7%

7.5%

28.7%

Table 11 above indicates that there is a significant difference between the clauses and 

phrases which meet the grounding expectation (foregrounded) and the ones which do not 

fulfill this expectation. The occurrences of the clauses and phrases which score a 'yes' 

grounding expectation in all texts are 313 (63.7%) compared to only 37 (7.5%) clauses and 

phrases with a 'no' grounding expectation. The number of clauses which are not analysed (not 

relevant clauses), because they are single clauses, and thus are foregrounded, is 141 (28.7%).

8.4.2 Correlation between mainness/subordination, thematic structure, and grounding in 

Arabic

The Arabic analysis reveals the following results (Table 12) for the correlation between 

mainness/subordination, thematic structure, and grounding.
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Table 12. Correlation between mainness/subordination, thematic structure, and grounding in Arabic
Correlation between mainness/subordination, 
thematic structure, and grounding
Clauses/Phrases with a 'yes' grounding 
expectation
Clauses/Phrases with a 'no' grounding 
expectation
Not relevant clauses (clauses not anlayed, 
because they are single forgrounded clauses).

Total number of relevant 
clauses/Phrases

320

44

39

% of relevant clauses 
and phrases

79.4%

10.9%

9.7%

The total number of clauses and phrases which meet the grounding expectation in 
Arabic is 320 (79.4%) compared to only 44 (10.9%) for 'no'. 39 (9.7%) clauses and phrases 
are considered to be 'not relevant'.

8.4.3 Discussion of results of correlation between mainness/subordination, thematic 
structure, and grounding in English and Arabic

The two languages are compared and contrasted on the basis of the results given in 
Table 13 below.

Table 13. Correlation between mainness/subordination, thematic structure, and grounding in English 
and Arabic

Correlation between mainness/subordination, 
thematic structure, and grounding

Clauses/Phrases with a 'yes' grounding 
expectation
Clauses/Phrases with a 'no' grounding 
expectation
Not relevant clauses (clauses not analayed, 
because they are single forgrounded clauses).

English

313

37

141

% of relevant 
clauses and phrases 

in English
63.7%

7.5%

28.7%

Arabic

320

44

39

% of relevant 
clauses and 

phrases in Arabic
79.4%

10.9%

9.7%

As Table 13 above shows, there is a difference between English and Arabic editorials 
in the frequency of clauses and phrases which meet the grounding expectation (foregrounded 
clauses and phrases). The editorials of the two languages are also different in their use of
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clauses/phrases which do not fulfill the grounding expectation (clauses/phrases with a 'no' 

grounding expectation). However, there is a significant difference between the two languages 

in employing the 'not relevant' clauses. English scores 141 (28.7%) 'not relevant' clauses 

compared to 39 (9.7%) clauses in Arabic. This is attributed to the tendency of English to use 

single-clause sentences, while Arabic uses complex sentences.

8.4.4 Discussion of results of clauses/phrases with a 'no' grounding expectation in 

English and Arabic

The English and Arabic analyses reveal that clauses/phrases which do not fulfill the 

grounding expectation (clauses/phrases with a 'no' grounding expectation) are of various 

types. They fall into the following categories: part of main clause elements, main coordinate 

clauses, adjunct clauses, disjunct clauses, adjunct phrases, disjunct phrases, appositive phrases, 

parenthetical clauses, parenthetical phrases, and relative clauses. Table 14 below shows the 

frequency of each of these types in English and Arabic.

Table 14. Types of clauses/phrases with a 'no' grounding expectation

Types of clauses/phrases with a 'no' grounding 

expectation

Part of main clause element

Main/coordinate clause

Appositive Clause

Adjunct Clause

Disjunct Clause

Adjunct Phrase

Disjunct Phrase

Appositive Phrase

Parenthetical Clause

Parenthetical Phrase

Relative Clause

English

2

7

0

8

1

13

0

2

0

1

3

Arabic

1

9

1

25

3

1

1

0

1

0

1
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As the results in Table 14 demonstrate, the frequency of clauses/phrases which do not 

meet the grounding expectation is different in English and Arabic. Adjunct clauses with a 'no' 

grounding expectation are more frequent in Arabic (25 clauses) than in English (8 clauses). 

This could be attributed to the large amount of information which Arabic adjunct clauses 

include. It is found that these clauses include embedded elements which play a role in the 

immediate subsequent text; thus, they are foregrounded. Main/ coordinate clauses with a 'no' 

grounding expectation are also observed in both languages, with 7 clauses in English and 9 in 

Arabic.

The results also show that adjunct phrases with a 'no' grounding expectation are more 

common in English (13 phrases) than in Arabic (1 phrase). The analysis shows that 11 English 

adjunct phrases which do not fulfill grounding expectation occur in final positions, and the 

other two are within final positions. The results also demonstrate that English does not show 

any occurrence of appositive or parenthetical clauses with a 'no' grounding expectation 

compared to 1 occurrence for each type in Arabic. While English does not score any disjunct 

phrases with a 'no' grounding expectation, Arabic shows 1 occurrence of this type of phrase. 

The frequency of other clauses/phrases with a 'no' grounding expectation is low in both 

languages.

8.4.5 Discussion of analysis of some English and Arabic clauses/phrases with a 'no' 

grounding expectation

What follows are some instances of clauses and phrases which do not fulfill the grounding 

expectation in English and Arabic editorials (cf. Table 14).

8.4.5.a Main/coordinate clauses

Main/coordinate clauses in English and Arabic editorials are expected to be 

foregrounded, but they are backgrounded in some cases. The analysis shows that 6 out of 7 

backgrounded main/coordinate clauses occur initially in English, as in the following sentence:
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MCC1

MCC1

MCC1
? (

ClCj CICj) (MCC1 2

Mainness/Subordination

(MLU ' The likelihood is that a deal will 
be agreed MCcn )
(UCj but ULJ} (MLU 2 the detai , matters ML-CI 

2 )

Thematic 
Structure
Theme + 
Rheme 1
Theme + 
Rheme 2

Sequencing

Initial

Final

Grounding

Background

Foreground

Grounding expectation 
fulfilled?

No

Yes

The first main coordinate clause above does not play any role in the subsequent text; it is, thus, 

backgrounded. While this type of clause occurs initially in English, 5 out of the 9 Arabic 

backgrounded main/coordinate clauses appear in final positions. An example is the following 

sentence, which is taken from my data (Al-Riyadh, July 12, 2008):

AJJJJ L^Jfc! ( JaftLjall j i_u«J 4JaLmJl d a^jJ J

Mainness/Subordination

(SCJ wa SCJ) (AP bi-wujud hadihi al-
AP\munawarat as-saxmah )

(MCC1 ' yabdu 'anna al-jamTc yuhawiluna 
licb dawr ad-dagit cala al-'axar MCC1 ')

(UCJ wa C1CJ ) (MCC1 2 kullun yu'addT 
dawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi al- 
xassah. MCCI 2)

Thematic 
Structure

Main Theme

Theme + Rheme 
1 within main 

rheme
Theme + Rheme 

2 within main 
rheme

Sequencing

Initial

Medial

Final

Grounding

Background

Foreground

Background

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Yes

Yes

No

The grounding analysis indicates that the second main coordinate clause in the above sentence 

presents minor information about the first clause. In addition, it does not make any 

contribution to the subsequent text.
Based on the discussion above, English seems able to place information which does 

not play a role, or contains supporting details in the first main/coordinate clauses. Arabic, by 

contrast, seems more able to include minor information in final main/coordinate clauses.
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8.4.5.b Adjunct Clauses

Another common type of clauses which does not meet the grounding expectation is 

adjunct clauses. The English and Arabic grounding analyses demonstrate that the majority of 

foregrounded adjunct clauses, which are expected to present background information, occur in 

final positions. These clauses convey information which provides a conclusion to the 

preceding sentences, plays a role in the immediately subsequent text, or is central to the 

overall message of the sentence. An example is the following sentence taken from my data 

(The Guardian, July 18, 2008):

(MCI Washington would only risk sending a senior official to the Geneva talks MCI) (AC1 if it 

were confident that Iran would make concessions in return ACI)

Mainness/Subordination

(MCI Washington would only risk sending a 
senior official to the Geneva talks MC1)
(ACI if it were confident that Iran would make 
concessions in return AC1)

Thematic 
Structure

Main Theme

Main Rheme

Sequencing

Initial

Final

Grounding

Foreground

Foreground

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Yes

No

The notion of 'concessions' in the adjunct clause above is picked up and developed in the 

subsequent text. This rhematic clause is, therefore, foregrounded. A similar Arabic instance is:

(jjSlui l^jUc.ljJ jj jf 'u'ji! (j* (JSlc-

Mainness/Subordination

(MU 'ayyi caqil min zucama' wa-siyasiyyTn wa- 
muwatinln la yaqbal bi-harb cala 'Iran MCI)
(ACI li-'anna tadaciyatiha sa-takun

A f~*\

mudammirah. )

Thematic 
Structure

Main Theme

Main 
Rheme

Sequencing

Initial

Final

Grounding

Foreground

Foreground

Grounding 
expectation 

fulfilled?
Yes

No

The finally positioned adjunct clause in this sentence is foregrounded, as it plays a role in the 

subsequent text.
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In Arabic, a sentence can include initial and final foregrounded adjunct clauses. Two 

instances are observed. These are found in texts six and ten. The English analysis does not 

show any occurrence of this type of sentence.

8.4.5.C Adjunct Phrases

As mentioned earlier, adjunct phrases which do not fulfill the grounding expectation 

are more common in English than in Arabic. The English grounding analysis shows that 11 

out of the 13 adjunct phrases with a 'no' grounding expectation occur in final positions, and 2 

are in final within final positions. The sentence below is an example of finally positioned 

adjunct phrase with a 'no' grounding expectation:

(MCI This is the proposal to freeze the number of the gas centrifuges installed in Natanz MC1),

( in return for a freeze on further economic sanctions. AP)

Mainness/Subordination

(MU This is the proposal to freeze the number 
of the gas centrifuges installed in Natanz MC1)
(AP in return for a freeze on further economic

AP\sanctions. )

Thematic 
Structure

Main Theme

Main 
Rheme

Sequencing

Initial

Final

Grounding

Foreground

Foreground

Grounding 
expectation 

fulfilled?
Yes

No

The English grounding analysis demonstrates that the finally positioned adjunct phrase in the 

sentence above plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. It is, thus, foregrounded. 

The only occurrence of the Arabic adjunct phrase with a 'no' grounding expectation appears in 

an initial position in the following sentence:

Mainness/Subordination

("•J wa SCJ) (AP duna 'Tjad damanat li-1- 
'amn ad-daxilT AP)
(SubCICj fa SubCICj) ( MCCI 1 ljnna a,.6iraq sa_

yabqa halah mudaqqadah, wa-sa-yadxuluhu

Thematic 
Structure

Main Theme

Theme + 
Rheme 1 within

Sequencing

Initial

Initial within 
main final

Grounding

Foreground

Foreground

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

No

Yes
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'aktar min lacib MLU ')
(ULJ wa UCJ} (ML-U 2 n .natTjah gjyab at.

tasawwrat li-'ayyi hall yabruz ft l-'ufuq al- bacTd. MCC12)

main rheme
Theme + 

Rheme 2 within 
main rheme

Final within 
main final

Foreground Yes

The initially placed adjunct phrase in the previous sentence is foregrounded, because it is 
central to the main message, which is given in the two main coordinated clauses.

8.4.5.d Relative Clauses

Although relative clauses are not separately analysed in the three areas of analysis, as 
they occur outside of the main clause structures, there are instances which show that relative 
clauses can play a role in the immediately following text. This is illustrated in this sentence:

( It was preceded by a bitter internal debate in Washington ), which its victors tried hard 
yesterday to conceal.

Mainness/Subordination

(MCI It was preceded by a bitter internal 
debate in Washington MCI )

(RC1 which its victors tried hard yesterday 
to conceal. RCI)

Thematic 
Structure

Main Theme and 
Main Rheme

Excluded from 
analysis

Sequencing

Initial

Final

Grounding

Foreground

Foreground

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

Yes

No

The information in the relative clause above conveys foregrounded information. It advances 
the immediately subsequent text. All the three relative clauses observed in the English analysis 

occur in final positions.
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8.5 Discussion of Analyses and Results of Thematic Structures of English and 
Arabic Clauses and Phrases with a 'no' Grounding Expectation

The thematic analysis of both English and Arabic shows that the most frequent clauses 
and phrases which do not meet the grounding expectation are final rhemes. In some cases, 
however, these clauses and phrases occur initially as themes, particularly in Arabic, as in:

4JaL> l(j jj j jc. ll Jj.il] U jl£ I Jl j

jj

.5jc.Lua.VI AjUj£-j

Mainness/Subordination

(icj wa iLj) (AU 'ida kana al-ciraq mudanan li-d- 
dwual al-xalTjiyyah bi-mabaliga kabTrah bi- 
sabab 'adrar harbayy gazw al-kuwayt wa-1-harb maca 'Iran ACI)
(cig fa L.LJ^J (MLI h-dihi al_masrii tuhaddad
dimna sultah ciraqiyyah tufawid cala hadihi al- 
qadaya wa-laysa muhtallan yadac nafsahu al- 
waslt al-maqbul MC1)
(ACI fi 1-waqt alladT narahu min tasarrufat 
'amrikiyyah tunafi" dalika, wa-tajcalaha ft halat 
xusumah daxil al-ciraq wa-mukawwinatih al-

A ^1ijtimaciyyah. )

Thematic 
Structure

Main 
Theme

Theme 
within main 

rheme

Rheme 
within main 

rheme

Sequencing

Initial within 
main initial

Final within 
main initial

Final

Grounding

Foreground

Foreground

Background

Grounding 
expectation 
fulfilled?

No

Yes

Yes

The initial thematic adjunct clause above presents information which contributes to the 
development of the subsequent text. The occurrence of these foregrounded clauses and phrases 
in thematic, rather than rhematic positions, is probably because they are closely attached to 

main clauses, which are expected to be foregrounded.
The English thematic analysis shows that clauses and phrases with a 'no' grounding 

expectation fall into various types. They are: main rheme (12 occurrences), part of main rheme 
(7 occurrences), theme + rheme 1 or 2 (5 occurrences), main theme (2 occurrences), part of 
main theme (2 occurrences), theme within main rheme (1 occurrence), and rheme within main 

rheme (3 occurrences).
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Similar types are also found in Arabic. They are: main rheme (11 occurrences), main 
rheme within theme + rheme lor 2 (5 occurrences), theme + rheme 1, 2, or 3 (5 occurrences), 
main theme (3 occurrences), rheme within main rheme (3 occurrences), theme + rheme 1 or 2 
within main rheme (2 occurrences), main theme within theme + rheme 1 or 2 (2 occurences), 

rheme within theme + rheme 1 within main rheme (2 occurrences), part of rheme within main 
rheme within theme + rheme 1 (1 occurrence), theme + rheme 1 or 2 within main theme (1 
occurrence), theme within main rheme and theme within rheme within main rheme (1 
occurrence), theme + rheme b within main rheme within theme + rheme 2 (1 occurrence), 
theme within main rheme (1 occurrence), and rheme within main rheme within theme + rheme 
1 (1 occurrence). It is worth noting that 14 types of these clauses and phrases are observed in 

Arabic, compared to 7 types in English. This is because more complex sentences are found in 
Arabic than in English.

Thus, on the basis of the above discussion, clauses and phrases which are foregrounded 
are final rhemes in many cases. The foregrounding of rhematic final clauses and phrases is 
similar in both English and Arabic, with the following pattern illustrated by Table 15.

Table 15. Pattern of foregrounding of rhematic final clauses and phrases
Mainness/Subordination

Clause/phrase
Thematic Structure

Rheme
Sequencing

final
Grounding
foregound

8.6 Discussion of Analyses and Results of Nominal and Verbal Sentences and 

Clauses

In Arabic there are two basic sentence types, the nominal and the verbal, as indicated 
earlier (see section 3.8). In the nominal sentence, the subject precedes the predicate, whereas 
in the verbal sentence the verb comes before the subject, or there is no overt subject.

The results below concern Arabic nominal and verbal sentences and clauses only, as 
English does not make a corresponding distinction. They are divided into two main sub-types: 
(1) nominal and verbal sentences which consist of one main clause, and (2) other nominal and
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verbal clauses. The reason for this division is that it is not possible to subject sentences with 

two or more clauses to the same fundamental analysis as sentences with one single clause.

The first main sub-type, nominal and verbal sentences which consist of one main 

clause, is classified into further two sub-types: (1) nominal sentences with one main clause 

and (2) verbal sentences with one main clause. Each of these types is also classified into other 

sub-types. Similarly, the second main classification, nominal and verbal clauses, is also 

classified into sub-types. For the purpose of this analysis, the notion 'clause' is used here to 

mean complete proposition. Thus, a single sentence with one main clause is treated as one 

clause, while a sentence can also consist of two or more clauses (cf. section 8.1).

8.6.1 Nominal and verbal sentences with one main clause

The results of nominal and verbal sentences with one main clause are given in Table 16 below.

Table 16. Nominal and verbal sentences with one man clause: all types.
Sentences with One Main Clause: all 

types

8.6.1.a Sentences with one main clause, 
and without an adjunct or disjunct clause 
accompanying the main clause
8.6.1.5 Sentences with one main clause, 
and with an adjunct clause 
accompanying the main clause
8.6.1.C Sentences with one main clause, 
and with a disjunct clause accompanying 
the main clause
8.6. l.d Sentences with one main clause, 
and with two adjunct clauses 
accompanying the main clause
8.6.1.e Sentences with one main clause, 
and with two disjunct clauses 
accompanying the main clause
8.6. l.f Sentences with one main clause, 
and with both adjunct and disjunct 
clauses accompanying the main clause

Nominal 
Sentences

49

25

1

3

0

0

% of total relevant 
sentences in all 

Arabic texts
28.2%

14.4%

0.6%

1 .7%

0

0

Verbal 
Sentences

11

17

2

1

0

0

% of total relevant 
sentences in all 

Arabic texts
6.3%

9.8%

1.1%

0.6%

0

0

The results of the analyses of nominal and verbal sentences with one main clause are 

compared and contrasted below.
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8.6.1.a Nominal and verbal sentences with one main clause, and without an adjunct or disjunct 
clause accompanying the main clause

The difference between nominal and verbal sentences with one main clause, and without an 
adjunct or disjunct clause accompanying the main clause is considerable. As Table 16 above 
illustrates, 49 nominal sentences are found compared to only 11 verbal ones.

8.6.1.b Nominal and verbal sentences with one main clause, and with an adjunct clause 
accompanying the main clause

The results show a fairly large difference between nominal and verbal sentences with one 
main clause, and with an adjunct clause accompanying the main clause. The nominal 
sentences observed are 25 compared to 17 verbal ones.

8.6.1.C Nominal and verbal sentences with one main clause, and with a disjunct clause 
accompanying the main clause

Only 1 nominal sentence of this type of sentence is observed, compared to 2 verbal 
sentences.

8.6.1.d Nominal and verbal sentences with one main clause, and with two adjunct clauses 
accompanying the main clause

There is a slight difference between nominal and verbal sentences with one main clause, and 
with two adjunct clauses accompanying the main clause. The number of nominal sentences 
observed is 3 compared to only 1 verbal sentence.

8.6.1.e Nominal and verbal sentences with one main clause, and with two disjunct clauses 

accompanying the main clause

No nominal or verbal sentences with one main clause, and with two disjunct clauses 

accompanying the main clause are attested.
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8.6.1.f Nominal and verbal sentences with one main clause, and with both adjunct and disjunct 

clauses accompanying the main clause

Like the previous type, there are no occurrences of nominal and verbal sentences with one 

main clause, and with both adjunct and disjunct clauses accompanying the main clause.

As illustrated by Table 16 above, the percentage of nominal sentences which consist of 

one main clause, and which do not include any adjunct or disjunct clause is very high 

compared to verbal ones. In comparison to verbal sentences, nominal sentences also show a 

relatively high percentage (14.4%) of sentences which consist of one main clause, and include 

one adjunct clause. Nominal and verbal sentences with one main clause, and with a disjunct 

clause accompanying the main clause are rare in the Arabic data. The analysis does not reveal 

any occurrence of sentences of types five and six.

8.6.2 Nominal and verbal clauses and phrases

Table 17 below shows the results of the nominal and verbal clauses.

Table 17. Nominal and verbal clauses: all types.

Nominal and verbal clauses: all types

8.6.2.a Clauses which do not begin with an 
adjunct or disjunct clause or phrase
8.6.2.b Clauses which begin with an adjunct or 
disjunct clause
8.6.2.C Clauses which end with an adjunct or 
disjunct clause
8.6.2.d Clauses which end with an adjunct or 
disjunct clause, but begin with single word, (in 
terms of their Arabic script form), such as qatcan, 
cumuman, wa huna etc.
8.6.2.e Clauses which do not begin or end with 
an adjunct or disjunct clause, but begin with 
single words (in their Arabic script form), such 
as, wa huna, fa huna, wa rubbama, etc.
8.6.2.f Clauses which begin with an adjunct or 
disjunct phrase
8.6.2.g Clauses which end with an adjunct or 
disjunct phrase

Nominal 
Clauses

89

7

34

4

3

12

1

% of total 
relevant clauses 

in all Arabic 
texts

51.1%

4.0 %

19.5 %

2.3 %

1.7%

6.9 %

0.6 %

Verbal 
Clauses

20

7

8

2

13

19

0

% of total 
relevant clauses 

in all Arabic 
texts

11.5%

4.0 %

4.6 %

1.1 %

7.5 %

10.9%

0%
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The results in Table 17 are compared and contrasted below.

8.6.2.a Nominal and verbal clauses which do not begin with an adjunct or disjunct clause or 
phrase

Nominal clauses which do not begin with an adjunct or disjunct clause or phrase occur more 

frequently than verbal clauses. This is demonstrated by the large difference in percentage 
between the two sentence types.

8.6.2.b Nominal and verbal clauses beginning with an adjunct or disjunct clause

It is striking that the number of nominal and verbal clauses which begin with an adjunct or 

disjunct clause are the same, with 7 clauses of each type.

8.6.2.C Nominal and verbal clauses ending with an adjunct or disjunct clause

Nominal clauses which end with an adjunct or disjunct clause are more frequent than verbal 

ones.

8.6.2.d Nominal and verbal clauses which end with an adjunct or disjunct clause, but begin with 

single words, (in terms of their Arabic script form), such as qatcan, cumuman, wa huna etc.

The frequency of this type of clause is very low; 4 occurrences of nominal clauses are attested 

compared to 2 verbal ones.

8.6.2.e Nominal and verbal clauses which do not begin or end with an adjunct or disjunct clause, 

but begin with words (in their Arabic script form), such as, wa huna, fa huna, wa rubbama, etc.

This type of clause is more frequent in verbal clauses than nominal ones.
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8.6.2.f Nominal and verbal clauses beginning with an adjunct or disjunct phrase

The frequency of clauses which begin with an adjunct or disjunct phrase is higher in verbal 
clauses than nominal ones.

8.6.2.g Nominal and verbal clauses ending with an adjunct or disjunct phrase

There is only 1 nominal clause which ends with an adjunct or disjunct phrase. No verbal 
clauses are found in this category.

The results in Table 17 above show that nominal clauses which do not begin with an 

adjunct or disjunct clause or phrase are more commonly used in Arabic editorials than verbal 

clauses. Nominal clauses which end with an adjunct or disjunct clause are also used more 

frequently than verbal clauses. However, verbal clauses which begin with an adjunct or 

disjunct phrase seem to be used more commonly than nominal clauses.

8.6.3 Discussion of all results of (1) nominal and verbal sentences with one man clause, 

and (2) nominal and verbal clauses and phrases

As illustrated by Table 16 and Table 17 above, Arabic editorials tend to use more 

nominal sentences (SVO sentences) than verbal ones (VSO sentences). The extensive use of 
this type of sentence could be attributed to the desire of Arabic editorial writer to achieve 
persuasion. In the present study, many clauses preceded by the particle 'inna (glossable as 
'truly') are found. This particle requires a nominal structure after it. The prominence of 
nominal sentences and clauses in the Arabic editorials examined in this study indicates that 

theme is used initially followed by either a verb or non-verb predicate.
The high frequency of nominal sentences in the data investigated in the present study 

supports Abdelfattah's (1990) study in which he concludes that the 1989 Al-Ahram editorials 

employ more nominal structures in relation to verbal ones than the 1935 editorials of the same 

newspaper (Abdelfattah, 1990: 76-77). This finding is also in accord with Parkinson's study in 

which he demonstrates that sentences with SVO word order constitute 39% of the editorials 

studied (Parkinson, 1981: 28; quoted in Dahlgren, 2009: 726). Another factor for employing 

SVO sentences in Arabic is to achieve a broader readership (Abdelfattah, 1990: 77, cf. also
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Westin 2002: 165). There are instances which show the use of informal language in the 

Arabic data of the present study. Examples include sentence 9 in text four, sentences 4 and 12 

in text five, and sentences 5 and 7 in text nine.

The following has emerged from the thematic analysis.

8.7 Discussion of Analysis and Results of Rhematic Markers

This section concerns specific Arabic markers which signal rhematic clauses and 

phrases. In the Arabic data some particles have more than one function. For example, ^ ('and 

so', 'and then', yet') can be a sentential or clausal conjunction in some sentences, and here it 

does not introduce rhematic elements. The markers included in this analysis are those which 

occur in main rhemes only, and introduce rhematic elements. Those rhematic markers which 

are embedded within larger elements (minor markers) are excluded from the analysis, as this is 

beyond the scope of this analysis. The sentence below is an example of the type of markers 

included in the analysis.

lA jllil (j "<-''"'••' LaJlj 4p l_>*^ ly^J^3 JJJ ^-°* ("liiiji AJAJ UJ^aJ J '»^^- ISlil £^! LJ^uifl lA^ajA dj^ jljj (38 j ̂  La I jl 

_4jUlLlaj j.^.\\ dllj.}30 ^ ji.1 (jLbJ ^jjLjl ^fl '*'"'•" ,»Jl jill J^ U^ V^-J^J ^^'f

(T wa cala 'Tqac as-salam 'ida ma tamma wifqa tanazulat murdiyah T), (R (T+RaXR (TVT+RaVR 0
} (T+Rb\R (T\T+Rb\R Q T\T+Rb\R)

(R\T+Rb\R (T\R\T+Rb\R wa ^^ ̂ ^ laysat faqat bayna tarafayy 'an-nizac ^T+Rb^) (RVR\T+Rb\R 

wa-'innama sa-tancakis ataruha cala ad-duwal al-'iqllmiyyah al-muhltah bi-1-mantiqah wa- 

xarijiha li-'anna kull ad-dara'ic sa-tantahi li-ya'ti sibaq axar ft tahaddiyat al-casr wa- 
mutatallabatih. RNRVr+RWR) RVT+RbVR) T+RbXR)R)

The marker 'fa' in the previous sentence introduces the rhematic sawfa-clause. This function 

is not fulfilled by 'fa' in the sentence below.

II I JA IJU-J -^'j tJJJ^ 1 MJ^1 UJ1*3t^JJJ MJ UJ
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T+R1 /TYT+Rl RVT+R1 ,T\R\T+R1 rx T\R\T+RK ,R\R\T+R1 , , ^ . .0 ) ( qalabat at-tasawwurat

dimuqrati
T+R2x /T+R3

l-'ahdat "™) ( v
R\R\T+RK RYT+RK T+RK /T+R2 /TYT+R2 - - , , ,• , ,. t . . _ ,) ) ) ( ( lasarat at-tiqah bi- ayyi mzam la yartakiz 'ila qawacid mzam

*TM T^ . T^ ^ ^XT-LiD T

yajib 'an tuqifuhu qawanin al-quwwah can hiyazat hada as-silah 
) C™ ( nT+R3 wa 1-istitna' al-wahld m+R3) (RVT+R3 'israi'l allati tacawan al-garb al- 

'urubbT wa-l-'amnkl 'idxaliha hada an-nadi al-xatlr. RVr+R3) T+R3)

In the sentence above, 'fa' links two coordinate clauses. This type of marker is not included in 
the analysis.

The markers which are analysed are: <-i 'f (and so', 'and then', 'yet'), LH'J 'wa- 
'innama' 'but rather', J, (j> VI 'ilia 'anna' and jl j^ (however), X1 'id ('since', 'as', whereas', 

due to the fact that'), and £ 'then'. Table 18 below shows the frequency and percentage of 
each marker in the Arabic data.

Table 18. Rhematic markers

Rhematic marker

-• 'fa': (and so', 'and then', 'yet')
L*J]j 'wa-'innama': 'but rather'
-S 'la'
61 V) 'ilia 'anna': 'however'
cj'1 jf- 'gayra 'anna': 'however'
J) id': 'since, as, whereas, due to the fact that'
^ 'tumma': 'then'

Number in all texts

24
6
2
3
1
1
1

% of total relevant markers in all 
Arabic texts

13.8%
3.4 %
1.1%
1.7%
0.6 %
0.6 %
0.6 %

These markers will be discussed in more detail below. All the examples provided here are 

taken from my data.

8.7.a «J 'fa': ('and so','and then','yet)

As mentioned in section (3.10.1.a)1 «-• 'fa' ('and so', 'and then', 'yet') can take initial or non- 

initial positions in the sentence. In addition to other functions, «-• ('and so', 'and then', 'yet') 

has sequential, explanatory, and causal functions (Badawi et al., 2004: 555-56). As illustrated 

by Table 18, 'fa' is the most prominent marker which signals rhematic elements, with 24
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occurrences. An example which shows the rhematic function of 'fa' is the following sentence 
(Al-Riyadh, May 6, 2008):

CjUc.Lj« j> ^li ̂ J JS jr jLi.

(T xarij kull dalika T) (R (™ fa 'inna min mudacafat al-'azmah TVR) (RVR wusul al-filastmiyyln 

'ila ha't masdud bayna fath wa-hamas. RVR) R)

In the sentence above, 'fa' which introduces the main rheme is preceded by the adjunct phrase 

'xarij kull dalika'. The use of this initial phrase, which is equivalent to 'apart from this' 

reflects the influence of English on Arabic editorials. The analysis reveals that there are 8 

occurrences of the rhematic marker ^ 'fa' with an initial adjunct/disjunct phrase. In two of 

these occurrences, <-• 'fa' signals rhematic elements in combination with the emphatic particle 

"inna' (e.g. fa-'inna). The marker «-i 'fa' can also be combined with other particles, such as 

'sawfa' to introduce rhematic elements, as in the sentence below (Al-Riyadh, October 25, 

2008).

(J.JJ a i"i...j <i Cjiaj j jJAa. «JSJ

niu ^Jl jill JS <jV l^jU-j AiklalL) <kia^ll A.uulaVI

(T wa cala 'Tqac as-salam 'ida ma tamma wifqa tanazulat murdiyah T), (R (T+RaVR (m+RaVR 0

fa.sawfa yaftal,u ^faqan jadldah ) T+RaVR) ( ( 0

^ naqlah laysat ^ ̂yn2i tarafayy 'an-nizac 

wa-'innama sa-tancakis ataruha cala ad-duwal al-'iqlTmiyyah al-muhltah bi-1-mantiqah wa- 

xarijiha li-'anna kull ad-dara'ic sa-tantahi li-ya'ti sibaq axar ft tahaddiyat al-casr wa-

mutatallabatih. + ) ) ) R)

The example above illustrates that 'fa' introduces a rhematic clause which is consequent to 

the event preceding it. The two thematic structures in this sentence are part of a bigger main 

rheme signalled by «-• 'fa'.
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The rhematic marker *-• 'fa' also introduces rhematic sentences which include initial 

adjunct or disjunct clauses. In the Arabic texts analysed, 11 instances of this type of sentence 

are observed, one of which is the following (Al-Riyadh, April 21 : 2008):

j jc. ^j* jljjj ̂ ^ S jj£ £11^ 2 JrJUll J^ Ulx. jl j«Jl J1* 'A' J

JA Je. ^ijliS

(T (Tvr wa 'ida al-ciraq TVT) (RVr kana [...] mudanan li-d-dwual al-xalljiyyah bi-mabaliga 

kablrah bi-sabab 'adrar harbayy gazw al-kuwayt wa-1-harb maca 'Iran Rvr) T) (R (™ (TmR fa 

hadihi al-masa'il TmR) (R™ (^R^ 0 ^™) (R^^ tuhaddad dimna sultah ciraqiyyah tufawid 

cala hadihi al-qadaya wa-laysa muhtallan yadac nafsahu al-waslt al-maqbul RVR^TVR) RVRR) m) 

( fi 1-waqt alladl narahu min tasarrufat 'amrlkiyyah tunafi dalika, wa-tajcalaha ft halat 

xusumah daxil al-ciraq wa-mukawwinatih al-ijtimaciyyah. RVR) R)

In the sentence above, the main rheme provides further information about the main theme.

Both «-« 'fa' and & 'qad' play a role in organizing the relationship between meanings 

conveyed by two sentences (Khalil, 2000: 191, cf also Dickins and Watson, 1999: 448-59). In 

conjunction with -^ 'qad', *-i 'fa' can also initiate rhematic elements, as in the sentence below 

(Al-Riyadh, October 25: 2008).

?cJUi k*- (J^*^' (j' LS^'^y 'iil~...\« t-i^jJ*^ ^il^all i ^ <i..<\\ (jj£j JAS (jjjn'll jjqiVI (JJJ (jLijVI ^-u ^Jj p j^iLall IJA > " !•» u (jl

<."\\A La Ijl iAjjxJl <lalilL ojo i. >

(T lakin 'an yubcat hada al-masruc wa-bi-ma yusbih al-ittifaq bayna al-'isra'iliyln T) (R (TXR fa 

0 T\R^ ^R\R _^a(j ygjj-Qjj as_sabab al-mubasir li-i'tilaf filastlm yuraci 'anna al-ittifaq cala nata'ij 

wadihah, sawfa yajcaluhum 'amam xayar as-sayr bi-1-qafilah al-carabiyyah, 'ida ma qabilt
R\R R'isra'Tl bi-s-surut 'awmuwajahat al-hall minxilal qanacatihim. ) )
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The marker «-• 'fa' and & 'qad' in the previous sentence specify the preceding proposition. The 
use of 'an-clause followed by fa-clause also suggests a harmonious relation between J 'an' 
and ^-» 'fa'. This structure shows that the rhematic part of the sentence is introduced by <-• 'fa'. 

Based on the discussion above, the structures in which <-• 'fa' introduces rhematic 
sentences are as follows:

Initial adjunct/disjunct-clause (main theme) ———> fa +'inna-clause (main rheme)
Initial adjunct/disjunct-clause (main theme) ———> fa + main clause (main rheme)
Initial adjunct/disjunct-phrase (main theme) ———> fa + 'inna-clause (main rheme)

Initial adjunct/disjunct-phrase (main theme) ——--> fa + sawfa-clause (main rheme)
Initial 'an-clause' (main theme) ——--> fa + qad-clause (main rheme)

8.7.b L«J!J 'wa-'innama ': 'but rather'

Another rhematic signaling-marker found in the Arabic data is ^]j 'wa-'innama'. The 
analysis reveals 6 occurrences of ^]j 'wa-'innama' which introduce rhematic elements. The 
sentence below demonstrates the rhematic function of 'wa-'innama' (Al-Riyadh, January 23, 
2008):

jl (j^«J Lljbj&1 I jJ (jail ^ nl-ii iilil

l u«o t^f"1 (V*

(T (TVT H-'anna ma yajrl li-1-filastim m) (Rvr laysa 'amran ictibariyyan yumkinu 'an yucalaj bi- 

s-sadamat as-siyasiyyah Rvr) T) (R wa-'innama tajwic sacbin wa-'iclan al-harb calayhi yadxulu
pfi bab al-'ictida' at-tam wa-s-samil maca sabq al-'israr. )

The main rheme in the sentence above is signalled by 'wa-'innama. This marker develops the 

element it introduces. It usually contrasts the element it initiates with the preceding one. The 

function of 'wa-'innama' is determined by the particles o4 'laysa', V 'la', jl 'lan', and 

lam'. This is illustrated by the following structures:
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laysa-clause (main theme) -—---> wa-'innama-clause (main rheme)

la-clause (main theme) ——-> wa-'innama-clause (main rheme)

lan-clause (main theme) ....—> wa-'innama-clause (main rheme)

lam-clause (main theme) —-—> wa-'innama-clause (main rheme)

8.7.c J 'la''

The marker 'la', which is not really glossible in English, also plays a role in 
introducing rhematic elements. It signals a shift to a new focus of attention, in particular, the 
main clause after a conditional law-clause. This is illustrated by the following sentence (Al- 
Riyadh, January 23, 2008):

*J**il ^jLaball <J*ill jj jjJuui i-i£j JjJl jui) AtLllaj l£jj-»V 2 °

..jit

i >u3dJ 4

(T (TVT 0 TM} (RM ^ MdlT MT) T} (R (™ (Tvro (nn™ law dawlah lasyawiyyah ^ aw -Qrubbiyyah

halifah li-'amrika ™™) (Rm™ tasabbabat [..] bi-muqatacat 'isra'Il Rmm) ™R) (RmR 
kayfa RTO™) (^R™ sayakun radd al-ficil al-musawi li-1-camal ™mR) RmR) ™) (R* 

T\R\R^ ^R\R\R iara ' ayn a 'amnka tujannidu juyusaha al-maddiyyah wa-dugutiha as-siyasiyyah 
wa 'iclan muqatacatiha bi-sakl calani wa dacwat majlis al-'amn li-1-inciqad bi-surah cajilah wa 
rubbama hisar tilka ad-dawlah hatta tanfad daxlratuha al-macnawiyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah wa-
tatadarrar maddiyyan. ) ) R)

The main rheme in the previous sentence is signalled by 'la'. Clearly, this marker develops the 
ra'ayna- clause' in subsequent propositions. It shifts from the initial 'law-clause' to a different 
focus of attention. The following structure represents the rhematic function of 'la':

Conditional law-clause (theme) ----- — > la-clause (main rheme)
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8.7.d LJJ VI 'ilia 'anna' and ti jp 'gayra 'anna': 'however'

Although u^ 'lakin' (but) is similar to B V] 'ilia 'anna' and ji J-P- 'gayra 'anna' 

(however) in terms of meaning, it is not included in the analysis, because it does not signal a 

shift to a new focus of attention. This function is fulfilled by B VJ "ilia 'anna' and <j' j^ 

'gayra 'anna' (however), which can both initiate rhematic elements. As illustrated by Table 18 

above, 3 occurrences of 6^ Vj "ilia 'anna' are found, compared to 1 occurrence of <j' j^ 'gayra 

'anna'. The following sentences illustrate the rhematic function of these markers (Al-Riyadh, 

July 12 and March 17, 2008).

T T\T( ( wa maca 'anna al-quwwah al-'amrikiyyah arisra'Tliyyah, bi-1-mucadalat al-mutacaraf 

calayha TNT), (RVT 'akbar wa-'aktar tiqaniyyah min hiyazat 'Iran RVr) T) (R (TVR 'ilia 'anna dalika 
T\R^ ^R\R ^T\R\R Q T\R\^ (R\R\R j. yax^a6 liman yakun a\.^^aT Tda'an li-l-'axar hatta bi-

mahdudiyyat quwwatihi. Rvm) R^R) R)

ul Jf"

. i» i nil

(T (TVT wa 1-mantiq m) (RXT (TXRW 0 mvr) (RVRVT yarfud 'ayyan min al-'uslubayn li-1-hukm RVRVT) 

R^T) T)> (R (T^R gayra <anna qadar h5^ al-watan m) (RVR 'an yaqif cala haffat al-hawiyah fi 

majra at-tanx al-hadit, rugma al-imkanat allatl tajcaluhu al-ciraq as-sacld. m) R)

The main rhemes in the two sentences above are introduced by B ^1 "ilia 'anna' and ji j^ 

'gayra 'anna' (however) respectively. The two markers show the following structures:

Adjunct clause (main theme) — ----- > 'ilia 'anna-clause (main rheme) 

Main clause (main theme) — — --> 'ilia 'anna-clause (main rheme) 

Main clause (main theme) — — -> gayra 'anna-clause (main rheme)
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8.7.e it 'id': 'since', 'as', 'whereas', 'due to the fact that'

Another marker which introduces rhematic elements is A1 'id' ('since, as, whereas, due 

to the fact that'). The analysis reveals 1 occurrence of this marker. The rhematic function of ij 

'id' is illustrated by the following sentence (Al-Riyadh, June 9, 2008):

| jj Ujj ^^ , ^ j . Jj _

3JJij]l

T TV T T\ T\ T
( ( ( wa mawduc as-silah an-nawawl TVRT) (Rvrvr yabqa [. . . ] cuqdah tatajawaz al-masa'il 

al-cammah RmT) TNT), (RVr ka-1-husul cala tiqaniyyat silmiyyah li-hadihi at-taqah R^T) T) (R (™ 
(TmR 4 id as-samah biha TmR) (R™ yumkin [...] RVTNR) ™) (RVR (TVRVR 'ida 0 TVRXR) (mvR kanat 

tahta mazallat ar-raqabah ad-dawliyyah wa bi-surut 'amrikiyyah. mvR) RVR) R)

The above sentence shows that 'id develops the rhematic 'yumkin-clause', which further 

explains the first coordinate main clause. The relation between the main theme and the main 

rheme is organized by 'id' without any combination with other particles, such as 'inna.

8.7.f £ 'tumma': 'then'

The only instance of 'tumma' which plays a rhematic role is found in the sentence below (Al- 

Riyadh, March 17, 2008).

.-Ill Laic. ^jiubaiJl £tJUi fJA <_!j V' 1ji"iin<\ll LpV ^^alj sUxjl (_5Ic. ^jalnn jl lSjJ-»l -IjJJ V (£•& ^ jxlall ]~i\\ j^i Jjil^oil ^xi ^XoJl La! 

X.A LaA.!)Ux I'j^j t,— o^LaiVI jJljJlj VJ*^ \«I<T^ 1 ^ i ni'i p>'rti t aj^ Vjj 'frl-^-ll I1& (j-a JJ^Vl L_uul£]lj (Cu^u> 

jlSl ^- l^llasLa-aj l^la^LuJ (JAjJaJ t^lli (jlS |j| >^aU'i^ti (J£ 4j dj__y«Jj (Cjjill Ljjj_)a-a '"'7- _)•»•' ji

VI ,< <Q M^. a 1 jy t W t ijl Qj , \'^t ja 1 l_^_iA i n [ \ 1 Ut \ g^

(T+R1 (T\T+R1 (TM\T+R1 ^^ as.salam ma6a .j^^ TmT+Rl } (RMM+R1

T\R\T\T+RI^ ^R\R\T\T+RI ^^ ̂ .nm^rnj anadT la turld 'amrlka 'an yastaqim cala ittijah wadih
R\R\T\T+R1 } RmT+Rlj m+Rl^ (R\T+R1 (T\RYT+R1 ^^^ T\R\T+R, } (R\R\T+R1 al .mustafTd al_' awwal

min nata'ij al-xamsma caman allatT madat, wa-1-kasib al-'akbar min hada al-cada' RMIXT+R1 )
R\T+RK T+RK (T+R2 /TAT+R2 xT\T\T+R2 wa.' jjja T\T\T+R2x xR\T\T+R2 xR\R\T\T+R2 j^yf^ R\R\T\T+R2x /T\R\T\T+R2 

(T\T\R\T\T+ R2 Q m\R\T\T+R2) (R\T\R\T\T+R2
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hallfan mutalahiman maca as-sa'an al-'isra'Ili hatta law 'axrajat maxzuniha an-nawawl wa- 

dammarat bihi kull 1-mantiqah, 'ida kana dalika yadman salamatiha wa-muhafazatiha cala al- 
quwwah al-mutlaqah cala duwal al-mantiqah mujtamicatan ™™*™) ™mT+R2) RmT+R2)
TM+R^ (RVT+R2 (TARM+R2 ^^ Q m\T+R2) (RNRM+R2 ^^ ^^^ ^f,^ bi.Wasitatiha Wa-

halifatiha. R^™2) RXT+R2) T+R2)

The previous sentence shows that 'tumma' provides a rhematic conclusion in the clause it 

precedes. This marker introduces rhematic elements in combination with ^ 'kayfa', as 
illustrated by the following structure:

kay fa-clause (rheme within main theme) ——— > 'tumma-clause (main rheme)

To conclude, the analysis of the Arabic data shows that there are markers which signal 
the start of the rheme. Of these markers, ^ 'fa' ('and so', 'and then', 'yet') is the most 

prominent. The markers analysed here can be divided into two types. The first type includes 
markers which introduce rhematic elements in combination other particles, such as 6) 
'inna', *-*j-> 'sawfa', o^ 'laysa', etc. The rhematic function of ̂ )j 'wa-'innama', for example, 

is determined by the occurrence of o*£ 'laysa', V 'la', O^ 'lan', and ^ 'lam'. The second type of 
marker signals rhematic elements even though such particles are absent from the sentence. 
Their rhematic function is not determined by the occurrence of any particles found in the first 

type.
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CHAPTER NINE

CONCLUSION

9.0 Introduction

This chapter draws some general conclusions in terms of the questions that were 

posited at the beginning of this thesis. It then discusses the implications for specific areas of 

research. Further, it deals with the limitations of the present study.

9.1 Summary of the study

The aim of the present study has been to examine aspects of the discourse structure of 

English and Arabic in general and political editorial argumentative texts in particular. For the 

purposes of this study, 'text' was used to mean 'a piece of writing which has the function of 

fulfilling a communicative task and consists of one or more than one sentence'. Here sentence 

was viewed in terms of grammar, semantics, and intonation/punctuation. As sentence 

boundaries were not clear in the Arabic texts, unlike the English ones, Arabic texts were 

divided into sentences, on the basis of how they would be uttered in speech.

The corpus texts, the English and Arabic editorials, have been investigated and 

compared at three main levels: syntactic, thematic, and grounding (foreground and 

background). Arabic nominal and verbal sentences (and clauses) have also been examined and 

compared. The three major notions (coordination and subordination, thematic structure, and 

grounding), and Arabic nominal and verbal sentences and clauses have been qualitatively and 

quantitatively analysed.
At the syntactic level, the English and Arabic texts were analysed in terms of the 

employment of (1) sentences which contained one, two, three, and four clauses, (2) sentences 

with non-standard structures, (3) sentences which did not begin with an adjunct or disjunct
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phrase and which did not include any adjunct or disjunct clause, and (4) sentences with 

phrases which began with, did not begin, ended with, and did not end with a phrase.

The two languages displayed syntactic differences and similarities. There were 

differences between English and Arabic editorials in terms of sentence complexity. English 

editorials had predominantly simple structures compared to Arabic ones. This was 

demonstrated by the high percentage of English single-clause sentences which did not include 

any adjunct or disjunct clause, and sentences which did not begin with an adjunct or disjunct 

phrase, and which did not include any adjunct or disjunct clause. The use of the simple 

structures in the English texts could be attributed to the tendency of the writer to make the 
language of the editorial more 'reader-friendly' (Westin, 2002: 62). Arabic editorials, by 
contrast, had complex structures. Lengthy sentences were very common.

In terms of coordination, the study showed that the Arabic editorials employed more 
coordinated clauses than their English counterparts. For example, sentences which contained 
two main clauses, and which did not include an adjunct or disjunct clause were more frequent 
in the Arabic editorials than in the English ones. Sentences which comprised two main 
clauses, and which contained one adjunct clause were also used in Arabic editorials. This type 
of clause was not employed in the English editorials.

Unlike other findings in some previous studies (e.g. Othman, 2004), the syntactic 
analysis of the present study demonstrated that the Arabic editorials made greater use of 
subordination than the English ones. For instance, purpose and reason sentences were 
frequently used in the Arabic editorials. As noted above, the English editorials made more use 

of single-clause sentences.
Despite these differences, the editorials of the two languages showed some similarities. 

For example, neither English nor Arabic editorials showed any tendency to use extremely 
complex clause structures. Neither English nor Arabic tended to use sentences which 
contained four main clauses with one adjunct or disjunct clause accompanying the four

clauses.
In addition, sentences with non-standard structures were rare in both languages. As in 

English editorials, purpose and reason clauses sometimes preceded main clauses in Arabic 
editorials. This can be attributed to the influence of the English writing style on Arabic.
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Further, the two languages did not tend to employ sentences which ended with an appositive 
phrase.

At the thematic level, the study showed that Halliday's description of theme as 'the 
point of departure of the message' (semantically) and the 'initial element in the message' 

(formally), which was used by some previous studies, does not yield insightful results for 
Arabic. The reason is that the element which is the 'semantic theme' (point of departure of the 

message) is not always formally the initial element in an Arabic sentence. This is particularly 
obviously the case in V - S sentences where the subject is definite (and therefore semantically 
clearly the theme). To solve the problem, theme was defined in semantic rather than formal 
terms: the theme is the element which expresses the new or unpredictable or relatively 
unpredictable information regardless of its position in the sentence.

It was also argued in opposition to some previous studies that the <£\ £**& cannot be 
coherently identified with 'theme' or the ^i—II with rheme. Rather the *£\ ^^ is a 

grammatical-type notion covering the subject of a verbal sentence/clause and the predicand of 
a nominal sentence/clause, whiie the &**& is a grammatical-type notion covering the verb 

phrase of a verbal sentence/clause and the predicate of nominal sentence/clause. The term the 
AJ]J .iiu^Jl can thus be appropriately translated as 'subject/predicand' and the ^^ as 'verb 
phrase/ predicate'.

An approach which made use of only the single pair of notions Theme and Rheme (as 
in the Prague model) rather than the two pairs of notions (Theme and Rheme, and Given and 
New) was used for the analysis of the thematic structures of both English and Arabic, partly 
on the basis that Halliday's distinction between Theme and Given is unclear semantically. The 
Arabic texts also dictated the use of some more specific notions. The use of 'zero' theme in 
the additional model used for Arabic thematic analysis also solved the problem of 
distinguishing in terms of thematic structure verbal clauses from nominal clauses with a verbal 

predicate.
The study showed that Arabic had more complex thematic structures than English. 

This is because of the complexity of the Arabic sentences. Further, the study demonstrated that 

clauses and phrases which were foregrounded were final rhemes in many cases. In some cases, 

however, foregrounded clauses and phrases occurred in thematic positions, probably because
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they were closely attached to their main clauses. The clauses and phrases with a 'no' 

grounding expectation fell into various thematic positions, such as main theme, part of main 

theme, theme within main rheme, and rheme within main rheme.

One of the novel features of the analysis of thematic structure, for both English and 

Arabic was that it made detailed and consistent use of recursion throughout. For instance, an 

element was globally a theme or a rheme, might consist of further theme and rheme, etc. 

Unlike English, Arabic showed more recursive elements, because of its complex thematic 
structure. Although recursion in thematic structure has been discussed in theory by a number 

of scholars, this is the first study in either English or Arabic to apply recursive thematic model 

to a significant amount of text. The fact that the thematic model proposed here was able to be 

coherently applied to a large amount of fairly complex naturally occurring text supports the 
coherence of this model.

There was also one entirely novel analytical point which emerged from the Arabic 
thematic analysis, namely the existence in Arabic of rhematic signaling- markers. The study 
showed that there were specific markers which played a role in signaling rhematic clauses and 
phrases, such as <-• 'fa' (and so', 'and then', 'yet'), Laljj 'wa-'innama' 'but rather', -J, and 6' V] 
(however). While some of these markers introduced rhematic clauses and phrases in 
combination with other particles (e.g., MJ 'wa-'innama' 'but rather') other markers 
functioned without these particles (e.g., ij 'id' 'since, as, whereas, due to the fact that'). These 
markers developed the rhematic clauses, signaled a shift to a new focus of attention, contrasted 
the elements they initiated with the preceding ones, and provided rhematic conclusion.

A 'narrow' view of foreground and background was adopted; foregrounded elements 
are those which play a role in the subsequent text, while backgrounded elements are those that

do not.
At the grounding level (foreground and background), the study indicated that the 

translation of the Arabic terms the f^ and jsj^ll by some scholars as 'foreground' and 
'background' respectively was confusing. The reason is that the terms 'foreground' and 
background' are meaning-oriented, whereas the &$& andj^il' are form-oriented. In other 
words, the f^1 and j^-^1 refer to the preposing and postposing of individual elements within 

a sentence for particular purposes.
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On the basis of previous studies (Sekine 1996, and Dickins 2010), a 'grounding 

expectation was established: this is that a main clause/phrase will be foregrounded and a 

subordinate clause/phrase will be backgrounded.

The study showed that clauses/phrases which did not fulfill the grounding expectation 

(clauses/phrases with a 'no' grounding expectation) were of various types in English and 

Arabic, such as parts of main clause elements, main coordinate clauses, adjunct clauses, 

disjunct clauses, adjunct phrases, disjunct phrases, parenthetical clauses, and relative clauses. 

The majority of these clauses and phrases were in final position in both English and Arabic. 

These clauses conveyed information which provided a conclusion to the preceding sentences, 

played a role in the immediately subsequent texts, or was central to the overall message of the 

sentence.

The two languages differed in their employment of clauses/phrases which did not meet 

the grounding expectation. For instance, adjunct clauses with a 'no' grounding expectation 

were more frequent in Arabic than in English. This could be attributed to the large amount of 

information the Arabic adjunct clauses contained. These Arabic clauses included embedded 

elements which played a role in the immediate subsequent text; thus, they were foregrounded. 

The study also showed that adjunct phrases with a 'no' grounding expectation were more 

common in English than in Arabic. The study also demonstrated that English placed 
information which did not play a role in the subsequent text, or contained minor information in 

first main/coordinate clauses. In Arabic, however, supporting information was included in 

final main/coordinate clauses.
The analysis of correlation between mainness/subordination, thematic structure, and 

grounding in English and Arabic showed that the two languages differed in terms of the 

frequency of clauses and phrases which met the grounding expectation (foregrounded clauses 

and phrases). There was a significant difference between the two languages in employing 

clauses which were 'not relevant' to grounding analysis. English scored 141 (28.7%) 'not 

relevant' clauses compared to 39 (9.7%) clauses in Arabic. This could be attributed to the 

tendency of English to use single-clause sentences, while Arabic employed complex 

sentences.
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The analysis of Arabic nominal and verbal sentences and clauses aimed at 

investigating (1) the prominence of these two sentence type in the text, and (2) the 

employment of nominal and verbal sentences of adjunct and disjunct clauses and phrases. The 

study showed that nominal sentences (SVO sentences) were much more frequent than verbal 

ones (VSO sentences). This could be attributed to the desire of the Arabic editorial writer to 
achieve persuasion and a broader readership, given that nominal sentences are traditionally 

regarded as emphatic and therefore persuasion -oriented in Arabic. The frequent use of the 

particle 'inna (glossable as 'truly') which required a nominal structure after it also contributed 
to the prominence of nominal sentence.

The study also showed that nominal clauses which did not begin with an adjunct or 
disjunct clause or phrase were more commonly used in Arabic editorials than verbal clauses. 
Nominal clauses which ended with an adjunct or disjunct clause were also used more 
frequently than verbal clauses. However, verbal clauses which began with an adjunct or 
disjunct phrase were more commonly employed than nominal clauses. Nominal and verbal 
sentences with one main clause, and with a disjunct clause accompanying the main clause 
were rare.

The Arabic data showed some instances of the use of informal language. This was 
attested in sentence 9 in text four, sentences 4 and 12 in text five, and sentences 5 and 7 in text 
nine. This is probably because the editorial writer wanted to reach a broader readership (cf. 

Westin,2002: 165).

9.2 Implications
The findings of this study have implications for at least three areas of research: 

contrastive discourse studies, journalism, and translation.
As indicated earlier, the findings of the previous studies which dealt with discourse 

structures of English and Arabic concerned only one of these languages. The findings of the 
analyses of three major concepts investigated in the present study, coordination and 
subordination, thematic structure, and grounding, allow a better understanding of the discourse 
structures and differences in discourse structure of English and Arabic. They help the 
discourse analyst explain how English and Arabic are organized in terms of their employment
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of coordination and subordination, their presentation of information through thematic 

structuring, and their presentation of items in terms of their importance to the overall 

development of the text (grounding). These are discussed in some detail below.

To start with, the findings of the syntactic analyses of the corpus texts provide a 

detailed and consistent description of how English and Arabic differ in terms of coordination 

and subordination, particularly in relation to sentence complexity. These findings not only 

explain which clause types are prominent in each language, but also identify the type of 

clauses and phrases that involve a preference of coordination over subordination, and vice 

versa. This helps understand, in contrastive terms, the degree of sentence complexity 

measured in part by the utilization of adjunct and disjunct clauses and phrases. The syntactic 

analysis of sentences with one, two, three, and four main clauses in English and Arabic 

provides a clear illustration of how propositions are related in discourse.

Another beneficial finding for contrastive discourse studies is the explanation of 

sentences with non-standard structures. The syntactic findings identify the elements which can 
yield this type of sentence. Further, the results of the analyses of the Arabic nominal and 

verbal sentences also help to explain (1) the prominence of nominal sentences and clauses in 
the texts and (2) why this type of sentence and clause is more prominent than verbal sentences.

As demonstrated in Chapter Four, the traditional English view of theme as the first 
sentence element is not applicable to Arabic. The findings of the English and Arabic thematic 
analyses help in distinguishing clearly between the notions 'theme' and 'rheme' when 

conducting a contrastive study.
Another important contribution is the use of recursion in the analysis of thematic 

structure in both English and Arabic. The thesis has shown that a complex recursive analysis is 

possible for both English and Arabic, and that this can be applied coherently to sentences in 
real texts, some of which are of significant complexity. It has also been shown that the notion 
of a zero theme can provide a coherent means of distinguishing between the thematic 

structures of nominal and verbal sentences.
The findings of the grounding analysis also contribute to contrastive discourse studies, 

as they provide a coherent definition of the notions 'foreground' and background', showing 

that they are quite distinct from the Arabic notions the ?*& and the j^ta. As mentioned in
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Chapter Five, 'foreground' and background' are meaning-oriented, whereas the ?*& and the 

j^ti are form-oriented. The approach used to analyse grounding helps understand the elements 

that figure in the subsequent development of the text, and is simple to apply: essentially the 

information is foregrounded when it plays a role in the subsequent text, and is backgrounded 
when it does not.

The findings of the present study also have implications for research into journalism. The 

syntactic analysis helps provide answers to questions like 'why do English editorial writers 

use simple and short sentences, whereas their Arabic counterparts employ fairly lengthy 

sentences?', 'Why do Arabic writers tend to use nominal sentences more frequently than 

verbal ones? 'What is the significance of employing informal language in some editorial 

contexts?', and 'How do English and Arabic editorial writers negotiate their propositions?'. 
One answer to the first and second questions is that English writers use simple structures and 

informal language to reach a broader readership (cf. Westin, 2002: 165). The thematic 

structure findings of the present study also help explain why many rhematic foregrounded 
elements occur at the end of sentences.

Finally, the findings of the current study have implications for translation. The 
analyses of sentences with one, two, three, and four clauses clearly illustrate how English and 
Arabic sentences are differently structured. Understanding how the text is structured, and 
knowing the significance of using theme - rheme order rather than rheme - theme order, for 

example, helps achieve accurate translation. The use of nominal sentences rather than verbal 
ones is related to particular discourse purposes. The findings of the syntactic analyses give a 

clear picture of sentence type.

9.3 Recommendations for further research
The present study has a number of limitations. First, there is a need to investigate the 

theme-rheme model employed in the analysis more thoroughly. Unlike most previous analyses 

in the area, the thematic analyses of English and Arabic involved recursion. Main themes and 

rhemes in single-clause sentences were internally analysed as themes and rhemes. Similarly, 

main coordinate clauses were also analysed as strings of theme-rheme structures. The main 

theme and main rheme elements in each thematic structure were further analysed internally
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when constituting a clause. Internal subordinate elements (adjunct and disjunct clauses) were 
also analysed in terms of themes and rhemes. Arabic texts involved more recursive elements 
than English ones, because of the fairly complex nature of the Arabic sentences. As noted, 
more study is needed to further investigate recursion in the thematic structures of both English 
and Arabic.

Second, the two languages also need to be examined and compared in terms of 
thematic progression. This kind of study will show how thematic progression in English and 
Arabic is constructed from one clause to another throughout the text.

Third, further studies are also needed to examine and compare English and Arabic 
discourse structures in terms of Bolivar's (1994) model to test its applicability to English and 
Arabic editorial texts. The internal structure of the 'triad' (lead 'L', follow 'F', and valuate 
'V') needs to be analysed in English and Arabic to test the universality of this model.

Fourth, the Arabic data included some words and structures which show the influence 
of English. Such words and structures need to be extensively examined. Unlike Arabic 
editorials, English editorials also involved direct quotations. This type of writing strategy 
needs to be further investigated.

Finally, zero theme was used to distinguish in theme-rheme terms between VSO 
sentences from SVO sentences in the present study. For example, sentences like 'Zaid 
yudarrisu hind' and 'yudarrisu hind' involve a theme - rheme analysis. In the first sentence, 
the theme is 'Zaid', but it is filled with a zero theme in the second. This type of structure needs 

to be thoroughly examined.
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SUPPLEMENTARY CHAPTER

English and Arabic Texts

This supplementary chapter presents the English and Arabic texts which were used for the data 
analysis in this thesis.

A. English Texts

Text 1

The Guardian 

Editorial 

Monday 29 December 2008

• Killing a two-state solution

We do not know how many civilians died in the assault which Israel launched on Hamas in Gaza at 11.30am on 
Saturday, because Israel prevents foreign journalists as well as Israeli ones from entering the strip. But we do 
know that the air raids brought the biggest total loss of life on a single day in Gaza in 40 years: more than 230 
Palestinians. The death toll by last night had climbed to nearly 290, with more than 700 wounded. This in reply to 
hundreds of rockets from Hamas militants which killed one Israeli in six months. But the equation is always like 

this.

We also know that to have chosen to strike on a Saturday morning, when the streets of this impoverished enclave 
were full, showed the same indifference to human life that Israel charges its enemies with. When the suicide 
bombers reply in cafes and shops, as they inevitably will, Israel will reel in horror. But it will shut out of its mind 
the blood its warplanes have caused to flow in Gaza this weekend. The foreign minister, Tzipi Livni, warned 
loudly of her government's intention to topple Hamas if it did not stop the rocket fire. But both she and the
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defence minister, Ehud Barak, are responsible for dropping over 100 tonnes of explosives on up to 100 targets in 

a strip of land crowded with 1.5 million people. A hammer blow is intended to terrorise and that is exactly what 

Israel did yesterday. Dr Haidar Eid, a Gazan academic who saw the bodies and children with amputated limbs, 

told Haaretz journalist Amira Hass: "To pick a time like this, 11:30 [AM], to bomb in the hearts of cities, this is 

terrible. This choice was intended to cause as large a massacre as possible." The targets were not the training 

camps of Hamas's military wing, which were empty when the jets struck, but rather police stations. The raids 

were intended to destroy the infrastructure on which Hamas builds its administrative as much as its military hold 

over Gaza. But that means killing policemen, not just the militants who assemble and fire the rockets. Presumably 

it also means targeting judges, officials, and doctors too.

Ms Livni has been Israel's lead negotiator with the Palestinian authority in the West Bank and she has invested 

more political capital than most in the goal of creating a Palestinian state. If she thinks she is clearing the way for 

a moderate Palestinian state by trying physically to eliminate the leadership of one half of the population, she is 

sorely mistaken. There has been no diminution of support for Hamas in Gaza, as a result of Israel's policy of 

blockading it, and support for Hamas may well rise as a result of these airstrikes. The Palestinians have always 

had a rejectionist wing, which for so long was represented by Fatah. Israel, too, has those who reject a Palestinian 

state, including many settlers. To think a solution can be found by killing rejectionists is to deny the entire course 

of the history of the Middle East. There is no military solution to Hamas's rockets, which continued to rain down 

on Israel yesterday. Nor is a ground invasion is likely to stop the rockets. It could displace them, perhaps. But if 

that happened, Hamas's next tactic could be to use the Palestinians of East Jerusalem to wield the launch tubes.

Hamas's leadership also now has the conditions for which it has strived. They boycotted the talks offered by 

Egypt in November, built a tunnel through which they intended to attack an Israeli border post, and fired 

hundreds of rockets into Israel. Their tactic and their strategy is no more and no less than resistance. But this will 

not unite the Palestinians or buy Hamas a place in the Palestinian Liberation Organisation. It can only deepen the 

crisis within the Palestinian leadership, for the truth is that no Palestinian faction can now lead alone. While splits 

deepen, the prospect of a viable Palestinian state recedes. Shock and awe, Israeli-style, have done nothing more 

than paralyse the very processes which both Israelis and Palestinians need in order to survive in peace.
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Text 2

The Guardian 

The dangers of drift

Editorial

Friday 1 August 2008

Anyone who thinks that Israel, the West Bank and Gaza can be allowed to drift rudderless for the next few 
months is deluding themselves, dangerously. The list of threats to the status quo grows, almost by the week. The 
feud between Fatah and Hamas only deepens, with tit-for-tat arrests and reports of torture in Palestinian 
detention. A year after the military takeover in Gaza, Hamas is more deeply embedded in the government of its 
1.5 million Palestinians than ever before. Tension in the mixed city of Jerusalem is rising, after the bulldozer 
attacks on buses and cars. Talks with the Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas, are mired and have yet to 
produce results. As if that is not enough, Iran looms large over the horizon. If negotiations or sanctions fail to 
stop Tehran from enriching uranium, Israel's F-16s will - or at least that is the threat.

So Ehud Olmert's announcement that he will not run in his party's leadership contest on September 17, and will 
resign to allow his successor to form a new government, is not just business as usual. If Tzipi Livni, the current 
foreign minister, won the party leadership, she would pair up with the Labour leader, Ehud Barak. But it is not 
clear that she will be able to form the next government. Her challenger for the leadership of Kadima, the hardline 
transport minister Shaul Mofaz (who said that an Israeli attack on Iran was inevitable), could equally well form a 
coalition with the Likud leader, Binyamin Netanyahu. If neither proved possible and an early election were 
called, Mr Netanyahu would win. He regards Hamas and Hizbullah as satellites of the mother ship Iran.

By no means a dove, Ms Livni is at least a pragmatist. She is also seized with a sense of urgency about finding a 
two-state solution before that plan withers on the vine. She has spearheaded the talks with the Palestinian prime 
minister, Salam Fayyad, and - more than most Israelis - she is aware of the potency of the question Palestinians 
ask themselves about what has been achieved in the 15 years since the Oslo accords. An end to occupation, to 
settlements, a release of prisoners? None of these. On the contrary, the number of settlers in the West Bank has 
nearly doubled in a decade. Include the settlements in East Jerusalem and it has more than tripled. As yet Mr 
Abbas has little to show for his talks, and his political stock, even in the cities that Fatah controls, is falling.

As Israel enters a turbulent leadership contest, it should, as a minimum, make every effort to do no more harm, 

refraining from further settlement expansion and keeping the ceasefire on track in Gaza. The next Israeli leader 

and the current Palestinian one have a difficult enough job as it is.
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Text3

The Guardian

Israeli-Palestinian talks

At the eleventh hour 

Editorial

Monday 24 November 2008

If January 20 2009, the date of Barack Obama's inauguration as US president, is too long to wait to tackle the 
global financial crisis, the next president's foreign policy advisers are having similar thoughts about the Middle 
East peace talks. The omens were never good, but the very least that could be said of the talks between Israel's 
outgoing prime minister, Ehud Olmert, and the Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas, was they had not 
collapsed. Now, not even that is certain.

A ceasefire with Hamas in Gaza that has held for nearly five months has begun to unravel after an Israeli raid 
killed six militants and rockets began to fall on southern Israel. There was renewed tension yesterday between 
Fatah and Hamas, with Mr Abbas threatening to call elections early next year if Hamas does not open 
reconciliation talks. If that were not enough, consider the implications for a Palestinian state of a return to power 
of the Likud leader Binyamin Netanyahu, a politician who wants to retain large parts of the West Bank, rejects 
the return of refugees and the division of Jerusalem - the three issues on which current talks are based. Which is 
why he speaks only of a plan for economic development for the West Bank.

The return of the Likud leader as prime minister in Israel's elections on February 10 now looks more likely. A 
pair of polls last week found him sailing past his Kadima rival Tzipi Livni, Israel's chief negotiator in the 
Palestinian talks. Not only that - there was a strong surge of support for the religious right, which would put the 
Likud leader in a position to put together a coalition that would end the talks with Mr Abbas in their current form. 
As a communicator, the earnest but awkward foreign minister is no match for a professional like Mr Netanyahu.

Perhaps it was with that thought in mind that two other old pros in Israeli politics, the president Shimon Peres and 
Ehud Olmert are using their visits to London and Washington respectively to talk up the prospects of the 
Palestinian talks. In London last week Mr Peres praised the Arab League's peace plan, which was originally
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proposed by King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia in 2002, but has recently regained currency. Israel would get full 

recognition from the Arab world in return for a full withdrawal from the territory it captured in 1967, including 

East Jerusalem, and a solution to the refugee problem. Mr Olmert, who belatedly declared that anyone who still 

believes in Greater Israel was deluding themselves, is on a similar mission in Washington today.

Reports in Israel said Mr Olmert hoped to win more commitments for promises made by the US to Israel over the 

last eight years. Whether Mr Obama should feel constrained by the letter George Bush wrote to the former prime 

minister Ariel Sharon, in which he supported Israel's aim of holding onto the major settlement blocs inside the 

West Bank, is another matter. In our view, if he entertains any chance of achieving a breakthrough, Mr Obama 

should tear this letter up, as it is contrary to the spirit of the road map. A settlement based on the 1967 borders 

should be exactly that, with as little deviation as possible. If the Palestinians concede Israel's boundaries for 

Jerusalem (an area which extends into the heart of Bethlehem) in return for a land swap in the Negev, that is all 

of the post-1967 territory they should be expected to give.

But another way of looking at the visits of Mr Peres and Mr Olmert is that they are trying to shape an 

environment that the Likud leader will inherit, a world in which the Saudi initiative and the talks with Mr Abbas 
remain political facts. As Zbigniew Brzezinski warned in London last week, the two state solution is at its 

eleventh hour. If he has learned anything from the mistakes of his predecessor, Mr Obama should be engaged 

from day one.
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Text 4

The Guardian

Fast forward to the past

Editorial 

Friday 16 May 2008

"I direct my speech ... to the people of Israel, to say, 'How can you?1 How can you celebrate [the 60th anniversary 

of Israel when] the Palestinian people are suffering from your settlements and the crimes of your settlers and the 

siege of your state and the conduct of your occupying army?" The speaker is no member of Hamas. He is Salam 

Fayyad, the Palestinian prime minister, the linchpin of Israel's negotiations with the Palestinian Authority and for 
this reason regarded by Hamas as a Palestinian Uncle Tom. The angry words of the former World Bank 
economist and current Washington pet are a measure of the frustration felt even by Palestinians who recognise 
Israel's existence.

It is only too easy to groan in disbelief as George Bush tours the Middle East for his last time as president, 

treading around the minefield of his past policy disasters. In Israel, the peace process he launched last year at 
Annapolis is all but dead. In Lebanon, the government on which his administration pinned its hopes has just 
caved in to Hizbullah, by revoking the two decisions - the removal of the head of airport security and the 
declaration that the movement's private communications network was illegal - that led to a week of fighting and 
brought the country to the brink of civil war. The two most implacable opponents of a two-state solution, 
Hizbullah and Hamas, are stronger than ever before, while their sponsor Iran crows in delight off stage. Hamas's 
popularity has increased as a result of the siege of 1.4 million Gazans. Nor is Mr Bush's ally Tony Blair exempt 
from the responsibility. On Tuesday he announced what he considered an achievement: the Israeli army's 

decision "in principle" to dismantle or relocate four military checkpoints, which he thought would bolster his 
plans to regenerate jobs in the West Bank. That is four out of a total of more than 600 roadblocks and gates that 

paralyse movement in the West Bank. If this is success, what is failure?

But nor is despondency a policy. Those who pronounce the premature death of the peace process started in 

Madrid in 1991 and Oslo in 1993 should consider the alternatives: a one-state solution characterised, in the words 

of Nathan Brown of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, not by coexistence but by naked 

domination and brutal resistance; another war, which is where the logic of rejecting ceasefire offers from Hamas
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is taking Israel; or simply a continuation of the status quo, which allows one state to expand at the expense of 

another which has yet to be formed.

There exist, even now, concrete alternatives. For the Palestinians, there must be unity talks between Fatah and 

Hamas. Saudi Arabia is ready to restart the Mecca process. The idea that a workable deal can be achieved with 

one half of the Palestinian people and then imposed on the other is fatally flawed. The risk of failure is enormous, 

and an already weakened Fatah will pay a heavy price for it. Hamas, for its part, has to declare and implement a 

ceasefire. There is growing support across Europe for the idea that the boycott of Gaza and Hamas has to be 

lifted. A ceasefire would make it difficult for those who resist the idea that Hamas has to be brought in some way 
into the political process. It would also be a way of bringing Syria and Iran into the fold.

Engagement does not mean surrendering to Hamas's vision. Nor does it mean rewarding force with talks. The 
current impasse is leading nowhere except to another - bigger - war. As things stand, the language a US president 
uses to describe Israel at 60 is indistinguishable from Israel's. Even the symbols are the same. Yesterday Mr Bush 
sat on top of Masada, the fortress overlooking the Dead Sea, where 1,000 Jews besieged by the Romans allegedly 
committed mass suicide, a taboo of Judaism, rather than be captured alive. Masada, Mr Bush said, will never fall 
again. That is not going back 60 years, but over two millennia.
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TextS 

The Guardian 

A shot in the dark 

Editorial 

Thursday 26 June 2008

Efforts to persuade Iran to freeze its programme of uranium enrichment are entering a dangerous new phase. 

Viewed from Tehran, the west is playing a classic game of good cop, bad cop. The good cop, the EU foreign 

policy chief Javier Solana, tells them that a package of incentives is still on the table if they halt enrichment. The 

bad cop, Israel, sends 100 fighter planes 870 miles into the eastern Mediterranean (the distance between Israel 
and Iran's main enrichment plant at Natanz) for an exercise designed to show military readiness for a long-range 
attack.

Not only warplanes are deployed by Israel. Well-informed analysts are being dispatched to refine the warnings 

from Israeli ministers about Iran's alleged covert nuclear bomb programme. The refinements are these: that Syria 
was planning to supply Iran with spent nuclear fuel from al-Kibar, the site Israel bombed in September; that 
discrepancies found in the amount of fissile material North Korea (Syria's adviser in the construction of al-Kibar) 
declared and the amount it could have produced, drastically alter intelligence calculations of how soon Iran could 
get enough material to make a nuclear bomb; that the point of no-return in Tehran's bomb programme is now 
2010; and that, yes, there would be regional consequences to a strike on Iran's nuclear facilities, but that these 
would be the lesser of two evils. Even if an Israeli PM was only 70% certain of the reliability of this intelligence, 

it would be enough to persuade him or her to press the button.

These claims are contentious, not least in Washington's intelligence circles. But the Israeli message is clear: if 
you are not prepared to act, we will and soon. Iran's parliamentary speaker, and its former nuclear negotiator, Ali 
Larijani, responded yesterday with the obvious: a strike on Iranian nuclear facilities would create a "fait 
accompli" for an Iranian bomb programme. In other words, a 70% possibility of a covert nuclear programme 
would become overnight a 100% probability that Iran would develop the bomb. Israel would buy time by 
destroying Natanz and other sites, but not enough to forestall the eventual outcome.

Any US president would think long and hard about the power of Iran's revolutionary guards to undo the tenuous 
progress achieved in Iraq, for which he, as commander in chief, has paid with the lives of 4,106 of his troops. 
There is also Afghanistan and the Strait of Hormuz through which 90% of Gulf oil passes. And that is before you 
even get to Hizbullah's long-range rockets. A ball of fire, the phrase of Mohamed El Baradei, the head of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency, would not even begin to describe the fallout from an Israeli attack.
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Text 6

The Guardian 

Missiles with a message

Editorial

Friday 11 July 2008

Some of what is going on in Iran is bluster. Missile experts scrutinising images of yesterday's multiple rocket 
launches disputed Iranian claims that they had fired a missile with an increased range. Iran might also have 
dramatised the number of missiles it fired, by digitally enhancing the pictures it released.

But much of it is not bluster. If Israel carried out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on the presumption that they 
are close to building a bomb, Iran would have the opportunity to substantially inflame events in three theatres of 
war, from Afghanistan and Iraq to the eastern Mediterranean. The closure of the Strait of Hormuz, a 21-mile- 
wide passage through which 40% of the world's oil cargo passes, might be the least of the world's problems.

Israel's air force and Iran's rocket forces have both now flexed their muscles. Each believes its military exercises 

have a deterrent value but, month by month, the space for diplomacy is shrinking. The decision of the oil giant 

Total to pull out of a huge planned investment in Iran's gas reserves (ostensibly because of the political risks 

involved but more probably because of the pressure applied by Nicolas Sarkozy's government) could be 

interpreted as buying more time for diplomacy. If the economic screw is tightened on Iran, the Revolutionary 

Guards might calculate the real costs of their folly. But the inverse equally applies. What generally follows 

military exercises and widespread fears of confrontation in the Middle East is conflict itself.

Iran is not an innocent bystander in this game of brinkmanship. As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former 

scientific adviser to the US Senate's foreign relations committee, pointed out in a recent article, the Islamic 

Republic has real questions to answer about its supposedly civilian programme: why is it using high explosives to 

implode a hemispherical shell of heavy metal (the technique used for a lightweight nuclear bomb); why is it 

developing detonators needed in an atomic weapon; and why it is redesigning the warheads on its ballistic 

missiles? One way of lowering the tension would be to give the International Atomic Energy Agency convincing 

answers.

If the US believes, as the undersecretary of state William Burns said, that Iran is trying to foster the impression 

that its programme of nuclear enrichment is more advanced than it actually is, it should produce the evidence for 

this and contradict the Israeli view that Iran is about to cross a nuclear threshold. Now is the time for Washington 

to show that it has learned from the mistakes it made in the countdown to the invasion of Iraq. The consequences 

of attacking Iran could be even more long-lasting.
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Text? 

The Guardian 

Talks are back on

Editorial

Friday 18 July 2008

America's decision to send a senior official to international talks with Iran in Geneva tomorrow marks a major, 
and long overdue, policy change. It could be at least as significant as the U-turn the country performed about 
talking to North Korea. It was preceded by a bitter internal debate in Washington, which its victors tried hard 

yesterday to conceal. They claimed the decision to send William Burns, the undersecretary of state for political 
affairs, to Geneva was nothing more than a continuation of present policy, that it was a one-off, and that he would 
be a witness to talks, not a participant in negotiation.

But try as they might, there was no disguising the fact that vice-president Dick Cheney, who has pushed hard for 
an air strike on Iran, had been defeated. As a result, America is now on a different track. First, Admiral Mike 
Mullen, chairman of the joint chiefs of staff, told the Israelis that Washington would not assent to a pre-emptive 
strike. Then, the decision to go to Geneva was made public, and yesterday the Guardian revealed plans to 
establish a US interests section in Tehran. This falls short of setting up an embassy, but it still would be the first 
time in 30 years that anything like this has happened.

None of these moves are one-off. The US military rightly decided that the regional consequences of an air strike 
outweigh the temporary benefits of delaying Iran's nuclear enrichment programme. On the diplomatic front, the 
US abandoned its position that it would only meet with Iran once uranium enrichment had been suspended. Does 
this mean that the US administration has rolled over, and is about to let Iran get the bomb? Not yet. Washington 
would only risk sending a senior official to the Geneva talks if it were confident that Iran would make 
concessions in return. These may come in the form of offers to redefine what is meant by a freeze of its 
programme to enrich uranium. One idea floated is that Iran runs centrifuges emptied of uranium hexafluoride gas.

The gap between Iran and the six countries involved in the talks - France, Britain, Germany, Russia, China and 
the US - is narrowing on one point. This is the proposal to freeze the number of the gas centrifuges installed in 
Natanz, in return for a freeze on further economic sanctions. This would not stop the Iranians perfecting the 
technology needed for a bomb, but it would allow negotiations to restart. The risk is that Iran drags out the talks, 
while its scientists acquire the know-how needed to make a bomb. Hardliners in Tehran are capable of mistaking 
concessions for weakness, but they would be wrong. This is an opportunity that Iran must now seize.
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Text 8

The Guardian 

Dangerous delaying tactics

Editorial

Wednesday 6 August 2008

The exact terms of Iran's reply yesterday to the package of incentives it was offered to stop enriching uranium are 

not known. But the general drift is. An Iranian official told Reuters it contained no word on the central issue, a 

freeze of sanctions in return for a freeze on uranium enrichment. Until Iran addresses this, it is only fostering the 
impression that it is playing for time.

A diplomatic white paper that Iran produced recently set out a labyrinthine process of preliminary talks followed 
by talks and then negotiations, none of which could take place before sanctions were lifted. On Saturday 
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad vowed that Iran would not move "one iota" on its nuclear rights, and on 

Monday the top commander of the Revolutionary Guards, Major General Mohammad-Ali Jafari claimed they had 

test-fired a missile that could hit any warship within 300km of Iran's shores. Put all this together and Iran's refusal 

to address the central issue - its nuclear ambitions - is painfully clear. It will talk, but keep on building its gas 
centrifuges. This is equipment which experts say is too small to fuel a nuclear reactor, but enough to create about 

100 bombs.

Tehran may have calculated that the refusal of US military commanders to cope with more than two wars at once, 
Afghanistan and Iraq, leave it in a good position to reject the offer of substantive talks. Or it may be merely 
trying to drive the price of peace up higher. Either way, the letter, if indeed it contains nothing new, only paves 
the way for a fourth round of sanctions. It also gives heart to a whole echelon of generals and politicians in Israel 

who say that an airstrike against Iran's nuclear facilities is only a matter of time.

The offer on the table, presented at the Geneva talks last month, is generous. It recognises Iran's right to nuclear 
energy for exclusively peaceful purposes and offers support for a light water reactor, and a binding guarantee to 
supply it with fuel. It would reopen trade, renew the crumbling infrastructure of Iran's oil fields, help agriculture, 

replace the country's ageing fleet of aircraft. The offer from the six countries negotiating with Iran was translated 

into Farsi to get the point across to a wider audience in Iran. But this is not a humiliating package in any 

language, least of all for a country which is on its knees economically and which insists its nuclear programme is 

for civilian purposes only.
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The immediate future will be dominated by further sanctions. The EU has already agreed to them, but agreement 
at the UN security council will be harder to achieve. Beyond that, the hardline regime in Iran is playing a 
dangerous game of brinkmanship, with a clock ticking behind them. Iran should start talking now.
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Text 9

The Guardian 

The conflict continues

Editorial

Wednesday 17 September 2008

The departure of General David Petraeus from Iraq yesterday was accompanied by little of the triumphalism that 
marked previous attempts by the Bush administration to claim that a corner had been turned in this bitter war. 
Gen Petraeus's departing words were not sotto voce - they rarely are - but his assessment of the Iraq he leaves 
was cautious and sober. Having noted when he took command of US troops at the height of the civil war in 
February 2007 that he had described the situation then as "hard but not hopeless", Gen Petraeus yesterday 
amended this formula to say the situation was "still hard but hopeful".

The surge of US troops has worked in cutting the numbers of civilian deaths over the last 18 months. According 
to figures compiled by the Brookings Institution, 3,500 Iraqis died violently in January 2007. This compares with 
490 in June this year. But to claim as the Republican presidential candidate John McCain did that "there are 
neighbourhoods in Baghdad where you and I could walk ... today" is far from the truth and a reminder that Mr 
McCain could simply reproduce President Bush's worst mistakes in arguing that the war "could be won" by 2013. 
Barack Obama's critique of the surge is closer to the mark - that it failed to produce the anticipated political gains. 
But the bald fact is that the next US president will still have a major problem coping with the aftermath of a war 
that should never have been waged.

Gen Petraeus can claim three achievements for his third and final tour. He recognised the significance of the 
Sunni al-Sahwa, the so-called Awakening movement, which developed autonomously and before the surge 
swung into action. The US general saw that it could be used productively. His policy of creating outposts of US 
troops reduced sectarian tension. And finally he recognised that there could be no military victory in Iraq. All that 
could be achieved was to prepare the ground for a political solution.

But this has yet to be done, and there are inherent contradictions in a policy predicated on improving the state 
capacity of Nouri al-Maliki's government. The first is that government's manifest concern with al-Sahwa, which 
the US funds. As the Guardian reported this week, the Iraqi government is in danger of pushing Sunni tribal 
leaders back into the arms of al-Qaida by failing to take more Sunnis back into the security forces. The arrests of 
dozens of al-Sahwa leaders in Diyala province is cause for particular concern. The second is that the greater Mr 
al-Maliki's executive power becomes, the more he may be tempted to forge his own course, irrespective of US 
pleas to include the Sunni tribal leaders. This conflict is far from over.
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Text 10 

The Guardian 

Mission unaccomplished 

Editorial 

Thursday 11 December 2008

Words rarely reflect the reality of life in Iraq. What is true for the outgoing Bush administration's litany of errors, 

miscalculations and distortions applies in no lesser measure to Britain's six-year occupation of southern Iraq, 

which will end in June next year. For years we were told our troops would only leave when the job was done. If 

the job of transferring control to Iraqi forces has been done, why will Britain's 4,000 troops at Basra airport need 
to be replaced with a large force of US troops who will take over the job of securing supply lines and backing up 
Iraqi forces? In what sense is the job in Basra done?

There is no straightforward answer to this second question. Security in Basra is undoubtedly better after the 
operation in March that saw the routing of the Shia militias by Iraq's prime minister, Nouri al-Maliki. But the so- 
called "Charge of the Knights" was hardly a British affair. Mr Maliki ordered the crackdown on the Mahdi army, 
having privately accused Britain of abdicating its responsibility. A deal that had facilitated the peaceful exit of 
British troops from a palace compound in the city centre left Basra prey to cut-throat militias, or that at least was 
Baghdad's charge.

British commanders say they were formulating their own plan for ousting the militia, but could not execute it 
without US firepower. The fact that the British army could no longer conduct large-scale operations on its own, 
one commander argued, did not mean that it had failed. But one thing is clear. The operation to clear out the 
Mahdi army from Basra was launched in spite of, not because of, the British military presence. The whole saga 
must have been the final straw for an army whose reputation has been sorely bruised by the experience of Iraq.

The Basra that Britain is leaving behind is rubbish-strewn, divided and impoverished. Its open sewers and 
sporadic power supply are beyond the capacity of local authorities to deal with. The provincial governor is at war 
with Baghdad. Women are as vulnerable to attack for not wearing the hijab as they ever were. Iran has turned off 
the tap of the violence, because it wants to see what Washington will offer. But Tehran could just as easily turn it 
on again and Basra, only kilometres away from the Iranian border, would be the first to feel it. This is not to deny 
that much has changed. Both the Mahdi army's leadership and much of its rank and file have been weakened. The 

question is how sustainable these improvements are.

So when British forces leave next year it will be not out of a conviction that they have accomplished their 
mission. It will be with their fingers crossed that they can leave with their military reputation intact.
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Text 11 

The Guardian 

Time for a full inquiry

Editorial

Wednesday 19 November 2008

More than five years after the event, how much does it matter that a retired law lord now believes the 

government's legal advice on the invasion of Iraq was unlawful? From one perspective the answer is: not very 

much. Seen from 2008, after all, the Iraq war is history. With the Iraqi government's backing this week, the 

troops will soon be on the way out. Chastened by the whole experience, no western leader is likely to go down 

the Bush-Blair route any time soon. Like it or not, the original advice was sincerely offered and sincerely acted 

on. And Lord Bingham is in any case no longer a lord of appeal. In short, his Grotius lecture this week may be a 

powerful piece of legal reasoning. But it is a footnote to a decision that cannot now be reversed.

Some of this scepticism is well-founded. But not all of it. In the first place, Lord Bingham is not just any old 

lawyer. He is the most senior judge of the modern era. He is regarded by many as its finest legal mind. Though 

Lord Bingham only retired a few weeks ago, he has been at the pinnacle of English law-making for a decade and 

a half and has clearly been pondering the war's legality for years. It may raise some eyebrows that he should be 

so quick to engage on this supremely divisive issue so soon after leaving the bench - but if the issue is so 

important, why not? The simple fact is that, when Lord Bingham speaks on the law, it is always a good idea to 

listen.

Just because it is now more than five years since the attorney general, Lord Goldsmith, advised that an invasion 

would be lawful, it does not follow that his advice or the decision are less controversial or momentous now than 

they were in 2003. It is hard to think of a more serious decision than one to go to war. Particularly in 

circumstances other than national self-defence, it is essential to know what is lawful and what is not. In a world 

increasingly and rightly regulated by international law, all nations need to be clear about the lawfulness of war 

and the obligation to obey that law.

Lord Bingham's conclusion that the Iraq invasion was "a serious violation of international law and the rule of 

law" - which ministers are required to uphold - has already been vigorously challenged by Lord Goldsmith and 

Jack Straw. Yet this is such a serious subject, with such immense implications for Britain's standing, that the 

argument cannot be allowed to rest there. When such senior figures of the legal establishment are at odds in this 

way it enhances the case for a full public inquiry into the lessons of the Iraq war. That inquiry should have been 

established long ago. But when someone of Lord Bingham's stature says the war was unlawful, the case for such 

a scrutiny, already compelling, becomes irresistible.
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Text 12

The Guardian

Disorderly withdrawal

Editorial

Monday 22 December 2008

Britain's managed withdrawal from Iraq, announced by the prime minister in Baghdad and Basra last week, is a 

much more fragile thing than the government chooses to admit. At least three factors could throw it off course: a 

sudden outbreak of violence in Basra, perhaps linked to the provincial elections in February; growing dispute 

with the US, which fears Britain lacks the will or ability to maintain order, and is sending forces of its own to fill 

the boots of British troops; and, most pressingly of all, the collapse of a deal to give legal status to the British 

military presence after 31 December when the current UN mandate expires. Without this agreement, British 

personnel in Iraq will effectively become intruders in 10 days' time and the controlled six-month withdrawal 

announced by Gordon Brown would turn into a humiliating new year scuttle across the border into Kuwait. 

Privately, British forces have been planning for this extreme contingency for some time. They still expect to 

avoid it, although the deadline is now frighteningly close.

The future status of American forces from January 2009 was secured in a deal at the start of the month, after a 

year of negotiation. Britain's 4,100 servicemen and women are part of a second agreement covering all remaining 

international forces in the country. It has the backing of the Iraqi prime minister, Nouri al-Maliki, but not, so far, 

of the Iraqi parliament, which voted on Saturday for a second time to reject it. John Hutton, the defence secretary, 

described that vote yesterday as "a hiccup", but he knows how high the stakes are. Military commanders do not 

want the British withdrawal to be tainted by the accusations of illegality that accompanied invasion five years 

ago.

Today, Iraqi MPs are expected to vote for a third time and signals from Baghdad suggest that this time a deal of 

sorts will finally be passed. The measure has been amended from a draft law to a parliamentary resolution, which 

does not require unanimous support. That small degradation will allow Mr Maliki to invite Britain to stay in a 

bilateral deal. But the confusion and delay will inevitably restrict the freedom of British forces after 1 January, 

especially since it is clear that their presence is not entirely welcome. Military lawyers need more than broad 

permission to remain in Iraq until 31 May, when most British activity is due to cease. They need clarity about 

what British troops will and will not be allowed to do after 1 January. Will their right of self-defence permit 

proactive operations - by special forces, or by British marines and soldiers now embedded with the Iraqi army in 

Basra? The US state of forces agreement - which unlike the proposed British deal has the status of an 

international agreement - is clearer. The legal status of individual British operations could be murky.
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The background to this is the fraught state of Iraqi politics, which last week led to the temporary arrest of 24 

interior ministry officers amid rumours of a coup plot. The deal on US forces exhausted much of the Maliki 

government's political capital. Shia unity is fracturing; Sunnis have played their hand badly. Iraqis know that the 

continued presence or not of British forces will make little difference to security and the British deal has suffered 

amid the intrigue. Mr Maliki, anyway, is much closer to America than to Britain. He remembers imperial history, 

and the succession of treaties Britain signed with Iraq from 1922 on, each promising full independence but 

seeking to extend the British military presence. Iraq may not mind causing trouble for its old ruling power.

The likelihood is that a deal will be agreed, but the detail matters. Commanders need to know the terms on which 

they will be able to operate from the new year. British forces may, in theory at least, be exposed to prosecution if 

they exceed their powers. Britain's military presence in Iraq is ending, as it began in 2003, in unhappy legal 

confusion.
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La IJI 4jjjJa L-JJ^- >-*^i Jc- (J^"^l jajoijla ji tLufr tLa ^L jL-aJil 

.,^3 j| 1| i _ | vaJl (Jjii j t<*j vuill (JllU >Jall J& H-_l-)»Jl A-a L^jj^pJ lAjL-alJl J i " I l/if.. I 

J (Jjl) v^Jall UlS jSJ 4(jl utlb j_axJ (J^^iJ 'L^J-" ' ' J ' U.' 4-^^>?' C^^'j "-r1^"^' '^*

jLl!l Jaa. jj<j*" ^Jjl -Jll S-1.)^ j'j^ ̂ L\Aj t (Jjjl juil Jl J_j^a_all ^ji-i'

JJC- tllL

Al <JAljll eJjLJl 5£j«_all (j (_paj!i4J

•" tljlfcLuoll(uui j»j 

JJ £-a 5jLuLaJl 

jljjl ji ̂ 1 i Jjia jxj

jLi

l ji j^lJ V tS

jl U>a t?"^1 JjJ

<J»UU

lal jL«j Jl (^uljjl

jlj fJ jl (jik A£JJU«I| JiAlui

(jlj*ll J
a J] Aj

uS jSl j- fr a. lui AlKlmti

- j ** u J- u1
La I jl 4<j_^JaSl a JA (jLa JjJJil h»"u>i«
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Text 8

14636 J^JI - ?2008jA*i 20- -* 1429 M^J 17

JJJ Sjill

AJJJ IxJlj cdlli

[ ** \\\\ fl^jl l^^ljyj tj

.. 4 Jt . .-ill l$JjljSj LgJJljJ SjjiaaJ l^iaSjJ <K pistil jli tJ-JJljjailj l^JJ-l LjJ <"llil-i-% AjL

XX tjl-il^'lll Ljajlj i!5b_^la 4JJ frlSJlj (jljxJl jljAluil

I jj \A A IS > N* tj\ A 0 ViJ^ /"] ftSj

(jljJJ ,,3 Sjliul Sljjl ,-Sjjxl • m "^ - «JS tjl -1

l -

AjJlJjill

ij i4n .^i (JJV jlJJJ djfrLa. jlj ̂ jJa. Jjjl__>uil xx ^!lui Jl S-"J«J' ^J "3 

-^ ̂ « •«•'' LaJj ^j^JaS «J— olj

<>1jJ V l£jjxli 4<C. jL-Oxll Jjl jj^\\ SJA JJi ^ ̂_>»Jl JjlLaxll Jfc (ji-U Jl>o

°Jjl~ jl£ I Jl l_llj*-allj UaaJl tlllJlA jj L_a]aljaJl (JC. l

Juiljui) (jlc (3^ 

Ij]! Jxljfc

(J^J <JJJJ I- 

Ix

t>

J3 t t_jt jJl xaljll I i&j USjJj «jl jjlj tjjilj*-! cs* '(Jja i±j^j jj <j*ill 

o4j^" J*^ ^ c> ' J-^1 6iA eH

i(jl J^U ujijJ Sljill jij 4jL-iiM l (JJ^J Aj

V Ja ojill ^j^\ 

ASkL»ll Sislill

Jjia xil jj
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Text 9

(if frl~l±* y I
145 1 1 ^l - ?2008 o«>17- J> 1429 JjVl ^j 9

. "-....•;"

i** 11\ i a^jl i fti.li »j

IJA J3 J4C.

.. ijxJl jljxJl 4i«

l—lllaj t jjJI jaJl Jc. jfcl jJl U2j ^i uliJajC. _»1 AjjjjljSjll AjLujLa-aj (^j

^ -^ ^ • -^ Ui

j* J>5l <-«J ^ JC-U^aij ,_y4JJl

-» -g * • UJ JJJ

-i«J I J-« 1*51 j Sj-li.}?! ClljL-a t jl jjl AJa -([ "'":-'' <fi^. jl jxJl (Ja^. jo V-^JJ '£j!j^l ^^ *A-> .o ^ <JU yg mi'll jjjj

Lluilj TJikjl jAj-ax ^ i_lC-V >Al jj^'ni Ljjl • «-i"^l LaJjj (Ljj^oJ AjC-L^a Sji j«

j"«\'

Jjajl afcjj

j] ttjUuil ^'--J^'j iijll £^j AifrLJa^i JJjJ lAlLaiJl Jc. U j . >-i (J=kJ ^ 

jll SjSil I* jLufcU (J-JjIjjall «-x a^Lj ^JtC. jA 'Ljjij) jj^J LaJJ (S^l Cluull -ii l4-l3ljjV! «jAjl t_y<«lJJ JLJa i^i

jjj <aloil

• '"*• j* j ^ 'J^>1^ ^ fl °* J ' jl rtJUi 

ol «* ""1 '•" 

t -iJAaJl j-jll (jlj«Jl

j -e *J a] Jl

-«U

La jA j i-j-alLaJl j_ajLiJl ^^3 <Ujlj!Le <*iuu l~«'i\l 

ljiJl ^1 jx ̂ \ ^"\}'^.' ^ n > «-il -> 

iVt & (JjSVI JL-au> Jili. j

ll air. 

ji.1 jl 

^ »\1~'. .Ji ^

j- 

I j 

loll JjJ

la Uakj ^

Sjill Jlft

J

1 J»U

i AlJJ V ^ ill JT J«Ul 

£ i_i-£ V)j 

I Jl (Al <J CiJ-aJj c^Jjill Ujjj ji-o

J Ij iO lA^, A \ A t W ml A] . tv^ tfl I

ASiaJl jx «U-aj j-S

JaJa- ^ JaU (jAll A-£jjx>Vl Sj_c^Jl Jjlxl Jl jxll 

j- t^Ji^ jl j»ll jl£ I jl JUlUj cSjalb Al^l M_jL,^ 

V (L^J Alklall JjJ p l-li. l£jj-ai •'!->'. ..I
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Text 10

14546 J*J» - ^2008 Jb&l - ^1429

S Jc. J.^i-tJ (_JC.!illa JSj

4-aa.J Jl Aisle, jj 4(jl jaJl jj JJJ«J J AJaJij A*jV l-AA^* "uW'j 'J 

j* jV (Jj tVLjaJj iLijjlj <A_ujJl jUaSV f*l j* •**•'_# t

(_K>J'

lj jl jSJ
Lui La

a -S-1=>J

jljj) «— ila. ^J t j 

AJS >iUJ iL Jl

j*13 ^^j La
oJiiLa-aj i 

j jj>^

°JiJJ

J (—IJC. *l jiui

5JjJ ^*i jljl <^l^J

jlal ^SL AJ jl jla

j

LjLwaill »AA Jc.* • ^-J

JJJC.I LaJ -£ ..^la> dic,Ljb ' -I v ^j 4 jljA 5JL>. (JJJ UuUaJ Ijij (JJ^J

Jl j jj 4 (_?jL_«il (_>uiL>i]lj Ajjji^l CJlaLyi LjJ^lj 4<-}&Lwallj AaxkSl e^&Ull L^jJ il^laj JA JjJiJ (JS dlJSJ Jill LuUi j 

L '.^A. . 3_lS|jxJ| AJLaJl J (j^i 4^ jLill jSJjl O^a SjLjax Afi-LlS JJJC-I La ^Jjai Lgjli i-JjaJl (jV 4;jLvll UJjxJi Jc- («jVI

HiJJ^ (>> (jnUllI AJJ« . ^; ^Jj-Sfl 1-JljJC.VI frL> LiAj 4i_il^AVI 

I jJj^JjS jx Sj^L-all LLwajll t'lll^ 4 JjJj i^-8^) ^1 J*- » «JJJ J) cj'j*^' JS^ W^' L>" <

...j

(>aj«J

AoxjS d)LaiHi.l [ 

Jc. • • '" y ̂ 1 4 jLulj

AaJU-a J SjL>

-a CjULuaJ

(.4; ja-i La AjjlaJ 4-jc.ljll

Jl£ IJj i^J 

AjLlS jjSi L>ji-a

JAj 4 jJLuiiJlj ^_iu,l£jl jjjl_«- 

3 jij 4 Jtyal jxJlj jjnnk.^iti

LjJlja.1 Ijjoib i"l<hj Jill AjJ

^l '^ jLu> Hj LS-aJic. SjS 

^aj 44 

^jL 

S ji 4 J_akl]

jjj 4 Ja-Ul j jlaij ^ JaiS CjLjUjI Oil£ I Jl AloJ .&J 1-Ja.ljll lift jSl lA-UjC. 4.Jj>ix jl jxll

\,. ill /a
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Text 11

1 4757 1 8 - -* 1 429 s*2l ^ 20

i2.ji.ty AaSLJ

j Ix-lic. 4<ljJ4xll Aj

J V] 4<SVU. jjU2 Jc. 

Jl j*-aJ i_J 

Sll ^ jja. j

ljl

i ** \ \\ \ oSJl *- Ol 1u &J

jLjll IJA ji xxj 4^1 Jj-niJ 4^J>ULty •'• I- ''•=•' 

t JjjSltj jjiiSjlb jj^laj jx t_5^J i.aAia.j jJjSljxU -<^\\

<lluiVl -^J t-iij*ll ji JJC. .2j.lr-.tyj plj^l Jc. LuLa p j-Jaj-all JjljJ

..(^2011)

ji t*lSj]l SjSi Jc. «"'^' V u*.''jj

ISjj i(>ijJ jkVI Jc- Lobji

Cj^a-j jlj (Ja-J iBjJill t*lJj jc. (jiiJ 

xx LluiLluj LjjSjJiC. K_il -^"1^- J/*'J (fi

j t^jc. j^j ^a.jj V JJ t 

Jc. i JJC. jLllx jjj

llIjSlI ^lU j ji 

AjSI jx SjS ^° ;"'••' 

aj] ji ULu jl

x jax «*llJA L«Ja3 

"'^l J g« BjSlI 

i Ac. jlllxll Aji

01 jSJlj JyaJl ULL 2Luia.Vl «jSil 5; jj^Jl £il jliuS ,jjSll (ji«u ^*ij jl J^ ̂ 1 jill ^ Jc. SjjSlI u*llxj V Jl j«Jl j-Vl SjS j
jljalj -j-"»"^l >1) i_ijjiall ijjjji J ji <LajL«x]l i_JC.LjaJJ ji dVLxla.1 Jc. eiaLi jx jjSl ^"lijin diljill frlLj 4 jjjSjll

* jij ^3 jLa l_ijla ijijui ' " ' ^ '" LxiJC. lA JJJ «j

JJSjJ J

L_ljjul XX

2JisLix U j*ijx Jik; Lj^jji JL=>. J ̂ ^jill j
Jc. jus ajikjli 2->i,n <>\i c^i£ L. i ji s^jUJi ji t2_ixjiiyi

U jjSJ

L>" tlW 4 '' " i.

IxlxjAl U jjSij 4Llll

jttjl JC. l£j jxl jLxj] J CO Jill

aj JU. J Jl j*Jl jxl
jc. ijju jc.

jx

JA Jjxj 4l£jj-l J jljij ̂ -jj^xS £L-4 J Jl jxll x^ajll Jc. 4L«iLijij Jijj 4c_iLJlj v-iLkll jjj
"-« J3 <-£ ^J>" LkJJaJ ^1 Jill i-JljLi JJJ tlili!5UJt put*. JiLux JiSj yJ\5 JJjLlu- ^S/ IjJ^J JJ^ij fA\ jJJSljxJl Jc.

jx Lulj 4 (»jjll j 4^^! ^ilSj J5U. jx ̂ ji V iuiLjll Saa.j3l c^-jc. J^i jx f jUiSlLi il jay I ji 4 <i j^Ul J^U. jx JjUllU
ill ji Luj 4A.lxjl5yij ^U^Vl O^U^jll J VJJ^ <5ji: jl 4 jL-Vl JJ Jl O1 J^-i J^ J11 '" J^\ yA Jll J JjSiuwJl J <jiiajll

l?(_paSjll (Jjl5 JJC. Jlixj 2_iilajll eAa.jll JiC. Jb (J^i t2j'.Lj\l 2^1. ^^H Ltjlajj Ulxi jjSl JJJ«J ja. J
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Text 12

14533 *»JI - £008 Oijj 8-^1429 >l ̂ j 2

L** \ \\ \ *Vll 1 fl ni ^

t JLuJl AA.JJ (_)!>li. jx il)*b> jl 

l La Ullfr

Jfi J^U^^I ' *<\\<'A t(j\ j»J| ,,3 j; j< • •«-- Jxxj U jjc. '"'^

aj jc. iA-}S ^Ibxll ^Ki ̂ j c JjL V le AjC-j2 b>

ill «IlLUjllj

jx

aj]! j d»ljirtjU,l\ (j$JJJ ji '(jiajSl «^-J Jjlj (.£ Jl t>Vl jUaS Aj 

~ jli. 5JjJl (jjSj La^ic. <* •«• ti • -~ ^xj .J iA£jaJLa]l

jjSj ji Lali ti.la. Aa.J=»- A\k.jxJ JA) jl jxll 

Aj«J jl i_ijc. .^bJl jjj Aunll ji j^iij lA-iiiVlj 

bjaj ("niMl lll^bk. jx laj.r» JJ^I jl£jjx}/l jl£ 

Allax I'l^.'i AjL-lujI frljlil I- -~"' i^ljj ^f^-' _^ LS^J ' J V "

V

Ixjlj wl^.1 ' f '; • ""i aJ -<->.n AjuoiUxj Ojjli-a dl^J^ .Til Lg-i3 CJJ^O ^aJ A-Lalui dllAj 

lljill Jl AKixll jljlaV itljLajVl fti* *bJb tSJjJlj frljjjll OUJJ ^>>J j«Jjl b 

.. S^Jli Vj 'bjJx (JiUa V * /'.""- MJ3" *j' J! LS* J5^^' 'j*11 ^ <xLaij

(3«-lj 40 JJjS 

<J ^jx^l Jaijl jc. 

«J *1 Jljxi i_il jj

i Ajli.1 Jl A^UJl 

^l l— IjaJl LalUa tS

'l jl JjLuiUl A-ll& (^Uii ^ill J*xJlj iSjill AJJA jli lAj^J^xi Aj,^ Jl

jx j£] (A-jlLjll jx^l t5ji AUaiiil_»J D^l eiA j t Ji.1 Jl J'^l ja-Ualll tljblx (jlij b^a. 

l jx j.^ilV. Jc. ^pajSlI ji tLa ^^ Jjg l-il jl ljnij\« Jfr ,»jaJk AJLuix j* (_SjSi Ajajjll ji

i Aulal (JjLuij Jbkjl ^- •« J -"'•••

J tAjSI j«Jl 

lLajLa jx

JxljaJl eiA j tejJill ^ 'gj^~*J t-j-*^-* -^ J ^J AxjSaJlj tAjjbJl AjaJSl iTjbl jx <Ja.J j^jxVl (J*}aJlj '4jJJ-> 

(JxaJl AilJ (Ji.lj jx I ixjoiiil 4(_>iiSxJl jl Ajt-luill ajJib AiuJl jjxjlL jxj (Jjbjuulxll |»C.J jjL-ax j)f iUilSlo jSj

al J t^l ObJL^xll AJjbvx Cj^U b* j tejji^Jl Ajjiallj AJjlxll

(JJ^J 'U'ji! t* ̂ J^" "^JJ ^W c5-^'j 4 (j'j*^' C- 

JjLJl ^aJi V Jil AKAJl LJ*U> U* jxj

J Jaiilli

jlj

L>ia»j «

jjLui I'uriji 

jii jl t Jil Jl Jl 

'AJjJl 2-^a

i,jjaiibuJl
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Analysis of Text 1

Sentence 1

(MCI We do not know how many civilians died in the assault which Israel launched on Hamas in Gaza at 11.30am on Saturday 
MCI), (ACI because Israel prevents foreign journalists as well as Israeli ones from entering the strip. ACI)

Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause

We do not know how many civilians died in the assault which Israel launched on Hamas in 
Gaza at 1 1.30am on Saturday
because Israel prevents foreign journalists as well as Israeli ones from entering the strip.

Sentence 2

(scj But SCJ) (MC1 we do know that the air raids brought the biggest total loss of life on a single day in Gaza in 40 years: more 
than 230 Palestinians. MCI)

Sentential 
Conjunction

Main Clause

But

we do know that the air raids brought the bigj 
more than 230 Palestinians.

;est total loss of life on a single day in Gaza in 40 years:

Sentence 3

(MC1 The death toll by last night had climbed to nearly 290 MCI), (^ with more than 700 wounded. AP)

Main Clause
Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause

The death toll by last night had climbed to nearly 290
with more than 700 wounded.

Sentence 4

(MCI This in reply to hundreds of rockets from Hamas militants MCI ) which killed one Israeli in six months.

Main Clause | This in reply to hundreds of rockets from Hamas militants

Sentence 5

(scj But scj) (MCI the equation is always like this. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

But
the equation is always like this.

Sentence 6

(MCI We also know that to have chosen to strike on a Saturday morning, when the streets of this impoverished enclave were 
full, showed the same indifference to human life that Israel charges its enemies with. MCI)

Main 
Clause

We also know that to have chosen to strike on a Saturday morning, when the streets of this impoverished enclave 
were full, showed the same indifference to human life that Israel charges its enemies with._____________
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Sentence 7

(ACI When the suicide bombers reply in cafes and shops, as they inevitably will ACI), (MC1 Israel will reel in horror. MCI )

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause
Main Clause

When the suicide bombers reply in cafes and shops, as they inevitably will
Israel will reel in horror.

Sentence 8

(scj But scj) (MCI it will shut out of its mind the blood its warplanes have caused to flow in Gaza this weekend. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

But
it will shut out of its mind the blood its warplanes have caused to flow in Gaza this weekend.

Sentence 9

(MCI The foreign minister, Tzipi Livni, warned loudly of her government's intention to topple Hamas if it did not stop the
rocket fire. MU)

Main 
Clause

The foreign minister, Tzipi Livni, warned loudly of her government's intention to topple Hamas if it did not 
stop the rocket fire.__________________________________________________

Sentence 10

(scj But scj ) (MCI both she and the defence minister, Ehud Barak, are responsible for dropping over 100 tonnes of explosives on 
up to 100 targets in a strip of land crowded with 1.5 million people. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

But
both she and the defence minister, Ehud Barak, are responsible for dropping over 100 
tonnes of explosives on up to 100 targets in a strip of land crowded with 1.5 million 
people.

Sentence 11

(MCCI ' A hammer blow is intended to terrorise MCCI ') (c'cj and cicj ) (MCCI2 that is exactly what Israel did yesterday. MCCI2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

A hammer blow is intended to terrorise
and
that is exactly what Israel did yesterday.

Sentence 12a

(MC1 Dr Haidar Bid, a Gazan academic who saw the bodies and children with amputated limbs, told Haaretz journalist Amira 
Hass: "To pick a time like this, 11:30 [AM], to bomb in the hearts of cities, this is terrible. MCI)

Main Clause Dr Haidar Eid told Haaretz journalist Amira Hass: "To pick a time like this, 11:30 
[AM], to bomb in the hearts of cities, this is terrible._________________

Sentence 12b

(MCi This choice was intended to cause as large a massacre as possible." MCI)

Main Clause | This choice was intended to cause as large a massacre as possible.
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Sentence 13

( The targets were not the training camps of Hamas's military wing, which were empty when the jets struck, but rather 
police stations. MCI)

Main 
Clause

The targets were not the training camps of Hamas's military wing, which were empty when the jets struck, but 
rather police stations.___________________

Sentence 14

(MC1 The raids were intended to destroy the infrastructure on which Hamas builds its administrative as much as its military 
hold over Gaza. MCI )

Main 
Clause

The raids were intended to destroy the infrastructure on which Hamas builds its administrative as much as its 
military hold over Gaza. ____________________________________________

Sentence 15

(SCJ But scj) (MC1 that means killing policemen, not just the militants who assemble and fire the rockets. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

But
that means killing policemen, not just the militants who assemble and fire the rockets.

Sentence 16

(MCI Presumably it also means targeting judges, officials, and doctors too. MCI)

Main Clause Presumably it also means targeting judges, officials, and doctors too. | 

Sentence 17

(MCCI 'Ms Livni has been Israel's lead negotiator with the Palestinian authority in the West Bank MCCI ') (CICJ and CICj ) (MCCI2 
she has invested more political capital than most in the goal of creating a Palestinian state. MCC12)

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Ms Livni has been Israel's lead negotiator with the Palestinian authority in the 
West Bank
and
she has invested more political capital than most in the goal of creating a 
Palestinian state.

Sentence 18

(ACI If she thinks she is clearing the way for a moderate Palestinian state by trying physically to eliminate the leadership of one 
half of the population ACI), (MC'she is sorely mistaken. MCI)

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

Main Clause

If she thinks she is clearing the way for a moderate Palestinian state by 
trying physically to eliminate the leadership of one half of the population
she is sorely mistaken.
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Sentence 19

( ' There has been no diminution of support for Hamas in Gaza, as a result of Israel's policy of blockading it MCCI '), (CICj 
and CICj ) (MCCI2 support for Hamas may well rise as a result of these airstrikes. MCCI2 )

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

There has been no diminution of support for Hamas in Gaza, as 
Israel's policy of blockading it
and

a result of

support for Hamas may well rise as a result of these airstrikes.

Sentence 20

(MCI The Palestinians have always had a rejectionist wing, which for so long was represented by Fatah. MCI)

Main Clause | The Palestinians have always had a rejectionist wing, which for so long was represented by Fatah.

Sentence 21

( MC1 Israel, too, has those who reject a Palestinian state MCI), (**" including many settlers. 2 AP)

Main Clause
Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause

Israel, too, has those who reject a Palestinian state
including many settlers

Sentence 22

(MCI To think a solution can be found by killing rejectionists is to deny the entire course of the history of the Middle East. MC1)

Main 
Clause

To think a solution can be found by killing rejectionists is to deny the entire course of the history of the 
Middle East.

Sentence 23

(MCI There is no military solution to Hamas's rockets, which continued to rain down on Israel yesterday. MCI)

Main Clause There is no military solution to Hamas's rockets, which continued to rain down on Israel yesterday.

Sentence 24

(MCI Nor is a ground invasion is likely to stop the rockets. MC1)

Main Clause Nor is a ground invasion is likely to stop the rockets.

Sentence 25

(MCI It could displace them, perhaps. MCI)

Main Clause | It could displace them, perhaps."
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Sentence 26

(SQ But SCj ) ( ACI if that happened ACI), ( MC1 Hamas's next tactic could be to use the Palestinians of East Jerusalem to wield the 
launch tubes. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause
Main Clause

But
if that happened

Hamas's next tactic could 
the launch tubes.

be to use the Palestinians of East Jerusalem to wield

Sentence 27

(MCI Hamas's leadership also now has the conditions for which it has strived. MC1)

Main Clause | Hamas's leadership also now has the conditions for which it has strived. "|

Sentence 28

(MCI They (cvp ' boycotted the talks offered by Egypt in November cvp '), (CVP2 built a tunnel through which they intended to 
attack an Israeli border post cvp 2), (Clcj and cicj) (cvi> 3 fired hundreds of rockets into Israel. cv? 3 ) MC1)

Main Clause

Coordinated Verb Phrase 1 
within main clause
Coordinated Verb Phrase 2 
within main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Verb Phrase 3 
within main clause

They boycotted the talks offered by Egypt in November, built a tunnel through 
intended to attack an Israeli border post, and fired hundreds of rockets into Israel.

which they

boycotted the talks offered by Egypt in November

built a tunnel through which they intended to attack an Israeli border post

and
fired hundreds of rockets into Israel.

Sentence 29

(MCI Their tactic and their strategy is no more and no less than resistance. MCI)

Main Clause | Their tactic and their strategy is no more and no less than resistance.

Sentence 30

(SC, gut SCI) ( MCI this wm not (CVP

Liberation Organization. cvp 2 ) MCI)

palest j nians CVP 1) (CICj Qr CICJ) (C

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

Coordinated Verb Phrase 1 within main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Verb Phrase 2 within main clause

But
this will not unite the Palestinians or buy Hamas a place in the 
Palestinian Liberation Organisation.
unite the Palestinians
or
buy Hamas a place in the Palestinian Liberation Organisation.
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Sentence 31

( It can only deepen the crisis within the Palestinian leadership MCI), ( DC1 for the truth is that no Palestinian faction can now 
lead alone. DC1)

Main Clause
Disjunct Clause attached to main clause

'It can only deepen the crisis within the Palestinian leadership
for the truth is that no Palestinian faction can now lead alone.

Sentence 32

(ACI While splits deepen ACI), (MCI the prospect of a viable Palestinian state recedes. MCI)

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause
Main Clause

While splits deepen
the prospect of a viable Palestinian state recedes.

Sentence 33

(MCI Shock and awe, Israeli-style, have done nothing more than paralyse the very processes which both Israelis and 
Palestinians need in order to survive in peace. MCI)

Main 
Clause

Shock and awe, Israeli-style, have done nothing more than paralyse the very processes which both Israelis and 
Palestinians need in order to survive in peace._____________________________________

Analysis of Text 2

Sentence 1

(MCI Anyone who thinks that Israel, the West Bank and Gaza can be allowed to drift rudderless for the next few months is
MCIdeluding themselves, dangerously. )

Main 
Clause

Anyone who thinks that Israel, the West Bank and Gaza can be allowed to drift rudderless for the next few 
months is deluding themselves, dangerously._____________________________________

Sentence 2

(MC1 The list of threats to the status quo grows MCI), (*"" almost by the week.

Main Clause
Adjunct phrase attached to main clause

The list of threats to the status quo grows
almost by the week

Sentence 3

(MCI The feud between Fatah and Hamas only deepens MCI), (** with tit-for-tat arrests and reports of torture in Palestinian 
detention. **)

Main Clause The feud between Fatah and Hamas only deepens
Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause with tit-for-tat arrests and reports of torture in Palestinian detention.
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Sentence 4

( A year after the military takeover in Gaza *""), (MCI Hamas is more deeply embedded in the government of its 1.5 million Palestinians than ever before. MCI)

Adjunct Phrase attached to main 
clause
Main Clause

A year after the military takeover in Gaza

Hamas is more deeply embedded in the government of its 
ever before.

1.5 million Palestinians than

Sentence 5

/MCI( Tension in the mixed city of Jerusalem is rising c ), ( after the bulldozer attacks on buses and cars. )

Main Clause
Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause

Tension in the mixed city of Jerusalem is rising
after the bulldozer attacks on buses and cars.

Sentence 6

(MCI Talks with the Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas, (cvp ' are mired CVP ') (CLCj and Clcj ) (cvp 2 have yet to produce results CVP2). MCI)

Main Clause

Coordinated Verb Phrase 1 within main 
clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Verb Phrase 2within main 
clause

Talks with the Palestinian president, Mahmoud 
have yet to produce results.
are mired

Abbas, are mired and

and
have yet to produce results

Sentence 7

(DCI As if that is not enough DCI), ( MCI Iran looms large over the horizon. MU)

Disjunct Clause attached to main clause
Main Clause

As if that is not enough
Iran looms large over the horizon.

Sentence 8

(ACI If negotiations or sanctions fail to stop Tehran from enriching uranium ACI), (MCI (ECCI ' Israel's F-16s will ECCI ') - (CICj or 
CIC') (CCI2 at least that is the threat. ccl 2) McT)

Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause
Main Clause
Elliptical Coordinated Clause 1 
within main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Clause 2 within main 
clause

If negotiations or sanctions fail to stop Tehran from enriching uranium

Israel's F-16s will - or at least that is the threat.
Israel's F-16 will

or
at least that is the threat.
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Sentence 9

( J So ) ( Ehud Olmert's announcement that he will not run in his party's leadership contest on September 17, and will 
resign to allow his successor to form a new government, is not just business as usual. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

So
So Ehud Olmert's announcement that he will not run in his party's leadership contest on 
September 17, and will resign to allow his successor to form a new government, is not 
just business as usual.

Sentence 10

,ACI(AU If Tzipi Livni, the current foreign minister, won the party leadership ACI), (MCI she would pair up with the Labour leader 
Ehud Barak. MCI )

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause
Main Clause

If Tzipi Livni, the current foreign minister, won the party leadership
she would pair up with the Labour leader, Ehud Barak.

Sentence 11

(scj But scj ) (MCI it is not clear that she will be able to form the next government. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

But
it is not clear that she will be able to form the next government.

Sentence 12

( MCI Her challenger for the leadership of Kadima, the hardline transport minister Shaul Mofaz (who said that an Israeli attack 
on Iran was inevitable), could equally well form a coalition with the Likud leader, Binyamin Netanyahu. MCI)

Main Clause Her challenger for the leadership of Kadima, the hardline transport minister Shaul Mofaz (who said 
that an Israeli attack on Iran was inevitable), could equally well form a coalition with the Likud 
leader, Binyamin Netanyahu._______________________________________

Sentence 13

( ACI If neither proved possible and an early election were called ACI), (MCI Mr Netanyahu would win. MCI )

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause
Main Clause

If neither proved possible and an early election were called
Mr Netanyahu would win.

Sentence 14

( MC1 He regards Hamas and Hizbullah as satellites of the mother ship Iran. MCI) 

Main Clause | He regards Hamas and Hizbullah as satellites of the mother ship Iran. 

Sentence 15 

(DP By no means a dove DP),(MCI Ms Livni is at least a pragmatist. MCI)

Disjunct Phrase attached to main clause
Main Clause

By no means a dove
Ms Livni is at least a pragmatist.
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Sentence 16

( She is also seized with a sense of urgency about finding a two-state solution MCI) (ACI before that plan withers on the vine.
ACI

Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

She is also seized with a sense of urgency about finding a two-state 
solution
before that plan withers on the vine.

Sentence 17

(MCCI 'She has spearheaded the talks with the Palestinian prime minister, Salam Fayyad, MCCI ') (CIQ and Clcj ) - more than most 
Israelis - (MCCI2 she is aware of the potency of the question Palestinians ask themselves about what has been achieved in the 
15 years since the Oslo accords. MCCI2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

She has spearheaded the talks with the Palestinian prime minister, Salam Fayyad
and
she is aware of the potency of the question Palestinians ask themselves about what 
has been achieved in the 1 5 years since the Oslo accords.

Sentence 18

(EW 'has been achieved' ^ end tQ occupation; to settlements, a release of prisoners? EVP ' has been achieved ')

Ellipsis of Verb Phrase 'has been achieved' | An end to occupation, to settlements, a release of prisoners?

Sentence 19

,EVP'has been achieved'xj of these Evp ' ha! bee " achieved )

Ellipsis of Verb Phrase 'has been achieved' None of these. |

Sentence 20

(DP On the contrary DP), (MCI the number of settlers in the West Bank has nearly doubled in a decade. MCI )

Disjunct Phrase attached to main clause
Main Clause

On the contrary
the number of settlers in the West Bank has nearly doubled in a decade.

Sentence 21

(MCCI 'Include the settlements in East Jerusalem MCCI ') (cicj and clcj ) (MCC12 it has more than tripled. MCCI 2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Include the settlements in East Jerusalem
and
it has more than tripled
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Sentence 22

MCCI l('
Fatah controls, is falling.

MCCI 1 CICj

MCCI 2i
CICj) (MCCI 2

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

As yet Mr Abbas has little to show for his talks
and
his political stock, even in the cities that Fatah controls, is falling

Sentence 23

(DCI As Israel enters a turbulent leadership contest DCI), (MCI it should, as a minimum, make every effort to do no more harm 
MCI ), (ACI refraining from further settlement expansion and keeping the ceasefire on track in Gaza. ACI)

Disjunct Clause attached to main 
clause
Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause

As Israel enters a turbulent leadership contest

it should, as a minimum, make every effort to do no more harm
refraining from further settlement expansion and keeping the ceasefire 
Gaza.

on track in

Sentence 24

(MCI The next Israeli leader and the current Palestinian one have a difficult enough job MCI) (DCI as it is. DCI)

Main Clause
Disjunct Clause attached to 
main clause

The next Israeli leader and the current Palestinian one have a difficult enough job
as it is.

Analysis of Text 3

Sentence 1

(ACI If January 20 2009, the date of Barack Obama's inauguration as US president, is too long to wait to tackle the global 
financial crisis AC1) (MCI the next president's foreign policy advisers are having similar thoughts about the Middle East peace talks. MCI )

Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause
Main Clause

If January 20 2009, the date of Barack Obama's inauguration as US president, is too long to 
wait to tackle the global financial crisis
the next president's foreign policy advisers are having similar thoughts about the Middle East 
peace talks.

Sentence 2

i The omens were never good MCCI '), (cicj but clcj ) (MCCI 2 the very least that could be said of the talks between Israel's 
outgoing prime minister, Ehud Olmert, and the Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas, was they had not collapsed. MCC ' 2 )

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

The omens were never good
but
the very least that could be said of the talks between Israel's outgoing prime 
minister, Ehud Olmert, and the Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas, was they 
had not collapsed.
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Sentence 3

(MC1 Now, not even that is certain. MCI)

Main Clause Now, not even that is certain.

Sentence 4

(MCI A ceasefire with Hamas in Gaza that has held for nearly five months has begun to unravel MC1) (ACI after an Israeli raid 
killed six militants and rockets began to fall on southern Israel. ACI)

Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause

A ceasefire with Hamas in Gaza that has held for nearly five months has begun to 
unravel
after an Israeli raid killed six militants and rockets began to fall on southern Israel.

Sentence 5

(MCI There was renewed tension yesterday between Fatah and Hamas MCI), (ACI with Mr Abbas threatening to call elections 
early next year if Hamas does not open reconciliation talks. ACI )

Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause

There was renewed tension yesterday between Fatah and Hamas
with Mr Abbas threatening to call elections early next year if Hamas 
reconciliation talks.

does not open

Sentence 6

(ACI If that were not enough ACI), (MCI consider the implications for a Palestinian state of a return to power of the Likud leader 
Binyamin Netanyahu, a politician who wants to retain large parts of the West Bank, rejects the return of refugees and the 
division of Jerusalem - the three issues on which current talks are based. MCI)

Adjunct Clause 
attached to main 
clause
Main Clause

If that were not enough

consider the implications for a Palestinian state of a return to power of the Likud leader Binyamin 
Netanyahu, a politician who wants to retain large parts of the West Bank, rejects the return of refugees 
and the division of Jerusalem - the three issues on which current talks are based.

Sentence 7

( MC1 Which is why he speaks only of a plan for economic development for the West Bank. MC1 )

Main Clause Which is why he speaks only of a plan for economic development for the West Bank.

Sentence 8

(MCI The return of the Likud leader as prime minister in Israel's elections on February 10 now looks more likely. MCI)

Main Clause The return of the Likud leader as prime minister in Israel's elections on February 10 now looks more 

likely. ________________________________________________
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Sentence 9

( A pair of polls last week found him sailing past his Kadima rival Tzipi Livni, Israel's chief negotiator in the Palestinian talks. MCI)

Main Clause A pair of polls last week found him sailing past his Kadima rival Tzipi Livni, Israel's chief 
negotiator in the Palestinian talks.____________________________________

Sentence 10

(DP Not only that DP) - (MCI there was a strong surge of support for the religious right, which would put the Likud leader in a 
position to put together a coalition that would end the talks with Mr Abbas in their current form. MCI)

Disjunct Phrase attached to 
main clause
Main Clause

Not only that

there was a strong surge of support for the religious right, which would put the Likud 
leader in a position to put together a coalition that would end the talks with Mr Abbas 
in their current form.

Sentence 11

,AP( As a communicator ), ( the earnest but awkward foreign minister is no match for a professional like Mr Netanyahu.
MCK

Adjunct Phrase attached to main 
clause
Main Clause

As a communicator

the earnest but awkward foreign 
Netanyahu.

minister is no match for a professional like Mr

Sentence 12

(MCI Perhaps it was with that thought in mind that two other old pros in Israeli politics, the president Shimon Peres and Ehud
Olmert are using their visits to London and Washington respectively to talk up the prospects of the Palestinian talks. )

Main Clause Perhaps it was with that thought in mind that two other old pros in Israeli politics, the president 
Shimon Peres and Ehud Olmert are using their visits to London and Washington respectively to talk 
up the prospects of the Palestinian talks._________________________________

Sentence 13

(^ In London last week **) (MCI Mr Peres praised the Arab League's peace plan, which was originally proposed by King 
Abdullah of Saudi Arabia in 2002, but has recently regained currency. )

Adjunct Phrase attached to main 
clause
Main Clause

In London last week

Mr Peres praised the Arab League's peace plan, which was originally proposed by 
King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia in 2002, but has recently regained currency.

Sentence 14

(MCI Israel would get full recognition from the Arab world in return for a full withdrawal from the territory it captured
in 1967, including East Jerusalem, and solution to the refugee problem.

Main Clause
Adjunct phrase attached to 
main clause

Israel would get full recognition from the Arab world
in return for a full withdrawal from the territory it captured in 
and solution to the refugee problem.

1967, including East Jerusalem,
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Sentence 15

( Mr Olmert, who belatedly declared that anyone who still believes in Greater Israel was deluding themselves, is on a 
similar mission in Washington today. MCI)

Main Clause Mr Olmert, who belatedly declared that anyone who still believes in Greater Israel was deluding 
themselves, is on a similar mission in Washington today._______ __________

Sentence 16

/MCI( Reports in Israel said Mr Olmert hoped to win more commitments for promises made by the US to Israel over the last 
eight years. MC1 )

Main Clause Reports in Israel said Mr Olmert hoped to win more commitments for promises made by the US to 
Israel over the last eight years._______________________________________

Sentence 17

(MCI Whether Mr Obama should feel constrained by the letter George Bush wrote to the former prime minister Ariel Sharon, 
in which he supported Israel's aim of holding onto the major settlement blocs inside the West Bank, is another matter. MCI)

Main Clause Whether Mr Obama should feel constrained by the letter George Bush wrote to the former prime 
minister Ariel Sharon, in which he supported Israel's aim of holding onto the major settlement blocs 
inside the West Bank, is another matter.

Sentence 18

(DP In our view DP), (ACI if he entertains any chance of achieving a breakthrough ACI), (Mcl Mr Obama should tear this letter up 
MCI ), (DCI as it is contrary to the spirit of the road map. DCI )

Disjunct Phrase attached to adjunct clause
Adjunct clause attached to main clause
Main Clause
Disjunct Clause attached to main clause

In our view
if he entertains any chance of achieving a breakthrough
Mr Obama should tear this letter up
as it is contrary to the spirit of the road map.

Sentence 19 

/MCI(MCI A settlement based on the 1967 borders should be exactly that MC1), (** with as little deviation as possible. AP)

Main clause
Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause

A settlement based on the 1967 borders should be exactly that
with as little deviation as possible.

Sentence 20

(ACI If the Palestinians concede Israel's boundaries for Jerusalem (an area which extends into the heart of Bethlehem) in return 
for a land swap in the Negev ACI), (MCI that is all of the post-1967 territory they should be expected to give. MC1)

Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause
Main Clause

If the Palestinians concede Israel's boundaries for Jerusalem (an area which extends into the 
heart of Bethlehem) in return for a land swap in the Negev
that is all of the post-1967 territory they should be expected to give.
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Sentence 21

( J But J ) (Mcl another way of looking at the visits of Mr Peres and Mr Olmert is that they are trying to shape an 
environment that the Likud leader will inherit, a world in which the Saudi initiative and the talks with Mr Abbas remain 
political facts. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

But
another way of looking at the visits of Mr Peres and Mr Olmert is that they are trying to 
shape an environment that the Likud leader will inherit, a world in which the Saudi 
initiative and the talks with Mr Abbas remain political facts.

Sentence 22

(DCI As Zbigniew Brzezinski warned in London last week DCI), (MCI the two state solution is at its eleventh hour. MCI)

Disjunct Clause attached to main clause
Main Clause

.As Zbigniew Brzezinski warned in London last week
the two state solution is at its eleventh hour.

Sentence 23

( If he has learned anything from the mistakes of his predecessor ), ( Mr Obama should be engaged from day one.
MCK

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause
Main Clause

If he has learned anything from the mistakes of his predecessor
Mr Obama should be engaged from day one.

Analysis of text 4

Sentence 1

(DSMCIS ,,j direct my speech to the people Of israe i ; to say M^ ^ ,How can you? , How can you celebrate [ tne 60th 
anniversary of Israel] ~ DSMCI) (DSACI when the Palestinian people are suffering from your settlements and the crimes of your 
settlers and the siege of your state and the conduct of your occupying army?" D AC1)

Direct Speech Main Clause of 
saying
Direct Speech Main Clause
Direct Speech Adjunct Clause 
attached to main clause

"I direct my speech ... to the people of Israel, to say

'How can vou?' How canj'ou celebratejthe 60th anniversary of Israel
when the Palestinian people are suffering from your settlements and the crimes of your 
settlers and the siege of your state and the conduct of your occupying army?"

Sentence 2

(MCI The speaker is no member of Hamas. ML )

Main Clause | The speaker is no member of Hamas.
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Sentence 3

( He is Salam Fayyad, the Palestinian prime minister, the linchpin of Israel's negotiations with the Palestinian Authority 
and for this reason regarded by Hamas as a Palestinian Uncle Tom. MCI)

He is Salam Fayyad, the Palestinian prime minister, the linchpin of Israel's negotiations with the 
Palestinian Authority and for this reason regarded by Hamas as a Palestinian Uncle Tom._______

Main Clause

Sentence 4

( The angry words of the former World Bank economist and current Washington pet are a measure of the frustration felt 
even by Palestinians who recognise Israel's existence. MCI)

Main Clause The angry words of the former World Bank economist and current Washington pet are a measure of 
the frustration felt even by Palestinians who recognise Israel's existence.________________

Sentence 5

(MCI It is only too easy to groan in disbelief MCI) (ACI as George Bush tours the Middle East for his last time as president ACI ), 
(ACI treading around the minefield of his past policy disasters. ACI )

Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main

Adjunct Clause dependent on
clause

clause

the previous adjunct

It is only too easy to groan in disbelief
as George Bush tours the Middle East for his last time 
president
treading around the minefield of his past policy disasters.

as

Sentence 6

In Israel ), ( the peace process he launched last year at Annapolis is all but dead. )

Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause
Main Clause

In Israel
the peace process he launched last year at Annapolis is all but dead.

Sentence 7

MCk ,ACI(AP In Lebanon **) (MCI the government on which his administration pinned its hopes has just caved in to Hizbullah MLI), 
by revoking the two decisions - the removal of the head of airport security and the declaration that the movement's private 
communications network was illegal - that led to a week of fighting and brought the country to the brink of civil war. A ')

Adjunct 
clause

Phrase attached to main

Main Clause

Adjunct 
clause

Clause attached to main

In Lebanon

the government on 
Hizbullah
by revoking the two 
brink of civil war.

which his administration

decisions that led to a week

pinned its hopes has

of fighting and brought

just caved

the country

in to

to the
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Sentence 8

( The two most implacable opponents of a two-state solution, Hizbullah and Hamas, are stronger than ever before MC1), ( 
while their sponsor Iran crows in delight offstage. ACI )

ACI

Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause

The two most implacable opponents of a two-state solution, 
stronger than ever before
while their sponsor Iran crows in delight offstage.

Hizbullah and Hamas, are

Sentence 9

(MCI Hamas's popularity has increased MCI) (^ as a result of the siege of 1.4 million Gazans. AP)

Main Clause
Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause

Hamas's popularity has increased
as a result of the siege of 1 .4 million Gazans.

Sentence 10

( Nor is Mr Bush's ally Tony Blair exempt from the responsibility. c )

Main Clause | Nor is Mr Bush's ally Tony Blair exempt from the responsibility.

Sentence 11

(*"" On Tuesday AP) (MCI he announced what he considered an achievement MC1): (App the Israeli army's decision "in principle" 
to dismantle or relocate four military checkpoints, which he thought would bolster his plans to regenerate jobs in the West 
Bank. App)

Adjunct Phrase attached to 
main clause
Main Clause
A Phrase Appositive to main 
clause

On Tuesday

he announced what he considered an achievement
the Israeli army's decision "in principle" to dismantle or relocate four military 
checkpoints, which he thought would bolster his plans to regenerate jobs in the West 
Bank.

Sentence 12

(MCI That is four out of a total of more than 600 roadblocks and gates that paralyse movement in the West Bank. MCI)

Main Clause That is four out of a total of more than 600 roadblocks and gates that paralyse movement in the West 
Bank. _________________________

Sentence 13

(ACI If this is success AC1 ), (MCI what is failure? MCI)

Adjunct clause attached to main clause
Main Clause

If this is success
what is failure?
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Sentence 14

SCj } (MCI MCI

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

But
nor is despondency a policy.

Sentence 15

(MC1 Those who pronounce the premature death of the peace process started in Madrid in 1991 and Oslo in 1993 should 
consider the alternatives MCI): (ApCP ' a one-state solution characterised, in the words of Nathan Brown of the Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace, not by coexistence but by naked domination and brutal resistance ApCP '); (ApCP 2 another 
war ApCP 2), which is where the logic of rejecting ceasefire offers from Hamas is taking Israel; (Clcj or Clcj) ( ApCP 3 simply a 
continuation of the status quo ApCP 3 ), which allows one state to expand at the expense of another which has yet to be formed.

Main Clause

Coordinated Phrase 1 
appositive to main clause
Coordinated Phrase 2 
appositive to main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Phrase 3 
appositive to main clause

Those who pronounce the premature death of the peace process started in Madrid 
Oslo in 1993 should consider the alternatives

in 1991 and

a one-state solution characterised, in the words of Nathan Brown of the Carnegie Endowment 
for International Peace, not by coexistence but by naked domination and brutal resistance
another war

or
simply a continuation of the status quo

Sentence 16

(MC1 There exist, even now, concrete alternatives. MCI) 

Main Clause | There exist, even now, concrete alternatives. | 

Sentence 17 

( AP For the Palestinians **), (MCI there must be unity talks between Fatah and Hamas. MC1 )

Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause
Main Clause

For the Palestinians
there must be unity talks between Fatah and Hamas.

Sentence 18

(MC1 Saudi Arabia is ready to restart the Mecca process. MCI)

Main Clause | Saudi Arabia is ready to restart the Mecca process. |

Sentence 19

(MCI The idea that a workable deal can be achieved with one half of the Palestinian people and then imposed on the other is 
fatally flawed. MCI)

Main Clause The idea that a workable deal can be achieved with one half of the Palestinian people and then 
imposed on the other is fatally flawed.___________________________________
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Sentence 20

Meat ThC r'Sk °f failure is enormous MCCI ')' (C'CJ and C'CJ ) (MCC ' 2 an already weakened Fatah will pay a heavy price for it.

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

The risk of failure is enormous
and
an already weakened Fatah will pay a heavy price for it

Sentence 21

( MC1 Hamas, for its part, has to declare and implement a ceasefire. MCI )

Main Clause | Hamas, for its part, has to declare and implement a ceasefire. |

Sentence 22

( MCI There is growing support across Europe for the idea that the boycott of Gaza and Hamas has to be lifted. MC1)

Main Clause There is growing support across Europe for the idea that the boycott of Gaza and Hamas has to be 
lifted.

Sentence 23

( MCI A ceasefire would make it difficult for those who resist the idea that Hamas has to be brought in some way into the
political process. )

Main Clause A ceasefire would make it difficult for those who resist the idea that Hamas has to be brought in 
some way into the political process.____________________________________

Sentence 24

(MO It would also be a way of bringing Syria and Iran into the fold. MCI)

Main Clause | It would also be a way of bringing Syria and Iran into the fold.

Sentence 25

( MCI Engagement does not mean surrendering to Hamas's vision. MCI)

Main Clause Engagement does not mean surrendering to Hamas's vision.

Sentence 26

(MCI Nor does it mean rewarding force with talks. MCI)

Main Clause | Nor does it mean rewarding force with talks. |

Sentence 27

( MCI The current impasse is leading nowhere except to another - bigger - war. M )

Main Clause | The current impasse is leading nowhere except to another - bigger - \var7
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Sentence 28

cDCI
( As things stand DCI), (MC1 the language a US president uses to describe Israel at 60 is indistinguishable from Israel's. MC )

Disjunct Clause attached to main clause
Main Clause

As things stand
the language a US president 
indistinguishable from Israel's.

uses to describe Israel at 60 is

Sentence 29

(MCI Even the symbols are the same. MC1)

Main Clause | Even the symbols are the same. | 

Sentence 30

(MCI Yesterday Mr Bush sat on top of Masada MCI), the fortress overlooking the Dead Sea, where 1,000 Jews besieged by the Romans allegedly committed mass suicide, a taboo of Judaism, rather than be captured alive.

Main Clause | Yesterday Mr Bush sat on top of Masada. 

Sentence 31

(MCI Masada, Mr Bush said, will never fall again. MU) 

Main Clause | Masada, Mr Bush said, will never fall again. 

Sentence 32

( MCKj s not g0 ing back go years, but over two millennia. )

Main Clause | That is not going back 60 years, but over two millennia.

Analysis of Text 5

Sentence 1

MCK(MCI Efforts to persuade Iran to freeze its programme of uranium enrichment are entering a dangerous new phase. )

Main Clause Efforts to persuade Iran to freeze its programme of uranium enrichment are entering a dangerous 
new phase._________________________________________       

Sentence 2

MCK(ACI Viewed from Tehran ACI), (MCI the west is playing a classic game of good cop, bad cop. )

idiunct Clause attached to main clause
Main Clause

Viewed from Tehran
the west is playing a classic game of good cop, bad cop.
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Sentence 3

( The good cop, the EU foreign policy chief Javier Solana, tells them that a package of incentives is still on the table if they halt enrichment. MCI)

Main Clause The good cop, the EU foreign policy chief Javier Solana, tells them that a package of incentives is 
still on the table if they halt enrichment.

Sentence 4

(Mi The bad cop, Israel, sends 100 fighter planes 870 miles into the eastern Mediterranean (the distance between Israel and Iran's main enrichment plant at Natanz) MC1 ) (** for an exercise designed to show military readiness for a long-range attack.

Main Clause

Adjunct Phrase attached to 
main clause

The bad cop, Israel, sends 100 fighter planes 870 miles into the eastern Mediterranean 
(the distance between Israel and Iran's main enrichment plant at Natanz)
for an exercise designed to show military readiness for a long-range attack.

Sentence 5

(MU Not only warplanes are deployed by Israel. MU)

Main Clause | Not only warplanes are deployed by Israel. | 

Sentence 6

(MCI Well-informed analysts are being dispatched to refine the warnings from Israeli ministers about Iran's alleged covert 
nuclear bomb programme. MCI)

Main Clause Well-informed analysts are being dispatched to refine the warnings from Israeli ministers about 
Iran's alleged covert nuclear bomb programme. ___________________________

Sentence 7

(MCI The refinements are these MCI): (ApCCI ' that Syria was planning to supply Iran with spent nuclear fuel from al-Kibar, the site Israel bombed in September ApCCI '); (ApCCI2 that discrepancies found in the amount of fissile material North Korea (Syria's adviser in the construction of al-Kibar) declared and the amount it could have produced, drastically alter intelligence calculations of how soon Iran could get enough material to make a nuclear bomb ApCC 2); (ApCCI 3 that the point of no-return in Tehran's bomb programme is now 2010 ApCCI 3 ); (Clcj and CICj ) (ApCCI 4 that, yes, there would be regional consequences to a strike on Iran's nuclear facilities APCCM), (CICJ but clcj ) (EmCCI that these would be the lesser of two evils. EmCCI )

Main Clause
Coordinated Clause 1 appositive to 
main clause
Coordinated Clause 2 appositive to 
main clause

Coordinated Clause 3 appositive to 
main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Clause 4 appositive to 
main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Embedded Coordinated Clause

The refinements are these
that Syria was planning to supply Iran with spent nuclear fuel from al-Kibar, 
the site Israel bombed in September
that discrepancies found in the amount of fissile material North Korea (Syria s 
adviser in the construction of al-Kibar) declared and the amount it could have 
produced, drastically alter intelligence calculations of how soon Iran could get 
enough material to make a nuclear bomb
that the point of no-return in Tehran's bomb programme is now 2010

and
that, yes, there would be regional consequences to a strike on Iran's nuclear 
facilities
but
that these would be the lesser of two evils.
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Sentence 8

( Even if an Israeli PM was only 70% certain of the reliability of this intelligence ACI), (MC1 it would be enough to persuade 
him or her to press the button. MC1)

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause
Main Clause

Even if an Israeli PM was only 70% certain of the reliability of this intelligence
it would be enough to persuade him or her to press the button.

Sentence 9

MO •
These claims are contentious MCI), (AP not least in Washington's intelligence circles. AP)

Main Clause
Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause

These claims are contentious
not least in Washington's intelligence circles.

Sentence 10

(SCj g SCK /MCI 1
i.. _. ___. _ ' *•

ECC12 soon. ECCI2x AC) AU)

MCI). (ApCI (ACI ;f are prepared to act AC1) (AC1 ECCI ,
jjj

ECCI 1 ClCj

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause
A Clause appositive to main clause
Adjunct Clause within appositive clause
Elliptical Coordinated Clause 1 within appositive clause
Clausal Conjunction
Elliptical Coordinated Clause 2 within appositive clause

But
the Israeli message is clear
if you are not prepared to act, we will and soon.
if you are not prepared to act
we will
and
soon

Sentence 11

(MCI Iran's parliamentary speaker, and its former nuclear negotiator, Ali Larijani, responded yesterday with the obvious MCI): 
(ApCI a strike on Iranian nuclear facilities would create a "fait accompli" for an Iranian bomb programme. ApCI )

Main Clause

A Clause appositive to main 
clause

Iran's parliamentary speaker, and its former nuclear negotiator, Ali Larijani, responded 
yesterday with the obvious
a strike on Iranian nuclear facilities would create a "fait accompli" for an Iranian bomb 
programme.

Sentence 12

(DP In other words DP), (MC1 a 70% possibility of a covert nuclear programme would become overnight a 100% probability that 
Iran would develop the bomb. MCI )

Disjunct Phrase attached to main 
clause
Main Clause

In other words

a 70% possibility of a covert nuclear programme would 
100% probability that Iran would develop the bomb.

become overnight a
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Sentence 13

(MCCI 'Israel would buy time by destroying Natanz and other sites MCC1 '), (clcj but Clcj ) - (EMCCI 2 not enough to forestall the eventual outcome. EMCCI2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Elliptical Main Coordinated Clause 2

Israel would buy time by destroying Natanz and other sites
but
not enough to forestall the eventual outcome.

Sentence 14

(MCI Any US president would think long and hard about the power of Iran's revolutionary guards to undo the tenuous progress 
achieved in Iraq, for which he, as commander in chief, has paid with the lives of 4,106 of his troops. MCI)

Main Clause Any US president would think long and hard about the power of Iran's revolutionary guards to undo 
the tenuous progress achieved in Iraq, for which he, as commander in chief, has paid with the lives 
of 4.106 of his troops.__________________________________________

Sentence 15

(MCI -phere is a i so Afghanistan and the Strait of Hormuz through which 90% of Gulf oil passes. )

Main Clause There is also Afghanistan and the Strait of Hormuz through which 90% of Gulf oil passes.

Sentence 16

(scj And scj) (MCI that is before you even get to Hizbullah's long-range rockets. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

And
that is before you even get to Hizbullah's long-range rockets.

Sentence 17

(MCI A ball of fire, the phrase of Mohamed El Baradei, the head of the International Atomic Energy Agency, would not even 
begin to describe the fallout from an Israeli attack. MC1)

Main Clause A ball of fire, the phrase of Mohamed El Baradei, the head of the International Atomic Energy 
Agency, would not even begin to describe the fallout from an Israeli attack.______________
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Analysis of Text 6

Sentence 1

(MCI Some of what is going on in Iran is bluster. MCI)

Main Clause Some of what is going on in Iran is bluster.

Sentence 2

/MCI •( Missile experts scrutinising images of yesterday's multiple rocket launches disputed Iranian claims that they had fired a 
missile with an increased range. MCI )

Main 
Clause

Missile experts scrutinising images of yesterday's multiple rocket launches disputed Iranian claims that they had 
fired a missile with an increased range. __________________________________

Sentence 3

(MCI Iran might also have dramatised the number of missiles it fired MCI), (ACI by digitally enhancing the pictures it released.
ACK

Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

Iran might also have dramatised the number of missiles it fired
by digitally enhancing the pictures it released.

Sentence 4

( SQ But C) ) (MCI much of it is not bluster. MCI)

Sentential Clause
Main Clause

But
much of it is not bluster.

Sentence 5

(ACI If Israel carried out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on the presumption that they are close to building a bomb ACI ), ( MC1 
Iran would have the opportunity to substantially inflame events in three theatres of war MCI), ( Ap from Afghanistan and Iraq to 
the eastern Mediterranean. AP)

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

Main Clause

Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause

If Israel carried out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on the 
presumption that they are close to building a bomb
Iran would have the opportunity to substantially inflame events in 
three theatres of war
from Afghanistan and Iraq to the eastern Mediterranean.

Sentence 6

( MCI The closure of the Strait of Hormuz, a 21-mile-wide passage through which 40% of the world's oil cargo passes, might be
MCIthe least of the world's problems. )

Main Clause The closure of the Strait of Hormuz, a 21-mile-wide passage through which 40% of the world's oil 
cargo passes, might be the least of the world's problems.________________________
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Sentence 7

( ' Israel's air force and Iran's rocket forces have both now flexed their muscles. MCI )

Main Clause | Israel's air force and Iran's rocket forces have both now flexed their muscles. |

Sentence 8

(MCCI ' Each believes its military exercises have a deterrent value MCCI ') (Clcj but Clcj ), (3 MCCI2 month by month, the space for 
diplomacy is shrinking. MCCI 2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Each believes its military exercises have a deterrent value
but
month by month, the space for diplomacy is shrinking.

Sentence 9

(MCI The decision of the oil giant Total to pull out of a huge planned investment in Iran's gas reserves (ostensibly because of 
the political risks involved more probably because of the pressure applied by Nicolas Sarkozy's government) could be 
interpreted as buying more time for diplomacy. MCI )

Main Clause The decision of the oil giant Total to pull out of a huge planned investment in Iran's gas reserves 
(ostensibly because of the political risks involved but more probably because of the pressure applied 
by Nicolas Sarkozy's government) could be interpreted as buying more time for diplomacy._____

Sentence 10

( c If the economic screw is tightened on Iran ), ( the Revolutionary Guards might calculate the real costs of their folly. 
MCK

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause
Main clause

If the economic screw is tightened on Iran
the Revolutionary Guards might calculate the real costs of their folly.

Sentence 11

(SCj But scj ) ( MCI the inverse equally applies. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

But
the inverse equally applies.

Sentence 12

(MCI What generally follows military exercises and widespread fears of confrontation in the Middle East is conflict itself. MCI )

Main 
Clause

What generally follows military exercises and widespread fears of confrontation in the Middle East is conflict 
itself. _______________________________________________

Sentence 13

( MCI Iran is not an innocent bystander MCI) (*"" in this game of brinkmanship.

Main Clause
Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause

Iran is not an innocent bystander
in this game of brinkmanship.
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Sentence 14

( As Professor Pe,ter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the US Senate's foreign relations committee, pointed out in 
a recent article DCI), (MCI the Islamic Republic has real questions to answer about its supposedly civilian programme MCI ): ( ApCCI 

why is it using high explosives to implode a hemispherical shell of heavy metal ApCCI ') (the technique used for a lightweight 
nuclear bomb); (ApCCI 2 why is it developing detonators needed in an atomic weapon ApCCI 2 ); (Clcj and Clcj) (ApCCI 3 why it is 
redesigning the warheads on its ballistic missiles? APCCI3)

Disjunct Clause attached to main 
clause
Main Clause

Coordinated Clause 1 appositive to 
main clause
Coordinated Clause 2 appositive to 
main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Clause 3 appositive to 
main clause

As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to 
foreign relations committee, pointed out in a recent article
the Islamic Republic has real questions to answer about 
civilian programme
why is it using high explosives to implode a hemispherical 
metal

the US Senate's

its supposedly

shell of heavy

why is it developing detonators needed in an atomic weapon

and
why it is redesigning the warheads on its ballistic missiles?

Sentence 15

( MCI One way of lowering the tension would be to give the International Atomic Energy Agency convincing answers. MCI)

One way of lowering the tension would be to give the International Atomic Energy Agency 
convincing answers.____________________________________________

Main Clause

Sentence 16

(ACI If the US believes, as the undersecretary of state William Burns said, that Iran is trying to foster the impression that its 
programme of nuclear enrichment is more advanced than it actually is ACI ), (MCI it should (CVP1 produce the evidence for this 
£vpl ) (CICj and Clcj ) (cvp 2 contradict the Israeli view that Iran is about to cross a nuclear threshold CVP2). MCI )

Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause

Main Clause

Coordinated Verb Phrase 1 
within main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Verb Phrase 2 
within main clause

If the US believes, as the undersecretary of state William Burns said, that Iran is 
trying to foster the impression that its programme of nuclear enrichment is more 
advanced than it actually is
it should produce the evidence for this and contradict the Israeli view that 
about to cross a nuclear threshold.

Iran is

produce the evidence for this

and
contradict the Israeli view that Iran is about to cross a nuclear threshold.

Sentence 17

( MCI Now is the time for Washington to show that it has learned from the mistakes it made in the countdown to the invasion of 
Iraq. MC1 )

Main Clause Now is the time for Washington to show that it has learned from the mistakes it made in the 
countdown to the invasion of Iraq._____________________________________
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Sentence 18

/MCI( The consequences of attacking Iran could be even more long-lasting. MCI)

Main Clause | The consequences of attacking Iran could be even more long-lasting.

Analysis of Text 7

Sentence 1

(MCI America's decision to send a senior official to international talks with Iran in Geneva tomorrow marks a major, and long 
overdue, policy change. MCI)

Main Clause America's decision to send a senior official to international talks with Iran in Geneva tomorrow 
marks a major, and long overdue, policy change._____________________________

Sentence 2

(MC1 It could be at least as significant as the U-turn the country performed about talking to North Korea. MCI)

Main Clause | It could be at least as significant as the U-turn the country performed about talking to North Korea.

Sentence 3

(MCI It was preceded by a bitter internal debate in Washington MCI), which its victors tried hard yesterday to conceal.

Main Clause It was preceded by a bitter internal debate in Washington, which its victors tried hard yesterday to 
conceal.

Sentence 4

(MCI They claimed (ccl ' the decision to send William Burns, the undersecretary of state for political affairs, to Geneva was 
nothing more than a continuation of present policy CC1 '), (ccl 2 that it was a one-off ccl 2), (CICj and Clcj ) (ccl 3 that he would be 
a witness to talks not a participant in negotiation. ccl 3 ) MC1)

Main Clause

Coordinated Clause 1 within 
main clause
Coordinated Clause 2 within 
main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Clause 3 within 
main clause

They claimed the decision to send William Burns, the undersecretary of state for 
political affairs, to Geneva was nothing more than a continuation of present policy, 
that it was a one-off, and that he would be a witness to talks, not a participant in 
negotiation.
the decision to send William Burns, the undersecretary of state for political affairs, 
to Geneva was nothing more than a continuation of present policy
that it was a one-off

and
that he would be a witness to talks, not a participant in negotiation.
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Sentence 5

(SQ But SQ) (DCI try as they might DCI), (MCI there was no disguising the fact that vice-president Dick Cheney, who has pushed 
hard for an air strike on Iran, had been defeated. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Disjunct Clause attached to main 
clause
Main Clause

But
try as they might

there was no disguising the fact that vice-president Dick 
pushed hard for an air strike on Iran, had been defeated.

Cheney, who has

Sentence 6

(AP As a result AP), (MCI America is now on a different track. MCI)

Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause
Main Clause

As a result
America is now on a different track.

Sentence 7

(A First A), (MCI Admiral Mike Mullen, chairman of the joint chiefs of staff, told the Israelis that Washington would not assent 
to a pre-emptive strike. MC1)

Adjunct
Main Clause

First
Admiral Mike Mullen, chairman 
would not assent to a pre-emptive

of the
strike.

joint chiefs of staff, told the Israelis that Washington

Sentence 8

(A Then A), (MCCI 'the decision to go to Geneva was made public MCCI '), (cicj and clCj) (MCCI 2 yesterday the Guardian revealed 
plans to establish a US interests section in Tehran. MCCI 2 )

Adjunct
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Then
the decision to go to Geneva was made public
and
yesterday the Guardian revealed plans to establish a US interests section in Tehran.

Sentence 9

(MCC1 ' This falls short of setting up an embassy MCC1 '), (clcj but clcj ) (MCC1 2 it still would be the first time in 30 years that 
anything like this has happened. ' 2 )

Main Coordinated Clause 1 This falls short of setting up an embassy
Clausal Conjunction but
Main Coordinated Clause 2 it still would be the first time in 30 years that anything like this has happened.

Sentence 10

(MCI None of these moves are one-off. MCI)

Main Clause None of these moves are one-off.
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Sentence 11

( The US military rightly decided that the regional consequences of an air strike outweigh the temporary benefits of 
delaying Iran's nuclear enrichment programme. MC^

Main Clause The US military rightly decided that the regional consequences of an air strike outweigh the 
temporary benefits of delaying Iran's nuclear enrichment programme._________________

Sentence 12

(*"" On the diplomatic front AI>), (MCI the US abandoned its position that it would only meet with Iran once uranium enrichment 
had been suspended. MCI)

Adjunct Phrase attached to 
main clause
Main Clause

On the diplomatic front

the US abandoned its position that it would only meet with 
enrichment had been suspended.

Iran once uranium

Sentence 13

(MCI Does this mean that the US administration (cvp ' has rolled over cvp '), (CLCj and Clcj ) (cvp 2 is about to let Iran get the 
bomb? cvp 2 ) MCI)

Main Clause

Coordinated Verb Phrase 1 within main 
clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Verb Phrase 2within main 
clause

Does this mean that the US administration 
get the bomb?

has rolled over, and is about to let Iran

'has rolled over

and
is about to let Iran get the bomb.

Sentence 14

( EMCI Notyet. EMCI)

Elliptical Main Clause Not yet. | 

Sentence 15

(MCI Washington would only risk sending a senior official to the Geneva talks MCI) (ACI if it were confident that Iran would 
make concessions in return AC1)

Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

Washington 
talks

would

if it were confident

only risk

that Iran

sending

would

a senior official

make concessions in

to the

return

Geneva

Sentence 16

( MCI These may come in the form of offers to redefine what is meant by a freeze of its programme to enrich uranium. MCI,

Main Clause These may come in the form of offers to redefine what is meant by a freeze of its programme to 
enrich uranium. ___________________________________
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Sentence 17

( One idea floated is that Iran runs centrifuges emptied of uranium hexafluoride gas. MC1)

Main Clause | One idea floated is that Iran runs centrifuges emptied of uranium hexafluoride gas7| 

Sentence 18

(MCI The gap between Iran and the six countries involved in the talks - France, Britain, Germany, Russia, China and the US - is narrowing MCI) (**" on one point. *"")

Main Clause

Adjunct Phrase attached to main 
clause

The gap between Iran and the six countries involved in the talks - 
Britain, Germany, Russia, China and the US - is narrowing

France,

on one point.

Sentence 19

( This is the proposal to freeze the number of the gas centrifuges installed in Natanz ), ( in return for a freeze on 
further economic sanctions. **)

Main Clause

Adjunct Phrase attached to main 
clause

This is the proposal to freeze the number of the gas centrifuges installed in 
Natanz
in return for a freeze on further economic sanctions.

Sentence 20

(MCCI ' This would not stop the Iranians perfecting the technology needed for a bomb MCC1 '), (clcj but CICj ) (MCCI 2 it would
allow negotiations to restart. MCCI 2 )

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

This would not stop the Iranians perfecting the technology needed
but

for a bomb

it would allow negotiations to restart.

Sentence 21

(MCI The risk is that Iran drags out the talks, while its scientists acquire the know-how needed to make a bomb. MCI)

Main Clause The risk is that Iran drags out the talks, while its scientists acquire the know-how needed to make a 
bomb. __ _____________________________________

Sentence 22

/MCCI i Hard iiners ;n Tehran are capable of mistaking concessions for weakness MCCI '), (cicj but CICj ) (MCCI 2 they would be 
wrong. MCCI 2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Hardliners in Tehran are capable of mistaking concessions for weakness
but
they would be wrong.
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Sentence 23

( This is an opportunity that Iran must now seize. MCI)

Main Clause This is an opportunity that Iran must now seize.

Analysis of Text 8

Sentence 1

( The exact terms of Iran's reply yesterday to the package of incentives it was offered to stop enriching uranium are not 
known. MCI)

Main Clause The exact terms of Iran's reply yesterday to the package of incentives it was offered to stop 
enriching uranium are not known._____________________________________

Sentence 2

(SCj Bu j SCj) (MC. EC1 ECl MCI

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause
Elliptical Clause within main clause

But
the general drift is.
is

Sentence 3

( MCI An Iranian official told Reuters it contained no word on the central issue MCI), (App a freeze of sanctions in return for a 
freeze on uranium enrichment. Ap!>)

An Iranian official told Reuters it contained no word on the central issueMam Clause________________ An Iranian otlicial tola Reuters it contained no word on tne central 
A Phrase appositive to main clause____ a freeze of sanctions in return for a freeze on uranium enrichment.

Sentence 4

(ACI Until:il Iran addresses this ACI), (MCI it is only fostering the impression that it is playing for time. MCK

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause
Main Clause

Until Iran addresses this
it is only fostering the impression that it is playing for time.

Sentence 5

(MCI A diplomatic white paper that Iran produced recently set out a labyrinthine process of preliminary talks followed by talks 
and then negotiations ), none of which could take place before sanctions were lifted.

Main Clause A diplomatic white paper that Iran produced recently set out a labyrinthine process of preliminary 
talks followed by talks and then negotiations_______________________________
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Sentence 6

cMCCI I
( On Saturday President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad vowed that Iran would not move "one iota" on its nuclear rights MCCI '), 
( J and J) ( 2 on Monday the top commander of the Revolutionary Guards, Major General Mohammad-Ali Jafari 
claimed they had test-fired a missile that could hit any warship within 300km of Iran's shores. MCCI2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

On Saturday President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad vowed that Iran would not move "one 
iota" on its nuclear rights
and
on Monday the top commander of the Revolutionary Guards, Major General 
Mohammad-Ali Jafari claimed they had test-fired a missile that could hit any warship 
within 300km of Iran's shores.

Sentence 7

MCCi i

painfully clear.
put al , mjs together MCCI

MCC1 2
i (C1CJ and ac>) (» ,,, refusal the central issue . its nuclear ambitions - is

Main Coordinated Clause 1 Put all this together
Clausal Conjunction and
Main Coordinated Clause 2 Iran's refusal to address the central issue - its nuclear ambitions - is painfully clear.

Sentence 8

(MCi It wil , (CVP , talk CVP , }j (ciq but acj) (CVP 2 keep Qn bui , ding jts gas centrifuges CVP 2) MCJ

Main Clause
Coordinated Verb Phrase 1 within main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Verb Phrase 2 within main clause

It will talk, but keep on building its gas centrifuges.
talk
but
keep on building its gas centrifuges.

Sentence 9

jjjj j s equ ipmen t which experts say is too small to fuel a nuclear reactor, but enough to create about 100 bombs. MCI )

Main Clause This is equipment which experts say is too small to fuel a nuclear reactor, but enough to create about 
100 bombs.

Sentence 10

(MCi jenran may have calculated that the refusal of US military commanders to cope with more than two wars at once. 
Afghanistan and Iraq, leave it in a good position to reject the offer of substantive talks. MCI)

Main Clause Tehran may have calculated that the refusal of US military commanders to cope with more than two 
wars at once, Afghanistan and Iraq, leave it in a good position to reject the offer of substantive talks.

Sentence 1 1

r scj^ (MCi jt may be mere iy trying to drive the price of peace up higher. MC1)

Sentimental Conjunction
Main Clause

Or
it may be merely trying to drive the price of peace up higher.
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Sentence 12

( Either way ), (MCI the letter, if indeed it contains nothing new, only paves the way for a fourth round of sanctions. MCI )

Adjunct phrase attached to main clause Either way
Main Clause the letter only paves the way for a fourth round of sanctions.

Sentence 13

(M It also gives heart to a whole echelon of generals and politicians in Israel who say that an airstrike against Iran's nuclear 
facilities is only a matter of time. MCI)

Main Clause It also gives heart to a whole echelon of generals and politicians in Israel who say that an airstrike 
against Iran's nuclear facilities is only a matter of time.________________________

Sentence 14

(MCI The offer on the table, presented at the Geneva talks last month, is generous. MCI)

Main Clause | The offer on the table is generous.H 

Sentence 15

(MCI It ( cvp ' recognises Iran's right to nuclear energy for exclusively peaceful purposes cvp ') (Clcj and Clcj ) (cvp 2 offers support 
for a light water reactor, and a binding guarantee to supply it with fuel. cvp 2 ) MCI)

Main Clause

Coordinated Verb Phrase 1 within 
main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Verb Phrase 2 within 
main clause

It recognises Iran's right to nuclear energy for exclusively peaceful purposes 
and offers support for a light water reactor, and a binding guarantee to supply 
it with fuel.
recognises Iran's right to nuclear energy for exclusively peaceful purposes

and
offers support for a light water reactor, and a binding guarantee to supply it 
with fuel.

Sentence 16

(MCI It would (cvp ' reopen trade cv? '), (cvp 2 renew the crumbling infrastructure of Iran's oil fields 
agriculture cvp 3 ), (cvp ' replace the country's ageing fleet of aircraft. cvp ") MC1)

CVP 2N ,-CVP 3 help

Main Clause

Coordinated Verb Phrase 1 
main clause
Coordinated Verb Phrase 2 
main clause
Coordinated Verb Phrase 3 
main clause
Coordinated Verb Phrase 4 
main clause

within

within

within

within

It would reopen trade, renew the crumbling infrastructure of Iran's oil fields, 
help agriculture, replace the country's ageing fleet of aircraft.
reopen trade

renew the crumbling infrastructure of Iran's oil fields

help agriculture

replace the country's ageing fleet of aircraft.
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Sentence 17

( The offer from the six countries negotiating with Iran was translated into Farsi MCI ) (ACI to get the point across to a wider audience in Iran. ACI)

Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

The offer from the six countries negotiating with Iran was translated into Farsi
to get the point across to a wider audience in Iran.

Sentence 18

(sc> But scj) (MCI this is not a humiliating package in any language MCI), (** least of all for a country which is on its knees economically and which insists its nuclear programme is for civilian purposes only. **)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause
Adjunct Phrase attached to 
main clause

But
this is not a humiliating package in any language
least of all for a country which is on its knees economically 
programme is for civilian purposes only.

and which insists its nuclear

Sentence 19

(MCI The immediate future will be dominated by further sanctions. MC1 )

Main Clause The immediate future will be dominated by further sanctions. | 

Sentence 20

(MCCI ' The EU has already agreed to them MCCI '), (Clcj but Clcj ) (MCC12 agreement at the UN security council will be harder to achieve. MCCI2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

The EU has already agreed to them
but
agreement at the UN security council will be harder to achieve.

Sentence 21

(AP Beyond that AP), (MCI the hardline regime in Iran is playing a dangerous game of brinkmanship MCI), (ACI with a clock 
ticking behind them. ACI )

Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause Beyond that
Main Clause the hardline regime in Iran is playing a dangerous game of brinkmanship

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause with a clock ticking behind them.

Sentence 22

(MCI Iran should start talking now. MCI)

Main Clause | Iran should start talking now
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Analysis of Text 9

Sentence 1

( The departure of General David Petraeus from Iraq yesterday was accompanied by little of the triumphalism that marked 
previous attempts by the Bush administration to claim that a corner had been turned in this bitter war. MCI)

Main Clause The departure of General David Petraeus from Iraq yesterday was accompanied by little of the 
triumphalism that marked previous attempts by the Bush administration to claim that a corner had 
been turned in this bitter war.

Sentence 2

( MCCI 'Gen Petraeus's departing words were not sotto voce MCCI ') - they rarely are - (Clcj but Clcj ) (MCCI 2 his assessment of the 
Iraq he leaves was cautious and sober. MCCI 2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Gen Petraeus's departing words were not sotto voce
but
his assessment of the Iraq he leaves was cautious and sober.

Sentence 3

( Having noted when he took command of US troops at the height of the civil war in February 2007 that he had described 
the situation then as "hard but not hopeless" ACI), (MCI Gen Petraeus yesterday amended this formula to say the situation was 
"still hard but hopeful" MCI)

Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause
Main Clause

Having noted when he took command of US troops at the height of the civil war in 
February 2007 that he had described the situation then as "hard but not hopeless'1
Gen Petraeus yesterday amended this formula to say the situation was "still hard 
but hopeful".

Sentence 4

(MCI The surge of US troops has worked in cutting the numbers of civilian deaths MC1) (^ over the last 18 months. AP)

Main Clause
Adjunct Phrase

The surge of US troops has worked in cutting the numbers of civilian deaths
over the last 18 months.

Sentence 5

Pj
According to figures compiled by the Brookings Institution ), ( 3,500 Iraqis died violently ) ( in January 2007.

Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause
Main Clause
Adjunct Phrase attached main clause

According to figures compiled by the Brookings Institution
3,500 Iraqis died violently
in January 2007.

Sentence 6

(MCI This compares with 490 in June this year. MU )

Main Clause | This compares with 490 in June this year.
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Sentence 7

( J But J ) (MC1 to claim as the Republican presidential candidate John McCain did that "there are neighbourhoods in 
Baghdad where you and I could walk ... today" is far from the truth and a reminder that Mr McCain could simply reproduce 
President Bush's worst mistakes in arguing that the war "could be won" by 2013). MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

But
to claim as the Republican presidential candidate John McCain did that "there are 
neighbourhoods in Baghdad where you and I could walk ... today" is far from the truth 
and a reminder that Mr McCain could simply reproduce President Bush's worst 
mistakes in arguing that the war "could be won" by 2013).

Sentence 8

(MCI Barack Obama's critique of the surge is closer to the mark MCI) - (ApCI that it failed to produce the anticipated political 
gains. ApCI)

Main Clause Barack Obama's critique of the surge is closer to the mark
A Clause appositive to main clause that it failed to produce the anticipated political gains.

Sentence 9

( SCl But sc> ) (MCI the bald fact is that the next US president will still have a major problem coping with the aftermath of a war 
that should never have been waged. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

But
the bald fact is that the next US president will still have a major problem coping 
the aftermath of a war that should never have been waged.

with

Sentence 10

(MCI Gen Petraeus can claim three achievements for his third and final tour. MCI)

Main Clause Gen Petraeus can claim three achievements for his third and final tour.

Sentence 11

( MCI He recognised the significance of the Sunni al-Sahwa, the so-called Awakening movement MCI), which developed 
autonomously and before the surge swung into action.

Main Clause He recognised the significance of the Sunni al-Sahwa, the so-called Awakening movement

Sentence 12

(MCI The US general saw that it could be used productively. MCI )

Main Clause | TheUS general saw that it could be used productively.

Sentence 13

(MCI His policy of creating outposts of US troops reduced sectarian tension. MCI)

Main Clause | His policy of creating outposts of US troops reduced sectarian tension.
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Sentence 14

(SCj And SCj ) (A finally A) (MCI he recognised that there could be no military victory in Iraq. MCI)

Sentential conjunction
Adjunct
Main Clause

And
finally
he recognised that there could be no military victory in Iraq.

Sentence 15

(MCI All that could be achieved was to prepare the ground for a political solution. MCI) 

Main Clause | All that could be achieved was to prepare the ground for a political solution. 

Sentence 16

(scj But scj) (MCCI ' this has yet to be done MCCI '), (clcj and Clcj ) (MC^2 _there are inherent contradictions in a policy predicated 
on improving the state capacity of Nouri al-Maliki's government. MCCI 2

Sentential Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

But
this has yet to be done
and
there are inherent contradictions in a policy predicated on 
capacity of Nouri al-Maliki's government.

improving the state

Sentence 17

(MCI The first is that government's manifest concern with al-Sahwa, which the US funds. MC1 )

Main Clause | The first is that government's manifest concern with al-Sahwa, which the US funds. |

Sentence 18

(DCI As the Guardian reported this week DC1), (MCI the Iraqi government is in danger of pushing Sunni tribal leaders back into 
the arms of al-Qaida ) (ACI by failing to take more Sunnis back into the security forces. ACi)

Disjunct Clause attached to main clause
Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

As the Guardian reported this week
the Iraqi government is in danger of pushing Sunni tribal 
into the arms of al-Qaida

leaders back

by failing to take more Sunnis back into the security forces.

Sentence 19 

( MCI The arrests of dozens of al-Sahwa leaders in Diyala province is cause for particular concern. MCI )

Main Clause The arrests of dozens of al-Sahwa leaders in Diyala province is cause for particular concern.
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Sentence 20

Mp ' S that the 8reater Mr al-Maliki's executive power becomes, the more he may be tempted to forge his own 
course ), ( AP irrespective of US pleas to include the Sunni tribal leaders. AP)

Main Clause

Adjunct Phrase attached to 
main clause

The second is that the greater Mr al-Maliki's executive power becomes, 
tempted to forge his own course
irrespective of US pleas to include the Sunni tribal leaders.

the more he may be

Sentence 21

( MC1 This conflict is far from over. MCI)

Main Clause I This conflict is far from over.

Analysis of Text 10

Sentence 1

(MC1 Words rarely reflect the reality of life MCI) (** in Iraq. AP)

Main Clause
Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause

Words rarely reflect the reality of life
in Iraq.

Sentence 2

(MCI What is true for the outgoing Bush administration's litany of errors, miscalculations and distortions applies in no lesser 

measure to Britain's six-year occupation of southern Iraq, which will end in June next year. MCI)

Main Clause What is true for the outgoing Bush administration's litany of errors, miscalculations and distortions 
applies in no lesser measure to Britain's six-year occupation of southern Iraq, which will end in June 

next year. __ ___ ___________________________

Sentence 3

(AP For years AP ) (MCI we were told our troops would only leave when the job was done. MCI )

Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause
Main Clause

For years
we were told our troops would only leave when the job was done.
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Sentence 4

( If the job of transferring control to Iraqi forces has been done ACI ), (MCI why will Britain's 4,000 troops at Basra airport 
need to be replaced with a large force of US troops who will take over the job of securing supply lines and backing up Iraqi 
forces? )

Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause
Main Clause

If the job of transferring control to Iraqi forces has been done

why will Britain's 4,000 troops at Basra airport need to be replaced with a large force 
of US troops who will take over the job of securing supply lines and backing up Iraqi 
forces?

Sentence 5

(MCI In what sense is the job in Basra done? MCI)

Main Clause | In what sense is the job in Basra done? |

Sentence 6

(MCI There is no straightforward answer to this second question. MCI)

Main Clause There is no straightforward answer to this second question. | 

Sentence 7

(MCI Security in Basra is undoubtedly better MCI) ( ACI after the operation in March that saw the routing of the Shia militias by 
Iraq's prime minister, Nouri al-Maliki. AC1)

Main Clause
Adjunct Clause 
clause

attached tojnain
Security in Basra is undoubtedly better
after the operation in March that saw 
minister, Nouri al-Maliki.

the routing of the Shia militias by Iraq's prime

Sentence 8

(SCj But sq ^ (Mci the so.cai led "Charge of the Knights" was hardly a British affair. MCI)

Sentential Clause
Main Clause

But
the so-called "Charge of the Knights" was hardly a British affair.

Sentence 9

( MCI Mr Maliki ordered the crackdown on the Mahdi army ), ( having privately accused Britain of abdicating its 
responsibility. ACI )

Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

Mr Maliki ordered the crackdown on the Mahdi army
having privately accused Britain of abdicating its responsibility.
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Sentence 10

( A deal that had facilitated the peaceful exit of British troops from a palace compound in the city centre left Basra prey 
to cut-throat militias MCC1 '), (CICJ or at> ) (MCCI 2 that at least was Baghdad's charge. MCC1 2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

A deal that had facilitated the peaceful exit of British 
in the city centre left Basra prey to cut-throat militias
or

troops from a palace compound

that at least was Baghdad's charge.

Sentence 11

(M British commanders say they were formulating their own plan for ousting the militia, but could not execute it without US 
firepower. MCI)

Main 
Clause

British commanders say they were formulating their own plan for ousting the militia, but could not execute it 
without US firepower.________________

Sentence 12

(MCI The fact that the British army could no longer conduct large-scale operations on its own, one commander argued, did not 
mean that it had failed. MC1 )

Main 
Clause

The fact that the British army could no longer conduct large-scale operations on its own, one commander 
argued, did not mean that it had failed.________________________________________

Sentence 13

(MCI But one thing is clear. MCI) 

Main Clause | But one thing is clear. 

Sentence 14

(MCI The operation to clear out the Mahdi army from Basra was launched ) ( in spite of, not because of, the British
military presence. )

Main Clause
Adjunct Phrase attached to main 
clause

The operation to clear out the Mahdi army from Basra was launched
in spite of , not because of, the British military presence.

Sentence 15

( MCI The whole saga must have been the final straw for an army whose reputation has been sorely bruised by the experience of 
Iraq. MC1 )

Main Clause The whole saga must have been the final straw for an army whose reputation has been sorely bruised 
by the experience of Iraq._________________________________________

Sentence 16

( MCI The Basra that Britain is leaving behind is rubbish-strewn, divided and impoverished. )

Main Clause The Basra that Britain is leaving behind is rubbish-strewn, divided and impoverished.
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Sentence 17

( Its open sewers and sporadic power supply are beyond the capacity of local authorities to deal with. MCI)

Main Clause Its open sewers and sporadic power supply are beyond the capacity of local authorities to deal with.

Sentence 18

(MCI The provincial governor is at war with Baghdad. MCI)

Main Clause | The provincial governor is at war with Baghdad. |

Sentence 19

(MCI Women are as vulnerable to attack for not wearing the hijab as they ever were. MCI)

Main Clause | Women are as vulnerable to attack for not wearing the hijab as they ever were.

Sentence 20

(MC1 Iran has turned off the tap of the violence MCI), (ACI because it wants to see what Washington will offer. ACI)

Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

Iran has turned off the tap of the violence
because it wants to see what Washington will offer.

Sentence 21

(SCj But scj ) (MCCI 'Tehran could just as easily turn it on again MCCI ') (Clcj and CICj ) (MCCI2 Basra, only kilometres away from the
Iranian border, would be the first to feel it. MCCI 2)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

But
Tehran could just as easily turn it on again
and
Basra, only kilometres away from the Iranian border, would be the first to feel it.

Sentence 22

(MCI This is not to deny that much has changed. MC1 )

Main Clause This is not to deny that much has changed.

Sentence 23

(MCI Both the Mahdi army's leadership and much of its rank and file have been weakened. MCI)

Main Clause | Both the Mahdi army's leadership and much of its rank and file have been weakened.

Sentence 24

(MCI The question is how sustainable these improvements are. MCI)

Main Clause The question is how sustainable these improvements are.
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Sentence 25

( ° ( J So J) (AC1 when British forces leave next year ACI ) (MCI it will be not out of a conviction that they have 
accomplished their mission. MCI) OCICo)

Overall Clause Complex

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause
Main Clause

So when British forces leave next year it will be not out of a conviction 
accomplished their mission.
So

that they have

when British forces leave next year

it will be not out of a conviction that they have accomplished their mission.

Sentence 26

(MC1 It will be with their fingers crossed that they can leave with their military reputation intact. MCI)

Main Clause | It will be with their fingers crossed that they can leave with their military reputation intact.

Analysis of Text 11

Sentence 1

( More than five years after the event ), ( how much does it matter that a retired law lord now believes the 
government's legal advice on the invasion of Iraq was unlawful? MCI)

Adjunct Phrase attached to 
main clause
Main Clause

More than five years after the event

how much does it matter that a retired law lord now believes the 
advice on the invasion of Iraq was unlawful?

government's legal

Sentence 2

(AP From one perspective ) ( the answer is: not very much. )

Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause
Main Clause

From one perspective
the answer is: not very much.

Sentence 3

(ACI Seen from 2008, after all AU), (MU the Iraq war is history. MU)

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause
Main Clause

Seen from 2008, after all
the Iraq war is history.

Sentence 4

( AP With the Iraqi government's backing this week ), (the troops will soon be on the way out. )

Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause
Main Clause

With the Iraqi government's backing this week
the troops will soon be on the way out.
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Sentence 5

( Chastened by the whole experience ACI), (MCI no western leader is likely to go down the Bush-Blair route any time soon.MCI

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause
Main Clause

Chastened by the whole experience
no western leader is likely to go down the Bush-Blair route any time soon

Sentence 6

(uu Like it or not uu), (MU the original advice was sincerely.offered and sincerely acted on. MC1 )

Disjunct Clause attached to main clause
Main Clause

Like it or not
the original advice was sincerely offered and sincerely acted on.

Sentence 7

(scj And scj) ( MC1 Lord Bingham is in any case no longer a lord of appeal. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

And
Lord Bingham is in any case no longer a lord of appeal.

Sentence 8

(DP In short DP), (MCI his Grotius lecture this week may be a powerful piece of legal reasoning. MC1 )

Disjunct Phrase attached to main 
clause
Main Clause

In short

his Grotius lecture this week may be a powerful piece of legal reasoning.

Sentence 9

(scj But scj ) (MCI it is a footnote to a decision that cannot now be reversed. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

But
it is a footnote to a decision that cannot now be reversed.

Sentence 10

( MC1 Some of this scepticism is well-founded. MC1)

Main Clause Some of this scepticism is well-founded.

Sentence 11

(scJBut scj)(EMCI notalIofit. EMCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Elliptical Main Clause

But
not all of it.
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Sentence 12

( In the first place Dp), (MC1 Lord Bingham is not just any old lawyer. MC1).

Disjunct Phrase attached to main clause
Main Clause

In the first place
Lord Bingham is not just any old lawyer.

Sentence 13

(MC1 He is the most senior judge of the modern era. MCI)

Main Clause He is the most senior judge of the modern era.

Sentence 14

(MCI He is regarded by many as its finest legal mind MCI)

Main Clause | He is regarded by many as its finest legal mindT|

Sentence 15

(DCI Though Lord Bingham only retired a few weeks ago DCI), (MCI he (cvp ' has been at the pinnacle of English law-making for 
a decade and a half cvp ') (CICj and Clcj ) (cvp 2 has clearly been pondering the war's legality for years. cvp 2 ) MCI)

Disjunct Clause attached to main 
clause
Main Clause

Coordinated Verb Phrase 1 within 
main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Verb Phrase 2 within 
main clause

Though Lord Bingham only retired a few weeks ago

he has been at the pinnacle of English law-making for a decade and 
clearly been pondering the war's legality for years.
has been at the pinnacle of English law-making for a decade and a half

a half and has

and
has clearly been pondering the war's legality for years.

Sentence 16

(MCCI ' It may raise some eyebrows that he should be so quick to engage on this supremely divisive issue so soon after leaving
tu»l,»r,^ MCCI K,CICj. , t CICjwMCCI2 ift, : ,. : ,;  imnnrtfmt whv not1? MCCI 21the bench M£CI ')- (Clcj but clcj) ( MCCI2 if the issue is so important, why not?

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1

It may raise some eyebrows that he should be so quick to enga^ 
divisive issue so soon after leaving the bench

;e on this supremely

but
if the issue is so important, why not?

Sentence 17

( MCI The simple fact is that, when Lord Bingham speaks on the law, it is always a good idea to listen. MCI )

Main Clause The simple fact is that, when Lord Bingham speaks on the law, it is always a good idea 
to listen. ____________________________
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Sentence 18

( JusHjecause it is now more than five years since the attorney general, Lord Goldsmith, advised that an invasion would be 
lawful ), ( it does not follow that his advice or the decision are less controversial or momentous now than they were in 2003. MCI )

Disjunct Clause attached to main clause

Main Clause

Just because it is now more than five years since the attorney general, Lord 
Goldsmith, advised that an invasion would be lawful
it does not follow that his advice or the decision are less controversial or 
momentous now than they were in 2003.

Sentence 19

(MCI It is hard to think of a more serious decision than one to go to war. MCI)

Main Clause | It is hard to think of a more serious decision than one to go to war.

Sentence 20

Particularly in circumstances other than national self-defence AP), (MCI it is essential to know what is lawful and what is
MCI\not. MCI)

Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause
Main Clause

Particularly in circumstances other than national self-defence
it is essential to know what is lawful and what is not

Sentence 21

(M In a world increasingly and rightly regulated by international law AP), (MCI all nations need to be clear about the lawfulness 
of war and the obligation to obey that law. MC1 )

Adjunct Phrase attached to main 
clause
Main Clause

In a world increasingly and rightly regulated by international law

all nations need to be clear about the lawfulness of war and the obligation to obey that 
law.

Sentence 22

(MCI Lord Bingham's conclusion that the Iraq invasion was "a serious violation of international law and the rule of law1 ' - 
which ministers are required to uphold - has already been vigorously challenged by Lord Goldsmith and Jack Straw. MCI )

Main Clause Lord Bingham's conclusion that the Iraq invasion was "a serious violation of international law and 
the rule of law" - which ministers are required to uphold - has already been vigorously challenged by 
Lord Goldsmith and Jack Straw.

Sentence 23

(cJ'Yet C)I ) (MCI this is such a serious subject, with such immense implications for Britain's standing, that the argument cannot 
be allowed to rest there. MCI)

Conjunct
Main Clause

Yet
this is such a serious subject, with such 
argument cannot be allowed to rest there.

immense implications for Britain's standing, that the
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Sentence 24

(A When such senior figures of the legal establishment are at odds in this way ACI), (MC1 it enhances the case for a full public 
inquiry into the lessons of the Iraq war. MCI)

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause When such senior figures of the legal establishment are at odds in this way
Main Clause it enhances the case for a full public inquiry into the lessons of the Iraq war.

Sentence 25

(MCI That inquiry should have been established long ago. MCI)

Main Clause That inquiry should have been established long ago. | 

Sentence 26

(SCj But SCj ) (ACI when someone of Lord Bingham's stature says the war was unlawful AC1), (MCI the case for such a scrutiny, 
already compelling, becomes irresistible. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Clause attached to main clause
Main Clause

But
when someone of Lord Bingham's stature says the war was unlawful
the case for such a scrutiny, already compelling, becomes irresistible.

Analysis of Text 12

Sentence 1

(MCI Britain's managed withdrawal from Iraq, announced by the prime minister in Baghdad and Basra last week, is a much 
more fragile thing than the government chooses to admit. MCI)

Main Clause Britain's managed withdrawal from Iraq is a much more fragile thing than the government chooses 
to admit.

Sentence 2

( MCI At least three factors could throw it off course MCI ): (APCNP ' a sudden outbreak of violence in Basra, perhaps linked to the 
provincial elections in February APCNP '); (APCNP 2 growing dispute with the US, which fears Britain lacks the will or ability to 
maintain order, and is sending forces of its own to fill the boots of British troops ApCNP 2); (clcj and Clcj ), most pressingly of all, 
( ApCNP 3 the collapse of a deal to give legal status to the British military presence after 31 December when the current UN 
mandate expires. *PCNP3 )

Main Clause
Coordinated Noun Phrase 
appositive to main clause
Coordinated Noun Phrase 
appositive to main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Noun Phrase 
appositive to main clause

1

2

3

At least three factors could throw it off course
a sudden outbreak of violence in Basra, perhaps linked to the provincial elections in 
February
growing dispute with the US, which fears Britain lacks the will or ability to maintain 
order, and is sending forces of its own to fill the boots of British troops
and
the collapse of a deal to give legal status to the British military presence after 31 
December when the current UN mandate expires.
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Sentence 3

(^ Wjthout Ais agreement Ap), (MCCI ' British personnel in Iraq will effectively become intruders in 10 days' time MCCI ') (Clcj 
ar>d J ) ( the controlled six-month withdrawal announced by Gordon Brown would turn into a humiliating new year 
scuttle across the border into Kuwait. MCCI 2)

Adjunct Phrase attached to 
main clause
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Without this agreement

British personnel in Iraq will effectively become intruders in 10 days' time
and
the controlled six-month withdrawal announced by Gordon Brown would 
humiliating new year scuttle across the border into Kuwait.

turn into a

Sentence 4

(MCI Privately, British forces have been planning for this extreme contingency MCI) (AP for some time.

Main Clause
Adjunct phrase attached to main clause

Privately, British forces have been planning for this extreme contingency
for some time.

Sentence 5

(MCI They still expect to avoid it MCI), (DC1 although the deadline is now frighteningly close. DCI )

Main Clause
Disjunct Clause attached to main clause

They still expect to avoid it
although the deadline is now frighteningly close.

Sentence 6

(MCI The future status of American forces from January 2009 was secured MCI) (AP in a deal at the start of the month AP), (A 
after a year of negotiation. AP)

Main Clause
Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause
Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause

The future status of American forces from January 2009 was secured
in a deal at the start of the month
after a year of negotiation.

Sentence 7

(MCI Britain's 4,100 servicemen and women are part of a second agreement covering all remaining international forces in thecountry. MCI)

Main Clause Britain's 4,100 servicemen and women are part of a second agreement covering all remaining 
international forces in the country. __ ________________________

Sentence 8

(MfTI ' It has the backing of the Iraqi prime minister, Nouri al-Maliki MCC1 '), (clcj but CICi ) (EMCCI2 not, so far, of the Iraqi 
parliament EMCC1 '), which voted on Saturday for a second time to reject it.

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Elliptical Main Coordinated Clause 
2

It has the backing of the Iraqi prime minister, Nouri al-Maliki,
but
not, so far, of the Iraqi parliament
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Sentence 9

/MCCI 1( John Hutton, the defence secretary, described that vote yesterday as "a hiccup" MCCI '), (Clcj but clcj) (MCCI2 he knows 
how high the stakes are. MCC1 2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1 John Hutton, the defence secretary, described that vote yesterday as "a hiccup"
Clausal Conjunction but
Main Coordinated Clause 2____ he knows how high the stakes are.

Sentence 10

(MCI Military commanders do not want the British withdrawal to be tainted by the accusations of illegality that accompanied 
invasion five years ago. MCI)

Main Clause Military commanders do not want the British withdrawal to be tainted by the accusations of 
illegality that accompanied invasion five years ago.___________________________

Sentence 11

(MCCI ' Today, Iraqi MPs are expected to vote for a third time MCCI ') (Clcj and Clcj ) (MCCI2 signals from Baghdad suggest that 
this time a deal of sorts will finally be passed. MCCI2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Today, Iraqi MPs are expected to vote for a third time
and
signals from Baghdad suggest that this time a deal of sorts will finally be passed.

Sentence 12

(MCI The measure has been amended from a draft law to a parliamentary resolution, which does not require unanimous 
support. MCI)

Main Clause The measure has been amended from a draft law to a parliamentary resolution, which does not 
require unanimous support.________________________________________

Sentence 13

( MCI That small degradation will allow Mr Maliki to invite Britain to stay in a bilateral deal. MC1 )

Main Clause | That small degradation will allow Mr Maliki to invite Britain to stay in a bilateral deal. | 

Sentence 14

(SCj But scj ) (MCI the confusion and delay will inevitably restrict the freedom of British forces MC1 ) (AP after 1 January Af), ( c 
especially since it is clear that their presence is not entirely welcome. DCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause
Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause
Disjunct Clause attached to main clause

But
the confusion and delay will inevitably restrict the freedom of British forces
after 1 January
especially since it is clear that their presence is not entirely welcome.
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Sentence 15

( Military lawyers need more than broad permission to remain in Iraq until 31 May MCI), when most British activity is due 
to cease.

Main Clause Military lawyers need more than broad permission to remain in Iraq until 31 May

Sentence 16

(MCI They need clarity about what British troops will and will not be allowed to do after 1 January. MCI )

Main Clause | They need clarity about what British troops will and will not be allowed to do after 1 January. |

Sentence 17

(MCI Will their right of self-defence permit proactive operations - by special forces, or by British marines and soldiers now 
embedded with the Iraqi army in Basra? MC1 )

Main Clause Will their right of self-defence permit proactive operations - by special forces, or by British marines 
and soldiers now embedded with the Iraqi army in Basra?________________________

Sentence 18

( MCI The US state offerees agreement - which unlike the proposed British deal has the status of an international agreement - is 
clearer. MCI )

Main Clause The US state of forces agreement - which unlike the proposed British deal has the status of an 
international agreement - is clearer.____________________________________

Sentence 19

(MC1 The legal status of individual British operations could be murky. MCI)

Main Clause | The legal status of individual British operations could be murky7|

Sentence 20

(MCI The background to this is the fraught state of Iraqi politics, which last week led to the temporary arrest of 24 interior 
ministry officers amid rumours of a coup plot. MC1 )

Main Clause The background to this is the fraught state of Iraqi politics, which last week led to the temporary 
arrest of 24 interior ministry officers amid rumours of a coup plot.___________________

Sentence 21

(MCI The deal on US forces exhausted much of the Maliki government's political capital. MCI)

Main Clause | The deal on US forces exhausted much of the Maliki government's political capital
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Sentence 22 

/MCCI(MCC1 Shia unity is fracturing MCCI '); (MCCI2 Sunnis have played their hand badly MCC1 2 ).

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Shia unity is fracturing
Sunnis have played their hand badly.

Sentence 23

( Iraqis know that the continued presence or not of British forces will make little difference to security MCCI ') (Clcj and 
ciCj MCCI i , MCCI 2) ( M the Brjtish deal ha£, suffered ^jd the intrigue

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Iraqis know that the continued presence or not of British 
difference to security

forces will make little

and
the British deal has suffered amid the intrigue.

Sentence 24

(MCI Mr Maliki, anyway, is much closer to America than to Britain. MCI)

Main Clause | Mr Maliki, anyway, is much closer to America than to Britain. |

Sentence 25

(MCI He remembers imperial history, and the succession of treaties Britain signed with Iraq from 1922 on MCI), each promising 
full independence but seeking to extend the British military presence.

Main Clause He remembers imperial history, and the succession of treaties Britain signed with Iraq from 1922 on

Sentence 26

(MCI Iraq may not mind causing trouble for its old ruling power. MCI)

Main Clause Iraq may not mind causing trouble for its old ruling power.

Sentence 27

(MCCI ' The likelihood is that a deal will be agreed MCCI '), (cicj but clcj ) (MCCI2 the detail matters. MCC1 2 )

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

The likelihood is that a deal will be aj;reed
but
the detail matters.

Sentence 28

(MCI Commanders need to know the terms on which they will be able to operate from the new year. MCI)

Main Clause Commanders need to know the terms on which they will be able to operate from the new year.
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Sentence 29

(MCI British forces may, in theory at least, be exposed to prosecution MCI) ( AC1 if they exceed their powers. ACI)

Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

British forces may, in theory at least, be exposed to prosecution
if they exceed their powers.

Sentence 30

(MCI Britain's military presence in Iraq is ending, as it began in 2003, in unhappy legal confusion. MCI)

Main Clause | Britain's military presence in Iraq is ending in unhappy legal confusion. |
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Analysis of Text 1

Science 1

(M ma yahdutu fi gazzah jarlmah 'axlaqiyyah yajibu 'an tuhakam calayha 'isra'Tl. MCI ) 

Main Clause | ma yahdutu fi gazzah jarimah 'axlaqiyyah yajibu 'an tuhakam calayha 'isra'Tl

Sentence 2
-W <-"b*Sn S-ia-J U j >J

(scj lakinna scj) (MCI hadihi al-'amanT tudazzizuha wahdat al-'ahdaf baynaha wa-bayna kull al-garb al-'urubbT wa-l-'amrlki.
MCKMC

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

lakinna
hadihi al-'amanT 
'amriki.

tudazzizuha wahdat al- 'ahdaf baynaha wa-bayna kull al-garb al-' urubbl wa-1-

Sentence 3
lLl B jc. JJj jj

(MCI hatta 'inna sikirtayr al-'umam al-muttahidah al-macm 'awwalan wa-'axiran bi-d-difad 6an huquq a§-§ucub samat wa-lam 
yuharrik lisanahu bi-kalimat naqd wahidah 'aw mutalabah bi-fath al-macabir wa-tazwid gazzah bi-1-waqud MCI ) ( ACI li-'annahu 
wasala li-hada al-markaz bi-mubarakah 'amnkiyyah. ACI )

Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause

hatta 'inna sikirtayr al-'umam al-muttahidah al-madn! 'awwalan wa-'axiran bi-d- 
difad dan huquq a5-5ucub samat wa-lam yuharrik lisanahu bi-kalimat naqd 
wahidah 'aw mutalabah bi-fath al-macabir wa-tazwid gazzah bi-1-waqud
li-'annahu wasala li-hada al-markaz bi-mubarakah 'amrlkiyyah.

Sentence 4

. 2 U.SI ^ -II

( wa-bi-t-talT ) ( la yulam ) ( hma yuhawil al-muhafazah cala wahj al-wazlfah wa-fawa'idiha al-maddiyyah wa- 
'adwa'iha adda'imah wa-ictibarihi muhami 'isra'Tl annafid. AC1)

Adjunct Phrase
Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause

wa-bittali
la yulam
hlna yuhawil al-muhafazah cala wahj al-wazTfah 
adda'imah wa-ictibarihi muhamT 'isra'il annafid.

wa-fawa'idiha al-maddiyyah wa-'adwa'iha

Sentence 5

AC l> j«_> > ji «J UJ_jiJJ LftiJa S^^JI [JjUjJj J^^iJaj fijc.

(MCI 'isra'Tl wahimah MCI) (ACI 'ida hiya ictaqadat 'anna hisar gazzah wa-darbiha, wa-isticmal kull wasa'il al-janmah diddaha 
sawfa yacziluha can muhTtiha a!-filastTm wa-al-islamT 'aw yubciduha can attacatuf addawlT. ACI)

Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause

'isra'Tl wahimah
'ida hiya ictaqadat 'anna hisar gazzah wa-darbiha, wa-istidmal kull wasa'il al-jarimah 
diddaha sawfa yadziluha can muhTtiha al-filastinT wa-al-islamT 'aw yubciduha can 
attacatuf addawlT.
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Sentence 6

(SCJ wa sq) (MCI ladalla 'ijra'atiha al-hamajiyyah bi-kull ma tacnlh hadihi al-kalimah wa-dalalatiha tuhl bi-'anna man yarkud 
nahwa sarab as-salam yafham tabTcat hada al-balad al-qa'im dala dada' aS-Sudub MC1 ) (*"" bid'an min al-murabah al-'ula fi al- 
mal wa-al-murabah al-'axlrah fi s-siyasah. AP)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

Adjunct Phrase attached to main 
clause

wa
ladalla 'ijra'atiha al-hamajiyyah bi-kull ma tadnih hadihi al-kalimah wa-dalalatiha tuhl 
bi-'anna man yarkud nahwa sarab as-salam yafham tablcat hada al-balad al-qa'im cala 
cada' a§-5ucub
bid'an min al-murabah al-'ula fi al-mal wa-al-murabah al-'axlrah fi as-siyasah.

Sentence 7

ti-J^iM blflc. 4ji n^ j£j 4«J3 ^glc. l (jLjjjU CLlLlaA.! {jjLoa. (jl Jii LjjtJ

(MCCI ' daduna naqul 'inna hamas 'axta'at bi-irsal as-sawanx cala 'isra'Tl wa-bi-'iclan inqilabiha dala MCCI ') (Clcj lakinna Clcj ) 
(MCC1 2 qadiyyat hisar muwatimn tudtabaru diqaban li-Sadb wa-laysa li-aydilujiyyah. MCCI 2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

dacuna naqul 'inna hamas 'axta'at bi-irsal as-sawanx cala 'isra'Il wa-bi-'iclan inqilabiha 
cala fath
lakinna
qadiyyat hisar muwatimn tudtabaru ciqaban li-Sadb wa-laysa li-aydilujiyyah.

Sentence 8

(sci wa sc-i ) (MC1 hatta man yurahin dala fasl tamm bayna a§-Sadb al-filastlnT la yaqra' attarix wa-1-waqic MCi) (AC1 li-'anna al- 
xilafat bayna al-qiyadat tabqa marhaliyyah wa-laysat jadriyyah. ACI )

Sentential Clause
Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

wa
hatta man yurahin cala fasl tamm bayna a5-Sacb al-filastlnl la yaqra' 
at-tarix wa-1-waqic
li-'anna al-xilafat bayna al-qiyadat tabqa marhaliyyah wa-laysat 
jadriyyah.

Sentence 9

.Jjl'liuo f i'll l'l«i n'lj I H .1' " <  llic- JJ

MCKwa-bi-t-talT AP) ( min gayr al-mantiql 'an tara fath cadab §acbiha wa-tasmut li-tastaffd min rihan salam mustahll. )

Adjunct Phrase
Main Clause

wa-bi-t-tah
min gayr al-mantiqT 
mustahTl.

'an tara fath cadab sadbiha wa-tasmut li-tastaftd min rihan salam

Sentence 10

3J«J pfrbjJJ if fl -Multi ljl«J O* OH 'jl_'" (J^J ,j^J\.

(MCI al-mu'lim 'anna al-darab taharraka minhum man yu'min bi-l-qadiyyah xarij al-muzayadat as-siyasiyyah wa-tasnlf man 
huwa maca al-filistTiniyTn bi-kull tabayunatihim wa bayna man yuclin taqsTmahum wa rabtahum bi-cajalat 'ahdafihi al- 
'aniyyah wa-yadacuhum fi sallat 'ahdafihi. MCI)

Main Clause al-mu'lim 'anna al-carab taharraka minhum man yu'min bi-l-qadiyyah xarij al-muzayadat as- 
siyasiyyah wa-tasnlf man huwa maca al-filistliniym bi-kull tabayunatihim wa bayna man yuclin 
taqsTmahum wa rabtahum bi-dajalat 'ahdafihi al-'aniyyah wa-yadacuhum fi sallat 'ahdafihi._____
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Sentence 11

^ <j£ ^ .jj V UA i

(scj wa SCj) (^ min huna AP) (MC1 la budda min al-bahti dan al-mutasabbib fi rada'at al-'ada' al-filastinT wa-1-asbab allatT jacalat 
halatahum tasil 'ila al-qatTcah bi-sabab tafsTratin kullun yudtTha ittijahahu wa-muzayadatih. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause
Main Clause

wa
min huna
la budda min al-bahti dan al-mutasabbib fi rada'at al-'ada' al-filastmT wa-1- 

asbab allatT jadalat halatahum tasil 'ila al-qatTdah bi-sabab tafsTratin kullun 
yudtTha ittijahahu wa-muzayadatih.

Sentence 12

LAJJJ <la.lc. S jliuiU ( ejC.J '^ U-

i V 
I l^Lji^j

(Clc° la nadn (ACI law tasabbabat dawlah 'asyawiyyah 'aw 'urubbiyyah halTfah li-'amrTka bi-muqatadat 'isra'Tl kayfa sayakun 
radd al-ficil al-musawi li-1-damal ACI) (MCI lara'ayna 'amrTka tujannidu juyuSaha al-maddiyyah wa-dugutiha as-siyasiyyah wa 
'idlan muqatadatiha bi-sakl dalani wa dacwat majlis al-'amn li-1-indiqad bi-surah cajilah wa rubbama hisar tilka ad-dawlah 
hatta tanfad daxTratuha al-macnawiyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah wa-tatadarrar maddiyyan. MCI ) clc°)

Clause Complex

Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause
Main Clause

la nadn law tasabbabat dawlah 'asyawiyyah 'aw 'urubbiyyah halTfah li-'amrlka bi- 
muqatadat 'isra'Tl kayfa sayakun radd al-ficil al-musawi li-1-damal lara'ayna 'amrTka 
tujannidu juyuSaha al-maddiyyah wa-dugQtiha as-siyasiyyah wa'iclan muqatadatiha 
bi-Sakl dalani wa dadwat majlis al-'amn li-1-indiqad bi-surah cajilah wa rubbama 
hisar tilka ad-dawlah hatta tanfad daxTratuha al-macnawiyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah wa- 
tatadarrar maddiyyan.
law tasabbabat dawlah 'asyawiyyah 'aw 'urubbiyyah bi-muqatadat 'isra'Tl wa-kayfa 
sayakun radd al-fidil al-musawi li-1-damal
lara'ayna 'amrTka tujannidu juyuSaha al-maddiyyah wa-dugutiha as-siyasiyyah 
wa'iclan muqatadatiha bi-Sakl calani wa dacwat majlis al-'amn li-1-indiqad bi-surah 
dajilah wa rubbama hisar tilka addawlah hatta tanfad daxTratuha al-macnawiyyah wa- 
s-siyasiyyah wa-tatadarrar maddiyyan.

Sentence 13

(MCI gazzah taht al-hisar wa-1-mawt al-batf wa-1-dajil. MCI )

f \~A\ dj "l 0 jc.

Main Clause gazzah taht al-hisar wa- -mawt al-bati' wa- -cajil.

Sentence 14

1 iuLJl J5U. ,> >-rij=u!A\

( scj wa SCJ) (MCI al-'asbab la taqac cala man yaxtalifun min al-qiyadat maca muczam al-darab MC1) (ACI li-'anna hadihi al- 
mah allatT tamlik qudrat atta'tTr cala aS-Sa'n addawlT lam nara man yataqaddam as-sufufbi-' idlan al-ihtijaj wa-d-dahab 'ila 
a al-'asalTb allatT tastadcT rafc wady as-Sucub al-'uxra bi-hadihl al-qadiyyah wa-isticmal al-'aslihah al-mutahah laysa min

xilal rudud al-'afcal as-silbiyyah allatT la tatacadda attaqalTd al-muttbacah bi-Satm tilka addawlah 'aw gayriha bi-wasa'il al-
'idlam baynama al-dalaqat 'aktar hamimyyah. ACI )

'ummah 
 aqsa
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Sentential Clause wa
Main Clause al-'asbab la taqad cala man yaxtalifun min al-qiyadat maca mudzam al-carab
Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause

li-'anna hadihi al-'ummah allatTtamlik qudrat atta'tTr cala as-5a'n addawlT lam 
nara man yataqaddam as-sufuf bi-'idlan al-ihtijaj wa-ddahab 'ila 'aqsa al- 
'asallb allatl tastaddT rafd wady a$-5udub al-'uxra bi-hadihT al-qadiyyah wa- 
istidmal al-'aslihah al-mutahah laysa min xilal rudud al-'afcal as-silbiyyah 
allatT la tatadadda attaqalTd al-muttbacah bi-satm tilka addawlah 'aw gayriha 
bi-wasa'il al-'idlam baynama al-dalaqat 'aktar hamimyyah.___________

Sentence 15

diil£ Ij) 4j^

(SSub li-'annahu SSub) (AC1 'ida kanat 'amrlka tudlin sadaqataha ACI) (Clcj fa clcj) (MC1 labudda 'an takun fi saffi al-haqq qabla 'an 
tujamil man tadacahum fi saff al-'asdiqa'. MCI)

Sentential Subordinator
Adjunct Clause attached to main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Main Clause

li-'annahu
'ida kanat 'amnka tudlin sadaqataha

fa
labudda 'an takun fi saffi al-haqq qabla 'an tujamil man tadacahum 
al-'asdiqa'.

fisaff

Sentence 16

J3-" (j^.'j '.""' £>J=?Z Lulj iA_ujU»JI ijUA^Jb jJUj jl (jL«j LjjLjjtl Ijxl ^^ ̂ '._.!-...Ull ^j^j L«" '

(SSub li-'anna SSub) (MCI ma yajrT li-1-filastmi laysa 'amran ictibariyyan yumkinu 'an yudalaj bi-s-sadamat as-siyasiyyah wa- 
'innama tajwTc sadbin wa-'iclan al-harb calayhi yadxulu fi bab al-'ictida' at-tam wa-5-Samil maca sabq al-'israr. MCI)

Sentential Subordinator
Main Clause

li-'anna
ma yajn li-l-filastlnT laysa 'amran ictibariyyan yumkinu 'an yucalaj bi-s-sadamat as- 
siyasiyyah wa-'innama tajwTc Sadbin wa-'iclan al-harb dalayhi yadxulu fi bab al-'ictida' 
at-tam wa-5-Samil maca sabq al-'israr.

Sentence 17

(SCj wa SCj ) (MCI 'amrika wa-urubba fi al-waqic arrahin SarTkan mada 'isra'Il bi-kulli ma yajn. MCI )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
'amnka wa-urubba fi al-waqic arrahin Sarikan maca 'isra'Il bi-kulli ma yajrT.

Sentence 18

al-mas'alah al-filastTniyyah satabqa dalam al-'azmah fi dalaqat mu'ayyidT 'isra'Tl maca al-carab MCCI ') (ACI 
li-'anna man sayandammun 'ila at-tatarruf bi-kulli 'aSkalihi 'innama ya'tuna min tasarrufat tilka adduwal AC1 ) (CICj wa-'il-la
( MCCI ' cumuman

MCCI 2CICJ) ( MCCI 2 kayfa namnad man tuhan karamatuhu wa-yutacammad tajwlcuh 'an yakuna musaliman? (M 2 )

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Adjunct Clause attached to Main 
Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

cumuman al-mas'alah al-filastlniyyah satabqa dalam al-'azmah fi 
mu'ayyidT 'isra'Tl maca al-carab
li-'anna man sayandammun 'ila at-tatarruf bi-kulli 'aSkalihi 'innama 
min tasarrufat tilka adduwal

dalaqat

ya'tuna

wa-'il-la
kayfa namnad man tuhan karamatuhu wa-yutadammad tajwicuh an 
musaliman?

yakuna
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Analysis of Text 2

Sentence 1

jSl Jitj <L.ljJl iaffill 
'_>=>• j -^JJj

(M qadiyyat fiiastm tabqa al-mawduc wa-l-6unwan ft at-taqafah al-cammah wa-6inda 'akbar al-muxatitln al-istratijiyym wa- 
s-siyasiyyln MCI) (ACI li-'annaha al-hamm al-wahld alladTjadala al-ba§ariyyah kullaha mudanah bi-hadihi al-jarlmah cindama 
yufarrag §acb min 'ardihi wa-turatihi wa-hatta muqaddasatihi wa-yabqa dariyan bi-baqiyyat xiyam wa-cu5aS wa-bard wa-harr 
wa-hirman tarn min 'absat ma yatawaffar min miyah wa-kahraba' wa-dawa'. ACI)

Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause

qadiyyat fiiastin tabqa al-mawduc wa-l-6unwan fl at-taqafah al-cammah wa-cinda 
'akbar al-muxattln al-istratijiyyln wa-s-siyasiyyin
li-'annaha al-hamm al-wahld alladi jacala al-ba5ariyyah kullaha mudanah bi-hadihi 
al-janmah cindama yufarrag Sacb min 'ardihi wa-turatihi wa-hatta muqaddasatihi wa- 
yabqa cariyan bi-baqiyyat xiyam wa-cusa$ wa-bard wa-harr wa-hirman tam min 
'absat ma yatawaffar min miyah wa-kahraba' wa-dawa'.

Sentence 2

(MCCI ' al-xidcah al-kubra allati la-nazal nacISaha 'annana wadadna 'anfusina ff markaz al-quwwah cala 'izalat 'israfl, wa- 
istirdad al-watan al-mugtsab min xilal hanajr al-mudfcln wa-tujjar as-Sicarat, wa-hatta alladma dahabu li-axir nuqtah ff tahwfl 
al-inqilabat 'ila mabadi' tahrfr, li-yatahawwal ca'idaha 'ila daskarat al-watan wa-ja61 imtilak ar-risasah 'ahamm min daftar al- 
madrasah al-ibtida'iyyah, 'aw qalam mukafahat al-'ummiyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah MCC1 '), (MCCI2 mimma 'afqadana as-sucur bi-1- 
intfsar 'amama al-haza'im al-caskariyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah wa-1-iqtisadiyyah. MCCI2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Main Coordinated Clause 2

al-xidcah al-kubra allati la-nazal naciSaha 'annana wadacna 'anfusina ff markaz al- 
quwwah cala 'izalat 'israll, wa-istirdad al-watan al-mugtsab min xilal hanajr al-mudfcin 
wa-tujjar aS-5icarat, wa-hatta alladma dahabu li-axir nuqtah ff tahwTl al-inqilabat 'ila 
mabadi' tahnr, li-yatahawwal ca'idaha 'ila caskarat al-watan wa-jacl imtilak ar-risasah 
'ahamm min daftar al-madrasah al-ibtida'iyyah, 'aw qalam mukafahat al-'ummiyyah wa- 
s-siyasiyyah,
mimma 'afqadana aS-Sucur bi-1-intTsar 'amama al-haza'im al-caskariyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah 
wa-I-iqtisadiyyah.

Sentence 3

i Lj UJl LoilC. Va«ll "'^ J . . .'a'»ll *jL<JI ^fc la! jjtjllj tllLoLuUJ V 1

l%99 (^J

' f ̂  • "^ ; IjflUa (

(JJJ ,51^11

(MCI al-xidcah at-taniyah 'anna alladma tafu bi-s-sama' al-carabiyyah, w-wazzacu al-ibtisamat wa-1-wucud, wa-hajaru falsafat 
al-harb 'ila as-salam, hum al-manic an-nafsi wa-hatta al-caqlT MCI ) ( ACI cindama sirna ff z-zalam nabhatu can munqidln ff 1-
qanun ad-dawlT, wa-huquq al-'insan, wa-'icta' al-hall li-r-ra'is al-'amnkT99% wa-1-baqiyyah tucta li-'israil. )

Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause

al-xidcah at-taniyah 'anna alladma tafu bi-s-sama' al-carabiyyah, w-wazzacu al- 
ibtisamat wa-1-wucud, wa-hajaru falsafat al-harb 'ila as-salam, hum al-manid an- 
nafsi wa-hatta al-caqll
dindama sirna ff z-zalam nabhatu can munqidin ff l-qanun ad-dawlf, wa-huquq al- 
'insan, wa-'idta' al-hall li-r-ra'fs al-'amrlkl 99% wa-1-baqiyyah tucta li-'israll.
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Sentence 4

) i jjlgj jjl <iVj ii. o«aiiu I JJ UL^,j L»iJt Jjc.jll • •'•=• tfj=-j Jl j Uj

(SCj wa sc>) (MCI yakfma tikrar ma jara wa-mazala yajrl xalfa al-wucud MCI) (ACI cindama wasalna 'ila al-kadib cala addat bi- 
'anna as-salam s-yatahaqqaq mundu wilayat aizinhawar 'ila bus al-ibn. ACI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause

wa
yakffna tikrar ma jara wa-mazala yajrl xalfa al-wudud
cindama wasalna 'ila al-kadib cala addat bi-'anna as-salam s-yatahaqqaq mundu wilayat 
aizinhawar 'ila buS al-ibn.

Sentence 5

Ifl-a. j-i^ JaJl^i. A-uijJ (Jjjl^uil ^%J i i^ili.j >^-Jj^ t>°_J L>° ^ 3 .'^ "" ' .' LJ°"*"^^ (J-aC. o iL) j (JS A-oj

(sci wa scj) (ACI maca kulli ziyarat carnal nahtafil bi-'ashabiha min ar-ru'asa' wa-min dunihim wa-xalfihim ACI ) (MCI najid 
'isra'Tl tuwassic xara'it qadmiha li-l-'ard alfilastlniyyah. ^'j

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

Main Clause

wa
mada kulli ziyarat carnal nahtafil bi-'ashabiha min ar-ru'asa' 
wa-xalfihim

wa-min dunihim

najid 'isra'Tl tuwassic xara'it qadmiha li-l-'ard alfilastlniyyah.

Sentence 6

ojljiU ^U Jl" 3?jVltij ^U^lj Jjc._jll f&J (-* »JjJ LJll LjjJ j ij iSjLi. S_jiiiJlj njU^nl jL«K IjijC. JS

(sc' wa SC)) (MCC1 ' qad carifna kalimat salam aS-Sujcan, wa-1-xatwah xatwah, wa-xaritat attarlq, wa-'uslu wa-madrld, wa-durna 
'alfa dawrah maca wahm al-wucud wa-l-'amam MCCI ') (Clcj wa 00-') (MCCI2 an-natTjah §alal tamm li-l-'iradah al-carabiyyah, 
wa-'icaqah siyasiyyah muftadalah li-kulli man tatarraqu li-watan qawml filastmi, muqabil al-watan al-qawml 'al'isra'TlT. M 
2)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa
qad carifna kalimat salam a3-sujcan, wa-1-xatwah xatwah, wa-xaritat attariq, wa- 
'uslu wa-madrld, wa-durna 'alfa dawrah maca wahm al-wucud wa-l-'amanT
wa
an-natljah Salal tamm li-l-'iradah al-carabiyyah, wa-'icaqah siyasiyyah 
muftacalah li-kulli man tatarraqu li-watan qawmT filastmi, muqabil al-watan al- 
qawmT 'al'isra'TlT.

Sentence 7

rayis taduru ff 1-mintaqah MCCI ') (ac> wa-lakinnaha CICj ) (MCCI 2 xarajat min ulmart bi-cadam at-tawqTc dala fath 'ayyi
macbar li-a'ktar min xamsumi'at hajiz tutawwiq al-mudun wa-1-qura al-filastmiyyah. MCCI 2

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

rayis taduru ft 1-mintaqah
wa-lakinnaha
xarajat min ulmart bi-cadam at-tawqTc cala fath 'ayyi macbar 
xamsumi'at hajiz tutawwiq al-mudun wa-1-qura al-filastmiyyah.

li-a'ktar min

Sentence 8

1 fl '° 'I • -i ^a lA _Jji^

( scj wa SCj ) (MCI hatta haya'uha alladT galabaha bi-'annaha tara 'anna at-tawassuc bi-1-mustwtanat xata' yuctabar mumazahah 
siyasiyyah min diblumasiyyah tacrif kayfa taxtar kalimatiha hatta la tuxti' wa-tadfac at-taman ka-gayriha min sabiqTha. MCI)
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Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
hatta haya'uha alladl galabaha bi-'annaha tara 'anna at-tawassuc bi-1-mustwtanat xata' 

yudtabar mumazahah siyasiyyah min diblumasiyyah tacrif kayfa taxtar kalimatiha hatta 
la tux^i' wa-tadfad at-taman ka-gayriha min sabiqlha.

Sentence 9

V (j

MCCI '(Ml-u ' alfilastiniyyun la yatlubun minahan 'aw sadaqat MCCI ') (MCCI2 'innahum yuriduna madrifat Say' ma yafhamun minhu 
haqTqat at-taswiyah, wa-hal hiya mumkinah, 'aw-mutacakisah mada al-fatrah ar-rahinah li-'axir 'ayyam wa-SuhQr ar-ra'Ts 
buS wa-farTq camalihi, 'aw 'annaha saturahhal 'ila al-cahd al-qadim litadur nafs al-cajalah 6ala fatihah 'uxra tarsum xattan 
licaml mustahil? MCC12)

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Main Coordinated Clause 2

alfilastiniyyun la yatlubun minahan 'aw sadaqat
'innahum yuriduna macrifat Say' ma yafhamun minhu haqTqat at-taswiyah, wa- 
hal hiya mumkinah, 'aw-mutadaqisah maca al-fatrah ar-rahinah li-'axir 'ayyam 
wa-Suhur ar-ra'Is buS wa-farlq camalihi, 'aw 'annaha saturahhal 'ila al-dahd al- 
qadim litadur nafs al-6ajalah cala fatihah 'uxra tarsum xattan lidaml mustahil?

Sentence 10

.' '*^~ ' AiljJ jAfljll I^JJ ^i - j j JJ-"'-" SjJiSh. (J-lljC. IJJ V) ' liilJA {

(MCI la 'ahad yatasawwar 'anna hunaka maSrud li-s-salam sa-yulad MCI) ( ACI 'ilia 'ida 'adrakat 'isr'all 'anna hunaka cawamil 
jadTdah sa-tugayyir as-siyasat wa-'anna calayha 'an tabda' at-tafkir bi-waqid muxtalif. AC1)

Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached 
to main clause

la 'ahad yatasawwar 'anna hunaka maSrud li-s-salam sa-yulad
'ilia 'ida 'adrakat 'isr'all 'anna hunaka dawamil jadTdah sa-tugayyir as-siyasat wa- 
'anna calayha 'an tabda' at-tafkTr bi-waqic muxtalif.

Sentence 1 1

( scj wa scj) (MCI hada la yujad fi 1-afaq al-qanbah MCI) (AC1 talama hiya man yasunnu al-qarar wa-yactamiduh. AC1)

?JJ V IJ»

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main Clause

wa
hada la yujad fi 1-afaq al-qanbah
talama hiya man yasunnu al-qarar wa-yactamiduh.

Sentence 1 2

_l '^J

MCI(SCj wa SCj ) (MC1 lacalla at-ta'axT ar-ruhl maca 'amrlka yuctabar irtibatan maslriyyan. MCI )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
lacalla at-ta'axT ar-ruhi maca 'amnka yuctabar irtibatan masiriyyan.
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Sentence 13

i-iilS JJ Ai

( J wa JH min al-xata' tagylr hadihi al-qanacat li-1-adma yamlikuna badd al-haqfqah wa-yufakkiruna bi-mabda' al- 
mantiq as-sadiq mada an-nafs, wa-xa?§ah al-darab alladlna layazal ladyhim baqiyyat 'amal kadib. MCI)

i^ OjJ%J 4%*=^ LP"J U^kj ^ili CJltUIll .ia jj.uu LkiJI

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
min al-xata' tagylr hadihi al-qanadat li-1-adma yamlikuna badd al-haqTqah wa- 
yufakkiruna bi-mabda' al-mantiq a?-?adiq maiia annafs, wa-xa$§ah al-carab alladlna 
layazal ladyhim baqiyyat 'amal kadib.

Sentence 14

(AP xarij kull dalika AP ) (Sub-clcJ fa 
fath wa-hamas. MCI)

ijls i idlj JS j-jU. 

'inna min mudadafat al-'azmah wusul al-filastlniyyln 'ila ha't masdud bayna

Adjunct Phrase attached to main 
clause
Sub-Clausal Conjunction
Main Clause

xarij kull dalika

fa
'inna min mudadafat al-'azmah wu$ul al-filastlniyym 
wa-hamas.

'ila ha't masdud bayna fath

Sentence 15

1 'T'Uj J t J °"-- j j( • ^- -1- " ( ' ^

(scj wa scj) (MCI hatta alladln yaltaqQna maca farTq did-da axar wa-yuhawiluna takyif mawaqifahum cala dalik, yudrikun 'anna
MCIal-lacib al-xarijT Sujac bi-aqwalih, wa-yaxtafi tamaman dindama yakun al-fidl wa-1-wajib mulzimayin. M )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
hatta alladm yaltaqQna maca farTq did-da axar wa-yuhawiluna takylf mawaqifahum cala 
dalik, yudrikun 'anna al-ladib al-xarijT §ujac bi-aquwalih, wa-yaxtafi tamaman cindama 
yakun al-fidl wa-1-wajib mulzimayin.

Sentence 16

JJC.

(scj wa scj) (MCI hada dayac axar ff bi'ah carabiyyah la taddu li-1-wahdah wa-l-'i'tilaf hatta ff 'absat al-'umur gayir al-
mucaqqadah. MC1 )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
hada dayac axar ff bi'ah carabiyyah la taddu 
al-'umur gayir al-mudaqqadah.

li-1-wahdah wa-l-'i'tilaf hatta ff 'absat
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Analysis of Text 3

Sentence 1

j» i_i5liJI '^

(AP fT qamusina as-siyasi al-carabl AP) (MCCI ' al-xilaf huwa al-'asas MCCI ') (Clcj wa Clcj ) (MCCI2 al-itifaq huwa al-istitna' MCCI2)

Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

ft qamusina as-siyasi al-6arabT
al-xilaf huwa al-'asas
wa
al-itifaq huwa al-istitna'

Sentence 2

(SCJ wa SCj ) (MCI hadihi al-qacidah al-6ajTbah samilah min al-muhit 'ila al-xalTj. MCI)

Ssentential Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
hadihi al-qacidah al-6ajTbah Samilah min al-muhit 'ila al-xalTj.

Sentence 3

-'-*"'"

(SCj wa SC) ) (ACI cindama tactarif ad-duwal bi-tanaqudatiha wa-tacmal cala taswiyatiha wifqa dasatlriha wa-mabadi' al-
maslihah al-wataniyyah ) ( la najid hada as-suluk yaqbal at-tacmlm carabiyyan. )

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause
Main Clause

wa
cindama tactarif ad-duwal bi-tanaqudatiha wa-tacmal 
dasatlriha wa-mabadi' al-maslihah al-wataniyyah

cala taswiyatiha wifqa

la najid hada as-suluk yaqbal at-ta6mTm carabiyyan.

Sentence 4
t Ajj] U .jjlj La Uilc. frljcl »-a ji

(MCI hatta alladlna xadu huruban 'ahliyyah, 'aw maca 'acda' galiban ma ta'tl taswiyatihim Ii-l-ma5akil aniyyah. MCI ) (App 'ay 
mujarrad hudnah qabilah li-1-infijar bi-'ayyl sabab. App)

Main Clause

A Phrase appositive to 
main clause

hatta alladma xadu harban 'ahliyyah, 'aw maca 'acda' galiban ma ta'tl 
taswiyatihim li-1-maSakil aniyyah.
'ay mujarrad hudnah qabilah li-1-infijar bi-'ayyl sabab.

Sentence 5

( scj wa scj ) ( ACI cindama nara al-halah al-filastlniyyah, wa-nuhawil 'an naqtanic bi-mabda' tamazzuq al-qacidah ad-daxiliyyah, 
wa-hum al-'ahwaj min kull al-carab li-1-wahdah al-wataniyyah ACI) (MCCI ' najid kull fanq yarfad la'ihat ittihamihi tijah al- 
axar, wa-bitadqlqiha najiduha Saxsiyyah 'aw fi'awiyyah MCCI ') (CICj wa CICj ) (MCCI2 ad-dahiyyah hiya al-qadiyyah wa 'ahliha.
MCCI 2
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Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa
cindama nara al-halah al-filastlniyyah, wa-nuhawil 'an naqtanid bi-mabda' 
tamazzuq al-qadidah ad-daxiliyyah, wa-hum al-'ahwaj min kull al-carab li-1- 
wahdah al-wataniyyah
najid kull fariq yarfad la'ihat ittihamihi tijah al-axar, wa-bitadqTqiha najiduha 
Saxsiyyah 'aw fi'awiyyah
wa
ad-dahiyyah hiya al-qadiyyah wa 'ahliha.

Sentence 6

(AP ft 1-qahirah AP) ( MCI slga masruc yajmac al-furaqa'. MCI)

Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause
Main Clause

ft 1-qahirah
siga maSrud yajmad al-furaqa'.

Sentence 7
.tilli iill IJA <ulc IJ (JJ

wa ka-1-cadah AP) (MCI ja'at al-xilafat wasicah wa-'ahyanan tadlq 'ida ma daxala wasTt yactamid calayhi hada al-fastl 'awdak. MC1)

Adjunct Phrase attached to main 
clause
Main Clause

wa ka-l-6adah

ja'at al-xilafat wasicah wa-'ahyanan tadiq'ida ma daxala wasTt 
al-fasTl 'aw dak.

yactamid calayhi hada

Sentence 8

ij' J*

(sc-i wa scj ) ( MC1 al-ihtimal huwa 'anna al-furud sa-t'atl min waqic bada'a yanSa' cindama zara birlz al-qahirah, wa-'ijtamaca 
'ila ar-ra'Ts_mubarak ft muhawalh li-'ihya' al-ma5ruc al-carab! li-s-salam. MC1)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
al-ihtimal huwa 'anna al-furud sa-t'atT min waqic bada'a yanSa' cindama zara birlz al- 
qahirah, wa-'ijtamaca 'ila ar-ra'Is mubarak fi muhawalh li-'ihya' al-ma5ruc al-carabT li- 
s-salam.

Sentence 9

. i_k]Uj]lj i^XJl ii-jjjaJl jl J2li. (> Ujjj all lj»

(scj wa SCJ ) (MCI hada at-taharruk lam ya'tT min bab sadd ad-dara'c as-siyasiyyah, wa-'innama min xilal qira'at daqTqah sacart 
'isra'Tl 'anna al-hurub wa-takdls as-silah wa-t-tahaluf maca 'akbar quwwah ft al-calam, sawfa yuwajihuha camil az-zaman ad- 
dagit bi-wasa'ilihi al-mutacaddidah. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
hada at-taharruk lam ya'tl min bab sadd ad-dara'd as-siyasiyyah wa-'innama min xilal 
qira'at daqTqah Sacart 'isra'Tl 'anna al-hurub wa-takdTs as-silah wa-t-tahaluf maca 'akbar 
quwwah fi al-calam, sawfa yuwajihuha camil az-zaman ad-dagit bi-wasa'ilihi al- 
mutadaddidah.
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Sentence 10
SiUinli Jjj J5U. ( buti bu Jtui

( j wa s J ) (MCI qad tufaddil 'isra'il hallan Samilan cala al-ittifaqat at-tuna'iyyah MCI) (AC1 li-'anna maslihataha tursam min xilal duwal al-mantiqah la min xarijiha. ACI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

wa
qad tufaddil 'isra'Il hallan Samilan cala al-ittifaqat at-tuna'iyyah
li-'anna maslihataha tursam min xilal duwal al-mantiqah la min xarijiha.

Sentence 1 1

] iSJijLJI CJlllijiU fM JUi) ^ sU. UjJ l_)i.lljl J_ytiill IJA

(SCj wa SC0 (MCI hada aS-sucur al-muta'axxir rubbama ja'a min ihmal tarn li-1-ittifaqat as-sabiqah 'ilia ma rubitat bi-hall Jamil 
mitil at-tawqTc maca misr wa-l-'urdun. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
hada aS-Sudur al-muta'axxir rubbama ja'a min ihmal tarn li-1-itifaqat as-sabiqah, 'ilia ma 
rubitat bi-hal Samil mitil at-tawqlc mada misr wa-I-'urdun.

Sentence 12

l -^ '- " J ' — fl

..j^iUiUa (J5U. ,> JaJI ^=> ul .-.U« L. lil <5-iJ_)»Jl iJilSiU jjjl

(sci lakin sc-i ) (MCI 'an yubcat hada al-masruc wa-bi-ma yuSbih al-ittifaq bayna al-'isra'iliym fa-qad yakun as-sabab al-mubaSir 
li-i'tilaf filastlnl yuraci 'anna al-ittifaq cala nata'ij wadihah, sawfa yajdaluhum 'amam xayar as-sayr bi-!-qafilah al- 
carabiyyah, 'ida ma qabilt 'isra'Il bi-5-5urut 'aw muwajahat al-hall min xilal qanacatihim. M )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

lakin
'an yubdat hada al-maSruc wa-bi-ma yuSbih al-ittifaq bayna al-'isra'iliyln fa-qad yakun 
as-sabab al-mubaSir li-i'tilaf filastlnl yuradi 'anna al-ittifaq cala nata'ij wadihah, sawfa 
yajdaluhum 'amam xayar as-sayr bi-1-qafilah al-6arabiyyah, 'ida ma qabilt 'isra'Il bi-5- 
Surut 'aw muwajahat al-hal min xilal qanacatihim.

Sentence 13

MCI( ( qatdan lisra c Tl ta6rif lanna hunaka mutagayyiran kawniyyan yahdutu al-'an ccl ') (Clcj wa CICj ) (ccl 2 sahlh 'annaha 
daxil al-hizam al'amrTkT ft as-sultah ar-rahinah, 'aw al-qadimah, hiya al-fa'izah bi-n-natljah ccl 2) MCI) (DCI 'ilia 'anna az-zarf 
al-iqtisadi al-calami wa-mu'attiratih sa-yatgayan cala al-hulul al-juz'iyyah. DC1)

Main Clause

Coordinated Clause 1 within 
main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Clause 2 within 
main clause
Disjunct Clause attached to main 
clause

qatcan 'isra'Il tacrif 'anna hunaka mutagayyran kawniyyan yahdutu al- an wa 
sahlh 'annaha daxil al-hizam al'amrTkT fT as-sultah ar-rahinah, 'aw al-qadimah, 
hiya al-fa'izah bi-n-natTjah
qatcan 'isra'Tl tacrif 'anna hunaka mutagayyran kawniyyan yahdutu al- an

wa
sahTh 'annaha daxil al-hizam al'amrTkT fT as-sultah ar-rahinah, 'aw al-qadimah, 
hiya al-fa'izah bi-n-natTjah
'ilia 'anna az-zarf al-iqtisadi al-calami wa-mu'atiratih sa-yatgayan cala al-hulul al- 
juz'iyyah.
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Sentence 14

( J wa J ) C* labudda bi-t-tali 'an yurafiq 'iglaq al-'azmah sadd al-fajawat allatT intalaqat minha al-hurub wa-I-'irhab
gayrihima. MCI)
Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
labudda bi-t-tali 'an yurafiq 'iglaq al-'azmah 
hurub wa-l-'irhab wa-gayrihima.

sadd al-fajawat allatT intalaqat minha al-

Sentence 15

<pUl ^.jUJl l^Uu, (JA jj ^ is.,jj l >j* UljS ^i 4-j^Ua. JEl Jall_

(SC) wa SCj ) (MCI 'isra'Tl 'aktar hasasiyyah ft qira'at hadihi al-mawaqif MCI ) (ACI li-'anna 'amrTka lan tarhan siyasatiha al- 
xarijiyyah li-l-'asalTb al-qadTmah, wa-hiya allatT dafacat fawatTr al-xasa'ir al-maddiyyah wa-1-macnawiyyah. ACI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

wa
'isra'Tl 'aktar hasasiyyah ff qira'at hadihi al-mawaqif
li-'anna 'amrika lan tarhan siyasatiha al-xarijiyyah li-l-'asalTb al- 
qadTmah, wa-hiya allatT dafacat fawatTr al-xasa'ir al-maddiyyah wa-1- 
macnawiyyah.

Sentence 16

wa (A

.elc. jj j -if i.oil IJA

(subc:cj fa ( MCI
MCi

kubra li-'ayyi siyasi yadTS hada al-ma5had wa-yarcah. MCI)

o^jlajl ^)jlaj L_l^)ul *.* (Jjjl^)uil ' "1- (j^frl ^jla i jj^iLuiVI 1^* ^ j

malaff 'isra'Tl maca al-carab yuctabar al-ja'izah al-

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Phrase attached to main 
clause
Sub-Clausal Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
cala hada al-'asas

fa
'inna 'iglaq malaff 'isra'Tl maca al-carab yudtabar al-ja'izah 
hada al-ma§had wa-yarcah.

al-kubra li-'ayyi siyasi yacTS

Sentence 17

(cjt wa lidalika c'') (MCI kana at-tahawwul al-'isra'TIT istintajan li-1-qadim wa-laysa li-zzarf al-qa'im. MCI)

Conjunct
Main Clause

wa lidalika
kana at-tahawwul al-'isra'TH istintajan li-1-qadim wa-laysa li-zzarf al-qa'im.

Sentence 18 

(; MC1 al-carab lan takuna lahum hurub Samilah maca 'isra'il, 'aw gayriha MCI ) (ACI li-'anna at-tajarub marirah. ACI)

Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

al-carab lan takuna lahum hurub Samilah maca 'isra'Il, 'aw gayriha
li-'anna at-tajarub marTrah.

Sentence 19 

5_,._,lsyi •_,.<."... Ujlj '->!
l.j j.— II Cj ji.1 jLujJ ^LJ ^a'lMiii £JI J-ill JS ij i 5JaJj>_JI

(scj wa sci ) ( MCI cala 'Tqac as-salam 'ida ma tamma wifqa tanazulat murdiyah, fa-sawfa (cvp ' yaftahu 'afaqan jadTdah cvp ')
(CiQ wa ciq-j ^CVP 2 yyij^jt naqlah laysat faqat bayna tarafayy 'an-nizac wa-'innama sa-tancakis ataruha cala ad-duwal al- 
'iqlTmiyyah al-muhTtah bi-1-mantiqah wa-xarijiha li-'anna kull ad-dara'ic sa-tantahi li-ya'ti sibaq axar ff tahaddiyat al-casr wa- ''iqlTmiyyah 
mutatallabatih. CVP' 2^ MC1
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Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

Coordinated Verb Phrase 1
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Verb Phrase 2

wa
cala 'Tqad as-salam 'ida ma tamma wifqa tanazulat murdiyah, fa-sawfa yaftahu 
'afaqan jadldah wa yuhdit naqlah laysat faqat bayna tarafayy 'an-nizad wa-'innama 
sa-tandakis ataruha cala ad-duwal al-'iqllmiyyah al-muhltah bi-1-mantiqah wa- 
xarijiha li-'anna kull ad-dara'id sa-tantahi li-ya'ti sibaq axar fT tahaddiyat al-casr wa- 
mutatallabatih.
yuhdit 'afaqan jadldah
wa
yuhdit naqlah laysat faqat bayna tarafayy 'an-nizad wa-'innama sa-tancakis ataruha 
cala ad-duwal al-'iqlTmiyyah al-muhTtah bi-1-mantiqah wa-xarijiha li-'anna kull ad- 
dara'id sa-tantahi li-ya'ti sibaq axar ft tahaddiyat al-dasr wa-mutatallabatih.

Analysis of Text 4

Sentence 1

. jffijlj (Ji=v -Gjbj ^ ,jl_jj (^

(MCI daduna nasmad ma yurld qawluhu ar-ra'Ts al-'amrlkT bu§ ft ziyaratihi li-I-mantiqah MCI) (ACI li-'anna gayat at-taharruk 
tuctabar wadacan li-kursi ar-ri'asah alladl zalla mawdic jadal wa-intiqad had min 'awsat dawliyyah wa-'amrTkiyyah, wa-cada' 
min al-calam al-'islami. AC1)

Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to 
main Clause

daduna nasmad ma yurld qawluhu ar-ra'is al-'amriki buS fi ziyaratihi li-1-mantiqah
li-'anna gayat at-taharuk tuctabar wadacan li-kursi ar-ri'asah alladl zalla mawdic 
jadal wa-intiqad had min 'awsat dawliyyah wa-'amrTkiyyah, wa-cada' min al- 
calam al-'islami.

Sentence 2

l_J J«J| ^JU -*^ •"'' fl r IUi-.l. IjJjAijS J5U. 

0 u La (_J

. AjljJ J-jb (jijj (_>*JJjil jl 

^ ' " -^ ^- — -

(SCj wa SCj ) ( MCI 1-iftirad 'anna ar-ra'Ts buS alladT bayaca fi bidayat dahdih al-muhafizin al-judud, yuhawil min xilal kunduhza 
rayis 'icta' bacd al-qanacat 'anna miSwarih li-s-salam bayna al-carab wa-'isra'Tl huwa axir mahattat juhudih fT hadihi al-
damaliyyah a§-sa'ikah, wa-'anna ictidalahu ja'a badda tajarub marlrah. MC1 )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
al-iftirad 'anna ar-ra'Is bu5 alladl bayaca ft bidayat dahdih al-muhafizm al-judud, 
yuhawil min xilal kundullza rayis 'icta' bacd al-qanacat 'anna miswarih li-s-salam 
bayna al-carab wa-'isra'Tl huwa axir mahattat juhudih fT hadihi al-damaliyyah a£- 
sa'ikah, wa-'anna ictidalahu ja'a badda tajarub manrah.

Sentence 3

J) ii-UJt •-!';••-*

jc. UMI Jjii^ jiu;-,..,sfi
llllULuiJVIj • J • " " l.l.lial bjLulL LL^J

,ji>»j
Jc. I jiiuUJill jl A^ijill

J" u'j 
. 1 967

muqabil at-taxa!lT can cawdat al-laji'Tn wa-tacdTlat cala hudud 1967. MLI )
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Main Clause 'isra'il tajid ft hadihi al-fursah 'anna al-filastTniyyTn, cala mustawa al-qiyadah wa-1-qacidah yadTSun 
waddan ma'sawiyyan bi-sababi al-hisar wa-1-inqisamat wa-tahawwal qadiytatihim darabiyyan 'ila 
al-mustawa at-tani 'aw 'at-talit min al-ihtimam, wa-'anna tiqal ar-ra'Ts al-'amrikl sa-yadfac bihim li- 
qubQl al-waqid maca badd at-tahslnat dala 'Tqaf badd bu'ar al-istltan muqabil at-taxallT dan dawdat 
al-laji'Tn wa-tacd71at dala hudud 1967.

Sentence 4

t* dyj 'ijjj f<u. '<* J f*-Jl>j f» Jji <Jc u»"A i^ill JLu u -n~»j Jl jj V dil j iiUh~Jlj

(SCj lakinna SC) ) (MC^ man caSti al-hurub wa-§-?adamat wa-kull at-tajawuzat la yazal rasld nidalihm kabTran MCI) (AC1 li-'anna al- 
micyar alladl yaqlsQna calayhi fawzahum wa-haza'imahum 'anna qadiyyatihim tuwarrat wa-tulad mada kulli jTl. ACI )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause

lakinna
man caSQ al-hurub wa-s-sadamat wa-kull at-tajawuzat la vazal rasTd nidalihm kablran
li-'anna al-micyar alladl yaqlsuna calayhi fawzahum wa-haza'imahum 'anna qadiyyatihim 
tuwarrat wa-tulad maca kulli jTl.

Sentence 5

1<OJJ»JI CjU

(SCJ lakinna scj) (MC1 l-maslihah al'amrlkiyyah al-'isra'Tliy>'ah fT hada az-zarf az-zamani tatalaqa MCI ) (ACI laysa bi-1-qatc wa-l- 
yaqln li-tahqlq Say' min ar-ragabat al-darabiyyah, wa-lakin xaSyata tatawwurat qad tatadadda al-mantiqah 'ila xarijiha. ACI )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

lakinna
l-maslihah al'amrikiyyah wa-l-'isra'Tliyyah ff hada az-zarf az-zamani tatalaqa
laysa bi-1-qatd wa-1-yaqTn li-tahqlq Say' min ar-ragabat al-darabiyyah, wa- 
lakin xaSyata tatawwurat qad tatadadda al-mantiqah 'ila xarijiha.

Sentence 6

(sg fa sc,) (MCCI i !_carab lan yakQnu hulaft ' ihtjyatiyin li-'amrlka didda 'Iran matalan MCC1 ') (CICj wa Clcj ) (MCCI 2 la 
yumkinuhum ru'yat al-ciraq yudac cala la'ihat at-taqslm, li-'anna dalika juz' min istratljiyyat tahaddatat canha 'amrtka wa- 
'isra'Tl mundu cuqud MCCI 2) (ac> wa clcj ) (MCCI3 la yumkinuhum 'an yacBu siyasiyyan cala hajis al-ittiham bi-l-'irhab ka- 
qadiyyah tamma min xilaliha 'idlan al-hurub wa-1-cazl wa-t-tajasus wa-t-tacamul maca al-darab ka-'ajsam mutafajjirah 
dindama tabhat istixbarat as-safarat al-'amrikiyyah can nawayahum wa-ma yadmirun. MCCI3 )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 3

fa
1-carab lan yakunO hulafa' ihtiyatiym li-'amnka didda 'Iran matalan
wa
la yumkinuhum ru'yat al-diraq yudac dala la'ihat at-taqslm, li-'anna dalika juz' 
min istratfjiyyat tahddatat canha 'amrlka wa-'isra'II mundu cuqud
wa
la yumkinuhum 'an yadTSu siyasiyyan dala hajis al-ittiham bi-I-'irhab ka- 
qadiyyah tamma min xilaliha 'idlan al-hurub wa-1-cazl wa-t-tajasus wa-t- 
tacamul maca al-darab ka-'ajsam mutafajjirah dindama tabhat istixbarat as- 
safarat al-'amrikiyyah can nawayahum wa-ma yadmirun.
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Sentence 7

if-

( ( laqad jarraba ar-ra'is al-'amnkT as-sabiq, klintun masacTh ff 'axir wilayatih, 'an yajcal as-salam xitam marhalat 
hukmih CCI ') (CICj wa lakinnahu CICJ) (ccl 2 faSil ccl 2) MCI) ( AC1 li-annahu dajiza dan 'an yajcal 'isra'Tl tu'min bi-t-tanazulat al- 
macqulah. ACI)

Main Clause

Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Clause 2
Adjunct Clause attached to 
coordinated clause 2

laqad jarraba ar-ra'is al-'amrlkl as-sabiq, klintun masaclh ff 'axir wilayatih, 
as-salam xitam marhalat hukmih wa lakinnahu faSil
laqad jarraba ar-ra'ls al-'amrlkT as-sabiq, klintun masaclh ff 'axir wilayatih, 
as-salam xitam marhalat hukmih

'an jadal

'an jadal

wa lakin-nahu
fa§il
li-annahu cajiza dan 'an yajcal 'isra'Tl tu'min bi-t-tanazulat al-macqulah.

Sentence 8

(scj wa scj ) (MC1 bQS sawfa yuwajih nafs al-caqabah MCI) (ACI li-'anna fasTl hukm 'ulmart yurld at-taxtlt li-t-tacamul maca ar- 
ra'Ts al-qadim, wa-laysa al-muwaddic al-afil. )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause

wa
bu§ sawfa yuwajih nafs al-caqabah
li-'anna fasTl hukm 'ulmart yund at-taxtTt li-t-tacamul 
al-muwaddic al-afil.

maca ar-ra'is al-qadim, wa-laysa

Sentence 9
AjltLull ^ J. ~* j±\ jc. SjULjJl ^ij ij_p lljli tt_j_pj lijc.j

(ACI cindama naqul dadiina nujarrib AC1) (clcj fa Clcj ) (MCI 'innana nund rafd as-sitarah dan axir fasl ff at-tamtTliyyah al-mucad
siyagatiha wa-bitulatiha bi-nafs as-sinaryuhat. MC1 )

Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause
Clausal Conjunction
Main Clause

cindama naqul dacuna nujarrib

fa
'innana nund rafd as-sitarah can axir fasl 
bitulatiha bi-nafs as-sinaryuhat.

ff at-tamtiliyyah al-muca siyagatiha wa-

Sentence 10

(Cjl wa-maca dalik cjt ) (cicj fa Cicj ) (MCI nahnu nurahhib bi-'ayi hiwar lahu natTjah macqulah naraha tabruz cala al-waqid, wa- 
laysa min xilal al-wucud wa-l-'amal al-kadibah. MCI)

Conjunct
Clausal Conjunction
Main Clause

wa-maca dalik
fa
nahnu nurahhib bi-'ayi hiwar lahu natTjah macqulah 
min xilal al-wucud wa-l-'amal al-kadibah.

naraha tabruz cala al-waqic, wa-laysa
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Sentence 11
a.Uj Jc. *iu U jli JlkLoB <(J jj

(SCj SCJ-, /MCI
r-ra'Ts buS , wa-inkana ya'ti li-1-mantiqah bi-'aslihah diblumasiyyah dadifah, fa-'inna ma nudalliquhu dala, - 

najahih murtabit bi-qudratihi cala tajawuz duqdat 'isra'Tl wa-1-xawf minha. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
ar-ra'Is bug , wa-inkana ya'ti li-1-mantiqah bi-'aslihah diblumasiyyah daclfah, fa-'inna 
ma nudalliquhu dala najahih murtabit bi-qudratihi dala tajawuz duqdat 'isra'Tl wa-1-xawf 
minha.

Sentence 12

f 1967 il
,^-jSll Jiull fU i»

(MCI la-qad cisna rihlah tawilah mada ru'sa' 'amnka MCI) (Clcj wa Clcj) (ACI xassatan bacda 'an salaxat 'isra'Tl danha daba't 
faransa wa-biritanya, bacda 'ahdat 1967, li-taltahiqa bi-r-rakb al-'amrlkT al-'aktar quwwah wa-wajahah 'amama at-tamadud 
al-qawmT al-carabT, wa-tafaculatih al-inficaliyyah, wa-wuquf a!-ittihad as-sufayti macahu musanidan wa-halTfan. ACI)

Main Clause
Clausal Conjunction
Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause

la-qad 6iSna rihlah tawilah mada ru'sa' 'amrTka
wa
xajsatan bacda 'an salaxat 'isra'Tl danha daba't faransa wa-bintanya, bacda 'ahdat 
1967, li-taltahiqa bi-r-rakb al-'amrTkT al-'aktar quwwah wa-wajahah 'amama at- 
tamadud al-qawmT al-carabT, wa-tafaculatih al-inficaliyyah, wa-wuquf al-ittihad as- 
sufayti macahu musanidan wa-halTfan.

Sentence 13

i julli »Lj. ,Sjvl.-',SVflJ ijuUjIj i ;j<...ll -1^-- j) ^ 4i.Jc.la JiSS/l   -j'~" l

(SQ lakinna scj) ( 'amrTka zallat al-hallf al-'aktar fficiliyyah MCC1 ') (MCCI 2 hatta 'inna muczam al-hurub bi-'a5kaliha al-
caskariyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah wa-1-iqtisadiyyah, ja'a nata'ij tadaxuliha al-muba§ir 'aw gayir al-muba5ir ff 1-mantiqah. MCCI 2)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Main Coordinated Clause 2

lakinna
'amrTka zallat al-halif al-'aktar faciliyyah
hatta 'inna mudzam al-hurub bi-'aSkaliha al-caskariyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah wa-1- 
iqtisadiyyah, ja'a nata'ij tadaxuliha al-mubaSir 'aw gayir al-mubaSir ff 1-mantiqah.

Sentence 14

(MCC1 ' bus 

'ida kana bil
sa-yahillu dayfan MCCI ') (clcj lakinnahu acj) (MCC12 lan yakun axir ar-ru'asa' alladTn yamlikuna taqat al-hall 'ilia 

'il-fidl ladayhi Say' majhul la nadlamuh MCCI2) (DCI maca 'anna casr al-xawariq intaha wa-macahu 'aSya'a 'uxra. DCI )

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Disjunct Clause attached to main 
coordinated clause 2

buS sa-yahillu dayfan
lakinnahu
lan yakun axir ar-ru'asa' alladln yamlikuna taqat al-hall 'ilia 
ladayhi Say' majhul la nadlamuh

'ida kana bil-fidl

maca 'anna casr al-xawariq intaha wa-macahu 'aSya'a 'uxra.
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Analysis of Text 5

Sentence 1

I fln^ nl Ig-UJJ dj\J_jUaJ ^j~ •*•<> 1 -fl '' - (J£a

(MCCI ' xayar darb 'Iran tahawwala 'ila munawarah bayna 'amrlka wa-'isra ' Tl MCCI ') (Clcj fa Clcj ) (MCCI 2 kullun minhuma 
yaShan batariyyat wa-yabutuha bi-muxtalaf ad-dicayat. MCCI2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

xayar darb 'iran tahawwala 'ila munawarah bayna 'amrika wa-'isra ' il
fa
kullun minhuma yaShan batariyyat wa-yabutuha bi-muxtalaf ad-dicayat.

Sentence 2

'''VI -'~Vfl <alS • -~j Q-, jj V i OH

(SCj wa SCj ) (ACI hatta naqtad al-masafah bayna xatt al-yaqln wa-t-tahwTS AC1 ) (MCI la budda min wad6 kaffat al-ihtimalat ft 
siyaqiha a!-'amnT li-1-iqtisad al-6alami. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause
Main Clause

wa
hatta naqtac al-masafah bayna xat al-yaqln wa-t-tahwTS

la buda min wad6 kafat al-ihtimalat fl siyaqiha al-'amnl li-1-iqtisad al-calami.

Sentence 3

JJJ j^. j JJJJ l 

Ajj^ill Jji». J) J-Ljill Ajlj JJJJ

(CJ' 'id cjl ) (MCI li-'awwal marrah yabruz an-naft ka-hajiz bayna ihtimal ad-darbah wa-'Iqafiha MCI ) (ACI li-'anna 'ayyi damal 
ka-hada yadac "abcad al-mugamarah fawqa at-tasawwurat hatta maia fariq al-quwwah bayna man yuhaddid bil-hujum wa- 
man yarfac rayat ad-difad 'ila hudud ad-darbah al-mujicah li-wasat 'isra'Tl wa-mufacilatiha an-nawawiyyah. ACI)

Conjunct
Main Clause
Adjunct clause attcahed to the 
main clause

'id

li-'awwal marrah yabruz an-naft ka-hajiz bayna ihtimal ad-darbah wa-'Tqafiha
li-'anna 'ayyi carnal ka-hada yadac 'abcad al-mugamarah fawqa at-tasawwurat hatta 
mada fariq al-quwwah bayna man yuhaddid bil-hujum wa-man yarfac rayat ad-difad 
'ila hudud ad-darbah al-mujicah li-wasat 'isra'Tl wa-mufacilatiha an-nawawiyyah.

Sentence 4
'  » fL*\ ,»!ljJI ^--j i_i_

as-slnaryuhat al-mawducah xatlrah MCCI ') (clcj wa clcj ) (MCCI 2 'ayyi tadahwur ff 'amn al-xalij sawfa yadad al-calam
'amam haSd min al-mufaja'at. MCC12; )

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1

as-slnaryuhat al-mawducah xatlrah
wa
'ayyi tadahwur ff 'amn al-xalTj sawfa yadac al-calam 
mufaja'at.

'amam hasd min al-
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Sentence 5

'i \ t Vir jljJl JJC ^ L£_>^ ^-» "ijljt J L3*J ^tt IJ

( J fa J ) ( hadihi al-mantiqah la yumkin at-talacub biha wifqa ragabat ma jara ff gazu al-ciraq cindama nusijat tasawwurat 
tahawwalat 'ila 'akadib. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

fa
hadihi al-mantiqah la yumkin at-taladub biha wifqa 
dindama nusijat tasawwurat tahawwalat 'ila 'akadlb.

ragabat ma jara ff gazu al-diraq

Sentence 6

i-j Je. lik* j) <Jjii V U 0^ J
I IJA

,adayha at.ta5mlm bi-imtilak silah nawawi MCCI ') (cicj wa clcj ) (** li- 
cadam wujud taraf muhay|d yutbit 'aw yanfi hadihi al-afkar AP) (MCCI2 yabqa al-mawdQc mucallaq 6ala dimmat aS-5ukuk, wa-
hatta ff hada al-mawqif. MCCI 2

Sentential Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Adjunct Phrase attached to
main coordinated clause 2
Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa
nahnu huna la naqul 'inna 'Iran laysa ladayha at-tasmlm bi-imtilak silah nawawi
wa
li-cadam wujud taraf muhayid yutbit 'aw yanfi hadihi al-afkar

yabqa al-mawdud mudallaq cala dimmat aS-Sukuk, wa-hatta ff hada al-mawqif.

Sentence 7

(scj wa scj) ( ACI sawa'un ja'at al-igrat'at li-'Tran bi-tacwTdat madiyyah wa-istratljiyyah ACI ) (cicj fa clci ) (MCCI ' 1-bawadir tajcal 
al-qadiyyah mucallaqah 6ala dimmat ma sa-yahdut la ma yajri al-an MCCI ' ) (CICj wa CICI ) (MCCI 2 yadacuhu al-bacd ff 'uslub al- 
munawarah as-saxinah li-tanyi 'Iran al-istimrar bi-maSruciha. MCCI2)

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Clause attached to main coordinated clause 
1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa
sawa'un ja'at al-igrat'at li-'Iran bi-tacwfdat madiyyah wa- 
istratfjiyyah
fa
1-bawadir tajcal al-qadiyyah mucallaqah cala dimmat ma sa-yahdut 
la ma yajri al-an
wa
yadacuhu al-bacd ff 'uslub al-munawarah as-saxinah li-tanyi 'fran 
al-istimrar bi-ma5ruciha.

Sentence 8

j C XJI Jjl l-J V U > u'4J' «J*

(MCCI ' qatcan 'israll tudrik 'anna wujQd silah nawawi ff 1-mantiqah, hatta law kanat ad-dawlah muntijat hada as-silah xadicah 
bi-siyasatiha li-'amrTka, fa-hiya la ta'man 'ayyi tahawwulat ff sulutat hadihi al-buldan min 'an tandafid 'ila mugamarat harb 
nawawiyyah, bi-ictibariha la tamlik ar-radic al-'axlaqi wa-la al-qanuni MCCI ') (CICj lakin CICj ) (MCCI 2 tansa 'anna 'awwal man 
sanaca hada as-silah wa-staxdamahu wa-'ajbara al-calam at-tasabuq cala imtilakih huwa 'amrlka. MCCI2)
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Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

qatcan 'israil tudrik 'anna wujud silah nawawi ff 1-mantiqah, hatta law kant ad- 
dawlah muntijat hada as-silah xadicah bi-siyasatiha li-'amrlka, fa-hiya la ta'man 
'ayyi tahawwulat ft sulutat hadihi al-buldan min 'an tandafic 'ila mugamart harb 
nawawiyyah, bi-idtibariha la tamlik ar-radid al-'axlaqi wa-la al-qanuni
lakin
tansa 'anna 'awwal man sanada hada as-silah wa-staxdamahu wa-'ajbara al-calam 
at-tasabuq cala imtilakih huwa 'amrika.

Sentence 9

Jjljl ^ c^l£ .Lill (> j jljjli , -.jill " -<-'

i Jjl J^lij -i=i. jjSj (jL

(SCj wa SCj ) (AP hatta maca al-qawl 'inna al-calam la tahkumuhu al-qawanm al-'axlaqiyyah, bal mabadi' al-quwwah AP) (cici fa 
CICJ ) (MCI "fran zaman a5-§ah kanat min 'awa'il ad-duwal allati kanat tahza min 'amrlka bi-a'n tamtalik hada as-silah 
madfucatan bi-'an takun xatt difad 'awwal didd al-ittihad as-sufayti MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause

Clausal Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
hatta mada al-qawl 'inna al-dalam la tahkumuhu al-qawanm al- 
'axlaqiyyah, bal mabadi' al-quwwah
fa
'Iran zaman a$-5ah kant min 'awa'il ad-duwal allati kant tahza min 
'amrlka bi-a'n tamtalik hada as-silah madfuctan bi-'an takun xat 
difad 'awwal didd al-ittihad as-sufayti

Sentence 10

yj fUii ) jSjjj V 
Ull li*

: \jj.--M

( SCj lakina scj) ( MCCI ' l-'ahdat qalabat at-tasawwurat MCCI ') (clcj fa Clcj ) (MCCI2 sarat at-tiqah bi-'ayyi nizam la yartakiz Mla 
qawacid ni?am dimuqrati yajib 'an tuqifuhu qawanin al-quwwah can hiyazat hada as-silah MCCI2) (Clcj wa cl 
istitna' al-wahTd "israTl allati tacawan al-garb al-"urubbT wa-l-'amnkT 'idxaliha hada an-nadi al-xatTr MCC' 3 )

•MCCl 3

Sentential Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 3

lakina
l-'ahdat qalabat at-tasawwurat
fa
sarat at-tiqah bi-'ayyi nizam la yartakiz 'ila qawacid nizam dimuqrati 
tuqifuhu qawanin al-quwwah can hiyazat hada as-silah
wa
1-istitna' al-wahTd 'israT'l allati tacawan al-garb al-'urubbT wa-l-'amrTkT 
hada an-nadi al-xatTr

yajib 'an

'idxaliha

Sentence 1 1

i-J J...~ i Ji^iu; Li» J ICJ'_H! VJj

(MCCI ' duwal al-mantiqah, xalijiyyah 'aw 'asyawiyyah 'uxra laysa min maslihtiha intiSar hadihi al-quwwah MCCI ') (clCj wa-'illa 
cicj) (MCCI 2 jdtarrat mu6zarnuha 'jia ad-duxul ff sibaq maca 'Tran MCCI 2) (Clcj wa cicj ) huna (MCd 3 sa-nadxul ff hisabat al-
maxatir al-'akbar. MCCI3 )

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 3

duwal al-mantiqah, xalijiyyah 'aw 'asyawiyyah 'uxra 
intisar hadihi al-quwwah

laysa min maslihtiha

wa-'illa
idtarrat muczamuha 'ila ad-duxul ff sibaq maca 'iran
wa
sa-nadxul ft hisabat al-maxatir al-'akbar.
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Sentence 12

Uil

( Makina J ) ( s-sTnaryu al-'axar la yaftarid ad-darbah, wa-la man yuhaddiduna biha, wa-'innama muqayadat dalik bi- 
tahaluf tadur hiwaratuh wa-'asraruh tahta tawilt hadihi al-buldan. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

lakina
s-slnaryu al-'axar la yaftarid ad-darbah, wa-la man yuhaddiduna biha, wa-'innama 
muqayadat dalik bi-tahaluf tadur hiwaratuh wa-'asraruh tahta tawilt hadihi al-buldan.

Sentence 13

c.Sfi u ij i
I i?.jJ

(scj wa SCj ) (MCI rubbama takun an-nata'ij daks at-taasawurat wa-t-tawaqucat MCI) (ACI 'ida ma wajadna Suraka" al-'ams
yacudun 'ila slyagat ittifaqat ta'axin bayna al-'acda" cala mabd' al-masalih al-mu§tarakah, hatta law lam yujad al-cadu al- 
muStarak 'aw al-muftarad mitlama kana al-ittlhad as-sufaytl. ACI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause

wa
rubbama takun an-nata'ij caks at-taasawurat wa-t-tawaqudat
'ida ma wajadna Suraka' al-'ams yacudun 'ila sTyagat ittifaqat ta'axin bayna al- 
'acda' dala mabd' al-masalih al-mu5tarakah, hatta law lam yujad al-dadu al-mu§tarak 
'aw al-muftarad mitlama kana al-ittlhad as-sufaytL

Sentence 14

Jjjtjlj l^'»- (ffJVl —^ - ~"^ J"7 "^ ' • ~~"< ejJC. jl ^°^ " SJj^J Ailil tjl J '* '••1j"'ft; tlljljj V 0' .'3°'' (j^ ^J^ <iial<Jl (JjJ

(MCI duwal al-mantiqah calayha 'an tafham 'anna la tawabit bi-s-siyasah, wa-'anna a t-tiqah bi-dawlah sadlqah 'aw cadwwah 
taxdac li-mujmal al-masalih al-aniyyi minha wa-1-bacTd. MC1 )

Main Clause duwal al-mantiqah calayha 'an tafham 'an la tawabit bi-s-siyasah, wa-'anna a t-tiqah bi-dawlah 
sadTqah 'aw cadwwah taxdac li-mujmal al-masalih al-aniyyi minha wa-l-bacld._________

Sentence 15

jjSj V Ja -^- — H iJjl5Ujl LJJc. jjaljJ 1 1! • ,~ i ' .1 -1 . »'<y V) _>-^l £li>J V j iUtljc.1 ^4 jji«j ^ jx. t_i i -uUiJj oLill j

(scj wa scj) (DCI mitlama tanazalat 'amnka can a§-5ah wa-nizamihi DCI ) (cicj fa Clcj ) (MCCI ' hiya qad tataqarab maca man 
tactabirahum 'acda'ha MCCI ') (cicj wa Clcj ) (MCCI 2 la yahtaj al-'amr 'ilia li-ibtisamat tatbacuha tawaqlc cala ittifaqat al-masalih
qad la takun lisalihina wa-la gayrina. MCCI 2

Sentential Conjunction
Disjunct Clause attached to main 
clause
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa
mitlama tanazalat 'amrika can aS-gah wa-nizamihi

fa
hiya qad tataqarab maca man tactabirahum 'acda'ha
wa
la yahtaj al-'amr 'ilia li-ibtisamat tatbaduha tawaqTc cala ittifaqat al-masalih qad 
lisalihina wa-la gayrina.

la takun
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Analysis of Text 6

Sentence 1

(MC1 al-ciraq, an-naft, as-silah an-nawawT, hiya mahawir as-sirac al-'Iranl maca 'isra'Il wa-'amrika MCI)

I Main Clause | al-ciraq, an-naft, as-silah an-nawawl, hiya mahawir as-sirac al- 'Irani maca 'isra'Tl wa-'amrlka

Sentence 2

L>^JJ 'v OH

(SCj wa scj) (^ hatta zaman at-tahaluf ma bayna a5-Sah wa-1-garb, wa-rafd al-calam al-'islaml li-t-turuhat al-mariksiyyah allati 
tabannaha al-ittihad as-sufaytl al-jar li-I-ran AP) (MCI lam takun al-istratljiyyah al-mu5tarakah al-Iraniyyah al-'amrlkiyyah tagfal 
mafcul al-'islam ka-naqld li-^uruhat al-garb wa-g-sarq macan. MC1)

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Phrase attached to 
main clause
Main Clause

wa
hatta zaman at-tahaluf ma bayna aS-sah wa-1-garb, wa-rafd al-calam al-'islaml li-t- 
turuhat al-mariksiyyah allati tabannaha al-ittihad as-sufaytl al-jar li-I-ran
lam takun al-istratljiyyah al-muStarakah al-Iraniyyah al-'amrlkiyyah tagfal mafcul al- 
'islam ka-naqld li-turuhat al-garb wa-5-Sarq ma6an.

Sentence 3

-1..,- ^lAi-o _jaj ^J idl JJ'jJ 1^ W " '" J J 'i Jjij j jjc.

'anna Cjt ) (MCI tagayyur az-zurQf fT l-'ahwal al-qa'imah (cvp ' mazzaqa tilka al-calaqat cvp ') (Clcj wa Clcj ) (cvp 2(Cjt gayra
wadadaha fT dawa'ir at-tafacul as-silbT alladl yataharrak nahwa sidam musallah CVP2) MCI)

Conjunct
Main Clause

Coordinated Verb Phrase 1 within 
main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Verb Phrase 2 within 
main clause

gayra 'anna
tagayyur az-zuruf fl l-'ahwal al-qa'imah mazzaqa tilka al-calaqat wa wadacaha 
ff dawa'ir at-tafadul as-silbl alladl yataharrak nahwa sidam musallah
mazzaqa tilka al-cilaqat

wa
wadacaha ff dawa'ir at-tafacul as-silbl alladT yataharrak nahwa sidam musallah

Sentence 4

j tljj_^j L^.Xui jU**£Lj i
.^ijji gr^i

(MCCI ' 'jsra'Tl da'iman 6ala xatt at-tamass maca al-mantiqah, wa- maca kull dawlah 'islamiyyah tahsal cala silah mutaqaddim 
'aw mudammir MCCI ') (cjt wa lidalika cjt) (MCCI 2 caradat bisiddah imtilak bakistan silahan nawawiyyan MCCI2) (r ' r 'CICj CICj

- an
) 

bi-mugamarah bi-darb mufaciiatiha, lawla al-xawf min radd fidlin li-dawlah tudacu fl masaff ad-duwal
at-tanawiyyah caskariyyan MCCI 3 ) (Clcj wa clcj ) (MCCI " qad fajjarat al-mufacil an-nawawl al-ciraql. 4 )
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Main Coordinated Clause 1

Conjunct
Main Coordinated Clause 2
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 3

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 4

'isra'll da'iman 6ala xafl at-tamas maca al-mantiqah, wa-mada kull 
'islamiyyah tahsal dala silah mutaqaddim 'aw mudammir
wa lidalika

dawlah

caradat biSiddah imtilak bakistan silahan nawawiyyan
wa
kadat 'an taqurn bi-mugamarah bi-darb mufafilatiha, lawla al-xawf 
ficlin li-dawlah tudadu ft masaf ad-duwal at-tanawiyyah caskariyyan

min rad

wa
qad fajjarat al-mufadil an-nawawl al-ciraqT.

Sentence 5

(SCJ wa J ) (DP bifadl tasrihat Sa'wul mufaz wazir al-ljarb as-sabiq, wa-wazir al-muwasalat ff hukumat 'isra'll cindama 
haddada bi-darb kull mukawwinat as-silah an-nawawl al-'IranT, wa-huwa alladl yanhadiru min 'asl farisl DP) (MCI wadaca 
hukumatahuh, wa-hatta 'amnka ft mawqif diblumasi sacb MCI) (ACI li-'annahu hatta law wujidat mill hadihi an-nawaya fa-cala 
al-'aqall tabqa rahna tasawwur ad-dawlah wa-halTfatiha al-kubra. ACI)

Sentential Conjunction
Disunct Phrase attached to 
main clause

Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause

wa
bifadl tasrihat Sa'wfll mufaz wazir al-harb as-sabiq, wa-wazlr al-muwasalat ft 
hukumat 'isra'll cindama haddada bi-darb kull mukawwinat as-silah an-nawawT al- 
'Tranl, wa-huwa alladl yanhadiru min 'asl farisT
wadaca hukumatahuh, wa-hatta 'amrlka ft mawqif diblumasi sacb
li-'annahu hatta law wujidat mill hadihi an-nawaya fa-dala al-'aqall tabqa rahna 
ta$awwur ad-dawlah wa-hallfatiha al-kubra.

Sentence 6

p jj-ulLj 2_uJlc. j <-A^jjj\ JaL-ujI llllwl (_JJ^*JJ ^JlliJl (Ju. La-o

(MCI mimma jacala an-nata'ij tancakis salban MC1) (AC1 cindama qafaza sicr barmil an-naft 'ila raqm qiyasl bi-sabab hada at-
ACKtasnh, wa-fassarathu 'awsat - urubbiyyah wa-calamiyyah bi-t-tasarruc wa-!-xata'. )

Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause

mimma jacala an-nata'ij tancakis salban
cindama qafaza sicr barmTl an-naft 'ila raqm qiyasl bi-sabab hada at-tasnh, wa- 
fassarathu 'awsat 'urubbiyyah wa-calamiyyah bi-t-tasarruc wa-1-xata'.

Sentence 7

-mawduc 
cCj ACI

( SCj wa scj ) (DP bisarf an-nazar can at-tasrlhat as-saxinah allatl jarat cala lisan mufaz DP) (SubclcJ fa SubclcJ) 
yabqa dimna hisabat daqTqah la tajcal 'isra'll hiya man yuhaddid al-maxatir cala al-'amn al-calami MCCI ') (t'"-J wa Ĉ J ) ( 
hatta law wujida daw' 'axadar min amrlka bi-jass an-nabd bi-mitil hada at-tasrth ACI), (CICj fa CICj ) (MCCI 2 n-nataij ja'at 
mucakisah. Mfccl2)'
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Sentential Conjunction
Disjunct Phrase attached to Main 
Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Adjunct Clause attached to main 
coordinated clause 2
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa
bisarf an-nazar can at-tasrlhat as-saxinah allatljarat dala lisan mufaz

fa
1-mawdud yabqa dimna hisabat daqTqah la tajdal 'isra'Ti hiya man yuhaddid 
al-maxatir dala al-'amn al-dalami
wa
hatta law wujida daw' 'axadar min amrlka bi-jass an-nabd bi-mitil hada at- 
tasrih,
fa
n-nataij ja'at mucakisah.

Sentence 8

l 4iki.ll

| j £5 I IJ* j JJ'-' j*

>! jLu iikiJl 

liliU . '.Mjl......

(SCj wa scjj (ACI miii ama tarfud duwal ai.mantiqah tasalluh 'isra'Ti alladT ja'a bi-dadm 'urubbT-'amrTkT AC1) (c'Cj fa Clcj) (MCCI ' 
'aydan la yumkin 'an tajid al-mantiqah al-darabiyyah bi-sabab tasalluh 'Tran an-nawawT madfucatan bi-imtilak quwwah 
mumatilah MCCI ') (CICj wa-'illa CICj ) (MCcl 2 gariqna bi-masanf ha'ilah wa-macaha maxatir 'akbar min tasawwur 'anna hada as-
silah radic faqat. MCCI 2

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa
mitlama tarfud duwal al-mantiqah tasalluh 'isra'Ti alladT ja'a bi-dacm 
'urubbT-'amnkT
fa
'aydan la yumkin 'an tajid al-mantiqah al-carabiyyah bi-sabab tasalluh 
'Tran an-nawawT madfucatan bi-imtilak quwwah mumatilah
wa-'illa
gariqna bi-masanf ha'ilah wa-macaha maxatir 'akbar min tasawwur 
'anna hada as-silah radic faqat.

Sentence 9

'~A '< ' J -i JC-ljiJ ^ -; "^ ^J^a. ^J J i-"' aj La ij)

« iejji.S/1
jjj . IjLi.

2JL^
J>JJ V

(sc^ tumma sc> ) ( ACI 'ida iftaradna 'anna hunaka jadalan haddan haula ittifaqiyyah 'amnTyyah ciraqiyyah-'amnkiyyah tanzur 
ilayha 'Tran cala 'annaha tahdTd mubaSir 'ida ma tamma tatwTq hududaha al-muhimmah bi-qawacid 'amrTkiyyah ACI ) (CICi fa 
cicj) (MCCI i < inna 'ai.'asbab tujibuha mas'alat hada at-tasalluh MCCI ') (Clcj wa Clci ) (MCCI 2 sa-yatimm at-tafnq bayna imtilak 
'isra'Ti qanabiluha an-nawawiyyah wa-bayna 'Tran MCCI 2) (ACI li-'anna al-'axTrah, min al-manzur al-'amrTkT, dawlah 
tiyuqratiyyah radikaliyyah la tujad laha al-mawanic min 'an tastaxdim silahaha, ff 'ayyi halatin ma, "aw tansur hadihi at- 
tiqaniyyah dala masahat carabiyyah 'aw 'islamiyyah 'uxra. ACI)

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Clause attached to Main Coordinated 
Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Adjunct Clause attached to main coordinated 
clause 2

tumma
'ida iftaradna 'anna hunaka jadalan haddan haula ittifaqiyyah 
'amnTyyah ciraqiyyah-'amnkiyyah tanzur ilayha 'Tran cala 'annaha 
tahdTd mubaSir 'ida ma tamma tatwTq hududaha al-muhimmah bi- 
qawacid 'amrTkiyyah
fa
'innaal-'asbab tujibuha mas'alat hada at-tasalluh
wa
sa-yatim at-tafriq bayna imtilak 'isra'Ti qanabiluha an-nawawiyyah 
wa-bayna 'Tran
li-'anna al-'axTrah, min al-manzur al-'amrTkT, dawlah tiyuqratiyyah 
radikaliyyah la tujad laha al-mawanic min 'an tastaxdim silahaha, ft 
'ayyi halatin ma, 'aw tanSur hadihi at-tiqaniyyah cala masahat 
carabiyyah 'aw 'islamiyyah 'uxra.
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Sentence 10

( wa scj) ( DP bi_ $arf an.nza,. can iddica kull taraf DP) (CICJ fa CICJ) (MCCI ' 1-mawdud hassas jiddan li-'anna 'aman almanfiqah la 
y'atl cala 'awlawiyyat 'amrlka wa-'isra'Tl, hatta bi-wujQd al-quwwah al-'amrTkiyyah al-munta5irah cala 'ard al-xalTj wa-1- 
muhTt al-hindl MCCI ') (CICj wa CICj ) (MCC12 1-ciraq sa-yazall al-mucadalah al-haddah ft mTdan al-musawamat MCCI2)

Sentential Conjunction
Disjunct Phrase attached to main 
coordinated clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa
bi-§arf an-nzar dan iddida kull taraf

fa
1-mawduc hassas jiddan li-'anna 'aman almantiqah la y'atl cala 
'awlawiyyat 'amrtka wa-'isra'Tl, hatta bi-wujud al-quwwah al- 
'amrTkiyyah al-muntaJiirah dala 'ard al-xalTj wa-1-muhit al-hindT
wa
1-ciraq sa-yazall al-mucadalah al-haddah ff mTdan al-musawamat

Sentence 11

(J£ (Jj ijljaJ

( scj wa SCj ) (MC1 qad taftarid 'isra'Tl 'anna hudud 'amniha la taqif dala buldan al-jiwar, bal kull-a-1-calam al-'islamT 'ida ma 
wasalat quduratihi al-caskariyyah 'ila ma yuwaziha bi-1-quwwah wa-r-radd. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
qad taftarid 'isra'Tl 'anna hudud 'amniha la taqif cala buldan al-jiwar, bal kull-a-1-calam al- 
'islamT 'ida ma wasalat quduratihi al-caskariyyah 'ila ma yuwaziha bi-1-quwwah wa-r-radc.

Sentence 12

l '''7-j~ IJ) V) '<Jj_>J *c jil i^lti.'i jl iJLuill J^'1'""'1 fl i^

(SCj fa sc-i ) (MCI hiya lam tastankir cala al-hind wa-janub 'afnqiya, wa-hatta al-'arjantTn wa-kuriya aS-§amaliyyah 'an tamtalik 
'adricah nawawiyyah MCI ) (ACI 'ilia 'ida xarajat 'ila al-'abcad al-carabiyyah wa-l-'islamiyyah. ACI )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause

fa
hiya lam tastankir dala al-hind wa-janub 'afnqiya, wa-hatta al-'arjantTn 
Samaliyyah 'an tamtalik 'adricah nawawiyyah

wa-kuriya aS-

'ilia 'ida xarajat 'ila al-'abdad al-carabiyyah wa-l-'islamiyyah.

Sentence 13

li)

(SCj wa SC)) ( MCI yabqa mawduc as-silah an-nawawT cuqdah tatajawaz al-masa'il al-cammah, ka-1-husQl data tiqaniyyat 
iilmiyyah li-hadihi at-taqah MC1 ) (DCI 'id yumkin as-samah biha 'ida kanat tahta mazallat ar-raqabah ad-dawliyyah wa bi-Surutsilmiyyah li-hadihi at-taqah MU) (L 
'amnkiyyah. DCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

Disjunct Clause attached to 
main clause

wa
yabqa mawduc as-silah an-nawawT cuqdah tatajawaz al-masa'il al-cammah, ka-1-husul cala 
tiqaniyyat silmiyyah li-hadihi at-taqah
'id yumkin as-samah biha 'ida kanat tahta mazallat ar-raqabah ad-dawhyyah wa bi-Surut 
'amrTkiyyah.
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Sentence 14

S_ii.LJI Igjl wl L. l\ljLU -II -fa UA.jJUJl JS Jc. i

(SCj wa SCj ) (** min huna AP) (MCI t'atT al-maxatir MCI) ( AC1 'ida ma 'aqdamat 'isra'Tl wa-hawwalat tasrTriat mas'ulTha as-saxinah 
'ilaficlin sa-takun ataruhu mudammirah cala kull-a-1-calam. ACI )

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause
Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

wa
min huna
t'atT al-maxatir
'ida ma 'aqdamat 'isra'Tl wa-hawwalat tasnhat mas'ulTha 
ficlin sa-takun ataruhu mudammirah dala kull-a-1-calam.

as-saxinah 'ila

Analysis of Text 7

Sentence

I I aU q l£j yal iJS , ,J L£ )1 4Ja]l 4JLx ^>lxjl eLiaill J^3 jL">j) djljjiujl ,j "*JJ^J-"^ jbaJVl f-Ua!Lj)l 1 - ̂ '~ jLlSJl {j^J ^°» aJJ tlijl£ SjjLjl

•^ j^V1 L?' (^

(MCCI ' al-harb al-baridah kanat tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar MCCI ') (ACI cindama istataca al-ittThad as-sufaytT fl as-sitmat 'irsal 
qamar li-1-fada li-tuclan halat at-tawari' fl kulli 'amrTka wa-hilf al-'atlasT li-dirasat 'asbab taxallufihuma can hilf warsu ACI ) 
( MCCI 2 hatta 'inna al-mawduc lam yaqtasir cala al-istratTjiyyah al-caskariyyah, wa-'innama li-tagyTr al-manhaj at-tarbawT 
birummatihi bi-ictTbarihi masdar al-culama' wa-t-taqat al-facilah fl 'ayyi injaz mudad. MCCI2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Adjunct Clause attached to Main 
Coordinated Clause 1

Main Coordinated Clause 2

al-harb al-baridah kant tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar
cindama istataia al-ittThad as-sufaytT fl as-sitmat 'irsal qamar li-1-fada li-tuclan 
halat at-tawari' fl kulli 'amrTka wa-hilf al-'atlasT li-dirasat 'asbab taxallufihuma 
can hilf warsu
hatta 'inna al-mawduc lam yaqtasir cala al-istratTjiyyah al-caskariyyah, wa-
'innama li-tagyir al-manhaj at-tarbawT birummatihi bi-ictTbarihi masdar al- 
culama' wa-t-taqat al-facilah fl 'ayyi injaz mudad.

Sentence 2

^ i ij'.JI. y

(** fl mantiqatina wa-cala hawaffiha AP ) (MCCI ' yajn sibaq li-t-tasalluh bayna 'Iran wa-'isra'Tl MCC1 ') (clq fa clcj ) (MCC12 al-'ula 
ja'a radduha cala tamann 'amrTka al-bahriyyah bi-itlaq sawanx balistiyyah MCCI 2 ) ( ACI ii-tarudd 'isra'Tl bi-!-kaSf can ta'irat 
tajassus xussisat li-'Tran wa-bidun tayyar. ACI)

Adjunct Phrase attached to main coordinated 
cluase 1
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Adjunct Clause attached to main coordinated 
clause 2

fl mantiqatina wa-cala hawaffiha

yajn sibaq li-t-tasalluh bayna 'Tran wa-'isra'Tl
fa
al-'ula ja'a radduha cala tamann 
balistiyyah
Ii-tarudd 'isra'Tl bi-1-kasT can ta' 
tayyar.

'amrTka al-bahriyyah

irat tajassus xussisat I

bi-itlaq sawarlx

i-'iran wa-bidun
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Sentence 3

(SC) wa sci AP

.4— aUJI AJJjj (jjj jjUCLi »jjj ̂ Jjy JS j l_)i.VI ijJc. icLill OJ4 •>_>=>•_# J

J ) ( bi-wujud hadihi al-munawarat as-saxinah AP) (MCCI ' yabdu 'anna al-jamTc yuhawiluna lidb dawr ad-dagit data 
al-'axar MCC1 ') (ac> wa CIC)) (Mccl 2 kullun yu'addi dawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi al-xassah. MCCI2)

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Phrase attached to Main 
Coordinated Clause 1
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa
bi-wujud hadihi al-munawarat as-saxinah

yabdu 'anna al-jamld yuhawiluna lidb dawr ad-dagit 6ala al-'axar

wa
kullun yu'addl dawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru 'yatihi al-xassah.

Sentence 4

i>J j.'"^.' V -iliJ jl V) ijljj) OljLia. 0- *j3j jlSlj i jjSl Ijjk ij

Qt wa maca 'anna C>1) (MCCI ' al-quwwah al-'amrlkiyyah al'isra'lliyyah, bi-1-mucadalat al-mutacaraf calayha, 'akbar wa-'aktar 
tiqaniyyah min hiyazat 'Tran MCCI ') (cjt 'ilia 'anna Cjt) (MCCI 2 dalika la yaxdad liman yakun al-'aktar 'Tda'an li-l-'axar hatta bi-
mahdudiyyat quwwatihi. MCCI 2

Conjunct
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Conjunct (but of type not found in 
English)
Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa maca 'anna
al-quwwah al-'amrlkiyyah al'isra'lliyyah, bi-1-mucadalat al-mutacaraf 
calayha, 'akbar wa-'aktar tiqaniyyah min hiyazat 'Iran
'ilia 'anna

dalika la yaxdac liman yakun al-'aktar 'Tda'an li-l-'axar hatta bi-mahdudiyyat 
quwwatihi.

Sentence 5

a a -k"~ V< j .a

(SCJ wa SCj ) (MCI qad ra'ayna tajarub hadatat ff fftnam wa-'afganistan wa-hatta lubnan kayfa tarajacat quwwat ad-dawlah al- 
'aczam wa-l-'akbar 'amama 'israr kifah aS-5ucub MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

Wa
qad ra'ayna tajarub hadatat ff fTtnam wa-'afganistan wa-hatta lubnan kayfa tarajacat 
quwwat ad-dawlah al-'a6zam wa-l-'akbar 'amama 'israr kifah a5-Sucub.

Sentence 6

(SCj lakin sc-i ) (^ ff hal istixdam 'aslihah fawq at-taqlldiyyah AP), wa-hiya ma tu§Tr 'ilayhi 'isra'Tl bi-tadmlr kull 'Tran 
yajcal a!-'umur muxtalifah. MCI )

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause

Main Clause

lakin
ff hal istixdam 'aslihah fawq at-taqlfdiyyah [....]

yajcal al-'umur muxtalifa.
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Sentence 7

* Hi"* "U «J4 i> ^1 I !]-'-'•••'••• ^jll (JjLujll ^J) l-JjaJb ilj«jll o^ O"1^ l>

(s J wa SCj) huna (MCI labudda min qiyas nabd at-tahdid bi-1-harb 'ila al-wasa'il allatT sa-tastaxdimuha 'ayyun min hadihi al- 
atraf, wa-mada al-'adrar allatT sa-talhaqu bi-d-duwal al-muhitah bi-1-mutaharibTn. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
labudda min qiyas nabd at-tahdTd bi-1-harb 'ila al-wasa'il allatT sa-tastaxdimuha 'ayyin 
min hadihi al-atraf, wa-mada al-'adrar allatT sa-talhaqu bi-d-duwal al-muljTtah bi-1- 
mutaharibTn.

Sentence 8

- ' V

(scj wa sc> ) (MCI la nactaqid 'anna al-mujabahah, law hadatat bi-'asalTb gayr taqlTdiyyah sa-takun najahan daskariyyan MCI) (ACI 
'ida 'adrakna 'anna 'ahad al-muharramat al-qanuniyyah wa-1-dalamiyyah "an tataharrak hadihi al-'aslihah min dagitah wa- 
radicah 'ilaat-tadmTr al-mubaSir. AC1)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause

Wa
la nadtaqid 'anna al-mujabahah, law hadatat bi-'asalTb gayr taqlTdiyyah sa-takun 
najahan caskariyyan
'ida 'adrakna 'anna 'ahad al-muharramat al-qanuniyyah wa-1-calamiyyah 'an 
tataharrak hadihi al-'aslihah min dagitah wa-radidah 'ila at-tadmTr al-muba§ir.

Sentence 9
<JJJJ ' tj-lJ ij&ljl! SjjLl! <£_>«-ftil jjjj (j- jl [_>i»JjiJ LijCJ

(MCI dacuna naftarid 'anna man yudTr al-macrakah al-baridah ar-rahinah bayna qadatiha man yamlik mugamarah mutahwwirah 
wa-ru'yah mutlaqah bi-1-intisar. MC1)

Main Clause dacuna naftarid 'anna man yudir al-macrakah al-baridah ar-rahinah bayna qadatiha man yamlik 
mugamarah mutahwwirah wa-ru'yah mutlaqah bi-1-intisar._______________________

Sentence 10

(Ji.^1 i..../.- jl ilufc it. 4. uS U jki.1 JJ jl UUJ
i"" '1 " ..i-v- t"_t jl . .ft \_A \y\ 4Al oJa

MCCI ') (clcj wa Clcj)(scj wa SCj ) (AP hatta ft 1-hurub wa-xitatiha AP) (MCCI ' tujad 'ahyanan 'awham tajurru li-l-'axta' al-fadihah
/MCCI 2 i a(4 a[] a 'axtaraha kayfa yasmud iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 'aw mutawasit ad-daxl, 6ala 'aklaf harb tawTlah 'ida ma ^   \/im i.sarat hisabat as-sacat §uhuran tumma sininan. MCCI 2

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Phrase attached to main 
coodinated clause 1
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Wa
hatta ff al-hurub wa-xitatiha

tujad 'ahyanan 'awham tajurru li-l-'axta' al-fadihah
wa
lacalla 'axtaraha kayfa yasmud iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 'aw mutawasit ad-daxl, 
'aklaf harb tawTlah 'ida ma sarat hisabat as-sacat suhuran tumma sinTnan.

cala
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Sentence 11

l^JU^uill '"'\'J- ~^ .Uj w">

( J wa J ) ( 'isra'Tl, tahdldan, ictamadat ft intisariha bi-hurubiha maca al-carab 6ala ad-darabat as-sarlcah, wa-naql al-harb 
' ' - MCI ' ' ''ila 'ard al-xasm. MCI )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
'isra'Tl, tahdldan, idtamadat ff intisariha bi-hurubiha maca al-carab cala ad-darabat as- 
saridah, wa-naql al-harb 'ila 'ard al-xasm.

Sentence 12

J^ 1>J li» (>=jJ«J Luj '

(scj wa scj) (MCCI ' hiya bi-tabacud al-masafah maca 'Iran, rubbama taftarid hada al-'uslub, wa-l-ladl jarrabathu bi-darb tunis 
wa-mufacil tammuz bi-1-ciraq Mccl ') (CICJ lakin Clcj ) (MCCI2 kilta ad-darbatayn lam takuna ff zaman mutagayyir. MCCI2)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa
hiya bi-tabacud al-masafah maca 'Iran, rubbama taftarid hada al-'uslub [...]
lakin
kilta ad-darbatayn lam takuna ff zaman mutagayyir.

Sentence 13

(DP 'ay 'anna DP) (MCCI ' 'Iran ladayha ?awarlx tastatlc al-wusul 'ila 'isra'll MCCI ') (clcj wa clcj ) (MCCI2 hunaka jiwar hizb allah 
alladT sa-yakun xatt an-nar al-axar MCC12) (Clcj wa Clcj ) (** hatta bi-hiyad duwal 'uxra AP) (Subckj fa ' Subclcj ) (MCCI3 'inna al- 

mucadalat allatl tuktab wa-tursam cala al-waraq, qad tuwajihuha mufaja'at gayr mutawaqqacah. MCC13 )

Disjunct Pharse attached to Main Coordinated 
Clause 1
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2
Clausal Conjunction
Adjunct Phrase attached to main coordinated 
clause 3
Sub-Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 3

'ay 'anna

'Iran ladayha sawarlx tastatlc al-wusul 'ila 'isra'll
wa
hunaka jiwar hizb allah alladT sa-yakun xatt an-nar al-axar
wa
hatta bi-hiyad duwal 'uxra

fa
'inna al-mucadalat allatl tuktab wa-tursam cala al-waraq, qad 
mufaja'at gayr mutawaqqacah.

tuwajihuha

Sentence 14

(MCCI i duwal al-mantiqah sa-takun juz'an min al-'ahdaf MCC1 ') (clcj lakin cicj) (MCCI 2 kayfa sa-takun al-adrar, wa-man sa- 
yadxul al-macrakah hatta law lam yakun Sarlkan bi-1-lucbah al-xatirah? MCCI2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

duwal al-mantiqah sa-takun juz'an min al-'ahdaf
lakin
kayfa sa-takun al-adrar, wa-man sa-yadxul al-macrakah 
Sarlkan bi-1-lucbah al-xatirah?

hatta law lam yakun
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Sentence 15

J£ ^ .Uill EUil Ji

(MCCI ' la yabdu 'anna alladTn yufakkiruna bi-hadihi al-harb yuqaddiruna an-nata'ij wa-maxatiraha MCCI ') (Clcj wa Clcj ) (MCC12 
'aswa' al-ihtimalat 'an tatal al-macrakah masaft wa-wasa'il intaj an-naft fi kull duwal al-xalTj MCCI 2) (CIQ fa clq) huna (MCCI 3 
lan ya'tl ad-darar faqat cala hadihi ad-duwal wa-'innama az-zawbacah sa-tacumm al-calam kulluh. MCCI 3 )

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 3

la yabdu 'anna alladTn yufakkiruna bi-hadihi al-harb yuqaddiruna an-nata'ij wa- 
maxatiraha
wa
'aswa' al-ihtimalat 'an tatal al-macrakah masafT wa-wasa'il intaj an-naft fi kull 
duwal al-xalTj
fa
lan ya'tT ad-darar faqat cala hadihi ad-duwal wa-'innama az-zawbacah sa- 
tadumm al-calam kulluh.

Sentence 16

IJI iAj_>i_ill oii (JlL. (Jjii

(sq wa sq) (MCI nadtaqid 'anna 'urubba, ka-halTf li-'amrika wa-radid li-'isra'Tl li-ayyi mugamarh wa-muhawir maqbul maca 
'Tran, calayha 'an tudrik 'anna al-lucbah tatajawaz 'amn 'isra'Tl 'aw baqa' 'amrTka ff !-ciraq wa-1-xalTj, 'aw 'intaj qanabil 
nawawiyyah 'Traniyyah, 'ila damar iqtisad calamT lan yakun mustacidan li-qabul mill hadihi ad-darbah, 'ida ma tacaddat al- 
'ahdaf al-marhaliyyah 'ila dararkawnl. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause nactaqid 'anna 'urubba, ka-halTf li-'amnka wa-radid li-'isra'Tl li-ayyi mugamarh wa- 

muhawir maqbul maca 'Iran, calayha 'an tudrik 'anna al-lucbah tatajawaz 'amn 'isra'Tl 
'aw baqa' 'amnka fi 1-ciraq wa-1-xalTj, 'aw 'intaj qanabil nawawiyyah 'Traniyyah, 'ila 
damar iqtisad calamT lan yakun mustacidan li-qabul mill hadihi ad-darbah, 'ida ma 
tacaddat al-'ahdaf al-marhaliyyah 'ila darar kawnT.____________________

Analysis of Text 8

Sentence
»L«c 0j 0^ i

(MCI 'ayyi caqil min zucama' wa-siyasiyym wa-muwatinTn layaqbal bi-harb cala 'Iran ) ( li-'anna tadaciyatiha sa-takQn
mudammirah. ACI)

Main Clause 'ayyi daqil min zucama' wa-siyasiyym wa-muwatimn la yaqbal bi-harb cala 'iran
Adjunct Clause attached to main clause li-'anna tadaciyatiha sa-takun mudammirah.

Sentence 2

Ljl_^ f\ ^J\ JS Ll

(scj wa scj ) ( ACI 'ayyan kana al-'amr munawarh dagitah, 'am nawaya haqTqiyyah xattatat laha 'amrTka wa-'isra'Tl ACI ) (Clci fa 
cicj^ ^MCI linna ai_ Calam kullahu yarfuduha li-xuturat nata'ijiha wa-kawaritiha as-sacbah. MCI)
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Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause
Clausal Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
'ayyan kana al-'amr munawarh dagitah, 'am nawaya haqlqiyyah xaftatat 
laha 'amrTka wa-' isra'Tl
fa
'inna al-dalam kullahu yarfuduha H-xutOrat nata'ijiha wa-kawaritiha as- 
sacbah.

Sentence 3

j5 e-USJt i

' . " ' "N

j.| jilt

i Sjlii. !l_jj] i,^^'  /'<- jji -1
ujiali Jiu. ,> ̂ =ji»Ji

>ii)- 2

ll^JU. Jjia. LjJ (_)JLJ ^ill JjJI i^aLkj lAjx^a OV JIJJJ

-u-^- iljl j_^ (_jl ^ iji_^jlj . '.^li .j !...•; L«JJ i.i_ia JJ— ='

( sc> wa sc') ( ACI 'ida kana istibdal ad-dublumasiyyah ka-hall huwa al-'afdal wa-'anna Sarakat 'amrTka ft l-mubahatat maca al- 
wafd al-'urubbT ja'at bi-dawafic sucubat al-hujum al-caskart ACI) (clcj fa clcj) (MCI 'aydan al-makasib qad takun kablrah wa- 
mutadaddidah wa minha 'anna MCI):
1 . ( APCCI ' fath maktab 'amrikT li-nawat safarah ff 'Iran sawfa yusaciduha cala istiqrar al-ciraq wa-1-baqa' ffhi tawilan wa- 
'aydan at-taxatub maca aS-§a6ab al-'Tranl wa-rubbama tadclm quwa al-mu6aradah min xilal at-taqarub macaha min daxil tilka ad-dawlah. ApCCI ')
2 ^Apcci 2 jj^ <j sra'y] bi-hadihi al-xataw5t wa-'icadat al-dalaqat al-qadlmah wa-rubbama at-tahaluf bayna ^arafay an-niza6 
wa-1-cadawat xasatan wa-'anna suriya tadmal call xalq nihayat li-harbiha maca 'isra'Tl wa-l-latl tumattil al-halTf al-carabl al- 
'ahamm wa-1-mujawir li-'isra'Tl, wa-kadalika tahyTd hizb allah bi-'inha' al-xilaf cala mazaric Sabc5 wa-l-jala' can baqT al- 
'aradTal-lubnaniyyah. APCC12)
3. (ApCCI 3 dafc al-carab 'ila salam maca 'isra'Il hatta wa-law ja'at bi-tanazulat sacbah, wa-xassatan ad-duwal allatT laysa laha 
hudud macaha, wa-ka-mucadalah li-1-quwwah bayna 'isra'Il wa-'Iran wa-1-asbab natijah min 'anna ad-ducf al-carabi wasala 
'ila nihayatihi, wa-asbaha qadiyyah rubbama tajcaluhum al-hadaf wa-d-dahiyyah fl 'ayyi tatawwrat jadldah ff I-mantiqati kulliha. ApCCI:l )

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

Clausal Conjunction
Main Clause

Coordinated Clause appositive to main clause 1

Coordinated Clause appositive to main clause 2

Coordinated Clause appositive to main caluse 3

wa
'ida kana istibdal ad-dublumasiyyah ka-hall huwa al- 
'afdal wa-'anna Sarakat 'amrTka fl l-mubahatat maca al- 
wafd al-'urubbl ja'at bi-dawafic sucubat al-hujum al- 
caskarl
fa
'aydan al-makasib qad takun kablrah wa-mutacaddidah 
minha
'anna fath maktab 'amrikT li-nawat safarah fi 'Iran sawfa 
yusaciduha cala istiqrar al-ciraq wa-1-baqa' ffhi tawilan 
wa-'aydan at-taxatub mada aS-5adab al-'IranT wa-rubbama 
tadclm qiwa al-mucaradah min xilal at-taqarub macaha 
min daxil tilka ad-dawlah.
israk 'isra'il bi-hadihi al-xatawat wa-'icadat al-calaqat al- 
qadlmah wa-rubbama at-tahaluf bayna tarafay an-nizac 
wa-1-cadawat xasatan wa-'anna suriya tacmal cala xalq 
nihayat li-harbiha maca "isra'Il wa-l-latl tumattil al-hallf 
al-carabl al-'ahamm wa-1-mujawir li-'isra'Tl, wa-kadalika 
tahyTd hizb allah bi-'inha' al-xilaf cala mazaric Sabca wa- 
l-jala' 6an baqlal-'aradlal-lubnaniyyah.
dafc al-carab 'ila salam maca 'isra'Tl hatta wa-law ja'at 
bi-tanazulat sacbah, wa-xassatan ad-duwal allatl laysa 
laha hudud macaha, wa-ka-mucadalah li-1-quwwah bayna 
'isra'Il wa-'Iran wa-1-asbab natijah min 'anna ad-ducf al- 
carabi wasala 'ila nihayatihi, wa-asbaha qadiyyah 
rubbama tajcaluhum al-hadaf wa-d-dahiyyah ff 'ayyi 
tatawwrat jadldah ff 1-mantiqati kulliha.
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Sentence 4
C.ji i.nnli djlj^iaoll tt'lA, (Jia ,j Lff^J*^ J^...-11 jjc tjilu) (Jl^ut .eJlJ

huna (MCI y'atl su'al saxin can al-mustaqbal al-carabl fl zilli hadihi at-tatawwurat al-mutasaridah. MCI) 

Main Clause | y'atT su'al saxin dan al-mustaqbal al-darab! ft zilli hadihi at-tatawwurat al-mutasaricah. 

Sentence 5

LUJl liUUjj iJiljJl (jc IA«J l t l-l-- j/-' ijjS l^jlj

scj fe SCj) (MCI CVP i al.xu§umat wa.,a cvp ' ), ( C1CJ wa-'innama Clcj ) (CVP 2 turTd tahqiq
xitatiha bacldan can al-dawatif wa-rihanat al-xata' wa-s-sawab 'ida kana tarlquha yu'addT 'ila hasm al-'umur bi-nata'ij 
tahtarim masalihiha. cvp 2) MCI )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

Coordinated Verb Phrase 1
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Verb Phrase 2

wa
'amrlka la turahin cala al-xusumat wa-la as-sadaqat wa-'innama turld tahqlq 
xitatiha badldan dan al-cawatif wa-rihanat al-xat' wa-s-sawab 'ida kana 
tanquha yu'addl 'ila hasm al-'umur bi-nata'ii tahtarm masalihuha.
la turahin cala al-xusumat wa-la as-sadaqat
wa-'innama
tund tahqTq xitatiha bacldan can al-cawatif wa-rihanat al-xat' wa-s-sawab 'ida 
kana tarlquha yu'addl 'ila hasm al-'umur bi-nata'ij tahtarim masalihiha.

Sentence 6

_JU^i La (jfJC- (J^-^*^ l '"J^ ^Ij-iJ ^J 2 Sjill (jJ

(scj wa sci ) (MCI 'Tran tufawid min muntalaq al-quwwah MC1) (ACI li-'annaha tudrik kayfa tahsal cala ma tund. ACI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause
Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause

wa
'Iran tufawid min muntalaq al-quwwah
li-'annaha tudrik kayfa tahsal dala ma turld.

Sentence 7

. V) < £> ic.ji_>Ji
^^la. A-LuiLljjJI "UxSl^ll (J-iljC.

(SCJ wa SCj ) (MCI nafs al-'amr yantabiq cala 'isra'Il sahibat al-makasib al-'akbar, wa-1-mudrikah 'anna kull as-sicarat al- 
marfucah bi-tadmlriha wa-1-intisar li-1-qadiyvah al-filastlniyyah ma hiya 'ilia halat ihtiqan tuziluha cawamil al-waqiciyyah as- 
siyasiyyah hatta ft ad-durub ad-dayyiqah. MC )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

Sentence

ftialjJI (^jil

wa
nafs al-'amr yantabiq cala 'isra'Tl sahibat al-makasib al-'akbar, wa-1-mudrikah 'anna 
kull as-Sidarat al-marfudah bi-tadmlriha wa-1-intisar li-1-qadiyyah al-filastfniyyah ma 
hiya 'ilia halat ihtiqan tuziluha cawamil al-waqiciyyah as-siyasiyyah hatta ft ad-durub 
ad-dayyiqah.

8

- . . b XJ^ i-lll j^U ^'tr^. S ^a\\ j^l j^a /j .\ ij. i ^ AQ (jjJul JjJ(
L» jyijj ,_x3ij Ulr^H

sc^ (Mcci i yaijqa al-carab alladlna qad la yumattiluna marakiz li-1-quwwah cindama tatawazzac al-lucbah bayna^talat 
hiya 'isra'Tl wa-'Tran wa-turkiya. M*cl ') (clcj wa cicj) (MCCI 2 hada al-waqic al-murcib qad yakOn xayar al-qiwa an-

( wa
qwua, hiya .
nafidah fl 1-mantiqah, wa-l-latl hiya man yarsum al-xitat wa-yafrid tanfidiha MCCI 2 )
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Sentential Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa
yabqa al-carab alladina qad la yumattiluna marakiz li-1-quwwah cindama tatawazzac 
al-ludbah baynatalat qiua, hiya 'isra'Il wa-'Tran wa-turkiya
wa
hada al-waqic al-murdib qad yakun xayar al-qiwa an-nafidah ff 1-mantiqah, wa-l-latl 
hiya man yarsum al-xitat wa-yafrid tanfidiha

Sentence 9

' ff hadihi al-hal *""), (MCCI ' hal tacud xitat saykis-bTku bi-taqpc 'awsal al-carab tahta dara'ic faSal as-sulutat bi-1-islah al- 
iqtisadT wa-tatbTq aliyyat ad-dimuqratiyyah wa-huquq al-'insan, wa-'anna an-nawah bada'at bi-1-diraq, wa-sa-tazhaf 'ila as-sudan MCCI ') (CICJ wa CICK') (MCCI2 ff 1-mahfazah xara'it 'uxra qad tumakkin al-quwa at-talat allatl sa-taldab 'adwar 'amnka wa- 
'urubba min 'an tadlf t'amln al-calam min intisar zawahir al-'irhab ka-band qabil li-'an tudac" tahtahu ca§arat ad-dara'ic MCCI2)

Adjunct phrase attached to Main 
Coordinated Clause 1
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

ft hadihi al-hal

hal tacud xitat saykis-biku bi-taqtK 'awsal al-carab tahta dara'ic faSal as-sulutat 
bi-1-islali al-iqtisadT wa-tatblq aliyyat ad-dimuqratiyyah wa-huquq al-'insan, wa- 
'anna an-nawah bada'at bi-1-ciraq, wa-sa-tazhaf 'ila as-sudan
wa
ft 1-mahfazah xara'it 'uxra qad tumakkin al-qiuwa at-talat allatl sa-talcab 'adwar 
'amnka wa-'urubba min 'an tadlf t'amln al-6alam min intisar zawahir al-'irhab 
ka-band qabil li-'an tudac tahtahu daSarat ad-dara'ic

Sentence 10

i J
^j LS-UJl

( MCCI ' al-qauwanm wa-5-3ara'd allatT tuqirruha al-mu'asasat ad-dawliyyah, la tactf al-hujaj li-himayat ad-ducafa wa-1- 
mutaxadilm MCCI ') (clcj wa ccj ) (MCCI2 yakfT 'an nara al-inqisamat al-carabiyyah hatta nafham 'anna al-mustaqbal la yasurr, 
wa-'annahum al-yatama ft 'ard al-buxala'.MCCI2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

al-qauwanm wa-S-Sara'c allatT tuqirruha al-mu'asasat ad-dawliyyah, la tacti al-hujaj 
li-himayat ad-ducafa wa-1-mutaxadilTn
wa
yakff 'an nara al-inqisamat al-carabiyyah hatta nafham 'anna al-mustaqbal la yasurr, 
wa-'annahum al-yatama ff 'ard al-buxala'.

Analysis of Text 9

Sentence

(MCI al-ciraq wudica 'amain xayarayn MC1) (ApCP ' diktaturiyyah zalimah, lakinnaha harisah l-l-'amn wa-'Tqaf al-fawda ApCP ') 
(Clcj wa Clcj ) ( ApCP2 ihtilal iddaca tacmim ad-dimuqratiyyah wa-1-huriyyah, wa-n-nata'ij tamazzuq daxilT 'acada al-ciraq ma'at 
cam'ilaal-xalf. ApCP2 )
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Main Clause
Coordinated Phrase appositive to main 
clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Phrase appositive to main 
clause 2

al-ciraq wudida 'amam xayarayn
diktaturiyyah zalimah, lakinnaha harisah l-l-'amn wa-'Tqaf al-fawda

wa
ihtilal iddaca tadmTm ad-dimuqratiyyah wa-1-huriyyah, wa-n-nata'ij 
tamazzuq daxill 'adada al-diraq ma'at dam 'ila al-xalf.

Sentence 2

..Jl^Jl AjjlfcJI iiU Jt ,_iij <j\ IJA jia jl U

(SCj wa SCj ) (MCI al-mantiq yarfud 'ayyan min al-'uslubayn li-1-hukm MCI ) (DC1 gayra 'anna qadar hada al-watan 'an yaqif cala 
haffat al-hawiyah fT majra at-tarlx al-hadTt, rugma al-imkanat allatT tajdaluhu al-ciraq as-sacld. DCI )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause
Disjunct Clause attached to main 
clause

wa
al-mantiq yarfud 'ayyan min al-'uslubayn li-1-hukm
gayra 'anna qadar hada al-watan 'an yaqif cala haffat al-hawiyah ff majra at-tarlx 
al-hadTt, rugma al-imkanat allatT tajdaluhu al-ciraq as-sacid.

Sentence 3

f I'd '" "J
'^ -J

' i^l'^ S
LJfl ' "' Jj 4_aJji) jV (JjJ3

i l]f-JUJl
i(3j-i!iilj (j!^la.Vl

nJ^Lji jL«j 5-1... I

intaha wa-asbaha ff dimmat az-zaman al-madT MCCI ' (Clcj wa Clcj) (MCCI 2 ta'tTruhu as-silbiyyT wa-mumarasatihi 
ad-diktaturiyyah law curidat fi wa-qtina ar-rahin dala al-diraqiyym, wa-tuliba minhum al-xayar bayna wadcahum mada al- 
ihtilal wa-t-tamazuq, 'aw qubul hukmihi la-rubbama ja'at an-nata'ij li-salihihi MCC1 2 ), (ACI laysa li-'annahu maqbul, lakin li- 
'anna taqwTmihi wa-'islahihi 'ashal min waqid furida cala al-ciraq bi-qanun 'anna saddam yamlik 'aslihat damar §amil, 
tuhaddid al-'amn al-dalamT, wa-'annahu yatacawan mada al-qacidah, allatT intaSarat kal-'asiccah fT al-calam, wa-maca dalika 
kaddaba al-'amrlkiyyun 'anfusahum bi-'annahu la sihhat li-tilka ad-dara'id. ACI )

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Adjunct Clause attached to main 
coordinated clause 2

saddam intaha wa-asbaha ff dimmat az-zaman al-madi
wa
t'tiruhu as-silbiyyT wa-mumarasatihi ad-diktaturiyyah law curidat ff wa-qtina 
ar-rahin cala al-ciraqiyyTn, wa-tuliba minhum al-xayar bayna wadcahum mada 
al-ihtilal wa-t-tamazuq, 'aw qubul hukmihi la-rubbama ja'at an-nata'ij li- 
salihihi
laysa li-'annahu maqbul, lakin li-'anna taqwTmihi wa-'islahihi 'ashal min 
waqid furida dala al-ciraq bi-qanun 'anna saddam yamlik 'aslihat damar 
samil, tuhaddid al-'amn al-dalamT, wa-'annahu yatadawan mada al-qacidah, 
allatT intaSarat kal-'aSiccah ff al-dalam, wa-maca dalika kaddaba al- 
'amrTkiyyun 'anfusahum bi-'annahu la sihhat li-tilka ad-dara'id.

Sentence 4

( scj wa sci) (DCI badalan min jadl al-ciraq jabhah taxdimuhum didda 'Tran DCI), (MCI sarat al-'axTrah waqican murran yugaddT 
hawajis al-xawf min quwwah sadidah nawawiyyan, wa-rubbama iqtisadiyyan sa-takun 'ahamm lacib ff masTr al-xalij wa-asiya
al-wusta. MCI )

Sentential Conjunction
Disjunct Clause attached to main 
clause
Main Clause

wa
badalan min jadl al-ciraq jabhah taxdimuhum didda 'iran

sarat al-'axTrah waqican murran yugaddT hawajis al-xawf min quwwah sadidah 
nawawiyyan, wa-rubbama iqtisadiyyan sa-takun 'ahamm ladib ff masTr al-xalTj 
wa-asiya al-wusta.
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Sentence 5

/MCCI 1
^ dik tSInl na'ib ar-ra'Ts al-'amnkT alladi yahillu dayfan cala al-mantiqah, yund mudadafat 'intaj an-naft wa-taxfid 
rih ' n ^" ^ b '"nafS al'watlt *"") (MCC ' 2 y^ 1 dadwah li-1-wuquf didda tanaml al-quwwah al-'IraniyyahMCI ) ( ' wa J ) ( 3 1-band at-talit alladi rubbama yakun siriyyan, huwa 6aqd salam mada 'isra'Tl bi-idtibariha al-

quwwah an-nawawiyyah allatT qad tadcam al-darab ka-taman li-hada as-salam 'amama 'aslihat 'Iran an-nawawiyyah. MCCI 3 )

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Adjunct Phrase attached to main
coordinated clause 2
Main Coordinated Clause 2
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 3

dik t§Tm na'ib ar-ra'Ts al-'amrTki alladi yahillu dayfan cala al-mantiqah, yund 
mudacafat 'intaj an-naft wa-taxffd 'asdarih, 'in 'amkan
bi-nafs al-waqt

vahmil dadwah li-1-wuquf didda tanamT al-quwwah al-'Traniyyah
wa
al-band at-talit alladT rubbama yakun siriyyan, huwa daqd salam maca 'isra'Tl bi- 
idtibariha al-quwwah an-nawawiyyah allatT qad tadcam al-darab ka-taman li- 
hada as-salam 'amama 'aslihat 'Tran an-nawawiyyah.

Sentence 6

. LJJJ^ LjjijJ ji giliill .j^J J«~JI -llvj L. j* j JJ-JI ^ji iljljl. i«lu Jaiill. djb .i»j ^ j) 
U',11

an-naft silcah mutadawalah fT s-suq al-calamT MCCI ') (Clcj wa Clcj ) (MCCI 2 huwa ma yuhaddid as-sicr wa-1-istihlak MCCI 
'') ( ul"' 'id lam yacud hunak man yatahakkam bi-hadihi an-nata'ij 'aw yuqifuha jaryan cala zamanin mada, hma kanat ad-duwal 
almuntijah xadicah bi-kulliyyatiha 'ila mazaj al-garb al-mustahlik 'al-'akbar, wa-1-musadcir al-'ahamm li-n-naft. DC1)

MCCI '

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2
Disjunct Clause attached to main 
coordinated clause 2

an-naft sildah mutadawalah ff s-suq al-calami
wa
huwa ma yuhaddid as-sidr wa-1-istihlak
'id lam yacud hunak man yatahakkam bi-hadihi an-nata'ij 'aw yuqifuha jaryan 
dala zamanin mada, hTna kant ad-duwal almuntijah xadicah bi-kulliyyatiha 'ila 
mazaj al-garb al-mustahlik 'al-'akbar, wa-1-musaccir al-'ahamm li-n-naft.

Sentence 7
J^V' ^ ̂  - ~ " J^Ai.

(SCl wa scj ) (MCCI ' mawduc quwwat 'Tran laysa matruhan li-mazadat siyasiyyah 'aw tahalufat jadTdah tursam min xilal masalih 
al-'aqwa cala al-'adcaf MCCI ') (ACI mudrikTn 'anna 'ayyi 'ixlal bi-'amn al-xalTj sa-yakun karitah 'akbar min waqic al-ciraq ar- 
ramz al-haqTqi wa-s-sayyi' li-1-xatawat al-'amnkiyyah cala al-'ard al-carabiyyah ACI ) (cicj wa clcj ) (MCCI 2 min al-mustahTl al- 
qubul bi-imla'at tudarriduna li-damar Samil. MCCI2)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Adjunct Clause attached to Main 
Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa
mawduc quwwat 'Tran laysa matruhan li-mazadat siyasiyyah 'aw tahalufat 
jadTdah tursam min xilal masalih al-'aqwa cala al-'adcaf
mudrikTn 'anna 'ayyi 'ixlal bi-'amn al-xalTj sa-yakun karitah 'akbar min 
waqic al-ciraq ar-ramz al-haqTqi wa-s-sayyi' li-1-xatawat al-'amnkiyyah cala 
al-'ard al-carabiyyah
wa
min al-mustahTl al-qubu! bi-imla'at tudarriduna li-damar Samil.
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Sentence 8

JS <j c

/MCCI I .

<cu^ y^ii u=. jo.^iji ^ui ^ j^i A^JI i^e ij .u:i Jc fjB-u J ̂ j-1 ^ V ^ili E>LJI iUi j^ Juiij-i ^ pUi U
l^jjJl l^ijjiu, CJa.ji.1 J J±. ^Ij^VI o1-^1 f Ua.:*!. ii)Uj 'v-SI-VI jJ^lj MJ*^ '-" l«-ii ^ 1-'BS ^!j '* lj»H li& (>

fl^^j LJ^^IJJ ^-^ L,iLMi i_Jki ,J .^,1^, iikiJl Jjj Jt mUJ| ;_jil| Je. ^-.HiU-j l^X^ i>Ux. ^li jlS Ij) ,UUJ|

| 'amma^as-salam mada 'isra'Tl fa-huwa al-xat al-mutadrrij alladT la turld 'amrlka 'an yastaqTm dala ittijah wadih MC 
li-'annaha al-irmstafTd al-'awwal min nata'ij al-xamsma daman allatT madat, wa-l-kasib al-'akbar min hada al-cada' ACK

( ^ wa-'illa^ J ) (MCCI2 kayfa tadad nafsaha xasman li-1-darab wa-1-calam al'islamT wa-halTfan mutalahiman mada a$-$a'an al- 
'isra'TH hatta law^'axrajat maxzQniha an-nawawT wa-dammarat bihi kull 1-mantiqah, 'ida kana dalika yadman salamatiha wa- 
muhafazatiha dala al-quwwah al-mutlaqah dala duwal al-mantiqah mujtamidatan tumma tatlub salaman yufradu bi-wasitatiha 
wa-halifatiha. MCCI2) " '

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Adjunct Clause attached to Main 
Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

'amma as-salam mada 'isra'Tl fa-huwa al-xat al-mutadrrij alladT la tund 'amrTka 'an 
yastaqTm dala ittijah wadih
li-'annaha al-mustafTd al-'awwal min nata'ij al-xamsina daman allatT madat, wa-I- 
kasib al-'akbar min hada al-dida'
wa-'illa
kayfa tadad nafsaha xasman li-1-darab wa-1-calam al'islamT wa-halTfan 
mutalahiman maca aS-sa'an al-'isra'TIT hatta law 'axrajat maxzQniha an-nawawT 
wa-dammarat bihi kull 1-mantiqah, 'ida kana dalika yadman salamatiha wa- 
muhafazatiha dala al-quwwah al-mutlaqah dala duwal al-mantiqah mujtamidatan 
tumma tatlub salaman yufradu bi-wasitatiha wa-halifatiha?

Sentence 9

L-ljLiSf Jl3 i ,jVI Sjl Sjj^JI Jjii.1 JljJI

(M al-ciraq ixtazala as-surah al-'amrTkiyyah laysa faqat ff muhTt al-macarik ad-da'irah al-an, wa-1-muntazarah maca 'Tran MCI ) 
(ACI li-'annahu an-namudaj alladT qada al-dalam li-l-ihtijaj wa-r-rafd li-'uslub al-haymanah bi-1-quwwah. ACI )

Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause

al-ciraq ixtazala as-surah al-'amrTkiyyah laysa faqat ff muhit al-macarik ad-da'irah al-an, 
wa-1-muntazarah maca 'Tran
li-'annahu an-namudaj alladT qada al-dalam li-l-ihtijaj wa-r-rafd li-'uslub al-haymanah bi-1- 
quwwah.

Sentence 10

ilij Jssa.vi »uL i> i js iji ^Julij

wa-bi-t-talT **) ( AC1 'ida kana al-ciraq taxallasa min saddam AC1 ) (CICj fa CICj ) (MCI man yuxallisahu min ma'sat al-ihtilal wa-
t-tadaxul al-xarijT? MCI)

Adjunct Phrase
Adjunct Clause attached to main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Main Clause

wa-bi-t-talT
'ida kana al-ciraq taxallasa min saddam
fa
man yuxallisahu min ma'sat al-ihtilal wa-t-tadaxul al :xarijT?

Sentence 11

j»Lill ,yk i«jlill SJjV111 U^ 'Ur1 <tl"

(SCJ wa SQ ) (MCI tilka hiya al-haqTqah allatT la tastatTc 'amrTka xidad duwal al-mantiqah biha MCI) (ACI li-'anna at-tajarub al-qa 
 imah hiya as-sahid wa-d-dalTl. AC1 )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause

wa
tilka hiya al-haqTqah allatT la tastatid 'amrTka xidad duwal al-mantiqah biha

li-'anna at-tajarb al-qa'imah hiya aS-5ahid wa-d-dalil.
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Analysis of Text 10

Sentence 1
l 4-a.j JJ AJ.llE.lj . jljjl ,>! jj j^ ̂ j JiSj Jw'y MU illj" A^jUJl -.JJ jj SjC-J Jiii jSf jj '.'••.-

( mustaciddunji-'an naqbal dacqat wazirat al-xarijiyyah al-'amnkiyyah kundulTza rayis bi-d-dahab li-abcad nuqtah ft
taczTz 'amn al-ciraq wa-icadatihi 'ila rahimihi al-carabl. MCI)

mustadiddun li-'an naqbal dacqat wazlrrat al-xarijiyyah al-'amrikiyyah kundulTza rayis bi-d-dahab 
li-abcad nuqtah ft taczTz 'amn al-diraq wa-icadatihi 'ila rahimihi al-darabT._____________

Main Clause

Sentence 2

1 l>°' JJ*-1 t>" C

Ui.w*i A i^ I\-L)| (Jj,ill * *T" j" "*-lii /
Js Jii.

I ^Jkl (j* -^-l_jJ t_il_pe-VI j>^«J (_>J ol^iul c-jj1- plji**> jL^jV Tul ojllj ,Jib V

JuU ^ J_>*jlj (Jj$-all ^^»il (J2j '^^-V Oi)Xo ^JUjI (j^ j!l 

ij-^-Nj L-it^L. (j£j tajc-ljul • t^l ul ' '1-^ ^1 t._iljuiJVl tLiI ioll

(scj lakinna scj ) (MCI Imucalajah la ta'tl bi-n-nasa'ih li-irsal sufara' carab li-bagdad MCI ) (ACI laysa li-cadam al-idtiraf bi-wahid 
min 'ahamm al-'aqtar al-carabiyyah, tanxan wa-nidalan, bal li-'anna man dahwar 'amn al-ciraq wa-'axraja min muwatinlh 
'aktar min 'arbacat malayln laji' wa-qatala al-cadad al-mahul wa-1-murawwid bi-sabab tasayyub al-'amn wa-ictimad xittat 
qatl culama'ihi, 'aw tafngihim li-malaji' 'uxra, wa-nahb atar 'ahumm dawlah ft 1-calam ff t-turat al-'insanl, tumma jalb 'Iran 
wa-l-qadidah, wa-kull mutalacib yahsal cala fursatihi cala 'ard al-ciraq, yatimm min qibalihi tawjih ad-duwal al-xalTjiyyah 
tahdldan li-'an tursil sufaraaha 'ila balad tancadim fthi wasa'il al-'amn. AC1 )

Sentential Conjunction lakinna
Main Clause Imucalajah lata'ti bi-n-nasa'ih li-irsal sufara' carab li-bagdad
Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause

laysa li-cadam al-idtiraf bi-wahid min 'ahamm al-'aqtar al-carabiyyah, tanxan wa- 
nidalan, bal li-'anna man dahwar 'amn al-ciraq wa-'axraja min muwatinlh 'aktar min 
'arbadat malayln laji' wa-qatala al-dadad al-mahul wa-1-murawwid bi-sabab tasayyub 
al-'amn wa-ictimad xittat qatl culama'ihi, 'aw tafngihim li-malaji' 'uxra, wa-nahb atar 
'ahumm dawlah ff 1-calam ff t-turat al-'insanT, tumma jalb 'Tran wa-1-qacidah, wa-kull 
mutalacib yahsal cala fursatihi cala 'ard al-ciraq, yatimm min qibalihi tawjTh ad-duwal 
al-xalljiyyah tahdTdan li-'an tursil sufaraaha 'ila balad tancadim ffhi wasa'il al-'amn.

Sentence 3

(MCI nacam li-xitat mutawazinah bi-fath afaq at-tadawun al-'amnT wa-l-iqtisadT, wa-kull ma >'ahfaz li-1-ciraq wahdatahu al- 
wataniyyah bi-kulli tanawwucatih al-madhabiyyah wa-1-qawmiyyah. MCI)

Main Clause nacam li-xitat mutawazinah bi-fath afaq at-tacawun al-'amnl wa-l-iqtisadl, wa-kull ma yahfaz li- 
ciraq wahdatahu al-wataniyyah bi-kulli tanawwucatih al-madhabiyyah wa-1-qaumiyyah.______

Sentence 4

.ijjjll OIS5UJI jtljS A»UJ|J (jiluj L. li^i iCjjll 0- .u? J ^jc 4? jx«Jul j Jill S_ki.j

( SCj lakin scj ) (MC1 'an ya'ti 'asas wa-xuttat al-gazu li-tadmlr balad carabl bi-dacawa mulhamah li-r-ra'Ts al-'amrfkT, wa-
muhafizTh al-judud min ar-rabb, fa-hada ma yatanafa wa-'absat qawadid al-cilaqat ad-dawliyyah. MCI )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

lakin
'an ya'ti 'asas wa-xuttat al-gazu li-tadmTr balad carabl bi-dacawa mulhamah li-r-ra'Ts al- 
'amrTkT, wa-muhafizih al-judud min ar-rabb, fa-hada ma yatanafa wa-'absat qawacid al- 
cilaqat ad-dawliyyah.
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Sentence 5

( J wa J ) ( 'ida kana al-ciraq mudanan li-d-dwual al-xalTjiyyah bi-mabaliga kablrah bi-sabab 'adrar harbayy gazw al- 
kuwayt wa-1-harb maca 'Tran AC1) (Clcj fa CLCj) (MCI hadihi al-masa'il tuhaddad dimna sultah ciraqiyyah tufawid 6ala hadihi al- 
qadaya wa-laysa muhtallan yadad nafsahu al-wasit al-maqbul MCI) (ACI fi 1-waqt alladT narahu min tasarrufat 'amrlkiyyah 
tunafl dalika, wa-tajdalaha fi halat xusumah daxil al-6iraq wa-mukawwinatih al-ijtimaciyyah. ACI)

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Clause attcahed to 
main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to 
main clause

wa
'ida kana al-ciraq mudanan li-d-dwual al-xalTjiyyah bi-mabaliga kablrah bi-sabab 'adrar 
harbayy gazw al-kuwayt wa-1-harb maca 'Iran
fa
hadihi al-masa'il tuhaddad dimna sultah diraqiyyah tufawid dala hadihi al-qadaya wa-laysa 
muhtallan yadaii nafsahu al-wasit al-maqbul
fi 1-waqt alladl narahu min tasarrufat 'amrlkiyyah tunafl dalika, wa-tajcalaha ft halat xusumah 
daxil al-diraq wa-mukawwinatih al-ijtimaciyyah.

Sentence 6

la-qad taxallasa al-ciraq min diktaturiyyat saddam MCCI ') (Clcj lakinna Clcj ) (MCCI2 1-badTl ja'a bi-l-'aswa'. MCCI 2 )

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

la-qad taxallasa al-ciraq min diktaturiyyat saddam
lakinna
1-badTl ja'a bi-l-'aswa'.

Sentence 7

' " ''" ^ ijjil UjLall -^ .^jla^ , " »- \ . '~ , -I \. ^ ijiiA SjLa. ^ UjUaJ Ijlj ^JJ^ll (J»J J

J • ., ' ^"j^* t>"^?^lj ^_>"^' (JjlaLLlI ^j^
^ jLll! jiill ^ ^ BjLj

SCj SCjj lacalla alladma ra'aw tatabuqan bayna halat hitlar wa-saddam dacat maqayisuhum bi-ma uctubira
tahawwuran MCCI ' ) ( ACI li-'anna al-maniya allatl dafanat kull Surur hazimatiha, ladayha al-qacidah al-cilmiyyah wa-s- 
sinaciyyah, wa-ladayha at-taqat al-ba§ariyyah wa-t-tajanus al-watanT ACI) (CICj wa cicj ) (MC 2 zawal hitlar ja'a maksaban hatta 
li-man amanu bi-culww al-cirq al-an cala sucub al-calam MCC12) (ACI li-'anna al-harb datiha fajjarat ma uctubira qanacah
mudaddah didda al-fikr an-nazi. AC1)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause 1

Clausal Conjunct
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause 2

wa
lacalla alladma ra'aw tatabuqan bayna halat hitlar wa-saddam dacat 
maqaylsihim bi-ma uctubira tahawwran
li-'anna al-maniya allatl dafanat kull surur hazlmatiha, ladayha al-qacidah al- 
cilmiyyah wa-s-sinaciyyah, wa-ladayha at-taqat al-basariyyah wa-t-tajanus al- 
watanT
wa
zawal hitlar ja'a maksaban hatta li-man amanu bi-culww al-cirq al-an cala sucub 
al-calam
li-'anna al-harb datiha fajjarat ma uctubira qana6ah mudaddah didda al-fikr an- 
nazT.

Sentence 8

U4 j ,LJuS/i

( SQ lakin sc> ) (** ff 1-halah al-6iraqiyyah **") (MCCI ' yaxtalif al-mawqif ff 1-mukawwuin al-ijtimacl wa-t-taqaff wa-hatta al- 
ahdaf MCCI ') (Clcj wa ac> ) huna (MCCI2 ja'a al-i6tiraf al-'amrTki bi-sucubat at-taxallus min kabus al-ciraq, 'an bahatat ft n-nataij, 
wa-lam tabhat al-'asbab allatl min 'ajliha tahawwala al-ciraq 'ila bu'rat sirac 'iqllmT wa-dawlT, fa-kanat al-wasaya as-sadirah
min kundullza. MCCI
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Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Phrase attached to 
main coordinated Clause 1
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

lakin
ff 1-halah al-diraqiyyah

yaxtalif al-mawqif ff 1-mukawwuin al-ijtimadf wa-t-taqaff wa-hatta al-ahdaf
wa
ja'a al-ictiraf al-'amrlkT bi-sudubat at-taxallus min kabus af-ciraq, 'an bahatat ff n-nataij, wa- 
lam tabhat al-'asbab allatl min 'ajliha tahawwala al-ciraq 'ila bu'rat sirad 'iqlTmT wa-dawll, 
fa-kanat al-wasaya as-sadirah min kundulTza.

Sentence 9

(MCCI i< amrlka quwwah cuzma bi-la munazid MCCI ') (Clcj lakin ciq) (MCCI 2 lam yatawajad ff hadihi al-quwwah al-'idarah al- 

wadiyah li-haqTqat ma yajrT ff 1-calam min ixtilafat qawmiyyah, 'aw dmiyyah, 'aw ixtilalat siyasiyyah. ' 2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

'amrika quwwah duzma bi-la munazid
lakin
lam yatawajad ff hadihi al-quwwah al-'idarah al-waciyah li-haqlqat 
ixtilafat qawmiyyah, 'aw dmiyyah, 'aw ixtilalat siyasiyyah.

ma yajn ff 1-calam min

Sentence 10

l JjlviSl Sic JJJ l_ljj=Jl (_>^_ji. S-'jW-' L)' t"

(Cjt wa maca 'anna cjt) (MC1 tajarub xawd al-hurub bayna al-kuriyyatayn, wa-fftnam, tumma al-ciraq, tumma at-tadaxxul ff s- 
sumal wa-lubnan, lam tudac cala qacidat at-tahlll as-siyasi wa-1-iqtisadf wa-wadcaha ff mawazfn al-makasib wa-1-xasa'ir. MCI)

Conjunct
Main Clause

wa maca 'anna
tajarub xawd al-hurub bayna al-kuriyyatayn, wa-fftnam, tumma al-ciraq, tumma at- 
tadaxxul ff ?-?umal wa-lubnan, lam tudac cala qacidat at-tahlll as-siyasi wa-1-iqtisadT wa 
wadcaha ff mawazTn al-makasib wa-1-xasa'ir.

Sentence 11

J jUJI Jjjll
. CjbU=JI

(scj wa scj ) huna (MC1 la budda, 'ida kanat al-idarah al-'amrlkiyyah jaddah ff mudalajat 'awdac al-mantiqah, bi-dun tajzi'ah li- 
l-hulul (cvp ' 'an tatasawa al-kiffah maca al-filastfniyyln wa-l-ciraqiyyln cvp ') (Clcj wa Clcj ) (cvp 2 'an tajid maxrajan 'aktar 
qabiliyyah li-tasfiyat al-hisabat maca al-calam al-'islamf CVP2) MC1 ) (ACI bi-fath nawafid tucawwid al-'afgan can hurubihim at- 

tawflah allatl wuddifat bi-'aswa' 'ahwaliha li-masalih lam tuhaqqiq 'ayyi nata'ij hatta li-d-duwal al-gaziyah. ACI )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

Coordinated Verb Phrase 1 within 
main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Verb Phrase 2 within 
main clause
Adjunct Clause attached to 

coordinated verb phrase 2

wa
la budda, 'ida kanat al-idarah al-'amrlkiyyah jaddah ff mucalajat 'awdac al- 
mantiqah, bi-dun tajzi'ah li-1-hulul'an tatasawa al-kiffah maca al-filastTniyyln 
wa-l-ciraqiyyln wa'an tajid maxrajan 'aktar qabiliyyah li-tasfiyat al-hisabat 
mada al-calam al-'islamT
'an tatasawa al-kiffah maca al-filastlniyyfn wa-1-ciraqiyym

wa
'an tajid maxrajan 'aktar qabiliyyah li-tasfiyat al-hisabat maca al-calam al- 
'islamT
bi-fath nawafid tudawwid al-'afgan dan hurubihim at-tawilah allatl wuddifat bi- 
'aswa' 'ahwaliha li-masalih lam tuhaqqiq 'ayyi nata'ij hatta li-d-duwal al- 

gaziyah.
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Sentence 12
. i^^SlI j=v*JI A-lLij ^ JaSa ^LjliJI CAJl£ I j) 4J*J3 jiil t_l?.l_j!l IJA ijS

(MCCI ' al-ciraq mas'Oliyyah darabiyyah MCCI ') (Clc' lakinna Clcj ) (MCCI 2 hada al-wajib yafqid qlmatahu 'ida kanat al-gayat faqat 
hiya tagtiyat al-cajz al-'amnkT. MCCI 2)

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

al-c~iraq mas'uliyyah carabiyyah
lakinna
hada al-wajib yafqid qimatahu 'ida kanat 
'amrikT.

al-gayat faqat hiya tagtiyat al-cajz al-

Sentence 13

(SC) wa scj ) (M duna 'Tjad damanat li-l-'amn ad-daxill AP) ( Subclcj fa Subcicj ) (MCCI ' 'inna al-ciraq sa-yabqa halah mucaqqadah, 
wa-sa-yadxuluhu 'aktar min lacib MCC1 ') (Clcj wa CICJ) (MCCI2 n-natTjah giyab at-tasawwrat li-'ayyi hall yabruz ft l-'ufuq al-
hoWH MCCI 2-,bacTd. MCC12)

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Phrase attached to main 
coordinated clause 1
Sub-Clausal Conjunction '
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa
duna 'Tjad damanat li-l-'amn ad-daxilT

fa
'inna al-ciraq sa-yabqa halah mucaqqadah, 
min lacib

wa-sa-yadxuluhu 'aktar

wa
n-natljah giyab at-tasawwrat li-'ayi ha! yabruz ft l-'ufuq al-bacld.

Analysis of Text 11

Sentence 1

.Sj~Jl

fi l-ciraq AP) ( MU ixtalatat al-'atyaf bi-fusul as-sanah. MU )

Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause
Main Clause

fi l-ciraq
ixtalatat al-'atyaf bi-fusul as-sanah.

Sentence 2

(MCCI 2 
Clcj wa CICj MCCI

(Cjt wa maca 'anna cjt) (MCCI ' hada al-watan al-mankub yamlik al-qudrah cala tajawuz halatihi MCC1 ') (cjt 'ilia 'anna cjl) ( 
al-jadal hawla al-ittifaqiyyah al-'amniyyah wa mubarriratiha yajcal al-hukm li-l-ciraqiyln wahdahum MCCI 2 ) (Clcj wa CICj ) ( 
3 hatta man yajtahidQn bi-r-rafd wa-1-qabul, ta'tT ara'uhum dimna mawqif yasil 'ila al-hurriyyah al-maqbulah MCCI 3 ), (ACI 
cindama yakun tadawul al-mawduc qa'iman cala al-ara' wa-l-'aglabiyyah. ACI )

Conjunct
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Conjunct (but of type not found in 
English)
Main Coordinated Clause, 2

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 3

Adjunct Clause attached to main 
coordinated clause 3

wa maca 'anna
hada al-watan al-mankub yamlik al-qudrah cala tajawuz halatihi
'ilia 'anna

al-jadal hawla al-ittifaqiyyah al-'amniyyah wa mubarriratiha yajcal al-hukm 
li-l-ciraciyln wahdahum
wa
hatta man yajtahidun bi-r-rafd wa-1-qabul, ta'ti ara'uhum dimna mawqif yasil 
'ila al-hurriyyah al-maqbulah,
cindama yakun tadawul al-mawduc qa'iman cala al-ara' wa-l-'aglabiyyah.
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Sentence 3
. (f201 1) fit y* ijSjj-SM viljill Ej>. jl »IL dija. ,> Ajje .-is^Jl J jf-

(Cjl   gayra ' annac|Cjt) (MCI al-mawqif yadac al-'as'ilah bi-6adad al-'ajwibah, min hayt baqa' 'aw xuruj al-quwwat al-'amrlkiyyah
II C3JT1 20 11. )

Conjunct
Main Clause

gayra 'anna
al-mawq if yadac al-'as'ilah bi-cadad 
'amrikiyyah fT cam 2011.

al-'ajuibah, min hayt baqa' 'aw xuruj al-quwwat al-

Sentence 4

(MCI ar-ra'Ts al-muntaxab as-sayid 'ubama wa-bi-nafs at-tazamun li-tawqlc al-ittifaqiyyah wa-iqrariha yuclin 'annahu sa- 
yashab quwwatahu min al-ciraq wa-'irsaliha 'ila 'afganistan MCI ) (ACI mubarriran 'anna wujud al-qacidah sara mutajaddiran 
hunak wa-yanbagl mutaradatiha. ACI )

Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause

ar-ra'Is al-muntaxab as-sayid 'ubama wa-bi-nafs at-tazamun li-tawqic al-ittifaqiyyah 
wa-iqrariha yuclin 'annahu sa-yashab quwwatahu min al-diraq wa-'irsaliha 'ila 
'afganistan
mubarriran 'anna wujud al-qa£idah sara mutajaddiran hunak wa-yanbagT 
mutaradatiha.

Sentence 5

L.IJJ!

(scj wa SCj) (MCI madna hada 'anna 'afkar ar-ra'Tsayn al-'amrlkiyyayn la taltaqi cala fikrat al-baqa' 'aw al-jala' 
waqt alladT yumkin ta'kld 'ubama dala al-axar buS, wifqan li-wududihi 'atna' al-intixabat. AP)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

Adjunct Phrase attached to main 
clause

wa
macna hada 'anna 'afkar ar-ra'Tsayn al-'amnkiyyayn la taltaqT cala fikrat al-baqa' 'aw 
al-jala'
fT-1-waqt alladT yumkin ta'kTd 'ubama cala al-axar bu§, wifqan li-wucudihi 'atna' al- 
intixabat.

Sentence 6

U-LS

(MCC1 ' qatcan hunak maxatir min baqa' 'aw dahab al-quwwat al-'amrTkiyyah MCCI ') (DC1 'id la yOjad badTl darabl, 'aw hatta 
'islamT yumkinuhu at-tacwTd can tilka al-quwwah DCI ) (Clcj wa CICj ) (MCCI 2 hatta wa-law wujidat tilka al-quwwah fa hiya ff 
'ahsan al-'ahwal sa-tabqa quwwat muraqabah wa-fasl bayna mutanazicln MCCI 2), (AC1 cala caks al-jayS al-'amrTkT alladT 
yuctabaru mutaSabikan caskariyyan wa-siyasiyyan maca al-fasa'il al-ciraqiyyah al-mutanazicah , wa-yu'addT dawrahu 'in 
silban 'aw 'Tjaban. ACI)

Main Coordinated Clause 1
Disjunct Clause attached to Main 
Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjnction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Adjunct Clause attached to main 
coordinated clause 2

qatcan hunak maxatir min baqa' 'aw dahab al-quwwat al-'amrTkiyyah
'id la yujad badll carabl, 'aw hatta 'islamT yumkinuhu at-taculd can tilka al-quwwah

wa
hatta wa-law wujidat tilka al-quwwah fa hiya fT 'ahsan al-'ahwal sa-tabqa quwwat 
muraqabah wa-fasl bayna mutanazicTn,
cala caks al-jay5 al-'amrTkT alladT yuctabaru mutaSabikan caskariyyan wa-siyasiyyan 
maca al-fasa'il al-ciraqiyyah al-mutanazi<5ah , wa-yu'addT dawrahu 'in silban 'aw 
'Tjaban.
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Sentence 7

Sjjiil

(scj wa SCj ) (MCI al-'amr al-axar 'anna quwwat al-'amn al-ciraqT la tamlik al-qudrah cala sadd al-farag MCI ) ( ACI hatta law 
rafacat bactf 1-quwa sicarat al-xuruj li-1-quwwah al-'ajnabiyyah ACI) (ACI talama al-jayS wa-1-quwwat al-'amniyyah al- 
ciraqiyyah ft marhalat at-takwin. ACI )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to main clause
Adjunct Clause dependent on the previous 
adjunct clause

wa
al-'amr al-axar 'anna quwwat al-'amn al-ciraqi la tamlik al-qudrah cald 
sadd al-farag
hatta law rafadat badd 1-qiua §icarat al-xuruj li-1-quwwah al-'ajnabiyyah
talama al-jay§ wa-1-quwwat al-'amniyyah al-ciraqiyyah ft marhalat 
at-takuin.

Sentence 8

^i <J| jijill jljajj ̂ j ji CJVti».l ^Ic SialJ (> JiSi -'•_•••• CJl

(SQ wa SCj ) (MCI baqa' al-quwwat (cvp ' sa-yaftah 'aktar min nafidah cala ihtimalat 'an tatadacaf al-muqawamah cvp ') 
'aw CICj ) (cvp 2 ff 'aswa' az-zuruf yatimm at-taqslm wa-'iqrar al-fidraliyyah ff 1-manatiq at-talat. cvp 2) MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

Coordinated Verb Phrase 1
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Verb Phrase 2

wa
baqa' al-quwwat sa-yaftah 'aktar min nafidah cala ihtimalat 'an tatadacaf al- 
muqawamah 'aw ff 'aswa' az-zuruf yatim at-taqslm wa-'iqrar al-fidraliyyah ff I- 
manatiq at-talat.
sa-yaftah 'aktar min nafidah cala ihtimalat 'an tatadadaf al-muqawamah
'aw

ff 'aswa' az-zuruf yatim at-taqsim wa-'iqrar al-fidraliyyah ff 1-manatiq at-talat.

(CICj

Sentence 9

/ 'amrlka ff halah muxtalifah ma bayna zaman al-gazu wa-!-ihtilal, wa-ma bayna al-waqic al-mustajidd MCCI K /ACI

cindama Sahidat 'aswa' zarf mall qad yacsif bi-1-katlr min al-maSarfc wa-t-tatallucat wa 'aktaruha ihtimaman taqlis al-quwwat 
al-xarijiyyah wa-qawacidiha al-munta5irah ff muczam qarrat al-calam AC1) (Clcj wa Clcj ) (MCCI2 hiya dacwah rubbama talqa 
ta'yTdan mutlaqan ff tawffr takalTf tilka al-quwwah, wa-ibcad 'amrTka can al-cadawat al-mutajaddidah maca §ucub al-calam.

Main Coordinated Clause 1

Adjunct Clause attached to 
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

'amrTka ff halah muxtalifah ma bayna zaman al-gazu wa-1-ihtilal, wa-ma bayna al-waqic al- 
mustajidd
cindama Sahidat 'aswa' zarf mall qad yacsif bi-1-katlr min al-maSanc wa-t-tatallucat wa 
'aktaruh'a ihtimaman taqlls al-quwwat al-xarijiyyah wa-qawacidiha al-munta§irah ff muczam 
qarrat al-calam
wa
hiya dacwah rubbama talqa ta'yldan mutlaqan ff tawffr takahf tilka al-quwwah, wa-ibcad 
'amrfka can al-cadawat al-mutajaddidah maca sucub al-calam.

Sentence 10
<^jljiJl sli Jl=- ^ (3' jJ' i>' OJJ -W

(MCI ar-rabt bayna 'amn al-ciraq ff hal baqa' al-quwwat al-'amrlkiyyah, wa-1-fawda ff hal xurujiha yazalu mawducan daqlqan
wa-hassasan. MCI )

Main Clause ar-rabt bayna 'amn al-ciraq ff hal baqa' al-quwwat al-'amnkiyyah, wa-1-fawda ff hal xurujiha yazalu 
mawducan daqlqan wa-hassasan._____________________________________
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Sentence 11

Sri van. j- * v jui .<»

( ' wa J)(_ ff hadihi al-hal )( ' la budda min munaqaSat al-'amr bi-diqqah ka-5a'n diraql bacfdan dan muzayadat ad- 
duvva^ al-'iqlimiyyah, 'aw al-xarijiyyah, 'ida ma kanat al-maslihah al-wataniyyah tatadala dala gayriha MCCI ') (cicj lakin clg) 
(MCCI2 bi-surut "alia tajcal al-ihtilal al-caskari darldah li-t-taxwff min ixtilal al-'amn, lakin ka-marhalah yuqarriruha tarafa al- 
calaqah, wa-yucad jala'uhu badd istinfad a'l-garad minhu. MCC12)

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Phrase attached to 
main clause 1
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa
ff hadihi al-hal

la budda min munaqaSat al-'amr bi-diqqah ka-5a'n ciraql bacldan can muzayadat ad- 
duwal al-'iqlTmiyyah, 'aw al-xarijiyyah, 'ida ma kanat al-maslihah al-wataniyyah 
tatacala dala gayriha
lakin
bi-surut 'alia tajcal al-ihtilal al-6askarl darldah li-t-taxwlf min ixtilal al-'amn, lakin 
ka-marhalah yuqarriruha tarafa al-calaqah, wa-yucad jala'uhu bacd istinfad al-garad 
minhu.

Sentence 12

( qatcan al-xilaf bayna al-xalaf wa-s-salaf ,bu$ wa-'ubama, cala al-wadc al-ciraqT qad yusag ka-ma§ruc wa-qarar ff 'amrlka.
MCK

Main Clause qatcan al-xilaf bayna al-xalaf wa-s-salaf ,bQ5 wa-'ubama, cala al-wadc al-ciraqT qad yusag ka- 
maSruc wa-qarar ft 'amrlka.____________________________________

Sentence 13

i-1 jili
u,Vl jJlJj J5U. ( . J3U. ;

l_ljJ=Jb -Ujij jl

f jUilU JoljiVI jl .iljaJll J3U. (> JjUUb
JJ J) ijl_>»Jl-J JJ«J ^1 Z_>kii]l ^ ̂ Ij Jflmnll

(SQ wa SCj ) (MCC1 ' mi|lu had_a_al-ihtimal yajcal al-mas'uliyyah cala al-ciraqiyym 'ahamm wa-'aktar tahdldan li-'ayyi slnaryu 
qadim MCCI I . /CICj wa CICJ ) (MCCI2 tabqa masa'il hasm al-xilafat bayna 'atraf an-nizaii tuhaddiduha mas'uliyyat kull taraf MCCI2)
( ACI li-'anna al-'igraq bi-t-tafa'ul min xilal at-tajzi'ah, 'aw al-'ifra{ bi-t-taSa'um min xilal cib' al-wahdah al-wataniyyah la 
vursamu min xilal waqa'ic al-'ams wa-1-yawm, wa-'innamamin sulb al-maslihah al-wataniyyah ft al-mustaqbal wa-1-latT hiya 
al-qantarah allati tacbur bi-l-ciraq 'ila barr al-'aman, 'aw tugriquhu bi-1-hurub wa-t-tadaxullat al-'ajnabiyyah wa-l-
'iqlTmiyyah. )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2
Adjunct Clause attached to main 
coordinated clause 2

wa
mitlu hada al-ihtimal yajcal al-mas'uliyyah cala al-ciraqiyyln 'ahamm wa-'aktar 
tahdldan li-'ayyi slnaryu qadim
wa
tabqa masa'il hasm al-xilafat bayna 'atraf an-nizac tuhaddiduha mas'uliyyat kull taraf
li-'anna al-'igraq bi-t-tafa'ul min xilal at-tajzi'ah, 'aw al-'ifrat bi-t-ta§a'um min xilal 
cib' al-wahdah al-wataniyyah la yursamu min xilal waqa'ic al-'ams wa-1-yawm, wa- 
'innama min sulb al-maslihah al-wataniyyah ff al-mustaqbal wa-1-latT hiya al-qantarah 
allatT tacbur bi-l-ciraq 'ila barr al-'aman, 'aw tugriquhu bi-1-hurub wa-t-tadaxullat al- 
'ajnabiyyah wa-l-'iqlfmiyyah.
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Sentence 14

. W5,!CJ )-C? bi "ma ' anna a| -fura$ sanihah fTjaww yuctabar 'aktar 'amanan wa-tahqlqan li-1-maslihah al-wataniyyah ACI ), 
J fa J ) ( hal ya'tT caqd al-wahdah al-wataniyyah bi-caqd gayr qabil li-n-naqd? Mcl)

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause
Clausal Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
bi-ma 'anna al-furas sanihah fTjaww yuctabar 'aktar 'amanan wa-taliqiqan li-I-majlihah 
al-wataniyyah
fa
hal ya'tT caqd al-wahdah al-wataniyyah bi-daqd gayr qabil li-n-naqd 1?

Analysis of Text 12

Sentence 1

( 'amrlka tawarratat wa warratat gayriha bi-camal caskan fT 1-ciraq. MCI)

Main Clause | 'amrTka tawarratat wa warratat gayriha bi-camal caskarT fT l-6iraq.

Sentence 2

LJ L. bHi.^Uill

(scj fa scj ) ( MCCI ' takalTf al-ihtilal tabnT al-qarrah al-'afriqiyyah law ja'at min xilal tawajjuh 'insani, wa tun§i' bankan 
dawliyyan yutcim malayln al-fuqara', wa-yahill 'azmatahum MCCI ') (GI<;J lakinna Clcj ) (MCCI 2 1-cama as-siyasT hatta law ja'a 
min dawlat mu'asasat cuzma, fa-'inna al-'afkar galiban ma tasqut 'amam al-waqic al-ficlT li-l-macarik. MCCI2)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

fa
takalTf al-ihtilal tabnT al-qarrah al-'afrlqiyyah law ja'at min xilal tawajjuh 'insam, 
watunSi' bankan dawliyyan yutcim malaym al-fuqara', wa-yahill 'azmatahum
lakinna
l-<5ama as-siyasT hatta law ja'a min dawlat mu'asasat cuzma, fa-'inna al-'afkar 
galiban ma tasqut 'amam al-waqid al-ficlT li-l-macarik.

Sentence 3

L#jS»ll -1- ••'<!_ 5jliil Aji jJbJI j ijL V i i L.

(scj wa scj ) (MCI ma taddacih 'amrTka min 'injazat wa-intisarat la yaqillu fT saklihi al-mubalag fTh can najah al-hukumat at- 
tawriyyah bi-intisaratiha al-gariqah bi-1-wahm, wa-t-tasattuh al-fikn wa-s-siyasl. MC1 )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
ma taddacTh 'amrTka min 'injazat wa-intisarat la yaqillu fT saklihi al-mubalag fTh can 
najah al-hukumat at-tawriyyah bi-intisaratiha al-gariqah bi-I-wahm, wa-t-tasattuh al- 
fikn wa-s-siyasT.

Sentence 4

( MCCI ' al-ciraq yamurru bi-marhalah harijah jiddan MCCI ') (clcj fa Clcj ) ( MCCI 2 'imma 'an takOn ad-dawlah al-markaziyy^hiya 
qitar al-'amn alladT yaqud wahdat al-watan, 'aw tartahin li-l-milTsTyyat wa-t-tajammucat al-cirqiyyah wa-l-'atamyyah. )
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Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

al-ciraq yamurru bi-marhalah harijah jiddan
fa
'imma 'an takun ad-dawlah al-markaziyyah hiya qitar al-'amn alladj yaqud 
wahdat al-watan, 'aw tartahin li-l-millslyyat wa-t-tajammucat al-cirqiyyah wa-1- 
'ataniyyah.

Sentence 5

g jU. *JjA]l jjS Ulic iaJU-3 Ju j .iil«3ll S-uJ jl jji JjJI J jit, j

( SCJ wa SCJ ) ( MCI yabdu 'anna as-sayyid nQr al-malikl carifa 'anna lucbat at-tahdi'ah wa-1-karasi al-mutaharrikah lam tacud 
salihah cindama takun ad-dawlah xarij sultatiha al-qanuniyyah. MCI)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
yabdu 'anna as-sayyid nuri al-malikT carifa 'anna lucbat at-tahdi'ah wa-1-karasi al- 
mutaharrikah lam tacud salihah cindama takun ad-dawlah xarij sultatiha al-qanuniyyah.

Sentence 6

(SCj wa SCj ) (MCCI ' rubbama kana al-'amrTkan 'aktar diqan min halat at-tasattut wa-dayad haybat ad-dawlah MCCI ') (CICj wa 
C1CJ ) huna (MCCI2 ja'at darurat al-hasm maca jays al-mahdl 'awwalan tumma hall al-millsTyyat at-tabicah li-s-sadr MCCI 2 ) (clc-i
wa C1CJ ) (ACI hatta law 'uctubira dalika tajammudan li-fuqara' as-sTcah tahta mazallat zacimihim AC1), (cjt 'ilia 'anna CJt) (
wujud duwal daxil dawlah, wa-'ajhizah tuwajih al-'amn bi-ism tahrlr al-ciraq min al-muhtal la yumkin 'an yaxliqa dawlah bi-
qawanm marciyyah wa-tabitah. MCCI 3

Sentential Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

Clausal Conjunction
Adjunct Clause attached to 
main coordinated clause 3
Conjunct (but of type not found 
in English)
Main Coordinated Clause 3

wa
rubbama kana al-'amrTkan 'aktar diqan min halat at-tasattut wa-dayad haybat ad- 
dawlah
wa
ja'at darurat al-hasm mada jays al-mahd! 'awwalan tumma hall al-millslyyat at- 
tabicah li-s-sadr
wa
hatta law 'uctubira dalika tajammucan li-fuqara' as-slcah tahta mazallat zacTmihim,

'ilia 'anna

wujQd duwal daxil dawlah, wa-'ajhizah tuwajih al-'amn bi-ism tahrlr al-ciraq min 
al-muhtal la yumkin 'an yaxliqa dawlah bi-qawanln marciyyah wa-tabitah.

Sentence 7

(MCI al-'axta'u katlrah. MCI)

Main Clause | al-'axta'u katlrah. 

Sentence 8

wa i acai| a al-hudnah maca al-quwa allatT bada'at silmiyyah tumma tajaddarat fiha taskllat mugayirah wa-
cvpmunafisah li-1-hukm ( lam tusabbib 'ihrajan faqat li-d-dawlah 

masmuh bihi 'ila al-'alwan al-hamra'.CVP2) MCI)

cvp ') (CICj wa-'innama Clcj ) ( xarajat can al-xatt al-
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Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

Coordinated Verb Phrase 1 
within main clause
Clausal Conjunction
Coordinated Verb Phrase 2 
within main clause

wa
ladalla al-hudnah maca al-qiwa allatT bada'at silmiyyah tumma tajaddarat ffha 
taSkTlat mugayirah wa-munafisah li-1-hukm lam tusabbib 'ihrajan faqat li-d-dawlah 
wa-'innama xarajat dan al-xat al-masmuh bihi 'ila al-'alwan al-hamra'.
lam tusabbib 'ihrajan faqat li-d-dawlah

wa-'innama
xarajat can al-xat al-masmuh bihi 'ila al-'alwan al-hamra'.

Sentence 9

llfri* JlUa V AJ S-LP- »j ' J! "l <-.Lil

(SCj wa SCj) huna (MCI irtahana wujud ra'Ts al-wuzara' wa-d-dawlah bi-'inha' hadihi al-'azamat MCI) (M li-imtidad al-mu§kilah 
'ila al-quwwat al-mutawajidah, wa-istinzaf amwal lam yacud dafid ad-dara'ib al-'amnkT yaqbalaha wa-'amamahu 'aswa' an- 
nata'ij ff idarat harb cabatiyyah la ta'ila minha wa-la fa'idah. AP)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

Adjunct Phrase attached to main clause

wa
irtahana wujud ra'Ts al-wuzara' wa-d-dawlah bi-'inha' hadihi al- 
'azamat
li-imtidad al-mu5kilah 'ila al-quwwat al-mutawajidah, wa-istinzaf 
'amwal lam yacud dafid ad-dara'ib al-'amnkT yaqbalaha wa- 
'amamahu 'aswa' an-nata'ij fT idarat harb dabatiyyah la ta'ila minha 
wa-la fa'idah.

Sentence 10

J A^oll OJA J

(SCJ wa sc^ (ACI [j.'anna ai_jhtilal tahawwala 'ila qadiyyah 'amrikiyyah ACI) (cicj fa Clcj ) (MCI 'inna haybat al-quwwah, wa-1- 
madna alladT sa-yatimm calayhi at-tasa'ul law insahabat al-quwwat wal-muhakamat allatT sa-tanSa' ff zilliha, jacalat ar-ra'Ts
bus yufakkir jiddiyyan bi-galq malaffat at-tatahun al-ciraqT ad-daxilT wa-hadihi 
wataniyyah. MCI )

1-marrah bi-wasitat quwa al-'amn al-

Sentential Conjunction
Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause
Clausal Conjunction
Main Clause

wa
li-'anna al-ihtilal tahawwala 'ila qadTyyah 'amrTkiyyah

fa
'inna haybat al-quwwah, wa-1-macna allad! sa-yatimm calayhi at-tasa'ul law insahabat 
al-quwwat wal-muhakamat allatT sa-tansa' fi zilliha, jacalat ar-ra'Ts bus yufakkir 
jiddiyyan bi-galq malaffat at-tatahun al-ciraqT ad-daxilT wa-hadihi 1-marrah bi-wasitat 
qiua al-'amn al-wataniyyah.

Sentence 1 1

.ijclill ,> j^&c. Jic. ^iuill jl 5JU. ( i <UjjJl ji ! «<i5lj«Jl U-1^1 (^ *ili.ljll

5Jc.lj Jjial JjLjj jUul 1<J-" J1 ^'"-1 5

(scj lakin scj ) (MCI man yuqawwimun al-halah ad-daxiliyyah ff 1-mudun al-diraqiyyah yactaqiduna 'anna al-wartah 'aqwa min 
mas'alat hujum cala milTSiya 'aw tathir hayyin ma, 'aw al-qabd cala danasir min al-qacidah MC1 ) (ACI talama al-harb 'axlat al- 
ciraq min muqawwimat al-hayah, wa-rasamat xututan mutacarrijah istahala madaha 'ijad wasa'il 'amniyyah facilah. ACI )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Clause

Adjunct Clause attached to main 
clause ____________ .

lakin
man yuqawwimun al-halah ad-daxiliyyah ff 1-mudun al-diraqiyyah yactaqiduna 
'anna al-wartah 'aqwa min mas'alat hujum cala milTSiya 'aw tathTr hayyin ma, 'aw 
al-qabd cala danasir min al-qacidah
talama al-harb 'axlat al-diraq min muqawwimat al-hayah, wa-rasamat xututan 
mutacarrijah istahala macaha 'ijad wasa'il 'amniyyah facilah.
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Sentence 12

jj|_

(SQ fa scJ)(MCCii n-naftyunhab MCCII )(clc'wa clcj) 
al-'amrTkT daxala mazadat al-lucbah al-maddiyyah quwwah. MCC14)

Oljljj* (j^J .jfsj^ft jl (jiuijl j i<jjjj jJj j5

-fasad al-'idan balaga darwatahu MCCI2) (Clcj
) (

Clcj wa C1CK ,MCCI 4
wa Clcj)(MCCI3 I-jay5

l-hukumah bila rafid Sadbi yudtTha haqq-1-

Sentential Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 3
Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 4

fa
n-naft yunhab
wa
l-fasad al-'idari balaga darwatahu
wa
1-jayS al-'amrlkT daxala mazadat al-ludbah al-maddiyyah
wa .
I-hukumah bila rafid SacbT yudtlha haqq-l-quwwah.

Sentence 13

' ^j X- ll

j'~; ill i' J ^ II . - Jl i

^ _J ^ ' ~ ' ljV ' ^ ''^ ^'< '

. likj i ' jj- -II ijjji ialjUjI .-.I.--. "11 ) - 1 - -- 11

( J wa J ) ( hadihi al-cawamil faradat 'uslub al-muwajahah wa-'in lam yakun mutakafi'an ) ( li-'anna masadir 
dacm al-milTSiyat wa-man yuqawimun as-sunnah bi-ism aS-slcah 'aw al-caks, 'inqasamu min daxil bT'at al-camal al-maslahT 
'ila ad-datT, 'aw Sibh at-tajamucat al-ca'iliyyah wa-l-fi 'awiyyah as-sagTrah. ACI) (CICj wa cicj ) huna (MCCI2 ja'at muhawalat al- 
musalahat allatT rafaqatha bacd at-tanazulat 'an qawwat badd a§-Say' wadd ad-dawlah. MCCI2 )

Sentential Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1
Adjunct Clause attached to main 
coordinated clause 1

Clausal Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 2

wa
hadihi al-cawamil faradat 'uslub al-muwajahah wa-'in lam yakun mutakafi'an
li-'anna masadir dacm al-mill$iyat wa-man yuqawimun as-sunnah bi-ism aS-sTcah 'aw 
al-caks, 'inqasamu min daxil bT'at al-6amal al-masIahT 'ila ad-datT, 'aw Sibh at- 
tajamudat al-ca'iliyyah wa-1-fi'awiyyah as-sagirah.
wa
ja'at muhawalt al-musalahat allatT rafaqatha bacd at-tanazulat 'an qawwat bacd aS-say' 
wade ad-dawlah.

Sentence 14

AJJJC ^ j3j ij ijl J«JI

j_,>LJi

(scj lakinna scj) (MCCI ' ar-riyah allatT tahubb min xarij al-ciraq, wa-l-lattl jacalathu waraqat musawamah maca 'Iran, wa-quwa 
carabiyyah 'uxra. xalaqat muSkilat attadwTr as-siyasT MCCI ') (ApCI 'ayy 'anna al-'iradah al-wataniyyah iftaqadat saniciha Ap ) 
(CIC' wa Clcj ) ( AP min huna AP) (MCCI2 ja'at al-mu5kilah allatT la tajid al-hulul as-sahlah. MCC12)

Sentential Conjunction
Main Coordinated Clause 1

A clause appositive to main clause 
1
Clausal Conjunction
Adjunct Phrase attached to main 
coordinated clause 2
Main Coordinated Clause 2

lakinna
ar-rivah allatT tahubb min xarij al-ciraq, wa-1-lattT jacalathu waraqat musawamah maca 
'Tran wa-qiwa carabiyyah 'uxra, xalaqat muSkilat attadwTr as-siyasT
'ayy 'anna al-'iradah al-wataniyyah iftaqadat saniciha

wa
min huna

ja'at al-muskilah allatT la tajid al-hulul as-sahlah.
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APPENDIX C: Thematic analysis of English Texts
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Analysis of Text 1

Sentence 1

(T ( " Wej )(Rvr do not know how many civilians died in the assault which Israel launched on Hamas in Gaza at 11.30am on 
Saturday R ) T), ( R (  because Israel TO) (R* prevents foreign journalists as well as Israeli ones from entering the strip. RVR) R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

We do not know how many civilians died in the assault which Israel launched 
on Hamas in Gaza at 1 1 .30am on Saturday
We
do not know how many civilians died in the assault which Israel launched on 
Hamas in Gaza at 1 1 .30am on Saturday
because Israel prevents foreign journalists as well as Israeli ones from entering 
the strip.
because Israel
prevents foreign journalists as well as Israeli ones from entering the strip.

Sentence 2

(' ( m But we nl ) (Kvr do know that the air raids brought the biggest total loss of life on a single day in Gaza in 40 years Rvr) T ): 
(R more than 230 Palestinians. R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Main Rheme

But we do know that the air raids brought the biggest total loss of life on a single 
day in Gaza in 40 years
But we
do know that the air raids brought the biggest total loss of life on a single day in 
Gaza in 40 years
more than 230 Palestinians.

Sentence 3

(T (m The death toll by last night nl ) (KU had climbed to nearly 290 KU ) '), ( K with more than 700 wou

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

The death toll by last night had climbed to nearly 290
The death toll by last night
had climbed to nearly 290

with more than 700 wounded.

Sentence 4

(T This 1) (R in reply to hundreds of rockets from Hamas militants R) which killed one Israeli in six months.

Main Theme
Main Rheme

This
in reply to hundreds of rockets from Hamas militants

Sentence 5

(T But the equation T) (R is always like this. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

But the equation
is always like this.
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Sentence 6

( ( We )( also know that to have chosen to strike on a Saturday morning Rvr) T). when the streets of this impoverished 
enclave were full, (R showed the same indifference to human life that Israel charges its enemies with. R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

We also know that to have chosen to strike on a Saturday morning
We
also know that to have chosen to strike on a Saturday morning
showed the same indifference to human life that Israel charges its enemies with.

Sentence 7

(T (™ When the suicide bombers  ) (RVr reply in cafes and shops Rvr) T), as they inevitably will. (R (  Israel  ) (RVR will reel 
in horror. RVR ) R )

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main Rheme
Rheme within main Rheme

When the suicide bombers reply in cafes and shops
When the suicide bombers
reply in cafes and shops
Israel will reel in horror.
Israel
will reel in horror.

Sentence 8

(T But it T)(R will shut out of its mind the blood its warplanes have caused to flow in Gaza this weekend. R)

Main
Main

Theme
Rheme

But it
will shut 
Gaza this

out of its 
weekend.

mind the blood its warplanes have caused to flow in

Sentence 9

(T The foreign minister. Tzipi Livni T), (R warned loudly of her government's intention to topple Hamas if it did not stop the 
rocket fire. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The foreign minister, Tzipi Livni,
warned loudly of her government's intention 
rocket fire.

to topple Hamas if it did not stop the

Sentence 10

(T But both she and the defence minister, Ehud Barak T), (R are responsible for dropping over 100 tones of explosives on up to 
100 targets in a strip of land crowded with 1.5 million people. )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

But both she and the defence minister, Ehud Barak,
are responsible for dropping over 100 tones of explosives on up to 
crowded with 1.5 million people.

100 targets in a strip of land

Sentence 11

(m, (TM+Ri A hammer blow * )_ (RVT+R1 is intended to terrorise R 1 ) T+R1 ) (T+R2 (RNT+R2 and that RVWU ) ( +R2 is exactly
what Israel did yesterday. T\T+R2
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Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within themaic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within thematic Structure 2 is exactly what Israel did yesterday

A hammer blow is intended to terrorise
A hammer blow
is intended to terrorise
and that is exactly what Israel did yesterday.
and that

Sentence 12a

Dr Haidar academic who saw ,he bodies ^j cni [dren with amputated limbs, (R told
Haaretz journalist Amira Hass Rvr+R1 )  '): (T+R2 (m+R2 (TimT+R2 "To pick a time like this, 11:30 [AM] T1^T+R2), (   
bomb in the hearts of dues T2^T+R2) m+R2), (Rvr+R2 ( VT+R2 this ^112) (RWT+R2 is terrible. RNRVr+R2 ) RVT+R;! ) T+R2)

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within Thematic Structure 2

Theme 1 within main Theme within thematic 
Structure 2
Theme 2 within main Theme within thematic 
Structure 2
Main Rheme within Thematic Structure 2
Theme within main rheme within thematic Structure 
2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic Structure 
2

Dr Haidar Bid told Haaretz journalist Amira Hass
Dr Haidar Bid
told Haaretz journalist Amira Hass
"To pick a time like this, 1 1:30 [AM], to bomb in the hearts 
cities, this is terrible.
To pick a time like this, 1 1 :30 [AM], to bomb in the hearts 
cities

of

of

To pick a time like this

to bomb in the hearts of cities

this is terrible.
this

is terrible.

Sentence 12b

(T This choice 1) (R was intended to cause as large a massacre as possible." R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

This choice
was intended to cause as large a massacre as possible.

Sentence 13

(T (Tvr Tne targets T\TJ (Rvr wer£ not tn£ training canlps of Hamas's military wing Rvr) T), which were empty when the jets
struck, (R but rather police stations. R )

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

The targets were not the training camps of Hamas's military wing
The targets
were not the training camps of Hamas's military wing
but rather police stations.

Sentence 14

(T The raids T) (R were intended to destroy the infrastructure on which Hamas builds its administrative as much as its military 
hold over Gaza. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The raids
were intended to destroy the 
its military hold over Gaza.

infrastructure on which Hamas builds its administrative as much as
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Sentence 15

( ( But that )( means killing Eolicemen RVT) T), (R not just the militants who assemble and fire the rockets. R)

Main Theme
Theme within main Theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

But that means killing policemen
But that
means killing policemen
not just the militants who assemble and fire the rockets.

Sentence 16

(T Presumably T) (R (  it  ) ( RVR also means targeting judges, officials, and doctors too. RVR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Presumably
it also means targeting judges, officials, and doctors too.
it
also means targeting judges, officials, and doctors too.

Sentence 17

OT+RI ('nT+R ' Ms Livni  "+RI ) (Rvr+RI has been Israel's lead negotiator with the Palestinian authority in the West Bank
T+RK ^r+R2 (Tvr+R2
RVT+R2-, T+R2^

and shg (..R\i+R2
I ) 

has invested more political capital than most in the goal of creating a Palestinian state.———

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within themaic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 
1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 
2

Ms Livni has been Israel's lead negotiator with the Palestinian authority in 
the West Bank
Ms Livni
has been Israel's lead negotiator with the Palestinian authority in the West 
Bank
and she has invested more political capital than most in the goal of creating 
a Palestinian state.
and she
has invested more political capital than most in the goal of creating a 
Palestinian state.

Sentence 18

(T (™ (1A'nT If she TvnT) (R thinks she is clearing the way for a moderate Palestinian state Rml ) m ) (KU by trying physically 
to eliminate the leadership of one half of the population^7) T), (R (  she TO) (RVR is sorely mistaken. RVR) R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme

Theme within theme within main theme
Rheme within theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

If she thinks she is clearing the way for a moderate Palestinian 
state by trying physically to eliminate the leadership of one half 
of the population
If she thinks she is clearing the way for a moderate Palestinian 
state
If she
thinks she is clearing the way for a moderate Palestinian state
by trying physically to eliminate the leadership of one half of the 
population
she is sorely mistaken.
she
is sorely mistaken.
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Sentence 19

,T+R1 |-T\T+R!

blockading it'
T+R2-.

been no diminution of support for Hamas in Gaza, as a result of Israel's policy of 
and sunnort for Hamas TVT+ } (RVT+R2 mav wp || ri<;f, a<! a r(.^. n \ t nf thesp air<;trilfp<; R^T+R2)T+RIJ T+R]^ ^T+R2 ^T\i+R2 and SU pport for Hamas 717* ) (RU+R2 may well rise as a result of these airstrikes.'

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within themaic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

There has been no diminution of support for Hamas in Gaza, as 
Israel's policy of blockading it
There
has been no diminution of support for Hamas in Gaza, as a result 
policy of blockading it
and support for Hamas may well rise as a result of these airstrikes
and support for Hamas
may well rise as a result of these airstrikes.

a result of

of Israel's

Sentence 20

(T The Palestinians 1) (R have always had a rejectionist wing R), which for so long was represented by Fatah.

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The Palestinians
have always had a rejectionist wing

Sentence 21

(T C " Israel, too, TYr) (Rvr has those who reject a Palestinian state Rvr ) T), (R including many settlers. R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Israel, too, has those who reject a Palestinian state
Israel, too
has those who reject a Palestinian state,
including many settlers.

Sentence 22

r To think a solution can be found by killing reiectionists 7) (R is to deny the entire course of the history of the Middle East. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

To think a solution can be found by killing rejectionists
is to deny the entire course of the history of the Middle East.

Sentence 23

(T There 7) (R is no military solution to Hamas's rockets R), which continued to rain down on Israel yesterday.

Main Theme
Main Rheme

There
is no military solution to Hamas's rockets

Sentence 24

(R Nor is a ground invasion R) (T likely to stop the rockets. T)

Main Rheme
Main Theme

Nor is a ground invasion
likely to stop the rockets.
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Sentence 25

(R TO) (tt R

Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme
Main Theme

It could displace them
It
could displace them
Perhaps.

Sentence 26

(T (m But ifthat ™) ( RNT happened Rvr ) T), (R (  Hamas's next tactic  ) (RVR could be to use the Palestinians of East Jerusalem 
to wield the launch tubes. ) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

But ifthat happened
But ifthat
happened
Hamas's next tactic could be to use the Palestinians of East Jerusalem to wield 
launch tubes.

the

Hamas's next tactic
could be to use the Palestinians of East Jerusalem to wield the launch tubes.

Sentence 27

(T Hamas's leadership T) (R also now has the conditions for which it has strived. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Hamas's leadership
also now has the conditions for which it has strived.

Sentence 28

(T*R (TO>R They TO>R) (R\T+R (T+R.\R\T>R boycotte(J the ta)ks offered by Egypt j n November ™^™), (

through which they intended to attack an Israeli border post T+RbWT+R) ; (T+RC\R\T+R
T+Rc\R\T+R^ RVT+R-, T+R-,

fired nuncjrec|s
tunnd

j nto israel.

Thematic Structure

Main Theme within thematic structure
Main Rheme within thematic structure

Thematic Structure a within main rheme within 
thematic structure
Thematic Structure b within main rheme within 
thematic structure
Thematic Structure c within main rheme within 
thematic structure

They boycotted the talks offered by Egypt in November, built a 
tunnel through which they intended to attack an Israeli border 
post, and fired hundreds of rockets into Israel.
They
boycotted the talks offered by Egypt in November, built a tunnel 
through which they intended to attack an Israeli border post, and 
fired hundreds of rockets into Israel.
boycotted the talks offered by Egypt in November

built a tunnel through which they intended to attack an Israeli 
border post
and fired hundreds of rockets into Israel.

Sentence 29

(T Their tactic and their strategy 7) (R is no more and no less than resistance. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Their tactic and their strategy
is no more and no less than resistance.
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Sentence 30

(T+R (TYT+ R

Palestinian Liberation Organization. T+RWRYT+RJ RYT+RJ T+ fe

Thematic structure

Main Theme within thematic structure
Main Rheme within thematic structure

Thematic Structure a within main rheme within
thematic structure
Thematic Structure b within main rheme within 
thematic structure

But this will not unite the Palestinians or buy Hamas a place 
in the Palestinian Liberation Organization.
But this
will not unite the Palestinians or buy Hamas a place in the 
Palestinian Liberation Organization.
will not unite the Palestinians

or buy Hamas a place in the Palestinian Liberation 
Organization.

Sentence 31

) can only deepen the crisis within the Palestinian leadership Rvr) T), (R (  for the truth  ) (RNR is that no
Palestinian faction can now lead alone. m) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

It can only deepen the crisis within the Palestinian leadership
It
can only deepen the crisis within the Palestinian leadership
for the truth is that no Palestinian faction can now lead alone.
for the truth
is that no Palestinian faction can now lead alone.

Sentence 32

( T (  While splits  ) ( Rvr deepen Rvr) T), (R (  the prospect of a viable Palestinian state  ) (RVR recedes. RVR) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

While splits deepen
While splits
deepen
the prospect of a viable Palestinian state recedes.
the prospect of a viable Palestinian state
recedes

Sentence 33

(T Shock and awe, Israeli-style T), (R have done nothing more than paralyse the very processes which both Israelis and 
Palestinians need in order to survive in peace. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Shock and awe, Israeli-style
have done nothing more than paralyse the 
need in order to survive in peace.

very processes which both Israelis and Palestinians
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Analysis of Text 2

Sentence 1

who thinks that Israe1' the West Bank and Gaza can be allowed to drift rudderless for the next few months 
(Rvr is deluding themselves Rvr )T), (R dangerously. R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme

Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Anyone who thinks that Israel, the West Bank and Gaza can 
rudderless for the next few months is deluding themselves
Anyone who thinks that Israel, the West Bank and Gaza can 
rudderless for the next few months
is deluding themselves
dangerously.

be allowed to drift

be allowed to drift

Sentence 2

(T (m The list of threats to the status quo ) (Rvr grows RYr ) T ). (R almost by the week. R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

The list of threats to the status quo grows
The list of threats to the status quo
grows
almost by the week.

Sentence 3

(T ^Tvr The feud between Fatah and Hamas Tvr) (Rvr only deepens RVr) T), (R with tit-for-tat arrests and reports of torture in 
Palestinian detention. R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

The feud between Fatah and Hamas only deepens
The feud between Fatah and Hamas
only deepens
with tit-for-tat arrests and reports of torture in Palestinian detention.

Sentence 4

(T A year after the military takeover in Gaza T), (R (T* Hamas  ) ( RVR is more deeply embedded in the government of its 1.5 
million Palestinians than ever before. RVR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

A year after the military takeover in Gaza
Hamas is more deeply embedded in the government 
than ever before.

of its 1.5 million Palestinians

Hamas
is more deeply embedded in the government of its 
ever before.

1.5 million Palestinians than

Sentence 5

(T (^ Tension in the mixed city of Jerusalem )( is rising ) ), ( after the bulldozer attacks on buses and cars. )

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Tension in the mixed city of Jerusalem is rising
Tension in the mixed city of Jerusalem
is rising
after the bulldozer attacks on buses and cars.
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Sentence 6

CRWRlk! W ' th the Palestinian President, Mahmoud Abbas T), (R (T+RiAR are mired T+RaVR) (T+R  and have yet to produce results

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Thematic Structure a within main 
rheme
Thematic Structure b within main 
rheme

Talks with the Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas
are mired and have yet to produce results
are mired

and have yet to produce results.

Sentence 7

( T (m As if that  ) (RVr is not enough RXT ) T), (R (  Iran m) (R* looms large over the horizon. RVR) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

As if that is not enough
As if that
is not enough
Iran looms large over the horizon.
Iran
looms large over the horizon.

Sentence 8

/T+R1 ,TVT+RI 

/RVT+R1 /]

threat

If negotiations or sanctions 
  - -u /R\R\T+RI v

(RmT+R1 fail to stop Tehran from enriching uranium
l-RK RVT+RK T+RK _ /I+R2 J-TM+R2 Q]. pf 1=not tj, ot T\T+R2

R\T\T+RK TM+RK

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main theme within thematic structure 1
Rheme within main theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

If negotiations or sanctions fail to stop Tehran 
enriching uranium, Israel's F-16s will
If negotiations or sanctions fail to stop Tehran 
enriching uranium

from

from

If negotiations or sanctions
fail to stop Tehran from enriching uranium
Israel's F-16s will
Israel's F- 16s
will
or at least that is the threat .
or at least that
is the threat

Sentence 9

(T So Ehud Olmert's announcement that he will not run in his party's leadership contest on September 17, and will resign to 
allow his successor to form a new government 7), (R is not just business as usual. R )

Main Theme

Main Rheme

So Ehud Olmert's announcement that he will not run in his party's leadership 
September 17, and will resign to allow his successor to form a new government
is not just business as usual.

contest on
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Sentence 10

(T ( " If Tzipi Livni, the current foreign minister  ), (RVr won the party leadership Rvr) T), (R (TO she  ) (R* would pair up 
with the Labour leader, Ehud Barak. ) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

If Tzipi Livni, the current foreign minister, won the party leadership
If Tzipi Livni, the current foreign minister
won the party leadership
she would pair up with the Labour leader, Ehud Barak.
she
would pair up with the Labour leader, Ehud Barak.

Sentence 11

(R (  But it ) (R* is not clear RVR) R) (T (m that she ") (Rvr will be able to form the next government. RVT) T)

Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme
Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

But it is not clear
But it
is not clear
that she will be able to form the next government.
that she
will be able to form the next government.

Sentence 12

(T Her challenger for the leadership of Kadirna 1), the hardline transport minister Shaul Mofaz (who said that an Israeli attack 
on Iran was inevitable), (R could equally well form a coalition with the Likud leader, Binyamin Netanvahu. R)

Main Theme Her challenger for the leadership of Kadima
Main Rheme___ could equally well form a coalition with the Likud leader, Binyamin Netanyahu.____ 

Sentence 13

( T (m If neither m)(RVR proved possible and an early election were called RNR) T), (R (  Mr Netanyahu ) ( RVR would win, RNR) 
R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

If neither proved possible and an early election were
If neither
proved possible and an early election were called
Mr Netanyahu would win.

called

Mr Netanyahu
would win.

Sentence 14

(T He T) (R regards Hamas and Hizbullah as satellites of the mother ship Iran. )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

He
regards Hamas and Hizbullah as satellites of the mother shin Iran.
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Sentence 15

(T By no means a dove 7), (R (  Ms Livni  ) (RXR is at least a praematist. R*) R )

Main Theme
Main Rheme________ 
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

By no means a dove
Ms Livni is at least a pragmatist. 
Ms Livni
is at least a pragmatist.

Sentence 16

(T (m She TYr) (RVT is also seized with a sense of urgency about finding a two-state solution Rvr ) T) (R (  before that plan  ) 
( RVR withers on the vine. RVR) R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

She is also seized with 
two-state solution

a sense of urgency about finding a

She
is also seized with a sense of urgency about 
state solution
before that plan withers on the vine.

finding a two-

before that plan
withers on the vine.

Sentence 17

R\T+R , has spearheaded the talks with the pa i estinian prime minister, Salam Favvad R ') T+RI ), (T+R2(T+R, (TO>R. Sh£ T+Ri) (

(1AT+R2 and -more than most Israelis -she Tvr+R2) (Rvr+R2 js aware of the potency of the question Palestinians ask themselves 
about what has been achieved in the 1 5 years since the Oslo accords. Rvn"R2) T+R2)

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

She has spearheaded the talks with the Palestinian prime minister, 
Salam Fay y ad
She
has spearheaded the talks with the Palestinian prime minister, Salam 
Fayyad
and -more than most Israelis -she is aware of the potency of the 
question Palestinians ask themselves about what has been achieved 
in the 15 years since the Oslo accords.
and -more than most Israelis -she
is aware of the potency of the question Palestinians ask themselves 
about what has been achieved in the 15 years since the Oslo 
accords.

Sentence 18

(R An end to occupation, to settlements, a release of prisoners? R)

Main Rheme | An end to occupation, to settlements, a release of prisoners?

Sentence 19

(R None of these. R)

Main Rheme None of these.
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Sentence 20 

(T On the contrary T), (R (  the number of settlers in the West Bank  ) (R* has nearly doubled in a decade. RXR) R )

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

On the contrary
the number of settlers in the West Bank has nearly doubled in a decade.
the number of settlers in the West Bank
has nearly doubled in a decade.

Sentence 21

(T Include the settlements in East Jerusalem T) (R (  and it TO) (m has more than tripled. RXR ) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Include the settlements in East Jerusalem
and it has more than tripled.
and it
has more than tripled.

Sentence 22

( i (m+RI As yet m+RI ) (Rvr+R1

( +R2 and his political stock 1 2), even in the cities that Fatah controls, (RU+R2 is falling. RVT+R2) T+R2)

Mr Abbas mr+RI ) (m ' has little to show for his talks mff+R1 ) R ') T+R1 ), (T+R2

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

As yet Mr Abbas has little to show for his talks
As yet
Mr Abbas has little to show for his talks
Mr Abbas
has little to show for his talks
and his political stock is falling.
and his political stock
is falling.

Sentence 23

(T As Israel ^T ) (Rvr enters a turbulent leadership contest' (R

every effort to do no more harm RmR)  ), (RVR refraining from further settlement expansion and keeping the ceasefire on track
RAR-, R-,

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Theme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

As Israel enters a turbulent leadership contest
As Israel
enters a turbulent leadership contest
it should, as a minimum, make every effort to do no more harm, 
refraining from further settlement expansion and keeping the ceasefire 
on track in Gaza.
it should, as a minimum, make every effort to do no more harm
it
should, as a minimum, make every effort to do no more harm
refraining from further settlement expansion and keeping the 
on track in Gaza.

ceasefire
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Sentence 24

R*C The "eXt lsraeli ' eader and the current Palestinian on e  ) (RVF have a difficult enough job RVr) T) (R (  as it  ) (m is.

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

The next Israeli leader and the current Palestinian one have a difficult enough job
The next Israeli leader and the current Palestinian one
have a difficult enough job
as it is.
as it
is

Analysis of Text 3

Sentence 1

(T(T If January 20 2009, the date of Barack Obama's inauguration as US president TVr), (Rvr is too long to wait to tackle the
global financial crisis Rvr) T), (R (  the next president's foreign policy advisers TO) (RVR are having similar thoughts about the 
Middle East peace talks. RSR) R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

If January 20 2009, the date of Barack Obama's inauguration as US president, is 
too long to wait to tackle the global financial crisis
If January 20 2009, the date of Barack Obama's inauguration as US president
is too long to wait to tackle the global financial crisis
the next president's foreign policy advisers are having similar thoughts about the 
Middle East peace talks.
the next president's foreign policy advisers
are having similar thoughts about the Middle East peace talks.

Sentence 2

(T+Ri rT+R1 The omens were never good RVWU ) T+RI ), (T+R2 (™+R2 but the very least that could be_ said of the talks
between Israel's outgoing prime minister, Ehud Olmert, and the Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas 
they had not collapsed. Rxf+fa) T+R2)

T\T+R2-, /RYT+R2 ,

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within 
structure 1
Main Rheme within 
structure 1

thematic

thematic

Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within 
structure 2
Main Rheme within 
structure 2

thematic

thematic

The omens were never good
The omens

were never good

but the very least that could be said of the talks between Israel's outgoing prime 
minister, Ehud Olmert, and the Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas, was they 
had not collapsed.
but the very least that could be said of the talks between Israel's outgoing prime 
minister, Ehud Olmert, and the Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas
was they had not collapsed.
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Sentence 3

(T Now T), (R (  not even that ) (R* is certain, RVR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Now
not even that is certain.
not even that
is certain.

Sentence 4

(T ( " A ceasefire with Hamas in Gaza that has held for nearly five months  ) (Rvr has begun to unravel Rvr) T) (R (  after an 
Israeli raid  ) (m killed six militants and rockets began to fall on southern Israel. RXR) R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

A ceasefire with Hamas in Gaza that has held for nearly five months has begun to 
unravel
A ceasefire with Hamas in Gaza that has held for nearly five months
has begun to unravel
after an Israeli raid killed six militants and rockets began to fall on southern Israel.
after an Israeli raid
killed six militants and rockets began to fall on southern Israel.

Sentence 5

(T (TO There  ) (Rvr was renewed tension yesterday between Fatah and Hamas RVr) T), (R (m with Mr Abbas  ) (RNR 
threatening to call elections early next year if Hamas does not open reconciliation talks. KA) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

There was renewed tension yesterday between Fatah and Hamas
There
was renewed tension yesterday between Fatah and Hamas
with Mr Abbas threatening to call elections early next year if Hamas does not open 
reconciliation talks.
with Mr Abbas
threatening to call elections early next year if Hamas does not open reconciliation 
talks.

Sentence 6

(T J-T\T j^ tnat TVT-J J-RYT were not enoug|1 R\T^ T^ J-R co^j^er tne implications for a Palestinian state of a return to power of the 
Likud leader Binyamin Netanvahu R), a politician who wants to retain large parts of the West Bank, rejects the return of 
refugees and the division of Jerusalem - the three issues on which current talks are based.

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

If that were not enough
If that
were not enough
consider the implications for a Palestinian state of a return 
leader Binyamin Netanyahu

to power of the Likud

Sentence 7

(T Which 1) ( R is why he speaks only of a plan for economic development for the West Bank. R)

Main Theme Which
Main Rheme is why he speaks only of a plan for economic development for the West Bank.
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Sentence 8

(T The return of the Likud leader as prime minister in Israel's elections on February 10 T) (R now looks more likely. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The return of the Likud leader as prime minister in Israel's elections on February 10
now looks more likely.

Sentence 9

( A pair of polls last week ) ( found him sailing past his Kadima rival Tzipi Livni. Israel's chief negotiator in the Palestinian
talks. R)

Main
Main

Theme
Rheme

A pair of polls last
found him sailing 
talks.

week
past his Kadima rival Tzipi Livni, Israel's chief negotiator in the Palestinian

Sentence 10

(T Not only that T) - (R (  there  ) (RVR was a strong surge of support for the religious right R*) R), which would put the 
Likud leader in a position to put together a coalition that would end the talks with Mr Abbas in their current form.

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Not only that
there was a strong surge of support for the religious right
there
was a strong surge of support for the religious right

Sentence 11

(T As a communicator T), (R (  the earnest but awkward foreign minister  ) (RNR is no match for a professional like Mr
Netanvahu. RVR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

As a communicator
the earnest but awkward foreign minister is no match for a professional 
Netanyahu.
the earnest but awkward foreign minister
is no match for a professional like Mr Netanyahu.

like Mr

Sentence 12

(T CJ Perhaps it m) (Rvr was with that thought in mind Rvr) T ) (R (  that two other old pros in Israeli politics, the president 
Shimon Peres and Ehud Olmert  ) (RVR are using their visits to London and Washington respectively to talk up the prospects
of the Palestinian talks. RVR) R )

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme

Rheme within main rheme

Perhaps it was with that thought in mind
Perhaps it
was with that thought in mind
that two other old pros in Israeli politics, the president Shimon Peres and Ehud 
Olmert are using their visits to London and Washington respectively to talk up the 
prospects of the Palestinian talks.
that two other old pros in Israeli politics, the president Shimon Peres and Ehud 
Olmert
are using their visits to London and Washington respectively to talk up the 
prospects of the Palestinian talks.
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Sentence 13

(T In London last week 7) (R (  Mr Peres m) (RXR praised the Arab League's peace plan m) R), which was originally proposed by King Abdullah of Saudi Arabia in 2002, but has recently regained currency.

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

In London last week
Mr Peres praised the Arab League's peace plan
Mr Peres
praised the Arab League's peace plan

Sentence 14

(T C™ Israel Tvr) (Rvr would get full recognition from the Arab world RVr) T) (R in return for a full withdrawal from the territory 
it captured in 1 961, including East Jerusalem, and solution to the refugee problem. R )

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Israel would get full recognition from the Arab world
Israel
would get full recognition from the Arab world
in return for a full withdrawal from the territory it 
captured in 1967, including East Jerusalem, and 
solution to the refugee problem.

Sentence 15

(T Mr Olmert T), who belatedly declared that anyone who still believes in Greater Israel was deluding themselves, (R is on a 
similar mission in Washington today. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Mr Olmert
is on a similar mission in Washington today.

Sentence 16

(T Reports in Israel said T) ( R (  Mr Olmert ^ (RNR hoped to win more commitments for promises made by the US to Israel 
over the last eight years. RXR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Reports in Israel said
Mr Olmert hoped to win more commitments for promises made by the US 
over the last eight years.
Mr Olmert
hoped to win more commitments 
last eight years.

for promises made by the US to Israel

to Israel

over the

Sentence 17

(T ( ~ Whether Mr Obama ™) (Rvr should feel constrained by the letter George Bush wrote to the former prime minister Ariel 
gharon RVr) T), in which he supported Israel's aim of holding onto the major settlement blocs inside the West Bank, (R is 
another matter. R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Main Rheme

Whether Mr Obama should feel constrained by the letter George 
former prime minister Ariel Sharon
Whether Mr Obama
should feel constrained by the letter George Bush wrote to 
minister Ariel Sharon

Bush wrote to the

the former prime

is another matter.
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Sentence 18

Qf achjey a breakthroughClnour view T), (R (  ( * (   if he ) ( entertains
(   Mr Obarna  ) (m should tear this letter up ** ) R )  ), (** ( * as it  «) (RTOR is contrary to the spirit of 
the road map. RXRVR) RXR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme

Theme within theme within main rheme
Theme within theme within theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within theme within theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within theme within main rheme
Theme within rheme within theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within rheme within theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within main rheme
Theme within rheme within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within main rheme

In our view
if he entertains any chance of achieving a breakthrough, Mr 
Obama should tear this letter up, as it is contrary to the spirit of 
the road map.
if he entertains any chance of achieving a breakthrough, Mr 
Obama should tear this letter up
if he entertains any chance of achieving a breakthrough
if he

entertains any chance of achieving a breakthrough

Mr Obama should tear this letter up
Mr Obama

should tear this letter up

as it is contrary to the spirit of the road map.
as it
is contrary to the spirit of the road map.

Sentence 19

(T C " A settlement based on the 1967 borders ) (RVr should be exactly that RVr) T), (R with as little deviation as possible. R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

A settlement based on the 1967 borders should be exactly that
A settlement based on the 1967 borders
should be exactly that
with as little deviation as possible.

Sentence 20

(T ^T\T jjj- tn£ pai estinians "^T) (Rvr concede Israel's boundaries for Jerusalem (an area which extends into the heart of Bethlehem)
in return for a land swap in the Negey RU ) '), ( ( * that ) (KXK is all of the post-1967 territory they should be expected to 
£ive. RVV)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

If the Palestinians concede Israel's boundaries for Jerusalem in return for 
swap in the Negev

a land

If the Palestinians
concede Israel's boundaries for Jerusalem in return for a land swap in the Ne gev
that is all of the post-1967 territory they should be expected to give.
that
is all of the post-1967 territory they should be expected to give.

Sentence 21

(T But another way of looking at the visits of Mr Peres and Mr Olmert 1) (R is that they are trying to shape an environment that 
the Likud leader will inherit R ), a world in which the Saudi initiative and the talks with Mr Abbas remain political facts.

Main Theme But another way of looking at the visits of Mr Peres and Mr Olmert
Main Rheme is that they are trying to shape an environment that the Likud leader will inherit
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Sentence 22

(T (TO As Zbigniew Brzezinski TO) (RVT warned in London last week RVT) T), (R (m the two state solution m) (RVR is at its 
eleventh hour RNR) R).

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

As Zbigniew Brzezinski warned in London last week
As Zbigniew Brzezinski
warned in London last week
the two state solution is at its eleventh hour
the two state solution
is at its eleventh hour

Sentence 23

( T (m If he 'nT) (Rvr has learned anything from the mistakes of his predecessor Rvr) T), (R (  Mr Obama m) (m should be 
engaged from day one. RVR) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

If he has learned anything from the mistakes of his predecessor
If he
has learned anything from the mistakes of his predecessor
Mr Obama should be engaged from day one.
Mr Obama
should be engaged from day one.

Analysis of text 4

Sentence 1

,TI ,T "I
(RXT2 How

H^1" 1 direct my speech ... to the people of Israel, to sa Rm T1 Ri R*' ''How^'H 1

celebrate the 60th anniversary of Israel luz) ") ( " ( luu when the Palestinian people lwz) (KUU are 
suffering from your settlements and the crimes of your settlers and the siege of your state and the conduct of your occupying

j j-T\T2 can
vxrc

~ 2 ,T\R2

,R\R1, ,T\R1 canyou?'™ 1 ) 11 ')^

Main Theme 1
Theme within main theme 1
Rheme within main theme 1
Main Rheme 1
Rheme within main rheme 1
Theme within main rheme 1
Main Theme 2
Rheme within main theme 2
Theme within main theme 2
Main Rheme 2

Theme within main rheme 2
Rheme within main rheme 2

"I direct my speech ... to the people of Israel, to say
I
direct my speech ... to the people of Israel, to say
'How can you?'
'How

can you?'
How can you celebrate the 60th anniversary of Israel
How
can you celebrate the 60th anniversary of Israel
when the Palestinian people are suffering from your settlements and the crimes 
your settlers and the siege of your state and the conduct of your occupying army?

oi

when the Palestinian people
are suffering from your settlements and the crimes of your settlers and the siege 
your state and the conduct of your occupying army?"

ot
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Sentence 2

(T The speaker T) (R is no member of Hamas. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The speaker
is no member of Hamas.

Sentence 3

( He ) ( is Salam Fayyad, the Palestinian prime minister R), the linchpin of Israel's negotiations with the Palestinian 
Authority and for this reason regarded by Hamas as a Palestinian Uncle Tom.

Main Theme
Main Rheme

He
is Salam Fayyad, the Palestinian prime minister

Sentence 4

(T The angry words of the former World Bank economist and current Washington pet T) (R are a measure of the frustration felt 
even by Palestinians who recognise Israel's existence. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The angry words of the former World Bank economist and current Washington pet
are a measure of the frustration felt even by Palestinians who recognise Israel's existence.

Sentence 5

(T (m It ™ ) (RVr is only too easy to groan in disbelief Rvr ) T) (R (  C™ as George Bush Txm) (RVTO tours the Middle East for 
his last time as president RvnR) m), ( treading around the minefield of his past policy disasters. RVR) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Theme within theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within main rheme

It is only too easy to groan in disbelief
It
is only too easy to groan in disbelief
as George Bush tours the Middle East for his last time as president, 
around the minefield of his past policy disasters.

treading

as George Bush tours the Middle East for his last time as president
as George Bush

tours the Middle East for his last time as president

treading around the minefield of his past policy disasters.

Sentence 6

(T In Israel T), ( R (  the peace process he launched last year at Annapolis  ) ( KXK is all but dead. KVK) K)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

In Israel
the peace process he launched last year at Annapolis is all but dead.
the peace process he launched last year at Annapolis
is all but dead.
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Sentence 7

(  (TV  the government on which his administration pinned its hopes 'R ) (RmR has just caved in to 
Hizbullah ) ), ( by revoking the two decisions - the removal of the head of airport security and the declaration that 
the movement's private communications network was illegal) - that led to a week of fighting and brought the country to the 
brink of civil war. ) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme

Theme within theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within main rheme

In Lebanon
the government on which his administration pinned its hopes has just caved in to 
Hizbullah, by revoking the two decisions that led to a week of fighting and 
brought the country to the brink of civil war.
the government on which his administration pinned its hopes has just caved in to 
Hizbullah
the government on which his administration pinned its hopes

has just caved in to Hizbullah

by revoking the two decisions that led to a week of fighting and brought the 
country to the brink of civil war.

Sentence 8

( ( The two most implacable opponents of a two-state solution, Hizbullah and Hamas ), ( are stronger than ever before 
RVr ) T), (R (  while their sponsor Iran  ) (m crows in delight off stage RVR) R).

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

The two most implacable opponents of a two-state solution, Hizbullah and Hamas, 
are stronger than ever before
The two most implacable opponents of a two-state solution, Hizbullah and Hamas
are stronger than ever before
while their sponsor Iran crows in delight offstage.

while their sponsor Iran
crows in delight off stage.

Sentence 9

(T Hamas's popularity T) (R has increased as a result of the siege of 1.4 million Gazans. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Hamas's jjopularity
has increased as a result of the siege of 1 4 million Gazans.

Sentence 10

(T Nor is Mr Bush's ally Tony Blair T) (R exempt from the responsibility. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Nor is Mr Bush's ally Tony Blair
exempt from the responsibility.
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Sentence 11

(T On Tuesday T) (R (  ( R he  *) (RVUR announced what he considered an achievement Rvm)  ): (  the Israeli army's 
decision "in principle" to dismantle or relocate four military checkpoints R*) R), which he thought would bolster his plans to 
regenerate jobs in the West Bank.

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Theme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

On Tuesday
he announced what he considered an achievement: the Israeli army's 
decision "in principle" to dismantle or relocate four military checkpoints
he announced what he considered an achievement
he
announced what he considered an achievement
the Israeli army's decision "in principle" to dismantle or relocate four 
military checkpoints

Sentence 12

(T That T) (R is four out of a total of more than 600 roadblocks and gates that paralyse movement in the West Bank. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

That
is four out 
Bank.

of a total of more than 600 roadblocks and gates that paralyse movement in the West

Sentence 13

(T (m If this ra) (RNT is success Kil)\ (R (RXT what RW) (  is failure? m) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

If this is success
If this
is success
what is failure?
is failure?
what

Sentence 14

(T But nor is despondency T) ( R a policy. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

But nor is despondency
a policy.

Sentence 15

T\T\ /RVT(T ^TYT jnose wno pronounce the premature death of the peace process started in Madrid in 1991 and Oslo in 1993 ) ( 
should consider the alternatives Rvr ) T): (R (RIW a one-state solution characterised, in the words of Nathan Brown of the 
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, not by coexistence but by naked domination and brutal resistance R1 *); (MVR 
another war MVR). which is where the logic of rejecting ceasefire offers from Hamas is taking Israel; (w* or simply a 
continuation of the status quo R3NR) R), which allows one state to expand at the expense of another which has yet to be formed.
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Main Theme

Theme within main theme

Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Rheme 1 within main rheme

Rheme 2 within main rheme
Rheme 3 within main rheme

Those who pronounce the premature death of the peace process started in 
Madrid in 1991 and Oslo in 1993 should consider the alternatives
Those who pronounce the premature death of the peace process started in 
Madrid in 1991 and Oslo in 1993
should consider the alternatives
a one-state solution characterised, in the words of Nathan Brown of the Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace, not by coexistence but by naked domination 
and brutal resistance; another war; or simply a continuation of the status quo
a one-state solution characterised, in the words of Nathan Brown of the Carnegie 
Endowment for International Peace, not by coexistence but by naked domination 
and brutal resistance
another war
or simply a continuation of the status quo

Sentence 16

(T There T) (R exist, even now, concrete alternatives. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

There
exist, even now, concrete alternatives.

Sentence 17

(T For the Palestinians T ), (R (  there  ) (RVR must be unity talks between Fatah and Hamas. R*) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

For the Palestinians
there must be unity talks between Fatah and Hamas.
there
must be unity talks between Fatah and Hamas.

Sentence 18

(T Saudi Arabia 7 ) (R is ready to restart the Mecca process. R )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Saudi Arabia
is ready to restart the Mecca process.

Sentence 19

(T The idea that a workable deal can be achieved with one half of the Palestinian people and then imposed on the other 7) (R is 

fatally flawed. R)

Main Theme

Main Rheme

The idea that a workable 
imposed on the other
is fatally flawed.

deal can be achieved with one half of the Palestinian people and then

Sentence 20

(TVT+R, The rjsk Of failure 7 1 ) (RU+RI is enormous RV7+R1 ) T+R1 ), (T+R2 (m+R2 and an already weakened Fatah TYT+R2,. ,R\T+R2

will pay a heavy price for it RVr+R2) 1>RJ).
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Thematic Structure
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2 will pay a heavy price for it

The risk of failure is enormous
The risk of failure
is enormous
and an already weakened Fatah will pay a heavy price for it.
and an already weakened Fatah

Sentence 21

(T Hamas, for its part 1), (R has to declare and implement a ceasefire. R1

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Hamas, for its part
has to declare and implement a ceasefire.

Sentence 22

(T There T) (R is growing support across Europe for the idea that the boycott of Gaza and Hamas has to be lifted R).

Main Theme There
Main Rheme___ is growing support across Europe for the idea that the boycott of Gaza and Hamas has to be lifted. 

Sentence 23

(T A ceasefire T) (R would make it difficult for those who resist the idea that Hamas has to be brought in some way into the 
political process. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

A ceasefire
would make it difficult for those who resist the idea that Hamas has to be brought 
into the political process.

in some way

Sentence 24

(T It T) (R would also be a way of bringing Syria and Iran into the fold. R)

Main Theme It
Main Rheme would also be a way of bringing Syria and Iran into the fold.

Sentence 25

(T Engagement T) (R does not mean surrendering to Hamas's vision. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Engagement
does not mean surrendering to Hamas's vision.

Sentence 26

(T Nor does it T) ( R mean rewarding force with talks. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Nor does it
mean rewarding force with talks.
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Sentence 27

(T The current impasse T) ( R is leading nowhere except to another - bigger - war. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The current impasse
is leading nowhere except to another - bigger - war.

Sentence 28

(T As things stand 1"), (R (m the language a US president uses to describe Israel at 60 m) (R* is indistinguishable from Israel's.
R\ R\

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

As things stand
the language a US president uses to describe Israel at 60 is indistinguishable from 
Israel's.
the language a US president uses to describe Israel at 60
is indistinguishable from Israel's.

Sentence 29

(T Even the symbols T) (R are the same. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Even the symbols
are the same.

Sentence 30

(T Yesterday T) (R (TVR Mr Bush TO) (RNR sat on top of Masada R*) R), the fortress overlooking the Dead Sea, where 1,000 Jews 
besieged by the Romans allegedly committed mass suicide, a taboo of Judaism, rather than be captured alive.

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Yesterday
Mr Bush sat on top of Masada
Mr Bush
sat on top of Masada

Sentence 31

(T Masada T), Mr Bush said, (R will never fall again. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Masada
will never fall again.

Sentence 32

(T (TO That ) (RVr is not going back 60 years RV), (E" iptica ' R but over two millennia. E" ipticalR)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Elliptical Rheme

That is not going back 60 years
That
is not going back 60 years,
but over two millennia.
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Analysis of Text 5

Sentence 1

( Efforts to persuade Iran to freeze its programme of uranium enrichment T) (R are entering a dangerous new phase. R )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Efforts to persuade Iran to- freeze its programme of uranium enrichment
are entering a dangerous new phase.

Sentence 2

(T Viewed from Tehran T), (R ( the west ) (RVR is playing a classic game of good cop, bad corj RVR).R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Viewed from Tehran
the west is playing a classic game of good cop, bad cop.
the west
is playing a classic game of good cop, bad cop.

Sentence 3

(T The good cop, the EU foreign policy chief Javier Solana T), (R tells them that a package of incentives is still on the table if 
they halt enrichment. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The good cop, the EU foreign policy chief Javier Solana
tells them that a package of incentives is still on the table if they halt enrichment.

Sentence 4

(T (riT The bad cop, Israel TVr), (RNT sends 100 fighter planes 870 miles into the eastern Mediterranean (the distance between 
Israel and Iran's main enrichment plant at Natanz) Rvr) T) (R for an exercise designed to show military readiness for a long- 
range attack. R )

Main Theme

Theme within main 
theme
Rheme within main 
theme
Main Rheme

The bad cop, Israel, sends 100 fighter planes 870 miles into the eastern Mediterranean (the 
distance between Israel and Iran's main enrichment plant at Natanz)
The bad cop, Israel

sends 100 fighter planes 870 miles into the eastern Mediterranean (the distance between 
Israel and Iran's main enrichment plant at Natanz)
for an exercise designed to show military readiness for a long-range attack.

Sentence 5 

(T Not only warplanes T) (R are deployed by Israel. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Not only warplanes
are deployed by Israel.
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Sentence 6

(T (m Well-informed analysts ™) ( 
alleged covert nuclear bomb programme. R)

are being dispatched Rvr ) (R to refine the warnings from Israeli ministers about Iran's

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Well-informed analysts are being dispatched
Well-informed analysts
are being dispatched
to refine the warnings from Israeli ministers about Iran's alleged covert nuclear 
bomb programme.

Sentence 7

(T The refinements are these T): (R (RW ( IVR that Syria  'XR) (R*'* was planning to supply Iran with spent nuclear fuel from 
al-Kibar 1UR "R) RIVR). the site Israel bombed in September; (MVR (mm that discrepancies found in the amount of fissile material 
North Korea (Syria's adviser in the construction of al-Kibar) declared and the amount it could have produced 
drastically alter intelligence calculations of how soon Iran could get enough material to make a nuclear bomb
,T\R3\R( that the point of no-retum in Tehran's bomb programme TUUUU ,R\R3\R •

there T\R4\RN ,R\R4\R
is now 2010 R\R3\Rs R3\RV ,R4\RK) and that, yes,

would be regional consequences to a strike on Iran's nuclear facilities RSR4VR) R4*), ( R5'R ( 5NR but that these
R

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Rheme 1 within main rheme
Theme within rheme 1 within 
main rheme
Rheme within rheme 1 within 
main rheme
Rheme 2 within main rheme

Theme within rheme 2 within 
main rheme
Rheme within rheme 2 within 
main rheme
Rheme 3 within main rheme
Theme within rheme 3 within 
Main rheme
Rheme within rheme 3 within
main rheme
Rheme 4 within main rheme

Theme within rheme 4 within 
main rheme
Rheme within rheme 4 within 
main rheme
Rheme 5 within main rheme
Theme within rheme 5 within 
main rheme
Rheme within rheme 5 within 
main rheme

The refinements are these
that Syria was planning to supply Iran with spent nuclear fuel from al-Kibar: that 
discrepancies found in the amount of fissile material and the amount it could have 
produced, drastically alter intelligence calculations of how soon Iran could get 
enough material to make a nuclear bomb; that the point of no-return in Tehran's bomb 
programme is now 2010; and that, yes, there would be regional consequences to a 
strike on Iran's nuclear facilities, but that these would be the lesser of two evils.
that Syria was planning to supply Iran with spent nuclear fuel from al-Kibar
that Syria

was planning to supplv Iran with spent nuclear fuel from al-Kibar

that discrepancies found in the amount of fissile material and the amount it could 
have produced, drastically alter intelligence calculations of how soon Iran could get 
enough material to make a nuclear bomb
that discrepancies found in the amount of fissile material and the amount it could 
have produced
drastically alter intelligence calculations of how soon Iran could get enough material 
to make a nuclear bomb
that the point of no-return in Tehran's bomb programme is now 2010
that the point of no-return in Tehran's bomb programme

is now 20 10

and that, yes, there would be regional consequences to a strike on Iran's nuclear 
facilities
and that, yes, there

would be regional consequences to a strike on Iran's nuclear facilities

but that these would be the lesser of two evils.
but that these

would be the lesser of two evils.
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Sentence 8

(T (  Even if an Israeli PM  ") (Rvr was only 70% certain of the reliability of this intelligence Rvr) T), (R (  it   ) (RVR would 
be enough to persuade him or her to press the button. RVR ) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Even if an Israeli PM was only 70% certain of the reliability of this intelligence
Even if an Israeli PM
was only 70% certain of the reliability of this intelligence
it would be enough to persuade him or her to press the button.
it
would be enough to persuade him or her to press the button.

Sentence 9

(T (™ These claims  ) (Rvr are contentious RVr) T), (R not least in Washington's intelligence circles. R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

These claims are contentious
These claims
are contentious
not least in Washington's intelligence circles.

Sentence 10

(T (™ But the Israeli message  ) (Rff is clear Rvr) T): (R (  (nTO if you  *) (RV  are not prepared to act*"*)  ), (R* n R* 
(RMUR wil , m

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Theme within theme within
Rheme within theme within

main rheme
main rheme

Rheme within main rheme
Theme within rheme within
Rheme within rheme within

main rheme
main rheme

But the Israeli message is clear
But the Israeli message
is clear
if you are not prepared to act, we will and soon.
if you are not prepared to act
if you
are not prepared to act
we will and soon.
we
will and soon.

Sentence 1

( T ^T\T i ran > s5 parliamentary speaker, and its former nuclear negotiator, Ali Larijani Tvr), (RVr responded yesterday with the 
obvious Rvr) T): (R (TvR a strike on Iranian nuclear facilities  ) ( RXR would create a "fait accompli" for an Iranian bomb 

programme. RXR) R)

Main Theme

Theme within Main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Iran's parliamentary speaker, and its former nuclear negotiator, Ali Larijani, 
responded yesterday with the obvious
Iran's parliamentary speaker, and its former nuclear negotiator, Ali Larijani
responded yesterday with the obvious
a strike on Iranian nuclear facilities would create a "fait accompli" for an Iranian 
bomb programme.
a strike on Iranian nuclear facilities
would create a "fait accompli" for an Iranian bomb programme.
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Sentence 12

(T In other words T), (R (  a 70% possibility of a covert nuclear programme  ) (RVR would become overnight a 100% 
probability that Iran would develop the bomb. ) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

In other words
a 70% possibility of a covert nuclear programme would become overnight a 
probability that Iran would develop the bomb.
a 70% possibility of a covert nuclear programme
would become overnight a 100% probability that

Sentence 13

Iran would develop the bomb.

100%

TAT+RK R\T+R,(T>R1 (TM+R, j srad TAT+RK ( 

but - not enough ™" i ''faf T+R2)
other sitCS ^ T+R ')

outcome 2) E!lip,ical T+R2)

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Elliptical Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within elliptical thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within elliptical thematic structure 2

Israel would buy time by destroying Natanz and other sites
Israel
would buy time by destroying Natanz and other sites
but not enough to forestall the eventual outcome.
but not enough
to forestall the eventual outcome.

Sentence 14

(T Any US president T) (R would think long and hard about the power of Iran's revolutionary guards to undo the tenuous 
progress achieved in Iraq R), for which he, as commander in chief, has paid with the lives of 4,106 of his troops.

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Any US president
would think long and hard about the power of Iran's revolutionary guards to undo the tenuous 
progress achieved in Iraq

Sentence 15

(T There 1) (R is also Afghanistan and the Strait of Hormuz through which 90% of Gulf oil passes. R )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

There
is also Afghanistan and the Strait of Hormuz through which 90% of Gulf oil passes.

Sentence 16

(T And that 1) (R is before you even get to Hizbullah's long-range rockets. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

And that
is before you even get to Hizbullah's long-range rockets.

Sentence 17

(T A ball of fire, the phrase of Mohamed El Baradei, the head of the International Atomic Energy Agency T), (R would not 
even begin to describe the fallout from an Israeli attack. R)

Main Theme

Main Rheme

A ball of fire, the phrase of Mohamed El Baradei, the head of the International Atomic Energy 
Agency
would not even begin to describe the fallout from an Israeli attack.
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Analysis of Text 6

Sentence 1

( Some of what is going on in Iran T) (R is bluster. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Some of what is going on in Iran
is bluster.

Sentence 2

( T Missile experts scrutinising images of yesterday's multiple rocket launches 1) (R disputed Iranian claims that they had fired a 
missile with an increased range.R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Missile experts scrutinising images of yesterday's multiple rocket launches
disputed Iranian claims that they had fired a missile with an increased range.

Sentence 3

( ( Iran ) ( might also have dramatised the number of missiles it fired ) ), ( by digitally enhancing the pictures it 
released. R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Iran might also have dramatised the number of missiles it fired
Iran
might also have dramatised the number of missiles it fired
by digitally enhancing the pictures it released.

Sentence 4

( T Butmuchof it T)(R is not bluster. R )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

But much of it
is not bluster.

Sentence 5

(T jTvr |f j srae | T\TJ (Rvr carr j ec| out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on the presumption that they are close to building a bomb 
RU) T), (R (  C1  'ran TVIAR ) (RmR would have the opportunity to substantially inflame events in three theatres of war RvrR) 
 ), ( RVR from Afghanistan and Iraq to the eastern Mediterranean. RXR) R)

Main Theme

Theme within
Rheme within

main Theme
main Theme

Main Rheme

Theme within

Theme within 
rheme
Rheme within 
rheme

main rheme

theme within main

theme within main

If Israel carried out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on the presumption that they 
are close to building a bomb
If Israel
carried out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on the presumption that they are 
close to building a bomb
Iran would have the opportunity to substantially inflame events in three theatres of 
war, from Afghanistan and Iraq to the eastern Mediterranean.
Iran would have the opportunity to substantially inflame events in three theatres of 
war
Iran

would have the opportunity to substantially inflame events in three theatres of war
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Rheme within main rheme from Afghanistan and Iraq to the eastern Mediterranean.

Sentence 6

(T The closure of the Strait of Hormuz 1), a 21-mile-wide passage through which 40% of the world's oil cargo passes, (R might 
be the least of the world's problems. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The closure of the Strait of Hormuz
might be the least of the world's problems.

Sentence 7

(T Israel's air force and Iran's rocket forces 7) (R have both now flexed their muscles. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Israel's air force and Iran's rocket forces
have both now flexed their muscles.

Sentence 8

( , (TO-+R, Each Tvr+Ri) (RVMU belicves ^ ̂  exercises have a deterrent value RVT+R1 ) T+R1 ) (T+R 
month, the space for diplomacy Tvr+R2) (RW+R2 is shrinking. RU+R2) T+R2)

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Each believes its military exercises have a deterrent value
Each
believes its military exercises have a deterrent value
but, month by month, the space for diplomacy is shrinking.
but, month by month, the space for diplomacy
is shrinking.

but, month by

Sentence 9

( T The decision of the oil giant Total to pull out of a huge planned investment in Iran's gas reserves T) (ostensibly because of 
the political risks involved more probably because of the pressure applied by Nicolas Sarkozy's government) (R could be 
interpreted as buying more time for diplomacy. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The decision of the oil giant Total to pull out of a huge planned investment in Iran's gas reserves
could be interpreted as buying more time for diplomacy.

Sentence 10

(T (m If the economic screw TNT) (Rvr is tightened on Iran Rvr) T), (R (  the Revolutionary Guards '*) (KU< might calculate the
real costs of their folly. RXR) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

If the economic screw is tightened on Iran
If the economic screw
is tightened on Iran
the Revolutionary Guards might calculate the real costs of their folly.
the Revolutionary Guards
might calculate the real costs of their folly.
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Sentence 11

(T But the inverse T) ( R equally applies. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

But the inverse
equally applies.

Sentence 12

(T What generally follows military exercises and widespread fears of confrontation in the Middle East T) (R is conflict itself. R)

Main

Main

Theme

Rheme

What generally 
East

follows military exercises and widespread fears of confrontation in the Middle

is conflict itself.

Sentence 13

(T Iran 1) ( R is not an innocent bystander in this game of brinkmanship. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Iran
is not an innocent bystander in this game of brinkmanship.

Sentence 14

(T (T 
Rvrvr

As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the US Senate's foreign relations committee lmr

(Rvrvr pointed out in a recent article Rvrvr) TYr), (RVr (TOVr the Islamic Republic mvr) (mvr has real questions to answer about its"""  "   "
supposedly civilian programme KVRXT) RNT) 'T): (R '(Rm (RVR1VR why RXR1 *) ( ml* is it using high explosives to implode a 
hemispherical shell of heavy metal mm) RIVR) (the technique used for a lightweight nuclear bomb); (^ (^^ why RyuvR) 

is it developing detonators needed in an atomic weapon  iw-) R2NR) ; (Rm (Ryu* anci wny R\R3\R^ ^T«3\R jt j s rec[esigning
the warheads on its ballistic missiles?  3*) MVR) R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme

Theme within theme within main theme

Rheme within theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Theme within rheme within main theme
Rheme within rheme within main theme

Main Rheme

Rheme 1 within main rheme

Rheme within rheme 1 within main rheme
Theme within rhemel within main rheme

Rheme 2 within main rheme
Rheme within rheme 2 within main rheme

As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the 
US Senate's foreign relations committee, pointed out in a recent 
article, the Islamic Republic has real questions to answer about its 
supposedly civilian programme
As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the 
US Senate's foreign relations committee, pointed out in a recent 
article
As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the 
US Senate's foreign relations committee
pointed out in a recent article
the Islamic Republic has real questions to answer about its 
supposedly civilian programme
the Islamic Republic
has real questions to answer about its supposedly civilian 
programme
why is it using high explosives to implode a hemispherical shell of 

heavy metal; why is it developing detonators needed in an atomic 
weapon; and why it is redesigning the warheads on its ballistic 
missiles?
why is it using high explosives to implode a hemispherical shell of 

heavy metal
why
is it using high explosives to implode a hemispherical shell of 

heavy metal
why is it developing detonators needed in an atomic weapon

why
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Theme within rheme2 within main rheme is it developing detonators needed in an atomic weapon
Rheme 3 within main rheme and why it is redesigning the warheads on its ballistic missiles?
Rheme within rheme 3 within main rheme and why
Theme within rheme 3 within main rheme it is redesigning the warheads on its ballistic missiles?

Sentence 15

(T One way of lowering the tension T) (R would be to give the International Atomic Energy Agency convincing answers. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

One way of lowering the tension
would be to give the International Atomic Energy Agency convincing answers.

Sentence 16

(T (^ If the US Tvr ) ( RVT believes, as the undersecretary of state William Burns said, that Iran is trying to foster the impression 
that its programme of nuclear enrichment is more advanced than it actually is RVT) T), (R (TO it  ) (RVR (T+RaVRVR should produce 
the evidence for this T+Raym) ( «>\R\R an(j contradict tne Israeli view that Iran is about to cross a nuclear threshold. T+Rb**) RW ) 
R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Thematic Structure a within 
rheme within main rheme
Thematic Structure b within 
rheme within main rheme

If the US believes that Iran is trying to foster the impression that 
nuclear enrichment is more advanced than it actually is

its programme of

If the US
believes that Iran is trying to foster the impression that its programme of nuclear 
enrichment is more advanced than it actually is
it should produce the evidence for this and contradict the Israeli 
about to cross a nuclear threshold.

view that Iran is

it
should produce the evidence for this and contradict the Israeli 
about to cross a nuclear threshold.

view that Iran is

should produce the evidence for this

and contradict the Israeli view that Iran is about to cross a nuclear threshold

Sentence 17

(R Now R ) (T is the time for Washington to show that it has learned from the mistakes it made in the countdown to the invasion 
of Iraq. T)

Main

Main

Theme

Rheme

is the time for Washing 
the invasion of Iraq.
Now

*ton to show that it has learned from the mistakes it made in the countdown to

Sentence 18

(T The consequences of attacking Iran T) (R could be even more long-lasting. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The consequences of attacking Iran
could be even more long-lasting.
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Analysis of Text 7

Sentence 1

( America's decision to send a senior official to international talks with Iran in Geneva tomorrow T) (R marks a major, and 
long overdue, policy change. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

America's decision to send a senior official to international talks with Iran in Geneva tomorrow
marks a major, and long overdue, policy change.

Sentence 2

(T It T) (R could be at least as significant as the U-turn the country performed about talking to North Korea. R)

Main Theme It
Main Rheme___ could be at least as significant as the U-tum the country performed about talking to North Korea.

Sentence 3

(T It T) (R was preceded by a bitter internal debate in Washington R). which its victors tried hard yesterday to conceal.

Main Theme
Main Rheme

It
was preceded by a bitter internal debate in Washington

Sentence 4

(T They claimed T) (R (T+Rm (^T+R  the decision to send William Burns, the undersecretary of state for political affairs, to Geneva Tymm) (RVT+RnR was nothing more than a continuation of present policy Rvr+*m) T+RI *), ( T+R2VR (m+R2VR that it m+R2*)
(R\T+R2\R was a one.off R\™m} T+HSR^ (T+R3\R (TM+R3\R and ^ he T\T+R3\R} (RW+R3\R wou,d bg & wjmess to t&lks nQt .
in negotiation. RVT+R3VR) T+R3*) R)

Main Theme They claimed
Main Rheme the decision to send William Burns, the undersecretary of state for 

political affairs, to Geneva was nothing more than a continuation of 
present policy, that it was a one-off, and that he would be a witness 
to talks not a participant in negotiation.

Thematic Structure 1 within main rheme the decision to send William Burns, the undersecretary of state for 
political affairs, to Geneva was nothing more than a continuation of 
present policy

Main Theme within thematic structure 1 within 
main rheme _____

the decision to send William Burns, the undersecretary of state for 
political affairs, to Geneva

Main Rheme within thematic structure 1 within 
main rheme _________

was nothing more than a continuation of present policy

Thematic Structure 2 within main rheme that it was a one-off
Main Theme within thematic structure 2 within 
main rheme ______

that it

Main Rheme within thematic structure 2 within 
main rheme ___

was a one-off

Thematic Structure 3 within main rheme and that he would be a witness to talks not a participant in 
negotiation.

Main Theme within thematic structure 3 within 
main rheme ______________

and that he

Main Rheme within thematic structure 3 within 
main rheme ___________

would be a witness to talks not a participant in negotiation.
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Sentence 5

(T (m But  ) (Rvr try as they might Rvr) T), (R (  there  ) (m was no disguising the fact that vice-president Dick Cheney, 
who has pushed hard for an air strike on Iran, had been defeated. RVR) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

But try as they might
But
try as they might
there was no disguising the fact that vice-president Dick Cheney had 
defeated.

been

there
was no disguising the fact that vice-president Dick Cheney had been defeated.

Sentence 6

(T As a result \ (R (  America  ) (RVR is now on a different track. RVR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

As a result
America is now on a different track.
America
is now on a different track.

Sentence 7

(T First 1), (R (  Admiral Mike Mullen, chairman of the joint chiefs of staff ), (R* told the Israelis that Washington would 
not assent to a pre-emptive strike. RVR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

First
Admiral Mike Mullen, chairman of the joint chiefs of staff, told the Israelis that 
Washington would not assent to a pre-emptive strike.
Admiral Mike Mullen, chairman of the joint chiefs of staff
told the Israelis that Washington would not assent to a pre-emptive strike.

Sentence 8

to go to Geneva  T+R1 ) (R*NT+RI was made public RWW+R1 ) RW+R1 )  (T>RI (TO-+R. Then TM+Ri )t (R\ u (TO\T+R.
(T+R2 (Tvr+R2 and yesterday the Guardian  +R2) (RVr+R2 revealed plans to establish a US interests section in Tehran. Rvr+R2) T+R2)

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic Structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic Structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic Structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic Structure 2

Then, the decision to go to Geneva was made public.
Then
the decision to go to Geneva was made public
the decision to go to Geneva

was made public

and yesterday the Guardian revealed plans to establish a US interests 
section in Tehran.
and yesterday the Guardian
revealed plans to establish a US interests section in Tehran.
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Sentence 9

(T+RI ( +R1 This nT+R1 ) (RW+R1 falls short of setting up an embassy RW+RI ) T+R1 ), (T+R2 (m+R2 but it still TO+R2) (R"+R2 would be 
the first time in 30 years that anything like this has happened. RVT+R2) T+R2)

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

This falls short of setting up an embassy.
This
falls short of setting up an embassy
but it still would be the first time in 30 years that anything like 
has happened.
but it still
would be the first time in 30 years that anything like this 
happened.

this

has

Sentence 10

(T None of these moves 7) (R are one-off. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

None of these moves
are one-off.

Sentence 11

( T The US military T) (R rightly decided that the regional consequences of an air strike outweigh the temporary benefits of 
delaying Iran's nuclear enrichment programme. R)

Main
Main

Theme
Rheme

The US military
rightly decided that the regional consequences 
delaying Iran's nuclear enrichment programme

of an air strike outweigh the temporary benefits of

Sentence 12

(T On the diplomatic front T), (R (m the US  ) (RNR abandoned its position that it would only meet with Iran once uranium 
enrichment had been suspended. RVR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within main 
rheme

On the diplomatic front
the US abandoned its position 
suspended.
the US

abandoned its position that 
suspended.

that it would only meet with Iran once uranium enrichment had

it would only meet with Iran once uranium enrichment had

been

been

Sentence 13

(T Does this T) (R mean that the US administration has rolled over, and is about to let Iran get the bomb? R)

Main Theme Does this
Main Rheme mean that the US administration has rolled over, and is about to let Iran get the bomb? 

Sentence 14 

(R Not yet. R)

Main Rheme | Not yet.
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Sentence 15

(T (m Washington  ) (Rvr would only risk sending a senior official to the Geneva talks Rvr) T) (R (  if it m) ( RXR were 
confident that Iran would make concessions in return. m) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Washington would only risk sending a senior official to the Geneva talks
Washington
would only risk sending a senior official to the Geneva talks
if it were confident that Iran would make concessions in return.
if it
were confident that Iran would make concessions in return.

Sentence 16

( These ) ( may come in the form of offers to redefine what is meant by a freeze of its programme to enrich uranium. R )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

These
may come 
uranium.

in the form of offers to redefine what is meant by a freeze of its programme to enrich

Sentence 17

( One idea floated ) ( is that Iran runs centrifuges emptied of uranium hexafluoride gas. )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

One idea floated
is that Iran runs centrifuges emptied of uranium hexafluoride gas.

Sentence 18

(T The gap between Iran and the six countries involved in the talks - France, Britain, Germany, Russia, China and the US T)- 
(R is narrowing on one point. R )

Main Theme

Main Rheme

The gap between Iran and the six countries involved in the talks 
Russia, China and the US

France, Britain, Germany,

is narrowing on one point.

Sentence 19

(T (T

freeze on further economic sanctions. R)
is the proposai to freeze the number of the gas centrifuges installed in Natanz ) ), ( in return for a

Main Theme This is the proposal to freeze the number of the gas centrifuges installed in Natanz

Theme within main theme This
Rheme within main theme is the proposal to freeze the number of the gas centrifuges installed in Natanz

Main Rheme in return for a freeze on further economic sanctions.

Sentence 20

wou,d not stop the Irani ans perfecting the technology needed for a bomb RW+R1 ) T+R1 ), (T+R2(T+Ri (T\T+Rt This Tvr+Ri) (R
( m+R2 but it m+R2 ) (Rvr+R2 would allow negotiations to restart. Rvr+R2) T+
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Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

This would not stop the Iranians perfecting the technology needed 
for a bomb
This
would not stop the Iranians perfecting the technology needed 
bomb

for a

but it would allow negotiations to restart.
but it
would allow negotiations to restart.

Sentence 21

(T ( " The risk ) (Rvr is that Iran drags out the talks Rvr) T), (R (  while its scientists ) (R* acquire the know-how needed to 
make a bomb. RVR ) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

The risk is that Iran drags out the talks
The risk
is that Iran drags out the talks
while its scientists acquire the know-how needed to make a bomb.
while its scientists
acquire the know-how needed to make a bomb.

Sentence 22

(mi (TM>RI Hardliners in Tehran 1 1 ) (MT+R1 are capable of mistaking concessions for weakness Rff+R ') T+R1 1. (T+R2 (TO+R2 but
they 7 2) (RNT+R2 would be wrong. RVT+R2 ) T+R2)

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Hardliners in Tehran are capable of mistaking concessions 
weakness

for

Hardliners in Tehran
are capable of mistaking concessions for weakness
but they would be wrong.
but they
would be wrong.

Sentence 23

(T This T) (R is an opportunity that Iran must now seize. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

This
is an opportunity that Iran must now seize.

Analysis of Text 8

Sentence

(T The exact terms of Iran's reply yesterday to the package of incentives it was offered to stop enriching uranium T) ( R are not 
known. R)

Main

Main

Theme

Rheme

The exact terms of 
enriching uranium

Iran's reply yesterday to the package of incentives it was offered to stop

are not known.
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Sentence 2

( T But the general drift 7) (R is. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

But the general drift
is.

Sentence 3

(T (™ An Iranian official TVr) (RVr told Reuters it contained no word on the central issue Rvr) T), (R a freeze of sanctions in return 
for a freeze on uranium enrichment. R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

An Iranian official told Reuters it contained no word on the central issue
An Iranian official
told Reuters it contained no word on the central issue
a freeze of sanctions in return for a freeze on uranium enrichment.

Sentence 4

(' (" Until Iran nl ) (KU addresses this Rvr) T), (R (  it ) (m is only fostering the impression that it is playing for time. R*) F

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Until Iran addresses this
Until Iran
addresses this
it is only fostering the impression that it is playing for time.
it
is only fostering the impression that it is playing for time.

Sentence 5

( T A diplomatic white paper that Iran produced recently T) (R set out a labyrinthine process of preliminary talks followed by 
talks and then negotiations'1), none of which could take place before sanctions were lifted.

Main Theme
Main Rheme

A diplomatic white paper that Iran produced recently
set out a labyrinthine process of preliminary talks followed by talks and then negotiations [...].

Sentence 6

(T+RI (T\T+RI Qn Saturday TO-+RI) (R\T+Ri (T\R\ u president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad  OT+R1 ) (RVRVr+R1 vowed that Iran would not 
move "one iota" on its nuclear rights R* ') Rrr+R1 ) T+R1 ), (T+R2 ( +R2 and on Monday m+R2) (RW+R2 ( NT+R2 the top 
commander of the Revolutionary Guards, Major General Mohammad-Ali Jafari mvr+R2) (R«vr+R2 c ]airnecj mey nad test-fired a 
missile that could hit any warship within 300km of Iran's shores. RXRVr+R2 ) RVr+R2) T+R2)

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main Rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2

On Saturday President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad vowed that Iran 
would not move "one iota" on its nuclear rights
On Saturday
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad vowed that Iran would not move 
"one iota" on its nuclear rights
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad

vowed that Iran would not move "one iota" on its nuclear rights

and on Monday the top commander of the Revolutionary Guards, 
Major General Mohammad-Ali Jafari claimed they had test-fired a 
missile that could hit any warship within 300km of Iran's shores.
and on Monday
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Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2

the top commander of the Revolutionary Guards, Major General 
Mohammad-Ali Jafari claimed they had test-fired a missile that 
could hit any warship within 300km of Iran's shores.
the top commander of the Revolutionary Guards, Major General 
Mohammad-Ali Jafari
claimed they had test-fired a missile that could hit any warship 
within 300km of Iran's shores.

Sentence 7

(T Put all this together 1") (R (m and Iran's refusal to address the central issue - its nuclear ambitions
RAR\ R\

- (RXR is painfully clear.

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Put all this together
and Iran's refusal to address the central issue 
clear.
and Iran's refusal to address the central issue -

- its nuclear ambitions -

its nuclear ambitions

is painfully

is painfully clear.

Sentence 8

,T+R /TAT+R I ( RV  (T+R»WT+R will talk "* ), ( U>WVr+R but keep Qn buildjng ks gas centrifuges T+RbXRM+Rj R\T+ R )T+I

Thematic Structure
Main Theme within thematic structure
Main Rheme within thematic structure
Thematic Structure a within main rheme within thematic 
structure
Thematic Structure b within main rheme within thematic 
structure

It will talk, but keep on building its gas centrifuges.
It
will talk, but keep on building its gas centrifuges.
will talk

but keep on building its gas centrifuges.

Sentence 9

(T This 7) (R is equipment which experts say is too small to fuel a nuclear reactor, but enough to create about 100 bombs. R )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

This
is equipment 
100 bombs.

which experts say is too small to fuel a nuclear reactor, but enough to create about

Sentence 10

(T Tehran may have calculated that the refusal of US military commanders to cope with more than two wars at once, 
Afghanistan and Iraq T ), ( R leave it in a good position to reject the offer of substantive talks. R )

Main Theme

Main Rheme

Tehran may have calculated that the refusal of US military commanders to cope with 
two wars at once, Afghanistan and Iraq
leave it in a good position to reject the offer of substantive talks.

more than

Sentence 11

(T Or it T) ( R may be merely trying to drive the price of peace up higher. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Or it
may be merely trying to drive the price of peace up higher.
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Sentence 12

letter  )' if indeed it contains nothing new, ( RVR only paves the way for a fourth round of sanctions.

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme

Either way
the letter [...] only paves only the way for a fourth round of sanctions.
the letter

Rheme within main rheme only paves the way for a fourth round of sanctions.

Sentence 13

( It ) (R also gives heart to a whole echelon of generals and politicians in Israel who say that an airstrike against Iran's 
nuclear facilities is only a matter of time. R)

Main
Main

Theme
Rheme

It
also gives heart to a 
against Iran's nuclear

whole echelon of generals and politicians 
facilities is only a matter of time.

in Israel who say that an airstrike

Sentence 14

(T The offer on the table 1), presented at the Geneva talks last month, (R is generous. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The offer on the table
is generous.

Sentence 15

(T+R (m+R It TO+R) (RVr+R (T+RayOT+R recognises Iran's right to nuclear energy for exclusively peaceful purposes T+1
and Offers SU pp0rt for a light water reactor, anda binding guarantee to supply it with fuel. R) + )

Thematic Structure

Main Theme within thematic structure
Main Rheme within thematic structure

Thematic Structure a within main 
rheme within thematic structure
Thematic Structure b within main 
rheme within thematic structure

It recognises Iran's right to nuclear energy for exclusively peaceful 
purposes and offers support for a light water reactor, and a binding 
guarantee to supply it with fuel.
It
recognises Iran's right to nuclear energy for exclusively peaceful purposes 
and offers support for a light water reactor, and a binding guarantee to 
supply it with fuel.
recognises Iran's right to nuclear energy for exclusively peaceful purposes

and offers support for a light water reactor, and a binding guarantee to 
supply it with fuel.

Sentence 16

(T+R /TYT+R jj -HT+R) ,R\T+R (T+Ra\R\T+R wou, d r£0pen trade T+Ra\R\T+R) (T+Rb\RVT+R renf;w the crurnblj ng infrastructure of Iran's oil 
-R^ (T+Rc\Rn>R hdf) agricu[ture T+RcVRVT+R^ (T+Rd\Rn>R replace ±(. country' s ageing fleet of aircraft. T+R++

Rs

Thematic Structure It would reopen trade, renew the crumbling infrastructure 
of Iran's oil fields, help agriculture, replace the country's 
ageing fleet of aircraft.

Main Theme within thematic structure _It_______________________________ 
would reopen trade, renew the crumbling infrastructure of 
Iran's oil fields, help agriculture, replace the country's 
apeinp fleet of aircraft.

Main Rheme within thematic structure
, 

ageing fleet of aircraft.
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Thematic Structure a within main rheme within thematic 
structure
Thematic Structure b within main rheme within thematic 
structure
Thematic Structure c within main rheme within thematic 
structure
Thematic Structure d within main rheme within thematic 
structure

would reopen trade

renew the crumbling infrastructure of Iran's oil fields

help agriculture

replace the country's ageing fleet of aircraft.

Sentence 17

( ( The offer from the six countries negotiating with Iran Tvr) (RVT was translated into Farsi Rvr) T) (R to get the point across to 
a wider audience in Iran. R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

The offer from the six countries negotiating with Iran was translated into Farsi
The offer from the six countries negotiating with Iran
was translated into Farsi
to get the point across to a wider audience in Iran.

Sentence 18

(T J-TVT gu{ this ) (Rvr j s not a nurnjij at jng package in any language Rvr1 T), (R least of aH for a country which is on its knees 
economically and which insists its nuclear programme is for civilian purposes only. R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

But this is not a humiliating package in any language
But this
is not a humiliating package in any language
least of all for a country which is on its knees economically and 
programme is for civilian purposes only.

which insists its nuclear

Sentence 19

(T The immediate future T) (R will be dominated by further sanctions. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The immediate future
will be dominated by further sanctions.

Sentence 20

(T+RI (T\ i TheEU m+R. )(R\T+Ri has already agreed to them RNT+R1 ) T+R1 ), i 
council m+R2) (RNT+R2 will be harder to achieve. RW+R2) T+R2)

but agreement at the UN Security

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within Thematic Structure 2
Main Rheme within Thematic Structure 2

The EU has already agreed to them
The ED
has already agreed to them
but agreement at the UN security council will 
achieve.

be harder to

but agreement at the UN security council
will be harder to achieve.

Sentence 21

(T Beyond that T) (R ( 
(

the hardline regime in Iran 1YnR) ( RV  is playing a dangerous game of brinkmanship
R«  « wltiTa clock *) (RVR* ticking behind them. RWR) R*) R)
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Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme

Theme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme
Theme within rheme within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within main rheme

Beyond that
the hardline regime in Iran is playing a dangerous 
brinkmanship, with a clock ticking behind them.
the hardline regime in Iran is playing a dangerous 
brinkmanship
the hardline regime in Iran
is playing a dangerous game of brinkmanship
with a clock ticking behind them.
with a clock

game of

game of

ticking behind them.

Sentence 22 

(T Iran T) (R should start talking now. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Iran
should start talking now.

Analysis of Text 9

Sentence 1

(T The departure of General David Petraeus from Iraq yesterday T) (R was accompanied by little of the triumphalism that 
marked previous attempts by the Bush administration to claim that a corner had been turned in this bitter war. )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The departure of General David Petraeus from Iraq yesterday
was accompanied by little of the triumphalism that marked previous attempts by the Bush 
administration to claim that a corner had been turned in this bitter war.

Sentence 2

T+Rl (m+RI Gen Petraeus's RNT+R1 T+R1
his assessment of the Iraq he 1

's departing words m+R1 ) (Rvr+R1 were not sotto yoce RNT+RI 
he leaves ^+R2) (Rvr+R2 was cautious and sober. Rvr+R2) T+R2)

T+R2 /TYT+R2) T+RI )-they rarely are- ( I+1"( but

Thematic Structure I Gen Petraeus's departing words were not sotto voce [..
Main Theme within thematic structure Gen Petraeus's departing words
Main Rheme within thematic structure were not sotto voce
Thematic Structure 2 but his assessment of the Iraq he leaves was cautious and sober.
Main Theme within Thematic Structure 2 but his assessment of the Iraq he leaves
Main Rheme within Thematic Structure 2 was cautious and sober.

Sentence 3

(T Having noted when he took command of US troops at the height of the civil war in February 2007 that he had described the 
situation then as "hard but not hopeless" T), (R (  Gen Petraeus yesterday m) (RVR amended this formula to say the situation 
was "still hard but hopeful" RVR) R)
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Main Theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Having noted [...] that he had described the situation then as 
hopeless"
Gen Petraeus yesterday amended this formula to say the situation 
but hopeful".
Gen Petraeus yesterday
amended this formula to say the situation was "still hard but hopeful

"hard but not

was "still hard

it

Sentence 4

(T The surge of US troops T ) (R has worked in cutting the numbers of civilian deaths over the last 18 months. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The surge of US troops
has worked in cutting the numbers of civilian deaths over the last 18 months.

Sentence 5

(T According to figures compiled by the Brookings Institution T), (R (  3,500 Iraqis ) (m died violently in January 2007.
R\R\ R\RXR-, R-,

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

According to figures compiled by the Brookings Institution
3,500 Iraqis died violently in January 2007.
3,500 Iraqis
died violently in January 2007.

Sentence 6

(T This 7 ) (R compares with 490 in June this year. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

This
compares with 490 in June this year.

Sentence 7

( T But to claim as the Republican presidential candidate John McCain did that "there are neighbourhoods in Baghdad where 
you and I could walk ... today" T) (R (T+RaVR is far from the truth T+RaXR) (T+RIAR and a reminder that Mr McCain could simply 

reproduce President Bush's worst mistakes in arguing that the war "could be won" by 2013 T+RtAR) R).

Main Theme

Main Rheme

Thematic Structure a 
within main rheme
Thematic Structure b 
within main rheme

But to claim [...] that "there are neighbourhoods in Baghdad where you and I could walk ... 

today"
is far from the truth and a reminder that Mr McCain could simply reproduce President 
Bush's worst mistakes in arguing that the war "could be won" by 2013.
is far from the truth

and a reminder that Mr McCain could simply reproduce President Bush's worst mistakes 
in arguing that the war "could be won" by 2013.

Sentence 8

(T (  Barack Obama's critique of the surge ™) (RVT is closer to the mark Rvr) T) - (R (  that it  ) (R* failed to produce the 

anticipated political gains. R ) R)
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Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Barack Obama's critique of the surge is closer to the mark
Barack Obama's critique of the surge
is closer to the mark
that it failed to produce the anticipated political gains.
that it
failed to produce the anticipated political gains

Sentence 9

(T But the bald fact 7) (R is that the next US president will still have a major problem coping with the aftermath of a war that 
should never have been waged. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

But the bald fact
is that the next US president will still 
that should never have been waged.

have a major problem coping with the aftermath of a war

Sentence 10

( Gen Petraeus ) ( can claim three achievements for his third and final tour. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Gen Petraeus
can claim three achievements for his third and final tour.

Sentence 11

(T He T) (R recognised the significance of the Sunni al-Sahwa. the so-called Awakening movement R), which developed 
autonomously and before the surge swung into action.

Main Theme
Main Rheme

He
recognised the significance of the Sunni al-Sahwa, the so-called Awakening movement [ ..1

Sentence 12

(T The US general T) (R saw that it could be used productively. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The US general
saw that it could be used productively.

Sentence 13

(T His policy of creating outposts of US troops T) (R reduced sectarian tension. )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

His policy of creating outposts of US troops
reduced sectarian tension.

Sentence 14

(T And finally T) (R (  he m) (RVR recognised that there could be no military victory in Irag- RNR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

And finally
he recognised that there could be no military victory in Iraq.
he
recognised that there could be no military victory in Iraq.
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Sentence 15

(T All that could be achieved T) (R was to prepare the ground for a political solution. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

All that could be achieved
was to prepare the ground for a political solution.

Sentence 16

R\T+R, TMHUv R\T*R2(T+R, ( RI gut thjs 1W+.J (+ has ye{ ^ ^ ^ »™1) T+R^ (T«2 (TVM« ^ th£re TMHUv (R\T*R
contradictions in a policy predicated on improving the state capacity of Nouri al-Maliki's government. RVr+R2) T+R2)

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure
1
Main Rheme within 
structure 1

thematic

Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within 
Structure 2
Main Rheme within 
Structure 2

Thematic

Thematic

But this has yet to be done
But this

has yet to be done

and there are inherent contradictions in a policy predicated on improving 
state capacity of Nouri al-Maliki's government.

the

and there

are inherent contradictions in a policy predicated on improving the state 
capacity of Nouri al-Maliki's government.

Sentence 17

(T The first 7) (R is that government's manifest concern with al-Sahwa R). which the US funds.

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The first
is that government's manifest concern with al-Sahwa

Sentence 18

(T ( " As the Guardian  ) (RNT reported this week RVr) T), (R (TO (^  the Iraqi government "nTO) (RvnR is in danger of pushing 
Sunni tribal leaders back into the arms of al-Qaida RYnR)  ) (R* by failing to take more Sunnis back into the security forces. R\R-,RN

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme

Theme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within theme within main rheme

Rheme within main rheme

As the Guardian reported this week
As the Guardian
reported this week
the Iraqi government is in danger of pushing Sunni tribal leaders 
back into the arms of al-Qaida by failing to take more Sunnis 
back into the security forces.
the Iraqi government is in danger of pushing Sunni tribal leaders 
back into the arms of al-Qaida
the Iraqi government
is in danger of pushing Sunni tribal leaders back into the arms of 
al-Oaida
by failing to take more Sunnis back into the security forces.

Sentence 19

(T The arrests of dozens of al-Sahwa leaders in Diyala province 1) (R is cause for particular concern. )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The arrests of dozens of al-Sahwa leaders in Diyala province
is cause for particular concern.
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Sentence 20

(T The second T) (R (  ( R is that the greater Mr al-Maliki's executive power TvnR) (RvnR becomes RWR) TO), (R* (TOVR
the more he 1 1 ) (RvnRVR may be tempted to forge his own course RYnRVR) TU"R). (RTOR irrespective of US pleas to include theSunni tribal leaders, RVRVR) RVV)    

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Theme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within main rheme
Theme within theme within rheme within 
main rheme
Rheme within theme within rheme within 
main rheme
Rheme within rheme within main rheme

The second
is that the greater Mr al-Maliki's executive power becomes, the more he 
may be tempted to forge his own course, irrespective of US pleas to 
include the Sunni tribal leaders.
is that the greater Mr al-Maliki's executive power becomes
is that the greater Mr al-Maliki's executive power
becomes
the more he may be tempted to forge his own course, irrespective of US 
pleas to include the Sunni tribal leaders.
the more he may be tempted to forge his own course
the more he

may be tempted to forge his own course

irrespective of US pleas to include the Sunni tribal leaders.

Sentence 21

(T This conflict 7) (R is far from over. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

This conflict
is far from over.

Analysis of Text 10

Sentence 1

(T Words T) (R rarely reflect the reality of life in Iraq. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Words
rarely reflect the reality of life in Iraq.

Sentence 2

(T What is true for the outgoing Bush administration's litany of errors, miscalculations and distortions T) (R applies in no lesser 
measure to Britain's six-year occupation of southern Irag R), which will end in June next year.

Main Theme

Main Rheme

What is true for the outgoing Bush administration's litany of errors, miscalculations and 
distortions
applies in no lesser measure to Britain's six-year occupation of southern Iraq
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Sentence 3

(T For years 1) (R (  we m) (R* were told our troops would only leave when the job was done. RVR) R )

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme

For years
we were told our troops would only leave when the job was done.
we

Rheme within main rheme were told our troops would only leave when the job was done.

Sentence 4

(T (m If the job of transferring control to Iraqi forces ™) (Rvr has been done RYr) T), (R (RVR why R*) (  will Britain's 4,000 
troops at Basra airport need to be replaced with a large force of US troops who will take over the job of securing supply lines 
and backing up Iraqi forces?  ) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme

Rheme within main rheme

If the job of transferring control to Iraqi forces has been done
If the job of transferring control to Iraqi forces
has been done
why will Britain's 4,000 troops at Basra airport need to be replaced with a large force 
of US troops who will take over the job of securing supply lines and backing up Iraqi 
forces?
will Britain's 4,000 troops at Basra airport need to be replaced with a large force of 
US troops who will take over the job of securing supply lines and backing up Iraqi 
forces?

why

Sentence 5

(R In what sense R) (T is the job in Basra done? T)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

is the job in Basra done?
In what sense

Sentence 6

(T There T) (R is no straightforward answer to this second question. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

There
is no straightforward answer to this second question.

Sentence 7

(T (ra Security in Basra 'nT) (Rvr is undoubtedly better Rvr) T) (R after the operation in March that saw the routing of the Shia 
militias by Iraq's prime minister, Nouri al-Maliki. R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Security in Basra is undoubtedly better
Security in Basra
is undoubtedly better
after the operation in March that saw the routing of the Shia militias 
prime minister, Nouri al-Maliki.

by Iraq's
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Sentence 8

(T But the so-called "Charge of the Knights" T) (R was hardly a British affair. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

But the so-called "Charge of the Knights"
was hardly a British affair.

Sentence 9

(T ( " Mr Maliki  ) (RYr ordered the crackdown on the Mahdi army RVr) T), (R having privately accused Britain of abdicating
its responsibility. R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Mr Maliki ordered the crackdown on the Mahdi army
Mr Maliki
ordered the crackdown on the Mahdi army
having privately accused Britain of abdicating its responsibility.

Sentence 10

(T+R1 (TmR1 A deal that had facilitated the peaceful exit of British troops from a palace compound in the city centre TVT+RI ) 
fRNT+R1 left Basra orev to cut-throat militias RWl ) T+RI ), (T+R2 (m+R2 or that at least  +R2) (RNT+R2 was Baghdad's charge. RVT+R2)

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1

Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within Thematic Structure 2
Main Rheme within Thematic Structure 2

A deal that had facilitated the peaceful exit of British troops from a 
palace compound in the city centre left Basra prey to cut-throat militias
A deal that had facilitated the peaceful exit of British troops from a 
palace compound in the city centre
left Basra prey to cut-throat militias
or that at least was Baghdad's charge.
or that at least
was Baghdad's charge.

Sentence 11

(T British commanders T) (R say they were formulating their own plan for ousting the militia, but could not execute it without

Main
Main

Theme
Rheme

British commanders
say they were formulating their own 
US firepower.

plan for ousting the militia, but could not execute it without

Sentence 12

(T The fact that the British army could no longer conduct large-scale operations on its own T), one commander argued, (R did 
not mean that it had failed. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The fact that the British army could no longer conduct large-scale operations on its own [. . .]
did not mean that it had failed.

Sentence 13

(T But one thing 1") (R is clear. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

But one thing
is clear.
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Sentence 14

/ T /T\T( ( The operation to clear out the Mahdi army from Basra ™) (Rvr was launched Rvr) T) (R in spite of, not because of, the 
British military presence. R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

The operation to clear out the Mahdi army from Basra was launched
The operation to clear out the Mahdi army from Basra
was launched
in spite of, not because of, the British military presence.

Sentence 15

(T The whole saga 1) ( R must have been the final straw for an army whose reputation has been sorely bruised by the experience 
of Iraq. R)

Main
Main

Theme
Rheme

The whole saga
must have been the 
experience of Iraq.

final straw for an army whose reputation has been sorely bruised by the

Sentence 16

(T The Basra that Britain is leaving behind 1) (R is rubbish-strewn, divided and impoverished. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The Basra that Britain is leaving behind
is rubbish-strewn, divided and impoverished.

Sentence 17

(T Its open sewers and sporadic power supply 1) (R are beyond the capacity of local authorities to deal with. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Its open sewers and sporadic power supply
are beyond the capacity of local authorities to deal with.

Sentence 18

(T The provincial governor 1) (R is at war with Baghdad. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The provincial governor
is at war with Baghdad.

Sentence 19

(T Women T) (R are as vulnerable to attack for not wearing the hijab as they ever were. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Women
are as vulnerable to attack for not wearing the hijab as they ever were.
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Sentence 20

offer.  n

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Iran has turned off the tap of the violence
Iran
has turned off the tap of the violence
because it wants to see what Washington will offer.
because it
wants to see what Washington will offer.

Sentence 21

(T+ R. ( >R. Rut Tehran TYT+Ri) (R\T+R, cou, d just as ^^ tum ^ on again R\T+R1 ) T+R1 ) (T+R2 ( +R2 and Basra, only kilometres 
away from the Iranian border '+R2), (Rvr+R2 would bg me first tQ fee) ^ R\T+R^ r+fo^

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within Thematic Structure 2
Main Rheme within Thematic Structure 2

But Tehran could just as easily turn it on again
But Tehran
could just as easily turn it on again
and Basra, only kilometres away from the Iranian 
first to feel it.
and Basra, only kilometres away from the Iranian

border, would be the

border
would be the first to feel it.

Sentence 22

(T This T) (R is not to deny that much has changed. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

This
is not to deny that much has changed.

Sentence 23

(T Both the Mahdi army's leadership and much of its rank and file 7) (R have been weakened. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Both the Mahdi army's leadership and much of its rank and file
have been weakened.

Sentence 24

(T The question T) (R is how sustainable these improvements are. R )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The question
is how sustainable these improvements are.

Sentence 25

(T (m So when British forces ™) (RVr leave next year RVT) T) (R (  it m) (R* will be not out of a conviction that they have 

accomplished their mission. R1Jl) R)
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Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

So when British forces leave next year
So when British forces
leave next year
it will be not out of a conviction that they have accomplished their mission.
it
will be not out of a conviction that thev have accomolished their mission.

Sentence 26

( It ) ( will be with their fingers crossed that they can leave with their military reputation intact. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme will be with their fingers crossed that they can leave with their military reputation intact.

Analysis of Text 11

Sentence 1

(T More than five years after the event T), (R (RVR how much RVR) (TO does it matter that a retired law lord now believes the 
government's legal advice on the invasion of Iraq was unlawful?  ) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme

Rheme within main rheme

More than five years after the event
how much does it matter that a retired law lord now believes the government's legal 
advice on the invasion of Iraq was unlawful?
does it matter that a retired law lord now believes the government's legal advice on 
the invasion of Iraq was unlawful?
how much

Sentence 2

(T From one perspective T) (R (TO the answer is  ): (m not very much RNR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

From one perspective
the answer is: not very much
the answer is
not very much

Sentence 3

(T Seen from 2008. after all T), (R (  the Iraq war  ) (RXR is history. R*) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Seen from 2008, after all
the Iraq war is history.
the Iraq war
is history.

Sentence 4

(T With the Iraqi government's backing this week T), (R ( the troops  ) ( w will soon be on the way out. ) )
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Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

With the Iraqi government's backing this week
the troops will soon be on the way out.
the troops
will soon be on the way out.

Sentence 5

;T Chastened by the whole experience\ (R (  no western leader ) (R* is likely to go down the Bush-Blair route any time
soon. RNR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Chastened by the whole experience
no western leader is likely to go down the Bush-Blair route any time soon.
no western leader
is likely to go down the Bush-Blair route any time soon.

Sentence 6

(T Like it or not T), (R (  the original advice  ) (R* was sincerely offered and sincerely acted on. R*) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Like it or not
the original advice was sincerely offered and sincerely acted on.
the original advice
was sincerely offered and sincerely acted on.

Sentence 7

(T And Lord Bingham 7) (R is in any case no longer a lord of appeal. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

And Lord Bingham
is in any case no longer a lord of appeal.

Sentence 8

(T In short 7), (R (  his Grotius lecture this week 7*) (R* may be a powerful piece of legal reasoning. R*) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

In short
his Grotius lecture this week may be a powerful piece of legal reasoning.
his Grotius lecture this week
may be a powerful piece of legal reasoning.

Sentence 9

(T But it 7) (R is a footnote to a decision that cannot now be reversed. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

But it
is a footnote to a decision that cannot now be reversed.

Sentence 10

(7 Some of this skepticism T) (R is weiybunded- )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Some of this skepticism
is well-founded.
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Sentence 11 

(R But not all of ]t. R ) 

Jvlain Rheme | But not all of it. | 

Sentence 12 

(T In the first Elace 7), (R (  Lord Bingham ) (RVR is not just any old lawyer. m) R )

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

In the first place
Lord Bingham is not just any old lawyer.
Lord Bingham
is not just any old lawyer.

Sentence 13

(T He T) ( R is the most senior judge of the modern era. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

He
is the most senior judge of the modern era.

Sentence 14

(T He T) (R is regarded by many as its finest legal mind. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

He
is regarded by many as its finest legal mind.

Sentence 15

(T (  Though Lord Bingham ™) (Rvr only retired a few weeks ago RXT) T), (R (  he  ) (R ,T+Ra\R\R has been at the pinnacle of
English law-making for a decade and a half T+RaNR'*) (T+RbWR and has clearly been pondering the war's legality for years.
T+R.b\R\R<, R\R>, R-,

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Thematic Structure a within rheme within main 
rheme
Thematic Structure b within rheme within main 
rheme

Though Lord Bingham only retired a few weeks ago
Though Lord Bingham
only retired a few weeks ago
he has been at the pinnacle of English law-making for a decade 
and a half and has clearly been pondering the war's legality for 
years.
he
has been at the pinnacle of English law-making for a decade and 
a half and has clearly been pondering the war's legality for years.
has been at the pinnacle of English law-making for a decade and 
a half
and has clearly been pondering the war's legality for years.

Sentence 16

^T+RI ^T\T+RI [ t T\T+Ri^ ^R\T+Ri may raj se some eyebrows (TXT+R1 that he should be so quick to engage on this supremely divisive 
issue so soon after leaving the bench  "+R1 ) RNT+R1 ) T+RI ) - (T+R2 ( ra+R2 (^TO+R2 but if the issue T̂+R2 ) (RmT+R2 is so in,. ,,-*
—— - 'I) 1M+R2, (RNT+R2 why M? R\T+R2) T+R2}
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Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1

Postposed co-theme within main rheme within 
thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within Thematic Structure 2
Theme within main theme within Thematic Structure 
2
Rheme within main theme within Thematic Structure 
2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

It may raise some eyebrows that he should be so quick to 
engage on this supremely divisive issue so soon after leaving 
the bench
It

that he should be so quick to engage on this supremely divisive 
issue so soon after leaving the bench
may raise some eyebrows
but if the issue is so important, why not?
but if the issue is so important
but if the issue

is so important

why not?

Sentence 17

(T The simple fact is that T), (R ( 
always a good idea to listen. Rxm) R^) R)

when Lord Bingham (R  speaks on the law RmR   RVR TOVR TOVR RTOR

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Theme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme
Theme within rheme within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within main rheme

The simple fact is that
when Lord Bingham speaks on the law, it is always a good idea to 
listen.
when Lord Bingham speaks on the law
when Lord Bingham
speaks on the law
it is always a good idea to listen.
it
is always a good idea to listen.

Sentence 18

(T ^T\T just because jt T^T) (Rvr i s now more than five years since the attorney general, Lord Goldsmith, advised that an invasion 
would be lawful Rvr) T), (R (  it  ) (RVR does not follow R*) (m that his advice or the decision are less controversial or 
momentous now than they were in 2003 TO).-R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme

Postposed Co-theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Just because it is now more than five years since the attorney general, Lord 
Goldsmith, advised that an invasion would be lawful
Just because it
is now more than five years since the attorney general 
that an invasion would be lawful
it does not follow that his advice or the decision 
momentous now than they were in 2003.

, Lord Goldsmith, advised

are less controversial or

It

that his advice or the decision are less controversial or momentous now than they 
were in 2003
does not follow

Sentence 19

(T It T) (R is hard to think of a more serious decision than one to go to war. R)

Main Theme It
Main Rheme is hard to think of a more serious decision than one to go to war.
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Sentence 20

(T Particularly in circumstances other than national self-defence T), (R (  it  ) (RXR is essential to know what is lawful and 
what is not. RVR ) R)

Main Theme Particularly in circumstances other than national self-defence
Main Rheme it is essential to know what is lawful and what is not.
Theme within main rheme it
Rheme within main rheme is essential to know what is lawful and what is not.

Sentence 21

(T In a world increasingly and rightly regulated by international law T), (R (TO all nations m) (RVR need to be clear about the 
lawfulness of war and the obligation to obey that law. RVR) R )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

In a world increasingly and rightly regulated by international law
all nations need to be clear about the lawfulness of war and the obligation to obey 
that law.
all nations
need to be clear about the lawfulness of war and the obligation to obey that law.

Sentence 22

(T Lord Bingham's conclusion that the Iraq invasion was "a serious violation of international law and the rule of law" T) 
which ministers are required to uphold - (R has already been vigorously challenged by Lord Goldsmith and Jack Straw. R)

Main Theme

Main Rheme

Lord Bingham's conclusion that the Iraq invasion was "a serious violation of international law and 
the rule of law"
has already been vigorously challenged by Lord Goldsmith and Jack Straw.

Sentence 23

(T Yet 7) ( R (  (TVT* this *) (RvnR is such a serious subject, with such immense implications for Britain's standing KTXR )  ):
(R\R (TO\R that [he argument *) (RXRXR cannot be allowed to rest there. KXRXR) K*) K)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Theme within theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within main rheme
Theme within rheme within main 
rheme
Rheme within rheme within 
main rheme

Yet
this is such a serious subject, with such immense implications for Britain's 
standing, that the argument cannot be allowed to rest there.
this is such a serious subject, with such immense implications for Britain's standing
this

is such a serious subject, with such immense implications for Britain's standing

that the argument cannot be allowed to rest there.
that the argument

cannot be allowed to rest there.

Sentence 24

( T (  When such senior figures of the legal establishment  ) (Rvr are at odds in this way RVr) T), ( R (  it TO) ( RVR enhances the 

case for a full public inquiry into the lessons of the Iraq war. RNR) R)

Main Theme When such senior figures of the legal establishment are at odds in this way

Theme within main theme When such senior figures of the legal establishment
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Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

are at odds in this way
it enhances the case for a full public inquiry into the lessons of the Iraq war.

enhances the case for a full public inquiry into the lessons of the Iraq war.

Sentence 25

(T That inquiry T) (R should have been established long ago. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

That inquiry
should have been established long ago.

Sentence 26

(T (™ But when someone of Lord Bingham's stature lvr) (RVr says the war was unlawful Rvr) T), (R (  the case for such a 

scrutiny, already compelling 7*), (R* becomes irresistible. ) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

But when someone of Lord Bingham's stature says the war was unlawful
But when someone of Lord Bingham's stature
says the war was unlawful
the case for such a scrutiny, already compelling, becomes irresistible.
the case for such a scrutiny, already compelling
becomes irresistible.

Analysis of Text 12

Sentence

(T Britain's managed withdrawal from Iraq T), announced by the prime minister in Baghdad and Basra last week, ( R is a much 

more fragile thing than the government chooses to admit. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Britain's managed withdrawal from Iraq
is a much more fragile thing than the government chooses to admit.

Sentence 2

(T CT At least three factors 1AT) (RVr could throw it off course Rvr) T): (R (R1* a sudden outbreak of violence in Basra R1VR), 

perhaps linked to the provincial elections in February; (M* growing dispute with the US RaR), which fears Britain lacks the 

will or ability to maintain order, and is sending forces of its own to fill the boots of British troops; (R3* and, most pressingly 

of all, the collapse of a deal to give legal status to the British military presence after 31 December when the current UN

mandate expires. R3W ) K)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Rheme 1 within main rheme
Rheme 2 within main rheme
Rheme 3 within main rheme

At least three factors could throw it off course
At least three factors
could throw it off course
a sudden outbreak of violence in Basra, perhaps linked to the provincial elections 
in February; growing dispute with the US; and, most pressingly of all, the collapse 

of a deal to give legal status to the British military presence after 31 December 

when the current UN mandate expires.
a sudden outbreak of violence in Basra . . .
growing dispute with the US ...]
and, most pressingly of all, the collapse of a deal to give legal status to the British 

military presence after 3 1 December when the current UN mandate expires.
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Sentence 3

R\T+Ri\R    ' ^ ^ an(* l^e contro"ed six-month withdrawal announced by Gordon Brown 
( would turn into a humiliating new year scuttle across the border into Kuwait. RVr+Rm) T+R2*) R

I effectively become intruders in ---*)

V)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Thematic Structure 1 within main rheme

Theme within thematic structure 1 within 
main rheme
Rheme within thematic structure 1 within 
main rheme
Thematic Structure 2 within main rheme

Theme within thematic Structure 2 within 
main rheme
Rheme within thematic Structure 2 within 
main rheme

Without this agreement
British personnel in Iraq will effectively become intruders in 10 days' 
time and the controlled six-month withdrawal announced by Gordon 
Brown would turn into a humiliating new year scuttle across the border 
into Kuwait.
British personnel in Iraq will effectively become intruders in 10 days' 

time
British personnel in Iraq

will effectively become intruders in 10 days' time

and the controlled six-month withdrawal announced by Gordon Brown 
would turn into a humiliating new year scuttle across the border into 
Kuwait.
and the controlled six-month withdrawal announced by Gordon Brown

would turn into a humiliating new year scuttle across the border into 
Kuwait.

Sentence 4 

(T Privately 7), (R (  British forces ) (RVR have been planning for this extreme contingency for some time. RXR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Privately
British forces have been planning for this extreme contingency for some time.
British forces
have been planning for this extreme contingency for some time.

Sentence 5

(T (™ They still TlT) (Rvr expect to avoid ]t Rvr) T), (R (TO although the deadline TO) (RVR is now frighteningly close. RVR) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

They still expect to avoid it
They still
expect to avoid it
although the deadline is now frighteningly close.
although the deadline
is now frighteningly close.

Sentence 6

(T (™ The future status of American forces from January 2009 Tvr) (RVr was secured in a deal at the start of the month RVV). (R 
after a year of negotiation. R )

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

The future status of American forces from January 2009 was 
start of the month

secured in a deal at the

The future status of American forces from January 2009
was secured in a deal at the start of the month
after a year of negotiation.
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Sentence 7

( Britain's 4 100 servicemen and women T) (R are part of a second agreement covering all remaining international forces in 
the country. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Britain's 4,100 servicemen and women
are part of a second agreement covering all remaining international forces in the country.

Sentence 8

(T+RI (TAT+R, ItlM+R1) ,R\T+R, ^ ̂  j^ Qf ^ min al-Maliki *>>™)™ 1 ), (E.lip,ica, T+R2 (™llipti

u., t TOIIiptical T+R2-. .-RUElliptical T+R2 . r m. , • ,• R\Ellimicjl T-H^ Ellintical T+R2N i- i j o jDut ) (. not, so far, of the Iraqi parliament l"t" | PI"al lftu) ninpiicai I-MW-, which voted on Saturda^
ical T+R2

2) (
second time to reject it.

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Elliptical Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within elliptical thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within elliptical thematic structure 2

It has the backing of the Iraqi prime minister, Nouri al-Maliki
It
has the backing of the Iraqi prime minister, Nouri al-Maliki,
but not, so far, of the Iraqi parliament
but
not, so far, of the Iraqi parliament

Sentence 9

(T+RI (TM+RI John Hutton5 the defence secretary m+R1 ), (WT+R1 described that vote yesterday as "a hiccup" Rvr+R1 )
/TYT+R2 but he"""""ra+R2RVT+R22)(R knows how high the stakes are. R 2) T+R2)

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within Thematic Structure 2
Main Rheme within Thematic Structure 2

John Hutton, the defence secretary, described 
as "a hiccup"

that vote yesterday

John Hutton, the defence secretary
described that vote yesterday as "a hiccup"
but he knows how high the stakes are.
but he
knows how high the stakes are.

Sentence 10

(T Military commanders 1) (R do not want the British withdrawal to be tainted by the accusations of illegality that accompanied 
invasion five years ago. R)

Main
Main

Theme
Rheme

Military commanders
do not want the British 
invasion five years ago

withdrawal to be tainted by the accusations of illegality that accompanied

Sentence 11

(T Today T), (R (T+R1 * ('nT+Rm Iraqi MPs T 
and signals from Baghdad 'nT+R2'lR) (R\T+R2\R

R\T*IVR expected to vote for a third time
suggest that this time a deal of sorts will finally be passed. RVr+R2NR) T+Rm) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Thematic Structure 1 within main 
rheme
Theme within thematic structure 1 
within main rheme
Rheme within thematic structure 1

Today
Iraqi MPs are expected to vote for a third time and signals from Baj 
suggest that this time a deal of sorts will finally be passed.

;hdad

Iraqi MPs are expected to vote for a third time

Iraqi MPs

are expected to vote for a third time
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within main rheme
Thematic Structure 2 within

Theme within thematic 
within main rheme
Rheme within thematic 
within main rheme

main rheme

structure

structure

2

2

and signals 
be passed.
and signals

suggest that

from Baghdad suggest that this time a deal of sorts

from Baghdad

this time a deal of sorts will finally be passed.

will finally

Sentence 12

( The measure ) (R has been amended from a draft law to a parliamentary resolution R), which does not require unanimous 
support.

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The measure
has been amended from a draft law to a parliamentary resolution [...].

Sentence 13

(T That small degradation T) (R will allow Mr Maliki to invite Britain to stay in a bilateral deal. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

That small degradation
will allow Mr Maliki to invite Britain to stay in a bilateral deal.

Sentence 14

( ( But the confusion and delay ) ( will inevitably restrict the freedom of British forces after 1 Janua
especially since it ) ( is clear that their presence is not entirely welcome. ) )

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

But the confusion and delay will inevitably restrict the freedom of British 
after 1 January

forces

But the confusion and delay
will inevitably restrict the freedom of British forces after 1 January
especially since it is clear that their presence is not entirely welcome.
especially since it
is clear that their presence is not entirely welcome.

Sentence 15

(T Military lawyers T) (R need more than broad permission to remain in Iraq until 31 May R), when most British activity is due 
to cease.

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Military lawyers
need more than broad permission to remain in Iraq until 3 1 May

Sentence 16

(T They 1) (R need clarity about what British troops will and will not be allowed to do after 1 January. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

They
need clarity about what British troops will and will not be allowed to do after 1 January.
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Sentence 17

( ( Will their right of self-defence TVT) (Rvr permit proactive operations Rvr) T) (R - by special forces, or by British marines 
and soldiers now embedded with the Iraqi army in Basra? R )

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Will their right of self-defence permit proactive operations
Will their right of self-defence
permit proactive operations
by special forces, or by British marines and soldiers now embedded 
army in Basra?

with the Iraqi

Sentence 18

(T The US state offerees agreement 1) - which unlike the proposed British deal has the status of an international 
(R is clearer. R)

agreement -

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The US state offerees agreement f. .1
is clearer.

Sentence 19

(T The legal status of individual British operations 1) (R could be murky. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The legal status of individual British operations
could be murky.

Sentence 20

(T The background to this 1) (R is the fraught state of Iraqi politics 11'), which last week led to the temporary arrest of 24 interior 

ministry officers amid rumours of a coup plot.

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The background to this
is the fraught state of Iraqi politics [...]

Sentence 21

(T The deal on US forces T) (R exhausted much of the Maliki government's political capital. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

The deal on US forces
exhausted much of the Maliki government's political capital.

Sentence 22

(T+RI (T , Shia unity TYT+RIJ (Rvr+R. .K fracturing RW+R1 ) T+R1 ) ; (T+R2 (TO+R2 Sunnis 1 2) (RVr+M have played their hand badh

R\T+R2x T+R2-,

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within thematic Structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic Structure 2

Shia unity is fracturing
Shia unity
is fracturing
Sunnis have played their hand badly.
Sunnis
have played their hand badly.
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Sentence 23

I,r^9'n + ') (RVr+RI know that the continued presence or not of British forces will make little difference to ') T+R1 )(T+Ri ( +R2 and the British deal ™* has suffered amid the intrigue. RW+R2) T+R2)

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Iraqis know that the continued presence or not of British forces 
make little difference to security
Iraqis
know that the continued presence or not of British forces will make 
difference to security
and the British deal has suffered amid the intrigue.
and the British deal

will

little

has suffered amid the intrigue.

Sentence 24

(T Mr Maliki, anyway T), (R is much closer to America than to Britain. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Mr Maliki, anyway
is much closer to America than to Britain.

Sentence 25

(T He T) (R remembers imperial history, and the succession of treaties Britain signed with Iraq from 1922 on R), each promising 
full independence but seeking to extend the British military presence.

Main Theme
Main Rheme

He
remembers imperial history, and the succession of treaties Britain signed with Iraq from 1922 on.

Sentence 26

(T Iraq 1) (R may not mind causing trouble for its old ruling power. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Iraq
may not mind causing trouble for its old ruling power.

Sentence 27

(T+R, (TO>R. Th£ , ikdihood  +R2 RW+R2is that a deal will be agreed RNT+R1 ) T+R1 ), (T+R2 (m+R2 but the detail  +R2) (

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

The likelihood is that a deal will be agreed
The likelihood
is that a deal will be agreed
but the detail matters.
but the detail
matters.

Sentence 28

(T Commanders T) (R need to know the terms on which they will be able to operate from the new year. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Commanders
need to know the terms on which they will be able to operate from the new year.
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Sentence 29

(T (m British forces  ) (Rvr may, in theory at least, be exposed to prosecution RVT) T) (R (  if they  ) (R* exceed their 
powers. RVV)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

British forces may, in theory at least, be exposed to prosecution
British forces
may, in theory at least, be exposed to prosecution
if they exceed their powers.
if they
exceed their powers.

Sentence 30

(T Britain's military presence in Iraq T) (R is ending, as it began in 2003, in unhappy legal confusion. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Britain's military presence in Iraq
is ending in unhappy legal confusion.
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Analysis of Text 1

Sentence 1

(T mayahdutu fi gazzah T) (R jarimah 'axlaqiyyahyajibu 'an tuhakam calayha 'isra'Tl. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

ma yahdutu fi gazzah
jarimah 'axlaqiyyahyajibu 'an tuhakam calayha 'isra'Il.

Sentence 2

(T lakinna hadihi al-'amam T) (R f7* tucazzizuha 
'amr7ki. m) R) ' wahdat al-'ahdaf baynaha wa-bayna kull al-garb al-'urubbT wa-1-

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

lakinna hadihi al-'amanl
tucazzizuha wahdat al-'ahdaf baynaha wa-bayna kull al-garb al-'urubb! wa-l-'amnki.
tucazzizuha
wahdat al-'ahdaf baynaha wa-bayna kull al-garb al-'urubbl wa-l-'amriki.

]L <LlJ£j <jLull (^l^hj ;Jj '"•-•• ^ ' 'J* '^ (J LA ''* " S^**" (j

Sentence 3

(J a3 alU 0 JC. Aj ejj a uLx^oJI 7U&J ^ '" ^" " al

(T (^T hatta 'inna sikirtayr al-'umam al-muttahidah  ) al-ma6nT 'awwalan wa-'axlran bi-d-difad dan huquq a§-5ucub (mT 
$amat wa-lam yuharrik lisanahu bi-kalimat naqd wahidah 'aw mutalabah bi-fath al-macabir wa-tazwld gazzah bi-1-waqud Rff 1 T) (R (  li-'annahu m) (RVR ( * 0 TOVR) (R** wasala li-hada al-markaz bi-mubarakah 'amrTkiwah. R**) RVR) R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme
Theme within rheme within main 
rheme
Rheme within rheme within main 
rheme

hatta 'inna sikirtayr al-'umam al-muttahidah samat wa-lam yuharrik lisanahu bi- 
kalimat naqd wahidah 'aw mutalabah bi-fath al-macabir wa-tazwld gazzah bi-I- 
waqud
hatta 'inna sikirtayr al-'umam al-muttahidah
samat wa-lam yuharrik lisanahu bi-kalimat naqd wahidah 'aw mutalabah bi-fath 
al-macabir wa-tazwld gazzah bi-1-waqud
li-'annahu wasala li-hada al-markaz bi-mubarakah 'amrTkiyyah.
li-'annahu
0 wasala li-hada al-markaz bi-mubarakah 'amrTkiyyah.
0

wasala li-hada al-markaz bi-mubarakah 'amrTkiyyah.
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Sentence 4
l-ui|JJ| l^l Jc. 0=- f X, V

(T wa-bi-t-talT T) (* ( ( * 0  Mi)(Rvr\R la yuiam R R) ) (R« ( * hIna0 TOXR ) (mNR yuhawil al-muhafazah cala wahj 
al-wazifah wa-fawa'idiha al-maddiyyah wa-'adwa'iha adda'imah wa-ictibarihi muhamT 'isra'Tl annafid. RNRVR ) m) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Theme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within main rheme

wa-bi-t-tall
la yulam hina yuhawil al-muhafazah dala wahj al-wazifah wa- 
fawa'idiha al-maddiyyah wa-'adwa'iha adda'imah wa-ictibarihi 
muhamT 'isra'Tl annafid.
0 la yulam
0
la yulam
hina 0 yuhawil al-muhafazah cala wahj al-wazlfah wa-fawa'idiha al- 
maddiyyah wa-'adwa'iha adda'imah wa-idtibarihi muhamT 'isra'Tl 
annafid.
hlna0
yuhawil al-muhafazah cala wahj al-wazifah wa-fawa'idiha al- 
maddiyyah wa-'adwa'iha adda'imah wa-idtibarihi muhamT 'isra'Il 
annafid.

Sentence 5

1 fl ViJ-. n jjt *— tjui \Jk^a <-flJjaJl (JjLulj (JS SJC. Ijl

(T (m 'isra'Tl TO) (KT wahimah RNT) T) (R (  'ida hiya ) (RVR (TO* 0 TOVR) (RVR^ idtaqadat 'anna hisar gazzah wa-darbiha, wa- 
istidmal kull wasa'il al-janmah diddaha sawfa yaiziluha can muhTtiha al-fila?tTm wa-al-islamT 'aw yubdiduha can attacatuf 
addawlT. RTOR . m . R .

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within main 
rheme
Rheme within rheme within main 
rheme

'isra'il wahimah
'isra'Tl

wahimah
'ida hiya ictaqadat 'anna hisar gazzah wa-darbiha, wa-isticmal kull wasa'il al- 
janmah diddaha sawfa yacziluha dan muhTtiha al-filastmT wa-al-islamT 'aw 
yubdiduha dan attacatuf addawlT.
'ida hiya
0 ictaqadat 'anna hisar gazzah wa-darbiha, wa-isticmal kull wasa'il al- 
jarTmah diddaha sawfa yacziluha dan muhTtiha al-filastinT wa-al-islamT 'aw 
yubciduha can attacatuf addawlT.
0

ictaqadat 'anna hisar gazzah wa-darbiha, wa-isticmal kull wasa'il al-jarTmah 
diddaha sawfa yacziluha can muhTtiha al-filastmT wa-al-islamT 'aw yubciduha 
can attadatuf addawlT.

Sentence 6

t juJi ^ J

(T (TO wa ladalla 'ijra'atiha al-hamajiyyah TO) bi-kull ma tacnTh hadihi al-kalimah wa-dalalatiha (RXT (nRVT 
bi-'anna man yarkud nahwa sarab as-salam yafham tabTcat hada al-balad al-qa'im cala 6ada' as-sucub 
bid'an min al-murabah ai-'ula fi al-mal T+RaXR), (T+Rb* wa-1-murabah al-'axlrah fi s-sivasah. T+Rb*) R)

0 T\R\T\ /R\R\T ^,-u,-tuhi
RNT) T), (R (T+Ra*

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Theme within rheme within main theme
Rheme within rheme within main theme

wa lacalla 'ijra'atiha al-hamajiyyah bi-'anna man yarkud nahwa sarab 
as-salam yafham tabTcat hada al-balad al-qa'im cala cada' as-sucub
wa lacalla 'ijra'atiha al-hamajiyyah
0 tuhT bi-'anna man yarkud nahwa sarab as-salam yafham tabTcat hada 
al-balad al-qa'im dala cada' aS-Sucub
0
tuhT bi-'anna man yarkud nahwa sarab as-salam yafham tabicat hada
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Main Rheme

Thematic Structure a within main rheme
Thematic Structure b within main rheme

al-balad al-qa'im dala cada' a5-5ucub
bid'an min al-murabah al-'ula fi al-mal, 
siyasah.

wa-1-murabah a!-'axirah fi s-

bid'an min al-murabah al-'ula fi al-mal
wa-1-murabah al-'axirah fi s-siyasah.

Sentence 7

(T
R\T+RI TM+R2I) T+R1 } (T+R2 (

wa-laysa li-avdiluiivvah.

i dacflna naqu] < inna

2 R\T+R2

jl Jlj UjcJ

as-sawarlx dala 'isra'Tl wa-bi-'idlan inqilabiha cala fath
R\T+R2

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within themaic structure 1
Main Rheme within themaic structure 1

Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within themaic structure 2
Main Rheme within themaic structure 2

0 daduna naqul 'inna hamas 'axta'at bi-irsal as-sawarlx 
wa-bi-'iclan inqilabiha dala fath
0
daduna naqul 'inna hamas 'axta'at bi-irsal as-sawarlx dala 
bi-'idlan inqilabiha dala fath

dala 'isra'Tl

'isra'Tl wa-

lakinna qadiyyat hisar muwatinin tudtabaru ciqaban li-5adb wa-laysa 
li-aydilujiyyah.
lakinna qadiyyat hisar muwatinin
tudtabaru ciqaban li-Sadb wa-laysa li-aydilujiyyah.

Sentence 8
|jjj L V ' ;!-. -liU    -   »ll (jjj f\3 J--« ^^Jc 0* '_W <>  u^ J

(T (Tvr wa hatta man yurahin dala fasl tamm bayna aS-Sadb al-filastmT TO) (RVT (T 0
R\R\T\ R\T\ T-, /R , 

R\R)R)
li-'anna al-xilafat bayna al-qiyadat  ) (R\R 0

la yaqra' attanx wa-1-waqic
tabqa marhaliyyah wa-laysat jadriyyah.

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Theme within rheme within main theme
Rheme within rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme
Theme within rheme within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within main rheme

wa hatta man yurahin dala fasl tamm bayna aS-sacb al-filastmT la 
yaqra' attanx wa-1-waqic
wa hatta man yurahin dala fasl tamm bayna a3-Sacb al-filastmT
0 la yaqra' attanx wa-1-waqid
0
la yaqra' attanx wa-1-waqic
li-'anna al-xilafat bayna al-qiyadat tabqa marhaliyyah wa-laysat 
jadriyyah.
li-'anna al-xilafat bayna al-qiyadat
0 tabqa marhaliyyah wa-laysat jadriyyah.
0
tabqa marhaliyyah wa-laysat jadriyyah.

Sentence 9
l!>a *J«" • "" i ' " i (jl aU\^U

(T wa-bi-t-talT T) (R (RVR min gayr al-mantiqT ) ( 'an tara fath cadab Sadbiha wa-tasmut li-tastaffd min rihan salam mustahTl.

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa-bi-t-tah
min gayr al-mantiqT 'an tara fath cadab Sacbiha wa-tasmut li-tastafTd min rihan salam 
mustahTl.
'an tara fath cadab Sadbiha wa-tasmut li-tastafld min rihan salam mustahll.
min gayr al-mantiqi
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Sentence 10

, ,>3i 6- ^ Mj 
.AaljAJ <Li ^ - j • • -jj

(T al-mu'lim T) (R 'anna al-carab taharraka minhum man yu'min bi-1-qadiyyah xarij al-muzayadat as-siyasiyyah wa-tasnlf man 
huwa maca al-filistliniyTn bi-kull tabayunatihim wa bayna man yuclin taqslmahum wa rabtahum bi-cajalat 'ahdafihi al- 
'aniyyah wa-yadaduhum fi sallat 'ahdafihi. )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

al-mu'lim
anna al-carab taharraka minhum man yu'min bi-1-qadiyyah xarij al-muzayadat as-siyasiyyah wa- 

tasnlf man huwa mada al-filistliniyln bi-kull tabayunatihim wa bayna man yuclin taqslmahum wa 
rabtahum bi-cajalat 'ahdafihi al-'aniyyah wa-yadaduhum fi sallat 'ahdafihi

Sentence 11

(T waminhuna T) (R (  la budda TO) (RXR min al-bahti can al-mutasabbib fi rada'at al-'ada' al-filastlnl wa-1-asbab allatT jadalat 
halatahum tasil 'ila al-qatlcah bi-sabab tafsTratin kullun yudttha ittijahahu wa-muzavadatih. RNR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa min huna
la budda min al-bahti dan al-mutasabbib fi rada'at al-'ada' al-filastlnl wa-1-asbab allatT 
jadalat halatahum tasil 'ila al-qatTcah bi-sabab tafsTratin kullun yudtfha ittijahahu wa- 
muzayadatih.
la budda
min al-bahti dan al-mutasabbib fi rada'at al-'ada' al-filastmT wa-1-asbab allatT jadalat 
halatahum tasil 'ila al-qatTcah bi-sabab tafsTratin kullun yuctTha ittijahahu wa-muzayadatih.

Sentence 12

l L-i\n LftJJJj (<la.Lc. S I ^J" . " SjCJj ''^ (jSJjj i ̂  "<» Ul a « 4 i.,il i. ,.M

] L$_)±* V

T\T\ /R\T i.la nadrI RXT) T) (R ( ('

tasabbabat [..] bi-muqatadat 
  R\R T\R\R

'isra'TJ RmTO) "nra)
law dawlah 'asyawiyyah 'aw 'urubbiyyah halTfah li-'amrTka ^ -) (R

kayfa RWTO) (TONm sayakun radd al-ficil al-musawi li-1-dama! 
tujannidu juyugaha al-maddiyyah wa-dugutiha as-siyasiyyah wa

'iclan muqatacatiha bi-§akl dalani wa dadwat majlis al-'amn li-1-inciqad bi-surah dajilah wa rubbama hisar tilka ad-dawlah 
hatta tanfad daxTratuha al-madnawiyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah wa-tatadarrar maddiyvan. RNRNR) RNR) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme wthin main rheme

Theme within theme within main rheme

Theme within theme within theme within 
main rheme
Rheme within theme within theme within 
main rheme
Rheme within theme within main rheme

0 la nadn
0
la nadn
law dawlah 'asyawiyyah 'aw 'urubbiyyah halTfah li-'amrlka 
tasabbabat [..] bi-muqatacat 'isra'Tl kayfa sayakun radd al-ficil al- 
musawi li-1-damal 0 lara'ayna 'amrTka tujannidu juyuSaha al- 
maddiyyah wa-dugutiha as-siyasiyyah wa 'iclan muqatacatiha bi-Sakl 
dalani wa dadwat majlis al-'amn li-1-inciqad bi-surah dajilah wa 
rubbama hisar tilka ad-dawlah hatta tanfad daxiratuha al- 
macnawiyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah wa-tatadarrar maddiyyan.
law dawlah 'asyawiyyah 'aw 'urubbiyyah halTfah li-'amnka 
tasabbabat [..] bi-muqatadat 'isra'Tl kayfa sayakun radd al-fidil al- 
musawi li-1-damal
law dawlah 'asyawiyyah 'aw 'urubbiyyali hallfah li-'amrTka 

tasabbabat [..] bi-muqatadat 'isra'Tl
law dawlah 'asyawiyyah 'aw 'urubbiyyah halTfah li-'amrTka

tasabbabat [..] bi-muqatacat 'isra'il

kayfa sayakun radd al-ficil al-musawi li-1-damal
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Rheme within rheme within theme within 
main rheme
Theme within rheme within theme within 
main rheme
Rheme wthin main rheme

Theme within rheme wthin main rheme
Rheme within rheme wthin main rheme

kayfa

sayakun radd al-fidil al-musawi li-l-6amal

0 lara'ayna 'amrlka tujannidu juyuSaha al-maddiyyah wa-dugutiha 
as-siyasiyyah wa 'i£lan muqatacatiha bi-5akl dalani wa dacwat majlis 
al-'amn li-1-indiqad bi-surah dajilah wa rubbama hisar tilka ad-dawlah 
hatta tanfad daxlratuha al-macnawiyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah wa-tatadarrar 
maddiyyan.
0
lara'ayna 'amrlka tujannidu juyuSaha al-maddiyyah wa-dugutiha as- 
siyasiyyah wa 'iclan muqatacatiha bi-Sakl dalani wa dacwat majlis al- 
'amn li-1-indiqad bi-§urah dajilah wa rubbama hisar tilka ad-dawlah 
hatta tanfad daxlratuha al-madnawiyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah wa-tatadarrar 
maddiyyan.

Sentence 13 

(T gazzah T) (R taht al-hisar wa-1-mawt al-bafl' wa-1-caiil. R)
f- ^ *" C ' • •*•"" ' SJjc-

Main Theme
Main Rheme

gazzah
taht al-hisar wa-1-mawt al-batf wa-1-cajil.

Sentence 14

j^C.U ' njA. ~\\ . \Q"M 

^Jill li,\..\\

JJjlliil Sjj5 • ^ -"• .Jill 

jLmlullj -Jj. vfll l_l_j»jill

-^- - »_« t *JJ V

Ls— aSl Jl l—lbkiilj 

lJl Ajlliiil

(T (m wa l-'asbab ^T) (RVr la taqac cala man yaxtalifun min al-qiyadat maca muczam al-carab RVT) T) (R (^ li-'anna hadihi al-
ummah m) allatT tamlik qudrat atta'tlr 6ala a$-Sa'n addawlT (RVR (TOXR 0 TO*) (RylNR lam nara man yataqaddam as-sufuf bi- 

'iclan al-ihtijaj wa-d-dahab 'ila 'aqsa al-'asalTb allatT tastadcl rafc wacy aS-Suiub al-'uxra bi-hadihT al-qadiyyah wa-isticmal 
al-'aslihah al-mutahah laysa min xilal rudud al-'afdal as-silbiyyah allatT la tatacadda attaqalid al-muttbacah bi-§atm tilka 
addawlah 'aw gayriha bi-wasa'il al-'iclam baynama al-calaqat 'aktar hamimyvah. RWVR) RNR) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within 
main rheme
Rheme within rheme within 
main rheme

wa l-'asbab la taqac cala man yaxtalifun min al-qiyadat maca muczam al-6arab
wa l-'asbab
la taqac cala man yaxtalifun min al-qiyadat maca muczam al-carab
li-'anna hadihi al-'ummah 0 lam nara man yataqaddam as-sufuf bi-'iclan al-ihtijaj 
wa-d-dahab 'ila 'aqsa al-'asalTb allatT tastadcT rafc wacy aS-Sucub al-'uxra bi-hadihT 
al-qadiyyah wa-isticmal al-'aslihah al-mutahah laysa min xilal rudud al-'afcal as- 
silbiyyah allatT la tatacadda attaqalid al-muttbacah bi-§atm tilka addawlah 'aw 
gayriha bi-wasa'il al-'iclam baynama al-calaqat 'aktar hamimyyah.
li-'anna hadihi al-'ummah
0 lam nara man yataqaddam as-sufuf bi-'iclan al-ihtijaj wa-d-dahab 'ila 'aqsa al- 
'asalib allatT tastadcT rafc wady a§-§ucub al-'uxra bi-hadihT al-qadiyyah wa-isticmal 
al-'aslihah al-mutahah laysa min xilal rudud al-'afcal as-silbiyyah allatT la tatacadda 
attaqalTd al-muttbacah bi-§atm tilka addawlah 'aw gayriha bi-wasa'il al-'iclam 
baynama al-calaqat 'aktar hamimyyah.
0

iam nara man yataqaddam as-sufuf bi-'iclan al-ihtijaj wa-d-dahab 'ila 'aqsa al-'asalTb 
allatT tastadcT rafd wacy a§-§ucub al-'uxra bi-hadihT al-qadiyyah wa-isticmal al- 
'aslihah al-mutahah laysa min xilal rudud al-'afcal as-silbiyyah allatT la tatadadda 
attaqalTd al-muttbacah bi-§atm tilka addawlah 'aw gayriha bi-wasa'il al-'iclam 
baynama al-calaqat 'aktar hamimyyah.
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Sentence 15

(T (  li-'annahu 'ida 'amrTka ) (RVr kanat [...] tuclin sadaqataha RVr) T), (R ( fa labudda ) (RVR 'an takun fi §affi al-haqq qabla 'an tujamil man tadacahum fi saff al-'asdiqa'. R^) R)

Main Theme
Theme within
Rheme within

mam
mam

theme
theme

Main Rheme

Theme within
Rheme within

main
mam

rheme
rheme

li-'annahu 'ida 'amrika kanat [.
li-'annahu 'ida 'amrika
kanat [...] tudlin sadaqataha
fa labudda'an takun fi saffi a 
'asdiqa'.

..] tudlin sadaqataha

1-haqq qabla 'an tujamil man tadadahum fl saff al-

fa labudda
'an takun fi saffi al-haqq qabla 'an tujamil man tadadahum fi saffal-'asdiqa'.

Sentence 16
£. (Jjjillj fUll plic-VI 1-jU ^ Ji.il 14-Jc. L-l^pJI jSlelj S-"^ gy^ ̂ }j I^U^il CjL.A-allj jJUj jl (jLu Ljbjc.1 i_

C (TVT li-'anna mayajn li-l-filastInT^T)(R('T laysa 'amran idtibariyyan yumkinu 'an yucalaj bi-s-sadamat as-sivasivvah RNT) T) (R 
wa-'innamatajwlc Sadbin wa-'iclan al-harb dalayhi yadxulu fi bab al-'idtida' at-tam wa-5-§amil mada sabq al-'israr. R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

li-'anna ma yajn li-l-fila$tlnl laysa 'amran idtibariyyan yumkinu 'an yudalaj bi-s- 
sadamat as-siyasiyyah
li-'anna ma yajn li-l-filastlnT
laysa 'amran idtibariyyan yumkinu 'an yucalaj bi-s-sadamat as-siyasiyyah
wa-'innamatajwid sadbin wa-'idlan al-harb calayhi yadxulu fi bab al-'idtida' at-tam 
wa-5-5amil mada sabq al-'israr.

Sentence 17

(T wa 'amnka wa-urubba fi al-waqic arrahin T) (R sarlkan mada 'isra'Tl bi-kulli ma vairl. )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

wa 'amrTka wa-urubba fi al-waqic arrahin
sarlkan mada 'isra'il bi-kulli ma yajrl.

Sentence 18

j Uii i LJjLdi Jl JBJI>-! L?Ai

, TYm>Rl\R( T dumOman7) (R (T+R IVR (m+R1VR ( T+R1* al-mas'alah al-filastmiyyah^ ^"' '" "    / V V V \ __ JJ
satabqa dalam al-'azmah f, calaqat mu ayy.d, _ isra ^maca aj
man sayandammun ila at-tatarruf bi-kulli askalihi )( ( mnama V)

\ /KU\J+KI\K/I\K\I\Jftu\K r\ I\K\I \i-«-n.I\R\ /-R\R\T\T+R1\R
^ R\T\T+RI\RN T\T+RI\RN /R\T+RI\R ^T\R\T+RI\R ij.'^ua

min tasarrufat tilka adduwal R\R\T+R2'\Rx /T\R\T+R2\R ,1MAR\T+R2

musaliman?

)( KT+RMl

man
v R\T+R2\R^ T+R2UU

IVK ya'tuna
wa-'il-la nl "K" VR) (KU+K^ (^'*R2« kayfa 

karamatuhu wa-yutacammad tajwTcuh 'an yakuna

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Thematic Structure 1 within main 
rheme

Theme within thematic structure 1 
within main rheme
Theme within theme within thematic 
structure 1 within main rheme _____

cumuman
al-mas'alah al-filastmiyyah 0 satabqa dalam al-'azmah fi dalaqat mu ayyidl 
'isra'il mada al-carab li-'anna man sayandammun 'ila at-tatarruf bi-kulli 
'askalihi'innama 0 ya'tuna min tasarrufat tilka adduwal wa-'il-la kayfa 0 
namnad man tuhan karamatuhu wa-yutacammad tajwTcuh 'an yakuna 
musaliman?
al-mas'alah al-filastmiyyah 0 satabqa dalam al-'azmah fi dalaqat mu ayyidT 

'isra'Tl mada al-carab li-'anna man sayandammun 'ila at-tatarruf bi-kulli 
'askalihi'innama 0 ya'tuna min tasarrufat tilka adduwal
al-mas'alah al-filastlniyyah 0 satabqa dalam al-'azmah fi dalaqat mu ayyidT 
'isra'Tl mada al-carab
al-mas'alah al-filastmiyyah
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Rheme within theme within thematic 
structure 1 within main rheme
Theme within rheme within theme 
within thematic structure 1 within 
main rheme
Rheme within rheme within theme 
within thematic structure 1 within 
main rheme
Rheme within thematic structure 1 
within main rheme
Theme within rheme within thematic 
structure 1 within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within thematic 
structure 1 within main rheme
Theme within rheme within rheme 
within thematic structure 1 within 
main rheme
Rheme within rheme within rheme 
within thematic structure 1 within 
main rheme
Thematic Structure 2 within main 
rheme
Theme within thematic structure 2 
within main rheme
Rheme within thematic structure 2 
within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within thematic 
structure 2 within main rheme
Theme within rheme within thematic 
structure 2 within main rheme
Theme within theme within rheme 
within thematic structure 2 within 
main rheme
Rheme within theme within rheme 
within thematic structure 2 within 
main rheme

0 satabqa calam al-'azmah fi calaqat mu'ayyidl 'isra'Tl mada al-darab

0

satabqa calam al-'azmah fi dalaqat mu'ayyidT 'isra'Tl maca al-darab

li-'anna man sayandammun 'ila at-tatarruf bi-kulli 'aSkalihi'innama 0 
min tasarrufat tilka adduwal

ya'tuna

li-'anna man sayandammun 'ila at-tatarruf bi-kulli 'aSkalihi

'innama 0 ya'tuna min tasarrufat tilka adduwal

'innama0

ya'tuna min tasarrufat tilka adduwal

wa-'il-la kayfa 0 namnad man tuhan karamatuhu wa-yutacammad tajwTcuh 
'an yakuna musaliman?
wa-'il-la

kayfa 0 namnad man tuhan karamatuhu wa-yutadammad tajwTcuh 'an 
musaliman?

yakuna

kayfa

0 namnad man tuhan karamatuhu wa-yutacammad tajwTcuh 'an 
musaliman?

yakuna

0

namnac man tuhan karamatuhu wa-yutacammad tajwTcuh 'an 
musaliman?

yakuna

Analysis of Text 2

Sentence

(T (TO qadiyyat filastln (RVT (TVRW 0 TOVr) ( 

muxatitm al-istratijiyym wa-s-sivasivvin RWT)
RWT tabqa al-mawduc wa-1-dunwan fi at-taqafah al-cammah wa-cinda 'akbar al- 

) T) (R (TO li-'annaha TO) (m al-hamm al-wahTd alladT jadala al-ba5ariyyah
kullaha mudanah bi-hadihi al-jarimah cindama yufarrag Sadb min 'ardihi wa-turatihi wa-hatta muqaddasatihi wa-yabqa 
cariyan bi-baqiyyat xiyam wa-cu5a5 wa-bard wa-harr wa-hirman tarn min 'absat ma yatawaffar min miyah wa-kahraba' wa-

Main Theme

Theme within
Rheme within

main theme
main theme

Theme within rheme within 
main theme

qadiyyat filastin 0 tabqa al-mawduc wa-1-cunwan ff at-taqafah al-dammah wa-cinda 
'akbar al-muxatitm al-istratijiyym wa-s-siyasiyyTn
qadiyyat filastTn
0 tabqa al-mawdud wa-1-cunwan fi at-taqafah al-cammah wa-cinda 
al-istratijiyyTn wa-s-siyasiyyTn

'akbar al-muxatitm

0
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Rheme within rheme within 
main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

tabqa al-mawduc" wa-1-cunwan ft at-taqafah al-cammah wa-cinda 'akbar al-muxatitin al- 
istratijiyyin wa-s-siyasiyym
h-'annaha al-hamm al-wahld alladj jadala al-basariyyah kullaha mudanah bi-hadihi al- 
jarlmah cindama yufarrag sadb min 'ardihi wa-turatihi wa-hatta muqaddasatihi wa- 
yabqa dariyan bi-baqiyyat xiyam wa-cuSas wa-bard wa-harr wa-hirman tarn min 'absat 
ma yatawaffar min miyah wa-kahraba' wa-dawa'
li-'annaha
al-hamm al-wahld alladi jadala al-basariyyah kullaha mudanah bi-hadihi al-jarlmah 
cMndama yufarrag Sadb min 'ardihi wa-turatihi wa-hatta muqaddasatihi wa-yabqa 
dariyan bi-baqiyyat xiyam wa-<5usa§ wa-bard wa-harr wa-hirman tarn min 'absat ma 
yatawaffar min miyah wa-kahraba' wa-dawa'

Sentence 2

(T al-xidcah al-kubra allati la-nazal nadlsaha 1 11 ) (RRVT+Rl /T\R\T+R1 'annana TVRVT+RK xR\R\T+Rl /T\R\R\T+R1 0 T\R\R\T+Rls

( wadacna 'anfusina ft markaz al-quwwah cala 'izalat 'israTl, wa-istirdad al-watan al-mugtsab min xilal hanajr al- 
mudTcm wa-tujjar aS-sicarat, wa-hatta alladTna dahabu li-axir nuqtah ff tahwTl al-inqilabat 'ila mabadi' tahnr, li-yatahawwal 
ca'idaha 'ila caskarat al-watan wa-ja61 imtilak ar-risasah 'ahamm min daftar al-madrasah al-ibtida'iyyah, 'aw alam
mukafahat al-'ummiyyah 'at-taclTmiyyah wa-s-sivasiwah
'afqadana aS-sucur bi-1-intTsar 'amama al-haza'im al-6askariyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah wa-1-iqtisadivvah.

mimm5 0 k\r+R2

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main rheme within 
thematic structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within 
thematic structure 1

Theme within rheme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Rheme within rheme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1

Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

al-xidcah al-kubra allati la-nazal nadiSaha'annana 0 wadacna 'anfusina fi 
markaz al-quwwah cala 'izalat 'israTl, wa-istirdad al-watan al-mugtsab min xilal 
hanajr al-mudlcln wa-tujjar a3-5i£arat, wa-hatta alladlna dahabu li-axir nuqtah fi 
tahwil al-inqilabat 'ila mabadi' tahnr, li-yatahawwal ca'idaha 'ila caskarat al- 
watan wa-jacl imtilak ar-risasah 'ahamm min daftar al-madrasah al- 
ibtida'iyyah, 'aw qalam mukafahat al-'ummiyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah
al-xidcah al-kubra allati la-nazal naclsaha
'annana 0 wadacna 'anfusina ft markaz al-quwwah cala 'izalat 'israTl, wa- 
istirdad al-watan al-mugtsab min xilal hanajr al-mudlc'Tn wa-tujjar a5-5icarat, 
wa-hatta alladTna dahabu li-axir nuqtah ff tahwTl al-inqilabat 'ila mabadi' tahnr, 
li-yatahawwal ca'idaha 'ila caskarat al-watan wa-jacl imtilak ar-risasah 'ahamm 
min daftar al-madrasah al-ibtida'iyyah, 'aw qalam mukafahat al-'ummiyyah 
wa-s-siyasiyyah
'annana

0 wadacna 'anfusina ff markaz al-quwwah cala 'izalat 'israTl, wa-istirdad al- 
watan al-mugtsab min xilal hanajr al-mudTcm wa-tujjar a§-§icarat, wa-hatta 
alladTna dahabu li-axir nuqtah rt tahwTl al-inqilabat 'ila mabadi' tahnr, li- 
yatahawwal ca'idaha 'ila caskarat al-watan wa-jacl imtilak ar-risasah 'ahamm 
min daftar al-madrasah al-ibtida'iyyah, 'aw qalam mukafahat al-'ummiyyah 
wa-s-siyasiyyah
0

wadacna 'anfusina ff markaz al-quwwah cala 'izalat 'israil, wa-istirdad al- 
watan al-mugtsab min xilal hanajr al-mudTcm wa-tujjar a§-§icarat, wa-hatta 
alladTna dahabu li-axir nuqtah ff tahwTl al-inqilabat 'ila mabadi' tahnr, li- 
yatahawwal ca'idaha 'ila daskarat al-watan wa-jacl imtilak ar-risasah 'ahamrn 
min daftar al-madrasah al-ibtida'iyyah, 'aw qalam mukafahat al-'ummiyyah 
wa-s-siyasiyyah
mimma 0 'afqadana as-§ucur bi-1-intisar 'amama al-haza'im al-caskariyyah 
wa-s-siyasiyyah wa-1-iqtisadiyyah.
mimma 0
'afqadana a$-sucur bi-1-intisar 'amama al-haza'im al-caskariyyah wa-s- 
siyasiyyah wa-1-iqtisadiyyah.
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Sentence 3

j- UAk. ^UJl ^

( al-xidcah at-taniyah ), ( (

li-'israll. ) ) )

'annaalladlna tafu bi-s-sama' al-darabiyyah, w-wazzadu al-ibtisamat wa-1-wudud, wa-hajaru
  R* ( * cindama 0 TONR) (mm sirna ff ?-zalam 

hall li-r-ra'Ts al-'amnkT 99% wa-1-baqiyyah tudta

,
falsafat al-harb 'ila as-salam, hum al-manid an-nafsi wa-hatta al-dagil ) (R 
nabhatu can munqidm ff 1-qanun ad-dawlT, wa-huquq al-'insan, wa-'idta' al-h'

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within main 
rheme
Theme within rheme 
within main rheme
Rheme within rheme 
within main rheme

al-xiddah at-taniyah
'anna alladlna tafu bi-s-sama' al-darabiyyah, w-wazzadu al-ibtisamat wa-1-wucud, wa- 
hajaru falsafat al-harb 'ila as-salam, hum al-manid an-nafsi wa-hatta al-caqlT iindama 0 
sirna ft z-zalam nabhatu can munqidm ff 1-qanun ad-dawlT, wa-huquq al-'insan, wa-'icta' 
al-hall li-r-ra'Ts al-'amrlkt 99% wa-1-baqivvah tucta li-'israll.
'anna alladlna tafu bi-s-sama' al-carabiyyah, w-wazzadu al-ibtisamat wa-1-wucud, wa- 
hajaru falsafat al-harb 'ila as-salam, hum al-manid an-nafsi wa-hatta al-caqll
dindama 0 sirna ff z-zalam nabhatu dan munqidm ff 1-qanun ad-dawll, wa-huquq al- 
'insan, wa-'icta' al-hall li-r-ra'Ts al-'amrTkl 99% wa-1-baqiyyah tudta li-'israTl.
cindama 0

sirna ff z-zalam nabhatu can munqidm ff 1-qanun ad-dawll, wa-huquq al-'insan, wa-'idta' 
al-hall li-r-ra'Ts al-'amrTkl 99% wa-1-baqiyyah tucta li-'israTl.

Sentence 4

(T (Tvr wa yakffna TVr) (Rvr tikrar ma jara wa-mazala yajn xalfa al-wudud RVr ) T) (R ( IVK dindama 0 
cala addat bi-'anna as-salam s-yatahaqqaq mundu wilayat aizinhawar 'ila buS al-ibn. R*) R)

(RVR wasalna 'ila al-kadib

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within main 
rheme

wa yakffna tikrar ma jara wa-mazala yajn xalfa al-wudud
dindama 0 wasalna 'ila al-kadib cala addat bi-'anna as-salam s-yatahaqqaq mundu wilayat 
aizinhawar 'ila buS al-ibn.
dindama 0

wasalna 'ila al-kadib dala addat bi-'anna as-salam s-yatahaqqaq mundu wilayat aizinhawar 
al-ibn.

'ila buS

Sentence 5
^oj^J ^ - - '~a Jajl ji. AJJJJJ Jjjl Jijj] ° ^ fl .'^ "* ' n^ (J""^ ''

(T wa maca kulli ziyarat carnal nahtafil bi-'ashabiha min ar-ru'asa' wa-min dunihim wa-xalfihim T) (R (ra 0 m) ("^ najid 
'isra'Tl tuwassic xara'it qadmiha li-l-'ard alfilastmiwah. *" ) R)

Main Theme

Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa maca kulli ziyarat carnal nahtafil bi-'ashabiha min ar-ru'asa' wa-min dunihim 
wa-xalfihim
0 najid 'isra'Tl tuwassic xara'it qadmiha li-l-'ard alfilastmiyyah.
0
najid 'isra'Tl tuwassic xara'it qadmiha li-l-'ard alfilastmiyyah.

Sentence 6

&j (.« SjjJ l-ill UjJ j IA1JA«J

xi+Ri /Tvr+Ri 0 TM+RI-) /R\T+RI /T+Ra\R\T+Ri wa qad cari fna kalimat salam as-sujcan, wa-1-xatwah xatwah, wa-xaritat attanq, wa- 
'uslu wa-madnd T'l"RaWT"1"R1 ), (T+RbWT"1"R1 (^T+Rb\R\T+Ri 0T\T+Rb\R\T+Rij /R\T+Rb\R\r+Ri wa.duma ' aifa dawrah mada wahm al-wudud 
wa-l-'amanT RNT+RbTOT+R1 ) T+Rb\R\i+Ri-j R\T+RI^ T+RI-^ ^T+R2 ,T\T+R2 wa ajj.natijah ^T+R2) (RVT+R2 jajai tamm li-l-'iradah al-darabiyyah, 

wa-'idaqah siyasiyyah muftadalah li-kulli man tatarraqu li-watan qawmT filastini, muqabil al-watan al-qawmT 'al'isra'TlT.
R\T+R2-. T+R2-,
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Thematic Structure 1

Mam Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Thematic structure a within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Thematic structure b within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Theme within thematic structure b within 
main rheme within thematic structure 1
Rheme within thematic structure b within 
main rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

0 wa qad darifna kalimat salam a5-5ujcan, wa-1-xatwah xatwah, wa- 
xaritat attariq, wa-'uslu wa-madnd 0 wa-durna 'alfa dawrah maca 
wahm al-wudud wa-l-'aman!
0
wa qad darifna kalimat salam as-Sujcan, wa-1-xatwah xatwah, wa- 
xaritat attariq, wa-'uslu wa-madrTd 0 wa-durna 'alfa dawrah mada 
wahm al-wudud wa-l-'amanT
wa qad carifna kalimat salam as-sujcan, wa-1-xatwah xatwah, wa- 
xaritat attariq, wa-'uslu wa-madrTd
0 wa-durna 'alfa dawrah mada wahm al-wudud wa-l-'amanl

0

wa-durna 'alfa dawrah maca wahm al-wucud wa-l-'amanT

wa an-natTjah salal tamm li-l-'iradah al-carabiyyah, wa-'idaqah 
siyasiyyah muftacalah li-kulli man tatarraqu li-watan qawmT filasttni, 
muqabil al-watan al-qawmT 'al'isra'TlT.
wa an-natTjah
salal tamm li-l-'iradah al-carabiyyah, wa-'icaqah siyasiyyah 
muftacalah li-kulli man tatarraqu li-watan qawmT filastlni, muqabil al- 
watan al-qawmT 'arisra'Tli.

Sentence 7

T+R ,

cadam at-tawqTd cala fath 'ayyi macbar li-a'ktar min xamsumi'at hajiz tutawwiq al-mudun wa-l-qura al-filastmivvah.'
T+R2x

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 
1
Main Rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 
2
Main Rheme within thematic 
structure 2

rayis taduru ff 1-mintaqah
rayis

taduru ff 1-mintaqah

wa-lakinnaha xarajat min ulmart bi-cadam at-tawqTd cala fath 'ayyi macbar li- 
a'ktar min xamsumi'at hajiz tutawwiq al-mudun wa-l-qura al-filastmiyyah.
wa-lakinnaha

xarajat min ulmart bi-cadam at-tawqTd cala fath 'ayyi macbar li-a'ktar min 
xamsumi'at hajiz tutawwiq al-mudun wa-l-qura al-filastmiyyah.

Sentence 8

ijSll jl (_$ jj L^JU ^..^& ( Ua. is*.

0 TO) (R* yuctabar(T wa hatta haya'uha alladT galabaha bi-'annaha tara 'anna at-tawassuc bi-1-mustwtanat xata' T ) (R
mumazahah siyasiyyah min diblumasiyyah tacrif kayfa taxtar kalimatiha hatta la tuxti' wa-tadfac at-taman ka-gayriha min
sabiqTha. RVR) R)

Main Theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa hatta haya'uha alladT galabaha bi-'annaha tara 'anna at-tawassuc bi-1- 
mustwtanat xata'
0 yudtabar mumazahah siyasiyyah min diblumasiyyah tacrif kayfa taxtar 
kalimatiha hatta la tuxti' wa-tadfac at-taman ka-gayriha min sabiqTha.
0
yuctabar mumazahah siyasiyyah min diblumasiyyah tacrif kayfa taxtar kalimatiha 
hatta la tuxti' wa-tadfac at-taman ka-gayriha min sabiqTha.
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Sentence 9

yjij JJJJJ

( ( alfilastiniyyun m+R1 ) (Rvr+R1 la yatlubun minahan 'aw sadaqat Rvr+R1 ) T+R1 ) (T+M (TO+R2 'innahum TO+R2) (RVr+R2 
yuriduna macrifat Say' ma yafhamun minhu haqTqat at-taswiyah, wa-hal hiya mumkinah, 'aw-mutacakisah maca al-fatrah ar- 
rahinah li-'axir 'ayyam wa-Suhur ar-ra'Ts buS wa-farTq damalihi, 'aw 'annaha saturahhal 'ila al-dahd al-qadim litadQr nafs al- 
cajalah cala fatihah 'uxra tarsum xattan lidaml mustahTl? RVr+R2) T+R2)

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure
1
Main Rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 
2
Main Rheme within thematic 
structure 2

alfilastiniyyun la yatlubun minahan 'aw sadaqat
alfilastiniyyun

la yatlubun minahan 'aw sadaqat

'innahum yuriduna macrifat Say' ma yafhamun minhu haqTqat at-taswiyah, 
wa-hal hiya mumkinah, 'aw-mutacakisah mada al-fatrah ar-rahinah li-'axir 
'ayyam wa-5uhur ar-ra'Ts bu§ wa-fanq camalihi, 'aw 'annaha saturahhal 'ila 
al-6ahd al-qadim litadur nafs al-cajalah cala fatihah 'uxra tarsum xattan lidaml 
mustahTl?
'innahum

yuriduna madrifat Say' ma yafhamun minhu haqTqat at-taswiyah, wa-hal hiya 
mumkinah, 'aw-mutacakisah maca al-fatrah ar-rahinah li-'axir 'ayyam wa- 
Suhur ar-ra'Ts buS wa-farTq damalihi, 'aw 'annaha saturahhal 'ila al-cahd al- 
qadim litadur nafs al-cajalah cala fatihah 'uxra tarsum xattan licaml mustahTl?

Sentence 10

jj jjSJull jl JjJl_>uil l Ij) V) j»5LJl U..jj« i iJJJa.IV

(T (TO la 'ahad Tvr) (RVT yatasawwar 'anna hunaka maSrud li-s-salam sa-vulad RVT1 T) (R (   'ilia 'ida 'isr'aTl 
[...] 'anna hunaka cawamil jadTdah sa-tugayyir as-siyasat wa-'anna calayha 'an tabda' at-tafkTr bi-waqic muxtalif.

(RNR 'adrakat

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

la 'ahad yatasawwar 'anna hunaka maSruc li-s-salam sa-yulad
la 'ahad
yatasawwar 'anna hunaka maSruc li-s-salam sa-yulad
'ilia 'ida 'isr'aTl 'adrakat [...] 'anna hunaka cawamil jadTdah sa-tugayyir 
wa-'anna calayha 'an tabda' at-tafkTr bi-waqic muxtalif.

as-siyasat

'ilia 'ida 'isr'aTl
'adrakat [...] 'anna hunaka cawamil jadTdah sa-tugayyir as-siyasat wa-'anna calayha 
'an tabda' at-tafkTr bi-waqic muxtalif.

Sentence 11

RVT T R(T (m wa hada^7) (RNT la yujad fi 1-afaq al-qarTbah RVT) T) ( 
R)

oA^iauj J' .X"' M 1 '" M^ /cA LoJUa t<JJ Jill ijlJ 31 ,—3 JA. ti j( 1AA o

1 talama hiya 7*) (RVR man yasunnu al-qarar wa-yactamiduh. R*)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa hada la yujad fi 1-afaq al-qarTbah
wa hada
la yujad fi 1-afaq al-qarTbah
talama hiya man yasunnu al-qarar wa-yactamiduh.
talama hiya
man yasunnu al-qarar wa-yactamiduh.
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Sentence 12

(T wa lacalla at-ta'axl ar-ruhl maca ' amrTka T) (R (  0 ) (R* yudtabar irtibatan maslrivvan. RVR) R)

j '"* ' j_

RVR R

-^AJjl (J*J

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa ladalla at-ta'axi ar-ruhl maca 'amrTka
0 yuctabar irtibatan masiriyyan.
0
yuctabar irtibatan masTriyyan.

Sentence 13

( wa min al-xata' ) ( tagyir hadihi al-qanacat li-1-adma yamlikuna badd al-haqiqah wa-yufakkiruna bi-mabda' al-mantiq as- 
sadiq mada an-nafs, wa-xassah al-carab alladma layazal ladyhim baqiyyat 'amal kadib. T)

Main Theme

Main Rheme

tagyir hadihi al-qanacat li-1-adma yamlikuna bacd al-haqiqah wa-yufakkiruna bi-mabda' al-mantiq 
as-sadiq maca an-nafs, wa-xa§sah al-carab alladma lavazal ladvhim baqivvat 'amal kadib.
wa min al-xata

Sentence 14

(T xarij kull dalika THB 
hamas. R1Jl) R)

(JA jlj llifc (JS ^ jLi.

fa 'inna min mudacafat al-'azmah  ) (RVR wusul al-filastmiyyTn 'ila ha't masdud bayna fath wa-

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

xarij kull dalika
fa 'inna min mudacafat al-'azmah wusul al-filastlniyyfn 'ila 
fath wa-hamas.

ha't masdud bayna

fa 'inna min mudacafat al-'azmah
wusul al-filastlniyyln 'ila ha't masdud bayna fath wa-hamas.

Sentence 15

Uilc. j j ii ,^,-i.jUJl < i t\f<~\

R /'RR /T, TO-. /R\R(T wa hatta alladln yaltaquna mada fanq did-da axar wa-yuhawiluna takyif mawaqifahum cala dalik ), ( ( 0 ) ( 
yudrikun 'anna al-lacib al-xarijl sujac bi-aqwalih, wa-yaxtafi tamaman cindama yakun al-ficl wa-1-wajib mulzimayin. RVR) R)

Main Theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa hatta alladin yaltaquna mada farlq did-da axar wa-yuhawiluna takyif 
mawaqifahum cala dalik
0 yudrikun 'anna al-lacib al-xarijT sujac bi-aqwalih, wa-yaxtafi tamaman cindama 
yakun al-fidl wa-1-wajib mulzimayin.
0
yudrikun 'anna al-lacib al-xarijT sujac bi-aqwalih, wa-yaxtafi tamaman dindama 
yakun al-fidl wa-1-wajib mulzimayin.

Sentence 16

wahada 7) (R dayac axar ft bi'ah carabiyyah la tadcu li-1-wahdah wa-l-'i'tilaf hatta ft 'absat al-'umur gayir al-mucaqqadah.

Main Theme
Main Rheme

wa hada
dayac axar ff bi'ah 
mucaqqadah.

darabiyyah la tadcu li-1-wahdah wa-l-'i'tilaf hatta ff 'absat al-'umur gayir al-
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Analysis of Text 3

Sentence 1

(T ft qamusina as-siyasi al-6arabl T) (R (T+R al-xilaf nu , <

Main Theme ff qamusina as-siyasi al-carabT
Main Rheme al-xilaf huwa al-'asas wa al-itifaq huwa al-istitna'.
Thematic Structure 1 within main rheme_______ 
Theme within thematic structure 1 within main rheme

al-xilaf huwa al-'asas
al-xilaf

Rheme within thematic structure 1 within main rheme huwa al-'asas
Thematic Structure 2 within main rheme wa al-itifaq huwa al-istitna'
Theme within thematic structure 2 within main rheme wa al-itifaq
Rheme within thematic structure 2 within main rheme huwa al-istitna'.

Sentence 2

(T wa hadihi al-qacidah al-6aj!bahT) (R samilah min al-muhlt 'ila al-xallj. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

wa hadihi al-qacidah al-cajibah
samilah min al-muhlt 'ila al-xalTj.

Sentence 3
. ^Jn^'llt (Jjll i^ljLjJI I^A ^J V tA-liiaj]t I^\. --U cl^^J \ftTi.~* LjUj (Jj^ll (^j

( ( wa cindama ad-duwal ) ( tactarif [...] bi-tanaqudatiha wa-tacmal cala taswiyatiha wifqa dasatlriha wa-mabadi' al-...
RVRmaslihah al-watanivvah Rvr) T) (R (  0  ) (RVR la najid hada as-suluk yaqbal at-taemlm darabiwan. m) R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa cindama ad-duwal tactarif [...] bi-tanaqudatiha wa-tacmal 
dasatlriha wa-mabadi' al-maslihah al-wataniyyah

cala taswiyatiha wifqa

wa cindama ad-duwal
tactarif [...] bi-tanaqudatiha wa-tacmal cala taswiyatiha wifqa 
al-maslihah al-wataniyyah
0 la najid hada as-suluk yaqbal at-tacmTm carabiyyan.
0

dasatlriha wa-mabadi'

la najid hada as-suluk yaqbal at-tacmlm darabiyyan.

Sentence 4
* (V" ^ W^1 »^-ac-' (

' T R TO
( T hatta alladTna xadu hurQban 'ahliyyah, 'aw maca 'acda' T) (R (
maSakil mN ) (RNRmR ta'ti [...]

galiban ma R\T\R taswiyatihim li-1-
'ay mujarrad hudnah qabilah li-1-infijar bi-'ayyl sabab. RXR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Theme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within theme within main rheme
Theme within rheme within theme 
within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within theme 
within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

hatta alladTna xadu huruban 'ahliyyah, 'aw
galiban ma taswiyatihim li- -maSakil ta' 
qabilah li-l-infijar bi-'ayyT sabab.
galiban ma taswiyatihim li-i-masakil ta'ti [
galiban ma
taswiyatihim li-1-maSakil ta'ti ... aniyyah

maca 'acda'
tl [...] aniyyah 'ay mujarrad hudnah

..] aniyyah

taswiyatihim li-1-maSakil

ta'tl[...] aniyyah

'ay mujarrad hudnah qabilah li-1-infijar bi-' ayyT sabab .
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Sentence 5

•l*j -ul^Jl i^JV £Jjj jjji JS iv .^ilajll Sja.jll LjjJl JS iA.jkl.all jc ij>j jiu jji

T+R2VR-, R-, hiya al-qadiyyah wa 'ahliha.

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Main Rheme

Thematic Structure 1 within main rheme

Theme within thematic structure 1 
within main rheme
Rheme within thematic structure 1 
within main rheme
Theme within rheme within thematic 
structure 1 within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within thematic 
structure 1 within main rheme
Thematic Structure 2 within main rheme
Theme within thematic structure 2 
within main rheme
Rheme within thematic structure 2 
within main rheme

wa cindama 0 nara al-halah al-filastmiyyah, wa-nuhawil 
mabda' tamazzuq al-qadidah ad-daxiliyyah
wadindama 0

'an naqtanid bi-

nara al-halah al-filastlniyyah, wa-nuhawil 'an naqtanic bi-mabda' tamazzuq 
al-qacidah ad-daxiliyyah
0 najid kull fariq yarfac la'ihat ittihamihi tijah a!-axar, 
najiduha saxsiyyah 'aw fi'awiyyah, wa ad-dahiyyah hiya 
 ahliha.
0 najid kull fariq yarfad la'ihat ittihamihi tijah al-axar, 
najiduha Saxsiyyah 'aw fi'awiyyah
0

najid kull farlq yarfac la'ihat ittihamihi tijah al-axar, 
najiduha saxsiyyah 'aw fi'awiyyah

wa-bitadqiqiha 
al-qadiyyah wa

wa-bitadqlqiha

wa-bitadqlqiha

najid kull farlq yarfac la'ihat ittihamihi tijah al-axar

wa-bitadqlqiha najiduha Saxsiyyah 'aw fi'awiyyah

wa ad-dahiyyah hiya al-qadiyyah wa 'ahliha.
wa ad-dahiyyah

hiya al-qadiyyah wa 'ahliha.

Sentence 6

('ft 1-qahirah')(*("* ?Tga maSruc yajmac al-furaqa.

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

f! 1-qahirah
slga maSruc yajmac al-furaqa
slga
masrud yajmac al-furaqa.

Sentence 7
i.—aM lift <uic 3""'»j L.J..^j jji.j Lo 1 Jl

(T waka-l-cadah T) (R (m al-xilafat ) (R*ja'at [...] wasidah wa-'ahyanan tadlq 'ida ma daxala waslt yadtamid calayhi hada
al-fasTl'awdak. R*) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa ka-1-dadah
al-xilafat ja'at [...] wasidah wa-'ahyanan tadlq 'ida ma daxala wasit yadtamid calayhi hada 
al-fasll 'aw dak.
al-xilafat
ja'at [...] wasidah wa-'ahyanan tadlq 'ida ma daxala wasit yadtamid dalayhi hada al-fasTl 
'aw dak.
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Sentence 8

_ i j Ujk. Liii U

(T wa al-ihtimal T) (R (m huwa  ) (m 'anna al-furud sa-t'atT min waqid bada'a yansa' dindama zara binz al-qahirah, wa- 
'ijtamada 'ila ar-ra'Ts.mubarak fT muhawalh li-'ihya' al-masrud al-darabT li-s-salam. RVR) R )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa al-ihtimal
huwa'anna al-furutf sa-t'atT min waqic bada'a yansa' cindama zara binz al-qahirah, 
wa-'ijtamada 'ila ar-ra'Ts_mubarak ff muhawalh li-'ihya' al-masruc al-darabT li-s- 
salam.
huwa
'anna al-furud sa-t'atT min waqic bada'a yanSa' cindama zara birTz al-qahirah, wa- 
'ijtamada 'ila ar-ra'Ts mubarak ff muhawalh li-'ihya' al-masruc al-darabT li-s-salam.

Sentence 9

j iiLiJI 'tllr'ju' '

(T (m wa hada at-taharruk m) (RVT ( XT 0  ff) (RXRVT lam ya'tT min bab sadd ad-dara'd as-sivasiwah R*T) T), (R wa-'innama 
min xilal qira'at daqTqah Sadart 'isra'Tl 'anna al-hurub wa-takdTs as-silah wa-t-tahaluf mada 'akbar quwwah fT al-calam, sawfa 
yuwajihuha camil az-zaman ad-dagit bi-wasa'ilihi al-mutacaddidah. R )

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Theme within rheme within main 
theme
Rheme within rheme within main 
theme
Main Rheme

wa hada at-taharruk 0 lam ya'tT min bab sadd ad-dara'c as-siyasiyyah
wa hada at-taharruk
0 lam ya'tT min bab sadd ad-dara'd as-siyasiyyah
0

lam ya'tT min bab sadd ad-dara'c as-siyasiyyah

wa-'innama min xilal qira'at daqTqah Sacart 'isra'Tl 'anna al-hurub wa-takdTs 
as-silah wa-t-tahaluf maca 'akbar quwwah fT al-calam, sawfa yuwajihuha 
camil az-zaman ad-dagit bi-wasa'ilihi al-mutacaddidah.

Sentence 10

wa 'isra'Tl nT) (Rvr qad tufaddil [...] hallan Samilan cala al-ittifaqat at-tuna'jvyah K'M ') (K 
tursam min xilal duwal al-mantiqah la min xarijiha. r

li-'anna maslihataha

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme
Theme within rheme within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within main rheme

wa 'isra'il qad tufaddil [...1 hallan samilan cala al-ittifaqat at-tuna'iyyah
wa 'isra'Tl
qad tufaddil [...] hallan Samilan cala al-ittifaqat at-tuna'iyyah
li-'anna maslihataha tursam min xilal duwal al-mantiqah la min xarijiha.
li-'anna maslihataha
0 tursam min xilal duwal al-mantiqah la min xarijiha.
0
tursam min xilal duwal al-mantiqah la min xarijiha.

Sentence

(T " wa hada aS-sucur al-muta'axxir rubbama 0 1AR'T) (
T R

ja'a min ihmal tarn li-1-ittifaqat as-sabiqah
) (R 'ilia marubitat bi-hall Samil mill at-tawqTc maca misr wa-l-'urdun. R )

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Theme within rheme within main

wa hada a$-5ucur al-muta'axxir rubbama 0 ja'a min 
sabiqah
wa hada aS-Sucur al-muta'axxir

ihmal tam li-1-ittifaqat as-

rubbama 0 ja'a min ihmal tarn li-1-ittifaqat as-sabiqah
rubbama 0
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theme
Rheme within rheme within main 
theme
Main Rheme

ja'a min ihmal tarn li-1-ittifaqat as-sabiqah

'ilia marubitat bi-hall Samil mill at-tawqTd maca misr wa-1-'urdun.

Sentence 12

 "-;; jl j£]

UililL. j,uJl jUi.

-qad yakQn as-sabab 
amam xayar as-sayr bi-1-qafilah

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

lakin 'an yubdat hada al-ma5ruc wa-bi-ma yuSbih al-ittifaq bavna al-'isra'ilivln
fa 0 -qad yakun as-sabab a!-muba5ir li-i'tilaf filastmT yuraci 'anna al-ittifaq cala 
nata'ij wadihah, sawfa yajdaluhum 'amam xayar as-sayr bi-1-qafilah al-carabiyyah, 
'ida ma qabilt 'isra'Tl bi-§-§urut 'aw muwajahat al-hall min xilal qanacatihim.
fa 0
-qad yakun as-sabab al-mubaSir li-i'tilaf filastmT yuraci 'anna al-ittifaq cala nata'ij 
wadihah, sawfa yajcaluhum 'amam xayar as-sayr bi-1-qafilah al-carabiyyah, 'ida ma 
qabilt 'isra'Tl bi-5-§urut 'aw muwajahat al-hall min xilal qanacatihim.

Sentence 13

l VI j jiilill -j~ • - j ijj

. AjjjaJI JjkJI jljilij.n -Olj5>J

\I+K.I\1\ /KU+KIU /l\K\l-t-KIU (• ;rt Ti 1\K\I+KIYI\ /-KAKYI+KI \ 1 / 
) ( \ 1Sra » )( (hunaka mutagayyiran kawniyyan yahdutu al-'an R*WT+RnT) R\T+RI\TJ T+RI\T^ ^r+R2\T ^TO 

'annaha daxil al-hizam al'amnkT fi as-sultah ar-rahinah, 'aw al-qadimah 1ARVT+R2^T

T% ,--R\R\R\T+RI\T
' anna

wa R\T+R2\T ,T\R\T+R2\T

), (RWT+R2\T hiya al-fa'izah bi-n-natiiah
J RM+iuvTjT+RaTj T} (R (  

yatgayan cala al-hulul al-iuz'ivvah. R)
al-iqtisadi al-calami wa-mu'attiratih

Main Theme

Thematic Structure 1 within main theme

Theme within thematic structure 1 within main 
theme
Rheme within thematic structure 1 within main 
theme
Theme within rheme within thematic structure 1 
within main theme
Rheme within rheme within thematic structure 1 
within main theme
Theme within rheme within rheme within thematic 
structure 1 within main theme
Rheme within rheme within rheme within 
thematic structure 1 within main theme
Thematic Structure 2 within main theme

Theme within thematic structure 2 within main 
theme
Rheme within thematic structure 2 within main 
theme
Theme within rheme within thematic structure 2 
within main theme
Rheme within rheme within thematic structure 2 
within main theme

qatdan 'isra'll 0 tadrif 'anna hunaka mutagayyiran kawniyyan 
yahdutu al-'an wa sahTh' annaha daxil al-hizam al'amnkT ft as- 
sultah ar-rahinah, 'aw al-qadimah hiya al-fa'izah bi-n-natijah
qatcan 'isra'Tl 0 tadrif 'anna hunaka mutagayyiran kawniyyan 
yahdutu al-'an
qatcan

'isra'Tl 0 tadrif 'anna hunaka mutagayyiran kawniyyan yahdutu 
al-'an
'isra'Tl

0 tadrif 'anna hunaka mutagayyiran kawniyyan yahdutu al-'an

0

tadrif 'anna hunaka mutagayyiran kawniyyan yahdulu al-'an

wa sahih'annaha daxil al-hizam aramrik! ff as-sultah ar-rahinah, 
'aw al-qadimah hiya al-fa'izah bi-n-natTjah
wa sahTh

'annaha daxil al-hizam al'amnkT ff as-sultah ar-rahinah, 'aw al- 
qadimah hi ya al-fa'izah bi-n-natTjah
'annaha daxil al-hizam al'amnki ff as-sultah ar-rahinah, 'aw al- 
qadimah
hiya al-fa'izah bi-n-natijah
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Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme
Theme within rheme within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within main rheme

'ilia 'anna az-zarf al-iqtisadi al-calami wa-mu'attiratih 0 sa- 
yatgayan cala al-hulul al-juz'iyyah.
'ilia 'anna az-zarf al-iqtisadi al-dalami wa-mu'attiratih
0 sa-yatgayan cala al-hulQl al-juz'iyyah.
0
sa-yatgayan cala al-hulul al-juz'iyyah.

Sentence 14
I l*i- ^il^l ySlI OljaJlt i- i. _#l jilt) Jsljj jl JUiL i

(T wa labudda bi-t-tali T) (R 'an yurafiq 'iglaq al-'azmah sadd al-fajawat allatl intalaqat minha al-hurub wa-l-'irhab wa-
-

Main Theme
Main Rheme

wa labudda bi-t-tali
'an yurafiq 'iglaq al-'azmah 
gayrihima.

sadd al-fajawat allatl intalaqat minha al-hurub wa-l-'irhab wa-

Sentence 15

ipLJI

(T (  wa 'isra'Tl ™) (Rvr 'aktar hasasiyyah fl qira'at hadihi al-mawaqif R") T) (R (T* li-'anna 'amnka TO) (m (m* 0 TO*) 
( RyUR lan tarhan siyasatiha al-xarijiyyah li-l-'asalTb al-qadTmah, wa-hiya allatT dafadat fawatTr al-xasa'ir al-maddiyyah wa-l-
macnawivvah. )

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within main 
rheme
Rheme within rheme within 
main rheme

wa 'isra'TPaktar hasasivyah ff qira'at hadihi al-mawaqif
wa 'isra'Tl
'aktar hasasiyyah ff qira'at hadihi al-mawaqif
li-'anna 'amrTka 0 lan tarhan siyasatiha al-xarijiyyah li-l-'asalTb al-qadTmah, wa- 
hiya allatT dafacat fawatir al-xasa'ir al-maddiyyah wa-1-macnawiyyah.
li-'anna 'amrTka
0 lan tarhan siyasatiha al-xarijiyyah li-I-'asalTb al-qadTmah, wa-hiya allatT dafacat 
fawatfr al-xasa'ir al-maddiyyah wa-1-macnawiyyah.
0

lan tarhan siyasatiha al-xarijiyyah li-l-'asalTb al-qadTmah, wa-hiya allatT dafacat 
fawatTr al-xasa'ir al-maddiyyah wa-1-madnawiyyah.

Sentence 16
»lc JJ j ^.t-ll |J4 SjjLjJI JJJ.J

(T wa cala hada al-'asas T) (R (  fa 'inna 'iglaq malaff Ssra_'Tl maca al-carab '*) (K 
kubra li-'ayyi siyasi yacTS hada al-ma5had wa-vardah. r

J c-kL J31C.I (j^ '

0 1XK*) (RVRVR yuctabar al-ja'izah al-

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within main rheme

wa cala hada al-'asas
fa 'inna 'iglaq malaff 'isra'Tl maca al-carab 0 yuctabar al-ja'izah al- 
kubra li-'ayyi siyasi yacIS hada al-ma3had wa-yarcah.
fa 'inna 'iglaq malaff 'isra'Tl maca al-carab
0 yuctabar al-ja'izah al-kubra li-'ayyi siyasi yacT§ hada al-ma§had wa- 
yarcah.
0
yuctabar al-ja'izah al-kubra li-'ayyi siyasi yaciS hada al-maShad wa- 
yarcah.
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Sentence 17

(T wa lidalika T) (R (  at-tahawwul al-'isra'TlT TO) (R* kana [...] istintajan li-1-qadim, wa-laysa li-zzarf al-ga'im.

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within
Rheme within

mam
main

rheme
rheme

wa lidalika
at-tahawwul al-'isra'TlT kana ...] istintajan li-1-qadim
at-tahawwul al-'isra'TlT
kana istintajan li-1-qadim, wa-laysa li-zzarf al-qa

, wa-laysa

'im.

li-zzarf al-qaMm.

U * ^

Sentence 18

(T C  al-carab  ) (RVr lan takuna lahum hurub samilah maca 'isra'Tl, 'aw gayriha Rvr) T) (R 
) R) li-'anna at-tajarub

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

al-carab lan takuna lahum hurub
al-darab
lan takuna lahum hurub Samilah
li-'anna at-tajarub manrah.

Samilah maca 'isra'il, 'aw gayriha

mada 'isra'Tl, 'aw gayriha

li-'anna at-tajarub
marlrah.

Sentence 19

(T wa cala 'Tqad as-salam 'ida ma tamma wifqa tanazulat murdivah T), (R (T+RaVR (TXT+Ra\R 0 T^R^ (Rvr+Raw fa. sawfa yaftahu 
'afaqan jadTdah Rvr+Rl*) T+Ra\R^ ^T+Rb\R ^T\x+Rb\R 0 T\T+IU>\RJ ^R\T+Rb\R ^T«\T+Rb\R wa yuhdit naq\ah iaysat faqat bayna tarafayy !Mr 

nizac 'nRVT+RMR) (R\Rvr+Rb\R wa.'innama sa-tancakis ataruha cala ad-duwal al-'iqlTmiyyah al-muhTtah bi-1-mantiqah wa-xarijiha 
li-'anna kull ad-dara'ic sa-tantahi li-ya'ti sibaq axar ft tahaddiyat al-casr wa-mutatallabatih. RVRU+RWR ) R\T+Rb\R^ T+Rb\R^ R^

Main Theme

Main Rheme

Thematic Structue a within main rheme
Theme within thematic structue a within main rheme
Rheme within thematic structue a within main rheme
Thematic Structue b within main rheme

Theme within thematic structue b within main rheme
Rheme within thematic structue b within main rheme

Theme within rheme within thematic structue b within 
main rheme
Rheme within rheme within thematic structue b within 
main rheme

wa cala 'Iqad as-salam 'ida ma tamma wifqa tanazulat 
murdiyah
0 fa-sawfa yaftahu 'afaqan jadldah 0 wa yuhdit naqlah 
laysat faqat bayna tarafayy 'an-nizac, wa-'innama sa- 
tancakis ataruha cala ad-duwal al-'iqllmiyyah al-muhTtah 
bi-1-mantiqah wa-xarijiha, li-'anna kull ad-dara'ic sa- 
tantahi li-ya'ti sibaq axar ff tahaddiyat al-casr wa- 
mutatallabatih.
0 fa-sawfa yaftahu 'afaqan jadidah
0
fa-sawfa yaftahu 'afaqan jadldah
0 wa yuhdit naqlah laysat faqat bayna tarafayy 'an-nizac, 
wa-'innama sa-tancakis ataruha cala ad-duwal al- 
'iqlTmiyyah al-muhTtah bi-1-mantiqah wa-xarijiha li-'anna 
kull ad-dara'ic sa-tantahi li-ya'ti sibaq axar fT tahaddiyat 
al-6asr wa-mutatallabatih.
0
wa yuhdit naqlah laysat faqat bayna tarafayy 'an-nizac, 
wa-'innama sa-tancakis ataruha cala ad-duwal al- 
'iqllmiyyah al-muhTtah bi-1-mantiqah wa-xarijiha li-'anna 
kull ad-dara'ic sa-tantahi li-ya'ti sibaq axar ft tahaddiyat 
al-casr wa-mutatallabatih.
wa yuhdit naqlah laysat faqat bayna tarafayy 'an-nizac

wa-'innama sa-tancakis ataruha cala ad-duwal al- 
'iqlTmiyyah al-muhTtah bi-1-mantiqah wa-xarijiha li-'anna 
kul! ad-dara'ic sa-tantahi li-ya'ti sibaq axar ff tahaddiyat 
al-casr wa-mutatallabatih.
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Analysis of Text 4

Sentence 1

Ai_« i-t *

^ 0 \\R R\RiU T\!o£aSrna6 ma yur'd qawluhu ar-ra 'Ts al-'amrTkT bu§ fT ziyaratihi li-1-mantiqah Rvr) T) (R (  li-'anna gayat 
at-taharruk ) ( (TXRVR 0 TXRVR) (Rym tudtabar wadadan li-kursi ar-ri'asah alladT zalla mawdic jadal wa-intiqad had min 
'awsat dawliyyah wa-'amrikiyyah, wa-dada' min al-dalam al-'islami. RVRVR) RNR) R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within main rheme

0 daduna nasmad ma yund qawluhu ar-ra'Is al-'amrikl bug ff 
ziyaratihi li-1-mantiqah
0
daduna nasmad ma yund qawluhu ar-ra'Ts al-'amrikT buS ft ziyaratihi 
li-1-mantiqah
li-'anna gayat at-taharruk 0 tudtabar wadacan li-kursi ar-ri'asah alladT 
zalla mawdic jadal wa-intiqad had min 'awsat dawliyyah wa- 
'amnkiyyah, wa-dada' min al-dalam al-'islami.
li-'anna gayat at-taharruk
0 tudtabar wadadan li-kursi ar-ri'asah alladT zalla mawdic jadal wa- 
intiqad had min 'awsat dawliyyah wa-'amnkiyyah, wa-dada' min al- 
dalam al-'islami.
0
tudtabar wadacan li-kursi ar-ri'asah alladT zalla mawdic jadal wa- 
intiqad had min 'awsat dawliyyah wa-'amnkiyyah, wa-dada' min al- 
dalam al-'islami.

Sentence 2

i_Jj«JI JJJ ji jl£.Ui!l ^'nrl f IU.i-.l.

(T wa 1-iftirad T) (R 'anna ar-ra'Ts bu5 alladT bayada ff bidayat dahdih al-muhafizTn al-judud, yuhawil min xilal kunduliza rayis 
'icta' bacd al-qanacat 'anna miswarih li-s-salam bayna al-darab wa-'isra'Tl huwa axir mahattat juhudih fT hadihi al-damaliyyah 
aS-Sa'ikah, wa-'anna ictidalahu ja'a badda tajarub marTrah. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

wa 1-iftirad
'anna ar-ra'Ts buS yuhawil min xilal kundulTza rayis 'idta' badd al-qanacat 'anna miSwarih li-s-salam 
bayna al-darab wa-'isra'Tl huwa axir mahattat juhudih ft hadihi al-damaliyyah a$-sa'ikah, wa-'anna 
ictidalahu ja'a bacda tajarub marTrah.

Sentence 3

( T 'isra'Tl T) (R 0 TAR-J ^R\R ,-^jj fi hadihi al-fursah 'anna al-filastmiyym, dala mustawa al-qiyadah wa-1-qacidah yacTSun 
wadcan ma'sawiyyan bi-sababi al-hisar wa-1-inqisamat wa-tahawwal qadiytatihim carabiyyan 'ila al-mustawa at-tani 'aw 'at- 
talit min al-ihtimam, wa-'anna tiqal ar-ra'Ts al-'amrikT sa-yadfac bihim li-qubul al-waqic maca bacd at-tahsmat dala 'Tqaf bacd 
bu'ar al-istTtan muqabil at-taxallT can cawdat al-laji'Tn wa-tacdTlat dala hudud 1967. R*) R)
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Main Theme 'isra'il

Main Rheme 0 tajid fT hadihi al-fursah 'anna al-filastmiyyin, cala mustawa al-qiyadah wa-1- 
qadidah yadTSun waddan ma'sawiyyan bi-sababi al-hisar wa-1-inqisamat wa-tahawwal 
qadiytatihim darabiyyan 'ila al-mustawa at-tani 'aw 'at-talit min al-ihtimam, wa- 
' anna tiqal ar-ra'Is al-'amrikl sa-yadfac bihim li-qubQl al-waqic mada bacd at-tahsmat 
cala 'Tqaf badd bu'ar al-istitan muqabil at-taxallT dan dawdat al-laji'Tn wa-tacdTlat cala 
hudud 1967.

Theme within main rheme 0
Rheme within main rheme tajid ft hadihi al-fursah 'anna al-filastmiyyTn, dala mustawa al-qiyadah wa-1-qacidah 

yacTSun waddan ma'sawiyyan bi-sababi al-hisar wa-1-inqisamat wa-tahawwal 
qadiytatihim darabiyyan 'ila al-mustawa at-tani 'aw 'at-talit min al-ihtimam, wa- 
'anna tiqal ar-ra'Ts al-'amrikT sa-yadfad bihim li-qubul al-waqid maca bacd at-tahsmat 
dala 'Tqaf badd bu'ar al-istltan muqabil at-taxallT can dawdat al-laji'Tn wa-taddTlat cala 
hudud 1967.

Sentence 4

ji jj v jjtc

(T

'anna al-midyar alladT yaqTsuna calayhi fawzahum wa-haza'imahum ^ (RVR 'anna qadiyyatihim tuwarrat wa-tulad maca kulli
lakinna man da§u al-hurub wa-s-$adamat wa-kull at-tajawuzat Tvr) (RVT la yazal rasTd nidalihm kabTra RVT) T) (R li-

JJJ. )

Main Theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

lakinna man caSu al-hurub wa-s-sadamat wa-kull at-tajawuzat la yazal ra§id nidalihm 
kabTran
li-'anna al-micyar alladT yaqTsuna dalayhi fawzahum wa-haza'imahum'anna 
qadiyyatihim tuwarrat wa-tulad maca kulli jTl.
li-'anna al-micyar alladT yaqTsuna calayhi fawzahum wa-haza'imahum
'anna qadiyyatihim tuwarrat wa-tulad maca kulli JTl.

Sentence 5

liAjc jll (

(T ( " lakinna l-maslihah al'amrlkiyyah al-'isra'Tliyyah ft hada az-zarf az-zamani 
qatd wa-1-yaqm li-tahqTq say' min ar-ragabat al-darabiyyah 
mantiqah 'ilaxarjjiha' f+RbvR) R)

T+RaVR T+Rb*
qa RVT) T) (R (T+Ra'lR laysa bi-1- 

wa-lakin xa§yata tatawwurat qad tatacadda al-

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Thematic Structure a within main rheme
Thematic Structure b within main rheme

lakinna l-maslihah al'amrTkiyyah al-'isra'iliyyah ff hada az-zarf az-zamani tatalaqa
lakinna l-maslihah al'amrTkiyyah al-'isra'Tliyyah ff hada az-zarf az-zamani
tatalaqa
laysa bi-1-qatd wa-1-yaqm li-tahqTq Say' min ar-ragabat al-darabiyyah 
xaSyata tatawwurat qad tatacadda a!-mantiqah 'ila xarijiha.

wa-lakin

laysa bi-1-qatc wa-1-yaqm li-tahqTq Say' min ar-ragabat al-darabiyyah
wa-lakin xasyata tatawwurat qad tatacadda al-mantiqah 'ila xarijiha.

Sentence 6

/T+Rl /

R\R\T+RI
lan yakunu hulafa' ihtiyatiyin li-'amnka didda 'iran matalan 

T\T\T+R2-, /-Rvrvr+Rz ru <yat ai_cjraq yudad dala la'ihat at-taqsTm

istratfjiyyat tahaddatat danha 'amnka wa-'isra'Tl
mundu dug ad*"*" Tl") ™'"^) '"^) ( lfl" ( 1UTRJ wa la yumkinuhum '" "") ( RVT+R3 'an yacTSu siyasiyyan cala hajis al-ittiham bi- 
l-'irhab ka-qadiyyah tamma min xilaliha 'idlan al-hurub wa-1-dazl wa-t-tajasus wa-t-tadamul maca al-darab ka-'ajsam 
mutafajjirah cindama tabhat istixbarat as-safarat al-'amnkiyyah can nawayahum wa-ma yadmirun. R'lT+R3 '1 T+R3 ^3-, T+R3-,
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Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Theme within main theme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Thematic Structure 3

Main Theme within thematic structure 3
Main Rheme within thematic structure 3

fa l-6arab 0 lan yakunu hulafa' ihtiyatiyln li-'amrTka (Jidda 'Iran matalan
fa 1-carab
0 lan yakunu hulafa' ihtiyativm li-'amrTka didda 'Iran matalan
0

lan yakunu hulafa' ihtiyatiym li-'amrlka didda 'Tran matalan

wa la yumkinuhum ru'yat al-diraq yudad cala la'ihat at-taqslm, li-'anna 
dalikajuz' min istratTjiyyat tahaddatat danha 'amnka wa-'isra'Tl mundu 
cuqud
wa la yumkinuhum ru'yat al-ciraq yuda6 dala la'ihat at-taqsTm
wa la yumkinuhum

ru'yat al-ciraq yudad cala la'ihat at-taqsTm

li-'anna dalikajuz' min istratTjiyyat tahaddatat canha 'amrlka wa-'isra'Tl 
mundu cuqud
li-'anna dalika

juz' min istratTjiyyat tahaddatat danha 'amnka wa-'isra'T! mundu cuqud

wa la yumkinuhum'an yacTSu siyasiyyan cala hajis al-ittiham bi-l-'irhab 
ka-qadiyyah tamma min xilaliha 'iclan al-hurub wa-1-cazl wa-t-tajasus 
wa-t-tacamul maca al-carab ka-'ajsam mutafajjirah cindama tabhat 
istixbarat as-safarat al-'amnkiyyah can nawayahum wa-ma yadmirQn.
wa la yumkinuhum
'an yacTSu siyasiyyan cala hajis al-ittiham bi-l-'irhab ka-qadiyyah 
tamma min xilaliha 'idlan al-hurub wa-l-6azl wa-t-tajasus wa-t-tacamul 
maca al-carab ka-'ajsam mutafajjirah cindama tabhat istixbarat as- 
safarat al-'amnkiyyah can nawayahum wa-ma yadmirun.

Sentence 7

(>_£ Jjilj-,1

T+RI (Tvr+Ri ar_ ra < ls al-'amrikT as-sabiq, klintun 1AT"I'R1 ) (Rvr+R1 laqad jarraba [...] masacTh ff 'axir wilayatih, '^aj6 dtam marhalat hukmih RVr+RI ) T+R1 ), (T+R2 (^T+R7 ( T+R2 wa lakinnahu mT+R2) (RmT+R2 Ml^*'R2)'n^). (R^T+Mxitam 
annahu

yajcal as-salam 
li-

,R\R\T+ R2 6aj jza can > an yajdal c isra c Tl tu . min bi^.tanazuiat al-macqulah. RWT+R2 ) R^T+R2) T+R2 )

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Theme within main theme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2 _____________________

ar-ra'Ts al-'amrTkT as-sabiq, klintun laqad jarraba [...] masacTh 
'axir wilayatih, 'an yajcal as-salam xitam marhalat hukmih

ti

ar-ra'Ts al-'amrTkT as-sabiq, klintun
laqad jarraba [...] masafih ff 'axir wilayatih, 'an yajcal as-salam 
xitam marhalat hukmih
wa lakinnahu faSil, li-annahu dajiza can 'an yajcal isra Tl tu min 
t-tanazulat al-macqulah.

bi-

wa lakinnahu faSil
wa lakinnahu

faSil

li-annahu cajiza can 'an yajcal 'isra'Tl tu'min bi-t-tanazulat 
macqulah.
li-annahu

cajiza can 'an yajcal 'isra'Tl tu'min bi-t-tanazulat al-macqulah.

al-
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Sentence 8
.JiVI j. 3 jj,\ ^j lfJisli ^Ji ̂  J.UJ11 ,>J ->^l jj

sawfa nafs al-  
( 0 )( yund at-taxtTt li-t-tacamul maca ar-ra'Ts al-qadim, wa-laysa al-muwaddic al-afil.

(R (m li-'anna fasTl hukm 'ulmart ) ( R

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Theme within rheme within main 
theme
Rheme within rheme within main 
theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme
Theme within rheme within main 
rheme
Rheme within rheme within main 
rheme

wa buS sawfa yuwajih nafs al-caqabah
wabuS
0 sawfa yuwajih nafs al-daqabah
0

sawfa yuwajih nafs al-daqabah

li-'anna fasTl hukm 'ulmart 0 yund at-taxtTt li-t-tacamul maca ar-ra'Ts al-qadim, 
al-muwaddic' al-afil.

wa-laysa

li-'anna fasTl hukm 'ulmart
0 yurTd at-taxtTt li-t-tadamul mada ar-ra'Ts al-qadim. wa-laysa al-muwaddic al-afil.
0

yund at-taxpt li-t-tacamul mada ar-ra'Ts al-qadim, wa-laysa al-muwaddid al-afil.

Sentence 9
] ^jc. ojljLjl «jj JJ^j Lijlj t

(T ('nT cindama 0 1Yr) (Rvr naqul dacuna nujarrib Rvr ) T), (R (  fa 'innana ) 
axir fasl ff at-tamtTliyyah al-mucad siyagatiha wa-bitulatiha bi-nafs as-sinarvuhat.

( XR 0
RXR) R)

( RVRVR nurld rafc as-sitarah can

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within main 
rheme
Rheme within rheme within main 
rheme

dindama 0 naqul dacuna nujarrib
cindama 0
naqul dacuna nujarrib
fa 'innana 0 nund rafc as-sitarah dan axir fasl fi 
siyagatiha wa-bitulatiha bi-nafs as-sinaryuhat.

at-tamtTliyyah al-mucad

fa 'innana
0 nurTd rafd as-sitarah can axir fasl fi at-tamtTliyyah 
bitulatiha bi-nafs as-sinaryuhat.

al-mucad siyagatiha wa-

0

nund rafd as-sitarah can axir fasl fi at-tamtTliyyah 
bitulatiha bi-nafs as-sinaryuhat.

al-mucad siyagatiha wa-

Sentence 10

(T wa-maca dalik T) (R (  fa nahnu  ) (RVR (T+RaNR* nurahhib bi-'ayi hiwar lahu natTjah macqulah naraha tabruz cala al-waqic 
i>Ra\R\Ry ^i>Rb\R\R wa_i aysa m j n x j|a| al-wucud wa-l-'amal al-kadibah. * MM)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Thematic Structure a within rheme within main 
rheme
Thematic Structure b within rheme within main 

rheme ______ ______ ____________

wa-maca dalik
fa nahnu nurahhib bi-'ayi hiwar lahu natTjah macqulah naraha 
tabruz cala al-waqic wa-laysa min xilal al-wucud wa-l-'amal 
al-kadibah.
fa nahnu
nurahhib bi-'ayi hiwar lahu natTjah macqulah naraha tabruz 
cala al-waqic wa-laysa min xilal al-wucud wa-l-'amal al- 
kadibah.
nurahhib bi-'ayi hiwar lahu natTjah madqulah naraha tabruz 
cala al-waqic
wa-laysa min xilal al-wucud wa-l-'amal al-kadibah.
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Sentence

l^ Ui^Jlj ii)ll>«! '«-"=• ^iLj U jli .iij iSU.U

( T wa r-ra'Ts ; bu3 T), wa-inkana ya'tT li-l-mantiqah bi-'aslihah diblumasiyyah dadlfah, (R (  fa-'inna ma nucalliqahu dala 
najahih ) ( murtabit bi-qudratihi cala tajawuz duqdat 'isra'Tl wa-1-xawf minha. RXR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa r-ra'Ts buS
fa-'inna ma nudalliquhu dala najahih murtabit bi-qudratihi dala tajawuz cuqdat 
'isra'Tl wa-l-xawf minha.
fa-'inna ma nucalliquhu cala najahih
murtabit bi-qudratihi cala tajawuz cuqdat 'isra'Tl wa-1-xawf minha.

Sentence 12

( ( 0 ) ( la-qad ciSna rihlah tawilah maca ru'sa' 'amrTka Ra) T) (R (  wa xassatan  ) (RVR ( VR bacda'isra'Tl 'an mR) 
(RylXR salaxat [...] danha caba't faransa wa-biritanya, badda 'ahdat 1967, li-taltahiqa bi-r-rakb al-'amrTkT al-'aktar quwwah wa- 
wajahah 'amama at-tamadud al-qawmT al-carabT, wa-tafaculatih al-inficaliyyah, wa-wuquf al-ittihad as-sufayti macahu 
musanidan wa-halTfan. RVRVR) R*) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within 
main rheme
Rheme within rheme within 
main rheme

0 la-qad ciSna rihlah tawTlah mada ru'sa' 'amrTka
0
la-qad disna rihlah tawTlah maca ru'sa' 'amrTka
wa xassatan badda' isra'Tl 'an salaxat [...] danha caba't faransa wa-bintanya, bacda 
'ahdat 1967, li-taltahiqa bi-r-rakb al-'amrlkT al-'aktar quwwah wa-wajahah 'amama 
at-tamadud al-qawmT al-carabT, wa-tafaculatih al-inficaliyyah, wa-wuquf al-ittihad 
as-sufayti madahu musanidan wa-halTfan.
wa xassatan
bacda'isra'Tl 'an salaxat [...] danha daba't faransa wa-bintanya, bacda 'ahdat 1967, li- 
taltahiqa bi-r-rakb al-'amrTkT al-'aktar quwwah wa-wajahah 'amama at-tamadud al- 
qawmT al-carabT, wa-tafaculatih al-inficaliyyah, wa-wuquf al-ittihad as-sufayti 
macahu musanidan wa-halTfan.
bacda'isra'Tl 'an

salaxat [...] danha caba't faransa wa-birTtanya, bacda 'ahdat 1967, li-taltahiqa bi-r- 
rakb al-'amrTkT al-'aktar quwwah wa-wajahah 'amama at-tamadud al-qawmT al- 
carabT, wa-tafadulatih al-inficaliyyah, wa-wuquf al-ittihad as-sufayti macahu 
musanidan wa-halTfan.

Sentence 13

i t>iuJl jjc.

R\R\T+RK RXT+Rl, T+RK 

 , /R\T+R2 /T\R\T+R2

nata'ij tadaxuliha al-mubasir 'aw gayir al-mubasir ft 1-mantiqah. RWT+R2 j R"+R2) T+R2)

TM+RIJ ^R\T+RI ^-nR\T+Ri 0 T\R\T+Ri^ ^R\R\T+Ri ?a|| a{ ai_|jai Tf a|.' aktar faciliwal 

a 'inna muczam al-hurub bi-'aSkaliha al-caskariyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah wa-I-iqtisadiyyah m+R2

Thematic Struture 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Struture 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2

lakinna 'amnka 0 zallat al-halif al-'aktar fadiliyyah
lakinna 'amrTka
0 zallat al-halif al-'aktar fadiliyyah
0

zallat al-halTf al-'aktar fadiliyyah

hatta 'inna muczam al-hurub bi-'askaliha al-caskariyyah wa-s- 
siyasiyyah wa-1-iqtisadiyyah, 0 ja'a nata'ij tadaxuliha al-muba5ir 'aw 
gayir al-mubaSir ff 1-mantiqah.
hatta 'inna muczam al-hurub bi-'a5kaliha al-caskariyyah wa-s-
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Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2

siyasiyyah wa-l-iqtisadiyyah
0 ja'a nata'ij tadaxuliha al-mubaSir 
mantiqah.

'aw gayir al-mubaSir fi 1-

0

ja'a nata'ij tadaxuliha al-mubaSir 'aw gayir al-mubaSir ff l-mantiqah.

Sentence 14

J V ( I jj V)

,T+RI ,T\T*R1 knf'rxT '<'R- 1 'v /RVT+RI

ficl ladayhi Say' majhul la naclamuh
^.^

RW+RU T+RK (T+R2 

a ^ j
casr al-xawariq  "+R2 ) ( RWT+R2

Thematic Struture 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Struture 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main theme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 2
Theme within rheme within main theme 
within thematic structure 2
Rheme within rheme within main theme 
within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2
Theme within main rheme within thematic
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Theme within rheme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 2
Rheme within rheme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 2

buS 0 sa-yahillu dayfan
buS
0 sa-yahillu dayfan
0

sa-yahillu dayfan

lakinnahu 0 lan yakun axir ar-ru'asa' alladm yamlikuna 
'ilia 'ida kana bil-ficl ladayhi Say' majhul la naclamuh, 
dasr al-xawariq 0 intaha wa-macahu 'aSya'a 'uxra.
lakinnahu 0 lan yakun axir ar-ru'asa' alladfn yamlikuna 
'ilia 'ida kana bil-ficl ladayhi Say' majhul la naclamuh
lakinnahu

taqat al-hall 
maca 'anna

taqat al-hall

0 lan yakun axir ar-ru'asa' alladin yamlikuna taqat al-hall 'ilia 'ida 
kana bil-ficl ladayhi Say' majhul la naclamuh
0

lan yakun axir ar-ru'asa' alladm yamlikuna taqat al-hall ' 
bil-ficl ladayhi Say' majhul la naclamuh
maca 'anna dasr al-xawariq 0 intaha wa-macahu 'aSya'a '

ilia 'ida kana

uxra.
maca 'anna casr al-xawariq

0 intaha wa-macahu 'aSya'a 'uxra.

0

intaha wa-macahu 'aSya'a 'uxra.
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Analysis of Text 5

Sentence 1

*t W-^J (~-J^j'-W if*^ ^g''"* L&* t JoJl 

/T+R1 /T\T+RI Vflvs r HarK 'Tr5n TVT+RU ,-R\T+RI /T\R\T+R1 ,0, T\R\T+Rl\ /R\R\T+R1 . i i t -i- , i
R\R\T+RI RNT+RI T+RI T+R2 T\r+R2 . ^ ^ tahawwala 'ila munawarah bayna L amrika.

) ) ) ( ( fa kullun minhuma ) (*^T+R2 /T\R\T+R2 0 T\R\T+R2-^ /R\R\T+R2 ^,n »\^ nn Uo*- rt ^;,,,,?;+ ..,„
bi-muxtalaf aMiiayat. R^T+R2) RNT+R2) T+R2)

Thematic Struture 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Struture 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2
Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 2

xayar darb 'Iran 0 tahawwala 'ila munawarah bayna 
'amrlka wa-'isra'Tl
xayar darb 'Iran
0 tahawwala 'ila munawarah bayna 'amrlka wa-'isra'Tl
0
tahawwala 'ila munawarah bayna 'amrlka wa-'isra'Tl
fa kullun minhuma 0 yaShan batariyyat wa-yabutuha bi- 
muxtalaf ad-dicayat.
fa kullun minhuma
0 yaShan batariyyat wa-yabutuha bi-muxtalaf ad-dicayat.
0
yaShan batariyyat wa-yabutuha bi-muxtalaf ad-dicayat.

Sentence 2
jlJl ii.

(T ( wa hatta 0 1AT) (RVr naqtad al-masafah bayna xatt al-yaqm wa-t-tahwTS * 
ihtimalat ff siyaqiha al-'amnT li-1-iqtisad al-calami. R*) R)

) T) (R (   la budda  ) (RVR min wade kaffat al-

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa hatta 0 naqtac al-masafah bayna xatt al-yaqln wa-t-tahwIS
wa hatta 0
naqtac al-masafah bayna xatt al-yaqln wa-t-tahwT5
la budda min wade kaffat al-ihtimalat ff siyaqiha al-'amnT li-1-iqtisad al-calami.
la budda
min wad6 kaffat al-ihtimalat ff siyaqiha al-'amnT li-1-iqtisad al-6alami.

Sentence 3

(T 'id li-'awwal marrah ( NT an-naft

]j.> anna ' ayyi cama] ka-hada m) (m 0 TOVR
yabruz [...] ka-hajiz bayna ihtimal ad-darbah wa-'Tqafiha

yadac 'abcad al-mugamarah fawqa at-tasawwurat hatta
mada fkriq al-quwwah bayna man yuhaddid bil-hujum wa-man yarfac rayat ad-difa6 'ila hudud ad-darbah al-mujicah li-wasat
'isra'Tl wa-muficilatiha an-nawawivvah. ) R*) R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Theme within rheme within main theme
Rheme within rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme

'id li-'awwal marrah an-naft yabruz [...] ka-hajiz bayna ihtimal ad- 
darbah wa-'Tqafiha
'id li-'awwal marrah
an-naft yabruz . . . ka-hajiz bayna ihtimal ad-darbah wa-'iqafiha
an-naft
yabruz ... ka-hajiz bayna ihtimal ad-darbah wa-'iqafiha
li-'anna 'ayyi carnal ka-hada 0 yadac 'abcad al-mugamarah fawqa at- 
tasawwurat hatta mada fariq al-quwwah bayna man yuhaddid bil- 
hujum wa-man yarfai rayat ad-difac 'ila hudud ad-darbah al-mujicah 
li-wasat 'isra'Tl wa-mufacilatiha an-nawawiyyah.
li-'anna 'ayyi carnal ka-hada
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Rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within main rheme

0 yadad 'abdad al-mugamarah fawqa at-tasawwurat hatta mada fariq 
al-quwwah bayna man yuhaddid bil-hujQm wa-man yarfad rayat ad- 
difad 'ila hudud ad-darbah al-mujicah li-wasat 'isra'Tl wa-mufadi!atiha 
an-nawawiyyah.
0
yadac 'abdad al-mugamarah fawqa at-tasawwurat hatta mada fariq al- 
quwwah bayna man yuhaddid bil-hujum wa-man yarfac rayat ad-difad 
'ila hudud ad-darbah al-mujidah li-wasat 'isra'Tl wa-mufacilatiha an- 
nawawiyyah.

Sentence 4

Thematic Struture 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Struture 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2
Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 
2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 
2

as-smaryuhat al-mawdudah xatirah
as-sTnaryuhat al-mawdudah
xatTrah
wa 'ayyi tadahwur ff 'amn al-xalTj 
'amam haSd min al-mufaja'at.
wa 'ayyi tadahwur ff 'amn al-xalTj
0 sawfa yadac al-calam 'amam has>d

0 sawfa yadad al-dalam

min al-mufaja'at.
0

sawfa yadad a!-dalam 'amam haSd min al-mufaja'at.

Sentence 5
JJC- JlaU'^ll

(T fa hadihi al-mantiqah T) (R la yumkin at-talacub biha wifqa ragabat ma jara ff gazu al-ciraq cindama nusijat tasawwurat 
tahawwalat 'ila 'akadTb. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

fa hadihi al-mantiqah
la yumkin at-talacub biha 
tahawwalat 'ila 'akadTb.

wifqa ragabat ma jara fT gazu al-ciraq cindama nusijat tasawwurat

Sentence 6

rvr+R1 wa nahnu huna TNT'1'R1 ) (RVr+R1 ig naqul 'inna 'Tran laysa ladayha at-tasmim bi-imtilak silah nawawi 
vr * R2 wa li-cadam wujud taraf muhayid yutbit 'aw yanfi hadihi al-afkar ) ( + ( + al-mawduc 
2 yabqa [... ] mucallaq cala dimmat aS-Sukuk, wa-hatta ff hada al-mawqif. R T+R2) RVr+R2) T+R2)

Thematic Struture 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Thematic Struture 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2 ________ ____________

wa nahnu huna la naqul 'inna 'iran laysa ladayha at-tasmTm bi- 
imtilak silah nawawi
wa nahnu huna
la naqul 'inna 'Tran laysa ladayha at-tasmTm bi-imtilak silah 
nawawi
wa li-cadam wujud taraf muhayid yutbit 'aw yanfi hadihi al-afkar 
al-mawdud yabqa [...] mucallaq cala dimmat aS-Sukuk, wa-hatta 
ff hada al-mawqif.
wa li-cadam wujud taraf muhayidyutbit 'aw yanfi hadihi al-afkar
al-mawduc yabqa [...] mudallaq cala dimmat aS-Sukuk, wa-hatta 
ff hada al-mawqif.
al-mawduc
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Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2

yabqa [...] mudallaq cala dimmat aS-Sukuk, wa-hatta ff hada al- 

mawqif. ______________________________

Sentence 7

Ail*- iuiil
)j] ''''1 <i^

istimrar bj

, (TOYT + R, w

  CT+R ' fa 1-
+R1) T+R1) (

/RYTM+RI  -.

T+R2

' tajial al-qadiyyah mucallaqah
.

j rat j j bi-tadwTdat madivvah wa-istratliivvah

,;

Thematic Struture 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main theme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Struture 2

Mam Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

wa sawa'un al-igrat'at li-'Tran ja'at [...] bi-tacwldat madiyyah wa- 
istratljiyyah fal-bawadirtajdal al-qadiyyah mucallaqah cala dimmat 
ma sa-yahdut la ma yajri al-an
wa sawa'un al-igrat'at li-'Tran ja'at [...] bi-tacwldat madiyyah wa- 
istratljiyyah
wa sawa'un al-igrat'at li-'Tran

ja'at [...] bi-tacwTdat madiyyah wa-istratijiyyah

fal-bawadir tajdal al-qadiyyah mucallaqah Cala dimmat ma sa-yahdut 
la ma yajri al-an
fa 1-bawadir

tajcal al-qadiyyah mucallaqah cala dimmat ma sa-yahdut la ma yajri 
al-an
wa l-bacd yadaduhu [...] ff 'uslub al-munawarah as-saxinah li-tanyi 
'Tran al-istimrar bi-ma§ruciha.
wa l-bacd
yadacuhu [...] fT 'uslub al-munawarah as-saxinah li-^anyi 'Tran al- 
istimrar bi-maSruciha.

Sentence 8

4S3H.I Jt

T+RI R\R\R\T+RI(+ I (+ I qatcan +l) ( + ( + .j^^ l) (RVR\T+RI (TVR\R\T+R. Q TO^+RI) (

nawawi ff l-mantiqah, hatta law kanat ad-dawlah muntijat hada as-silah xadicah bi-siyasatiha li-'amnka, fa-hiya la ta'man 
'ayyi tahawwulat ff sulutat hadihi al-buldan min 'an tandafic 'ila mugamarat harb nawawiyyah, bi-ictibarihii la tamlik ar-radid 
al-'axlaqi wa-la al-qanuni R^ ') RTOT+RI ) RW+R1 ) T+R1 ) (T+R2 ( +R2 lakin 0 m+R2) ( WT+M tansi 'anna 'awwal man sanaca 

hada as-silah wa-staxdamahu wa-'ajbara al-calam at-tasabuq cala imtilakih huwa 'amrTka. Rvn'R2) T+R2)

Thematic Struture 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1

qatcan 'israTl Otudrik 'anna wujud silah nawawi fT l-mantiqah, hatta 
law kanat ad-dawlah muntijat hada as-silah xadicah bi-siyasatiha li- 
'amrTka, fa-hiya la ta'man 'ayyi tahawwulat ff sulutat hadihi al-buldan 
min 'an tandafic 'ila mugamarat harb nawawiyyah, bi-ictibariha la 
tamlik ar-radic al-'axlaqi wa-la al-qanuni
qatcan
'israTl 0 tudrik 'anna wujud silah nawawi ff l-mantiqah. hatta law 
kanat ad-dawlah muntijat hada as-silah xadicah bi-siyasatiha li- 
'amrTka, fa-hiya la ta'man 'ayyi tahawwulat ff sulutat hadihi al-buldan 
min 'an tandafic 'ila mugamarat harb nawawiyyah, bi-ictibariha la 
tamlik ar-radid al-'axlaqi wa-la al-qanuni
'israTl

0 tudrik 'anna wujud silah nawawi ff l-mantiqah, hatta law kanat ad- 
dawlah muntijat hada as-silah xadicah bi-siyasatiha li-'amnka, fa-hiya
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Theme within rheme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Rheme within rheme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1

Thematic Struture 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

la ta'man 'ayyi tahawwulat ft sulutat hadihi al-buldan min 'an tandafid 
'ila mugamarat harb nawawiyyah, bi-idtibariha la tamlik ar-radid al- 
'axlaqi wa-la al-qanuni
0

tudrik 'anna wujud silah nawawi fT 1-mantiqah, hatta law kanat ad- 
dawlah muntijat hada as-silah xadidah bi-siyasatiha li-'amrTka, fa-hiya 
la ta'man 'ayyi tahawwulat ft sulutat hadihi al-buldan min 'an tandafid 
'ila mugamarat harb nawawiyyah, bi-idtibariha la tamlik ar-radid al- 
'axlaqi wa-la al-qanuni
lakin 0 tansa 'anna 'awwal man sanada hada as-silah wa-staxdamahu 
wa-'ajbara al-calam at-tasabuq cala imtilakih huwa 'amrTka.
lakin 0
tansa 'anna 'awwal man sanada hada as-silah wa-staxdamahu wa- 
'ajbara al-calam at-tasabuq dala imtilakih huwa 'amrTka.

Sentence 9

C5UI IJA dfo 0L \S±j*\ j .LS1I

Jjl f-lii t— ̂  (jjSj ^L Ac.

(T wa hatta mada al-qawl 'inna al-calam la tahkumuhu al-qawanm al-'axlaqiyyah, bal mabadi' al-quwwah T) (R (  fa 'Iran 
zaman as-Sah  ) (RVR (TVRVR 0 TXRm) (MWR kanat min 'awa'il ad-duwal allati kanat tahza min 'amrlka bi-a'n tamtalik hada as- 
silah madfucatan bi-'an takun xatt difac 'awwal didd al-ittihad as-sufavti. RARAR) RVR) R )

Main Theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within main rheme

wa hatta mada al-qawl 'inna al-calam la tahkumuhu al-qawanin al- 
'axlaqiyyah, ba! mabadi' al-quwwah
fa 'Iran zaman as-Sah 0 kanat min 'awa'il ad-duwal allati kanat tahza 
min 'amrlka bi-a'n tamtalik hada as-silah madfucatan bi-'an takun xatt 
difac 'awwal didd al-ittihad as-sufayti.
fa 'Iran zaman aS-Sah
0 kanat min 'awa'il ad-duwal allati kanat tahza min 'amrlka bi-a'n 
tamtalik hada as-silah madfucatan bi-'an takun xatt difac 'awwal didd al- 
ittihad as-sufayti.
0
kanat min 'awa'il ad-duwal allati kanat tahza min 'amrlka bi-a'n tamtalik 
hada as-silah madfucatan bi-'an takun xatt difac 'awwal didd al-ittihad 
as-sufayti.

Sentence 10

1J4 Sjba. C y L)

,T+RI,/H-KI /IM-t-Kl 1 = 1,'_. ^ 1 ' 0 U,J^* IUTIM-. /rv\i-T-ivi /-iu\\i-rivl f-x I\K\1+K1\ i\ \ taKina i- anuai ) \ \ •-' j \
sarat at-tiqah bi-'ayyi nizam la yartakiz 'ila qawacid nizam dimuqrati'
hivazat hada as-silah *xr+*2 ) T+R2) CT+R3 ( +R3 wa 1-istitna' al-wahld TO+i

 RVRVT+Rl

,, t ; "TVT+R2
at.tasawwurat

I) (T+R2 (TAT+R2

hiyazat hada as-silah
'amrlkl 'idxaliha hada an-nadi al-xatlr. RNT+M ) T+R3 )

K R\T+RK T+Rh 
___ iv wm gi ^ )

t ^RNT+R2 yajib 'an tuqifuhu qawanin al-quwwah can 
RVMu <j sra-y] anatj tadawan al-garb al-'urubbT wa-1-

Thematic Struture 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Struture 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2

lakina l-'ahdat 0 qalabat at-tasawwurat
lakina l-'ahdat
0 qalabat at-tasawwurat
0

qalabat at-tasawwurat

fa sarat at-dqah bi-'ayyi nizam la yartakiz 'ila qawacid 
dimuqrati yajib 'an tuqifuhu qawanin al-quwwah can 
hada as-silah
fa sarat at-tiqah bi-'ayyi nizam la yartakiz 'ila qawacid 
dimuqrati

nizam 
biyazat

nizam
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Main Rheme within thematic structure 2
Thematic Struture 3

Main Theme within thematic structure 3
Main Rheme within thematic structure 3

^ajib 'an tuqifuhu qawanin al-quwwah can hiyazat hada as-silah
wa 1-istitna' al-wahTd'israT'l allati tadawan al-garb al-'urubbl wa- 
l-'amrlkl 'idxaliha hada an-nadi al-xatlr.
wa l-istitna' al-wahld
'israT'l allati tadawan al-garb al-'urubbT wa-l-'amnkT 'idxaliha 
hada an-nadi al-xatlr.

Sentence 11

U* u ^ (Jjijll ( Vlj lijill » JA jLSul I,,'.-!.-- (j ji. Sj^.U i^i

JT+RI (Tvr+Ri cj uwa | a ].mantiqah, xalTjiyyah 'aw 'asyawiyyah 'uxra TNT+R1 R"+R1
, T\T+R2i ,-R\T+R2 ,T\ RVT+R22 ) ( ) ( + laysa min maslihtiha intigar hadihi al-quwwah 

mudzamuha ^T+R2) (mvr+R2 idtarrat [...] 'ila ad-duxul fT sibaq maca

Thematic Struture 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Struture 2
Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Thematic Struture 3
Main Theme within thematic structure 3
Main Rheme within thematic structure 3
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 3
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 3

duwal al-mantiqah, xalTjiyyah 'aw 'asyawiyyah 'uxra min maslihtiha 
intiSar hadihi al-quwwah
duwal al-mantiqah, xalTjiyyah 'aw 'asyawiyyah 'uxra
laysa min maslihtiha inti§ar hadihi al-quwwah
wa-'illa muczamuha idtarrat [...] 'ila ad-duxul ff sibaq maca 'Tran
wa-'illa
muczamuha idtarrat [...] 'ila ad-duxul ft sibaq mada 'Iran
mudzamuha

idtarrat [...] 'ila ad-duxul fT sibaq mada 'Tran

wa huna 0 sa-nadxul fT hisabat al-maxatir al-'akbar.
wa huna
0 sa-nadxul fi hisabat al-maxatir al-'akbar.
0

sa-nadxul fi hisabat al-maxatir al-'akbar

Sentence 12

jl j llfrj ijj^^j |>» Vj l<J_>Uall |_p3Jjil V ji-Vl JJjLjjiJI (j

(T (m lakina s-smaryu al-'axar BT) ( RVT ( ' 
(™ wa-'innama ) ( RVR muqayadat dalik bi

0 TOVr) (RWT la yaftarid ad-darbah, wa-la man yuhaddiduna biha RWT) RNT ) T), ( R 
tahaluf tadur hiwaratuh wa-'asraruh tahta tawilt hadihi al-buldan. R*) R)

Main theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Theme within rheme within main theme
Rheme within rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

lakina s-smaryu al-'axar 0 la yaftarid ad-darbah, 
yuhaddiduna biha

wa-la man

lakina s-sTnaryu al-'axar
0 la yaftarid ad-darbah, wa-la man yuhaddiduna biha
0
la yaftarid ad-darbah, wa-la man yuhaddiduna biha
wa-'innama muqayadat dalik bi-tahaluf tadur hiwaratuh 
tahta tawilt hadihi al-buldan.

wa-'asraruh

wa-'innama
muqayadat dalik bi-tahaluf tadur hiwaratuh wa-'asraruh 
hadihi al-buldan.

tahta tawilt
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Sentence 13

(JjJ-i liu, Je. *ljcSll OH £U ^ISUil 4cU^ J)

(Rvr takun [...] daks at-taasawQrat wa-t-tawaqudat Rvr) T) (R(T (™ wa rubbama an-nata'ij  ") ("" takun [...] daks at-taasawQrat wa-t-tawaqudat KU )') (R (  'ida ma 0  ) (RNR ( 
wajadna Suraka' al-'ams yacudun 'ila sTyagat ittifaqat ta'axin bayna al-'adda' cala mabd' al-ma$alih al-muStarakah 
( hatta law lam yQjad al-cadu al-mustarak 'aw al-muftarad mitlama kana al-ittihad as-sOfavtT. RVRNR) R*) R)

,-T\R\R 

R-,

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within main 
rheme
Rheme within rheme within main 
rheme

wa rubbama an-nata'ij takun [...] daks at-taasawurat wa-t-tawaqudat
wa rubbama an-nata'ij
takun f . . . caks at-taasawurat wa-t-tawaqudat
'ida ma 0 wajadna suraka' al-'ams yacudun 'ila slyagat ittifaqat ta'axin 
bayna al-'adda' cala mabd' al-masalih al-mustarakah, hatta law lam yOjad al- 
dadu al-mu§tarak 'aw al-muftarad mitlama kana al-ittmad as-sufavtT.
'ida ma 0
wajadna suraka' al-'ams yacudun 'ila slyagat ittifaqat ta'axin bayna al-'adda' 
cala mabd' al-masalih al-muStarakah, hatta law lam yujad al-dadu al-mu§tarak 
'aw al-muftarad mitlama kana al-ittfhad as-sufaytT.
wajadna Suraka' al-'ams yacudun 'ila slyagat ittifaqat ta'axin bayna al-'adda' 
dala mabd' al-masalih al-mu5tarakah
hatta law lam yujad al-cadu al-mu5tarak 'aw al-muftarad mitlama kana al- 
ittThad as-sufaytT.

Sentence 14
~(j °"' tj

(' ( K duwal al-mantiqah K) (RU+K ('^'^dalayha mvl+K) (KXKV1+K 'an tafham 'an la tawabit bi-s-siyasah, wa-'anna a t- 
tiqah bi-dawlah sadTqah 'aw dadwwah taxdac li-mujmal al-masalih al-aniyyi minha wa-1-bacTd. R*VT+R) T+R)

Thematic Structure

Main Theme within thematic structure
Main Rheme within thematic structure

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure

duwal al-mantiqah calayha'an tafham 'an la tawabit bi-s-siyasah, 
wa-'anna a t-tiqah bi-dawlah sadTqah 'aw cadwwah taxdad li- 
mujmal al-masalih al-aniyyi minha wa-1-badTd.
duwal al-mantiqah
calayha'an tafham 'an la tawabit bi-s-siyasah, wa-'anna a t-tiqah 
bi-dawlah sadTqah 'aw dadwwah taxdac li-mujmal al-masalih al- 
aniyyi minha wa-1-bacTd.
calayha

'an tafham 'an la tawabit bi-s-siyasah, wa-'anna a t-tiqah bi- 
dawlah sadTqah 'aw dadwwah taxdac li-mujmal al-masalih al- 
aniyyi minha wa-1-bacTd.

Sentence 15

' '•» « • -'

.   T\R\T+RK /R\R\T+RI f

lisalihina wa-la gavrina.

0 R\R\R\T+RIKl ) ( 
la yahtaj

'+R1 tanazalat [..] can a5-5ah wa-nizamihi RmT+R1 ) m"R1 ) (RNT+R1 ( NT+R1 fa 
qad tataqarab maca man tadtabirahum 'acda'ha mVRVr'l'R ') RWT+R1 ) RW+R1 ) 

j 'ilia li-ibtisamat tatbacuha tawaqTc dala ittifaqat al-masalih qad la takun

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main theme within thematic 
structure I
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

wa mitlama 'amrTka tanazalat [..] can a3-sah wa-nizamihi 
qad tataqarab maca man tadtabirahum 'acda'ha

fa hiya 0

wa mitlama 'amrTka tanazalat ..] can a§-§ah wa-nizamihi
wa mitlama 'amrTka

tanazalat [..] can aS-sah wa-nizamihi

fa hiya 0 qad tataqarab maca man tadtabirahum 'acda'ha
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Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Theme within rheme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Rheme within rheme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

fa hiya

0 qad tataqarab mada man tactabirahum 'adda'ha

0

qad tataqarab ma6a man tadtabirahum 'acda'ha

wa l-'amr la yahtaj [...] 'ilia li-ibtisamat tatbacuha 
ittifaqat al-ma?alih qad la takun li$alihina wa-la gayrina.
wa l-'amr

tawaqTd dala

la yahtaj [...] 'ilia li-ibtisamat tatbaiiuha tawaqTd cala ittifaqat al-
masalih qad la takun lisalihina wa-la gayrina.

Analysis of Text 6

Sentence 1

(T al-ciraq, an-naft, as-silah an-nawawT T), (R (  hiya  ) (RNR mahawir as-sirac al-'Tranl maca 'isra'Tl wa-'amrlka. R*) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

al-ciraq, an-nafy as-silah an-nawawT
hiya mahawir as-sirac al-'Tranl maca 'isra'Tl wa-'amrlka.
hiva
mahawir as-sirai al-'TranT maca 'isra'Il wa-'amnka.

Sentence 2

M>J'j »^! ow

(T wa hatta zaman at-tahaluf ma bayna as-§ah wa-1-garb, wa-rafd al-calam al-'islarnl li-t-turuhat al-mariksiyyah allatl 
tabannaha al-ittihad as-su'faytl al-jar li-T-ranT) (R (  al-istratijiyyah al-mu5tarakah al-Iraniyyah al-'amrlkiyyah  ) (R* lam 
takun [...] tagfai mafcul al-'islam ka-naqld li-turuhat al-garb wa-5-5arq macan. RXR) R)

Main Theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa hatta zaman at-tahaluf ma bayna as-sah wa-1-garb, wa-rafd al-calam al- islamT li-t-turuhat 
al-mariksiyyah allatl tabannaha al-ittihad as-sufaytl al-jar li-T-ran
al-istratTjiyyah al-mu5tarakah al-Traniyyah al-'amnkiyyah lam takun [...] tagfai mafcul al- 
'islam ka-naqld li-turuhat al-garb wa-5-5arq macan.
al-istratljiyyah al-mu5tarakah al-Traniyyah al-'amnkiyyah
lam takun 1 tagfai mafcul al-'islam ka-naqTd li-turuhat al-garb wa-5-5arq macan.

Sentence 3

T * *- i . i -i i -i- i_ TN /R xT+Ra\R /rM>Ra\R /-x T\T+Ra\R\ /R\T+Ra\R m!177,,,,o tilVa al-ra)5nat( T eavra 'anna taeayyur az-zuruf ft l-'ahwal al-qa'imah ') ( ( ( 0 ) ( mazzaqa tiiKa ai caiaqat RvT»Ra\Rv i+Ra\R> ,T+RWR ,T\T»R.b\R wa Q Tvt+RbvRj ^R\T+Rb\R wa(;i acaha ff dawa'ir at-tafacul as-silbT alladT yataharrak nahwa sidam
musallah R'T*RMV+RbxR) R)
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Main Theme
Main Rheme

Thematic Structure a within main rheme
Theme within thematic structure a within main 
rheme
Rheme within thematic structure a within main 
rheme
Thematic Structure b within main rheme

Theme within thematic structure b within main 
rheme
Rheme within thematic structure b within main 
rheme

gayra 'anna tagayyur az-zuruf ft l-'ahwal al-qa'imah
0 mazzaqa tilka al-fialaqat wa 0 wadacaha ft dawa'ir at-tafafiul as- 
silbl alladl yataharrak nahwa sidam musallah
0 mazzaqa tilka al-fialaqat
0

mazzaqa tilka al-fialaqat

wa 0 wadacaha fT dawa'ir at-tafafiul as-silbT alladT yataharrak 
nahwa sidam musallah
wa 0

wadacaha fT dawa'ir at-tafafiul as-silbT alladT yataharrak nahwa 
sidam musallah

Sentence 4

R\T+Ri

silah mutaqaddim 'aw mudammir
da'iman fiala xatt at-tamass mafia al-mantiqah, wa- mafia kull dawlah 'islamiyyah tahsal cala

s T+RK ,T+R2) (T 1 wa lidalika
imtilak bakistan silahan nawawivvan RMOT+R2) Rvr+R2) T+R2) (T+R3 (1AT+R3 
mugamarah bi-darb mufacilatiha Rvrvr+R3 ) ^T+R3) ; ("~ "

l &
(TOTT+R3 wa 0 TMAT+R3) ( ,

,«W 2 fiaradat bi5iddah 
 Rmi+R3 kadat . an taqQm bj .

tanawiyyah fiaskarivvan T+R3 R\T+R3 |aw i a al-xawf min radd ficlin li-dawlah tudafiu fT masaff ad-duwal at- 
' wa 0 nr+R4) (RW+R4 qac} fajjarat al-mufacil an-nawawT al-ciraqT. RVT+R4) T+R4)

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme wthin thematic structute 1
Main Rheme wthin thematic structute 1

Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme wthin thematic structute 2
Main Rheme wthin thematic structute 2
Theme within main rheme wthin thematic 
structute 2
Rheme within main rheme wthin thematic 
structute 2
Thematic Structure 3

Main Theme wthin thematic structute 3
Theme within main theme wthin thematic 
structute 3
Rheme within main theme wthin thematic 
structute 3
Main Rheme wthin thematic structute 3

Thematic Structure 4
Main Theme within thematic structure 4
Main Rheme within thematic structure 4

'isra'Tl da'iman cala xatt at-tamass mafia al-mantiqah, wa- maca kull 
dawlah 'islamiyyah tahsal cala silah mutaqaddim 'aw mudammir
'isra'Tl

da'iman fiala xatt at-tamass maca al-mantiqah, wa- mafia kull 
dawlah 'islamiyyah tahsal cala silah mutaqaddim 'aw mudammir
wa lidalika 0 caradat biSiddah imtilak bakistan silahan nawawiyyan
wa lidalika
0 fiaradat biSiddah imtilak bakistan silahan nawawiyyan
0

caradat biSiddah imtilak bakistan silahan nawawiyyan

wa 0 kadat 'an taqum bi-mugamarah bi-darb mufacilatiha lawla al- 
xawf min radd fifilin li-dawlah tudacu fT masaff ad-duwal at- 
tanawiyyah fiaskariyyan
wa 0 kadat 'an taqum bi-mugamarah bi-darb mufacilatiha
wa0

kadat 'an taqum bi-mugamarah bi-darb mufacilatiha

lawla al-xawf min radd ficlin li-dawlah tudacu fT masaff ad-duwal 
at-tanawiyyah fiaskariyyan
wa 0 qad fajjarat al-mufafiil an-nawawi al-fiiraqT.
wa 0
qad fajjarat al-mufacil an-nawawi al-ciraqi.
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Sentence 5

(T wa bifadl tasrlhat Sa'wul mufaz wazir al-harb as-sabiq, wa-wazir al-muwasalat fl hukumat 'isra'TI cindama haddada bi-darb 
kull mukawwinat as-silah an-nawawT al-'TranT T), wa-huwa alladl yanhadiru min 'asl farisT (R (  (*™ 0 'n ) (RVnR wadaca 
hukumatahuh wa-hatta 'amnka fl mawqif dibiumasi sacb R )  ) (R* ( « li-'annahu hatta law wujidat mill hadihi' an- 
nawaya ) ( fa-cala al-'aqall tabqa rahna tasawwur ad-dawlah wa-halTfatiha al-kubra. RNRXR) RVR) R)

Main Theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Theme within theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within main 
rheme
Rheme within rheme within main 
rheme

wa bifadl tasrlhat Sa'wul mufaz wazTr al-harb as-sabiq, wa-wazTr al- 
muwasalat fl hukumat 'isra'TI cindama haddada bi-darb kull mukawwinat as- 
silah an-nawawT al-'TranT
0 wadaca hukumatahuh, wa-hatta 'amrTka fl mawqif dibiumasi sacb li- 
'annahu hatta law wujidat mill hadihi an-nawaya fa-cala al-'aqall tabqa rahna 
tasawwur ad-dawlah wa-halTfatiha al-kubra.
0 wadada hukumatahuh, wa-hatta 'amrTka ff mawqif dibiumasi sadb
0

wadaca hukumatahuh, wa-hatta 'amnka fl mawqif dibiumasi sadb

li-'annahO hatta law wujidat mitl hadihi an-nawaya, fa-dala al-'aqall tabqa 
rahna tasawwur ad-dawlah wa-halTfatiha al-kubra.
li-'annahu hatta law wujidat mill hadihi an-nawaya

fa-cala al-'aqall tabqa rahna tasawwur ad-dawlah wa-halTfatiha al-kubra.

Sentence 6
ijlj C- i.-j'ill-j 4_Lallc.o , JJ JaiiJl (

(T (nr mimma 0  ) (Rvr jacala an-nata'ij tandakis salban Rvr) T) (R
raqm qiyasT bi-sabab hada at-tasrTh RVR ) R), wa-fassarathu 'awsat 'urubbiyyah wa-dalamiyyah bi-t-tasarruc wa-1-xata'.

dindama sicr barmTl an-naft ) (RXR qafaza [...]

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

mimma 0 jacala an-nata'ij tandakis salban
mimma 0
jacala an-nata'ij tandakis salban
cindama sicr barmTl an-naft qafaza ("...] 'ilaraqm qiyasT bi-sabab hada at-tasrTh
cindama sidr barmTl an-naft
qafaza [...] 'ilaraqm qiyasT bi-sabab hada at-tasrih

Sentence 7

,T+RI ,TM+RI wa b j §arf an .nazar can at-tasrThat as-saxinah allatT jarat cala lisan mufaz
TARNT+RK /R\R\T+R1 /T\R\R\T-i-- ------ -.....-... . ...

) (RW+R1 ( VT+R1 fa 1-mawduc
.is ,R\+I , \R\T+RI Q TOWT+RK ^R\R\R\t+Ri yabqg dimna ijisabat daqTqah la tajcal 'isra'TI hiya man yuhaddid al-maxatir 

cala al-'amn al-calami R*WT+R1 ) R«^RK R\T+RI } T+RK (T+R2 (TO;R2 (T\T\T+R2 wa ^^ ,aw jaw . . axajar TM\T+R2 } (R\TO>R2 wujjda 
an-nabd bi-mitil hada at-tasrTh R^T+R2) ^), (KT+M t  2 fa n-natfiij ^T+Ri) (RTOT+R2 (   0

T\R\RM

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1

Main Rheme within thematic structure 1 __________

wa bisarf an-nazar can at-tasrThat as-saxinah allatT jarat 
cala lisan mufaz fa 1-mawdud 0 yabqa dimna hisabat 
daqTqah la tajcal 'isra'TI hiya man yuhaddid al-maxatir 
cala al-'amn al-dalami
wa bisarf an-nazar can at-tasrThat as-saxinah allati jarat 
cala lisan mufaz
fa 1-mawdud 0 yabqa dimna hisabat daqTqah la tajcal
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Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 1

Theme within rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main theme within thematic structure 2
Rheme within main theme within thematic structure 2

Main Rheme within thematic structure 2
Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 2
Theme within rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2

'isra'Tl hiya man yuhaddid al-maxatir cala al-'amn al- 
cllami
fa 1-mawdud
0 yabqa dimna hisabat daqlqah la tajcal 'isra'Tl hiya man 
yuhaddid al-maxatir 6ala al-'amn al-6alami
0

yabqa dimna hisabat daqiqah la tajdal 'isra'Tl hiya man 
yuhaddid al-maxatir cala al-'amn al-calami
wa hatta law daw' 'axadar wujida [...] min amrTka bi-jass 
an-nabd bi-mitil hada at-tasrTh fa n-nataij 0 ja'at 
mudakisah.
wa hatta law daw' 'axadar wujida [...] min amrTka bi-jass 
an-nabd bi-mitil hada at-tasrTh
wa hatta law daw' 'axadar
wujida [...] min amrTka bi-jass an-nab(J bi-mitil hada at- 
tasrTh
fa n-nataij 0 ja'at mucakisah.
fa n-nataij
0 ja'at mucakisah.
0

ja'at mucakisah.

Sentence 8

ojS ^l^^LaLj <c.j3.1* i — ,-JjJj ') £^Z Aiialjlftlujj ' nun A-lJjxJI Aoiajujl

duwal al-mantiqah 'nl^T+R1 ) (R^T+Ri tarfuj |- ^ tasalluh ' isra'T1 alladT ja'a bi-dacm 'uriibbT- 
(R\T+R, ( \T+R, ft lay^, an al .mantiqah ai.carabiyyah TVRM+RI } (RVRW+RI m yumkjn .^ tajid f j bj .sabab

tasalluh -Tran an-nawawT madfucatan bi-imtilak quwwah mumatilah R<RW+R1 ) IOT+R1 ) T+R1 ) (T+R2 (m+R2 wa-'illa 0  +R2) (RNT+R2 

gariqna bi-masanf ha'ilah wa-macaha maxatir 'akbar min tasawwur 'anna hada as-silah radic faqat. Rvr+R2) T+R2)

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main theme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

wa mitlama duwal al-mantiqah tarfud [...] tasalluh 'isra'il alladT 
ja'a bi-dacm 'urubbT-'amnkT fa 'aydan al-mantiqah al-carabiyyah la 
yumkin 'an tajid [...] bi-sabab tasalluh 'Tran an-nawawT madfucatan 
bi-imtilak quwwah mumatilah
wa mitlama duwal al-mantiqah tarfud [...] tasalluh 'isra'Tl alladT 
ja'a bi-dacm 'urubbT-'amnkT
wa mitlama duwal al-mantiqah

tarfud [...] tasalluh 'isra'Tl alladl ja'a bi-dacm 'urubbT-'amrikT

fa 'aydan al-mantiqah al-carabiyyah la yumkin 'an tajid [...] bi- 
sabab tasalluh 'Tran an-nawawT madfudatan bi-imtilak quwwah 
mumatilah
fa 'aydan al-mantiqah al-carabiyyah

la yumkin 'an tajid [...] bi-sabab tasalluh 'iran an-nawawT 
madfucatan bi-imtilak quwwah mumatilah
wa-'illa 0 gariqna bi-masanf ha'ilah wa-macaha maxatir 'akbar 
min tasawwur 'anna hada as-silah radii faqat.
wa-'illa 0
gariqna bi-masanf ha'ilah wa-macaha maxatir 'akbar min tasawwur 
"anna hada as-silah radic faqat.
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Sentence 9

/T\T+R! /T\T\T+RI  T+R1 RmT+R1( ( "" T"' tumma 'ida 0 nlvl "K1 ) (KUU "K1 iftaradna'anna hunaka jadalan haddan haula ittifaqiyyah 'amnTyyah 
ciraqiyyah- amrTkiyyar, tanzur ilayha 'Tran dala 'annaha tahdTd mubasir 'ida ma tamma tatwTq hududaha al-muhimmah bi- 
qawacid 'amrTkivvah lu ' u 't' lu ') I«+KI\ /RYT+RI /T\R\T+RI * «; .,« '-i ',,ci->5K T\R\T+RK ,-R\R\T+RI /TJ).\R\T+RI n T\R\R\T+RK /R\R\R\T+RI

1 —————*—'—— -* I \ \ Kl llllld dl- aaudO ) ( ( Y) )(
tujibuha mas'alat hada at-tasalluh
qanabiluha an-nawawiyyah wa-bayna 'Tran T^TVUR2) ('
min al-manzQr al-'amrTkT (

R\R\T+R2 sa.yatimm Rvrvr+R2-.

/T 

wa ^

)(K

bayna imtilak 'isra'T 
li-'anna al-'axTrah,

dawlah tiyuqratiyyah radikaliyyah la tujad laha al-mawanid min 'an tastaxdim
silahaha, fT 'ayyi halatin ma, 'aw tansur hadihi at-tiqaniyyah dala masahat darabiyyah 'aw 'islamiyyah 'uxra. R^T+R2) Rvr+R2 )

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main theme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 1

Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Theme within rheme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Rheme within rheme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main theme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2

tumma 'ida 0 iftaradna 'anna hunaka jadalan haddan haula 
ittifaqiyyah 'amnTyyah ciraqiyyah-'amrlkiyyah tanzur ilayha 'Tran cala 
'annaha tahdTd mubaSir 'ida ma tamma tatwTq hududaha al-muhimmah 
bi-qawadid 'amrtkiyyah fa 'inna al-'asbab 0 tujibuha mas'alat hada 
at-tasalluh
tumma 'ida 0 iftaradna 'anna hunaka jadalan haddan haula 
ittifaqiyyah 'amniyyah ciraqiyyah-'amrTkiyyah tanzur ilayha 'Iran cala 
'annaha tahdid mubasir 'ida ma tamma tatwlq hududaha al-muhimmah 
bi-qawacid 'amnkiyyah
tumma 'ida 0

iftaradna 'anna hunaka jadalan haddan haula ittifaqiyyah 'amnTyyah 
ciraqiyyah-'amrTkiyyah tanzur ilayha 'Tran cala 'annaha tahdTd 
mubasir 'ida ma tamma tatwTq hududaha al-muhimmah bi-qawacid 
'amnkiyyah
fa 'inna al-'asbab 0 tujibuha mas'alat hada at-tasalluh
fa 'inna al-'asbab

0 tujibuha mas'alat hada at-tasalluh

O

tujibuha mas'alat hada at-tasalluh

wa at-tafriq bayna imtilak 'isra'TI qanabiluha an-nawawiyyah wa- 
bayna 'Tran sa-yatimm [...] li-'anna al-'axTrah, min al-manzur al- 
'amrTkT dawlah tiyuqratiyyah radikaliyyah la tujad laha al-mawanic 
min 'an tastaxdim silahaha, ff 'ayyi halatin ma, 'aw tansur hadihi at- 
tiqaniyyah cala masahat carabiyyah 'aw 'islamiyyah 'uxra.
wa at-tafnq bayna imtilak 'isra'TI qanabiluha an-nawawiyyah wa- 
bayna 'Tran sa-yatimm [. . . ]
wa at-tafnq bayna imtilak 'isra'TI qanabiluha an-nawawiyyah wa- 
bayna 'Tran
sa-yatimm [...]

li-'anna al-'axTrah, min al-manzur al-'amrTkT dawlah tiyuqratiyyah 
radikaliyyah la tujad laha al-mawanic min 'an tastaxdim silahaha, ff 
'ayyi halatin ma, 'aw tansur hadihi at-tiqaniyyah dala masahat 
carabiyyah 'aw 'islamiyyah 'uxra.
li-'anna al-'axTrah, min al-manzur al-'amrTkT

dawlah tiyuqratiyyah radikaliyyah la tujad laha al-mawanic min 'an 
tastaxdim silahaha, fT 'ayyi halatin ma, 'aw tansur hadihi at-tiqaniyyah 
dala masahat carabiyyah 'aw 'islamiyyah 'uxra.
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Sentence 10

^c. IjMuiJt AJ i ,> >ui ^

  ^ RvrwmRi b-r\R\a +f an"nzar can iddica kul1 taraf 1vr+RI ), (R^T+RI v 
jiddan ^ )^ I^R\R\T+RI ^T\R\R\T+RI ]i_' anna -aman almantiqah

^T+~RIS|  U 1;la-^ b '-wu.iud al-quwwah al-'amrTkiyyah al-munta5irah dalaJ
) ) ( * ( +R2 wa 1-diraq 'nT+R2) (R\T+R2 /nR\r+R2 0 -   

musawamat. mVT+R2) RVT+R2) T+R2)

,R\T\R\T+RI

i m y<atT cala . awi awiyyat - amrTka 
al-xalTj wa-1-muhTt al-hindT R^WT+R1 ) R«\T+RIJ 

al-mudadalah al-haddah ff mTdan ab

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Theme within theme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Rheme within theme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1

Theme within rheme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Rheme within rheme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1

Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2

wa bi-sarf an-nzar dan iddida kull taraf fa l-mawduc hassas jiddan li- 
'anna 'aman almantiqah la y'atT dala 'awlawiyyat 'amrika wa-'isra'Tl, 
hatta bi-wujud al-quwwah al-'amnkiyyah al-munta5irah cala 'ard al- 
xallj wa-l-muhlt al-hindT
wa bi-sarf an-nzar can iddica kull taraf
fa l-mawduc hassas jiddan, li-'anna 'aman almantiqah la yatT cala 
'awlawiyyat 'amrika wa-'isra'Tl, hatta bi-wujud al-quwwah al- 
'amrTkiyyah al-munta5irah dala 'ard al-xalTj wa-1-muhTt al-hindT
fa l-mawduc hassas jiddan

fa l-mawduc

hassas jiddan

li-'anna 'aman almantiqah la y'atT cala 'awlawiyyat 'amrika wa- 
'isra'Tl, hatta bi-wujud al-quwwah al-'amrTkiyyah al-muntasirah cala 
'ard al-xalTj wa-1-muhTt al-hindl
li-'anna 'aman almantiqah

la y'atT dala 'awlawiyyat 'amrika wa-'isra'Tl, hatta bi-wujud al- 
quwwah al-'amrTkiyyah al-munta5irah cala 'ard al-xalTj wa-1-muhTt al- 
hindT
wa 1-diraq 0 sa-ya?all al-mucadalah al-haddah ff mTdan al- 
musawamat.
wa 1-diraq
0 sa-yazall al-mucadalah al-haddah ff mTdan al-musawamat.
0

sa-yazall al-mucadalah al-haddah ff mTdan al-musawamat.

Sentence 11

ejilb V^JJljJ I- ,jJ) i4jjS^»JI -GljJS .'.l.-j U IJI - L)' JtJI

(T (P'T wa 'isra'Tl ^T) (RNT qad taftarid [...] 'anna hudud 'amniha la taqif cala buldan al-jiwar, bal kull-a-1-calam al-'islamT Rvr ') 
T ), (R (™ 'ida ma quduratihi al-caskariyyah ^ (RXR wasalat [...] 'ila ma yuwaziha bi-1-quwwah wa-r-radc. RVR ) R )

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa 'isra'Tl qad taftarid [...] 'anna hudud 'amniha la taqif cala buldan al-jiwar, bal 
kull-a-1-calam al-'islaml
wa 'isra'Tl
qad taftarid [...] 'anna hudQd 'amniha la taqif cala buldan al-jiwar, bal kull-a-1-calam 
al-'islamT
'ida ma quduratihi al-daskariyyah  ) (RXR wasalat [...] 'ila ma yuwaziha bi-1-qOwwah 
wa-r-radc.
'ida ma quduratihi al-daskariyyah
wasalat ... 'ila ma yuwaziha bi-1-quwwah wa-r-radc.
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Sentence 12

lil V) . .Ujjal ^ c"1 if*

( ( fa hiya ) ( ( 0 T) (RVRVr lam tastankir cala al-hind wa-janub 'afrlqiya, wa-hatta al-'arjantln wa-kuriya aS- 
' ' RTOT »T T R   'ilia 'ida 0 ra) (** xarajat 'ila ai-'abcad al-carabiyyah wa-1-Samaliyyah 'an tamtalik 'adricah nawawiyyah »T) T), (R

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Theme within rheme within main 
theme
Rheme within rheme within main 
theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

fa hiya 0 lam tastankir cala al-hind wa-janub 'afrlqiya, wa-hatta al-'arjantln 
wa-kuriya a$-§amaliyyah 'an tamtalik 'adricah nawawiyyah
fa hiya
0 lam tastankir dala al-hind wa-janub 'afrlqiya, wa-hatta al-'arjantln wa- 
kQriya a$-samaliyyah 'an tamtalik 'adricah nawawiyyah
0

lam tastankir cala al-hind wa-janub 'afnqiya, wa-hatta al-'arjantln wa-kuriya 
aS-Samaliyyah 'an tamtalik 'adridah nawawiyyah
'ilia 'ida 0 xarajat 'ilaa!-'ab6ad al-carabiyyah wa-l-'islamiyyah.
'ilia 'ida 0
xarajat 'ila al-'abcad al-carabiyyah wa-l-'islamiyyah.

Sentence 13

31k. .-.-' diilS lil

wa mawduc as-silah an-nawawT TN1^T) (Rvrvr yabqa [...] cuqdah tatajawaz al-masa'il al-cammah 
husul cala tiqaniyyat silmiyyah li-hadihi at-taqah R^T) T) (R (TO ('nTal 'id as-samah biha 1^ ) (R  yumkin [... 

'ida 0 m*) (RVRVR kanat tahta mazallat ar-raqabah ad-dawliyyah wa bi-§urut 'amrlkivvah. mNR) m) R)

v TM\ ,-1 R\T ka-1-
-v T\R-> /R\R

Main Theme

Theme within main theme

Theme within theme within main theme
Rheme within theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Theme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Theme wthin rheme within main rheme
Rheme wthin rheme within main rheme

wa mawduc as-silah an-nawawi yabqa [...] cuqdah tatajawaz al- 
masa'il al-cammah ka-1-husul cala tiqaniyyat silmiyyah li-hadihi at- 
taqah
wa mawdud as-silah an-nawawT yabqa [...] cuqdah tatajawaz al- 
masa'il al-cammah
wa mawduc as-silah an-nawawl
yabqa [...] duqdah tatajawaz al-masa'il a!-cammah
ka-1-husul cala tiqaniyyat silmiyyah li-hadihi at-taqah
'id as-samah biha yumkin [...] 'ida 0 kanat tahta mazallat ar-raqabah 
ad-dawliyyah wa bi-Surut 'amrlkiyyah.
'id as-samah biha yumkin [...]
'id as-samah biha
yumkin [...]
'ida 0 kanat tahta mazallat ar-raqabah ad-dawliyyah wa bi-Surut 
'amrlkiyyah.
'ida 0
kanat tahta mazallat ar-raqabah ad-dawliyyah wa bi-surut 'amrlkiyyah.

Sentence 14

(T wa min huna T) (R (m (^  al-maxatir ^ ) (R  t'atT RN )  ) ( RVR ( w 'ida ma 'isra'Tl 
hawwalat tasnhat mas'ulTha as-saxinah 'ila ficlin sa-takun ataruhu mudammirah cala kull-a-1-calam. R*NR) R*) R)

I wa-

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Theme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within theme within main rheme

wa min huna
al-maxatir t'atl 'ida 
mas'uliha as-saxinah 
kull-a-l-6alam.

ma 'isra'il'aqdamat [...] wa-hawwalat tasrihat 
'ila ficlin sa-takun ataruhu mudammirah cala

al-maxatir t'atl
al-maxatir
t'atl
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Rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within main rheme

'ida ma 'isra'il'aqdamat [...] wa-hawwalat tasrihat mas'ulTha as- 
saxinah 'ila fidlin sa-takun ataruhu mudammirah 6ala kull-a-l-6alam.
'ida ma 'isra'Tl
'aqdamat [...] wa-hawwalat tasrihat mas'ulTha as-saxinah 'ila fidlin 
sa-takun ataruhu mudammirah dala kull-a-l-6alam.

Analysis of Text 7

Sentence 1

^T+RI ^T\T+RI jTvrvr+Ri a]_]jarb ai-baridah Tmr+R1 ) (R\TM+RI ^TVRVTVT+RI 0 T\R\T\T+RI^ /R\R\T\T+RI kanat tatimrn faqat bayna al-kibar 
RWYivr+Ri) RVTNT+RIJ i\T+Rij (R\T+Ri (TOvr+R, &indam- ^^^ as.Sufayti \T+R1 ) (R^T+R1 istataca [...] fT as-sitmat 'irsal qamar li- 
1-fada li-tuclan halat at-tawari' ff kulli 'amrTka wa-hilf al-'atlasT li-dirasat 'asbab taxalluflhuma can hilf warsu RVRVr+R1 ) RW+RI )TH-R] j ^T+R2 ^TYT+R2 ^^g , jnna a|.maw(.j Q|4 T\T+R2^ (RVT+R2 ^T*\T+R2 ^TMAR\T+R2 Q -nT*\TH-R2^ ^R\TvR\T+R2 )am yaqta§jr ^a[a al-istratTjiyyah
al-caskariyyah RNT*-VT+R2) T«.\T+R2^ ^.R\R\T+R2 ^i\R\R\T+R2 wa_' mnarna 0 TW.\R\T+R2^ ^R\R\R\T+R2 |j.tagyyr al-manhaj at-tarbawT 
birummatihi bi-ictTbarihi masdar al-culama' wa-t-taqat al-fadilah ff 'ayyi injaz mudad. RWJUT+R2) R\R\T+R2j R\r+R2-j T+R^

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main theme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 1
Theme within rheme within main theme 
within thematic structure 1
Rheme within rheme within main theme 
within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1

Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Theme within theme within main rheme 

within thematic structure 2
Rheme within theme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 2 ___________

al-harb al-baridah 0 kanat tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar cindama al- 
ittlhad as-sufaytl istatada [...] ff as-sitfnat 'irsal qamar li-1-fada li- 
tudlan halat at-tawari' ft kulli 'amrTka wa-hilf al-'atlasT li-dirasat 
'asbab taxalluflhuma can hilf warsu
al-harb al-baridah 0 kanat tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar
al-harb al-baridah

0 kanat tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar

0

kanat tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar

cindama al-irtlhad as-sufaytl istataca [...] ff as-sitfnat 'irsal qamar li-1- 
fada li-tuclan halat at-tawari' ff kulli 'amrTka wa-hilf al-'atlasl li- 
dirasat 'asbab taxalluflhuma can hilf warsu
cindama al-ittfhad as-sufaytl

istataca [...] ff as-sitfnat 'irsal qamar li-1-fada li-tuclan halat at-tawari' 
ff kulli 'amrfka wa-hilf al-'atlasi li-dirasat 'asbab taxalluflhuma can 
hilf warsu
hatta 'inna al-mawduc 0 lam yaqtasir 6ala al-istratijiyyah al- 
caskariyyah, wa-'innama 0 li-tagyfr al-manhaj at-tarbawT 
birummatihi bi-ictlbarihi masdar al-culama' wa-t-taqat al-facilah ft 
'ayyi in jaz mudad.
hatta 'inna al-mawdud
0 lam yaqtasir cala al-istratijiyyah al-6askariyyah, wa- innama 0 li- 
tagylr al-manhaj at-tarbawT birummatihi bi-ictfbarihi masdar al- 
dulama' wa-t-taqat al-fadilah ff 'ayyi injaz mudad.
0 lam yaqtasir cala al-istratijiyyah al-caskariyyah

0

lam yaqtasir cala al-istratijiyyah al-caskariyyah
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Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Theme within rheme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 2
Rheme within rheme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 2

wa-'innama 0 li-tagyir al-manhaj at-tarbawT birummatihi bi-ictlbarihi 
masdar al-dulama' wa-t-taqat al-fkdilah fl 'ayyi injaz mudad.
wa-'innama 0

li-tagyTr al-manhaj at-tarbawT birummatihi bi-idtfbarihi masdar al- 
culama' wa-t-taqat al-fadilah ft 'ayyi injaz mudad.

Sentence 2

(JJjl >uil •!__£!

T+R1 /IM+Rl .

ipU»lj

wa-6ala

1 (jijUi Jt Ujj «Lj.

',(*
wa-'isrS'Tl 1UKV '*K1 ) Rvr+KI ) I+R1 ) ( I+R2 (m+R2 ( T+R2 fa al-'ula
tamarin 'amrTka al-bahriyyah bi-itlaq sawarTx balistivvah
tarudd bi-1-kaSf can ta'irat tajassus xussisat li-'Tran wa-bidun tavvar. RWT+R2)

i .Jjut_Hj

sibaq li-t-tasalluh
radduha

k ^J .....*"' A^JJUa ^JC. ' a-'^'l '

yajri [...] bayna 'Iran

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main theme within thematic
structure 2
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 2
Theme within rheme within main theme within 
thematic structure 2
Rheme within rheme within main theme within 
thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2

ft mantiqatina, wa-cala hawaffiha sibaq li-t-tasalluh yajn [...] bayna 
'Iran wa-'isra'Tl
ft mantiqatina, wa-dala hawaffiha
sibaq li-t-tasalluh yajrl [...] bayna 'Iran wa-'isra'Tl
sibaq li-t-tasalluh

yajn [...] bayna 'Tran wa-'isra'Tl

fa al-'ula radduha'a cala tamarm 'amrTka al-bahriyyah bi-itlaq 
§awanx balistiyyah 'isra'Tl li-tarudd bi-l-ka$f can ta'irat tajassus 
xussisat li-'Tran wa-bidun tayyar.
fa al-'ula radduha ja'a cala tamarin 'amrTka al-bahriyyah bi-itlaq 
sawanx balistiyyah
fa al-'ula

radduha ja'a cala tamarm 'amrTka al-bahriyyah bi-itlaq sawarix 
balistiyyah
radduha

ja'a cala tamarin 'amrTka al-bahriyyah bi-itlaq sawarix balistiyyah

'isra'Tl li-tarudd bi-1-kasf can ta'irat tajassus xussisat li-'Tran wa- 
bidun tayyar.
'isra'H

li-tarudd bi-l-ka3f can ta'irat tajassus xussisat li-'iran wa-bidun 
tayyar.

Sentence 3
JjJ JS

(T wa bi-wujud hadihi al-munawarat as-SaxinahT^ (R ( w (m+RIVR yabdu dawr ad-dagit cala al-'axar R^R1^) T+R ) (  (W+R2* wa kullun ™™) 
dawrahu bi-itqan wifqlr^yatihi al-xassah. R  ) RVT+R2*) T+M*) R)

RXT+RI * 'anna al-jamTc yuhawiluna licb
0 yu'addT

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Thematic Structure 1 within main
Theme within thematic structure
rheme
Rheme within thematic structure 
rheme
Thematic Structure 2 within main

rheme
1 within main

1 within main

rheme

wa bi-wujud hadihi al-munawarat as-saxinah1
yabdu 'anna al-jamic yuhawiluna licb dawr ad-dagit cala al- axar 
wa kullun 0 yu'addT dawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi a!-xassah.
yabdu 'anna al-jamTc yuhawiluna licb dawr ad-dagit cala al- axar
yabdu

'anna al-jamTd yuhawiluna lidb dawr ad-dagit cala al- axar

wa kullun 0 yu'addT dawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru yatihi al-xassah.
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Theme within thematic structure 2 within main 
rheme
Rheme within thematic structure 2 within main 
rheme
Theme within rheme within thematic structure 2 
within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within thematic structure 2 
within main rheme

wa kullun 0

0yu'addTdawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi al-xassah.

0

yu'addTdawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi al-xassah.

Sentence 4

^. >bU iljjj lli ijl VI CJVJU-JU A.jLil_>-VI -

C1 ^7 wa ma6a 'anna al-quwwah al-'amrlkiyyah al'isra'Tliyyah, bi-1-mucadalat al-mutacaraf calayha '), (Rvr 'akbar wa-'aktar 
tiqaniyyah min hiyazat 'Tran Rvr)T) (R (  'ilia 'anna dalika  ) (RVR ( * 0 TOVR) (RVRNR la yaxdad liman yakun al-'aktar 'Ida'an 
li-l-'axarhatta bi-mahdudiyyat quwwatihi. RNRXR) RNR) R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme

Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within main 
rheme
Rheme within rheme within main 
rheme

wa mada 'anna al-quwwah al-'amnkiyyah al'isra'Iliyyah, bi-l-mu6adalat al- 
mutacaraf calayha' akbar wa-'aktar tiqaniyyah min hiyazat 'Iran
wa ma6a 'anna al-quwwah al-'amrlkiyyah al'isra'Tliyyah, bi-1-mucadalat al- 
mutacaraf 6alayha
'akbar wa-'aktar tiqaniyyah min hiyazat 'Tran
'ilia 'anna dalika 0 la yaxdad liman yakun al-'aktar 'Tda'an li-l-'axar hatta bi- 
mahdudiyyat quwwatihi.
'ilia 'anna dalika
0 la yaxdac liman yakun al-'aktar 'Tda'an li-l-'axar hatta bi-mahdudiyyat 
quwwatihi.
0

la yaxdac liman yakun al-'aktar 'Tda'an li-l-'axar hatta bi-mahdudiyyat quwwatihi.

Sentence 5
,c-jj- • »ll i'» ? ljj i_iuS

(T wa 0 T) (R (TXR qad ra'ayna tajarub hadatat fT fTtnam wa-'afganistan wa-hatta lubnan ) ( kayfa tarajacat quwwat ad- 
dawlah al-'aczam wa-l-'akbar 'amama 'israr kifah a§-§ucub. RNR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa 0
qad ra'ayna tajarub hadatat fT fTtnam wa-'afganistan wa-hatta lubnan kayfa tarajacat 
quwwat ad-dawlah al-'aczam wa-l-'akbar 'amama 'israr kifah aS-Sucub.
qad ra'ayna tajarub hadatat fi fftnam wa-'afganistan wa-hatta lubnan
kayfa tarajadat quwwat ad-dawlah al-'aczam wa-l-'akbar 'amama 'israr kifah as-sucQb.

Sentence 6
?j U'_H! J5 iji Ju ^ ̂

(T lakin fT hal istixdam 'aslihah fawq at-taqlldivvah T), wa-hiya ma tusir 'ilayhi 'isra'il bi-tadmTr kull 'iran (R (m 0 TO) (RVR
yajcal al-'umur muxtalifah. R*) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

lakin ff hal istixdam 'aslihah fawq at-taqhdiyyah
0 yajcal al-'umur muxtalifah.
0
yajdal al-'umur muxtalifah.
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Sentence 7

^1 J1UJI J! s

(T wahuna T) (R (  labudda ) (R* min qiyas nabd at-tahdTd bi-1-harb 'ila al-wasa'il allatT sa-tastaxdimuha 'ayyun min hadihi 
al-atraf, wa-mada al-'adrar allatl sa-talhaqu bi-d-duwal al-muhTtah bi-1-mutaharibm. RXR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa huna
labudda min qiyas nabrj at-tahdld bi-1-harb 'ila al-wasa'il allatT sa-tastaxdimuha 
'ayyun min hadihi al-atraf, wa-mada al-'adrar allatT sa-talhaqu bi-d-duwal al-muhltah 
bi-1-mutaharibtn.
labudda
min qiyas nabd at-tahdTd bi-1-harb 'ila al-wasa'il allatT sa-tastaxdimuha 'ayyun min 
hadihi al-atraf, wa-mada al-'adrar allatT sa-talhaqu bi-d-duwal al-muhTtah bi-1- 
mutaharibTn.

Sentence 8

jl LiSj.il IJJ jl ^"'*'' V J

(T (m wa 0 nT) (RNT la nactaqid 'anna al-mujabahah, law hadatat, bi-'asalTb gayr taqlTdiyyah sa-takun najahan caskariwan RVr) 
T) (R (TVR 'ida O 1^) (RVR 'adrakna 'anna 'ahad al-muharramat al-qanuniyyah wa-1-calamiyyah 'an tataharrak hadihi al-'aslihah 
min dagitah wa-radicah 'ila at-tadmTr al-mubasir. R*) R)

Main Theme

Theme wthin main theme
Rheme wthin main theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa 0 la nactaqid 'anna al-mujabahah, law hadatat, bi-'asalTb gayr taqlldiyyah sa- 
takun najahan caskariyyan
wa 0
la nactaqid 'anna al-mujabahah, law hadatat, bi-'asalTb gayr taqlTdiyyah sa-takun 
najahan caskariyyan
'ida 0'adrakna 'anna 'ahad al-muharramat al-qanuniyyah wa-1-calamiyyah 'an 
tataharrak hadihi al-'aslihah min dagitah wa-radicah 'ila at-tadmTr al-mubaSir.
'ida0
'adrakna 'anna 'ahad al-muharramat al-qanuniyyah wa-1-calamiyyah 'an tataharrak 
hadihi al-'aslihah min dagitah wa-radicah 'ila at-tadmTr al-muba5ir.

Sentence 9

(T 0 T) (R dacQna naftarid 'anna man yudTr al-macrakah al-baridah ar-rahinah bayna qadatiha man yamlik mugamarah 
mutahwwirah wa-ru'yah mutlaqah bi-1-intisar. R)

Main
Main

Theme
Rheme

0
dacuna naftarid 'anna man yudTr al-macrakah al-baridah 
mugamarah mutahwwirah wa-ru'yah mutlaqah bi-1-intisar.

ar-rahinah bayna qadatiha man yamlik

Sentence 10

41

hatffi ff i.hurQbwa-xitatiha

i_ijj=Jl j^j j

1 111.11 ij I j jji ."Ti t^jl|p-l ..ill t""!* il . .!  ,_ (_^j jl . J-L La Ijl 4_L) aJa

m+R1 RNT+R11 ) (R +R1 tujad 'ahyanan 'awham tajurru li-l-'axta' al- 
____ kayfa RVRVr+R2) ( \T+RZ ^TVIW+RZ ^^

bal aciin ma, ganiyan 'aw mutawasit ad-daxl TNTXRNT+R2), (R\T\R\T+R2 ya$rnud [...] cala 'aklaf harb tawTlah 'ida ma sarat hisabat as- 

sacat Suhuran tumma sinman. ) ) ) )

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

wa hatta fT 1-hurub wa-xitatiha tujad 'ahyanan'awham 
tajurru li-l-'axta' al-fadihah
wa hatta ff 1-hurub wa-xitatiha
tujad 'ahyanan'awham tajurru li-l-'axta' al-fadihah
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Theme within mam rheme within thematic structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 2
Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 2

Theme within theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2

tujad 'ahyanan ________________________
'awham tajurru Ii-l-'axta' al-fadihah
wa lacalla 'axtaraha kayfa iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 
'aw mutawasit ad-daxl yasmud [...] 6ala 'aklaf harb 
tawTlah 'ida ma sarat hisabat as-sacat Suhuran tumma 
sinlnan.
wa ladalla 'axtaraha
kayfa iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 'aw mutawasit ad-daxl 
yasmud [...] cala 'aklaf harb tawllah 'ida ma sarat hisabat 
as-sacat Suhuran tumma sinlnan.
kayfa
iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 'aw mutawasit ad-daxl 
yasmud [...] cala 'aklaf harb tawTlah 'ida ma sarat hisabat 
as-sacat Suhuran tumma sinlnan.
iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 'aw mutawasit ad-daxl

yasmud [...] cala 'aklaf harb tawTlah 'ida ma sarat hisabat 
as-sadat Suhuran tumma sinlnan.

Sentence 11

(T wa 'isra'Tl, tahdldan1), (R (™ 0 1AR) (RllR ic"tamadat fi intisariha bi-hurubiha maca al-carab cala ad-darabat as-sarlcah, wa- 
naql al-harb 'ila 'ard al-xasm. RVR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa 'isra'il, tahdldan
0 idtamadat ff intisariha bi-hurubiha mada al-carab cala ad-darabat as-saricah, wa- 
naql al-harb 'ila 'ard al-xasm.
0
idtamadat fi intisariha bi-hurubiha maca al-carab cala a 
al-harb 'ila 'ard al-xasm.

d-darabat as-sancah, wa-naql

Sentence 12

(T+RI (T\T+RI wa hjya bi .tabacud al-masafah maca 'Iran rubbama 0
'uslub RWT+RI

R\R\T+R,

darbatayn m+R2)
wa_]_iadl j 

0
bi-darb tQnis wa-mufacil tammuz bi-1-ciraq (T+R2 ( +R2 '- 

lam takuna ff zaman mutagavvir. RTOT+R2) R\T+R2-) T+R^

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2

wa hiya bi-tabacud al-masafah maca 'Iran rubbama 0 taftarid hada al- 
'uslub
wa hiya bi-tabacud al-masafah maca 'Iran
rubbama 0 taftarid hada al-'uslub
rubbama 0

taftarid hada al-'uslub

lakin kilta ad-darbatayn 0 lam takuna ff zaman mutagayyir.
lakin kilta ad-darbatayn
0 lam takuna ff zaman mutagayyir.
0

lam takuna ff zaman mutagayyir.
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Sentence 13

1 jUlt J=i. ( _)>?- >

I(R
^jiwar hizb allah alladT sa-yakun xatt an-nar al-axar Rvr+R2) T+R2) (T+ 

!. + fa 'inna al-mucadalat allatT tuktab wa-tursam cala al-waraq mutawaQQacah. RARVr'fR3 ) RVT+RJ., T+RS-V

ladayha sawarix tastatid al-wusul 'ila MsrrjJ R^R1 ) T+R ') (T+R2 (m+R2 wa hunaka^112 )
wa hatta bi-hiyad duwal ' 

), (RTOT+R3 qad ti
RVT+R3I+KJ\ t\

mufaja'at gayr

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2
Thematic Structure 3

Main Theme within thematic structure 3
Main Rheme within thematic structure 3

Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 3

Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 3

'ay 'anna 'Iran ladayha sawanx tastatlc al-wusul 'ila 'isra'Tl

'ay 'anna 'Iran
ladayha sawanx tastatlc al-wusul 'ila 'isra'Il
wa hunakajiwar hizb allah alladT sa-yakun xatt an-nar al- 
axar
wa hunaka
jiwar hizb allah alladT sa-yakun xatt an-nar al-axar
wa hatta bi-hiyad duwal 'uxra, fa 'inna al-mucadalat 
allatl tuktab wa-tursam cala al-waraq, qad tuwajihuha 
mufaja'at gayr mutawaqqacah.
wa hatta bi-hiyad duwal 'uxra
fa 'inna al-mudadalat allatT tuktab wa-tursam cala al- 
waraq, qad tuwajihuha mufaja'at gayr mutawaqacah.
fa 'inna al-mucadalat allatT tuktab wa-tursam cala al- 
waraq
qad tuwajihuha mufaja'at gayr mutawaqqacah.

Sentence 14

I duwal al-mantiqah m+R1 )_. _._ _ ._ _. • _._
0

R\T+R.\T+R2 ) ( -
(R\Rvr+Ri sa.takQn juz^an min al->hdaf 

al-adrar 1Yr+RaVrH
^ R"+R1 ) T+R1 )

, R\T+Rb\T+R2
Wd-IIldll

al-macrakah hatta law lam yakun SarTkan bi-1-ludbah aNxatirah? w+RbVT+R2) T"RbNT+R2) T+R2)

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Thematic Structure a within thematic structure 2
Theme within thematic structure a within thematic structure 2
Rheme within thematic structure a within thematic structure 2
Thematic Structure b within thematic structure 2

Theme within thematic structure b within thematic structure 2

Rheme within thematic structure b within thematic structure 2

duwal al-mantiqah 0 sa-takun juz'an min al-'ahdaf
duwal al-mantiqah
0 sa-takun juz'an min al-'ahdaf
0
sa-takun juz'an min al-'ahdaf
lakin kayfa sa-takun al-adrar, wa-man sa-yadxul al- 
macrakah hatta law lam yakun Sarikan bi-1-ludbah al- 
xatirah?
lakin kayfa sa-takun al-adrar
sa-takun al-adrar
lakin kayfa
wa-man sa-yadxul al-macrakah hatta law lam yakun SarTkan 
bi-1-lucbah al-xatirah?
sa-yadxul al-macrakah hatta law lam yakun sankan bi-1- 
lucbah al-xatirah?

wa-man

Sentence 15

JS ^ J=ii)l jr jLkl J

Rvr+Ri . RVT+RIla yabdu n '"RI ) C" 1  'anna alladm . 
T+RIJ ^r+R2 ^T\T+RZ wa ^wa' al-ihtimalat^+R2) (RW+R2 'an tatal al-macrakah masafl^wa-wasa^il^ intaj an-naft fi kull duwal ab

T+R2 T+R32) (T fajruna RVT+R3

bi-hadihi al-harb yuqaddiruna an-nata'ij wa-maxatiraha
dir 

ad-darar  W11'KJ ) (*"™>™ ian ya'tT [...] faqat cala
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T\ KAKAJ +KJ-. K\r+R3\ T+R3\
wa-'innama az-zawbacah 3 sa-tacumm al-calam kulluh.

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Thematic Structure 3

Main Theme within thematic structure 3
Main Rheme within thematic structure 3

Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 3
Theme within Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 3
Rheme within Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 3
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 3

Theme within rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 3
Rheme within rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 3

la yabdu 'anna alladln yufakkiruna bi-hadihi al-harb 
yuqaddiruna an-nata'ij wa-maxatiraha
la yabdu
'anna alladm yufakkiruna bi-hadihi al-harb yuqaddiruna 
an-nata'ij wa-maxatiraha
wa 'aswa' al-ihtimalat 'an ta^al al-macrakah masaff wa- 
wasa'il intaj an-naft ff kull duwal al-xalTj
wa 'aswa' al-ihtimalat
'an tatal al-macYakah masaff wa-wasa'il intaj an-naft ft 
kull duwal al-xalTj
fa huna ad-darar lan ya'tl [...] faqat 6ala hadihi ad-duwal 
wa-'innama az-zawbadah sa-tacumm al-calam kulluh.
fa huna
ad-darar lan ya'tT [...] faqat dala hadihi ad-duwal wa- 
'innama az-zawbacah sa-tacumm al-calam kulluh.
ad-darar lan ya'tT [...] faqat cala hadihi ad-duwal
ad-darar

lan ya'tl [...] faqat cala hadihi ad-duwal

wa-'innama az-zawbacah sa-tacumm al-calam kulluh.
wa-'innama az-zawba6ah

sa-tacumm al-6alam kulluh.

Sentence 16

(T

i <JjJl_>"! ( lj 
j U IJJ

^- JJ^^-J i«>.li-

wa 0   'anna 'urubba, ka-halTf li-'amnka wa-radic li-'isra'il li-ayyi mugamarh wa-muhawir
maqbul maca 'Iran, calayha 'an tudrik 'anna al-lucbah tatajawaz 'amn 'isra'Tl 'aw baqa' 'amrTka ff 1-ciraq wa-1-xalTj, 'aw 
 intaj qanabil nawawiyyah 'Iraniyyah, 'ila damar iqtisad calami lan yakun mustacidan li-qabul mill hadihi ad-darbah, 'idama 
tacaddat al-'ahdaf al-marhaliyyah 'ila darar kawm. R)

Main Theme wa 0 nactaqid
Theme within main theme wa0
Rheme within main theme nadtaqid

'anna 'urubba, ka-hallf li-'amnka wa-radic li-'isra'il li-ayyi mugamarh wa-muhawir 
maqbul maca Tran, calayha 'an tudrik 'anna a!-lucbah tatajawaz 'amn 'isra'Tl 'aw 
baqa' 'amrTka ff 1-ciraq wa-1-xalTj, 'aw 'intaj qanabil nawawiyyah 'Traniyyah, 'ila 
damar iqtisad calami lan yakun mustacidan li-qabQl mill hadihi ad-darbah, 'ida ma 
tacaddat al-'ahdaf al-marhaliyyah 'ila darar kawnT.___________________

Main Rheme
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Analysis of Text 8

Sentence 1

(T (  'ayyi daqil min zucama' wa-siyasiyyin wa-muwatinm  ) (Rvr (mw 0 TOW) (RNRVr la yaqbal bi-harb cala 'Iran" 
(R (  li-'anna tadaciyatiha m) (RXR (fXRVR 0  *) (RWR sa-takun mudammirah. RVR*) R*) R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Theme within rheme within main theme
Rheme within rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme
Theme within rheme within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within main rheme

'ayyi caqil min zudama' wa-siyasiyyTn wa-muwatinTn 0 la yaqbal bi- 
harb dala 'Iran
'ayyi caqil min zudama' wa-siyasiyyin wa-muwatinm
0 la yaqbal bi-harb cala 'Tran
0
la yaqbal bi-harb cala 'Iran
li-'anna tadadiyatiha 0 sa-takun mudammirah.
li-'anna tadadiyatiha
0 sa-takun mudammirah
0
sa-takun mudammirah

Sentence 2

(T wa 'ayyan kana al-'amr munawarh dagitah, 'am nawaya haqlqiyyah xattatat laha 'amrika wa-'isra'Il T) (R
nnln« 1r..l1 n U.. T\R\ / R\R /-TVRXR f~\ T\R\R\ /-RVRXR . ,__.,f, . J, ,Un \\ ....W^w.+ nn + n'i^iUn ,-,,,, I'mirncitiUn nr> r^nAUnVk R\R\K\ R\R\ R\

, 
calam kullahu  ) (RVR ( XR 0 T*VR ) (RVR* yarfuduha li-xuturat nata'ijiha wa-kawaritiha as-sadbah. RVR) R)

4" J 

: fa 'inna al-

Main Theme

Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme
Theme within rheme within main 
rheme
Rheme within rheme within main 
rheme

wa 'ayyan kana al-'amr munawarh dagitah, 'am nawaya haqlqiyyah xattatat 
'amnka wa-'isra'Tl

laha

fa 'inna al-dalam kullahu yarfuduha li-xuturat nata'ijiha wa-kawaritiha as-sacbah.
fa 'inna al-calam kullahu
0 yarfuduha li-xuturat nata'ijiha wa-kawaritiha as-sacbah.
0

yarfuduha li-xuturat nata'ijiha wa-kawaritiha as-sacbah.

ji+Ri ^T+R] wa ljda kana j stjbda] ad-dublumasiyyah ka-hall huwa al-'afdal wa-'anna sarakat 'amrika ff 1-mubabatat ma^al- 
vafd al-'urubbl ja'at bi-dawafic sucubat al-hujum aJI^ton m+R ') (R"*RI ( NT^RI fa ^ayd^an al-makasib + )( 
TUUR\T+RI 0 T\R\R\T+Ri^R\R\R\T+Riq ad jakQn kabjrah wa-mutadaddidah ) ) ) )

 ...  fath maktab 'amrikl li-nawat safarah ff 'Iran sawfa yusaciduha cala istiqrar al-ciraq wa-1-baqa' flhi 
tawllan, wa-'aydan at-taxatub maca a5-§acab al-Tranl, wa-rubbama tadcim quwa al-mucaradah min xilal at-taqarub macaha

bi .hadihi al .xatawat
wa.rubbama at-tahaluf bayna tarafay an-nizac wa-1-cadawat
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sacbah
wa.law jrat bi.tanazulat

+Ra\R3\R\n-R2 T+Sww+^^bwvwTliuf'TO-JKwvrl.3 ^dM ma6ah^ wa-ka-mudadalah li-l-quwwah bayna 'isra'Tl wa- ' ) ( ( + wa-1-asbab r'T+Rb*3WT+R:!) ^R\T+Rb\R3\R\r+R2 f,^^^ mi n ' anna aj.
dudf al-darabi wasala 'ila nihayatihi, wa-asbaha 
jadTdah ff 1-

atijah 
'ah rubbama tajdaluhum al-hadaf wa-d-dahiyyah ff 'ayyi tatawwrat

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1

Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Rheme 1 within main rheme within 
thematic structure 2

Rheme 2 within main rheme within
thematic structure 2

Thematic Structure a within rheme 2 
within main rheme within thematic

wa 'ida kana istibdal ad-dublumasiyyah ka-hall huwa al-'afdal wa-'anna 
sarakat 'amrlka ff 1-mubahatat mada al-wafd al-'urubbT ja'at bi-dawafid 
sucubat al-hujum al-daskari fa 'aydan al-makasib 0 qad takun kabTrah 
wa-mutacaddidah
wa 'ida kana istibdal ad-dublumasiyyah ka-hall huwa al-'afdal wa-'anna 
Sarakat 'amrlka ft l-mubahatat maca al-wafd al-'urubbT ja'at bi-dawafid 
sucubat al-hujum al-caskan
fa 'aydan al-makasib 0 qad takun kablrah wa-mutadaddidah
wa minha l-'anna fath maktab 'amrikT li-nawat safarah ff 'Iran sawfa 
yusaciduha cala istiqrar al-ciraq wa-1-baqa' ffhi tawllan, wa-'aydan at- 
taxatub maca as-sacab al-'Tranl, wa-rubbama tadclm quwa al-mu6aradah 
min xilal at-taqarub macaha min daxil tilka ad-dawlah. 2-i$rak 'isra'Tl bi- 
hadihi al-xatawat wa-'idadat al-dalaqat al-qadTmah wa-rubbama at- 
tahaluf bayna tarafay an-nizad wa-1-cadawat xasatan wa 'anna suriya 
tadmal dala xalq nihayat li-harbiha mada 'isra'Tl wa-1-latT tumattil al-halTf 
al-darabT al-'ahamm wa-l-mujawir li-'isra'Tl, \va-kadalika tahyTd hizb 
allah bi-'inha' al-xilaf cala mazaric Sabda wa-l-jala' can baqT al-'aradT al- 
lubnaniyyah. 3- dafd al-carab 'ila salam maca 'isra'Tl hatta wa-law ja'at 
bi-tanazulat sadbah, wa-xassatan ad-duwal allatT laysa laha hudud 
macaha, wa-ka-mudadalah li-l-quwwah bayna 'isra'Tl wa-'Tran wa-1- 
asbab natijah min 'anna ad-ducf al-darabi wasala 'ila nihayatihi, wa- 
asbaha qadiyyah rubbama tajdaluhum al-hadaf wa-d-dahiyyah ff 'ayyi 
tatawwrat jadTdah fT 1-mantiqati kulliha.
wa minha
l-'anna fath maktab 'amrikT li-nawat safarah ff 'Tran sawfa yusaciduha 
cala istiqrar al-ciraq wa-l-baqa' ffhi tawTlan, wa-'aydan at-taxatub maca 
a§-5acab al-'TranT, wa-rubbama tadcTm quwa al-mudaradah min xilal at- 
taqarub macaha min daxil tilka ad-dawlah. 2-i5rak 'isra'Tl bi-hadihi al- 
xatawat wa-'icadat al-calaqat al-qadTmah wa-rubbama at-tahaluf bayna 
tarafay an-nizad wa-1-dadawat xasatan wa 'anna suriya tadmal cala xalq 
nihayat li-harbiha maca 'isra'Tl wa-l-lat! tumattil al-halTf al-darabT al- 
'ahamm wa-l-mujawir li-'isra'Tl, wa-kadalika tahyTd hizb allah bi-'inha' 
al-xilaf cala mazaric Sabda wa-l-jala' can baqT al-'aradl al-lubnaniyyah. 
3- dafd al-carab 'ila salam maca 'isra'Tl hatta wa-law ja'at bi-tanazulat 
sadbah, wa-xassatan ad-duwal allatT laysa laha hudud macaha, wa-ka- 
mudadalah li-l-quwwah bayna 'isra'Tl wa-'Tran wa-l-asbab natijah min 
'anna ad-dudf al-darabi wasala 'ila nihayatihi, wa-asbaha qadiyyah 
rubbama tajdaluhum al-hadaf wa-d-dahiyyah ff 'ayyi tatawwrat jadTdah ff 
1-mantiqati kulliha.
'anna fall) maktab 'amrikT li-nawat safarah fT 'Tran sawfa yusaciduha cala 
istiqrar al-diraq wa-1-baqa' ffhi tawTlan, wa-'aydan at-taxatub mada a5- 
Sadab al-'TranT, wa-rubbama tadcTm quwa al-mudaradah min xilal at- 
taqarub madaha min daxil tilka ad-dawlah.
iSrak 'isra'Tl bi-hadihi al-xatawat wa-'icadat al-calaqat al-qadTmah wa- 
rubbama at-tahaluf bayna tarafay an-nizad wa-1-dadawat xasatan wa 
'anna suriya tadmal cala xalq nihayat li-harbiha mada 'isra'Tl wa-1-latT 
tumattil al-halTf al-darabT al-'ahamm wa-l-mujawir li-'isra'Tl, (wa- 
kadalika tahyTd hizb allah bi-'inha' al-xilaf cala mazaric sabca wa-l-jala' 
can baqT al-'aradT al-lubnaniyyah.
i§rak 'isra'Tl bi-hadihi al-xatawat
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structure 2
Thematic Structure b within rheme 2 
within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Thematic Structure c within rheme 2 
within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Theme within thematic structure c within 
rheme 2 within main rheme within 
thematic structure 2
Rheme within thematic structure c within 
rheme 2 within main rheme within 
thematic structure 2
Theme within rheme within thematic 
structure c within rheme 2 within main 
rheme within thematic structure 2
Rheme within rheme within thematic 
structure c within rheme 2 within main 
rheme within thematic structure 2
Thematic Structure d within rheme 2 
within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Theme within thematic structure d within 
rheme 2 within main rheme within 
thematic structure 2
Rheme within thematic structure d within 
rheme 2 within main rheme within 
thematic structure 2

Rheme 3 within main rheme within 
thematic structure 2

Thematic Structure a within rheme 3 
within main rheme within thematic
structure 2
Theme within thematic structure a within 
rheme 3 within main rheme within 
thematic structure 2
Rheme within thematic structure a within 
rheme 3 within main rheme within 
thematic structure 2
Thematic Structure b within rheme 3 
within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Theme within Thematic Structure b within 
rheme 3 within main rheme within 
thematic structure 2
Rheme within Thematic Structure b within 
rheme 3 within main rheme within 
thematic structure 2 ____ _________ _

wa-'idadat al-calaqat al-qadlmah

wa-rubbama at-tahaluf bayna tarafay an-nizac wa-1-dadawat xasatan wa 
'anna suriya tacmal 6ala xalq nihayat li-harbiha maca 'isra'Tl wa-1-latT 
tumattil al-halTf al-6arabT al-'ahamm wa-1-mujawir li-'isra'Tl
wa-rubbama at-tahaluf bayna tarafay an-nizac wa-l-cadawat

xa?atan wa 'anna suriya tacmal cala xalq nihayat li-harbiha mada 'isra'Tl 
wa-1-latT tumattil al-hallf al-darab! al-'ahamm wa-1-mujawir li-'isra'Tl

xasatan wa

'anna suriya tacmal cala xalq nihayat li-harbiha maca 'isra'Tl wa-1-latT 
tumattil al-halTf al-darabT al-'ahamm wa-1-mujawir li-'isra'Tl

wa-kadalika tahyTd hizb allah bi-'inha' al-xilaf cala mazaric Sabca wa-1- 
jala' can baqT al-'aradT al-lubnaniyyah.

wa-kadalika

tahyTd hizb allah bi-'inha' al-xilaf cala mazaric Sabca wa-1-jala' can baqT 
al-'aradT al-lubnaniyyah.

dafc al-carab 'ila salam maca 'isra'Tl hatta [...], wa-xassatan ad-duwal 
allatT laysa laha hudud madaha, wa-ka-mucadalah li-1-quwwah bayna 
'isra'Tl wa-'Tran wa-1-asbab natijah min 'anna ad-ducf al-carabi wasala 
'ila nihayatihi, wa-asbaha qadiyyah rubbama tajcaluhum al-hadaf wa-d- 
dahiyyah fT 'ayyi tatawwrat jadTdah fT 1-mantiqati kulliha.
dafc al-carab 'ila salam maca 'isra'Tl [...], wa-xas?atan ad-duwal allatT 
laysa laha hudud macaha, wa-ka-mucadalah li-1-quwwah bayna 'isra'Tl 
wa-'Tran wa-1-asbab natijah min 'anna ad-ducf al-carabi wasala 'ila 
nihayatihi, wa-a§baha qadiyyah rubbama tajcaluhum al-hadaf wa-d- 
dahiyyah fi 'ayyi tatawwrat jadTdah fT 1-mantiqati kulliha.
dafc al-carab 'ila salam maca 'isra'Tl [...], wa-xassatan ad-duwal allatT 
laysa laha hudud macaha, wa-ka-mucadalah li-1-quwwah bayna 'isra'Tl 
wa-'Tran
dafc al-carab 'ila salam maca 'isra'Tl [...]

wa-xassatan ad-duwal allatT laysa laha hudud macaha, wa-ka-mucadalah 
li-1-quwwah bayna 'isra'Tl wa-'Tran

wa-1-asbab natijah min 'anna ad-du6f al-carabi wasala 'ila nihayatihi, 
wa-asbaha qadiyyah rubbama tajcaluhum al-hadaf wa-d-dahiyyah ff 
'ayyi tatawwrat jadTdah fT 1-mantiqati kulliha.
wa-1-asbab

natijah min 'anna ad-ducf al-carabi wasala 'ila nihayatihi, wa-asbaha 
qadiyyah rubbama tajcaluhum al-hadaf wa-d-dahiyyah fi 'ayyi tatawwrat 
jadTdah fi 1-mantiqati kulliha.
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Sentence 4

(T huna T) (R ( su'al saxin dan al-mustaqbal al-darabT ) (m y'alT [...] ff zilli hadihi at-tatawwurat al-mulasaridah. RVR) R )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

huna
su'al saxin dan al-mustaqbal al-carabT y'atT [.. .] ft zilli hadihi at-tatawwurat al- 
mulasaridah.
su'al saxin dan al-mustaqbal al-darabl
y'atT [. . . ft zilli hadihi at-tatawwurat al-mutasaridah.

Sentence 5

i <~^ Ji

fa 'amrTka

ij

(RXT ( VT 0  T)

. ii«j i a i-i--

la turahin cala al-xusumat wa-la as-sadagat

.-.1-J.--I1 ^ i>ijj v
1 ^ ^ It . ^.

RVT T R m) T), (R (m wa-'innama 0
( turld tahqTq xitatiha badTdan dan al-dawatif wa-rihanat al-xata' wa-s-sawab 'ida kana tariquha yu'addT 'ila hasm al-'umOr
bi-nata'ij tahtarim masalihiha. )

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Theme within rheme within main theme
Rheme within rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rhem within main rheme

fa 'amrika 0 la turahin cala al-xusumat wa-la as-sadaqat
fa 'amnka
0 la turahin cala al-xusumat wa-la as-sadaqat
0
la turahin cala al-xusumat wa-la as-sadaqat
wa-'innama 0 lurid tahqTq xitatiha badTdan can al-dawatif wa-rihanat 
wa-s-sawab 'ida kana tariquha yu'addT 'ila hasm al-'umur bi-nata'ij 
masalihiha.

al-xata' 
tahtarim

wa-'innama 0
lurid tahqTq xitatiha badTdan can al-dawatif wa-rihanat al-xata' wa-s-sawab 'ida 
kana tariquha yu'addT 'ila hasm al-'umur bi-nata'ij tahtarim masalihiha.

Sentence 6

(T 0  NT ) tufawid min munlalaq al-quwwah

all ^=LLa

li-'annaha 1

«.' J 

0

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Theme within rheme within
Rheme within rheme within

main theme
main theme

Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme
Theme within rheme within
Rheme within rheme within

main rheme
main rheme

wa 'iran0 tufawid min muntalaq al-quwwah
wa 'Iran
0 tufawid min muntalaq al-quwwah
0
tufawid min muntalaq al-quwwah
li-'annaha 0 tudrik kayfa tahsal cala ma lurid.
li-'annaha
0 tudrik kayfa tahsal dala ma lurid.
0
tudrik kayfa tahsal cala ma lurid.

Sentence 7

JS J ASjiJI
li^all i_Jjjj]l .j ̂ "-^

(T wa nafs al-'amr T) (R (  0 m) (R* yantabiq cala 'isra'TI sahibat al-makasib al-'akbar RVR ) R), wa-l-mudrikah 'anna kull as- 
sicaral al-marfudah bi-tadmTriha wa-1-intisar li-1-qadiyyah al-filaslmiyyah ma hiya 'ilia halat ihtiqan tuziluha cawamil al- 
waqiciyyah as-siyasiy>'ah hatla ff ad-durQb ad-dayyiqah.
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Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wanafs al-'amr
0yantabiq cala 'isra'TI sahibat al-makasib al-'akbar
0
yantabiq cala 'isra'TI sahibat al-makasib al-'akbar [ 1

Sentence 8

SiaUl jjSlI

yafrid tanffdiha.

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2

wa 1-carab yabqa [. . .] alladma qad la yumattiluna marakiz li-1-qQwwah 
cindama tatawazzac al-lucbah bayna talat quwa, hiya 'isra'TI wa-'Tran 
wa-turkiya
wa 1-carab
yabqa [...] alladlna qad la yumattiluna marakiz li-1-quwwah cindama 
tatawazzac al-lucbah bayna talat quwa, hiya 'isra'Tl wa-'Tran wa- 
turkiya
wa hada al-waqiii al-mur6ib 0 qad yakun xayar al-quwa an-nafidah fT 
1-mantiqah [...]
wa hada al-waqid al-murcib
0 qad yakun xayar al-quwa an-nafidah fT 1-mantiqah [. . .]
0

qad yakun xayar al-quwa an-nafidah fT 1-mantiqah [.. .]

Sentence 9

(T fT hadihi al-hal T), ( R (T+R1VR ('nT+R1 « hal tacud R\ i\R XJta, sayki s-bTku bi-taqtTc 'awsal al-carab tahta dara'ic fasal
as-sulutat bi-1-islah al-iqtisadT wa-tatbTq aliyyat ad-dimuqratiyyah wa-huquq al-'insan, wa-'anna an-nawah bada'at bi-1-ciraq,'
wa-sa-tazhaf 'ila as-sudan T+R1XR wa ft 1-mahfazah m+ RNT+R2* xara'it 'uxra qad tumakkin al-quwa
at-talat allatT sa-talcab 'adwar 'amrTka wa-'urubba min 'an tadif t'amm al-calam min intiSar zawahir al-'irhab ka-band qabil li- 
'an tudac tahtahu casarat ad-dara'ic? RVI>R2*) T+RJVR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Thematic Structure 1 within main 
rheme

Theme within thematic structure 1 
within main rheme
Rheme within thematic structure 1 
within main rheme

Thematic Structure 2 within main

ft hadihi al-hal
hal tacud xitat saykis-bTku bi-taqtTc 'awsal al-carab tahta dara'ic fasal as-sulutat 
bi-1-islah al-iqtisadT wa-tatbTq aliyyat ad-dimuqratiyyah wa-huqQq al-'insan, wa- 
'anna an-nawah bada'at bi-1-ciraq, wa-sa-tazhaf 'ila as-sudan wa ff 1-mahfazah 
xara'it 'uxra qad tumakkin al-quwa at-talat allatT sa-talcab 'adwar 'amrTka wa- 
'urubba min 'an tadTf t'amm al-calam min intisar zawahir al-'irhab ka-band 
qabil li-'an tudac tahtahu casarat ad-dara'ic?
hal tacud xitat saykis-bTku bi-taqtTc 'awsal al-carab tahta dara'ic fasal as-sulutat 
bi-1-islah al-iqtisadT wa-tatbTq aliyyat ad-dimuqratiyyah wa-huquq al-'insan, wa- 
'anna an-nawah bada'at bi-1-ciraq, wa-sa-tazhaf 'ila as-sudan
hal tacud

xitat saykis-bTku bi-taqtic 'awsal al-carab tahta dara'ic fasal as-sulutat bi-1-islah 
al-iqtisadT wa-tatbTq aliyyat ad-dimuqratiyyah wa-huquq al-'insan, wa-'anna an- 
nawah bada'at bi-1-ciraq, wa-sa-tazhaf 'ila as-sudan
wa fT 1-mahfazah xara'it 'uxra qad tumakkin al-quwa at-talat allatT sa-talcab
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rheme

Theme within thematic structure 2 
within main rheme
Rheme within thematic structure 2 
within main rheme

'adwar 'amrTka wa-'urubba min 'an tadlf t'amln al-dalam min 
'irhab ka-band qabil li-'an tudad tahtahu casarat ad-dara'ic?
wa fT 1-mahfazah

intisar zawahir al-

xara'it 'uxra qad tumakkin al-quwa at-talat allatT sa-talcab 'adwar 'amrTka wa- 
'urubba min 'an tadlf t'amm al-calam min intisar zawahir al-'irhab ka-band 
qabil li-'an tudac tahtahu casarat ad-dara'ic?

Sentence 10

(^>uu V

T+(j+Ki (IM+KI ai_qauwariln wa.s.sara' c aii atl tuqirruha al-mu'asasat ad-dawliyyah
tacti al-hujaj li-himayat ad-ducafa wa-1-mutaxadilTn RVRVr+R1 ) RVr+R1 ) T+R ') ( 2 (^T+Ri wa yakff

m+RI ), (RVT+R1 (mvr+R1 0
R\T+RZ

.R\R\T+R1 ,-

- -- wa ya (R\T+RZ .^ nara a,_ 
inqisamat al-6arabiyyah hatta nafham 'anna al-mustaqbal la yasurr, wa-'annahum al-yatama fi 'ard al-buxala'. KXT+K2) T+R2)

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1

Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

al-qauwamn wa-5-§ara'd allati tuqirruha al-mu'asasat ad- 
dawliyyah, 0 la tadp al-hujaj li-himayat ad-ducafa wa-1- 
mutaxadilTn
al-qauwamn wa-s-5ara'd allati tuqirruha al-mu'asasat ad- 
dawliyyah
0 la ta6tT al-hujaj li-himayat ad-ducafa wa-1-mutaxadilm
0

la tactT al-hujaj li-himayat ad-ducafa wa-1-mutaxadilTn

wa yakfT 'an nara al-inqisamat al-carabiyyah hatta nafham 'anna 
al-mustaqbal la yasurr, wa-'annahum al-yatama fT 'ard al-buxala'.
wa yakff
'an nara al-inqisamat al-6arabiyyah hatta nafham 'anna al- 
mustaqbal la yasurr, wa-'annahum al-yatama ft 'ard al-buxala'.

Analysis of Text 9

Sentence 1

al-ciraq T\R\T 0 T\R\T-, /R\R\T

)

harisah lil-'amn wa-'Tqaf al-fawda T+RaXR), (T+RbNR
wudica 'amam xavarayn RVRW)

/T+Rbl\T+Rb\R

al-xalf.

KDVK.-, /T+Rb2\T+Rb\R ,-T\T-l-Rb2\T+Rb\R wa_f 

R\T+Rb2\T+Rb\R-, T+Rb2\T+Rb\R-, T+RbVR-, R-,
) (

I T), (R (T+Ra* diktaturiyyah zalimah, lakinnaha 
wa ihtilal iddaca tacmTm ad-dimuqratiyyah wa-1-huriyyah

R\T+Rb2\T+Rb\R al.ciraq

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Theme within rheme within main theme
Rheme within rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Thematic Structure a within main rheme
Thematic Structure b within main rheme

al-ciraq 0 wudica 'amam xayarayn
al-diraq
0 wudica 'amam xayarayn
0
wudica 'amam xayarayn
diktaturiyyah zalimah, lakinnaha harisah lil-'amn wa-'iqaf al-fawda, 
wa ihtilal iddaca tacmTm ad-dimuqratiyyah wa-1-huriyyah, wa-n- 
nata'ij tamazzuq daxilT 'acada al-ciraq ma'at cam 'ila al-xalf.
diktaturiyyah zalimah, lakinnaha harisah lil-'amn wa-'iqaf al-fawda
wa ihtilal iddada tacmTm ad-dimuqratiyyah wa-1-huriyyah, wa-n- 
nata'ij tamazzuq daxilT 'acada al-ciraq ma'at 6am 'ila al-xalf.
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Thematic Structure b 1 within thematic 
structure b within main rheme
Thematic Structure b 2 within thematic 
structure b within main rheme
Theme within thematic structure b 2 within 
thematic structure b within main rheme
Rheme within thematic structure b 2 within 
thematic structure b within main rheme

wa ihtilal iddada tadrmm ad-dimuqratiyyah wa-1-huriyyah

wa-n-nata'ij tamazzuq daxilt 'adada al-dirac ma'at cam 'ila al-xalf.

wa-n-nata' ij

tamazzuq daxill 'acada al-ciraq ma'at cam ' ila al-xalf.

Sentence 2

(T (w wa 1-mantiq ^T)(WT ( VT 0
j ijjljJl iaU. Jc.

yarfud 'ayyan min al-'uslubayn li-1-hukm RNT) T), (R
o-i
gayra 'anna qadar

hada al-watan m) (R* 'an yaqif cala haffat al-hawiyah ff majra at-tarlx al-hadit, rugma al-imkanat allatl tajcaluhu al-ciraq as;
sacId- m) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Theme within rheme within main theme
Rheme within rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa 1-mantiq 0 yarfud 'ayyan min al-'uslubayn li-1-hukm
wa 1-mantiq
0 yarfud 'ayyan min al-'uslubayn li-1-hukm
0
yarfud 'ayyan min al-'uslubayn li-1-hukm
gayra 'anna qadar hada al-watan 'an yaqif cala haffat al-hawiyah ff 
majra at-tarlx al-hadit, rugma al-imkanat allatl tajdaluhu al-ciraq as- 
sacTd.
gayra 'anna qadar hada al-watan
'an yaqif cala haffat al-hawiyah ff majra at-tarlx al-hadit, rugma al- 
imkanat allatT tajcaluhu al-diraq as-sadTd.

Sentence 3

ft " "j OH _A*^' f&* v^=j 'a*!*

(T+R, (-m+R, ?addam -IVI+R.J (KYI+R, ( IVKMTR, Q .^.^ (RVKu , ^^g wa.a$baha ft dimmat az-zaman al-madl' 
T+RI^ ^i+R2 ^T\r+R2 j-T\T\T+R2 wa ta'tirunu as-silbiyyi wa-mumarasatihi ad-diktaturiyyah law curidat ff wa-qtina ar-rahin cala al- 
cjraqiyym, wa-tuliba minhum al-xayar bayna wadcahum mada al-ihtilal wa-t-tamazuq, 'aw qubul hukmihi TNTNT+R2) ^TVT+RZ 

la-rubbama an-nata'ij T*^tM).JR̂  +" J a ' at F-..1 li-salihihi
^T\T+Ra\R\T+R2 , aysa [[.'^nahu Trf+Ra\R\T+R2j ^R\T+Ra\R\T+R2 maqbQ) R\T+Ra\R\H-R2^ T+Ra\R\T+R2^ ^T+Rb\R\T+R2 ^T

taqwTmihi wa-'islahihi 'nT+RbWT+R2) (R\T+Rb\R\T+R2 lasllaj min waqig furida cai a al-ciraq bi-qanun 'anna saddam yamlik  aslihat 
damar gamil, tuhaddid al-'amn al-calamT, wa-'annahu yatadawan maca al-qadidah, allatT intaSarat kal-'a5iccah ff al-calam, wa-
maca dalika kaddaba al-'amrlkiyyun 'anfusahum bi-'annahu la sihhat li-tilka ad-dara'ic. R\T+Rb\R\T+R2 x T+Rb\R\T+R2 x R\T+R2x T

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2

saddam 0 intaha wa-asbaha ff dimmat az-zaman al-madi
saddam
0 intaha wa-asbaha ff dimmat az-zaman al-madi
0

intaha wa-asbaha ff dimmat az-zaman al-madi

wa ta'tlruhu as-silbiyyi wa-mumarasatihi ad-diktaturiyyah law 
curidat ff wa-qtina ar-rahin cala al-ciraqiyym, wa-tuliba minhum al- 
xayar bayna waddahum maca al-ihtilal wa-t-tamazuq, 'aw qubul 
hukmihi la-rubbama an-nata'ij ja'at [...] li-salihihi, laysa li-'annahu 
maqbul, lakin li-'anna taqwlmihi wa-'islahihi 'ashal min waqid 
furida cala al-ciraq bi-qanun 'anna saddam yamlik 'aslihat damar 
Samil, tuhaddid al-'amn al-calaml, wa-'annahu yatacawan maca al- 
qacidah, allatl intaSarat kal-'a§iccah ff al-calam, wa-maca dalika 
kaddaba al-'amrlkiyyun 'anfusahum bi-'annahu la sihhat li-tilka ad- 
dara'ic.
wa ta'tiruhu as-silbiyyi wa-mumarasatihi ad-diktaturiyyah law
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Theme within main theme within thematic 
structure 2

Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 2
Theme within rheme within main theme within 
thematic structure 2
Rheme within rheme within main theme within 
thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Thematic Structure a within main rheme within 
thematic structure 2
Theme wihin thematic structure a within main 
rheme within thematic structure 2
Rheme wihin thematic structure a within main 
rheme within thematic structure 2
Thematic Structure b within main rheme within 
thematic structure 2

Theme within thematic structure b within main 
rheme within thematic structure 2
Rheme within thematic structure b within main 
rheme within thematic structure 2

curidat ft wa-qtina ar-rahin dala al-diraqiyyin, wa-tuliba minhum al- 
xayar bayna waddahum maca al-ihtilal wa-t-tamazuq, 'aw qubul 
hukmihi !a-rubbama an-nata'ij ja'at [...] li-salihlhi
wa ta'ttruhu as-silbiyyl wa-mumarasatihi ad-diktaturiyyah law 
curidat ft wa-qtina ar-rahin cala al-diraqiyytn, wa-tuliba minhum al- 
xayar bayna waddahum maca al-ihtilal wa-t-tamazuq, 'aw qubul 
hukmihi
la-rubbamaan-nata'ijja'at [...] li-salihihi

la-rubbama an-nata' ij

ja'at [...] li-salihihi

laysa li-'annahu maqbul, lakin li-'anna taqwtmihi wa-'islahihi 'ashal 
min waqid furida cala al-ciraq bi-qanun 'anna saddam yamlik 
'aslihat damar Samil, tuhaddid al-'amn al-calamt, wa-'annahu 
yatadawan mada al-qadidah, allatt intaSarat kal-'a5iddah ft al-dalam, 
wa-maca dalika kaddaba al-'amrtkiyyun 'anfusahum bi-'annahu la 
sihhat li-tilka ad-dara'id.
laysa li-'annahu maqbul

laysa li-'annahu

maqbul

lakin li-'anna taqwtmihi wa-'islahihi 'ashal min waqid furida cala 
al-ciraq bi-qanun 'anna saddam yamlik 'aslihat damar samil, 
tuhaddid al-'amn al-calamt, wa-'annahu yatadawan maca al- 
qadidah, allatt intaSarat kal-'asicdah ft al-calam, wa-maca dalika 
kad^aba al-'amrtkiyyun 'anfusahum bi-'annahu la sihhat li-tilka ad- 
dara'ic.
lakin li-'anna taqwtmihi wa-'islahihi

'ashal min waqid furida cala al-ciraq bi-qanun 'anna saddam yamlik 
'aslihat damar samil, tuhaddid al-'amn al-calamt, wa-'annahu 
yatadawan maca al-qacidah, allatT intaSarat kal-'asiccah ft al-calam, 
wa-mada dalika kaddaba al-'amrtkiyyun 'anfusahum bi-'annahu la 
sihhat li-tilka ad-dara'id.

Sentence 4

Uuilj ^jk II jji fiA

(T wa badalan min jadl al-ciraq jabhah taxdimuhum didda 'Irani), (R (TO al-'axtrah TO) (Ryi sarat [...] waqican murran yugaddt 
hawajis al-xawf min quwwah sacidah nawawiyyan, wa-rubbama iqtisadiyyan sa-takun 'ahamm ladib ft maslr al-xaltj wa-asiya 
al-wusta. Ryi) R )

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa badalan min jadl al-ciraq jabhah taxdimuhum didda 'iran
al-'axlrah sarat [...] waqican murran yugaddi hawajis al-xawf min quwwah sacidah 
nawawiyyan, wa-rubbama iqtisadiyyan sa-takOn 'ahamm lacib ft mastr al-xallj wa- 
asiya al-wusta.
al-'axtrah
sarat [...] waqican murran yugaddi hawajis al-xawf min quwwah sacidah 
nawawiyyan, wa-rubbama iqtisadiyyan sa-takun 'ahamm lacib ft maslr al-xallj wa- 
asiya al-wusta.
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Sentence 5

!jt J

li«J |>5S MJJI
(jS^i tjj *« jU_u)l jj^-ia-L'j Jaiill p-UjI Ail tiui J^ y; ill ^Sj^SM

Ojl, L^J g;i!l ilUl

(T+R1 (m+RI dik tsTni na'ib ar-ra'Ts al-'amnkT 7 1 ) alladi yahillu dayfan 6ala al-mantiqah, (Rvr+R1 ( W+R1 0 
urld mudacafat 'inta an-naft wa-taxftd 'ascarih 'i ' RWT+R M R\T+RI^ T+RI^ /f+R2 /T\T+M u; moft,  , ., '

T\R\T+RK -R\R\T+R]

(
wa 1-band

 \TH-R2) (R\R\T+

at-talit  +R3 ),

)™),
+RK j-

( "+R2 bi-nafs al-waqt T

alladT rubbama yakun siriyyan, (
li-1-wuquf didda tanamT al-quwwah al-'Tranivvah RTOT+R2) Rvr+R2) T+

huwa 1

(T
(R 3 daqd salam maca 'isra'Tl bi-—— —— —— • • —— rf -_———— _—— -JJ ———->\ \ MMW».«. y^ Vlt^JW OU1U111 111UWC1 1OIU II l/l

ictibariha al-quwwah an-nawawiyyah allatT qad taddam al-carab ka-taman li-hada as-salam 'amama 'aslihat 'Tran an; 
nawawiyyah. RXRVr+R3 ) ^+^) T+RS^

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Thematic Structure 3

Main Theme within thematic structure 3
Main Rheme within thematic structure 3

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 3
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 3

dik tSIni na'ib ar-ra'Is al-'amrlkl[...], 0yurld mudacafat 'intaj an-naft 
wa-taxfid 'asdarih, 'in 'amkan
dik tSInT na'ib ar-ra'Ts al-'amrikT [. . .]
0yur!d mudacafat 'intaj an-naft wa-taxffd 'ascarih, 'in 'amkan
0

yurld mudacafat 'intaj an-naft wa-taxfTd 'asdarih, 'in 'amkan

bi-nafs al-waqt 0 yahmil dacwah li-1-wuquf didda tanamT al-quwwah 
al-'Iraniyyah
bi-nafs al-waqt
0 yahmil dacwah li-1-wuquf didda tanamT al-quwwah al-'Traniyyah
0

yahmil dacwah li-1-wuquf didda tanamT al-quwwah al-'Traniyyah

wa 1-band at-ta'it [...], huwa caqd salam maca 'isra'Tl bi-ictibariha al- 
quwwah an-nawawiyyah allatT qad tadcam al-carab ka-taman li-hada 
as-salam 'amama 'aslihat 'Tran an-nawawiyyah.
wa 1-band at-talit [. . .]
huwa caqd salam ma6a 'isra'Tl bi-ictibariha al-quwwah an- 
nawawiyyah allatT qad tadcam al-carab ka-taman li-hada as-salam 
'amama 'aslihat 'Tran an-nawawiyyah.
huwa

caqd salam maca 'isra'Il bi-ictibariha al-quwwah an-nawawiyyah allatT 
qad tadcam al-6arab ka-taman li-hada as-salam 'amama 'aslihat 'Tran 
an-nawawiyyah.

Sentence 6

1 a?*-' ^.J U [jj*. I f Sj\ jl £Jl lJl* ijtLu ^sj^\

an-naft ) 
ma yuhaddid as-sidr

mutadawalah fl s-sQq al-calamT ;K T+RU ,T+R2 /T\T+R2 /r

'id lam yacud hunak
wa huwa

yatahakkam bi-hadihi an-nata'ij 'aw yuqifuha jaryan cala zamanin mada, hTna kanat ad-duwal almuntijah xadicah bi- 
kulliwatiha 'ila mazai al-garb al-mustahlik 'al-'akbar, wa-1-musaccir al-'ahamm li-n-naft. R*W+R2) RXT+R2) T+R2)

Thematic Structure an-naft silcah mutadawalah fTs-suq al-calami
Main Theme within thematic structure an-naft
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1 silcah mutadawalah ff s-suq al-calami

Thematic Structure 2 wahuwa ma yuhaddid as-sicr wa-1-istihlak 'id lam yacud hunak man 
yatahakkam bi-hadihi an-nata'ij 'aw yuqifuha jaryan cala zamanin 
mada, hTna kanat ad-duwal almuntijah xadidah bi-kulliyyatiha 'ila 
mazaj al-garb al-mustahlik 'al-'akbar, wa-1-musaccir al-'ahamm li-n- 

naft.___________________________________
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Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Theme within main theme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2

wa huwa ma yuhaddid as-sicr wa-1-istihlak
wa huwa

ma yuhaddid as-si6r wa-1-istihlak

'id lam yadud hunak man yatahakkam bi-hadihi an-nata'ij 'aw 
yuqifuha jaryan 6ala zamanin mada, hfna kanat ad-duwal almuntijah 
xadicah bi-kulliyyatiha 'ila mazaj al-garb al-mustahlik 'al-'akbar, wa- 
l-musa6cir al-'ahamm li-n-naft.
'idlamyacud hunak

man yatahakkam bi-hadihi an-nata'ij 'aw yuqifuha jaryan cala 
zamanin mada, hlna kanat ad-duwal almuntijahxadicah bi-kulliyyatiha 
'ila mazaj al-garb al-mustahlik 'al-'akbar, wa-l-musa6<5ir al-'ahamm 
li-n-naft.

Sentence 7

^jjSi-lwl ;TJ t>° . jM t

.J^m jLul li-ijxj OlpX.b Jjjill Jj^'.-.-ll

~ — - - . "tlall ~",

^ ij'i-. II _>«jll (jljxJl ,«Jlj i>

(T+RI (TYT+R1 (m\T+*l wa mawdQc quwwat < Tran TVHT+RI) (R\T\T+RI (T\RYIW+*1 g, TOmT+Rlj (RVR«V+R1 ,aysa matrQhan lJ.maZadat

siyasiyyah 'aw tahalufat jadldah tursam min xilal masalih al-'aqwa cala al-'adcaf mWT+RI ) RVrvr+R1 ) ra+R1 ), (RVr+RI mudrikm 
'anna 'ayyi 'ixlal bi-'amn al-xalTj sa-yakun karitah 'akbar min waqid al-ciraq ar-ramz al-haqlqi wa-s-sayyi' li-1-xatawat al-
'amrlkiyyah cala al-'ard al-carabivvah 
tucarriduna li-damar samil. RU>R2) T+R2)

R\T+R] T+R1-, /T+R2 wa min al-mustahll  +R2) (RNT+R2 al-qubul bi-imla'at

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main theme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 1
Theme within rheme within main theme within 
thematic structure 1
Rheme within rheme within main theme within 
thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

wa mawduc quwwat 'iran 0 laysa matruhan li-mazadat siyasiyyah 
'aw tahalufat jadtdah tursam min xilal masalih al-'aqwa cala al- 
'adcaf, mudrikln 'anna 'ayyi 'ixlal bi-'amn al-xallj sa-yakun karitah 
'akbar min waqid al-ciraq ar-ramz al-haqTqi wa-s-sayyi' li-1-xatawat 
al-'amrlkiyyah dala al-'ard al-carabiyyah
wa mawduc quwwat 'Tran 0 laysa matruhan li-mazadat siyasiyyah 
'aw tahalufat jadldah tursam min xilal masalih al-'aqwa cala al- 
'addaf
wa mawduc quwwat 'Iran

0 laysa matruhan li-mazadat siyasiyyah 'aw tahalufat jadldah 
tursam min xilal masalih al-'aqwa cala al-'addaf
0

laysa matruhan li-mazadat siyasiyyah 'aw tahalufat jadldah tursam 
min xilal masalih al-'aqwa cala al-'adcaf
mudrikm 'anna 'ayyi 'ixlal bi-'amn al-xalTj sa-yakun karitah akbar 

min waqic al-ciraq ar-ramz al-haqlqi wa-s-sayyi' li-1-xatawat al- 
' amrlkiyyah cala al-'ard al-carabiyyah
wa min al-mustahil al-qubul bi-imla'at tucarriduna li-damar samil.
wa min al-mustahll
al-qubul bi-imla'at tucarriduna li-damar samil.

Sentence 8 

•^\ ^&\j ,.-•••-^ u*. ui-^Ji ^ 6- JjVi ™-u.Ji i*iV r^'j »M J^ f^-, jl iSj^l A.J: V ^\ £j^\ iiJi j«i Osii^! t-i»3Ui Ujs <, iv^,, ^, Ji ^j>- ̂ >i ji ^ ..AH'J-VI uLii' t- i-ai. i^j .^-x-yi fiuij MJJI i—i i«-ii ^ ̂s vjj l±^ ̂  ,> LA . ^ j ̂ ^ ^-j i«Li^O^ JJ^ ̂  ̂  auji jy J^ mji Sjiii jc i43ta-J wid- o^ ̂  o^ w •^J'

al-xat al-mutacrrij'amma as-salam maca 'isra''- , , 
alladfia tund 'amrlka 'an yastaqlm 6ala ittijah \yadih imvnT+R1 ) 
mustafTd al-'awwal min nata^ al-xamsma eaman^llatT majat,

1 kayfa

) ( R , XT+R1
) ( ( »

mmT+R1
-R\R\T+R1 a|_ 

-RK T+RK

W_ 
nafsaha xasman Ii-1-carab wa-1-calam al'islaml wa-hallfan mutalahiman maca a§-sa'an al-'isra'TlT hatta law 'axrajat
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maxzuniha an-nawawT wa-dammarat bihi kull 1-mantiqah, 'ida kana dalika yadman salamatiha wa-muhafazatiha dala al- 
quwwah al-mutlaqah dala duwal al-mantiqah muitamidatan DIT"""V~-' -- -- -- -        - -----
T\R\T+R2\ /R\R\T+R2 * *!,,u r. n 1n mn « .,,,A.^J,. i_: ...= 'A.^I-^ . . . ,-

R\-nR\T\T+R2>.  AR\T\T+R2x R\T\T+R2 A 1M+R2x /R\T+R2

tatlub salaman yufradu bi-wasitatiha wa-halifatiha. R*\T+R2) R\T+R2)
tumma 0

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main theme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 1
Theme within rheme within main theme 
within thematic structure 1
Rheme within rheme within main theme 
within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main theme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 2

Rheme within Rheme within main theme 
within thematic structure 2
Theme within Rheme within main theme 
within thematic structure 2

Theme within theme within rheme within 
main theme within thematic structure 2
Rheme within theme within rheme within 
main theme within thematic structure 2

Main Rheme within thematic structure 2
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2 ____ ____ . _________

amma as-salam mada 'isra'Tl fa-huwa al-xat al-mutadrrij alladT la turld 
 amrTka 'an yastaqTm dala ittijah wadih , li-'annaha al-mustafid al- 
'awwal min nata'ij al-xamslna daman allatl madat, wa-1-kasib al- 
'akbar min hada al-cada'
'amma as-salam mada 'isra'Tl fa-huwa al-xat al-mutadrrij alladT la tund 
'amrTka 'an yastaqTm cala ittijah wadih
'amma as-salam mafa 'isra'Tl

fa-huwa al-xat al-mutadrrij alladT la tund 'amrTka 'an yastaqTm 6ala 
ittijah wadih
fa-huwa

al-xat al-mutadrrij alladT la tund 'amrTka 'an yastaqTm cala ittijah 
wadih
li-'annaha al-mustafid al-'awwal min nata'ij al-xamsTna daman allatT 
madat, wa-1-kasib al-'akbar min hada al-cada'
li-'annaha

al-mustafld al-'awwal min nata'ij al-xamslna daman allatT madat, wa- 
1-kasib al-'akbar min hada al-cada'
wa-'illakayfa 0tadad nafsaha xasman li-1-darab wa-1-dalam al'islamT 
wa-halTfan mutalahiman mada a§-5a'an al-'isra'TlT hatta law 'axrajat 
maxzuniha an-nawawl wa-dammarat bihi kull 1-mantiqah, 'ida kana 
dalika yadman salamatiha wa-muhafazatiha cala al-quwwah al- 
mutlaqah cala duwa! al-mantiqah mujtamicatan, tumma 0 tatlub 
salaman yufradu bi-wasitatiha wa-halifatiha.
wa-'illa kayfa 0 tadad nafsaha xasman li-1-darab wa-!-dalam al'islamT 
wa-halTfan mutalahiman mada a§-5a'an al-'isra'TlT hatta law 'axrajat 
maxzuniha an-nawawT wa-dammarat bihi kull 1-mantiqah, 'ida kana 
dalika yadman salamatiha wa-muhafazatiha cala al-quwwah al- 
mutlaqah cala duwal al-mantiqah mujtamidatan
wa-'illa

kayfa 0 tadad nafsaha xasman li-1-darab wa-1-calam al'islamT wa- 
halifan mutalahiman mada aS-Sa'an al-'isra'TlT hatta law 'axrajat 
maxzuniha an-nawawT wa-dammarat bihi kull 1-mantiqah, 'ida kana 
dalika yadman salamatiha wa-muhafazatiha cala al-quwwah al- 
mutlaqah cala duwal al-mantiqah mujtamicatan
kayfa

0 tadad nafsaha xasman li-1-darab wa-1-calam aPislarm wa-halTfan 
mutalahiman mada a5-§a'an al-'isra'TlT hatta law 'axrajat maxzuniha 
an-nawawT wa-dammarat bihi kull 1-mantiqah, 'ida kana dalika 
yadman salamatiha wa-muhafazatiha cala al-quwwah al-mutlaqah cala 
duwal al-mantiqah mujtamicatan
0

tadad nafsaha xasman li-1-carab wa-1-calam al'islami wa-hahfan 
mutalahiman mada a§-sa'an al-'isra'TlT hatta law 'axrajat maxzuniha 
an-nawawT wa-dammarat bihi kull 1-mantiqah, 'ida kana dalika 
yadman salamatiha wa-muhafazatiha dala al-quwwah al-mutlaqah dala 
duwal al-mantiqah mujtamidatan
tumma 0 tatlub salaman yufradu bi-wasitatiha wa-halifatiha.
tumma 0

tatlub salaman yufradu bi-wasitatiha wa-halifatiha.
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Sentence 9

JlS '• Jj— II

(T (™ al-diraq ) (Rvr   0  f ) (Ryw ixtazala as-surah al-'amrTkiyyah laysa faqat fl muhn al-macarik ad-da'irah al-an, wa- 
1-muntazarah mada 'Iran RVR") Rvr) T) (R (  li-'annahu  ) (RVR an-namudaj alladT qada al-calam li-1-ihtijaj wa-r-rafd li-'uslub 

al-haymanah bi-1-quwwah. ) )

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Theme within rheme within main theme
Rheme within rheme within main theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

al-ciraq 0 ixtazala as-surah al-'amrlkiyyah laysa faqat fl muhTt al- 
macarik ad-da'irah al-an, wa-1-muntazarah mada 'Iran
al-diraq
0 ixtazala as-surah al-'amrTkiyyah laysa faqat fl muhTt al-macarik ad- 
da'irah al-an, wa-1-muntazarah maca 'Iran
0
ixtazala as-surah al-'amrTkiyyah laysa faqat fl muhTt al-macarik ad- 
da'irah al-an, wa-1-muntazarah mada 'Tran
li-'annahu an-namudaj alladT qada al-calam li-1-ihtijaj wa-r-rafd li- 
'uslub al-haymanah bi-1-quwwah.
li-'annahu
an-namudaj alladT qada al-calam li-1-ihtijaj wa-r-rafd li-'uslub al- 
haymanah bi-1-quwwah.

Sentence 10

(T wa-bi-t-talT T) (R 'ida al-ciraq
yuxallisahu min ma'sat al-ihtilal wa-t-tadaxul al-xarijT?

kana [...] taxallasa min saddam (RVR (RVR>lR fa man
R)

Main Theme
Mai Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Theme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within main rheme
Theme within rheme within main rheme

wa-bi-t-talT
ida al-ciraq kana [...] taxallasa min saddam fa man yuxallisahu min 
ma'sat al-ihtilal wa-t-tadaxul al-xarijT?
ida al-diraqkana [...] taxallasa min saddam
'ida al-ciraq
kana [...] taxallasa min saddam
fa man yuxallisahu min ma'sat al-ihtilal wa-t-tadaxul al-xarijl?
fa man
yuxallisahu min ma'sat al-ihtilal wa-t-tadaxul al-xarijT?

Sentence 11

(T (RVr wa tilka RW) (TO (^ hiya 

(  li-'anna at-tajarub al-qa 'imah

JALill

(RvnT al-haqiqah allati la tastatic 'amrika xidad duwal al-mantiqah biha RvnT) "IYr) T) (R 
) ( RVR hiya a§-5ahid wa-d-dalTl. RVR) R)

Main Theme

Rheme within main theme
Theme within main theme
Theme within theme within main theme
Rheme within theme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa tilka hiya al-haqTqah allati la tastatic 'amrika xidac duwal al- 
mantiqah biha
wa tilka
hiya al-haqTqah allatT la tastatid 'amrika xidac duwal al-mantiqah biha
hiya
al-haqTqah allatT la tastatTc 'amnka xidac duwal al-mantiqah biha
li-'anna at-tajarub al-qa 'imah hiya aS-5ahid wa-d-dahl.
li-'anna at-tajarub al-qa 'imah
hiya aS-Sahid wa-d-dalil.
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Analysis of Text 10

Sentence

( 0 ) ( 
taczlz 'amn

mustadiddun li-'an naqbal dadqat wazlrat al-xarijiyyah al-'amrlkiyyah kundulTza rayis bi-d-dahab li-abcad nuqtah fT 
n al-ciraq wa-icadatihi 'ila rahimihi al-carabi. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

0
mustaciddun li-'an naqbal dadqat wazlrat al-xarijiyyah al-'amnkiyyah kundulTza rayis bi-d-dahab li- 
abcad nuqtah fftadztz 'amn al-diraq wa-icadatihi 'ila rahimihi al-carabT.

Sentence 2

lAJLJc. J2 U». jl.4jc.l 
tl3l_yj| ,jijl

(T (m lakinna Imucalajah  VT 0 ) la ta'tT bi-n-nasa'ih li-irsal sufara' carab li-bagdad T) T) (R (m
laysa li-cadam al-idtiraf bi-wahid min 'ahamm al-'aqtar al-carabiyyah, tarTxan wa-nidalan  ), (R* (mVR bal li-'anna man 
dahwar 'amn al-ciraq wa-'axraja min muwatinTh 'aktar min 'arbadat malaym laji' wa-qatala al-cadad al-mahul wa-1- 
murawwic bi-sabab tasayyub al-'amn wa-ictimad xittat qatl culama'ihi, 'aw tafrigihim li-malaji' "uxra, wa-nahb atar 'ahumm 
dawlah fT 1-calam fT t-turat al-'insanT, tumma jalb 'Tran wa-1-qadidah, wa-kull mutaladib yahsal cala fursatihi cala 'ard al-ciraq 
 \R^ (R\R\R ^ \R\R 0 TARVR\R ^ ^R\R\R\R yatimm min qibaiini t^j^ acj-duwal al-xalTjiyyah tahdTdan li-'an tursil sufara'aha "ila 
balad tandadim fihi wasa'il al-'amn. RWVRVR) mNR) R*) R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Theme within rheme within main theme
Rheme within rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme

Rheme within main rheme

Theme withn rheme within main rheme

lakinna Imucalajah 0 la ta'ti bi-n-nasa'ih li-irsal sufara' carab li- 
bagdad
lakinna Imucalajah
0 la ta'tT bi-n-nasa'ih li-irsal sufara' carab li-bagdad
0
la ta'tT bi-n-nasa'ih li-irsal sufara' carab li-bagdad
laysa li-cadam al-idtiraf bi-wahid min 'ahamm al-'aqtar al-carabiyyah, 
tarTxan wa-nidalan, bal li-'anna man dahwar 'amn al-diraq wa-'axraja 
min muwatinTh 'aktar min 'arbadat malaym laji' wa-qatala al-cadad al- 
mahul wa-1-murawwid bi-sabab tasayyub al-'amn wa-ictimad xittat 
qatl culama'ihi, 'aw tafngihim li-malaji' 'uxra, wa-nahb atar 'ahumm 
dawlah fT 1-calam fT t-turat al-'insanT, tumma jalb 'Tran wa-1-qacidah, 
wa-kull mutaladib yahsal cala fursatihi cala 'ard al-ciraq, 0 yatimm 
min qibalihi tawjTh ad-duwal al-xaiTjiyyah tahdTdan li-'an tursil 
sufara'aha 'ila balad tandadim flhi wasa'il al-'amn.
laysa li-cadam al-idtiraf bi-wahid min 'ahamm al-'aqtar al-carabiyyah, 
tarTxan wa-nidalan
bal li-'anna man dahwar 'amn al-ciraq wa-'axraja min muwatinTh 
'aktar min 'arbadat malaym laji' wa-qatala al-dadad al-mahul wa-1- 
murawwic bi-sabab tasayyub al-'amn wa-ictimad xittat qatl 
culama'ihi, 'aw tafngihim li-malaji' 'uxra, wa-nahb atar 'ahumm 
dawlah ff 1-dalam ff t-turat al-'insanT, tumma jalb 'Tran wa-1-qadidah, 
wa-kull mutaladib yahsal cala fursatihi cala 'ard al-ciraq , 0 yatimm 
min qibalihi tawjTh ad-duwal al-xalTjiyyah tahdTdan li-'an tursil 
sufara'aha 'ila balad tandadim fihi wasa'il al-'amn.
bal li-'anna man dahwar 'amn al-ciraq wa-'axraja min muwatinTh 
'aktar min 'arbadat malaym laji' wa-qatala al-cadad al-mahul wa-1- 
murawwid bi-sabab tasayyub al-'amn wa-ictimad xittat qatl 
culama'ihi, 'aw tafngihim li-malaji' 'uxra, wa-nahb atar 'ahumm 
dawlah fT 1-calam ff t-turat al-'insanT, tumma jalb 'Tran wa-1-qacidah, 
wa-kull mutaladib yahsal cala fursatihi cala 'ard al-ciraq
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Rheme withn rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme withn rheme within 
main rheme
Rheme within rheme withn rheme within 
main rheme

0 yatimm min qibalihi tawjlh ad-duwal al-xalljiyyah tahdTdan li-'an 
tursi! sufara'aha 'ila balad tandadim fihi wasa'il al-'amn
0

yatimm min qibalihi tawjlh ad-duwal al-xalljiyyah tahdldan li-'an 
tursil sufara'aha 'ila balad tandadim ffhi wasa'il al-'amn.

Sentence 3
jtjJl ii»j U JSj ^ *Jjl>- uu~' j

( nadam ) ( li-xitat mutawazinah bi-fath afaq at-tadawun al-'amm wa-1-iqtisadf, wa-kull ma yahfaz li-1-ciraq wahdatahu al- 
wataniyyah bi-kulli tanawwudatih al-madhabiyyah wa-l-qawmivvah. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

nacam
li-xitat mutawazinah bi-fath afaq at-tadawun al-'amnT wa-1-iqtisadf, wa-kull ma yahfaz li-1-ciraq 
wahdatahu al-wataniyyah bi-kulli tanawwudatih al-madhabiyyah wa-1-qawmiyyah

Sentence 4

4> j^ j >ll <^-j L^' ̂  j' u^

(T lakin 'an ya'tl 'asas wa-xuttat al-gazu li-tadmTr balad darabT bi-dacawa mulhamah li-r-ra'Ts al-'amrlkT, wa-muhafizTh al- 
judud min ar-rabb T), (R (  fa-hada ) (RVR ma yatanafa wa-'absat qawacid al-dilaqat ad-dawlivvah. RVR) R)

Main Theme

Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

lakin 'an ya'tl 'asas wa-xuttat al-gazu li-tadmlr balad carabi bi-dacawa mulhamah 
r-ra'Ts al-'amnkl, wa-muhafizlh al-judud min ar-rabb
fa-hadama yatanafa wa-'absat qawacid al-dilaqat ad-dawliyyah.

li-

fa-hada
ma yatanafa wa-'absat qawacid al-dilaqat ad-dawliyyah.

Sentence 5

/T\T wa 'ida al-ciraq ) (RVr kana [...] mudanan li-d-dwual al-xalfjiyyah bi-mabaliga kabirah bi-sabab 'adrar harbayy gazw
fa hadihi al-masa'il 0

R\T\R-,
al-kuwayt wa-I-harb mada 'Tran Rvr) T) (R
sultah ciraqiyyah tufawid dala hadihi al-qadaya wa-laysa muhtallan yadad nafsahu al-wasTt al-maqbul KwnK) RU *) '*) (K
-waqt alladT narahu min tasarrufat 'amrTkiyyah tunafT dalika, wa-tajcalaha ff halat xusumah daxil al-ciraq wa-mukawwinatih

al-iitimacivvah. RVR ) R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme

Theme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within theme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within theme 
within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within theme 
within main rheme
Rheme within main theme

wa 'ida al-ciraq kana [...] mudanan li-d-dwual al-xalijiyyah bi-mabaliga kabirah 
bi-sabab 'adrar harbayy gazw al-kuwayt wa-1-harb mada 'Iran
wa 'ida al-ciraq
kana [...] mudanan li-d-dwual al-xalljiyyah bi-mabaliga kabirah bi-sabab 'adrar 
harbayy gazw al-kuwayt wa-1-harb mada 'Iran
fa hadihi al-masa'il 0 tuhaddad dimna sultah ciraqiyyah tufawid dala hadihi al- 
qadaya wa-laysa muhtallan yadad nafsahu al-wasTt al-maqbul fi 1-waqt alladT 
narahu min tasarrufat 'amrlkiyyah tunaff dalika, wa-tajcalaha ff halat xusumah 
daxil al-ciraq wa-mukawwinatih al-ijtimaciyyah.
fa hadihi al-masa'il 0 tuhaddad dimna sultah ciraqiyyah tufawid dala hadihi al- 
qadaya wa-laysa muhtallan yadad nafsahu al-wasTt al-maqbul
fa hadihi al-masa'il
0 tuhaddad dimna sultah ciraqiyyah tufawid data hadihi al-qadaya wa-laysa 
muhtallan yadad nafsahu ai-wasTt al-maqbul
0

tuhaddad dimna sultah ciraqiyyah tufawid dala hadihi al-qadaya wa-laysa 
muhtallan yadad nafsahu al-waslt al-maqbul
fi 1-waqt alladi narahu min tasarrufat 'amrlkiyyah tunaft dalika, wa-tajcalaha ff 
halat xusumah daxil al-ciraq wa-mukawwinatih al-ijtimaciyyah.
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Sentence 6

(T+RI ( >RI al-ciraq T^111 ) (R\T+RI
/ RYT+R2   - " ~- -

.I^Vg *u. jjjji ^, 

la-qad taxaliasa ^ min diktaturiyyat saddam Rvr+R1 ) T+RI ), (T+R2 (7AT+R2 lakinna 1-badTl m+R2)

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2
Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 2

al-ciraq la-qad taxallasa [
al-ciraq
la-qad taxallasa [...] min

...] min diktaturiyyat

diktaturiyyat saddam

saddam

lakinna 1-badTl 0 ja'a bi-l-'aswa'.
lakinna 1-badTl
0 ja'a bi-l-'aswa'.
0
ja'a bi-l-'aswa'.

Sentence 7

J£ 1 LiLjl
^J=LJ L^li v <>=  i

joJc.1 Lu 
u I>.1 (>1 yi.

Li if li— , .jlik 2JU. 

Jljj j

j ULIL3 Ijlj jjill

(T (TlT wa lacalla alladlna ra'aw tatabuqan bayna halat hitlar wa-saddam' ~ ' ""
T\TI /R\T /ravr

ma udtubira tahawwuran (R T+RI\R ai_maniya
maqayTsuhum 

dafanat
dacat [...] bi- 

hazimatiha,
£Rvr+Ri\R i^ayha ai_n acjdah al-cilmiyyah wa-s-sinaciyyah, wa-ladayha at-taqat al-ba$ariyyah wa-t-tajanus al-watanT RVT+R1VR)

( ,+K^ (-IM+^\K (-nT\T+R2\R wamwai hitlar T+M*)(RmT+M*(mht+M*0 mmT+M*)(R*mT+fa* ja'a maksaban hatta 
li-man amanu bi-culww al-cirq al-arT cala sucub al-calam RTOTlT+R2VR) ^r+R2\R^ ^R\?+R2\R ^r\R\T+R2\R 1}.^^ ai_harb datiha
TOM+RWj (RVR\T.R2\R (TOVR\T+MyR Q TOVRVT+RSRj (RVR\R\T.R2XR fajjarat ^ ^^ -^ mudaddah d jdda al.fikr ^.^ 

R\R\R\T+R2\Rs R\R\T+R2\R-. R\T+R2\R-, T+R2XR-, R-,

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Theme within rheme within main theme
Rheme within rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Thematic Structure 1 within main rheme

Theme within thematic structure 1 within 
main rheme
Rheme within thematic structure 1 within 
main rheme
Thematic Structure 2 within main rheme

Theme within thematic structure 2 within 
main rheme
Theme within theme within thematic 
structure 2 within main rheme
Rheme within theme within thematic 
structure 2 within main rheme
Theme within rheme within theme within 
thematic structure 2 within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within theme within 
thematic structure 2 within main rheme
Rheme within thematic structure 2 within

wa lacalla alladlna ra'aw tatabuqan bayna halat hitlar wa-saddam, 
maqaylsuhum dacat [. . .] bi-ma udtubira tahawwuran
wa ladalla alladfna ra'aw tatabuqan bayna halat hitlar wa-saddam
maqayTsuhum dacat [. . .] bi-ma uctubira tahawwuran
maqayTsuhum
dacat [...] bi-ma udtubira tahawwuran
li-'anna al-maniya [...],ladayha al-qacidah al-cilmiyyah wa-s- 
sinadiyyah, wa-ladayha at-taqat al-baSariyyah wa-t-tajanus al-watanl 
wa zawal hitlar 0 ja'a maksaban hatta li-man amanu bi-culww al-cirq 
al-arT cala Sucub al-calam, li-'anna al-harb datiha 0 fajjarat ma 
uctubira qanacah mudaddah didda al-fikr an-nazl.
li-'anna al-maniya [...], ladayha al-qacidah al-cilmiyyah wa-s- 
sinaciyyah, wa-ladayha at-taqat al-ba5ariyyah wa-t-tajanus al-watam
li-'anna al-maniya [...]

ladayha al-qacidah al-cilmiyyah wa-s-sinaciyyah, wa-ladayha at-taqat 
al-ba§ariyyah wa-t-tajanus al-watanl
wa zawal hitlar 0 ja'a maksaban hatta li-man amanu bi-culww al-cirq 
al-arT cala Sucub al-calam, li-'anna al-harb datiha 0 fajjarat ma 
udtubira qanacah mudaddah didda al-fikr an-nazl.
wa zawal hitlar 0 ja'a maksaban hatta li-man amanu bi-culww al-dirq 
al-arT cala Sucub al-calam
wa zawal hitlar

0ja'a maksaban hatta li-man amanu bi-culww al-cirq al-arl cala sucub 
al-calam
0

ja'a maksaban hatta li-man amanu bi-culww al-cirq al-ari cala Sucub 
al-calam
li-'anna al-harb datiha 0 fajjarat ma uctubira qanacah mudaddah didda
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main rheme
Theme within rheme within thematic 
structure 2 within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within thematic 
structure 2 within main rheme
Theme within Rheme within rheme within 
thematic structure 2 within main rheme
Rheme within Rheme within rheme within 
thematic structure 2 within main rheme

al-fikr an-nazl
li-'annaal-harbdatiha

0 fajjarat ma uctubira qanacah mudaddah didda al-fikr an-nazT.

0

fajjarat ma uctubira qanacah mudaddah didda al-fikr an-nazT.

Sentence 8

/T+RI ff 1-mukawwuin al-(m+RI lakin fT l-halah al-diraqivvah 1?T'fRI ) (Rvr+Rl (' ' +*' al.mawqif mvr+Ri) (R\RVT+RI yaxtalif | 

ijtimadT wa-t-taqafT wa-hatta al-ahdaf RWT+RI ) RW+R1 ) T+RI), (T+R2 ( +R2 wa huna m+R2) (RW+R2 ( v 

 \T+R2^ ^R\R\T+R2 j- la j -j bi .?ucubat at.taxanU5 mjn ^bus al-diraq, 'an bahatat fT n-nataij, wa-lam tabhat al-'asbab allatT min 

'ajliha tahawwala al-diraq 'ila bu'rat sirac 'iqlTmT wa-dawlT, fa-kanat al-wasaya as-sadirah min kundulTza. RTOT+R2) RNT+R2) T+R2)

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2

lakin ff l-halah al-ciraqiyyah al-mawqif yaxtalif [...] fT 1- 
mukawwuin al-ijtimadi wa-t-taqaff wa-hatta al-ahdaf
lakin ft l-halah al-ciraqiyyah
al-mawqif yaxtalif [...] ff 1-mukawwuin al-ijtimacT wa-t-taqaff 
wa-hatta al-ahdaf
al-mawqif

yaxtalif [...] fT 1-mukawwuin al-ijtimacT wa-t-taqaff wa-hatta al- 
ahdaf
wa huna al-ictiraf al-'amnkTja'a [...] bi-sucubat at-taxallus min 
kabus al-ciraq, 'an bahatat fT n-nataij, wa-lam tabhat al-'asbab 
allati min 'ajliha tahawwala al-ciraq 'ila bu'rat sirac 'iqllmi wa- 
dawll, fa-kanat al-wasaya as-sadirah min kundulTza.

wa huna
al-idtiraf al-'amrTkT ja'a [...] bi-sucubat at-taxallus min kabus al- 
ciraq, 'an bahatat ff n-nataij, wa-lam tabhat al-'asbab allatT min 
'ajliha tahawwala al-diraq 'ila bu'rat sirad 'iqlTmT wa-dawlT, fa- 
kanat al-wasaya as-sadirah min kundulTza.
al-ictiraf al-'amnkT

ja'a [...] bi-sucubat at-taxallus min kabus al-diraq, 'an bahatat ff 
n-nataij, wa-lam tabhat al-'asbab allatT min 'ajliha tahawwala al- 
ciraq 'ila bu'rat sirac 'iqlTmT wa-dawlT, fa-kanat al-wasaya as- 
sadirah min kundulTza.

Sentence 9

/T+RI /T\T+RI

quwwah TNT+R
R\T+RI quwwah

T+R11 ) (T+R2 ('nT+RZ lakin lam yatawajad fT hadihi al-

ai.wadiyah li-haqiqat ma yajrT fT 1-dalam min ixtilafat qawmiyyah, 'aw dTniyyah, 'aw ixtilalat

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2

'amnka quwwah cuzma bi-la munazid
'amrTka
quwwah cuzma bi-la munazic
lakin lam yatawajad fT hadihi al-quwwah al-'idarah 
haqTqat ma yajrT ff 1-calam min ixtilafat qawmiyyah, 

'aw ixtilalat sjyasiyyah.

al-waciyah li- 
'aw dTniyyah,

lakin lam yatawajad ff hadihi al-quwwah
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Main Rheme within thematic structure 2 al-'idarah al-waciyah li-haqTqat ma yajrT fi 1-calam min ixtilafat 
qawmiyyah, 'aw dmiyyah, 'aw ixtilalat siyasiyyah.

Sentence 10

^1 S^lS Jt e°>i (J .jUJj Jk*-ll OH MJJ-J1 LK-ji MjLn L)l f J

(T (m wa rnada 'anna tajarub xawd al-hurub bayna al-kuriyyatayn, wa-fTtnam, tumma al-ciraq, tumma at-tadaxxul fT s-sumal 
-   Rvr  NT  NT RNRVrwa-lubnan  ), (Rvr ( NT 0 ) (RNRVr lam tudad cala qacidat at-tahlll as-siyasT wa-l-iQtisadT R 

wadcaha fT mawazm al-makasib wa-1-xasa'ir. RVR) R)
T) (R 0

Main Theme

Theme within main theme

Rheme within main theme
Theme within rheme within 
main theme
Rheme within rheme within 
main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa maca 'anna tajarub xawd al-hurub bayna al-kuriyyatayn, wa-fTtnam, tumma 
ciraq, tumma at-tadaxxul fT s-sumal wa-lubnan, 0 lam tudac cala qacidat at-tahlil 
siyasT wa-1-iqtisadT
wa mada 'anna tajarub xawd al-hurub bayna al-kuriyyatayn, wa-fTtnam, tumma 
diraq, tumma at-tadaxxul fT s-sumal wa-lubnan
0 lam tudad cala qacidat at-tahlTl as-siyasT wa-l-iqti§adl
0

al- 
as-

al-

lam tudad cala qadidat at-tahlil as-siyasT wa-l-iqti§adT

0 wa-wadcaha ff mawazm al-makasib wa-1-xasa'ir.
0
wa-waddaha fT mawazm al-makasib wa-1-xasa'ir.

Sentence 1 1

(T wa_huna T) (R ( TVR )a budda 7*), 'ida kanat al-idarah al-'amrTkiyyah jaddah ff mucalajat 'awdad al-mantiqah, bi-dun tajzi'ah
li-l-hulul, ( RXR (T+RARVR ' an tatasawa al-kiffah maca al-filastmiyym wa-l-diraqiyyin T+RaVRVR) (T+Rb\R\R wa l maxrajan 'aktar
qabiliyyah li-tasfiyat al-hisabat maca al-calam al-'islamT, bi-fath nawafid tudawwid al-'afgan can hurubihim at-tawTlah allatT 
wuddifat bi-'aswa' 'ahwaliha li-masalih lam tuhaqqiq 'ayyi nata'ij hatta li-d-duwal al-gazivah. T+Rb\R\RN R\Ri R.N RXK.-, K-,

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Thematic Structure a within 
rheme within main rheme
Thematic Structure b within 
rheme within main rheme

wa huna
la budda, [...], 'an tatasawa al-kiffah maca al-filastlniyym wa-1-diraqiyyTn wa 'an 
tajid maxrajan 'aktar qabiliyyah li-tasfiyat al-hisabat maca al-calam al-'islamT, bi- 
fath nawafid tudawwid al-'afgan can hurubihim at-tawTlah allatT wuddifat bi- 
'aswa' 'ahwaliha li-masalih lam tuhaqqiq 'ayyi nata'ij hatta li-d-duwal al-gaziyah.
la budda [...]
'an tatasawa al-kiffah maca al-filastmiyym wa-1-ciraqiyyTn wa 'an tajid maxrajan 
'aktar qabiliyyah li-tasfiyat al-hisabat mada al-calam al-'islamT, bi-fath nawafid 
tudawwid al-'afgan can hurubihim at-tawTlah allatT wuddifat bi-'aswa' 'ahwaliha 
li-masalih lam tuhaqqiq 'ayyi nata'ij hatta li-d-duwal al-gaziyah.
'an tatasawa al-kiffah maca al-filastmiyym wa-1-ciraqiyyin

wa 'an tajid maxrajan 'aktar qabiliyyah li-tasfiyat al-hisabat maca al-calam al- 
'islamT, bi-fath nawafid tudawwid al-'afgan can hurubihim at-tawTlah allatT 
wuddifat bi-'aswa' 'ahwaliha li-masalih lam tuhaqqiq 'ayyi nata'ij hatta li-d-duwal 
al-gaziyah.

Sentence 12

r+R , a . r ) T+R1 ) (T+R2 (m+R2 lakinna hada al-wajib 

0  \T+R2^ ^R\R\T+R2 yafqid qimatahu ' ida kanat al-gayat faqat hiya tagtiyat al-dajz al-'amriki. RTOT+R2) ^T+R
maslQliyyah carabivvah

Thematic Structure al-ciraq mas'uliyyah carabiyyah

Main Theme witin thematic structure al-ciraq

Main Rheme witin thematic structure 1 mas'uliyyah carabiyyah
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Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme witin thematic structure 2
Main Rheme witin thematic structure 2

Theme within main rheme witin thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme witin thematic 
structure 2

lakinna hada al-wajib 0 yafqid qlmatahu 'ida kanat al-gayat faqat hiya 
tagtiyat al-cajz al-'amnkl.
lakinna hada al-wajib
0 yafqid qlmatahu 'ida kanat al-gayat faqat hiya tagtiyat al-cajz al- 
'amrlkl.
0

yafqid qlmatahu 'ida kanat al-gayat faqat hiya tagtiyat al-cajz al- 
'amrlkl.

Sentence 13

* jja J»- c/tf <^

(T wa duna 'Tjad damanat li-l-'amn ad-daxilT T) (R (T+RI* (™+*m fa ij 
(R\R\T+ RI\R sa.yabqa ^lah mucaqqadah, wa-sa-yadxuluhu 'aktar min lacib
1M+R2VR) (R\T+R2\R gjyab at.ta§awwrat ^.^yyj ha,|

0
) (T .natlj ah

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Thematic Structure 1 within main rheme

Theme within thematic structure 1 within main rheme
Rheme within thematic structure 1 within main rheme

Theme within rheme within thematic structure 1 within main 
rheme
Rheme within rheme within thematic structure 1 within main 
rheme
Thematic Structure 2 within main rheme

Theme within thematic structure 2 within main rheme
Rheme within thematic structure 2 within main rheme

wa duna 'Ijad damanat li-l-'amn ad-daxili
fa 'inna al-ciraq 0 sa-yabqa halah mucaqqadah, wa-sa- 
yadxuluhu 'aktar min lacib wa n-natfjah giyab at-tasawwrat 
li-'ayyi hall yabruz ff l-'ufuq al-bacld
fa 'inna al-ciraq 0 sa-yabqa halah mucaqqadah, wa-sa- 
yadxuluhu 'aktar min lacib
fa 'innaal-diraq
0 sa-yabqa halah mucaqqadah, wa-sa-yadxuluhu 'aktar min 
ladib
0

sa-yabqa halah mucaqqadah, wa-sa-yadxuluhu 'aktar min 
lacib
wa n-natljah giyab at-tasawwrat li-'ayyi hall yabruz fl 1- 
'ufuq al-bacTd.
wan-natljah
giyab at-tasawwrat li-'ayyi hall yabruz ff l-'ufuq al-bacTd.

Analsis of Text 11

al-'atyaf ixtalatat [...] bi-fusul as-sanah.  ) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

fi 1-ciraq
al-'atyaf ixtalatat . . bi-fusul as-sanah.
al-'atyaf
ixtalatat ...] bi-fusul as-sanah.

j^\\ Jj. -i. i
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Sentence 2

£T+R,'.(m!,!.' i ! ' ̂ a mada 'anna hada al-watan al-mankub

«<(i-S/l AjaliSVI <Jj=. JiJl J V) i-

*JjiJ! ijj=Jl J]
u £- J

+RK /RYT+R] xT\R\T+Rl
RmT+R1 yamlik al-qudrah dala taiawuz halatihi RWT+RI )

'ilia 'anna al-jadal hawla al-ittifaqiyyah al-'amniyyah wa mubarriratiha " 1 ) (RywT+R1 ( \RVT+RI 0 
; v yajdal al-hukm li-1-diraqiyin wahdahum RmTOT+RI ) RVRVT+RI^ RVT+RI^ T+RI^ ^T+RJ ^TNT+RS wa ^M^ man 

yajtahidun bi-r-rafd wa-1-qabul Ta>R2); (R\T+R2 ^TO\T+R2 ara- Qnum TOM+RZ^ ^R\R\r+R2 ^G [ j'djmna mawqif ya$n 'ila al- 
hurriyyah al-maqbulah, dindama yakun tadawul al-mawdud qa'iman dala al-ara' wa-l-'aglabivvah. RVRNT+R2) R\T+R2) T+R2^

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1

Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Theme within rheme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Rheme within rheme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2

wa mada 'anna hada al-watan al-mankub yamlik al-qudrah dala 
tajawuz halatihi, 'ilia 'anna al-jadal hawla al-ittifaqiyyah al- 
'amniyyah wa mubarriratiha 0 yajdal al-hukm li-1-ciraqiym 
wahdahum
wa mada 'anna hada al-watan al-mankub yamlik al-qudrah dala 
tajawuz halatihi
'ilia 'anna al-jadal hawla al-ittifaqiyyah al-'amniyyah wa 
mubarriratiha 0 yajdal al-hukm Ii-1-ciraqiyTn wahdahum
'ilia 'anna al-jadal hawla al-ittifaqiyyah al-'amniyyah wa 
mubarriratiha
0 yajdal al-hukm li-1-diraqiym wahdahum

0

yajdal al-hukm Ii-1-ciraqiyTn wahdahum

wa hatta man yajtahidun bi-r-rafd wa-1-qabul, ara'uhum ta'tl [...] 
dimna mawqif yasil 'ila al-hurriyyah al-maqbulah, dindama yakun 
tadawul al-mawdud qa'iman dala al-ara' wa-l-'aglabiyyah.
wa hatta man yajtahidun bi-r-rafd wa-1-qabul
ara'uhum ta'tT[...] dimna mawqif yasil 'ila al-hurriyyah al-maqbulah, 
dindama yakun tadawul al-mawdud qa'iman dala al-ara' wa-l- 
'aglabiyyah.
ara'uhum

ta'tT [...] dimna mawqif yasil 'ila al-hurriyyah al-maqbulah, cindama 
yakun tadawul al-mawdud qa'iman dala al-ara' wa-l-'aglabiyyah.

Sentence 3
.6-201 11 l eUu liiia. (> 5j_j=.V' =J i-iSj-Jl jl Jf-

(T gayra 'anna al-mawqif T) (R (™ 0 ^ (R* yadad al-'as'ilah bi-cadad al-'ajwibah, min hayt baqa' 'aw xuruj al-quwwat al-
'amrTkiyyah fT cam 2011. RVR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

gayra 'anna al-mawqif
0 yadac al-'as'ilah bi-cadad al-'ajwibah 
'amnkiyyah ft dam 201 1.

, min hayt baqa' 'aw xuruj al-quwwat al-

0
yadac al-'as'ilah bi-cadad al-'ajwibah, 
'amnkiyyah ft cam 201 1 .

min hayt baqa' 'aw xuruj al-quwwat al-

Sentence 4

(T (™ ar-ra'Ts al-muntaxab as-sayid 'ubama, wa-bi-nafs at-tazamun li-tawqld al-ittifaqiyyah wa-iqrariha ™) (RNT ( NT 0  NT ) 
( RWT yuclin 'annahu sa-yashab quwwatahu min al-ciraq, wa-'irsaliha 'ila 'afganistan RWT) R'T) l ) ( mubarriran 'anna wujud 
al-qacidah sara mutajaddiran hunak wa-yanbagT mutaradatiha. R)
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Main Theme

Theme within

Rheme within

main theme

main theme
Theme within rheme within 
main theme
Rhem within 
main theme

rheme within

Main Rheme

ar-ra is al-muntaxab as-sayid 'ubama, wa-bi-nafs at-tazamun li-tawqlc al-ittifaqiyyah 
wa-iqrariha 0 yuclin 'annahu sa-yashab quwwatahu min al-ciraq, wa-'irsaliha 'ila 
'afganistan
ar-ra' is al-muntaxab as-sayid 'ubama, wa-bi-nafs at-tazamun li-tawqlc al-ittifaqiyyah 
wa-iqrariha
0yu6hn 'annahu sa-yashab quwwatahu min al-ciraq, wa-'irsaliha 'ila 'afganistan
0

yu61in 'annahu sa-yashab quwwatahu min al-ciraq, wa-'irsaliha 'ila 'afganistan

mubarriran 'anna wujud al-qacidah sara mutajaddiran hunak wa-yanbagT 
mutaradatiha.

Sentence 5

(T (™ wa macna hada ) (RVr 'anna 'aikar ar-ra'isayn al-'amrTkiyyayn la taltaqT dala fikrat al-baqa' 'aw al-iala' Rvr) T), (R fT-1- 
waqt alladT yumkin ta'kTd 'ubama cala al-axar buS, wifqan Ii-wu6udihi 'atna' al-intixabat. R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

wa macna hada 'anna 'afkar ar-ra'lsayn al-'amrTkiyyayn la taltaqT cala fikrat al-baqa' 
'aw al-jala'
wa macna hada
'anna 'afkar ar-ra'Tsayn al-'amrTkiyyayn la taltaqT cala fikrat al-baqa' 'aw al-jala'
fT-1-waqt alladT yumkin ta'kTd 'ubama cala al-axar bu5, wifqan li-wucudihi 'atna' al- 
intixabat.

Sentence 6

yj ^ ejlil i»llj Cli?.j _jlj ^. j lijlll Jlti j

(T+R. (TYT+RI TVT+RK (RYI>R1 (TOYT+R1 sl , T^T^R\T+R^ ,RVnR\T+RI maxatir mjn baqa c < aw dahab al.quwwat a\-

'id la yujad INKVKU1"KI ) ^\K.\K\H-RI ba(jj| ^^^ ' aw hatta 'islamT yumkinuhuyujad ) 
RWT+R1 ) RVT+R1 ) T+R1 ), (T+R2 (TVT+M wa hatta wa-law wujidatat-tacwTd can tilka al-quwwah

al .guwwah R\T\m+R2) TMM+M)j (R\BT+R2 (™\m>R2 fe hjya fl l

\RmT+R2 sa.tabqa quwwat muraqabah wa.fa?| bayna mutanazicTn 
cala caks al-jay§ al-'amnkT alladT yudtabaru mutaSabikan caskariyyan wa-siyasiyyan maca al-fasa'il al-ciraqiyyah al- 
mutanazicah, wa-yu'addTdawrahu 'in silban 'aw^Jjaban. ) )

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Theme within theme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Rheme within theme within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Theme within rheme within mam rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Rheme within rheme within mam rheme 
within thematic structure 1 ________

qatcan hunak maxatir min baqa' 'aw dahab al-quwwat al-'amrTkiyyah, 
'id la yujad badTl carabT, 'aw hatta 'islamT yumkinuhu at-tadwTd can 
tilka al-quwwah
qatcan
hunak maxatir min baqa' 'aw dahab al-quwwat al-'amrTkiyyah, 'id la 
yujad badTl carabT, 'aw hatta 'islamT yumkinuhu at-tacwTd can tilka al- 
quwwah
hunak maxatir min baqa' 'aw dahab al-quwwat al-'amrTkiyyah

hunak

maxatir min baqa' 'aw dahab al-quwwat al-'amnkiyyah

'id la yujad badTl carabT, 'aw hatta 'islami yumkinuhu at-tacwid can 
tilka al-quwwah
'id la yujad

badil carabi, 'aw hatta 'islamT yumkinuhu at-tacwTd can tilka al- 
quwwah
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1 hematic Structure 2

Mam Theme within thematic structure 2

Theme within mam theme within thematic 
structure 2
Theme within theme within main theme 
within thematic structure 2
Rheme within theme within main theme 
within thematic structure 2
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 2
Theme within rheme within main theme 
within thematic structure 2
Rheme within rheme within main theme 
within thematic structure 2
Theme within rheme within rheme within 
main theme within thematic structure 2
Rheme within rheme within rheme within 
main theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

wa hatta wa-law wujidat tilka al-quwwah, fa hiya ff 'ahsan al-'ahwal 
0 sa-tabqa quwwat muraqabah wa-fasl bayna mutanazicm, cala caks 
al-jay§ al-'amrikT alladT yuctabaru mutaSabikan caskariyyan wa- 
siyasiyyan maca al-fasa'il al-ciraqiyyah al-mutanazicah, wa-yu'addl 
dawrahu 'in silban 'aw 'Tjaban.
wa hatta wa-law wujidat tilka al-quwwah, fa hiya ff 'ahsan al-'ahwal 
0 sa-tabqa quwwat muraqabah wa-fasl bayna mutanazicm
wa hatta wa-law wujidat tilka al-quwwah

wa hatta wa-law wujidat

tilka al-quwwah

fa hiya ff 'ahsan al-'ahwal 0 sa-tabqa quwwat muraqabah wa-fasl 
bayna mutanazicm
fa hiya ff 'ahsan al-'ahwal

0 sa-tabqa quwwat muraqabah wa-fasl bayna mutanazicm

0

sa-tabqa quwwat muraqabah wa-fasl bayna mutanazicm

cala caks al-jay$ al-'amrlkT alladT yuctabaru mutaSabikan caskariyyan 
wa-siyasiyyan maca al-fasa'il al-ciraqiyyah al-mutanazicah, wa- 
yu' add! dawrahu 'in silban 'aw 'Tjaban.

Sentence 7

UU= 4-Lua.Vl Sjill JT jl ^ j-ljill ^ Jic. Sjjill ,dLj V Sj5 ,ji jiVI J-VI J 

ill iia.j- ^ Ajil^Jl

(T (^ wa l-'amr al-axar 1AT) (RXT 'anna quwwat al-'amn al-ciraqT la tamlik al-qudrah cala sadd al-farag RVT) T) (R (m (^  hatta 
law bacd 1-quwa Tvm ) (RmR rafacat [...] Sicarat al-xuruj li-1-quwwah al-'ainabivvah RmR)  ) (RXR (mvR talama al-jayS wa-1- 
quwwat al-'amniyyah al-ciraqiyyah m*) (RVRyi ft marhalat at-takwm. RWR) RVR ) R)

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme

Theme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within main rheme

wa l-'amr al-axar 'anna quwwat al-'amn al-ciraqi la tamlik al- 
qudrah cala sadd al-farag
wa l-'amr al-axar
'anna quwwat al-'amn al-ciraqT la tamlik al-qudrah cala sadd al- 
farag
hatta law bacd 1-quwa rafacat [...] Sicarat al-xuruj li-1-quwwah al- 
'ajnabiyyah talama al-jay$ wa-1-quwwat al-'amniyyah al-ciraqiyyah 
fT marhalat at-takwm.
hatta law bacd 1-quwa rafacat [...] Sicarat al-xuruj li-1-quwwah al- 
'ajnabiyyah
hatta law bacd 1-quwa
rafacat [...] Sicarat al-xuruj li-1-quwwah al-'ajnabiyyah
talama al-jays wa-1-quwwat al-'amniyyah al-ciraqiyyah fT marhalat 
at-takwm.
talama al-jayS wa-1-quwwat al-'amniyyah al-ciraqiyyah
fT marhalat at-takwm.
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Sentence 8
jill jl Jil j <^2J| ^ cj, . oiaLj (JA jjSI ^jiuu ^Ijl

(T C ' wa baqa' al-quwwat TlT) (Rvr ( ff 0 
) ) (R (  'aw i
T

az-zuru
)(R\R\T sa-yaftah 'aktar min nafidah cala ihtimalat 'an tatadadaf al-muqawamah 

yatimm at-taqsfm wa-'iqrar al-fidraliyyah fl 1-manatiq at-talat.

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Theme within rheme within main theme
Rheme within rheme within main theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme
Theme within rheme within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within main rheme

wa baqa' al-quwwat 0 sa-yaftah 'aktar min nafidah dala ihtimalat 
tatadadaf al-muqawamah _______________________
wa baqa' al-quwwat
0 sa-yaftah 'aktar min nafidah cala ihtimalat 'an tatadacaf 
muqawamah
0
sa-yaftah 'aktar min nafidah dala ihtimalat 'an tatadacaf 
muqawamah
'aw ft 'aswa' az-zuruf 0 yatimm at-taqstm wa-'iqrar al-fidraliyyah 
manatiq at-talat.
'aw ft 'aswa' az-zuruf
0 yatimm at-taqslm wa-'iqrar al-fidraliyyah ft 1-manatiq at-talat.
0

'an

al-

al-

fil-

yatimm at-taqslm wa-'iqrar al-fidraliyyah ft 1-manatiq at-talat.

Sentence 9

/T+R I ,T\T+RI /T\T\T+RI

al-mustaiidd RmTtRI V
'amrTka 1A1AT*R1 ) (RmT+R1 ft halah muxtalifah ma bayna zaman al-gazu wa-1-ihtilal, wa-ma bayna al-waqic

1 ( NT+R1 cindama 0 1 Sahidat 'aswa' zarf mall qad yacsif bi-l-katlr min al-
masanc wa-t-tataHudat, wajaktaruha ihtimaman taqlTs al-quwwat al-xarijiyyah wa-qawacidiha al-muntaSirah ff muczam

wa hiya  "+R2) (^^^ dacwah rubbama talqa ta'yidan mutlaqan ff tawffr
, qarrat al-calam RVRVT+R1 ) RXT+RI ) T+R1 ), (T+R2

takalTf tilka al-quwwah, wa-ibcad 'amrTka can al-dadawat al-mutajaddidah maca Sucub al-calam. RVT'I'R2) T+R2)

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main theme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

'amrlka ft halah muxtalifah ma bayna zaman al-gazu wa-1-ihtilal, wa- 
ma bayna al-waqic al-mustajidd, cindama 0 Sahidat 'aswa' zarf mall 
qad yacsif bi-l-katlr min al-maSaric wa-t-tatallu6at, wa 'aktaruha 
ihtimaman taqlTs al-quwwat al-xarijiyyah wa-qawacidiha al- 
muntaSirah ft muczam qarrat al-calam
'amrlka fl halah muxtalifah ma bayna zaman al-gazu wa-1-ihtilal, wa- 
ma bayna al-waqic al-mustajidd
'amrTka

ft halah muxtalifah ma bayna zaman al-gazu wa-1-ihtilal, wa-ma bayna 
al-waqic al-mustajidd
cindama 0 Sahidat 'aswa' zarf mall qad yacsif bi-l-katlr min al- 
maSarld wa-t-tatallucat, wa 'aktaruha ihtimaman taqlTs al-quwwat al- 
xarijiyyah wa-qawacidiha al-munta5irah fl muczam qarrat al-calam
cindama 0

Sahidat 'aswa' zarf mall qad yacsif bi-l-katlr min al-maSarTc wa-t- 
tatalludat, wa 'aktaruha ihtimaman taqlTs al-quwwat al-xarijiyyah wa- 
qawacidiha al-muntaSirah fT muczam qarrat al-calam
wa hiya dacwah rubbama talqa ta'yldan mutlaqan ft tawfir takalif tilka 
al-quwwah, wa-ibcad 'amrTka can al-cadawat al-mutajaddidah maca 
Sucub al-calam.
wa hiya
dacwah rubbama talqa ta'yldan mutlaqan ff tawftr takalif tilka al- 
quwwah, wa-ibcad 'amrTka can al-cadawat al-mutajaddidah maca 
Sucub al-calam
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Sentence 10
- d=- ^ <j-i>jillj 'ij jill oil JU. ^ <jl jjl (>l

(T ar-rabt bayna 'amn al-ciraq ft hal baqa' al-quwwat al-'amrlkiyyah, wa-1-fawda ft hal xurOjiha T) (R 
mawdudan daqTqan wa-hassasan. IWR) R) 0 yazalu

Main Theme

Main Rheme
Theme withn main rheme
Rheme withn main rheme

ar-rabt bayna 'amn al-ciraq fi ha! baqa' al-quwwat al-'amrlkiyyah, 
xurujiha
0 yazalu mawdudan daqTqan wa-hassasan
0

wa-1-fawda ff hal

yazalu mawdudan daqTqan wa-hassasan

Sentence 11

. JUS A-jitjl! cj£ L. li) A iii-J5yi A^LU ,> * V JbJl .j*

(T wafThadihial-hal T) (R (T+R1XR (W+R1* la budda m+Rm) (R^T+Rlyl min munaqaSat al-'amr bi-diqqah ka-Sa'n diraqT bacTdan 
dan muzayadat ad-duwal al-'iqlimiyyah, 'aw al-xarijiyyah, 'ida ma kanat al-maslihah al-wataniyyah tatadala dala gavriha
RM+RIVRj 7+R.VRj (T>R2\R (TM+1UVR mkjn ^^ .^ ̂  ̂ .j^^ a,.easkarl j^-^' H.^t^^f mjn Mm ^^ TM+RJVRj
,DVT-4-D^^D ._...-_ j • — _._ _ _,_ — _ ' _._ _ •"  lakin ka-marhalah yuqarriruha tarafa al-dalaqah, wa-yudad jala'uhu badd istinfad al-garad minhu. Rvr+R2\R) T+R2*) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Thematic Structure 1 within main rheme

Theme within thematic structure 1 within main rheme
Rheme within thematic structure 1 within main rheme

Thematic Structure 2 within main rheme

Theme within thematic structure 2 within main rheme

Rheme within thematic structure 2 within main rheme

wa fT hadihi al-hal
la budda min munaqaSat al-'amr bi-diqqah ka-5a'n ciraqT 
bacTdan dan muzayadat ad-duwal al-'iqlTmiyyah, 'aw al- 
xarijiyyah, 'ida ma kanat al-maslihah al-wataniyyah 
tatadala cala gayriha lakin bi-surut 'alia tajdal al-ihtilal al- 
daskarT dandah li-t-taxwTf min ixtilal al-'amn, lakin ka- 
marhalah yuqarriruha tarafa al-dalaqah, wa-yudad 
jala'uhu badd istinfad al-garad minhu.
la budda min munaqaSat al-'amr bi-diqqah ka-Sa'n ciraqT 
bacTdan can muzayadat ad-duwal al-'iqlTmiyyah, "aw al- 
xarijiyyah, 'ida ma kanat al-maslihah al-wataniyyah 
tatadala dala gayriha
la budda
min munaqaSat al-'amr bi-diqqah ka-§a'n ciraqT bacTdan 
dan muzayadat ad-duwal al-'iqlTmiyyah, 'aw al- 
xarijiyyah, 'ida ma kanat al-maslihah al-wataniyyah 
tatadala dala gayriha
lakin bi-5urut 'alia tajdal al-ihtilal al-caskarT daricah li-t- 
taxwTf min ixtilal al-'amn, lakin ka-marhalah yuqarriruha 
tarafa al-dalaqah, wa-yucad jala'uhu badd istinfad al- 
garad minhu.
lakin bi-surut 'alia tajdal al-ihtilal al-caskarT daridah li-t- 
taxwTf min ixtilal al-'amn
lakin ka-marhalah yuqarriruha tarafa al-dalaqah, wa- 
yudad jala'uhu badd istinfad al-garad minhu.

Sentence 12

al-xilafbayna al-xalaf wa-s-salaf ,bus wa-'ubama, dala al-wadd al-diraqI TO) (R* 
yusag ka-masrud wa-qarar fT 'amrTka. ) ) )
(T aatcan T) fRV M" L""" / V. >

• 'B^ ̂

0 qad

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme

Rheme within main rheme

qatdan
al-xilafbayna al-xalaf wa-s-salaf ,buS wa-'ubama, da!a al-wadd al- 
ciraqT0 qad yusag ka-maSruc wa-qarar fT 'amrTka.
al-xilafbayna al-xalaf wa-s-salaf ,bu5 wa-'ubama, dala al-wadd al- 
ciraqT
0 qad yusag ka-masruc wa-qarar ft 'amnka.
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Theme within rheme within main rheme 
Rheme within rheme within main rheme

0
gad yusag ka-masrud wa-qarar ft 'amrTka.

Sentence 13

,T\T+RI

'ahamm wa-'aktar tahdTdan li-'ayyi sinaryu qadim RNRff+Rh Rff+RI ) TtRI ) (T+
'atraf an-nizad TN'nT+R2) (RmT+R2 tabqa [...] tuhaddiduha mas'uliyyat kull taraf hvrvr+R2:

Wa mitlu haHa al ihtimal TVT+RK /RVT+R1 /T\R\T+RI r\ T\R\T-*-RK ,R\R\T+RI -L \ \ t-i- i   i- i L- - •wd muiu rmga ai-mtimai ) ( _,_£__ __0 _)_(__ yajdal al-mas uliyyah cala al-diraqiyyin
TiTiT+R2 wa masg'ji hasm al-xilafat bayna

I'uliyyat kull taraf RmT+R2) m+R2), (»T+W( W+« li-'anna al-'igraq
li, 'aw al-'ifrat bi-t-tasa'um min xilal dib' al-wahdah al-wataniyyah  "+R2) (™™+KL (TO\R\T+R2 0 

) ( la yursamu min xilal waqa'id al-'ams wa-1-yawm, wa-'innama min sulb al-maslihah al-wataniyyah fi al- 
mustaqbal wa-l-latT hiya al-qantarah allatT tacbur bi-l-diraq 'ila barr al-'aman, 'aw tugriquhu bi-l-hurQb wa-t-tadaxullat al- 
'ainahivvah wa-l-'inlTmivvnh R\R*\T+R2', R\R\T+R2\ R\T+R2\ T+R2\'ajnabiyyah wa-l-'ialTmivvah. 2\

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 
1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 
1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main theme within thematic structure 
2
Rheme within main theme within thematic structure
2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main rheme within thematic structure
2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure
2

Theme within rheme within main rheme within 
thematic structure 2
Rheme within rheme within main rheme within 
thematic structure 2

wa mitlu hada al-ihtimal 0 yajdal al-mas' uliyyah cala al-diraqiyytn 
'ahamm wa-'aktar tahdldan li-'ayyi slnaryu qadim
wa mitlu hada al-ihtimal
0 yajdal al-mas'uliyyah cala al-ciraqiyyln 'ahamm wa-'aktar tahdTdan 
li-'ayyi slnaryu qadim
0

yajdal al-mas'uliyyah dala al-ciraqiyyin 'ahamm wa-'aktar tahdTdan li- 
'ayyi sTnaryu qadim
wa masa'il hasm al-xilafat bayna 'atraf an-nizad tabqa [...] 
tuhaddiduha mas'uliyyat kull taraf, li-'anna al-'igraq bi-t-tafa'ul min 
xilal at-tajzi'ah, 'aw al-'ifrat bi-t-ta5a'um min xilal dib' al-wahdah al- 
wataniyyah 0 la yursamu min xilal waqa'ic al-'ams wa-1-yawm, wa- 
'innama min sulb al-maslihah al-wataniyyah fT al-mustaqbal wa-l-latT 
hiya al-qan{arah allatT tacbur bi-l-diraq 'ila barr al-'aman, 'aw 
tugriquhu bi-1-hurub wa-t-tadaxullat al-' ajnabiyyah wa-l-'iqlTmiyyah.
wa masa'il hasm al-xilafat bayna 'atraf an-nizad tabqa [...] 
tuhaddiduha mas'uliyyat kull taraf
wa masa'il hasm al-xilafat bayna 'atraf an-nizad

tabqa [...] tuhaddiduha mas'uliyyat kull taraf

li-'anna al-'igraq bi-t-tafa'ul min xilal at-tajzi'ah, 'aw al-'ifrat bi-t- 
tasa'um min xilal dib' al-wahdah al-wataniyyah 0 la yursamu min 
xilal waqa'ic al-'ams wa-1-yawm, wa-'innama min sulb al-maslihah 
al-wataniyyah ff al-mustaqbal wa-l-latT hiya al-qantarah allatT tadbur 
bi-I-diraq 'ila barr al-'aman, 'aw tugriquhu bi-1-huriib wa-t-tadaxullat 
al-'ajnabiyyah wa-l-'iqllmiyyah.
li-'anna al-'igraq bi-t-tafa'ul min xilal at-tajzi'ah, 'aw al-'ifrat bi-t- 
tasa'um min xilal cib' al-wahdah al-wataniyyah
0 la yursamu min xilal waqa'ic al-'ams wa-1-yawm, wa-'innama min 
sulb al-maslihah al-wataniyyah fT al-mustaqbal wa-l-latT hiya al- 
qantarah allatT tacbur bi-l-diraq 'ila barr al-'aman, 'aw tugriquhu bi-1- 
hurub wa-t-tadaxullat al-'ajnabiyyah wa-l-'iqlTmiyyah.
0

la yursamu min xilal waqa'ic al-'ams wa-1-yawm, wa-'innama min 
sulb al-maslihah al-wataniyyah ff al-mustaqbal wa-l-latT hiya al- 
qantarah allatT tacbur bi-l-diraq 'ila barr al-'aman, 'aw tugriquhu bi-1- 
hurub wa-t-tadaxullat al-'ajnabiyyah wa-l-'iqlTmiyyah.
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Sentence 14

, uul tS\ ^ ̂  ̂  <^U l>ajil| ,:,l

(T (T T),(R ' anna a| -fura5 ') sanihah ff jaww yuctabar 'aktar 'amanan wa-tahqTqan li-1-maslihah al-watanivvah Rvr) 
fa hal 6aqd al-wahdah al-wataniyyah  )(RVR ya'tT [...] bi-caqd gayr qabil li-n-naqd? m) R )

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa bi-ma 'anna al-fura§ sanihah fi jaww yuctabar 'aktar 'amanan wa-tahqTqan li-1- 
maslihah al-wataniyyah
wa bi-ma 'anna al-fura$
sanihah fT jaww yuctabar 'aktar 'amanan wa-tahqTqan li-1-maslihah al-wataniyyah
fa hal caqd al-wahdah al-wataniyyah ya'tT [. . .] bi-caqd gayr qabil li-n-naqd?
fa hal daqd al-wahdah al-wataniyyah
ya'tT [... bi-6aqd gayr qabil li-n-naqd?

Analysis of Text 12

Sentence 1
(J-utJ L& JJC.

(' 'amrika ') (R ( m 0 m) (RXR tawarratat wa warratat gayriha bi-6amal caskarl ff Kciraq. R*) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme
Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

'amrika
0 tawarratat wa warratat gayriha bi-camal caskarT ff 1-ciraq.
0
tawarratat wa warratat gayriha bi-camal caskarT ff I-ciraq.

Sentence 2

il-ihtilal 
law ja'at min xilal tawajjuh 'insanT •')

 T\T+Ra\R\T+Rl , 

), (T

! TVT+Ra\R\T+Rl /R\T+Ra\R\T+Rl

x T\T+Rb\R\T+

bankan dawliyyan yutcim malayln al-fuqara', wa-yahill  azrnatahum RW+RbWT+R1 ) T+Rb^T+RI ) RU+RI ) T+R1 ), (T+R2

1-cama as-siyasT 0 """ "" ) hatta law ja'a min dawlat mu'asasat duzma, (R
tasqut al-waqic al-ficlT li-1-macarik.

tabm al-qarrah al-'afrTqiyyah
AT+Rl-j j-R\T+Rb\R\TtRl w& tunjj<

lakinna 
fa-'inna ai-'afkar ^ I

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Thematic Structure a within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Theme within thematic structure a within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Rheme within thematic structure a within mam rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure b within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Theme within thematic Structure b within mam rheme 
within thematic structure 1

fa takalif al-ihtilal 0 tabm al-qarrah al-'afnqiyyah law 
ja'at min xilal tawajjuh 'insam, 0 wa tunSi' bankan 
dawliyyan yutcim malaym al-fuqara', wa-yahill 
'azmatahum
fa takallf al-ihtilal
0 tabnl al-qarrah al-'afnqiyyah law ja'at min xilal 
tawajjuh 'insanT, 0 wa tunSi' bankan dawliyyan yutcim 
malaym al-fuqara', wa-yahill 'azmatahum
0 tabm al-qarrah al-'afnqiyyah law ja'at min xilal 
tawajjuh 'insanT
0

tabm al-qarrah al-'afnqiyyah law ja'at min xilal tawajjuh 
'insanT
0 wa tunsi' bankan dawliyyan yutcim malaym al-fuqara', 
wa-yahill 'azmatahum
0
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Rheme within thematic Structure b within main rheme 
within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Theme within mam rheme within thematic structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 2
Theme within rheme within mam rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within rheme within mam rheme within thematic 
structure 2

wa tunSi' bankan dawliyyan yutdim malaym al-fuqara', 
wa-yahill 'azmatahum ____________________
lakinna 1-dama as-siyasT fa-'inna al-'afkar 0 galiban ma 
tasqut 'amam al-waqid al-ficlT li-1-macarik. _________
lakinna l-6ama as-siyasT ___________________
fa-'inna al-'afkar 0 galiban ma tasqut 'amam al-waqid al- 
fidlT li-1-macarik.
fa-'inna al-'afkar
0 galiban ma tasqut 'amam al-waqid al-fidiT li-1-macarik.
0

galiban ma tasqut 'amam al-waqid al-ficlT li-1-macarik.

Sentence 3

tf& jib 4ijUJI l^jljUaJjb AjjjSil c.Uj£=JI cUa (p. .-us jJbJl 4&1 ^ .JL V tCjIjL^ilj iljUj) ^ lSj^.1 Ajtii L. j

(T wa ma taddacTh 'amnka min 'injazat wa-intisarat T) (R (  0  ) (R* la yaqillu, fT Saklihi al-mubalag flh, can najah al- 
hukumat at-tawriyyah bi-intisaratiha al-gariqah bi-1-wahm, wa-t-tasattuh al-fikn wa-s-siyasT. RVR) R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

wa ma taddacTh 'amrika min 'injazat wa-intisarat
0 la yaqillu, ff Saklihi al-mubalag flh, dan najah al-hukumat at-tawriyyah bi- 
intisaratiha al-gariqah bi-1-wahm, wa-t-tasattuh al-fikn wa-s-siyasT.
0
la yaqillu, fi Saklihi al-mubalag ffh, can najah al-hukumat at-tawriyyah bi-intisaratiha 
al-gariqah bi-1-wahm, wa-t-tasattuh al-fikn wa-s-siyasT.

Sentence 4

R\T+RI TO\T+RI(+ I 0 +Rlj ( 

takQn ad-dawlah

j iddan

T+Rb\T+R2

tartahin li-1-milTSTyyat wa-t-taiammucat al-cirqivvah wa-l-'atanivvah. RNT+Rbff+R2) T+Rb\t+R2-) r+R

Rlj RNT+Rlj T+R1 } (T+R2

2 h|ya  \T.RaNT+ R2}

T.Rb\T+R2 } (R\T+Rb\T+R2

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Thematic Structure a within thematic structure 2

Theme within thematic structure a within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within thematic structure a within thematic 
structure 2
Theme within rheme within thematic structure a 
within thematic structure 2
Rheme within rheme within thematic structure a 
within thematic structure 2
Thematic Structure b within thematic structure 2

Theme within thematic Structure b within 
thematic structure 2

al-ciraq 0 yamurru bi-marhalah harijah jiddan
al-ciraq
0 yamurru bi-marhalah harijah jiddan
0

yamurru bi-marhalah harijah jiddan

fa'imma'an takun ad-dawlah al-markaziyyah hiya qitar al-'amn 
alladT yaqud wahdat al-watan, 'aw 0 tartahin li-1-milTsTyyat wa-t- 
tajammucat al-cirqiyyah wa-l-'ataniyyah.
fa'imma'an takun ad-dawlah al-markaziyyah hiya qitar al-'amn 
alladT yaqud wahdat al-watan
fa'imma'an takun ad-dawlah al-markaziyyah

hiya qitar al-'amn alladT yaqud wahdat al-watan

hiya

qitar al-'amn alladT yaqud wahdat al-watan

'aw tartahin li-l-milI5Tyyat wa-t-tajammucat al-dirqiyyah wa-l- 
'ataniyyah.
'aw0
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Rheme within thematic Structure b within 
thematic structure 2

tartahin li-1-milTSTyyat wa-t-tajammudat al-dirqiyyah wa-1- 
' ataniyy ah.

Sentence 5

( wa yabdu T) (R 'anna as-sayyid nur al-malikT darifa 'anna lucbat at-tahdi'ah wa-1-karasi al-mutaharrikah lam tadud salihah 
cmdama takun ad-dawlah xarij sultatiha al-ganuniwah. R^

Main Theme
Main Rheme

wa yabdu
anna as-sayyid nur al-mahkl darifa 'anna ludbat at-tahdi'ah wa-1-karasi al-mutaharrikah lam tadud 
salihah dindama takun ad-dawlah xarij sultatiha al-qanuniyyah

Sentence 6

/T+Rl ,T\T+R! a|.' amrTkan 'nT+R1 ) (R

jik. 

ijt^o jjjjl oil <J oj

'aktar diqan min halat at-taSattut wa-
~RYT+R2>, /R\R\T+R2 -^ 

R\T+R2\ T+R2\ .-T+R3 /T\T+R:

dayad haybat ad-dawlah RXRNT+R1 ) RW+R1 ) T+R|)_ (T+R2 ^T\T+RZ wa huna TM+R2j ^RM+IU 
hasm maca jay5 al-mahdT 'awwalan, tumma hall al-milTSTyyat at-tabidah li-s-sadr R'K"'""1 KU+1U) '^ ( 
hatta Ja\v dalika 1A1AT+R3) (RmT+R3 'udtubira [...] tajammudan li-fuqara' as-sTdah tahta mazallat zadTmihim' RmT+R3 ) m+R3), 

ilia 'anna wujud duwal daxil dawlah, wa-'ajhizah tuwajih al-'amn bi-ism tahrTr al-ciraq min al-muhtal  NT+R3 )
R\T+R3 ,-T\R\T+R3 ./KM -<-K.J /

bi_qawanln wa-tabitah. J ) 3T+R3

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Theme wthin main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme wthin main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 2
Thematic Structure 3

Main Theme within thematic structure 3

Theme within main theme within thematic 
structure 3
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 3
Main Rheme within thematic structure 3

Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 3
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 3

wa rubbama al-'amrlkan 0 kana [...] 'aktar dlqan min halat at- 
taSattut wa-dayad haybat ad-dawlah
wa rubbama al-'amrlkan
0 kana [...] 'aktar dlqan min halat at-tasattut wa-dayad haybat ad- 
dawlah
0

kana [...] 'aktar dlqan min halat at-ta3attut wa-dayad haybat ad- 
dawlah
wa huna 0 ja'at darQrat al-hasm maca jayj al-mahdl 'awwalan, 
tumma hall al-milT5Iyyat at-tabidah li-s-sadr
wa huna
0 ja'at darQrat al-hasm maca jayS al-mahdT 'awwalan, tumma hall 
al-millslyyat at-tabidah li-s-sadr
0

ja'at darQrat al-hasm mada jayS al-mahdl 'awwalan, tumma hall al- 
milTsTyyat at-tabidah li-s-sadr
wa hatta law dalika 'udtubira [...] tajammudan li-fuqara' aS-sTcah 
tahta mazallat zadTmihim, 'ilia 'anna wujud duwal daxil dawlah, 
wa-'ajhizah tuwajih al-'amn bi-ism tahnr al-diraq min al-muhtal la 
yumkin 'an yaxliqa dawlah bi-qawanTn mardiyyah wa-tabitah.
wa hatta law dalika 'udtubira [...] tajammudan li-fuqara' aS-sTdah 
tahta mazallat zadTmihim
wa hatta law dalika

'udtubira [...] tajammudan li-fuqara' as-sTdah tahta mazallat 
zadTmihim
'ilia 'anna wujud duwal daxil dawlah, wa-'ajhizah tuwajih al-'amn 
bi-ism tahnr al-ciraq min al-muhtal la yumkin 'an yaxliqa dawlah 
bi-qawanTn mardiyyah wa-tabitah.
'ilia 'anna wujud duwal daxil dawlah, wa-'ajhizah tuwajih al-'amn 
bi-ism tahnr al-ciraq min al-muhtal
la yumkin 'an yaxliqa dawlah bi-qawanTn mardiyyah wa-tabitah.
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Sentence 7

(T al-'axta'u T) (R katlrah. R)

Main Theme
Main Rheme

al-'axta'u
katTrah.

Sentence 8

0' J^ 1 J) M £>—— M J»»Jl ye. 0=.ji. Uilj Aljjll -Us Ll ja.1 . Ai,.r. l^js Cjj

Main Theme

Main Rheme

Thematic Structure a within main rheme
Theme within thematic structure a within 
main rheme
Rheme within thematic structure a within 
main rheme
Thematic Structure b within main rheme

Theme within thematic structure b within 
main rheme
Rheme within thematic structure b within 
main rheme

wa ladalla al-hudnah maca al-quwa allatl bada'at silmiyyah tumma 
tajaddarat fiha taSkllat mugayirah wa-munafisah li-I-hukm
0 lam tusabbib 'ihrajan faqat li-d-dawlah wa-'innama 0 xarajat can 
xaft al-masmuh bihi 'ila al-'alwan al-hamra'
0 lam tusabbib 'ihrajan faqat li-d-dawlah
0

al-

lam tusabbib 'ihrajan faqat li-d-dawlah

wa-'innama 0 xarajat can al-xatt al-masmuh bihi 'ila al-'alwan 
hamra'

al-

wa-'innama 0

xarajat can al-xatt al-masmuh bihi 'ila al-'alwan al-hamra'

Sentence 9

. huna ') (K ( IXK ( mxK wujud ra'Ts al-wuzara' wa-d-dawlah ) I 
; li-imtidad al-mu5kilah 'ila al-quwwat al-mutawajidah T+l

.jjjli Vj tl+i. Jill. V iic .

irtahana [...] bi-'inha' hadihi al-'azamat R^T^R) 1AR). 
), (T+R ^ wa-istinzaf 'amwal lam yacud dafic ad-

dara'ib al-'amrlkT yaqbaluha wa-'amamahu 'aswa' an-nata'ij fl idarat harb cabatiyyah la ta'ila minha wa-la fa'idah. R\RN R-,
T+RbNR*

Main Theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Theme within theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within theme within main 
rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Thematic Structure a within rheme 
within main rheme
Thematic Structure b within rheme 
within main rheme

wa huna
wujud ra'Ts al-wuzara' wa-d-dawlah irtahana [...] bi-'inha' hadihi al-'azamat, 
li-imtidad al-muSkilah 'ila al-quwwat al-mutawajidah, wa-istinzaf 'amwal lam 
yacud dafic ad-dara'ib al-'amrlkT yaqbaluha wa-'amamahu 'aswa' an-nata'ij 
ff idarat harb cabatiyyah la ta'ila minha wa-la fa'idah.
wujud ra'Ts al-wuzara' wa-d-dawlah irtahana [...] bi-'inha' hadihi al-'azamat
wujud ra'Ts al-wuzara' wa-d-dawlah

irtahana [...] bi-'inha' hadihi al-'azamat

li-imtidad al-mu5kilah 'ila al-quwwat al-mutawajidah, wa-istinzaf 'amwal lam 
yadud dafid ad-dara'ib al-'amnkT yaqbaluha wa-'amamahu 'aswa' an-nata'ij 
ff idarat harb dabatiyyah la ta'ila minha wa-la fa'idah.
li-imtidad al-muSkilah 'ila al-quwwat al-mutawajidah

wa-istinzaf 'amwal lam yacud dafic ad-dara'ib al-'amnkT yaqbaluha wa- 
'amamahu 'aswa' an-nata'ij ff idarat harb cabatiyyah la ta'ila minha wa-la 
fa'idah.
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Sentence 10

,vjit ^ linn ̂ i ̂ usujij ^ijiii ,^^1 jj JiUa, ^ ^ ̂  jj t^Sj>tl
l .i» j

( ( wa li-'anna al-ihtilal  ) (RNT (TOvr 0 TOvr) (R^T tahawwala 'ila qadTyyah 'amrTkiwah RVRVr) Rvr) T), (R (  fa 'inna haybat 

TOqU1R« aT\R*a" 1:r^RinaR^^1 sa-yatimm calayhi at-tasa'ul law insahabat al-quwwat wal-muhakamat allatT sa-tan5a' ft zilliha 

)' ( ( 0 )_( jacalat ar-ra'Ts buS yufakkir jiddiyyan bi-galq malaffat at-tatahun al-ciraqT ad-daxilT wa-hadihi 1- 
marrah bi-wasitat quwa al-'amn al-watanivvah. RVRXR) RVR) R)

Main Theme
Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme
Theme within rheme within main theme
Rheme within rheme within main theme
Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme

Rheme within main rheme

Theme within rheme within main rheme
Rheme within rheme within main rheme

wa li-'anna al-ihtilal 0 tahawwala 'ila qadlyyah 'amrikiyyah
wa li-'anna al-ihtilal
0 tahawwala 'ila qadTyyah 'amrtkiyyah
0
tahawwala 'ila qadTyyah 'amnkiyyah
fa 'inna haybat al-quwwah, wa-1-macna alladl sa-yatimm dalayhi at- 
tasa'ul law insahabat al-quwwat wal-muhakamat allatl sa-tansa' ff 
zilliha, 0 jacalat ar-ra'Ts bus yufakkir jiddiyyan bi-galq malaffat at- 
tatahun al-6iraqT ad-daxilT wa-hadihi 1-marrah bi-wasitat quwa al-'amn 
al-wataniyyah.
fa 'inna haybat al-quwwah, wa-1-macna alladl sa-yatimm calayhi at- 
tasa'ul law insahabat al-quwwat wal-muhakamat allatl sa-tansa' ff 
zilliha
0 jadalat ar-ra'Ts bu5 yufakkir jiddiyyan bi-galq malaffat at-tatahun al- 
ciraqT ad-daxilT wa-hadihi 1-marrah bi-wasitat quwa al-'amn al- 
wataniyyah.
0
jadalat ar-ra'Ts bu5 yufakkir jiddiyyan bi-galq malaffat at-tatahun al- 
ciraqT ad-daxilT wa-hadihi 1-marrah bi-wasitat quwa al-'amn al- 
wataniyyah.

Sentence 11

LuiuL ^j

.UAI (JjLuj l\+j) lg*^t J^"--1 4 n j j (ollajl diLajLa ^ jl jstll

(T (TVT lakin man yuqawwimun al-halah ad-daxiliyyah ft 1-mudun al-ciraqiyyah TI'T) (Rvr C™* 0 TVRVT ) ^RVRXT yactaqiduna 'anna 

al-wartah 'aqwa min mas'alat hujum cala milTSiya 'aw tathTr hayyin ma, 'aw al-qabd cala canasir min al-qacidah R^^T) ^Tj T ) (R 
(1AR talama al-harb TNR) (RNR (T+RaVR* (T\T+Ra\R\R Q iM+Ra\k\R^ ^R\T+R»\R\R laxlat a i_c jraq m j n muqawwimat al-hayah 

T+RB\R\R^ ^r+Rb\R\R ^Tvr+Rb\R\R

facilah. R
0 -nn-Rb\R\R^ ^R\r+Rb\R\R wa.rasamat xututan mutacarrijah istahala macaha 'ijad wasa'il 'amniyyah

Main Theme

Theme within main theme
Rheme within main theme

Theme within rheme within main theme
Rheme within rheme within main theme

Main Rheme

Theme within main rheme
Rheme within main rheme

Themactic Structure a within rheme 
within main rheme
Theme within themactic structure a 
within rheme within main rheme

lakin man yuqawwimun al-halah ad-daxiliyyah ff 1-mudun al-ciraqiyyah 0 
yactaqiduna 'anna al-wartah 'aqwa min mas'alat hujum cala milTSiya 'aw 
tathTr hayyin ma, 'aw al-qabd cala canasir min al-qacidah
lakin man yuqawwimun al-halah ad-daxiliyyah fi 1-mudun al-ciraqiyyah
0 yaftaqiduna 'anna al-wartah 'aqwa min mas'alat hujum cala milTSiya 'aw 
tathTr hayyin ma, 'aw al-qabd cala canasir min al-qacidah
0
yactaqiduna 'anna al-wartah 'aqwa min mas'alat hujum cala milTSiya 'aw 
tathTr hayyin ma, 'aw al-qabd cala canasir min al-qacidah
talama al-harb 0 'axlat al-ciraq min muqawwimat al-hayah, O wa-rasamat 
xututan mutacarrijah istahala macaha 'ijad wasa'il 'amniyyah fadilah.
talama al-harb
0 'axlat al-ciraq min muqawwimat al-hayah, 0 wa-rasamat xututan 
mutacarrijah istahala macaha 'ijad wasa'il 'amniyyah facilah.
0 'axlat al-ciraq min muqawwimat al-hayah

0
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Rheme within themactic structure 
within rheme within main rheme

a

Themactic Structure b within rheme 
within main rheme
Theme within themactic structure 
within rheme within main rheme
Rheme within themactic structure 
within rheme within main rheme

b

b

'axlat al-diraq min muqawwimat al-hayah

0 wa-rasamat xututan mutacarrijah istahala 
'amniyyah fadilah.

macaha 'ijad wasa'il

0

wa-rasamat xututan mutadarrijah istahala madaha 
fadilah.

'ijad wasa'il 'amniyyah

Sentence 12

fr. j jL ,/jbyi   . »' ; u'llu

RVT+Rl /r\R\T+RI n T\R\T+RK ,R\R\T+RI
TYT+R2N /RVT+R2 

/T\R\T+R3

/KU+Kl /I
0

,-

bila rafid SacbTyuctlha haqg-1-Quwwah. RNT+R4) T+R")

mhab RVRV ') R ')  ), (T+R2 ( +R2 wa 1-fasad al-'idan 
T+R2), (T+R3 (m+R3 wa 1-jayS al-'amnki 1 3 ) f 3 

al-maddivvah RWT+R3) WT+R3) T+W^ ^M ^iM+R4 wa

Thematic Structure 1
Main Theme within thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 1
Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2
Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 2
Thematic Structure 3

Main Theme within thematic structure 3
Main Rheme within thematic structure 3
Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 3
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 3
Thematic Structure 4
Main Theme within thematic structure 4
Main Rheme within thematic structure 4

fa n-naft 0 yunhab
fa n-naft
0 yunhab
0
yunhab
wa 1-fasad al-'idarT0 balaga darwatahu
wa 1-fasad al-'idarf
0 balaga darwatahu
0
balaga darwatahu
wa 1-jayS al-'amrlkT 0 daxala mazadat al-lucbah al- 
maddiyyah
wa 1-jayS al-'amnkT
0 daxala mazadat al-ludbah al-maddiyyah
0
daxala mazadat al-ludbah al-maddiyyah
wa 1-hukumah bila rafid SadbT yucfiM haqq-1-quwwah.
wa 1-hukumah
bila rafid SadbT yucpha haqq-1-quwwah.

Sentence 13

4JJJ Ji

. f .^11
'•' .<_y&JI jl ClUiLJI fC.J alSl. jjSj .J Jjj Ij^ojj (J'ljxll ei»j

lam yakun mutakafi'an
sunnah bi-ism a5-5Tcah 'aw al-daks w+R1 ), (RWT+R1 (  T+R1 0

maslahT 'ila ad-datT, 'aw Sibh at-tajamudat al-da'iliyyah wa-l-fi 'awiyyah

^R\T\T+R1

T\T+RI
> \ *./R\R(T+RI /T\R\R\T+RI

Rl g,

|j.' anna

huna TlT+R2) (RVr+R2

qawwat badd a5-Say wade ad-dawlah. RWT+R2) f
muhawalat al-musalahat allati rafaqatha bacd at-tanazulat  NT+R2)

al .muwajahah wa_<j n

dacm al-mill§iyat wa-man yuqawimun as- 
) (R\R\R\T+RI ' inqasamQ min daxi ) brat al-damal al-
-sagTrah

ja'at [...] 'an
7)

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main theme within thematic structure 1
Rheme within main theme within thematic structure 1

wa hadihi al-cawamil 0 faradat 'uslub al-muwajahah wa- 
'in lam yakun mutakafi'an li-'anna ma?adir dacm al- 
millSiyat wa-man yuqawimun as-sunnah bi-ism a§-§Tcah 
'aw al-daks, O 'inqasamQ min daxil bT'at al-damal al- 
maslahl 'ila ad-datl, 'aw Sibh at-tajamudat al-ca'iliyyah 
wa-l-fi 'awivyah as-saglrah
wa hadihi al-cawamil 0 faradat 'uslub al-muwajahah wa- 
'in lam yakun mutakafi'an
wa hadihi al-cawamil
0 faradat 'uslub al-muwajahah wa-'in lam yakun
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Theme within rheme within main theme within thematic structure 
1
Rheme within rheme within main theme within thematic structure 
1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 1

Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 1

Theme within rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 
1
Rheme within rheme within main rheme within thematic structure
1

Thematic Structure 2

Main Theme within thematic structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic structure 2

Theme within main rheme within thematic structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic structure 2

mutakafi'an
0

faradat 'uslub al-muwajahah wa-'in lam yakun 
mutakafi'an
li-'anna masadir dadm al-milT5iyat wa-man yuqawimun 
as-sunnah bi-ism aS-SIcah 'aw al-daks, 0 'inqasamu min 
daxil bT'at al-damal al-maslahl 'ila ad-datl, 'aw Sibh at- 
tajamudat al-da'iliyyah wa-l-fi 'awiyyah as-saglrah
li-'anna masadir dadm al-milTSiyat wa-man yuqawimun 
as-sunnah bi-ism aS-STdah 'aw al-daks
0 'inqasamu min daxil bT'at al-damal al-maslahl 'ila ad- 
datT, 'aw Sibh at-tajamucat al-da'iliyyah wa-l-fi 'awiyyah 
as-sagfrah
0

'inqasamu min daxil bT'at al-6amal al-maslahT 'ila ad-datl, 
'aw Sibh at-tajamucat al-ca'iliyyah wa-l-fi 'awiyyah as- 
sagfrah
wa huna muhawalat al-musalahat allatT rafaqatha badd at- 
tanazulat ja'at [...] 'an qawwat bacd aS-Say' wade ad- 
dawlah.
wa huna
muhawalat al-musalahat allatT rafaqatha bacd at-tanazulat 
ja'at [...] 'an qawwat badd a5-Say' wadd ad-dawlah.
muhawalat al-musalahat allatT rafaqatha badd at-tanazulat
ja'at [...] 'an qawwat badd aS-Say' wadd ad-dawlah.

Sentence 14

^T+RI ^T\T+RI ^Tvrvr+Ri [ a]c ;nna ar-rjyah allati tahubb min xarij al-ciraq 
'Tran, wa-quwa darabiyyah 'uxra, (RmT+R1 ( \T\T+RI & T\R\T-— 
TO+RK ,R\T+RI ,TVR\T+RI . . anna aj.^,-^^ al-wataniyyah
D\D\O\T-*-D 1 D\O \T-i-D 1 OVT-4-D 1 T-4-D 1 T+R? T\T+R9 • i T\T-(-R2\ /R\T+R2R\R\R\T+R1^ R\R\T+Rlj RVT+Rl-j T+R1^ ^T+R2 ^T\T+R2 w& mm nuna IM+K2^ ^KM+IU 

T\R\T+R2s /R\R\T+R2-- l t r -i R\R\T+R2-, RM+R2-, T+R2-,)( ja at [...j ; ) )

), wa-1-lattT jadalathu waraqat musawamah mada 
1 xalaqat muSkilat attadwTr as-sivaST R^T+R M RmT+R ')

al.mugki l ah all atT la tajid al-hulOl

Thematic Structure 1

Main Theme within thematic structure 1

Theme within main theme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main theme within thematic 
structure 1
Theme within rheme within main theme within 
thematic structure 1
Rheme within rheme within main theme within 
thematic structure 1
Main Rheme within thematic structure 1
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
structure 1
Theme within rheme within main rheme within 
thematic structure 1
Rheme within rheme within main rheme within 
thematic structure 1 _______ . ________

lakinna ar-riyah allatT tahubb min xarij al-ciraq, 0 xalaqat 
attadwTr as-siyasT, 'ayy 'anna al-'iradah al-wataniyyah 0 
saniciha
lakinna ar-riyah allatT tahubb min xarij al-diraq, 0 xalaqat 
attadwTr as-siyasT

muSkilat 
iftaqadat

muSkilat

lakinna ar-riyah allati tahubb min xarij al-ciraq

0 xalaqat muSkilat attadwir as-siyasi

0

xalaqat muSkilat attadwir as-siyasi

'ayy 'anna al-'iradah al-wataniyyah 0 iftaqadat saniciha
'ayy 'anna al-'iradah al-wataniyyah

0 iftaqadat saniciha

0

iftaqadat saniciha
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Thematic Structure 2
Main Theme within thematic Structure 2
Main Rheme within thematic Structure 2
Theme within main rheme within thematic 
Structure 2
Rheme within main rheme within thematic 
Structure 2

wa min hunaal-muSkilah allatT la tajid al-hulul as-sahlah
wa min huna
al-mu5kilah allatl la tajid al-hulul as-sahlah j a' at [...]
al-muSkilah allatT la tajid al-hulul as-sahlah

ja'at[...]
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APPENDIX E: Grounding analysis of English Texts
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Analysis of Text 1

Sentence 1

FG V BGd° n0t knOW h°W many civilians died in the assault which Israel launched on Hamas in Gaza at 11.30am on Saturday 
). ( because Israel prevents foreign journalists as well as Israeli ones from entering the strip. BG)

Foreground We do not know how many civilians died in the assault which Israel launched on Hamas in Gaza at 
11.30am on Saturday

Background because Israel prevents foreign journalists as well as Israeli ones from entering the strip.

In sentence!, the main clause is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. 

Sentence 2

(FG But we do know that the air raids brought the biggest total loss of life on a single day in Gaza in 40 years: more than 230 
Palestinians. FG)

Foreground But we do know that the air raids brought the biggest total loss of life on a single day in Gaza in 40 
years: more than 230 Palestinians.on Hamas in Gaza at 11.30am on Saturday_______________

Sentence 2 is foregrounded, given that it consists of only one main clause.

Sentence 3

(FG The death toll by last night had climbed to nearly, with more than 700 wounded. FG)

Foreground | The death toll by last night had climbed to nearly, with more than 700 wounded.

Sentence 3 plays a role in the immediately subsequent text, because it is referred to in the next sentence by 'this' (This entire 
sentence is co-referential with 'this ').

Sentence 4

(FG This in reply to hundreds of rockets from Hamas militants FG) which killed one Israeli in six months.

Foreground | This in reply to hundreds of rockets from Hamas militants [...]

The information in sentence 4 plays a role in the immediately following text. It is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 5

(FG But the equation is always like this. FG)

Foreground | But the equation is always like this.

Sentence 5 is foregrounded, on the basis that if there is only a main clause in a sentence that sentence is to be regarded as 
entirely foregrounded.
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Sentence 6

( We also know that to have chosen to strike on a Saturday morning, when the streets of this impoverished enclave were full, 
showed the same indifference to human life that Israel charges its enemies with. FG)

Foreground We also know that to have chosen to strike on a Saturday morning [...] showed the same indifference 
to human life that Israel charges its enemies with._____________________________

The Information in the main clause of sentence 6 is picked up by the next one. Thus, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 7

(BG When the suicide bombers reply in cafes and shops BG), as they inevitably will, (FG Israel will reel in horror. FG)

Background
Foreground

When the suicide bombers reply in cafes and shops |
Israel will reel in horror.

In sentence 7, the information given by the adjunct clause is backgrounded, because it is not picked up in the next one. The 
information in the main clause is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the next sentence.

Sentence 8

(FG But it will shut out of its mind the blood its warplanes have caused to flow in Gaza this weekend. FG)

Foreground But it will shut out of its mind the blood its warplanes have caused to flow in Gaza this weekend.

Sentence 8 is foregrounded, as it consists of only one main clause. 

Sentence 9

(FG The foreign minister, Tzipi Livni, warned loudly of her government's intention to topple Hamas if it did not stop the rocket 
fire. FG)

Foreground The foreign minister, Tzipi Livni, warned loudly of her government's intention to topple Hamas if it did not 
stop the rocket fire.___________________________________________________

The information given by sentence 9 constitutes one main clause, and is picked up in the next sentence. Thus, it is 
foregrounded.

Sentence 10

(FG But both she and the defence minister, Ehud Barak, are responsible for dropping over 100 tones of explosives on up to 100 
targets in a strip of land crowded with 1.5 million people. FG)

Foreground But both she and the defence minister, Ehud Barak, are responsible for dropping over 100 tones of 
explosives on up to 100 targets in a strip of land crowded with 1.5 million people.__________

Sentence 10 is foregrounded, as it consists of only one main clause.

Sentence 11

(FG A hammer blow is intended to terrorise FG) (FG and that is exactly what Israel did yesterday. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

A hammer blow is intended to terrorise
and that is exactly what Israel did yesterday.
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The information conveyed by both main coordinated clauses in sentence 11 can be regarded as being picked up in the next sentence. Therefore, these clauses are equally foregrounded.

Sentence 12a

(FG Dr Haidar Eid, a Gazan academic who saw the bodies and children with amputated limbs, told Haaretz journalist Amira Hass FG): (FG "To pick a time like this, 11:30 [AM], to bomb in the hearts of cities, this is terrible. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

Dr Haidar Eid [.„] told Haaretz journalist Amira Hass
To pick a time like this, 1 1 :30 [AM], to bomb in the hearts of cities, this is terrible.

The main clause in sentence 12a is foregrounded, as it is a single clause. The appositive clause is also foregrounded, given that it is a single clause, and plays a role in the next sentence.

Sentence 12b

(FG This choice was intended to cause as large a massacre as possible." FG)

Foreground | This choice was intended to cause as large a massacre as possible."

Sentenece 12b consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 13

(FG The targets were not the training camps of Hamas's military wing, which were empty when the jets struck, but rather police stations. FG)

Foreground | The targets were not the training camps of Hamas's military wing, [...] but rather police stations.

The information in sentence 13 is picked up in the next one -particularly by the word 'infrastructure '. It is foregrounded.

Sentence 14

(FG The raids were intended to destroy the infrastructure on which Hamas builds its administrative as much as its military hold 
over Gaza. FG)

Foreground The raids were intended to destroy the infrastructure on which Hamas builds its administrative as much as its 
military hold over Gaza. ______________________—————————————————————————

Sentence 14 is picked up (through co-reference) by 'that'in the next sentence. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 15

(FG But that means killing policemen, not just the militants who assemble and fire the rockets. FG)

Foreground" But that means killing policemen, not just the militants who assemble and fire the rockets

The information in sentence 15 is contrasted in the next one. It is, therefore, foregrounded.
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Sentence 16

(B0 Presumably 8O) (FO it also means targeting judges, officials, and doctors too. FO)

Background
Foreground

Presumably
it also means targeting judges, officials, and doctors too.

The information in the main clause of sentence 16 is not picked up in the next sentence. However, it provides a conclusion to 
the information in the previous sentence. It is, thus, foregrounded,

Sentence 17

(F0 Ms Livni has been Israel's lead negotiator with the Palestinian authority in the West Bank FG) (FG and she has invested more 
political capital than most in the goal of creating a Palestinian state. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

Ms
and

Livni has been Israel's lead negotiator with the Palestinian authority in the West Bank
she has invested more political capital than most in the goal of creating a Palestinian state.

The information given by the two main coordinated clauses in sentence 17 plays a role in the immediately following text. 
Thus, they are foregrounded.

Sentence 18

(BG If she thinks she is clearing the way for a moderate Palestinian state by trying physically to eliminate the leadership of one 
half of the population BG), (FG she is sorely mistaken. FG)

Background If she thinks she is clearing the way for a moderate Palestinian state by trying physically to eliminate 
the leadership of one half of the population_________________________________

Foreground she is sorely mistaken.

The main clause in sentence 18 plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. It is, thus, foregrounded. 

Sentence 19

(FG There has been no diminution of support for Hamas in Gaza, as a result of Israel's policy of blockading it FO), (FG and 
support for Hamas may well rise as a result of these airstrikes. FG)

Foreground There has been no diminution of support for Hamas in Gaza, as a result of Israel's policy of blockading it
Foreground and support for Hamas may well rise as a result of these airstrikes.

The information in sentence 19 provides a conclusion to the previous one. Thus, the two main coordinated clauses are equally 
foregrounded.

Sentence 20

( FG The Palestinians have always had a rejectionist wing FG), which for so long was represented by Fatah.

Foreground I The Palestinians have always had a rejectionist wing [...]

The information in sentence 20 is picked up contrastively in the next one. It is, thus, foregrounded.
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Sentence 21

/FG( Israel, too, has those who reject a Palestinian state FG), (BG including many settlers.80)

Foreground
Background

Israel, too, has those who reject a Palestinian state
including many settlers.

Informationally, sentence 21 provides a conclusion to the previous one.

Sentence 22

(FG To think a solution can be found by killing rejectionists is to deny the entire course of the history of the Middle East. FG)

Foreground To think a solution can be found by killing rejectionists is to deny the entire course of the history of the Middle 
East.

Sentence 22 consists of one main clause. Therefore, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 23

(FG There is no military solution to Hamas's rockets FG), which continued to rain down on Israel yesterday.

Foreground | There is no military solution to Hamas's rockets [...]

Informationally, sentence23 is contrasted with the next one. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 24

(FG Nor is a ground invasion likely to stop the rockets. FG)

Foreground | Nor is a ground invasion likely to stop the rockets.

Sentence 24 is foregrounded, because it consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text.

Sentence 25

(FG It could displace them FG), (BG perhaps BG).

Foreground
Background

It could displace them
perhaps

The information in the main clause of sentence 25 is foregrounded, as it is picked up by the next sentence.

Sentence 26

(BG But if that happened BG), (FG Hamas's next tactic could be to use the Palestinians of East Jerusalem to wield the launch 
tubes. FG)

Background But if that happened
Foreground Hamas's next tactic could be to use the Palestinians of East Jerusalem to wield the launch tubes.

Neither the adjunct clause nor the main clause is picked up in sentence 26. However, the main clause provides a conclusion to 
the ongoing argument. Thus, it is foregrounded.
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Sentence 27

( Hamas's leadership also now has the conditions for which it has strived. FG)

Foreground | Hamas's leadership also now has the conditions for which it has strived. |

The information in sentence 27 constitutes one main clause. It is also picked up in the next sentence. Therefore, it is 
foregrounded.

Sentence 28

(FG They boycotted the talks offered by Egypt in November FG), (FG built a tunnel through which they intended to attack an 
Israeli border post ho), (FG and fired hundreds of rockets into Israel. FG)

Foreground
Foreground
Foreground

They boycotted the talks offered by Egypt in November
built a tunnel through which they intended to attack an Israeli border post
and fired hundreds of rockets into Israel.

The three verb phrases in sentence 28 are informationally picked up and summarized in the next sentence. Therefore, they are 
eq ually foregrounded.

Sentence 29

(FG Their tactic and their strategy is no more and no less than resistance. FG)

Foreground | Their tactic and their strategy is no more and no less than resistance.

Sentence 29 consists of a single clause. It is informationally picked up by (this) in the next sentence. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 30

(FG But this will not unite the Palestinians FG) (FG or buy Hamas a place in the Palestinian Liberation Organization. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

But this will not
or buy Hamas a

unite the Palestinians
place in the Palestinian Liberation Orj;amzation.

The information in the two coordinated verb phrases of sentence 30 is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the next one. 

Sentence 31

(FG It can only deepen the crisis within the Palestinian leadership FG), (FG for the truth is that no Palestinian faction can now 
lead alone. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

It can only deepen the
for the truth is that no

crisis within the Palestinian
Palestinian faction can now

leadership
lead alone.

Both clauses in sentence 31 are picked up in the next one. They are foregrounded. However, the 'for-clause' can also be 
backgrounded when 'for' is treated as a clausal conjunction (cf. Dickins, 2010:1088).
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Sentence 32

(BG While splits deepen BG), (FO the prospect of a viable Palestinian state recedes. FG)

Background
Foreground

While splits deepen
the prospect of a viable Palestinian state recedes.

The main clause in sentence 32 provides a conclusion to the previous section. This clause is, thus, foregrounded. 

Sentence 33

( Shock and awe, Israeli-style , have done nothing more than paralyse the very processes which both Israelis and 
Palestinians need in order to survive in peace. FG)

Foreground Shock and awe, Israeli-style , have done nothing more than paralyse the very processes which both Israelis and 
Palestinians need in order to survive in peace. ___________________________________

Sentence 33 provides a conclusion to the entire text. Therefore, it is foregrounded.

Analysis of Text 2

Sentence 1

(FG Anyone who thinks that Israel, the West Bank and Gaza can be allowed to drift rudderless for the next few months is 
deluding themselves FG), (BG dangerously. BG)

Foreground Anyone who thinks that Israel, the West Bank and Gaza can be allowed to drift rudderless for the next few 
months is deluding themselves____________________________________________

Background dangerously

The information in the main clause ofsentenecl is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the subsequent text.

Sentence 2

(FG The list of threats to the status quo grows FG), (BG almost by the week. BG)

Foreground
Background

The list of threats to the status quo grows
almost by the week.

The main clause in sentence 2 provides a conclusion to the previous one, and is picked up in the following sentence. It is, thus, 

foregrounded.

Sentence 3

(FG The feud between Fatah and Hamas only deepens FG), (BG with tit-for-tat arrests and reports of torture in Palestinian 

detention. BG)

Foreground
Background

The feud between Fatah and Hamas only deepens
with tit-for-tat arrests and reports of torture in Palestinian detention.
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The information given by main clause in sentence 3 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to sentence!, and plays 
a role in the next sentence.

Sentence 4

/BG( A year after the military takeover in Gaza BG), (FG Hamas is more deeply embedded in the government of its 1.5 million 
Palestinians than ever before. )

Background A year after the military takeover in Gaza
Foreground Hamas is more deeply embedded in the government of its 1.5 million Palestinians than ever before.

The information in neither the adjunct phrase nor the main clause in sentence 4 is picked up in the next one. However, the 
main clause provides a conclusion to sentence 1. Therefore, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 5

(FG Tension in the mixed city of Jerusalem is rising FG), (BG after the bulldozer attacks on buses and cars. BG)

Foreground
Background

Tension in the mixed city
after the bulldozer attacks

of Jerusalem is rising
on buses and cars.

The information given by the main clause in sentence 5 is foregrounded, because it also provides a conclusion to sentence 1.

Sentence 6

(FG Talks with the Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas, are mired FG) (FG and have yet to produce results. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

Talks with the Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas, are mired
and have yet to produce results.

The two coordinated verb phrases in sentence 6 provide a conclusion to sentence 1. They are equally foregrounded.

Sentence 7

(BG As if that is not enough BG), (FG Iran looms large over the horizon. FG)

Background
Foreground

As if that is not enough
Iran looms large over the horizon.

Informationally, the main clause in sentence 7 is developed in the next one. Therefore, this clause is foregrounded. 

Sentence 8

(BG If negotiations or sanctions fail to stop Tehran from enriching uranium BG), (FG Israel's F-16s will ) - ( or at least that

is the threat. FG)

Background
Foreground
Foreground

If negotiations or sanctions fail to stop Tehran from enriching uranium
Israel's F- 16s will
or at least that is the threat.

What plays a role in the immediately subsequent text is the information given by the fwo main coordinated clauses in 

sentence 8. Thus, these clauses are equally foregrounded.
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Sentence 9

( So Ehud Olmert's announcement that he will not run in his party's leadership contest on September 17, and will resign to 
allow his successor to form a new government, is not just business as usual. FO)

Foreground So Ehud Olmert's announcement that he will not run in his party's leadership contest on September 
17. and will resign to allow his successor to form a new government, is not just business as usual.

Sentence 9 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous one. 

Sentence 10

(BG If Tzipi Livni, the current foreign minister, won the party leadership BG), (FG she would pair up with the Labour leader, 
Ehud Barak. FG)

Background
Foreground

If Tzipi Livni, the current foreign minister, won the party leadership
she would pair up with the Labour leader, Ehud Barak.

The main clause in sentence 10 plays a role in the immediately following text. Therefore, this clause is foregrounded. 

Sentence 11

(FG But it is not clear that she will be able to form the next government. FG) 

Foreground | But it is not clear that she will be able to form the next government. |

Sentence 11 consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 12

(FG Her challenger for the leadership of Kadima, the hardline transport minister Shaul Mofaz (who said that an Israeli attack 
on Iran was inevitable), could equally well form a coalition with the Likud leader, Binyamin Netanyahu. FG)

Foreground Her challenger for the leadership of Kadima [...] could equally well form a coalition with the Likud leader, 
Binyamin Netanyahu. __ __ ___ _________________________

The information in sentence 12 plays a role in the immediately following text: it is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 13

(BG If neither proved possible and an early election were called BO), (FG Mr Netanyahu would win. FG)

Background
Foreground

If neither proved possible
Mr Netanyahu would win

and an early election were called

The main clause in sentence 13 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the immediately subsequent text.

Sentence 14

(FG He regards Hamas and Hizbullah as satellites of the mother ship Iran. FG)

Foreground | He regards Hamas and Hizbullah as satellites of the mother ship Iran.

Sentence 14 is foregrounded, given that it consists of only one main clause.
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Sentence 15

(BG By no means a dove BG), (FG Ms Livni is at least a pragmatist. FG)

Background
Foreground

By no means a dove
Ms Livni is at least a pragmatist.

The information conveyed by the main clause in sentence 15 is picked up in the next one. Thus.this clause is foregrounded 

Sentence 16

(FG She is also seized with a sense of urgency about finding a two-state solution FG) (BG before that plan withers on the vine. BG)

Foreground
Background

She is
before

also seized with a sense
that plan withers on the

of urgency about
vine.

finding a two-state solution

The information given by the main clause in sentence 16 is foregrounded, because it is developed in the next one. 

Sentence 17

(BG She has spearheaded the talks with the Palestinian prime minister, Salam Fayyad BG), (FG and -more than most Israelis - 
she is aware of the potency of the question Palestinians ask themselves about what has been achieved in the 15 years since the 
Oslo accords. FG)

Background She has spearheaded the talks with the Palestinian prime minister, Salam Fayyad
Foreground and -more than most Israelis - she is aware of the potency of the question Palestinians ask themselves about 

what has been achieved in the 15 years since the Oslo accords.___________________________

The first main coordinated clause in sentence 17 is backgrounded, because it does not play a role in the immediately 
following text. The second main coordinated clause is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the immediately subsequent 
text.

Sentence 18

(FG An end to occupation, to settlements, a release of prisoners? FG) 

| Foreground | An end to occupation, to settlements, a release of prisoners? |

Sentence 18 consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 19 

(FG None of these. FG )

| Foreground | None of these. | 

Sentence 19 is foregrounded, because it is a single clause.

Sentence 20

(BG On the contrary BG), (FG the number of settlers in the West Bank has nearly doubled in a decade. FG )

Background On the contrary _________________._____.______
Foreground the number of settlers in the West Bank has nearly doubled in a decade.
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The main clause in sentence 20 is foregrounded, because it is informationally picked up in the next one. 

Sentence 21

(BG Include the settlements in East Jerusalem BG) (FG and it has more than tripled. FG)

Background
Foreground

Include the settlements in East Jerusalem
and it has more than tripled.

The information in the first main coordinated clause in sentence 21 is backgrounded, because it does not play a role in the 
next sentence. But the information in the second main coordinated clause plays that role. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 22

(FG As yet Mr Abbas has little to show for his talks FG), (FG and his political stock, even in the cities that Fatah controls, is 
falling. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

As yet Mr Abbas has little to show for his talks
and his political stock [ ..] is falling.

The information in neither the first main coordinated clause nor the second one in sentence22 is picked up in the next one. 
However, these clauses provide a kind of conclusion to the foregoing argument. Therefore, they are foregrouned.

Sentence 23

(BG As Israel enters a turbulent leadership contest BG), (FG it should, as a minimum, make every effort to do no more harm FG), 
(BG refraining from further settlement expansion and keeping the ceasefire on track in Gaza. BG)

Background
Foreground
Background

As Israel enters a turbulent leadership contest
it should, as a minimum, make every effort to do
refraining from further settlement expansion and

no more harm
keeping the ceasefire on track in Gaza.

In sentence 23, what is picked up in the immediately following text is the information conveyed by the main clause. Therefore, 
this clause is foregrounded.

Sentence 24

(FG The next Israeli leader and the current Palestinian one have a difficult enough job FG) (BG as it is. B0)

Foreground
Background

The next Israeli leader and the current Palestinian one have a difficult enough job
as it is.

The information in the main clause of Sentence 24 provides a conclusion to the previous sentences. It is, thus, foregrounded.
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Analysis of Text 3

Sentence 1

( If January 20 2009, the date of Barack Obama's inauguration as US president, is too long to wait to tackle the global 
financial crisis ), (FG the next president's foreign policy advisers are having similar thoughts about the Middle East peace talks. FG) 65 v

Background If January 20 2009, the date of Barack Obama's inauguration as US president, is too long to wait to tackle the 
global financial crisis _________________

Foreground the next president's foreign policy advisers are having similar thoughts about the Middle East peace talks.

The information conveyed by the main clause in sentence 1 plays a role in the immediately following text. Therefore, it is 
foregrounded.

Sentence 2

(BG The omens were never good BG), (FG but the very least that could be said of the talks between Israel's outgoing prime 
minister, Ehud Olmert, and the Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas, was they had not collapsed. FG)

Background The omens were never good
Foreground but the very least that could be said of the talks between Israel's outgoing prime minister, Ehud Olmert, and the 

Palestinian president, Mahmoud Abbas, was they had not collapsed.________________________

The first main coordinated clause in sentence 2 is backgrounded, because it is not picked up informationally in the next 
sentence. But the second main coordinated clause is picked up in the next sentence. It is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 3

(FG Now, not even that is certain. FG)

Foreground | Now, not even that is certain. |

As a single clause, sentence 3 is foregrounded. It would be possible to analyse 'Now' as a backgrounded analysis.

Sentence 4

(FG A ceasefire with Hamas in Gaza that has held for nearly five months has begun to unravel FG) (BO after an Israeli raid killed 
six militants and rockets began to fall on southern Israel. BG)

Foreground
Background

A ceasefire with Hamas in Gaza that has held for nearly five months has begun to unravel
after an Israeli raid killed six militants and rockets began to fall on southern Israel.

The information in neither the main clause nor the adjunct clause in sentence 4 is picked up in the next one. However, the 
information in the main clause concludes the previous argument. It is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 5

(FG There was renewed tension yesterday between Fatah and Hamas FG), (BG with Mr Abbas threatening to call elections early 
next year if Hamas does not open reconciliation talks. BG)

Foreground There was renewed tension yesterday between Fatah and Hamas
Background with Mr Abbas threatening to call elections early next year if Hamas does not open reconciliation talks.
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The mam clause in sentence 5 is foregrounded, because it is informationally picked up in the initial 'if'-clause of the next sentence. ! r r J

Sentence 6

( If that were not enough®0), (FG consider the implications for a Palestinian state of a return to power of the Likud leader 
Binyamm Netanyahu ), ( a politician who wants to retain large parts of the West Bank, rejects the return of refugees and 
the division of Jerusalem - the three issues on which current talks are based. FO)

Background If that were not enough
Foreground consider the implications for a Palestinian state of a return to power of the Likud leader Binyamin Netanyahu
Foreground a politician who wants to retain large parts of the West Bank, rejects the return of refugees and the division of 

Jerusalem - the three issues on which current talks are based.

The adjunct clause in sentence 6 is backgrounded, because it does not play a role in the immediately subsequent text. 
Although parenthetical clauses are expected to be backgrounded, the parenthetical clause in this sentence, as well as the main 
clause, is picked up in the next one. Therefore, these two clauses are foregrounded.

Sentence 7

(F0 Which is why he speaks only of a plan for economic development for the West Bank. FG)

Foreground | Which is why he speaks only of apian for economic development for the West Bank. |

Sentence 7 is foregrounded, as it is a single clause.

Sentence 8

( FG The return of the Likud leader as prime minister in Israel's elections on February 10 now looks more likely. FG)

Foreground | The return of the Likud leader as prime minister in Israel's elections on February 10 now looks more likely. |

The information in sentence 8 is picked up in the next one. It is, thus, foregrounded. 

Sentence 9

(FG A pair of polls last week found him sailing past his Kadima rival Tzipi Livni, Israel's chief negotiator in the Palestinian
talks. F°)

Foreground A pair of polls last week found him sailing past his Kadima rival Tzipi Livni, Israel's chief negotiator in the 
Palestinian talks. ___________________________________________

The main clause in sentence 9 plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. It is, thus, foregrounded. 

Sentence 10

( BG Not only that BG) - (FG there was a strong surge of support for the religious right FG), ( FG which would put the Likud leader 
in a position to put together a coalition that would end the talks with Mr Abbas in their current form. FG)

Background Not only that
Foreground there was a strong surge of support for the religious right
Foreground which would put the Likud leader in a position to put together a coalition that would end the talks with Mr 

Abbas in their current form._________________________________________.___
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Both the main clause and relative clause in sentence 10 play a role in the immediately following text. Therefore, these two 
clauses are foregrounded.

Sentence 11

(;BG As a communicator BG), (FG the earnest but awkward foreign minister is no match for a professional like Mr Netanyahu.

Background
Foreground

As a communicator
the earnest but awkward foreign minister is no match for a professional like Mr Netanyahu.

The information in the main clause of sentence 11 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the ongoing argument. 

Sentence 12

(BG Perhaps it was with that thought in mind BG) (FG that two other old pros in Israeli politics, the president Shimon Peres and 
Ehud Olmert are using their visits to London and Washington respectively to talk up the prospects of the Palestinian talks. FG)

Background Perhaps it was with that thought in mind
Foreground that two other old pros in Israeli politics, the president Shimon Peres and Ehud Olmert are using their visits to 

London and Washington respectively to talk up the prospects of the Palestinian talks.______________

The information conveyed by the main clause in sentence 12 plays role in the immediately following text. It also plays a role 
in a number of subsequent sentences. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 13

(BG In London last week BG) (FG Mr Peres praised the Arab League's peace plan FG), which was originally proposed by King 
Abdullah of Saudi Arabia in 2002, but has recently regained currency.

Background
Foreground

In London last week
Mr Peres praised the Arab League's peace plan [...].

7772 notion 'plan ' in the main clause of sentence 13 is developed in the next one. Therefore, the main clause is foregrounded. 

Sentence 14

(FG Israel would get full recognition from the Arab world in return for a full withdrawal from the territory it captured in 1967 
FG), (FG including East Jerusalem, and a solution to the refugee problem. FG)

Foreground Israel would get full recognition from the Arab world in return for a full withdrawal from the territory it 
captured in 1967

Foreground including East Jerusalem, and a solution to the refugee problem.

Both the main clause and adjunct phrase in sentence 14 provide a conclusion to the previous sentence. Thus, these clauses are 
foregrounded.

Sentence 15

(FG Mr Olmert, who belatedly declared that anyone who still believes in Greater Israel was deluding themselves, is on a 
similar mission in Washington today. FG)

Foreground | Mr Olmert \7..] is on a similar mission in Washington today.

The main clause in sentence 15 is foregrounded, because it is informationally picked up in the next one.
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Sentence 16

( Reports in Israel said Mr Olmert hoped to win more commitments for promises made by the US to Israel over the last 
eight years. ) J

Foreground Reports in Israel said Mr Olmert hoped to win more commitments for promises made by the US to Israel over 
the last eight years._________

Sentence 16 is entirely foregrounded, as it is a single clause. 

Sentence 17

(FG Whether Mr Obama should feel constrained by the letter George Bush wrote to the former prime minister Ariel Sharon, 
which he supported Israel's aim of holding onto the major settlement blocs inside the West Bank, is another matter. FG)

Foreground Whether Mr Obama should feel constrained by the letter George Bush wrote to the former prime minister Ariel 
Sharon [...] is another matter.____________ __

The information in the main clause of sentence 17 is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the next one. 

Sentence 18

(BG In our view BG), (BG if he entertains any chance of achieving a breakthrough BG), (FG Mr Obama should tear this letter up 
), (B0 as it is contrary to the spirit of the road map. BG)

Background
Background
Foreground
Background

In our view
if he entertains any chance of achieving a breakthrough
Mr Obama should
as it is contrary to

tear this letter up
the spirit of the road map.

The main clause of sentence 18 provides a conclusion to the previous one. It is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 19

( FG A settlement based on the 1967 borders should be exactly that FG), (BG with as little deviation as possible. BG)

Foreground
Background

A settlement
with as little

based on
deviation

the 1967 borders should
as possible.

be exactly that

The information conveved by the main clause in sentence 19 plays a role in the immediately following text. Therefore, it is 
foregrounded.

Sentence 20

(BG If the Palestinians concede Israel's boundaries for Jerusalem (an area which extends into the heart of Bethlehem) in return 
for a land swap in the Negev BG), (FO that is all of the post-1967 territory they should be expected to give. FG)

Background If the Palestinians concede Israel's boundaries for Jerusalem [...] in return for a land swap in the Negev
Foreground that is all of the post-1967 territory they should be expected to give.

The information in neither the adjunct clause nor the main clause in sentence 20 is picked up in the next one. However, the 
main clause provides a conclusion to the previous sentence. Thus, the adjunct clause is backgrounded, and the main clause is 
foregrounded.
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Sentence 21

( But another way of looking at the visits of Mr Peres and Mr Olmert is that they are trying to shape an environment that the 
Likud leader will inherit FG), a world in which the Saudi initiative and the talks with Mr Abbas remain political facts.

Foreground But another way of looking at the visits of Mr Peres and Mr Olmert is that they are trying to shape an 
environment that the Likud leader will inherit [...]._________^___________

The main clause in sentence 21 provides further information about the message given in sentence 12. It is also picked up in 
sentence 22. Therefore, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 22 

/BG( As Zbigniew Brzezinski warned in London last week BG), (FG the two state solution is at its eleventh hour. FG)

Background
Foreground

As Zbigniew Brzezinski warned in London last week
the two state solution is at its eleventh hour.

The information given by the main clause in sentence 22 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous 
sentence, and is picked up in the next one.

Sentence 23

(BG If he has learned anything from the mistakes of his predecessor BG), (FG Mr Obama should be engaged from day one. FG)

Background
Foreground

If he has learned anything from the mistakes of his predecessor
Mr Obama should be engaged from day one.

The main clause in sentence 23 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the entire text.

Analysis of text 4

Sentence 1

(FG "I direct my speech ... to the people of Israel, to say, 'How can you?' FG) (FG How can you celebrate the 60th anniversary of 
Israel FG) (FG when the Palestinian people are suffering from your settlements and the crimes of your settlers and the siege of 
your state and the conduct of your occupying army?" °)

Foreground "I direct my speech ... to the people of Israel, to say, 'How can you?'
Foreground How can you celebrate the 60th anniversary of Israel
Foreground when the Palestinian people are suffering from your settlements and the crimes of your settlers and the siege of 

your state and the conduct of your occupying army?"_________________________________

The two main clauses and the adjunct clause in sentence 1 are central to the overall message. The information given by this 
sentence also plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. Therefore, the main clauses and adjunct clause are 

foregrounded.
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Sentence 2

( The speaker is no member of Hamas. FG)

Foreground | The speaker is no member of Hamas. |

Sentence 2 is foregrounded, because it consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately following text.

Sentence 3

(F He is Salam Fayyad, the Palestinian prime minister FG), the linchpin of Israel's negotiations with the Palestinian Authority 
and for this reason regarded by Hamas as a Palestinian Uncle Tom.

Foreground He is Salam Fayyad, the Palestinian prime minister [.

The main clause in sentence 3 provides a conclusion to the previous sentences, and is picked up in the next one. Thus, it is 
foregrounded.

Sentence 4

(FG The angry words of the former World Bank economist and current Washington pet are a measure of the frustration felt 
even by Palestinians who recognise Israel's existence. FG)

Foreground The angry words of the former World Bank economist and current Washington pet are a measure of the 
frustration felt even by Palestinians who recognise Israel's existence.________________________

The sentence 4 is foregrounded, as it is a single clause. 

Sentence 5

(FG It is only too easy to groan in disbelief FG) (FG as George Bush tours the Middle East for his last time as president FG), ( 
treading around the minefield of his past policy disasters. )

BG

Foreground
Foreground
Background

It is only too easy to groan in disbelief
as George Bush tours the Middle East for his last time as president
treading around the minefield of his past policy disasters.

The information given by the main clause and first adjunct clause in sentence 5 plays a role in the immediately following 
texts. Thus, these clauses are foregrounded, and the second adjunct clause is backgrounded.

Sentence 6

(BG In Israel BG), (FG the peace process he launched last year at Annapolis is all but dead. FG)

Background
Foreground

In Israel
the peace process he launched last year at Annapolis is all but dead.

Informationally, the main clause in sentence 6 is picked up in the next one. Therefore, it is foregrounded.
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Sentence 7

( In Lebanon ) ( the government on which his administration pinned its hopes has just caved in to Hizbullah, by 
revoking the two decisions - the removal of the head of airport security and the declaration that the movement's private 
communications network was illegal - that led to a week of fighting and brought the country to the brink of civil war. FG)

Background In Lebanon
Foreground the government on which his administration pinned its hopes has just caved in to Hizbullah, by revoking the 

two decisions [.. .1 that led to a week of fighting and brought the country to the brink of civil war.________

The main clause in sentence 7 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. 

Sentence 8

(FG The two most implacable opponents of a two-state solution, Hizbullah and Hamas, are stronger than ever before FG), (B0 
while their sponsor Iran crows in delight offstage. BG)

Foreground The two most implacable opponents of a two-state solution, Hizbullah and Hamas, are stronger than ever 
before

Background while their sponsor Iran crows in delight offstage.

The information in the main clause of sentence 8 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the. immediately subsequent text.

Sentence 9

(FG Hamas's popularity has increased as a result of the siege of 1.4 million Gazans. FG)

Foreground | Hamas's popularity has increased as a result of the siege of 1.4 million Gazans.

As a single clause, sentence 9 is foregrounded.

Sentence 10

(FG Nor is Mr Bush's ally Tony Blair exempt from the responsibility. FG)

Foreground Nor is Mr Bush's ally Tony Blair exempt from the responsibility.

Sentence 10 consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 11

(BG On Tuesday BG) (FG he announced what he considered an achievement: the Israeli army's decision "in principle" to 
dismantle or relocate four military checkpoints FG), which he thought would bolster his plans to regenerate jobs in the West 
Bank.

Background On Tuesday
Foreground he announced what he considered an achievement: the Israeli army's decision "in principle" to 

dismantle or relocate four military checkpoints [...].____________________________

The information conveyed by the main clause of sentence 11 plays a role in the subsequent text. It is, therefore, foregrounded.
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Sentence 12

(F That is four out of a total of more than 600 roadblocks and gates that paralyse movement in the West Bank. FG)

Foreground | That is four out of a total of more than 600 roadblocks and gates that paralyse movement in the West Bank.

Sentence 12 is foregrounded, because it comprises a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. 

Sentence 13

(BG If this is success BG), (FG what is failure? FG)

Background
Foreground

If this is success
what is failure?

The information in the main clause of sentence 13 is contrasted with that in the next one. It is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 14

(FG But nor is despondency a policy. FG)

Foreground | But nor is despondency a policy.

Sentence 14 is foregrounded, given that it consists of only one main clause. 

Sentence 15

(FG Those who pronounce the premature death of the peace process started in Madrid in 1991 and Oslo in 1993 should 
consider the alternatives FG): (FO a one-state solution characterised, in the words of Nathan Brown of the Carnegie Endowment 
for International Peace, not by coexistence but by naked domination and brutal resistance FG); (FG another war FG), which is 
where the logic of rejecting ceasefire offers from Hamas is taking Israel; (FG or simply a continuation of the status quo FG), 
which allows one state to expand at the expense of another which has yet to be formed.

Foreground Those who pronounce the premature death of the peace process started in Madrid in 1991 and Oslo in 1993 
should consider the alternatives

Foreground a one-state solution characterised, in the words of Nathan Brown of the Carnegie Endowment for International 
Peace, not by coexistence but by naked domination and brutal resistance______________________

Foreground another war [...]_____^________ _______.—_——————h———t—————————• ..—.——————————————————

Foreground or simply a continuation of the status quo [... ]

The information in the main clause of sentence 15 is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the next appositive coordinate 
phrases. These phrases are also foregrounded, because they play a role in the immediately subsequent text.

Sentence 16

(FG There exist, even now, concrete alternatives. FG)

Foreground | There exist, even now, concrete alternatives^

Sentence 16 consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, it is foregrounded.
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Sentence 17

(BG For the Palestinians BG), (FG there must be unity talks between Fatah and Hamas. F0)

Background
Foreground

For the Palestinians
there must be unity talks between Fatah and Hamas.

The information in neither the adjunct phrase nor the main clause in sentence 17 is picked up in the next sentence. However, 
the mam clause provides a conclusion to the previous sentence. It is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 18

(FG Saudi Arabia is ready to restart the Mecca process. FG)

Foreground | Saudi Arabia is ready to restart the Mecca process.

As a single clause, sentence 18 is foregrounded. 

Sentence 19

(FG The idea that a workable deal can be achieved with one half of the Palestinian people and then imposed on the other is 
fatally flawed. FG)

Foreground The idea that a workable deal can be achieved with one half of the Palestinian people and then imposed on the 
other is fatally flawed._________________________________________________

Sentence 19 is entirely foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and plays a role in the immediately following text.

Sentence 20

(FG The risk of failure is enormous FG), (FG and an already weakened Fatah will pay a heavy price for it. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

The
and

risk of failure is enormous
an already weakened Fatah will pay a heavy price for it.

The information conveyed by the two main coordinated clauses in sentence 20 provides a kind of conclusion to the previous 
one. Therefore, the two clauses are equally foregrounded.

Sentence 21

(FG Hamas, for its part, has to declare and implement a ceasefire. FG)

Foreground | Hamas, for its part, has to declare and implement a ceasefire. ] 

Sentence 21 is foregrounded, given that it consists of only one main clause.

Sentence 22

(F0 There is growing support across Europe for the idea that the boycott of Gaza and Hamas has to be lifted. FG)

Foreground | There is growing support across Europe for the idea that the boycott of Gaza and Hamas has to be lifted.

The information given by sentence 22 is foregrounded, on the basis of the principle that every sentence has at least one 
foreground element.
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Sentence 23

( A ceasefire would make it difficult for those who resist the idea that Hamas has to be brought in some way into the political process. °)

Foreground A ceasefire would make it difficult for those who resist the idea that Hamas has to be brought in some way into the political process.

Sentence 23 is foregrounded, as it consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. 

Sentence 24

( FG It would also be a way of bringing Syria and Iran into the fold. FG)

Foreground It would also be a way of bringing Syria and Iran into the fold.

Sentence 24 consists of one main clause: it is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 25

( FG Engagement does not mean surrendering to Hamas's vision. FG)

Foreground Engagement does not mean surrendering to Hamas's vision.

The information given in sentence 25 is foregrounded, because it consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the 
immediatelv following text.

Sentence 26

( FG Nor does it mean rewarding force with talks. FG)

Foreground | Nor does it mean rewarding force with talks. | 

Sentence 26 is foregrounded, as it constitutes one main clause.

Sentence 27

(FG The current impasse is leading nowhere except to another - bigger - war. FG)

Foreground | The current impasse is leading nowhere except to another - bigger - war.~|

The information conveyed by sentence 27 is foregrounded, because it consists of a single main clause.

Sentence 28

(BG As things stand BG), ( FO the language a US president uses to describe Israel at 60 is indistinguishable from Israel's. FG)

Background
Foreground

As things stand
the language a US president uses to describe Israel at 60 is indistinguishable from Israel's.

The main clause in sentence 28 plays a role in the immediately following text. Thus, this clause is foregrounded. .
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Sentence 29

(FG Even the symbols are the same. FG)

Foreground [ Even the symbols are the same.

The information in sentence 29 is foregrounded, because it consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text.

Sentence 30

(BG Yesterday BG) (FG Mr Bush sat on top of Masada FG), the fortress overlooking the Dead Sea, where 1,000 Jews besieged by the Romans allegedly committed mass suicide, a taboo of Judaism, rather than be captured alive.

Background
Foreground

Yesterday
Mr Bush sat on top of Masada [...].

The main clause in sentence 30 is informationally picked up in the next one. It is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 31

(FG Masada, Mr Bush said, will never fall again. F0)

Foreground Masada [... ] will never fall again.

Sentence 31 consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately following text. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 32

(F0 That is not going back 60 years, but over two millennia. FG)

Foreground That is not going back 60 years, but over two millennia.

The information given by sentence 32 provides a conclusion to the previous sentences. It is, therefore, foregrounded.

Analysis of Text 5

Sentence 1

(FG Efforts to persuade Iran to freeze its programme of uranium enrichment are entering a dangerous new phase. )

Foreground | Efforts to persuade Iran to freeze its programme of uranium enrichment are entering a dangerous new phase.

Sentence I consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, it is foregrounded.
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Sentence 2

(BG Viewed from Tehran BG), (FG the west is playing a classic game of good cop, bad cop. FG)

Background
Foreground

Viewed from Tehran
the west is playing a classic game of good cop, bad cop.

The information conveyed the main clause in sentence 2 is developed in the next subsequent text (sentence 3 and sentence 4). 
Thus, this clause is foregrounded.

Sentence 3

(FG The go
halt enrichment. FG)
(FG The good cop, the EU foreign policy chief Javier Solana, tells them that a package of incentives is still on the table if they 
halt enrichment. FG)

Foreground The good cop, the EU foreign policy chief Javier Solana, tells them that a package of incentives is still on the 
table if they halt enrichment.______________________________________________

Sentence 3 is entirely foregrounded, as it is a single clause, and is contrasted with the next sentence. 

Sentence 4

(FG The bad cop, Israel, sends 100 fighter planes 870 miles into the eastern Mediterranean (the distance between Israel and 
Iran's main enrichment plant at Natanz) FG) (BG for an exercise designed to show military readiness for a long-range attack. BG)

Foreground The bad cop, Israel, sends 100 fighter planes 870 miles into the eastern Mediterranean (the distance between 
Israel and Iran's main enrichment plant at Natanz)__________________________________

Background for an exercise designed to show military readiness for a long-range attack.

The information given by the main clause in sentence 4 is picked up in the next one. It is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 5

(FG Not only warplanes are deployed by Israel. FG)

Foreground Not only warplanes are deployed by Israel.

As a single clause, sentence 5 is foregrounded. 

Sentence 6

(FG Well-informed analysts are being dispatched to refine the warnings from Israeli ministers about Iran's alleged covert 
nuclear bomb programme. FG)

Foreground Well-informed analysts are being dispatched to refine the warnings from Israeli ministers about Iran's alleged 
covert nuclear bomb programme.__________________________________________

Sentence 6 is also foregrounded, because it is a single clause and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text.
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Sentence 7

(FG The refinements are these FG): (FG that Syria was planning to supply Iran with spent nuclear fuel from al-Kibar FG), the site 
Israel bombed in September; (F that discrepancies found in the amount of fissile material North Korea (Syria's adviser in the 
construction of al-Kibar) declared-and the amount it could have produced, drastically alter intelligence calculations of how 
soon Iran could get_enough material to make a nuclear bomb FG); (FG that the point of no-return in Tehran's bomb programme 
is now 2010 ); ( and that, yes, there would be regional consequences to a strike on Iran's nuclear facilities FG), (FG but that 
these would be the lesser of two evils. FG)

Foreground
Foreground
Foreground

Foreground
Foreground
Foreground

The refinements are these
that Syria was planning to supply Iran with spent nuclear fuel from al-Kibar [...]
that discrepancies found in the amount of fissile material North Korea (Syria's adviser in the construction 
Kibar) declared-and the amount it could have produced, drastically alter intelligence calculations of how 
Iran could get enough material to make a nuclear bomb
that the point of no-return in Tehran's bomb programme is now 2010
and that, yes, there would be regional consequences to a strike on Iran's nuclear facilities
but that these would be the lesser of two evils.

ofal- 
soon

The information in the main clause of sentence 7 is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the next appositive coordinated 
clauses. These clauses are also foregrounded, because they play a role in the immediately following text.

Sentence 8

( Even if an Israeli PM was only 70% certain of the reliability of this intelligence 
him or her to press the button. FG)

BG-, /FG it would be enough to persuade

Background
Foreground

Even if an Israeli PM was only 70% certain of the reliability of this intelligence
it would be enough to persuade him or her to press the button.

The information in neither the adjunct clause nor the main clause in sentence 8 is picked up in the next one. However, the 
main clause provides a kind of conclusion to the foregoing argument. Therefore, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 9

(FG These claims are contentious FG), (BG not least in Washington's intelligence circles. BG)

Foreground
Background

These claims are contentious
not least in Washington's intelligence circles.

The main clause in sentence 9 is foregrounded, because it picks up information in sentence 7 and plays a role in the 
immediately following text.

Sentence 10

(FG But the Israeli message is clear FG):(BG if you are not prepared to act BG),(FG we will )( and soon. )

Foreground
Background
Foreground
Foreground

But the Israeli message is clear
if you are not
we will

prepared to act

and soon.

The main clauses in sentence 10 are foregrounded, because they play a role in the immediately following text.
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Sentence 11

(FG Iran's parliamentary speaker, and its former nuclear negotiator, Ali Larijani, responded yesterday with the obvious FG): (FG 
a strike on Iranian nuclear facilities would create a "fait accompli" for an Iranian bomb programme. F0)

Iran's parliamentary speaker, and its former nuclear negotiator, Ali Larijani, responded yesterday with theForeground
obvious

Foreground _a strike on Iranian nuclear facilities would create a "fait accompli" for an Iranian bomb programme.

The information in the main clause and appositive clause in sentence 11 is picked up in the next one. Thus, these clauses are 
equally foregrounded.

Sentence 12

(BG In other words BG), (FG a 70% possibility of a covert nuclear programme would become overnight a 100% probability that 
Iran would develop the bomb. FG)

Background In other words
Foreground a 70% possibility of a covert nuclear programme would become overnight a 100% probability that Iran would 

develop the bomb.___________________________________________________

Although the information in the main clause of sentence 12 is not picked up in the next one, it provides a kind of conclusion to 
the previous sentence. It is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 13

(FG Israel would buy time by destroying Natanz and other sites FG), (FG but not enough to forestall the eventual outcome. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

Israel would buy time by destroying Natanz and other sites
but not enough to forestall the eventual outcome.

The information in neither the first main coordinated clause nor the second one in sentence 13 is picked up in the next one. 
However, it provides a conclusion to the foregoing argument. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 14

(FG Any US president would think long and hard about the power of Iran's revolutionary guards to undo the tenuous progress 
achieved in Iraq FG), for which he, as commander in chief, has paid with the lives of 4,106 of his troops.

Foreground Any US president would think long and hard about the power of Iran's revolutionary guards to undo the tenuous 
progress achieved in Iraq [...]._____________________________________________

The main clause of sentence 14 is further developed in the subsequent text. It also constitutes a single clause. Thus, it is 
foregrounded.

Sentence 15

(FG There is also Afghanistan and the Strait of Hormuz through which 90% of Gulf oil passes. FG)

Foreground' There is also Afghanistan and the Strait of Hormuz through which 90% of Gulf oil passes.

As a single clause, sentence 15 is foregrounded.
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Sentence 16

(FG And that is before you even get to Hizbullah's long-range rockets. FG) 

j Foreground | And that is before you even get to Hizbullah's long-range rockets."! 

The information in sentence 16 is foregrounded, because it consists of only one main clause. 

Sentence 17

(F A ball of fire, the phrase of Mohamed El Baradei, the head of the International Atomic Energy Agency, would not even 
begin to describe the fallout from an Israeli attack. FG)

Foreground A ball of fire, the phrase of Mohamed El Baradei, the head of the International Atomic Energy Agency, would 
not even begin to describe the fallout from an Israeli attack.

The information given by sentence 17 provides a conclusion to the previous sentences. Therefore, it is foregrounded.

Analysis of Text 6

Sentence 1

(F0 Some of what is going on in Iran is bluster. FG)

Foreground | Some of what is going on in Iran is bluster. |

Sentence 1 is picked up and developed in the subsequent text. It is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 2

(FG Missile experts scrutinising images of yesterday's multiple rocket launches disputed Iranian claims that they had fired a 
missile with an increased range. FG)

Foreground Missile experts scrutinising images of yesterday's multiple rocket launches disputed Iranian claims that they 
had fired a missile with an increased range. _____________________________________

The information conveyed bv sentence 2 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the immediately following text.

Sentence 3

(FG Iran might also have dramatised the number of missiles it fired FG), (BG by digitally enhancing the pictures it released. BG)

Foreground
Background

Iran might also have dramatised the number of missiles it fired
by digitally enhancing the pictures it released.

The information in the main clause of sentence 3 is picked up contrastively in the next one. Thus, it is foregrounded..
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Sentence 4

(FG But much of it is not bluster. FO)

Foreground | But much of it is not bluster~|

Sentence 4 is foregrounded, as it is a single clause, and is picked up in the next sentence.

Sentence 5

(BG If Israel carried out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on the presumption that they are close to building a bomb BG), (FG 
Iran would have the opportunity to substantially inflame events in three theatres of war FG), (BG from Afghanistan and Iraq to 
the eastern Mediterranean. BG)

Background If Israel carried out its threat to hit Iran's nuclear sites on the presumption that they are close to building a
bomb

Foreground Iran would have the opportunity to substantially inflame events in three theatres of war
Background from Afghanistan and Iraq to the eastern Mediterranean.

In sentence 5, what plays a role in the immediately subsequent text is the information conveyed by the main clause. Therefore, 
this clause is foregrounded.

Sentence 6

(FG The closure of the Strait of Hormuz, a 21-mile-wide passage through which 40% of the world's oil cargo passes, might be 
the least of the world's problems. FG)

Foreground | The closure of the Strait of Hormuz [...] might be the least of the world's problems^]

The information in the main clause of sentence 6 is foregrounded, because it provides a kind of conclusion to the foregoing 
argument.

Sentence 7

(FG Israel's air force and Iran's rocket forces have both now flexed their muscles. FG)

Foreground | Israel's air force and Iran's rocket forces have both now flexed their muscles. |

Informationally, sentence 7 is picked up in the next one. It also constitutes a single clause. Therefore, it is, foregrounded.

Sentence 8

(FG Each believes its military exercises have a deterrent value FG) (FG but, month by month, the space for diplomacy is 
shrinking. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

Each believes its military exercises have a deterrent value
but, month by month, the space for diplomacy is shrinking.

The two main coordinated clauses in sentence 8 are foregounded, because they provide a conclusion to the previous sentence.
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Sentence 9

( The decision of the oil giant Total to pull out of a huge planned investment in Iran's gas reserves (ostensibly because of the 
political risks involved more probably because of the pressure applied by Nicolas Sarkozy's government) could be interpreted as buying more time for diplomacy. FG)

Foreground The decision of the oil giant Total to pull out of a huge planned investment in Iran's gas reserves [...] could be 
interpreted as buying more time for diplomacy._____

Sentence 9 is foregrounded, given that it consists of only one main clause, and is picked up by the adjunct clause in the next 
sentence.

Sentence 10

( BG If the economic screw is tightened on Iran BG), (FG the Revolutionary Guards might calculate the real costs of their folly. FG)

Background
Foreground

If the economic screw is tightened on Iran
the Revolutionary Guards might calculate the real costs of their folly.

The main clause in sentence 10 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. 

Sentence 11 

(FG But the inverse equally applies. FO)

Foreground | But the inverse equally applies. |

Sentence 11 is foregrounded, as it consists of only one main clause.

Sentence 12

(FG What generally follows military exercises and widespread fears of confrontation in the Middle East is conflict itself. FG)

Foreground What generally follows military exercises and widespread fears of confrontation in the Middle East is conflict 
itself.

The information conveyed by Sentence 12 is foregrounded, on the basis of the principle that every sentence has at least one 
foreground element.

Sentence 13

(FG Iran is not an innocent bystander in this game of brinkmanship. FG)

Foreground
Background

Iran is not an
Hn this game

innocent bystander
of brinkmanship.

The main clause in sentence 13 plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, it is foregrounded.
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Sentence 14

( As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the US Senate's foreign relations committee, pointed out in a 
recent article ), ( the Islamic Republic has real questions to answer about its supposedly civilian programme FG): (FG why is 
I! USM8 ,rcgh exP losives to implode a hemispherical shell of heavy metal FG) (the technique used for a lightweight nuclear 
bomb); ( why is it developing detonators needed in an atomic weapon FG); (FG and why it is redesigning the warheads on its 
ballistic missiles? G)

Background

Foreground
Foreground
Foreground
Foreground

As Professor Peter Zimmerman, a former scientific adviser to the US Senate's foreign relations committee, 
pointed out in a recent article
the Islamic Republic has real questions to answer about its supposedly civilian programme
why is it using high explosives to implode a hemispherical shell of heavy metal [...]
why is it developing detonators needed in an atomic weapon
and why it is redesigning the warheads on its ballistic missiles?

The main clause in sentence 14 is picked up in the immediately following text; thus, it is foregrounded. The appositive 
coordinated clauses are also foregrounded, because they are informationally picked up in the immediately subsequent text.

Sentence 15

( FG One way of lowering the tension would be to give the International Atomic Energy Agency convincing answers. FG)

Foreground One way of lowering the tension would be to give the International Atomic Energy Agency convincing
answers.

The information given by Sentence 15 is foregrounded, because it constitutes a single clause, and provides a kind of 
conclusion to the previous sentence.

Sentence 16

(BG If the US believes, as the undersecretary of state William Burns said, that Iran is trying to foster the impression that its 
programme of nuclear enrichment is more advanced than it actually is BG), (FG it should produce the evidence for this FG) (FG 
and contradict the Israeli view that Iran is about to cross a nuclear threshold. FG)

Background If the US believes [...] that Iran is trying to foster the impression that its programme of nuclear enrichment is 
more advanced than it actually is

Foreground it should produce the evidence for this
Foreground and contradict the Israeli view that Iran is about to cross a nuclear threshold.

The two coordinated verb phrases in the main clause of sentence 16 are foregrounded, because they provide a conclusion to 
the foregoing argument.

Sentence 17

(FG Now is the time for Washington to show that it has learned from the mistakes it made in the countdown to the invasion of 
Iraq. FG)

Foreground Now is the time for Washington to show that it has learned from the mistakes it made in the countdown to the 
invasion of Iraq._______________________

Sentence 17 is entirely foregrounded, as it is a single clause, and is picked up in the next sentence.
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Sentence 18

(FG The consequences of attacking Iran could be even more long-lasting. F0)

Foreground The consequences of attacking Iran could be even more long-lasting.

Informationalfy, sentence 18 consists of one main clause and concludes the argument in the entire text. Therefore, it is 
foregrounded.

Analysis of Text 7

Sentence 1

( F America's decision to send a senior official to international talks with Iran in Geneva tomorrow marks a major, and long 
overdue, policy change. FG)

Foreground America's decision to send a senior official to international talks with Iran in Geneva tomorrow marks a major, 
and long overdue, policy change.___________________________________________

Sentence 1 is foregrounded, because it consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text.

Sentence 2

(FG It could be at least as significant as the U-turn the country performed about talking to North Korea. FG)

Foreground | It could be at least as significant as the U-turn the country performed about talking to North Korea.

The information in sentence 2 constitutes one main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, it is 
foregrounded.

Sentence 3

(FG It was preceded by a bitter internal debate in Washington FG), (FG which its victors tried hard yesterday to conceal. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

It was
which

preceded by a bitter internal debate in Washington
its victors tried hard yesterday to conceal.

The main clause in sentence 3 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the immediately following text. Although non- 
defining clauses are not separately analysed in this study, the non-defining clause in this sentence is foregrounded, because it 
is informationally picked up in the next one.
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Sentence 4

/FG
( They claimed the decision to send William Burns, the undersecretary of state for political affairs, to Geneva was nothing 
more than a continuation of present policy FG), (FG that it was a one-off FG), (FG and that he would be a witness to talks not a participant in negotiation. FG)

Foreground They claimed the decision to send William Burns, the undersecretary of state for political affairs, to Geneva was 
nothing more than a continuation of present policy ______________ _____ _______

Foreground that it was a one-off
oreground and that he would be a witness to talks not a participant in negotiation.

The three main coordinated clauses are equally foregrounded in sentence 4, because they play a role in the immediately 
subsequent text.

Sentence 5

/BG ,( But try as they might ), ( there was no disguising the fact that vice-president Dick Cheney, who has pushed hard for an 
air strike on Iran, had been defeated. FG)

Background
Foreground

But try as they might
there was no disguising the fact that vice-president Dick Chenev [ ..] had been defeated.

The main clause in sentence 5 is informationally picked up in the next sentence. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 6

(BG As a result BG), (FG America is now on a different track. FG)

Background
Foreground

As a result
America is now on a different track.

The information in the main clause of sentence 6 plays a role in the immediately following text. Therefore, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 7

(BG First BG), (FG Admiral Mike Mullen, chairman of the joint chiefs of staff, told the Israelis that Washington would not assent 
to a pre-emptive strike. FG)

Background First
Foreground Admiral Mike Mullen, chairman of the joint chiefs of staff, told the Israelis that Washington would not assent 

to a pre-emptive strike.____________________________

The information conveyed by the main clause of sentence 7 plays a role in the immediately following text. Thus, it is 
foregrounded.

Sentence 8

(BG Then BG), (FG the decision to go to Geneva was made public FG), (FG and yesterday the Guardian revealed plans to establish 
a US interests section in Tehran. °)

Background
Foreground
Foreground

Then
the decision to go to Geneva was made public
and yesterday the Guardian revealed plans to establish a US interests section in Tehran.
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What mainly plays a role in the immediately following text is the information given by the second main coordinated clause in sentence 8. But the first main coordinated clause, together the second one, also plays a role in the subsequent text (sentence 10). Thus, the two clauses are foregrounded.

Sentence 9

( FG This falls short of setting up an embassy FG), (FG but it still would be the first time in 30 years that anything like this has happened. )

Foreground
Foreground

This falls short of setting up
but it still would be the first

an embassy
time in 30 years that anything like this has happened.

The two main coordinated clauses in sentence 9 provide a conclusion to the previous one. Therefore, they are foregrounded. 

Sentence 10 

( FG None of these moves are one-off. FG )

Foreground None of these moves are one-off.

Sentence 10 is foregrounded, because it consists of a single main clause, and provides a conclusion to the foregoing argument.

Sentence 11

(FG The US military rightly decided that the regional consequences of an air strike outweigh the temporary benefits of delaying Iran's nuclear enrichment programme. FG)

Foreground The US military rightly decided that the regional consequences of an air strike outweigh the temporary benefits 
of delaying Iran's nuclear enrichment programme.__________________________________

Sentence 11 is entirely foregrounded, as it is a single clause. 

Sentence 12

(BG On the diplomatic front BG), (FG the US abandoned its position that it would only meet with Iran once uranium enrichment 
had been suspended. FG)

Background On the diplomatic front_________________._____________^ ————————————— Foreground the US abandoned its position that it would only meet with Iran once uranium enrichment had been suspended^

The main clause in sentence 12 is foregrounded, because the information given by it is picked up in the next sentence.

Sentence 13

(FG Does this mean that the US administration has rolled over FG), (FG and is about to let Iran get the bomb? FG)

Foreground
Foreground

Does this mean that the US administration has rolled over
and is about to let Iran get the bomb?

The two coordinated verb phrases in sentence 13 are informational picked up in the next one. Therefore, they are 
foregrounded.
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Sentence 14

( FG Not yet. FG)

Foreground | Not yet. |

As a single (elliptical) clause, sentence 14 is foregrounded.

Sentence 15

( FG Washington would only risk sending a senior official to the Geneva talks FG) (FG if it were confident that Iran would make 
concessions in return. )

Foreground
Foreground

Washington would only risk sending a senior official to the Geneva talks
if it were confident that Iran would make concessions in return.

The information conveyed by both the main clause and adjunct clause in sentence 15 plays a role in the immediately 
subsequent text. Therefore, the two clauses are foregrounded.

Sentence 16

( FG These may come in the form of offers to redefine what is meant by a freeze of its programme to enrich uranium. FG)

Foreground | These may come in the form of offers to redefine what is meant by a freeze of its programme to enrich uranium.

The information in sentence 16 is foregrounded, because it constitutes a single clause and is picked up in the next sentence.

Sentence 17

(FG One idea floated is that Iran runs centrifuges emptied of uranium hexafluoride gas. FG)

Foreground | One idea floated is that Iran runs centrifuges emptied of uranium hexafluoride gas

Sentence 17 is foregrounded, given that it consists of only one main clause. 

Sentence 18

(FG The gap between Iran and the six countries involved in the talks - France, Britain, Germany, Russia, China and the US - is
narrowing on one point. FG)

Foreground The gap between Iran and the six countries involved in the talks - France, Britain, Germany, Russia, China and 
the US - is narrowing on one point.__________________________________________

Sentence 18 is a single clause and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 19

(FG This is the proposal to freeze the number of the gas centrifuges installed in Natanz ), ( in return for a freeze on
further economic sanctions. )

Foreground
Foreground

This is the proposal to freeze the number of the gas centrifuges installed in Natanz
in return for a freeze on further economic sanctions.
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The main clause and adjunct phrase of sentence 19 are foregrounded, because they play a role in the immediately subsequent

Sentence 20

( This would not stop the Iranians perfecting the technology needed for a bomb. FG), ( FG but it would allow negotiations to 
restart. )

Foreground
Foreground

This would not stop the Iranians perfecting the technology needed for a bomb
but it would allow negotiations to restart.

The two main coordinated clauses of sentence 20 provide a kind of conclusion to the previous one. The second main 
coordinated clause also plays a role in the immediately folio-wing text. Thus, these clauses are foregrounded.

Sentence 21

(FG The risk is that Iran drags out the talks FG), (FG while its scientists acquire the know-how needed to make a bomb. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

The risk is that Iran drags out the talks
while its scientists acquire the know-how needed to make a bomb.

The information conveyed by the main in sentence 21 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous 
sentence. The information in the second clause is also foregrounded, because it is central to the overall message.

Sentence 22

( FG Hardliners in Tehran are capable of mistaking concessions for weakness FG), (FG but they would be wrong. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

Hardliners in Tehran are capable of mistaking concessions for weakness
but they would be wrong.

The two main coordinated clauses in sentence 22 are foregrounded, because they play a role in the immediately subsequent 
text.

Sentence 23

(FG This is an opportunity that Iran must now seize. FG)

Foreground | This is an opportunity that Iran must now seize.

The information in sentence 23 constitutes one main clause, and provides a conclusion to the foregoing argument. It is, thus, 
foregrounded.

Analysis of Text 8

Sentence 1

(FG The exact terms of Iran's reply yesterday to the package of incentives it was offered to stop enriching uranium are not 
known. F '

Foreground The exact terms of Iran's reply yesterday to the package of incentives it was offered to stop enriching uranium 
are not known. ______________________________________._____________
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The information in sentence I is foregrounded, because it constitutes a single clause and plays a role in the immediately following text.

Sentence 2

(FG But the general drift is. FG>

Foreground | But the general drift is. |

Sentence 2 is foregrounded, as it consists of only one main clause and is picked up in the next sentence.

Sentence 3

(FC An Iranian official told Reuters it contained no word on the central issue FG), (FG a freeze of sanctions in return for a freeze on uranium enrichment. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

An Iranian official told Reuters it contained no word on the central issue
a freeze of sanctions in return for a freeze on uranium enrichment.

Both the main clause and adjunct phrase in sentence 3 are foregrounded, as they are informationally picked up in the next sentence.

Sentence 4

(BG Until Iran addresses this BG), (FG it is only fostering the impression that it is playing for time. FG)

Background
Foreground

Until Iran addresses this
it is only fostering the impression that it is playing for time.

The information conveyed by the main clause of sentence 4 plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, this clause is foregrounded

Sentence 5

(FG A diplomatic white paper that Iran produced recently set out a labyrinthine process of preliminary talks followed by talks and then negotiations FG), none of which could take place before sanctions were lifted.

A diplomatic white paper that Iran produced recently set out a labyrinthine process of preliminary talksForeground
followed by talks and then negotiations [...].

The information in sentence 5 is not picked up in the next one. However, it concludes the argument in the previous sentences. 
It is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 6

(BG On Saturday BG) (FG President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad vowed that Iran would not move "one iota" on its nuclear rights FG), ( BG and on Monday B0) ( FG the top commander of the Revolutionary Guards, Major General Mohammad-AIi Jafari claimed they had test-fired a missile that could hit any warship within 300km of Iran's shores. FG)

Background On Saturday
Foreground President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad vowed that Iran would not move "one iota" on its nuclear rights
Background and on Monda
Foreground the top commander of the Revolutionary Guards [...] claimed they had test-fired a missile that could hit any 

warship within 300km of Iran's shores._________________________________———————
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Both mam coordinated clauses in sentence 6 are picked up informationally in the next one. Therefore, they are equally 
foregrounded..

Sentence 7

(B Put all this together BG) (FG and Iran's refusal to address the central issue - its nuclear ambitions - is painfully clear. FG)

Background
Foreground

Put all this together
and Iran's refusal to address the central issue - its nuclear ambitions - is painfully clear.

The second main coordinated clause in sentence 7 plays a role in the immediately following text. It is thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 8

(FG It will talk FG), (FG but keep on building its gas centrifuges. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

It will talk
but keep on building its pas centrifuges.

The first coordinated verb phrase in sentence 8 is picked up after two sentences (sentence 10). The second coordinated verb 
phrase is picked up in the next sentence. Thus, the two verb phrases are foregrounded.

Sentence 9

(FG This is equipment which experts say is too small to fuel a nuclear reactor, but enough to create about 100 bombs. FG)

Foreground This is equipment which experts say is too small to fuel a nuclear reactor, but enough to create about 100 
bombs.

Sentence 9 is entirely foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous one. 

Sentence 10

(FG Tehran may have calculated that the refusal of US military commanders to cope with more than two wars at once, 
Afghanistan and Iraq, leave it in a good position to reject the offer of substantive talks. °)

Foreground Tehran may have calculated that the refusal of US military commanders to cope with more than two wars at 
once, Afghanistan and Iraq, leave it in a good position to reject the offer of substantive talks.___________

The information in sentence 10 plays a role in the immediately following text. It is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 11

(FG Or it may be merely trying to drive the price of peace up higher. FG)

Foreground | Or it may be merely trying to drive the price of peace up higher.

Sentence 11 consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 12

(BG Either way BG), (FG the letter, if indeed it contains nothing new, only paves the way for a fourth round of sanctions. )
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Background 
Foreground

Either way___
the letter [...] only paves the way for a fourth round of sanctions

The information in the main clause of sentence 12 provides a kind of conclusion to the information in the previous two 
sentences. It is also picked up in the next sentence. Therefore, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 13

( It also gives heart to a whole echelon of generals and politicians in Israel who say that an airstrike against Iran's nuclear 
facilities is only a matter of time. FG)

Foreground It also gives heart to a whole echelon of generals and politicians in Israel who say that an airstrike against Iran's 
nuclear facilities is only a matter of time.

Sentence 13 is foregrounded, given that it consists of only one main clause.

Sentence 14

(FG The offer on the table, presented at the Geneva talks last month, is generous. FG)

Foreground The offer on the table [...] is generous.

The information given by sentence 14 is foregrounded, because it is picked up and developed in the subsequent text, mainly in 
sentences 15, 16 and 17.

Sentence 15

( It recognises Iran's right to nuclear energy for exclusively peaceful purposes ) ( and offers support for a light water
reactor, and a binding guarantee to supply it with fuel. )

Foreground
Foreground

It recognises Iran's right to nuclear energy
and offers support for a light water reactor

for exclusively peaceful purposes
, and a binding guarantee to supply it with fuel.

The two coordinated verb phrases in sentence 15 are equally foregrounded, because they play a role in the immediately 
following text.

Sentence 16

(FG It would reopen trade FG), (FG renew the crumbling infrastructure of Iran's oil fields ), ( help agriculture ), ( replace
FGthe country's ageing fleet of aircraft. )

Foreground
Foreground
Foreground
Foreground

It would reopen trade
renew the crumbling infrastructure of Iran's oil fields
help agriculture
replace the country's ageing fleet of aircraft.

The information conveyed by the coordinated verb phrases in sentence 16 concludes the argument raised in the two previous 

sentences. It is, thus, foregrounded.
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Sentence 17

( The offer from the six countries negotiating with Iran was translated into Farsi FG) (B0 to get the point across to a wider audience in Iran. BG)

Foreground
Background

The offer
to get the

from the six countries negotiating with
point across to a wider audience in Iran

Iran was translated into Farsi

The main clause of sentence 17 is foregrounded, because it is informationally picked up in the next sentence. 

Sentence 18

(FG But this is not a humiliating package in any language FG), (FG least of all for a country which is on its knees economically and which insists its nuclear programme is for civilian purposes only. FG)

Foreground But this is not a humiliating package in any language
Foreground least of all for a country which is on its knees economically and which insists its nuclear programme is for civilian purposes only._________________________________________________

The information conveyed by both the main clause and adjunct phrase in sentence 18 is not picked up in the next one. However, it provides a conclusion to the information in the previous sentence. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 19

(FG The immediate future will be dominated by further sanctions. FG)

Foreground | The immediate future will be dominated by further sanctions. |

Sentence 19 is foregounded, because it consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text.

Sentence 20

(FG The EU has already agreed to them FG), (FG but agreement at the UN security council will be harder to achieve. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

The EU has already agreed to them
but agreement at the UN security council will be harder to achieve.

The two main coordinated clauses of sentence 20 are equally foregrounded, as they are informationally picked up in the next 
sentence.

Sentence 21

(BG Beyond that BG), (FG the hardline regime in Iran is playing a dangerous game of brinkmanship, with a clock ticking behind 
them. FG)

Background Beyond that___________________———————————————.———— ——— —— Foreground the hardline regime in Iran is playing a dangerous game of brinkmanship, with a clock ticking behind them.

The main clause in sentence 21 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the foregoing argument, and is picked up 
contrastively in the final sentence.
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Sentence 22

(FG Iran should start talking now. FG)

Foreground | Iran should start talking now.

Sentence 22 provides a conclusion to the entire argument in the text. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Analysis of Text 9

Sentence

( The departure of General David Petraeus from Iraq yesterday was accompanied by little of the triumphalism that marked 
previous attempts by the Bush administration to claim that a corner had been turned in this bitter war. FG)

Foreground The departure of General David Petraeus from Iraq yesterday was accompanied by little of the triumphalism 
that marked previous attempts by the Bush administration to claim that a corner had been turned in this bitter 
war.

The information in sentence 1 plays a role in the immediately following text. Thus, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 2

(BG Gen Petraeus's departing words were not sotto voce BG) - they rarely are - (FG but his assessment of the Iraq he leaves was 
cautious and sober. FG)

Background
Foreground

Gen Petraeus's departing words were not sotto voce [...]
but his assessment of the Iraq he leaves was cautious and sober.

What is picked up in the next sentence is the second main coordinated clause of sentence 2. Therefore, the second main 
coordinated clause is foregrounded, and the first one is backgrounded.

Sentence 3

(BG Having noted when he took command of US troops at the height of the civil war in February 2007 that he had described 
the situation then as "hard but not hopeless" BG), (FG Gen Petraeus yesterday amended this formula to say the situation was 
"still hard but hopeful" FG )

Background Having noted [...] that he had described the situation then as "hard but not hopeless"
Foreground Gen Petraeus yesterday amended this formula to say the situation was "still hard but hopeful".

The information in the main of sentence 3 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous one.

Sentence 4

(FG The surge of US troops has worked in cutting the numbers of civilian deaths over the last 18 months. FG)

Foreground I The surge of US troops has worked in cutting the numbers of civilian deaths over the last 18 months.

Sentence 4 consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, it is foregrounded.
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Sentence 5 

/so
( According to figures compiled by the Brookings Institution BG), (F0 3,500 Iraqis died violently in January 2007. F0)

Background
Foreground

According to figures compiled by the Brookings Institution
3,500 Iraqis died violently in January 2007

The information in the main clause of sentence Splays a role in the immediately following text. Therefore, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 6

(FG This compares with 490 in June this year. FG)

Foreground This compares with 490 in June this year.

Sentence 6 is foregrounded, because it consists of a single clause, and is contrasted with the previous one. 

Sentence 7

(FG But to claim as the Republican presidential candidate John McCain did that "there are neighbourhoods in Baghdad where 
you and I could walk ... today" is far from the truth and a reminder that Mr McCain could simply reproduce President Bush's 
worst mistakes in arguing that the war "could be won" by 2013. FG)

Foreground But to claim [...] that "there are neighbourhoods in Baghdad where you and I could walk ... today" is far from 
the truth and a reminder that Mr McCain could simply reproduce President Bush's worst mistakes in arguing 
that the war "could be won" by 2013.

The information in sentence 7 provides a kind of conclusion to the foregoing argument. It is also contrasted with the following 
sentence. Therefore, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 8

(FG Barack Obama's critique of the surge is closer to the mark FG) - (FG that it failed to produce the anticipated political gains. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

Barack Obama's critique of the surge is closer to the mark
that it failed to produce the anticipated political gains.

The information in both the main clause and appositive clause in sentence 8 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the 
immediately subsequent text.

Sentence 9

(FG But the bald fact is that the next US president will still have a major problem coping with the aftermath of a war that 
should never have been waged. FG)

Foreground But the bald fact is that the next US president will still have a major problem coping with the aftermath of a war 
that should never have been waged.__________________________________________

Sentence 9 is foregrounded, because it consists of one main clause, and provides a conclusion to the previous section.
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Sentence 10

( Gen Petraeus can claim three achievements for his third and final tour. FG)

Foreground | Gen Petraeus can claim three achievements for his third and final tour.

Sentence 10 is foregrounded, because it consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in sentences 11, 12, and 13. 

Sentence 11

( He recognised the significance of the Sunni al-Sahwa FG), (BG the so-called Awakening movement BG), which developed 
autonomously and before the surge swung into action.

Foreground
Background

He recognised the significance of the Sunni al-Sahwa
the so-called Awakening movement [...].

The information in the main clause of sentence 11 is picked up in the next one and sentence 15. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 12

(FG The US general saw that it could be used productively. FG)

Foreground | The US general saw that it could be used productively.

Sentence 12 is foregrounded, because it consists of only one main clause, provides further information about the notion 'the 
Sunni al-Sahwa' given in the previous sentence, and is picked up in sentence 15.

Sentence 13

(FG His policy of creating outposts of US troops reduced sectarian tension. F )

Foreground | His policy of creating outposts of US troops reduced sectarian tension.

The information in sentence 13 is foregrounded, because it constitutes a single clause, and is picked up in sentence 15.

Sentence 14

(BG And finally BG) (FG he recognised that there could be no military victory in Iraq. FG)

Background
Foreground

And finally
he recognised that there could be no military victory in Iraq.

Sentence 14 concludes the argument raised in sentence 10. It is also picked up in following sentence. Therefore, it is 
foregrounded.

Sentence 15

(FG All that could be achieved was to prepare the ground for a political solution. FG)

Foreground All that could be achieved was to prepare the ground for a political solution.

The information in sentence 15 is foregrounded, because it consists of a single clause, and plays a role in the immediately 
following text.
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Sentence 16

( But this has yet to be done FG), (FG and there are inherent contradictions in a policy predicated on improving the state 
capacity of Nouri al-Maliki's government. FG)

oreground But this has yet to be done
Foreground and there are inherent contradictions in a policy predicated on improving the state capacity of Nouri al-Maliki's

government.

The first main coordinated clause in sentence 16 is foregrounded, because it is a conclusion to the previous argument. 
Similarly, the second main coordinated clause is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the immediately following text.

Sentence 17

(FG The first is that government's manifest concern with al-Sahwa FG), which the US funds.

Foreground | The first is that government's manifest concern with al-Sahwa [...]. |

Sentence 17 comprises one main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. Therefore, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 18

(BG As the Guardian reported this week 80), (FG the Iraqi government is in danger of pushing Sunni tribal leaders back into the 
arms of al-Qaida FG) ( by failing to take more Sunnis back into the security forces. )

Background
Foreground
Background

As the Guardian reported this week
the Iraqi government is in danger of pushing Sunni tribal leaders back into the arms of al-Qaida
by failing to take more Sunnis back into the security forces.

The information given by the main clause of sentence 18 is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the next sentence.

Sentence 19

(FG The arrests of dozens of al-Sahwa leaders in Diyala province is cause for particular concern. FG)

Foreground | The arrests of dozens of al-Sahwa leaders in Diyala province is cause for particular concernTl 

Sentence 19 is foregrounded, as it is a single clause, and is picked up in sentence 21.

Sentence 20

(FG The second is that the greater Mr al-Maliki's executive power becomes, the more he may be tempted to forge his own 
course FG), (BG irrespective of US pleas to include the Sunni tribal leaders. BG)

Foreground The second is that the greater Mr al-Maliki's executive power becomes, the more he may be tempted to forge
his own course

Background irrespective of US pleas to include the Sunni tribal leaders.

The information in the main clause of sentence 20 provides further detail about the argument raised in sentence 16. It is also 
picked up in sentence 21. Thus, it is foregrounded.
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Sentence 21

(FG This conflict is far from over. FG)

Foreground | This conflict is far from overj

Sentence 21 is foregrounded, as it provides a conclusion to the entire text.

Analysis of Text 10

Sentence 1

( FG Words rarely reflect the reality of life in Iraq. FG)

Foreground Words rarely reflect the reality of life in

Sentence 1 plays a role in the immediately following text. Therefore, it is foregrounded, 

Sentence 2

(FG What is true for the outgoing Bush administration's litany of errors, miscalculations and distortions applies in no lesser 
measure to Britain's six-year occupation of southern Iraq FG), which will end in June next year.

Foreground What is true for the outgoing Bush administration's litany of errors, miscalculations and distortions applies in 
no lesser measure to Britain's six-year occupation of southern Iraq [...].______________________

The information in sentence 2 is foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent 
text.

Sentence 3

(BG For years BG) (FG we were told our troops would only leave when the job was done. FG)

The main clause in sentence 3 is foreground, because it is informationally picked up in the next one.

Background
Foreground

For years
we were told our troops would only leave when the job was done.

Sentence 4

(BG If the job of transferring control to Iraqi forces has been done BG), (FG why will Britain's 4,000 troops at Basra airport need 
to be replaced with a large force of US troops who will take over the job of securing supply lines and backing up Iraqi forces?

Background If the job of transferring control to Iraqi forces has been done
Foreground why will Britain's 4,000 troops at Basra airport need to be replaced with a large force of US troops who will 

take over the job of securing supply lines and backing up Iraqi forces?_______________________

The information in the main clause of sentence 4 plays a role in the immediately following text. Thus, it is foregrounded.
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Sentence 5

(FG In what sense is the job in Basra done? FG)

Foreground | In what sense is the job in Basra

Sentence 5 is foregrounded, because it consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. 

Sentence 6

( There is no straightforward answer to this second question. FG)

Foreground | There is no straightforward answer to this second question. | 

As a single clause, sentence 6 is foregrounded. 

Sentence 7

(FG Security in Basra is undoubtedly better FG) (FG after the operation in March that saw the routing of the Shia militias by 
Iraq's prime minister, Nouri al-Maliki. FG)

Foreground Security in Basra is undoubtedly better_______________________________________ 
Foreground after the operation in March that saw the routing of the Shia militias by Iraq's prime minister, Nouri al-Maliki.

The information conveyed by both the main clause and adjunct clause in sentence 7 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in 
the immediately following text.

Sentence 8

(FG But the so-called "Charge of the Knights" was hardly a British affair. FG)

Foreground ~But the so-called "Charge of the Knights" was hardly a British affair. |

Sentence 8 is foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and is picked up in the following sentence. 

Sentence 9

(FG Mr Maliki ordered the crackdown on the Mahdi army FG), (FG having privately accused Britain of abdicating its 
responsibility. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

Mr Maliki ordered the crackdown on the Mahdi army
having privately accused Britain of abdicating its responsibility.

The information given by the main clause in sentence 9 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the foregoing 
argument. Similarly, the adjunct clause is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the following sentence.

Sentence 10

(FG A deal that had facilitated the peaceful exit of British troops from a palace compound in the city centre left Basra prey to 
cut-throat militias FG), ( BG or that at least was Baghdad's charge. BG)

Foreground A deal that had facilitated the peaceful exit of British troops from a palace compound in the city centre left 
Basra prey to cut-throat militias

Background or that at least was Baghdad's charge.
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The first main coordinated clause in sentence 10 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the immediately fallowing text 
The second main coordinated clause is backgrounded, because it is rather like a parenthetical clause. Although there is 
coordination with 'or', this is used to introduce a backgrounded comment.

Sentence 11

(FG British commanders say they were formulating their own plan for ousting the militia, but could not execute it without US
firepower. FG)

Foreground British commanders say they were formulating their own plan for ousting the militia, but could not execute it 
without US firepower.________

Sentence 11 is informationally picked up in the next one. Thus, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 12

( FG The fact that the British army could no longer conduct large-scale operations on its own, one commander argued, did not 
mean that it had failed. F0)

Foreground The fact that the British army could no longer conduct large-scale operations on its own [...] did not mean that 
it had failed.

Informationally, sentence 12 is picked up in the next one. Therefore, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 13

(FG But one thing is clear. F0)

Foreground | But one thing is clear.

Sentence 13 is foregrounded, because it consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately following text. 

Sentence 14

(FG The operation to clear out the Mahdi army from Basra was launched in spite of, not because of, the British military 
presence. )

Foreground The operation to clear out the Mahdi army from Basra was launched in spite of, not because of, the British 
military presence._________________________________________._______

The information in sentence 14 is foregrounded, because it constitutes one main clause, and plays a role in the following 
sentence.

Sentence 15

(FG The whole saga must have been the final straw for an army whose reputation has been sorely bruised by the experience of 
lraq. FG)

Foreground The whole saga must have been the final straw for an army whose reputation has been sorely bruised by the 
experience of Iraq.___________________________________——.————————————

The information given by sentence 15 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the foregoing argument.
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Sentence 16

( The Basra that Britain is leaving behind is rubbish-strewn, divided and impoverished. FG)

Foreground | The Basra that Britain is leaving behind is rubbish-strewn, divided and impoverished.

Sentence 16 consists of one main clause, and plays a role in the subsequent text, particularly in sentences 17, 18, 19, 20, and 
21. Therefore, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 17 

/FG( Its open sewers and sporadic power supply are beyond the capacity of local authorities to deal with. FG) 

Foreground | Its open sewers and sporadic power supply are beyond the capacity of local authorities to deal with.

The information in sentence 17 constitutes a single clause. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 18

(FG The provincial governor is at war with Baghdad. FG)

Foreground | The provincial governor is at war with Baghdad. |

As a single clause, sentence 18 is foregrounded.

Sentence 19

(FG Women are as vulnerable to attack for not wearing the hijab as they ever were. FG)

Foreground | Women are as vulnerable to attack for not wearing the hijab as they ever were.

Sentence 19 is foregrounded, given that it consists of only one main clause.

Sentence 20

(FG Iran has turned off the tap of the violence FG), (BG because it wants to see what Washington will offer. BG)

Foreground
Background

Iran has turned off the tap of the violence
because it wants to see what Washington will offer.

The main clause in sentence 20 is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the next one. 

Sentence 21

(F0 But Tehran could just as easily turn it on again FG) (FG and Basra, only kilometres away from the Iranian border, would be 
the first to feel it. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

But Tehran could just as easily turn it on again
and Basra [. .1 would be the first to feel it.

The information in both main coordinated clauses in sentence 21 plays a role in the immediately following text. Therefore, it 
is foregrounded.
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Sentence 22

( This is not to deny that much has changed. FO)

Foreground | This is not to deny that much has changed. |

Sentence 22 is foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text.

Sentence 23

(FG Both the Mahdi army's leadership and much of its rank and file have been weakened. FG) 

| Foreground | Both the Mahdi army's leadership and much of its rank and file have been weakened. |

The information in sentence 23 consists of one main clause. It is also picked up in the next sentence. Therefore, it is 
foregrounded.

Sentence 24

(FG The question is how sustainable these improvements are. FG)

Foreground | The question is how sustainable these improvements are. |

Sentence 24 is foregrounded, because it consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text.

Sentence 25

(BG So when British forces leave next year BG) (FG it will be not out of a conviction that they have accomplished their mission. 
FG)

Background
Foreground

So when
it will be

British forces leave next year
not out of a conviction that they have accomplished their mission.

The information in the main clause of sentence 25 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the following sentence.

Sentence 26

(FG It will be with their fingers crossed that they can leave with their military reputation intact. FG)

Foreground It will be with their fingers crossed that they can leave with their military reputation intact.

The information conveyed by sentence 26 provides a specific contrastive conclusion to sentence 25. It also provides a 

conclusion to the entire text. Therefore, it is foregrounded.
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Analysis of text 11

Sentence 1

/BG
( More than five years after the event BG), (FG how much does it matter that a retired law lord now believes the government's legal advice on the invasion of Iraq was unlawful? FG)

Background More than five years after the event
Foreground how much does it matter that a retired law lord now believes the government's legal advice on the invasion of Iraq was unlawful?_____

The main clause in sentence 1 is informational picked up in the next one. Thus, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 2

/BG,From one perspective BG) (FG the answer is: not very much. FG)

Background
Foreground

From one perspective
the answer is: not very much.

The information conveyed by the main clause of sentence 2 is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the following sentence. 

Sentence 3 

(BG Seen from 2008, after all BG), (FG the Iraq war is history. FG)

Background
Foreground

Seen from 2008, after all
the Iraq war is history.

The main clause in sentence 3 is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the next sentence.

Sentence 4

(BG With the Iraqi government's backing this week BG), (FG the troops will soon be on the way out. FG)

Background
Foreground

With the Iraqi
the troops will

government's backing this week
soon be on the way out.

The information in neither the adjunct phrase nor the main clause in sentence 4 is picked up in the next one. However, the 
main clause provides a conclusion to the foregoing argument. It is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 5

(BG Chastened by the whole experience BG), (FG no western leader is likely to go down the Bush-Blair route any time soon. FG )

Background
Foreground

Chastened
no western

by the whole experience
leader is likely to go down the Bush-Blair route any time soon.

The information in neither the adjunct clause nor the main clause in sentence 5 is picked up in the immediately following text. 
However, the main clause concludes the foregoing argument. Therefore, it is foregrounded.
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Sentence 6

( Like it or not ), (FG the original advice was sincerely offered and sincerely acted on. F0)

Background
Foreground

Like it or not
the original advice was sincerely offered and sincerely acted on.

The main clause in sentence 6 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the next one. 

Sentence 7

( And Lord Bingham is in any case no longer a lord of appeal. FG)

Foreground | And Lord Bingham is in any case no longer a lord of appeal.

Sentence 7 is foreground by definition, as it consists of one main clause. It also plays a role in the following sentence. 

Sentence 8 

(BG In short BG), (FG his Grotius lecture this week may be a powerful piece of legal reasoning. FG)

Background
Foreground

In short
his Grotius lecture this week may be a powerful piece of legal reasoning.

The information in the main clause of sentence 8 is further developed in the next one. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 9

(FG But it is a footnote to a decision that cannot now be reversed. FO)

Foreground But it is a footnote to a decision that cannot now be reversed.

Sentence 9 is entirely foregrounded, on the basis of the principle that every sentence has at least one foreground element. It is 
also picked up in the next sentence.

Sentence 10

(FG Some of this skepticism is well-founded. FG)

Foreground | Some of this skepticism is well-founded.

By definition, sentence 10 is foregrounded, as it is a single clause. It is also informationally picked up by the next one.

Sentence 11

(FG But not all of it. FG)

Foreground But not all of it.

The information in sentence 11 is foregrounded, because it constitutes a single clause, and plays a role in the immediately 
following text.
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Sentence 12

/BG(BG In the first place B0), (FG Lord Bingham is not just any old lawyer. FO)

Background
Foreground

In the first place
Lord Bingham is not just any old lawyer.

The mam clause in sentence 12 is informationally picked up in the next two sentences. Therefore, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 13

(F0 He is the most senior judge of the modern era. FG)

Foreground He is the most senior judge of the modern era.

Sentence 13 is foregrounde, because it is a single clause, and is picked up in the next one.

Sentence 14

(F0 He is regarded by many as its finest legal mind. FG)

Foreground | He is regarded by many as its finest legal mind.

The information given in sentence 14 constitutes a single clause. It is also picked up and developed in the following sentence. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 15

(B0 Though Lord Bingham only retired a few weeks ago BG), ( FG he has been at the pinnacle of English law-making for a decade and a half FG) (FG and has clearly been pondering the war's legality for years. FG)

Background
Foreground
Foreground

Though Lord Bingham only retired a few weeks ago
he has been at the pinnacle of English law-making for a decade and a half
and has clearly been pondering the war's legality for years.

The coordinated verb phrases in the main clause of sentence 15 play a role in the immediately text. Thus, they are 
foregrounded.

Sentence 16

(FG It may raise some eyebrows that he should be so quick to engage on this supremely divisive issue so soon after leaving the 
bench FG) - (FG but if the issue is so important, why not? FG)

Foreground It may raise some eyebrows that he should be so quick to engage on this supremely divisive issue so soon after 
leaving the bench

Foreground but if the issue is so important, why not?

The information conveyed by the first main coordinated clause and second one in sentence 16 is picked up in the next 
sentence. Therefore, it is foregrounded.
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Sentence 17 

/•FG
( The simple fact is that, when Lord Bingham speaks on the law, it is always a good idea to listen. F0) 

Foreground JThgjimple fact is that, when Lord Bingham speaks on the law, it is always a good idea to listen.

The information in sentence 17 constitutes one main clause (^hen-clause is embedded within thai-clause). Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 18

( Just because it is now more than five years since the attorney general, Lord Goldsmith, advised that an invasion would be 
lawful ), ( it does not follow that his advice or the decision are less controversial or momentous now than they were in 2003. FG) *

Background Just because it is now more than five years since the attorney general, Lord Goldsmith, advised that an invasion
would be lawful

Foreground it does not follow that his advice or the decision are less controversial or momentous now than they were in 
2003.

The main clause in sentence 18 is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the next one.

Sentence 19

( It is hard to think of a more serious decision than one to go to war. FG)

Foreground | It is hard to think of a more serious decision than one to go to war.

Sentence 19 is foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and is picked up in the next one.

Sentence 20

(BG Particularly in circumstances other than national self-defence BG), (FG it is essential to know what is lawful and what is not.

Background
Foreground

Particularly in circumstances other than national self-defence
it is essential to know what is lawful and what is not.

The main clause in sentence 20 is informationally picked up in following sentence. Thus, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 21

(BG In a world increasingly and rightly regulated by international law BG), (FG all nations need to be clear about the lawfulness 
of war and the obligation to obey that law. FG)

Background
Foreground

In a world increasingly and rightly regulated by international law
all nations need to be clear about the lawfulness of war and the obligation to obey that law.

The information in the main clause of sentence 21 plays a role in the next one. Therefore, it is foregrounded.
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Sentence 22

( Lord Bmgham's conclusion that the Iraq invasion was "a serious violation of international law and the rule of law" - which 
ministers are required to uphold - has already been vigorously challenged by Lord Goldsmith and Jack Straw. FG)

Lord Bingham's conclusion that the Iraq invasion was "a serious violation of international law and the rule of 
law" [...] has already been vigorously challenged by Lord Goldsmith and Jack Straw.______________

Foreground

The information in sentence 22 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the immediately following text. 

Sentence 23

( Yet ) ( this is such a serious subject, with such immense implications for Britain's standing, that the argument cannot 
be allowed to rest there. FG)

Background Yet
Foreground this is such a serious subject, with such immense implications for Britain's standing, that the argument cannot 

be allowed to rest there.

Sentence 23 is foregrounded, because it consists of only one main clause, and is picked up in the next sentence. 

Sentence 24

(BG When such senior figures of the legal establishment are at odds in this way BG), (FG it enhances the case for a full public 
inquiry into the lessons of the Iraq war. °)

Background
Foreground

When such
it enhances

senior figures
the case for a

of the legal establishment are at odds in this way
full public inquiry into the lessons of the Iraq war.

The information conveyed by the main clause in sentence 24 is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the following 
sentence.

Sentence 25

( FG That inquiry should have been established long ago. FG)

Foreground | That inquiry should have been established long ago. 1

Sentence 25 is entirely foregrounded, as it is a single clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text.

Sentence 26

(BG But when someone of Lord Bingham's stature says the war was unlawful BG), (FG the case for such a scrutiny, already 
compelling, becomes irresistible. FG)

Background" But when someone of Lord Bingham's stature says the war was unlawful 
Foreground the case for such a scrutiny, already compelling, becomes irresistible.

The main clause in sentence 26 provides a conclusion to the entire text. Thus, it is foregrounded.
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Analysis of Text 12

Sentence 1

(FG Britain's managed withdrawal from Iraq, announced by the prime minister in Baghdad and Basra last week is a much 
more fragile thing than the government chooses to admit. FG)

Foreground Britain's managed withdrawal from Iraq [...] is a much more fragile thing than the government chooses to
admit.

The information in sentence 1 constitutes a single clause, and plays a role in the immediately following text. Therefore, it is 
foregrounded.

Sentence 2

(FG At least three factors could throw it off course FG): (FG a sudden outbreak of violence in Basra FG), perhaps linked to the 
provincial elections in February; (FG growing dispute with the US FG), which fears Britain lacks the will or ability to maintain 
order, and is sending forces of its own to fill the boots of British troops; (FG and, most pressingly of all, the collapse of a deal 
to give legal status to the British military presence after 31 December when the current UN mandate expires. FG)

Foreground
Foreground
Foreground
Foreground

At least three factors could throw it off course
a sudden outbreak of violence in Basra [...]
growing dispute with the US [...]
and the collapse of a deal to give legal status to the British military presence after 31 
current UN mandate expires.

December when the

The main clause in sentence 2 is foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and is picked up in the subsequent three 
coordinate noun phrases. These phrases are also foregrounded, because they provide a conclusion to the main clause. The 
third noun phrase is picked up in the next sentence.

Sentence 3

(BG Without this agreement BG), (FG British personnel in Iraq will effectively become intruders in 10 days' time FG) (FG and the 
controlled six-month withdrawal announced by Gordon Brown would turn into a humiliating new year scuttle across the 
border into Kuwait. FG)

Background Without this agreement
Foreground British personnel in Iraq will effectively become intruders in 10 days' time
Foreground and the controlled six-month withdrawal announced by Gordon Brown would turn into a humiliating new year 

scuttle across the border into Kuwait. ______________________________________

The two main coordinated clauses in sentence 3 are informational^ picked up in next one. Thus, these clauses are equally 
foregrounded.

Sentence 4

(BG Privately BG), ( FG British forces have been planning for this extreme contingency for some time. FG)

Background Privately
Foreground British forces have been planning for this extreme contingency for some time.

The main clause in sentence 4 is picked up in the next one, particularly by 'They'. Therefore, it is foregrounded.
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Sentence 5

(FG They still expect to avoid it FG), (BG although the deadline is now frighteningly close. BG)

Foreground
Background

They still expect to avoid it
although the deadline is now frighteningly close.

The information in neither the main clause nor the adjunct clause in sentence 5 is picked up in the next one. However, the 
main clause provides a conclusion to the ongoing argument. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 6

(FG The future status of American forces from January 2009 was secured in a deal at the start of the month FG), (BG after a year 
of negotiation. )

Foreground The future status of American forces from January 2009 was secured in a deal at the start of the month 
Background after a year of negotiation. _________________________

The main clause in sentence 6 is foregrounded, as it plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. 

Sentence 7

(FG Britain's 4,100 servicemen and women are part of a second agreement covering all remaining international forces in the 
country. FG)

Foreground Britain's 4,100 servicemen and women are part of a second agreement covering all remaining international 
forces in the country.__________________________________________________

Sentence 7 consists of a single main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, it is foregrounded, 

Sentence 8

(FG It has the backing of the Iraqi prime minister, Nouri al-Maliki FG), (FG but not, so far, of the Iraqi parliament FG), ( FG which 
voted on Saturday for a second time to reject it. FG)

Foreground
Foreground
Foreground

It has the backing of the Iraqi prime minister, Nouri al-Maliki
but not, so far, of the Iraqi parliament
which voted on Saturday for a second time to reject it.

The first mam coordinated clause and the second elliptical one in sentence 8 provide a conclusion to the previous one. Thus, 
these clauses are foregrounded. The relative clause is also foregrounded, because it is informationally picked up in the 
following sentence.

Sentence 9

( FG John Hutton, the defence secretary, described that vote yesterday as "a hiccup" FG), (FG but he knows how high the stakes
are. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

John Hutton, the defence secretary, described that vote yesterday as "a hiccup"
but he knows how high the stakes are.

The two main coordinated clauses in sentence 9 are not picked up in the next one. However, they provide a conclusion to the 

previous sentence. Therefore, they are foregrounded.
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Sentence 10

( Military commanders do not want the British withdrawal to be tainted by the accusations of illegality that accompanied invasion five years ago. )

Foreground Military commanders do not want the British withdrawal to be tainted by the accusations of illegality that 
accompanied invasion five years ago.____________

By definition, sentence 10 is foregrounded, as it consists of a single main clause. 

Sentence 11

( Today ), ( Iraqi MPs are expected to vote for a third time FG) (FG and signals from Baghdad suggest that this time a deal 
of sorts will finally be passed. )

Background
Foreground
Foreground

Today
Iraqi MPs are expected to vote for a third time
and signals from Baghdad suggest that this time a deal of sorts will finally be passed.

The two main coordinated clauses in sentence 11 are informationally picked up in the next one. Therefore, they are 
foregrounded.

Sentence 12

(FG The measure has been amended from a draft law to a parliamentary resolution FG), which does not require unanimous 
support.

Foreground The measure has been amended from a draft law to a parliamentary resolution [...].

Sentence 12 consists of a single main clause, and is picked up in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 13

(FG That small degradation will allow Mr Maliki to invite Britain to stay in a bilateral deal. FG)

Foreground | That small degradation will allow Mr Maliki to invite Britain to stay in a bilateral deal. |

The information in sentence 13 is foregrounded, because it constitutes a single clause, and plays a role in the immediately 
subsequent text.

Sentence 14

(FG But the confusion and delay will inevitably restrict the freedom of British forces after 1 January FG), (BG especially since it 
is clear that their presence is not entirely welcome. BG)

Foreground But the confusion and delay will inevitably restrict the freedom of British forces after 1 January
Background especially since it is clear that their presence is not entirely welcome^

The information conveyed by the main clause of sentence 14 provides a conclusion to the previous one. Thus, it is 
foregrounded.
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Sentence 15

(FG Military lawyers need more than broad permission to remain in Iraq until 31 May FG), when most British activity is due to(PG 
cease.

Foreground | Military lawyers need more than broad permission to remain in Iraq until 31 May [...1.

The main clause in sentence 15 is foregrounded, because it is informationally picked up in the next one, particularly by 
'They'.

Sentence 16

(FG They need clarity about what British troops will and will not be allowed to do after 1 January. FG)

Foreground | They need clarity about what British troops will and will not be allowed to do after 1 January. |

Sentence 16 is foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and is informationally picked up in the immediately subsequent 
text.

Sentence 17

(FG Will their right of self-defence permit proactive operations - by special forces, or by British marines and soldiers now 
embedded with the Iraqi army in Basra? FG)

Foreground Will their right of self-defence permit proactive operations - by special forces, or by British marines and 
soldiers now embedded with the Iraqi army in Basra?________________________________

The information given in sentence 17 is entirely foregrounded, because it constitutes a single clause, and is picked up by 
implication in the following sentence.

Sentence 18

(FG The US state offerees agreement - which unlike the proposed British deal has the status of an international agreement - is 
clearer. FG)

Foreground | The US state of forces agreement [...] is clearer.

Sentence 18 is foregrounded, because it is contrastively picked up in the next 

Sentence 19

(FG The legal status of individual British operations could be murky. FG) 

Foreground" The legal status of individual British operations could be murky.

The information in sentence 19 is foregounded, as it constitutes a single clause, and plays a role in the immediately
xijh?£>nut>rjf fPYtsubsequent text.
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Sentence 20

( The background to this is the fraught state of Iraqi politics FG), which last week led to the temporary arrest of 24 interior ministry officers amid rumours of a coup plot.

Foreground The background to this is the fraught state of Iraqi politics [...].

The information in the main clause of sentence 20 is foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and is picked up in the next sentence.

Sentence 21

(FG The deal on US forces exhausted much of the Maliki government's political capital. FG)

Foreground The deal on US forces exhausted much of the Maliki government's political capital. |

Sentence 21 is foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and provides an exemplification of the previous sente

Sentence 22

(FG Shia unity is fracturing FG)' (FG Sunnis have played their hand badly. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

Shia unity is
Sunnis have

fracturing
played their hand badly.

The information given by the two main coordinated clauses in sentence 22 provides an exemplification of the sentence 20. It 
is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 23

(FG Iraqis know that the continued presence or not of British forces will make little difference to security FG) (FG and the British 
deal has suffered amid the intrigue. FG)

Foreground" Iraqis know that the continued presence or not of British forces will make little difference to security
Foreground and the British deal has suffered amid the intrigue.

The information in both main coordinated clauses in sentence 23 provides a kind of conclusion to the ongoing argument. It is 
also contrastively picked up in the next sentence. It is, therefore, foregrounded.

Sentence 24

FG(FG Mr Maliki, anyway, is much closer to America than to Britain. ) 

Foreground I Mr Maliki, anyway, is much closer to America than to BritainT

Sentence 24 consists of a single clause which is developed in the immediately subsequent text. Therefore, it is foregrounded.
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Sentence 25

( He remembers imperial history, and the succession of treaties Britain signed with Iraq from 1922 on FO), each promising 
lull independence but seeking to extend the British military presence.

Foreground | He remembers imperial history, and the succession of treaties Britain signed with Iraq from 1922 on [.

Information in sentence 25 is foregrounded, as it is a single clause, and is, to some degree, picked up in the following 
sentence.

Sentence 26

(FG Iraq may not mind causing trouble for its old ruling power. FG)

Foreground | Iraq may not mind causing trouble for its old ruling power. |

Sentence 26 is foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and provides a conclusion to the ongoing argument.

Sentence 27

(BG The likelihood is that a deal will be agreed BG), (FG but the detail matters. FG)

Background
Foreground

The
but

likelihood is that a deal
the detail matters.

will be agreed

The first main coordinated clause in sentence 27 is backgrounded, because it does not play a role in the immediately 
following text. The second main coordinated clause is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the immediately subsequent 
text.

Sentence 28

( FG Commanders need to know the terms on which they will be able to operate from the new year. FG)

Foreground | Commanders need to know the terms on which they will be able to operate from the new year
The information in sentence 28 is foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and is picked up in the following sentence.

Sentence 29

(FG British forces may, in theory at least, be exposed to prosecution if they exceed their powers. FG)

Foreground British forces may [...] be exposed to prosecution if they exceed their powers.

The main clause in sentence 29 is foregrunded, because it is informationally picked up in the next sentence. 

Sentence 30

(FG Britain's military presence in Iraq is ending, as it began in 2003, in unhappy legal confusion. FG) 

Foreground Britain's military presence in Iraq is ending [...] in unhappy legal confusion. |

Sentence 30 is foregrounded, because it informatinally provides a conclusion to the entire text.
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Analysis of Text 1

Sentence 1

^3 (jl ' '~j 4jii^l "Laj >a. 0 \c. ,_a i 1"!^ i 1^

(FG ma yahdutu fi gazzah jarlmah 'axlaqiyyah yajibu 'an tuhakam calayha 'isra'Tl. FG) 

Foreground ma yahdutu fi gazzah jarimah 'axlaqiyyah yajibu 'an tuhakam calayha 'isra'Tl.

TVze information in sentence 1 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the immediately following text. 

Sentence 2
. l^!_>°Vlj ^JJjVI S-O^' (JS |j)Jj UjJJJ t-iljiSfl «i»J U jj«J (^La^l

(FG lakinna hadihi al-'amanT tucazzizuha wahdat al-'ahdaf baynaha wa-bayna kull al-garb al-'urubbT wa-l-'amrTki. FG)

Foreground lakinna hadihi al-'amanT tugazzizuha wahdat al-'ahdaf baynaha wa-bayna kull al-garb al-'urubbT wa-l-'amriki.

Sentence 2 is foregrounded, given that it consists of only one main clause, and is picked up in the next sentence. 

Sentence 3

Jjijilj ojc. .Sjjjjj jjla-all «JiJ Aj]Ua^ jl to.la.lj Jij A-oKj AjLuJ tdja^J Jj '''-"^ ' ^ 'j- -^ (JJ^ U^ P^-^^J 'j^-^J ^J^ ..,''* "^ ^^"'"^ A-»V1 JJJJ^J-) (jl (

( hatta 'inna sikirtayr al-'umam al-muttahidah al-macnl 'awwalan wa-'axlran bi-d-difac can huqiiq aS-Sucub $amat wa-lam 
yuharrik lisanahu bi-kalimat naqd wahidah 'aw mutalabah bi-fath al-macabir wa-tazwid gazzah bi-1-waqud FG) (FG li-'annahu 
wasala li-hada al-markaz bi-mubarakah 'amrlkiyyah. FG)

Foreground hatta 'inna sikirtayr al-'umam al-muttahidah samat wa-lam yuharrik lisanahu bi-kalimat naqd wahidah 'aw 
mutalabah bi-fath al-macabir wa-tazwTd gazzah bi-1-waqud

Foreground li-'annahu wasala li-hada al-markaz bi-mubarakah 'amnkiyyah.

The information in both the main clause and adjunct clause in sentence 3 is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the next 
one.

Sentence 4

. iitill Jail jJ y-oU- »jL?^j l^UI l^Jlj^lj i^LJI U^ilyj ̂ iilijll jjij J^ ilisUJl JjUj <j^ ^ V ^UlLij

( BG wa-bi-t-talT BG) (FG la yulam FG) (BG hTna yuhawi! al-muhafazah cala wahj al-wazTfah wa-fawa'idiha al-maddiyyah wa- 
'adwa'iha adda'imah wa-ictibarihi muhamT 'isra'Tl annafid. BG)

Background wa-bi-t-tah
Foreground la yulam
Background hTna yuhawil al-muhafazah cala wahj al-wazTfah wa-fawa'idiha al-maddiyyah wa-'adwa'iha adda'imah wa- 

ictibarihi muhamT 'isra'Tl annafid.____________.________————————————————————

The main clause of sentence 4 provides a conclusion to the previous sentence, and plays a role in the next one. Thus, it is 

foregrounded.
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Sentence 5

IJJ i

( 'isra'Tl wahimah FG) (FG 'ida hiya idtaqadat 'anna hisar gazzah wa-darbiha, wa-istidmal kull wasa'il al-janmah diddaha 
sawta yacziluha can muhltiha al-filastlnl wa-al-islamT 'aw yubciduha dan attadatuf addawll. FG)

Foreground 'isra'Tl wahimah
Foreground ida hiyajdtaqadat 'anna hisar gazzah wa-darbiha, wa-istidmal kull wasa'il al-jarimah diddaha sawfa yacziluha 

can muhltiha al-filagtinT wa-al-islaml 'aw yubciduha dan attadatuf addawll. ______

The main clause and adjunct clause in sentence 5 are foregrounded, because they both play a role in the immediately 
subsequent text.

Sentence 6

iu U 
#i.S(l »UI_>Jlj «tJLJI ^ J

( wa lacalla 'ijra'atiha al-hamajiyyah bi-kull ma tacnlh hadihi al-kalimah wa-dalalatiha tuhT bi-'anna man yarkud nahwa 
sarab as-salam yafham tablcat hada al-balad al-qa'im cala dada' aS-5ucub FG) (BO bid'an min al-murabah al-'ula fi al-mal w'a-1- 
murabah al-'axTrah fi s-siyasah. BG)

Foreground wa lacalla 'ijra'atiha al-hamajiyyah tuhT bi-'anna man yarkud nahwa sarab as-salam yafham tablcat hada al- 
balad al-qa'im cala cada' aS-§udub

Background bid'an min al-murabah al-'ula fi al-mal wa-1-murabah al-'axTrah fi s-siyasah.

The information given by the main clause in sentence 6 provides a conclusion to the foregoing argument. Therefore, it is 
foregrounded.

Sentence 7

" . '* ' "^ UUc.

(FG dacuna naqul 'inna hamas 'axta'at bi-irsal as-sawarTx cala 'isra'Il wa-bi-'iclan inqilabiha cala fath FG) (FG lakinna qadiyyat 
hisar muwatinln tuctabaru ciqaban li-§adb wa-laysa li-aydilujiyyah. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

dacuna naqul 'inna hamas 'axta'at bi-irsal as-sawarlx cala 'isra'Tl wa-bi-'iclan inqilabiha cala fath
lakinna qadiyyat hisar muwatinTn tudtabaru diqaban li-Sadb wa-laysa li-aydilujiyyah.

The information conveyed by the two main coordinated clauses in sentence 7 is picked up in the next one. Thus, it is 
foregrounded.

Sentence 8

(FG wa hatta man yurahin cala fasl tamm bayna aS-§acb al-filastTnT la yaqra' attarix wa-1-waqic FG) (FG li-'anna al-xilafat bayna
al-qiyadat tabqa marhaliyyah wa-laysat jadriyyah. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

wa hatta man yurahin cala fasl tamm bayna a§-§acb al-filastTnT la yaqra' attanx wa-1-waqic
li-'anna al-xilafat bayna al-qiyadat tabqa marhaliyyah wa-laysat jadriyyah.

The main clause and the adjunct clause in sentence 8 are informationally picked up in the next one. Thus, they are 
foregrounded.
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Sentence 9

(BG wa-bi-t-talT BG) (F0 min gayr al-mantiqT 'an tara fath cadab sacbiha wa-tasmut Ii-tastaffd min rihan salam mustahTl. FG )

Background wa-bi-t-talT
foreground min gayr al-mantiqT 'an tara fath dadab sadbiha wa-tasmut li-tastafid min rihan salam 

The information in the main clause of 9 is foregrounded, as it provides a conclusion to the previous <

Sentence 10

CJU1>]| CJU. i^L,

(FG al-mu'lim 'anna al-darab taharraka minhum man yu'min bi-1-qadiyyah xarij al-muzayadat as-siyasiyyah wa-tasnTf man huwa maca al-filistTiniyln bi-kull tabayunatihim wa bayna man yudlin taqsTmahum wa rabtahum bi-cajalat 'ahdafihi al- 'aniyyah wa-yadacuhum fi sallat 'ahdafihi. F0)

Foreground al-mu'lim 'anna al-carab taharraka minhum man yu'min bi-1-qadiyyah xarij al-muzayadat as-siyasiyyah wa- tasnlf man huwa maca al-filistliniym bi-kull tabayunatihim wa bayna man yudlin taqsTmahum wa rabtahum bi- cajalat 'ahdafihi al-'aniyyah wa-yadacuhum fi sallat 'ahdafihi.

Sentence 10 is entirely foregrounded, given that it consists of only one main clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text.

Sentence 1 1

BG

JS Cjljj-^ij i_u»*j A«.ik»ll Jl U» (>

(B wa min huna BG) (FG la budda min al-bahti can al-mutasabbib fi rada'at al-'ada' al-filastml wa-1-asbab allatT jacalat halatahum tasil 'ila al-qattcah bi-sabab tafslratin kullun yudtTha ittijahahu wa-muzayadatih. FG)

Background wa min huna
Foreground la budda min al-bahti can al-mutasabbib fi rada'at al-'ada' al-filastml wa-I-asbab allatT jacalat halatahum tasil 'ila al-qaticah bi-sabab tafsiratin kullun yudtTha ittijahahu wa-muzayadatih.___________________
The information conveyed by the main clause of sentence 1 1 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous sentence.

Sentence 12

iiji?. .liaJ IS.J^.1 Luljl < J-uJi ( J»ill Jj UJ5^ iul».

(BG la nadrT BG) (BG law tasabbabat dawlah 'asyawiyyah 'aw 'urubbiyyah halTfah li-'amrTka bi-muqatacat 'isra'Tl wa-kayfa sayakun radd al-ficil al-musawi li-1-camal B0) (FG lara'ayna 'amrTka tujannidu juyusaha al-maddiyyah wa-dugutiha as- siyasiyyah wa 'iclan muqatadatiha bi-sakl calani wadadwat majlis al-'amn li-1-inciqad bi-surah cajilah wa rubbama hisar tilka ad-dawlah hatta tanfad daxTratuha al-macnawiyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah wa-tatadarrar maddiyyan. FG)

Background la nadri
Background law tasabbabat dawlah 'asyawiyyah 'aw 'urubbiyyah halifah li-'amnka bi-muqatacat 'isra'Tl wa-kayfa sayakun 

radd al-ficil al-musawi li-1-camal
Foreground lara'ayna 'amrTka tujannidu juyusaha al-maddiyyah wa-dugutiha as-siyasiyyah wa 'iclan muqatacatiha bi-sakl calani wa dacwat majlis al-'amn li-1-indiqad bi-surah cajilah wa rubbama hisar tilka ad-dawlah hatta tanfad 

daxTratuha al-macnawiyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah wa-tatadarrar maddiyyan._____________________
The second main clause in sentence 12 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to foregoing argument.
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Sentence 13
. L>^*Nj p^^Ljll UJ_JA!\j ijt • — 11 .".~" ojt

(F0 gazzah taht al-hisar wa-1-mawt al-bap' wa-l-dajil. FG) 

| Foreground | gazzah taht al-hisar wa-1-mawt al-batT' wa-1-dajil. J

Sentence 13 consists of a single clause, and is informational^ picked up in the immediately following text. Thus, it is 
foregrounded.

Sentence 14

• ^J^1 <J»- f ̂bljill i> u.^ 6- J"- t2 V ij J 

>^J»^I ^ J t»J y^-1^ ̂ 1 s^^l t^=Sl J) uUillj jrUi.VI 

. ii-^a. jSSl ^li^UI Uljj ,»5l£.VI JJ^JJ Uj.it ji ̂ jJl ̂ 1£ ^ %uLJI jjffill ^ j«i V

(FG wa l-'asbab la taqac 6ala man yaxtalifun min al-qiyadat maca muczam al-carab FG) (FG li-'anna hadihi al-'ummah allatl 
tamlik qudrat atta'tTr cala aS-§a'n addawlT lam nara man yataqaddam a§-?ufuf bi-'iclan al-ihtijaj wa-d-dahab 'ila 'aq?a al- 
'asalib allatT tastadcT rafc wady a5-Sucub al-'uxra bi-hadihT al-qadiyyah wa-isti6mal al-'aslihah al-mutahah laysa min xilal 
rudud al-'afcal as-silbiyyah allatT la tatacadda attaqalTd al-muttbacah bi-satm tilka addawlah 'aw gayriha bi-wasa'il al-'iclam 
baynama al-dalaqat 'aktar hamimyyah. FG)

Foreground wa al-'asbab la taqad cala man yaxtalifun min al-qiyadat maca mudzam al-carab
Foreground li-'anna hadihi al-'ummah lam nara man yataqaddam a?-sufuf bi-'idlan al-ihtijaj wa-d-dahab 'ila 'aqsa al- 

'asalTb allatT tastadcT rafc wady a5-5ucub al-'uxra bi-hadihT al-qadiyyah wa-isticmal al-'aslihah al-mutahah 
laysa min xilal rudud al-'afcal as-silbiyyah allatT la tatadadda attaqalTd al-muttbacah bi-§atm tilka addawlah 'aw 
gayriha bi-wasa'il al-'idlam baynama al-6alaqat 'aktar hamimyyah.________________________

The information conveyed by the main clause and adjunct clause in sentence 14 is foregrounded, because it provides a 
conclusion to the previous sentence, and plays a role in the following sentence.

Sentence 15
jJ jl Jji ,3=JI ^_i^ ^ jjSi jl Aj5li iLjSli

(BG li-'annahu 'ida kanat 'amrika tuclin sadaqataha BG) (FG fa labudda 'an takun fi saffi al-haqq qabla 'an tujamil man
tadacahum fi saff al-'asdiqa'. FG)

Background
Foreground

li-'annahu 'ida kanat 'amrTka tuclin sadaqataha
fa labudda 'an takun fi saffi al-haqq qabla 'an tujamil man tadacahum fi saff al-'asdiqa'.

The main clause in sentence 15 is informationally picked up in the next one. Thus, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 16

£* J-UJIj ftill pljJcVI ^Ij yJ iJi-i! '*J^ V^1 U^.'j ir1*-1 tf^V ^.'j '*J"W CjUl^Jb jJU.1 jl j£-J bjUic.1 Ijxl

(FG li-'anna ma yajn li-1-filastim laysa 'amran idtibariyyan yumkinu 'an yucalaj bi-s-sadamat as-sK-asiyyah wa-'innama tajwid 
sadbin wa-'iclan al-harb calayhi yadxulu fi bab al-'ictida' at-tam wa-s-sami! maca sabq al-'israr. F )

Foreground li-'anna ma yajrT li-1-filastmi laysa 'amran ictibariyyan yumkinu 'an yucalaj bi-s-sadamat as-siyasiyyah wa- 
'innama taiwTc sacbin wa-'iclan al-harb calayhi yadxulu fi bab al-'ictida' at-tam wa-s-samil maca sabq al-'israr.

Sentence 16 is entirely foregrounded, because it plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. 

Sentence 17

(FG wa 'amrTka wa-urubba fi al-waqic arrahin sarlkan maca 'isra'Tl bi-kulli ma yajrT. FG )

wa 'amrTka wa-urubba fi al-waqid arrahin Sarikan maca 'isra'Tl bi-kulli ma yajrT.
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Sentence 17 is foregrounded, because it is a single clause and provides a conclusion to the previous sentence. 

Sentence 18

JjJi tilt cjVj_>mj ^ jjijuii ,AJiul j£jeji^kUi ji j_,-.-\.... ^ ̂  >v"j»J' t* J^'-H s^>^^ <^<• j1^ 1 ^ ̂'•.•'••• 3j-.; v-...iiii y
. I 1 ll III 0 (jj£j (jl <aJ_J^J ^«*J.JJ AioljS tjl^J (J-» •''-' • "J^ Vjj *

(BG dumuman BG) (FG al-mas'alah al-filastmiyyah satabqa calam al-'azmah fi dalaqat mu'ayyidT 'isra'Tl maca al-carab FG ) (FG 
li-'anna man sayandammun 'ila at-tatarruf bi-kulli 'aSkalihi 'innama ya'tuna min tasarrufat tilka adduwal FG) (FG wa-'il-la 
kayfa namnad man tuhan karamatuhu wa-yutacammad tajwtcuh 'an yakuna musaliman? FG )

Background
Foreground
Foreground
Foreground

cumuman
al-mas'alah al-fila$tlniyyah
li-'anna man sayandammun
wa-'il-la kayfa namnad man

satabqa dalam al-'azmah fi calaqat mu'ayyidi 'isra'Tl mada al-carab
'ila at-tatarruf bi-kulli 'aSkalihi 'innama ya'tuna min tasarrufat tilka adduwal
tuhan karamatuhu wa-yutacammad tajwlcuh 'an yakuna musaliman?

The information conveyed by the first coordinated clause, adjunct clause, and second coordinated clause provides a 
conclusion to the argument of the entire text. The adjunct clause is closely linked with ('wa- 'il-la kayfa-clause '). Therefore, 
the three clauses are foregrounded.

Analysis of Text 2

Sentence

J«^ L?-JI -^j" f 1̂ W^ IjJJjuAjJIj j^-;''j'--VI jakiai_jl jjSl Jjc-j li^UI iiljull ^ jljiJlj J-_>-J=jJJI ^jijj yikjjj Aj^iS 

i>" ,»lj (J^J^J ' J^J J_WJ 'LA^J V^ *^ ̂ J^ t^ij lAjLjjLi ^£*.J <jl JJJ <— iajl (>. I , » ni j- jil UAJt *-UJ>ll

(FG qadiyyat filastTn tabqa al-mawdud wa-l-cunwan fi at-taqafah al-cammah wa-cinda 'akbar al-muxattln al-istratijiyyTn wa-s- 
siyasiyyTn FG) ( BG li-'annaha al-hamm al-wahld alladT jacala al-basariyyah kullaha mudanah bi-hadihi al-jarlmah cindama 
yufarrag sacb min 'ardihi wa-turatihi wa-hatta muqaddasatihi wa-yabqa cariyan bi-baqiyyat xiyam wa-cu5aS wa-bard wa-harr 
wa-hirman tam min 'absat ma yatawaffar min miyah wa-kahraba' wa-dawa'. BG)

Foreground qadiyyat filastTn tabqa al-mawduc wa-l-cunwan fi" at-taqafah al-cammah wa-cinda 'akbar al-muxattln al- 
istratijiyym wa-s-siyasiyyTn

Background li-'annaha al-hamm al-wahTd alladT jacala al-basariyyah kullaha mudanah bi-hadihi al-jarTmah cindama 
yufarrag sacb min 'ardihi wa-turatihi wa-hatta muqaddasatihi wa-yabqa cariyan bi-baqiyyat xiyam wa-cu§a$ 
wa-bard wa-harr wa-hirman tam min 'absat ma yatawaffar min miyah wa-kahraba' wa-dawa'.__________

The main clause in sentence 1 is foregrounded, because it is informational^' picked up in the next one. 

Sentence 2

(FG al-xiddah al-kubra allatl la-nazal nacTsaha 'annana wadacna 'anfusina fi markaz al-quwwah cala 'izalat 'israll, wa-istirdad 
al-watan al-mugtsab min xilal hanajr al-mudTcTn wa-tujjar as-sicarat, wa-hatta alladlna dahabu li-axir nuqtah ft tahwTl al- 
inqilabat 'ila mabadi' tahrir, li-yatahawwal da'idaha 'ila daskarat al-watan wa-jadl irntilak ar-nsasah 'ahamm mm daftar al- 
madrasah al-ibtidaMyyahi 'aw qalam mukafahat al-'ummiyyah wa-s-siy^siyyah F0), ( mimma 'afqadana aS-sucur bi-l-mtisar 
•amama al-haza'im al- caskariyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah wa-1-iqtisadiyyah. )
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Foreground al-xiddah al-kubra allatl la-nazal nadTSaha 'annana wadacna 'anfusina fT markaz al-quwwah dala 'izalat 'israTl, 
wa-istirdad al-watan^ al-mugtsab^min xilal Ijanajr al-mudldm wa-tujjar aS-5icarat, wa-hatta alladlna dahabu li- 
axir nuqtah ft tahwll al-inqilabat 'ila mabadi' tahrir, li-yatahawwal ca'idaha 'ila daskarat al-watan wa-jadl 
imtilak ar-risasah 'ahamm min daftar al-madrasah al-ibtida'iyyah, 'aw qalam mukafahat al-'ummiyyah wa-s- 
siyasiyyah

Foreground minima 'afqadana aS-§ucur bi-1-intTsar 'amama al-haza'im al- daskariyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah wa-1-iqtisadiyyah.

The information conveyed by the two main coordinated clauses in sentence 2 is foregrounded, because it provides a 
conclusion to the previous sentence.

Sentence 3

( al-xiddah at-taniyah 'anna alladma tafu bi-s-sama' al-darabiyyah, w-wazzadu al-ibtisamat wa-l-wucud, wa-hajaru falsafat 
al-harb 'ila as-salam, hum al-manid an-nafsi wa-hatta al-daqlT FG) (BG dindama sirna ff z-zalam nabhatu can munqidln ft 1- 
qanun ad-dawll, wa-huquq al-'insan, wa-'icta' al-hall li-r-ra'Is al-'amrlkl 99% wa-l-baqiyyah tucta li-'isratl.BG)

Foreground al-xiddah at-taniyah 'anna alladma tafu bi-s-sama' al-darabiyyah, w-wazzadu al-ibtisamat wa-l-wucud, 
wa-hajaru falsafat al-harb 'ila as-salam, hum al-manid an-nafsi wa-hatta al-caqlT

Background dindama sirna ff z-zalam nabhatu dan munqidln ff l-qanun ad-dawlT, wa-huquq al-'insan, wa-'idta' al- 
hall li-r-ra'Ts al-'amrikl 99% wa-l-baqiyyah tudta li-'israll.

The information conveyed by the main clause of sentence 3 plays a role in the immediately following text. Thus, it is 
foregrounded.

Sentence 4

(FG wa yakffna tikrar ma jara wa-mazala yajri xalfa al-wudud FG) (BG dindama wasalna 'ila al-kadib cala addat bi-'anna as- 
salam s-yatahaqqaq mundu wilayat aizinhawar 'ila bQ5 al-ibn. BG)

Foreground wa yakffna tikrar ma jara wa-mazala yajn xalfa al-wudud
Background dindama wasalna 'ila al-kadib cala addat bi-'anna as-salam s-yatahaqqaq mundu wilayat aizinhawar 'ila buS al- 

ibn.

The main clause of sentence 4 provides a conclusion to the foregoing argument. Therefore, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 5

_ Z.;,\-..M\\ ^jbU 'n -•-' ijlji. j^jJ dn'j"1! ^ 'fll'^J ft-'J* O*J eUj jjll (j* LfrjU^ab Jiiij J^c 't, jL j JS ^j

(BG wa maca kulli ziyarat carnal nahtafil bi-'ashabiha min ar-ru'asa' wa-min dunihim wa-xalfihim BG) (FG najid 'isra'Tl 
tuwassic xara'it qadmiha li-l-'ard alfilastmiyyah. FG)

Background wa maca kulli ziyarat carnal nahtafil bi-'ashabiha min ar-ru'asa' wa-min dunihim wa-xalfihim
Foreground najid 'isra'Tl tuwassic xara'it qadmiha li-l-'ard alfilastmiyyah.

The information given by the main clause of sentence 5 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the following sentence and 
sentence 7.

Sentence 6

SjljiU Jj JLi i^l j (jiUtyj Jjejll f&j ^ JjjJ UJI Ujj j ,Jjji.j jL.jlj .jijiJI ^=jUj >5>i ljL^\j tljU^lll j^U ^UK Uijc. J5 j
'

!>".

.TJ FG-, /FG(FG wa qad carifna kalimat salam as-sujcan, wa-1-xatwah xatwah, wa-xaritat attarlq, wa-'uslu wa-madrld ), ( wa-durna 
'alfa dawrah maca wahm al-wudud wa-l-'amanT FG) (FG wa an-natijah Salal tamm li-l-'iradah al-carabiy^ah, wa-'idaqah 
siyasiyyah muftacalah li-kulli man tatarraqu li-watan qawml filastlni, muqabil al-watan al-qawmi 'al'isra'Ili. )
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Foreground wa qad darifna kalimat salam as-Sujdan, wa-1-xatwah xatwah. wa-xaritat at
Foreground _wa-durna 'alfa dawrah mada al-wudud wa-l-'amanT
Foreground waan-natljah Salal tamm li-l-'iradah al-darabiyyah, wa-'icaqah siyasiyyah muftadalah li-kulli man tatarraqu li- 

watan qawmi filastmi. muqabil al-watan al-qawml 'al'isra"TlT.__________________ ________

The two coordinated verb phrases of the first coordinated clause and the second coordinated clause in sentence 6 are 
Joregrounded, because they provide a conclusion to the previous sentence.

Sentence 7

,ro - - .• -
( rayis taduru ff l-mintaqah ) ( wa-lakinnahaxarajat min ulmart bi-cadam at-tawqic dala fath 'ayyi macbar li-a'ktar min
xamsumi'at hajiz tutawwiq al-mudun wa-!-qura al-filastmiyyah. FG)

Foreground rayis taduru ft l-mintaqah
Foreground wa-lakinnaha xarajat min ulmart bi-cadam at-tawqT6 cala fath 'ayyi macbar li-a'ktar min xamsumi'at hajiz 

tutawwiq al-mudun wa-1-qura al-filastTniyyah. ________________________________

The information conveyed by the two coordinated clauses in sentence 7 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the 
immediately following text.

Sentence 8

,j«jjl JSJJJ ^^'1 V ,jl». Ig'J JS jUij 1-iuS tj^ iju.U_jLj ij* ijinlj.ii 2^.jL»« jjjau ilki. .-J'.Lj.-.H; ^jiil ji j_jjj Lglj l^iU ^jj] U jUa. ^j^ j

(F0 wa hatta haya'uha alladT galabaha bi-'annaha tara 'anna at-tawassud bi-1-mustwtanat xata' yuctabar mumazahah 
siyasiyyah min diblumasiyyah tadrif kayfa taxtar kalimatiha hatta la tuxti' wa-tadfac at-taman ka-gayriha min sabiqiha. FO)

Foreground wa hatta haya'uha alladT galabaha bi-'annaha tara 'anna at-tawassud bi-1-mustwtanat xata' yuctabar 
mumazahah siyasiyyah min diblumasiyyah tacrif kayfa taxtar kalimatiha hatta la tuxti' wa-tadfac at-taman ka- 
gayriha min sabiqiha.__________________________________________________

Sentence 8 is entirely foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous one. 

Sentence 9

Jjfl t'j -Lli _>i.V AJA 1^)11 OJjill «^t ^ •••<>-"-^ jl • ^ '-< - - ^-A (Ji J (Aj_youll AJJi^ Ala Jj^jj Lo frj^ Aijx-» (JJ^JJJ ^-J} I Cjl5i*-3 jl LaJ

. J^J Lki. j^ujjj tSji.! A^jlj jjlc. iiajjl ^jjiij Jjjil i^liil 0$jJl J) Ji. Ji"i l^jl jl lA-Lc. JJJJJ i_)i>i

(FG alfilastiniyyun la yatlubun minahan 'aw sadaqat FG) (FG 'innahum yuriduna macrifat Say' ma yafhamun minhu haqlqat at- 
taswiyah, wa-hal hiya mumkinah, 'aw-mutacaqisah maca al-fatrah ar-rahinah li-'axir 'ayyam wa-suhur ar-ra'Is bu§ wa-fanq 
camalihi 'aw 'annaha saturahhal 'ila al-cahd al-qadim litadur nafs al-cajalah dala fatihah 'uxra tarsum xattan lidaml mustahTl?

Foreground alfilastiniyyun la yatlubun minahan 'aw sadaqat
Foreground 'innahum yuriduna macrifat Say' ma yafhamun minhu haqTqat at-taswiyah, wa-hal hiya mumkinah, 'aw- 

mutacaqisah maca al-fatrah ar-rahinah li-'axir 'ayyam wa-suhur ar-ra'Ts buS wa-farlq camalihi, 'aw 'annaha 
saturahhal 'ila al-cahd al-qadim litadOr nafs al-cajalah dala fatihah 'uxra tarsum xattan licaml mustahTl?_____

The two main coordinated clauses in sentence 9 are foregrounded, as they provide a kind of conclusion to the previous 

sentence and sentence 7.

Sentence 10

(FG la 'ahad yatasawwar 'anna hunaka maSruc li-s-salam sa-yulad FG) (FG 'ilia 'ida adrakat 'isr'aTl 'anna hunaka cawamil 
jadTdah sa-tugayyir as-siyasat wa-'anna calayha 'an tabda' at-tafkTr bi-waqic muxtalif. )
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Foreground JiTahad yatagawwar 'anna hunaka maSrud li-s-salam sa-vulad
Foreground ilia 'ids adrakat 'isr'ail 'anna hunaka cawamil jadTdah sa-tugayyir as-siyasat wa-'anna calayha 'an tabda' at- 

tafkTr bi-waqid muxtalif.____________

The mam clause and adjunct clause in sentence 10 are infer/nationally picked up in the immediately following text. Therefore, 
they are foregrounded.

Sentence 11

tJxiuj jljall ^ ̂  ̂ jk LJU= lAjjjslI jliVI ^ A?.JJ V IJ» j

(F0 wa hada la yujad fi 1-afaq al-qarlbah FG) (BG {alama hiya man yasunnu al-qarar wa-yactamiduh.BG)

Foreground
Background

wa hada la yujad fi 1-afaq al-qarTbah
talama hiya man yasunnu al-qarar wa-ya6tamiduh.

The information conveyed by the main clause of sentence 12 provides a conclusion to the previous one. Thus, it is 
foregrounded.

Sentence 12

(FG wa lacalla at-ta'axT ar-ruhl mada 'amnka yudtabar irtibatan maslriyyan. FG)

Foreground | wa lacalla at-ta'axT ar-ruhTmada 'amrika yuctabar irtibatan maslriyyan.

The information in sentence 12 constitutes a single clause, and plays a role in the next one. Therefore, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 13

t _ |M£ J^il AJAJ .a^J-il (Jl j^ <j^' VJ*^' S—aLi.j I {^ijll *-A ^L^ail j^JaJ-Jl l^faJ OJJ^J Ajjlajl (_>ia»J ^jj^ioj tjJ^ii Cjlc.ljS]l aj& Ji?«J ' i-*^ 1^ t>o J

(FG wa min al-xata' tagyTr hadihi al-qanadat li-1-adma yamlikuna bacd al-haqTqah wa-yufakkiruna bi-mabda' al-mantiq as- 
sadiq maca an-nafs FG), (BG wa-xassah al-darab alladma layazal ladyhim baqiyyat 'amal kadib. BG)

Foreground wa min al-xata' tagyTr hadihi al-qanacat li-1-adma yamlikuna baid al-haqTqah wa-yufakkiruna bi-mabda' al- 
mantiq as-gadiq maca an-nafs

Background wa-xassah al-carab alladma layazal ladyhim baqiyyat 'amal kadib.

The main clause in sentence 13 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. 

Sentence 14

(BG xarij kull dalika 80) (FG fa 'innamin mudacafat al-'azmah wusOl al-filastlniyym 'ilaha't masdud baynafath wa-hamas. FG)

Background xarij kull dalika
Foreground fa 'inna min mudacafat al-'azmah wusul al-Filastmiyym 'ila ha't masdud bayna fath wa-hamas.

The main clause in sentence 14 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the foregoing argument, and is picked up 
in the next sentence.
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Sentence 15

.J«li oA u^ Lu; ^j 4( ( .uju t> ^ ^
. (>• jl- '^•'jl'j

( wa batta alladTn yaltaquna mada farlq did-da axar wa-yuhawiluna takylf mawaqifahum cala dalik, yudrikun 'anna al-lacib al-xariji Sujad bi-aqwalih, wa-yaxtafi tamaman dindama yakun al-fidl wa-1-wajib mulzimayin. FG)

Foreground wa hatta alladln yaltaquna mada farlq did-da axar wa-yuhawiluna takylf mawaqifahum cala dalik, yudrikun :anna al-lacib al-xarijT Sujad bi-aqwalih, wa-yaxtafi tamaman dindama yakun al-fidl wa-l-wajib mulzimayin.
Sentence 15 is entirely foregrounded, because it is informationally picked up in the next one. 

Sentence 16

(FG wa hada dayac axar ff bi'ah darabiyyah la tadcu li-1-wahdah wa-l-'i'tilaf hatta ff 'absat al-'umur gayir al-mucaqqadah. FG)
Foreground wa hada dayad axar ff bi'ah darabiyyah la tadcu li-1-wahdah wa-l-'i'tilaf hatta ff 'absat al-'umur gayir al- mudaqqadah.__________________

The information conveyed by sentence 16 constitutes a single clause, and provides a conclusion to the previous sentence. Therefore, it is foregounded.

Analysis of Text 3

Sentence 1

(BG ff qamusina as-siyasi al-carabT BG) (FG al-xilaf huwa al-'asas FG) (FG wa al-itifaq huwa al-istitna'.FG)

Background
Foreground
Foreground

ff qamusina as-siyasi al-darabf
al-xilaf huwa al-'asas
wa al-itifaq huwa al-istitna'.

The information given by the two main coordinated clauses in sentence 1 is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the 
following sentence.

Sentence 2

-jUII J\ l-j~ -II ^ A

( FG wa hadihi al-qacidah al-cajTbah Samilah min al-muhlt 'ila al-xallj. FG)

| Foreground | wa hadihi al-qacidah al-cajlbah samilah min al-muhTt 'ila al-xallj. |

Sentence 2 is a single clause, provides a conclusion to the previous one, and is picked up in the following sentence. Thus, it is 
foregrounde.

Sentence 3

(BG wa dindama tactarif ad-duwal bi-tanaqudatiha wa-tacmal cala taswiyatiha wifqa dasatfriha wa-mabadi' al-maslihah al- 
wataniyyah BG) (FG la najid hada as-suluk yaqbal at-tacmlm carabiyyan. FG)
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Background wa cindama tactarif ad-duwal bi-tanaqudatiha wa-tacmal cala taswiyatiha wifqa dasatlriha wa-mabadi' al-
ma?lihah al-wataniyyah 

Foreground Janajjd hadaas-sulukyaqbal at-tacmlm carabiyyim

The information given by the main clause of sentence 3 is picked up in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, it is 
foregrounded.

Sentence 4
.1^ J.;

(FG hatta alladTna xadu harban 'ahliyyah, 'aw mada 'acda' galiban ma ta'tT taswiyatihim li-1-maSakil aniyyah FG), (BG 'ay 
mujarrad hudnah qabilah li-1-infijar bi-'ayyT sabab. BG)

Foreground batta alladma xadu harban 'ahliyyah, 'aw maca 'acda' galiban ma ta'tT taswiyatihim li-1-maSakil
aniyyah

Background 'ay mujarrad hudnah qabilah li-1-infijar bi-'ayyT sabab.

Informationally, the main clause of sentence 4 provides a kind of conclusion to the previous sentence 

Sentence 5

jj JS ^ .iiij]! j^^U ^jji Js ^ ̂ j^j] ^j ,<jli.UI Sjc-Ujl ,j>j liioj ^SaJ jl JjUJj .A.iuiuJiJl <!UJl

(BG wa cindama nara al-halah al-fllastmiyyah, wa-nuhawil 'an naqtanic bi-mabda' tamazzuq al-qacidah ad-daxiliyyah BG), wa- 
hum al-'ahwaj min kull al-carab li-1-wahdah al-wataniyyah (FG najid kull fanq yarfac la'ihat ittihamihi tijah al-axar, wa- 
bitadqTqiha najiduha sax§iyyah 'aw fi'awiyyah F0) (FG wa ad-dahiyyah hiya al-qadiyyah wa 'ahliha. FG)

Background wa cindama nara al-halah al-filastlniyyah, wa-nuhawil 'an naqtaniii bi-mabda' tamazzuq al-qacidah ad- 
daxiliyyah_______________________________________________________

Foreground najid kull farlq yarfac la'ihat ittihamihi tijah al-axar, wa-bitadqlqiha najiduha Saxsiyyah 'aw fi'awiyyah
Foreground wa ad-dahiyyah hiya al-qadiyyah wa 'ahliha.

The two main coordinated clauses in sentence 5 are informationally picked up in the immediately following text. Therefore, 
they are foregrounded.

Sentence 6

(BG fi 1-qahirah BG) (FG sTga maSruc yajmac al-furaqa. FG)

Background
Foreground

ff 1-qahirah
slga maSruc yajmad al-furaqa.

The information given by the main clause in sentence 6 is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the following sentence. 

Sentence 7
tillj ji •!_!• —°H li» -ulc. A-'"j 1-J--J Ji.J U Ijj j;- '-'• IjU^I j itijilj tljUiUjI CJt

( BG wa ka-1-cadah BG) (FG ja'at al-xilafat wasicah wa-'ahyanan tadlq 'ida ma daxala waslt yactamid calayhi hada al-fasTl 'aw 
dak. FG)

Background wa ka-l-cadah
Foreground ja'at al-xilafat wasicah wa-'ahyanan tadTq 'ida ma daxala waslt yactamid galayhi hada al-fasil 'aw dak.

The main clause of sentence 7 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous sentence.
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Sentence 8

! t*1?-' J »

(. wa al-ihtimal huwa 'anna al-furud sa-t'atl min waqid bada'a yanSa' dindama zara binz al-qahirah, wa-'ijtamaca 'ila ar-ra'Ts 
mubarak fT muhawalh li-'ihya' al-masrOd al-darabl li-s-salam. FG)

Foreground wa al-ihtimal huwa 'anna al-furud sa-t'ati min waqid bada'a yanSa' dindama zara binz al-qahirah, wa-'ijtamada 
'ila ar-ra'Ts_mubarak fi muhawalh li-'ihya' al-masrud al-carabl li-s-salam._____________________

The information conveyed by sentence 8 is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the immediately subsequent text and 
sentence 12. 

Sentence 9

U!

( wa hada^at-taharruk lam ya'tT min bab sadd ad-dara'6 as-siyasiyyah wa-'innama min xilal qira'at daqlqah Sadart 'isra'Tl 
'anna al-hurub wa-takdTs as-silah wa-t-tahaluf mada 'akbar quwwah ft al-calam, sawfa yuwajihuha damil az-zaman ad-dagit 
bi-wasa'ilihi al-mutadaddidah. FG)

Foreground wa hada at-taharruk lam ya'tl min bab sadd ad-dara'd as-siyasiyyah wa-'innama min xilal qira'at daqlqah Sadart 
'isra'Tl 'anna al-hurQb wa-takdTs as-silah wa-t-tahaluf mada 'akbar quwwah fl al-calam, sawfa yuwajihuha 
camil az-zaman ad-dagit bi-wasa'ilihi al-mutadaddidah_______________________________

Sentence 9 is entirely foregrounded, given that it consists of only one main clause, and is picked up in the next sentence. 

Sentence 10
JUaiJl JjJ (J5U. fj* f^Ji Ifl'i^t. -- ^ iJjjLiiil CJlaLiJV' Lylc- bUUi bU. (JjJl_>ij.) J.'-«' ja

(FG wa qad tufaddil 'isra'Tl hallan Samilan cala al-ittifaqat at-tuna'iyyah FG) (BG li-'anna maslihataha tursam min xilal duwal 
al-mantiqah la min xarijiha. BG)

Foreground
Background

wa qad tufaddil 'isra'Tl hallan Samilan cala al-ittifaqat at-tuna'iyyah
li-'anna maslihataha tursam min xilal duwal al-mantiqah la min xarijiha.

The information in the main clause of sentence 10 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in immediately following text.

Sentence 11
Lpj^'j j -- £-• yaj^l J^" tULi J=-J '"'K'j 1-° V) ALUJl Cil3Uj5U J.LJ jLjk) ij* tLa. L»JJ i jillJI jj*JA\ li»

(FG wa hada as-sucur al-muta'axxir rubbama ja'a min ihmal tarn li-1-ittifaqat as-sabiqah 'ilia ma rubitat bi-hall samil mitil at- 
tawqTc mada misr wa-l-'urdun. FG)

Foreground wa hada as-Sucur al-muta'axxir rubbama ja'a min ihmal tarn li-I-ittifaqat as-sabiqah 'ilia ma rubitat bi-hall 
samil mitil at-tawqTc mada misr wa-l-'urdun. _____________________________________

The information conveyed by sentence 11 is foregrounded, because it constitutes a single clause, and provides a conclusion 
to the previous sentence.

Sentence 12

fU f£ !..._, <_i_^ .S-.'-lj ^lUi ^ jLSVI J ^IjJ ̂ nh.A >_i5U!V >5LJl M^1 Uj% & OS^
^jltlja JXi. (>> (J=Jl <«-?.'_^ j' l

(F0 lakin 'an yubcat hada al-ma§ruc wa-bi-ma yuSbih al-ittifaq bayna al-'isra'iliyTn fa-qad yakun as-sabab al-mubaSir li-i^tilaf 
stTm uraci 'anna al-ittifaq cala nata'ij wadihah, sawfa yajcaluhum 'amam xayar as-sayr bi-I-qafilah al-darabiyyah, 'ida mafilastTm yuraci 'anna al-ittifaq cala nata'ij

qabiit 'isra'Tl bi-s-§urut 'aw muwajahat al-hall min xilal qanacatihim. FG)

Foreground lakin 'an yubcat hada al-maSruc wa-bi-ma yuSbih al-ittifaq bayna al-'isra'iliyTn fa-qad yakun as-sabab al- 
muba§ir li-i'tilaf filastTm yuraci 'anna al-ittifaq cala nata'ij wadihah, sawfa yajcaluhum 'amam xayar as-sayr 
bi-1-aafilah al-darabiyyah, 'ida ma qabiit 'isra'Tl bi-g-§urut 'aw muwajahat al-hall min xilal qanacatihim.____
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ence 12 is entirely foregrounded, because it is one main clause, and provides a conclusion to the foregoing argument. 

Sentence 13

iLLJI ^i .^Sjj-Vl f l>Jl Jib l^jl Cj> , „ j l(jVI £u=_i LujS ijjil. Ai» jl i-
Jc. tjl ;-!-;••• Ajl JJ>>J

( ^ qatdan 'isra'Tl tadrif 'anna hunaka mutagayyiran kawniyyan yahdutu al-'an BG) (BG wa sahTh 'annaha daxil al-hizam 
al'amrTki fl^as-sultah ar-rahinah, 'aw al-qadimah, hiya al-fa'izah bi-n-natljah BG) (FG 'ilia 'anna az-zarf al-iqtijadi al-6alami 
wa-mu'attiratih sa-yatgayan dala al-hulul al-juz'iyyah. FO)

Background qatdan 'isra'Tl tacrif 'anna hunaka mutagayyiran kawniyyan yahdutu al-'an
Background wa sahTh 'annaha daxil al-hizam al'amrikT fT as-sultah ar-rahinah, 'aw al-qadimah, hiya al-fa'izah bi-n-natijah
Foreground 'ilia 'anna az-zarf al-iqtisadi al-calami wa-mu'attiratih sa-yatgayan cala al-hulul al-juz'iyyah.

The two main coordinated clauses in sentence 13 are backgrounded, because they do not play a role in immediately following 
text. The disjunct clause, however, plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. It is, thus, foregrouded.

Sentence 14

(FG wa labudda bi-t-tali 'an yurafiq 'iglaq al-'azmah sadd al-fajawat allatT intalaqat minha al-hurub wa-l-'irhab wa-gayrihima.

Foreground wa labudda bi-t-tali 'an yurafiq 'iglaq al-'azmah sadd al-fajawat allati intalaqat minha al-hurub wa-l-'irhab wa- 
gayrihima.________________________________________________________

The information conveyed by sentence 14 constitutes a single clause, provides a conclusion to the previous sentence, and is 
picked up in the next one. Therefore, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 15

Aj^Jlj AjjUJl jiLaiJI Jjjlji ('nU ^jjll ^Aj iS^LjJill l_ulLibU Aj?.jUjl l^iLuiLljj (JAJJ {£ ^JJ-I O^ »-i5l>Jl «i* OdljS ^ jjin)iii-» JjSl Jjjl_>ui)j

(FG wa 'isra'Tl 'aktar hasasiyyah ft qira'at hadihi al-mawaqif FG) (FG li-'anna 'amrTka lan tarhan siyasatiha al-xarijiyyah li-1- 
'asalTb al-qadTmah, wa-hiya allatT dafacat fawatTr al-xasa'ir al-maddiyyah wa-1-macnawiyyah. FG)

Foreground wa 'isra'Tl 'aktar hasasiyyah ff qira'at hadihi al-mawaqif
Foreground li-'anna 'amrTka lan tarhan siyasatiha al-xarijiyyah li-l-'asalib al-qadimah, wa-hiya allati dafacat fawatTr al- 

xasa'ir al-maddiyyah wa-l-ma6nawiyyah.______________________________________

The main clause in sentence 15 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous sentence. Similarly, the 
adjunct clause is foregrounded, because it is informational^ picked up in the following sentence.

Sentence 16

(BG wa cala hada al-'asas BG) (FG fa 'inna 'iglaq malaff 'isra'Tl maca al-carab yuctabar al-ja'izah al-kubra li-'ayyi siyasi yacT§ 
hada al-ma§had wa-yarcah. FG)

Background wa cala hada al-'asasvv a ^.ciici. titi.vjt-1- LI.! u^jtAij_________________________________________________________________________________________
fa 'inna 'iglaq malaff 'isra'Tl maca al-carab yuctabar al-ja'izah al-kubra li-'ayyi siyasi yacig hada al-ma5hadForeground
wa-vardah.

The information in the main clause of sentence 16 is foregrounded, because it provides a kind of conclusion to the previous 
sentence, and is picked up in the next one.
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Sentence 17
.jfelLul t_8_^lall (_>^j

( wa lidalika BG) (FG kana at-tahawwul al-'isra'TH istintajan li-1-qadim wa-laysa li-zzarf al-qa'im. FG)

Background
Foreground

wa lidalika
kana at-tahawwul al-'isra'TlT istintajan li-1-qadim wa-laysa li-zzarf al-qa'im.

sentence 17 provides a conclusion to the foregoing argument, and is picked up through informational contrast by (al-carab) 
in the next one. Therefore, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 18

( al-carab lan takuna lahum hurub Samilah maca 'isra'Tl, 'aw gayriha FG) (BG li-'anna at-tajarub marlrah. BO)

Foreground
Background

al-darab
li-'anna

lan takuna lahum
at-tajarub marTrah

hurub Samilah maca 'isra' Tl, 'aw gayriha

The information given by the main clause in sentence 18 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the immediately 
subsequent text.

Sentence 19

. U jljl u^.Yini Uilj i^l Jill ^ijls OH J=Sa tliuui SJiJ iio j Sjjia. lalil jjij i_ijua lAj^ij^. CjV jlJJ jSj ;u L. Ij) ?5LuJI ^Uul
j. rtilt (JjLiAaJ ,J _)il oW*" Lp^ jl "''"'••' Ajljijl JS <jV ' g ? J1 "•• J

(BG wa cala 'Tqac as-salam 'Ida ma tamma wifqa tanazulat murdiyah BG), (FG fa-sawfa yaftahu 'afaqan jadTdah FG) (FG wa 
yuhdit naqlah laysat faqat bayna tarafayy 'an-nizad wa-'innama sa-tancakis ataruha dala ad-duwal al-'iqllmiyyah al-muhTtah 
bi-l-mantiqah wa-xarijiha FG) (BG li-'anna kull ad-dara'ic sa-tantahi li-ya'ti sibaq axar ft tahaddiyat al-casr wa-mutatallabatih.
BG\

Background
Foreground
Foreground

Background

wa cala 'iqa<5 as-salam 'ida ma tamma wifqa tanazulat murdiyah
fa-sawfa yaftahu 'afaqan jadTdah
wa yuhdit naqlah laysat faqat bayna tarafayy 'an-nizac wa-'innama sa-tancakis ataruha cala ad-duwal 
'iqlTmiyyah al-muhTtah bi-l-mantiqah wa-xarijiha

al-

li-'anna kull ad-dara'ic sa-tantahi li-ya'ti sibaq axar fl tahaddiyat al-casr wa-mutatallabatih.

The information conveyed by the two coordinated verb phrases in the main clause of sentence 19 provides a conclusion to the 
argument in the entire text. Therefore, it is foregrounded.

Analysis of Text 4

Sentence 1

.LLji gi ">a jL*. jlUjt a J w . . * . „ ^, jjiil Sjjljjjl ,-jJ»j£J Icljj jml ^l^pjill Ajli tjV t^al^i'lnll Ajjljj ^j (J-"^ l^^J^1^' L>^_r' ^J^ -^JJ ^-° i^"'"'1 1JJC.J

(FG dacuna nasmac ma yund qawluhu ar-ra'Is al-'amrikT buS fT ziyaratihi li-I-mantiqah FG) (BG li-'anna gayat at-taharruk 
tuctabar wadacan li-kursi ar-ri'asah alladT zalla mawdid jadal wa-intiqad had min 'awsat dawliyyah wa-'amnkiyyah, wa-cada' 
min al-calam al-'islami. )

dacuna nasmai ma yund qawluhu ar-ra'Ts al-'amrikT bOS fT ziyaratihi li-1-mantiqah
————————————————————'———————"~ , , . , . \ 1— r _ T- 1 __ " .' '. _ __ _ ' t =__1^ 7 11 _ J— _ _ II _ ___ __.. J

Foreground
Background li-'anna gayat at-taharruk tudtabar wadacan li-kursi ar-ri'asah alladi zalla mawdic jadal wa-intiqad had min 

'awsat dawliyyah wa-'amrlkiyyah, wa-cada' min al-calam al-'islami._______________________
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e 
I '/,le mam clause in sentence 1 is forgrounded, because it is informationally picked up in the next sentence, and sentences 9, 

', and 11.

Sentence 2

VJ-JI OH J.2U11 .jl_^ J cA^ua o!ea^ ^u^,, ^^ Ijjj^ J5U. ^ Jj^ ,ji=Jl jJiJUJl .j^c ijli ̂  yb tjill uijJ 0^1 J11 U1 i

( _Ya '-'ft'rad 'anna ar-ra'Ts bus alladl bayada fi bidayat cahdih al-muhafizTn al-judud, yuhawil min xilal kundulTza rayis 
'ictaj bacd al-qanacat 'anna miSwarih li-s-salam bayna al-darab wa-'isra'Tl huwa axir mahattat juhudih ft hadihi al-camaliyyah 
a5-5a'ikah, wa-'anna idtidalahu ja'abacdatajarub marTrah. FG)

Foreground wa^l-iftirad 'anna ar-ra'Ts bu5 yuhawil min xilal kundullza rayis Mcta' bacd al-qanacat 'anna miswarih li-s- 
salam bayna al-carab wa-'isra'Tl huwa axir mahattat juhudih ft hadihi al-camaliyyah a$-Sa'ikah, wa-'anna 
ictidalahu ja'a badda tajarub marTrah.___________________ _____ _____ _______

The entire information conveyed by 'anna-clause in sentence 2 is foregrounded, because it provides a kind of conclusion to 
the previous sentence, and plays a role in the immediately following text.

Sentence 3

i (t(s\}' ^ J^xjj iCjLoUjjIiVlj ijL^xaJl • _ "••'; L)jLi)Li 1 - • ' 

(jc ,i?iijll Jjl^-" jl 1-ij'i in VI JJJ cj^1*^ ^Jlii! 15^ CAJjuajll u'ni; £• jiljil (JjjSl ?& ^'V111 <^%>»V' LWJ^' L$" L^J

1967

(FG 'isra'Tl tajid ft hadihi al-fursah 'anna al-filastTniyym, 6ala mustawa al-qiyadah wa-1-qadidah yacTSun wadcan ma'sawiyyan 
bi-sababi al-hisar wa-1-inqisamat wa-tahawwal qadiytatihim darabiyyan 'ila al-mustawa at-tani 'aw 'at-talit min al-ihtimam, 
wa-'anna tiqal ar-ra'Ts al-'amrikT sa-yadfac bihim li-qubul al-waqic ma6a baid at-tahsmat cala 'Tqaf ba6d bu'ar al-istitan 
muqabil at-taxallT can dawdat al-laji'Tn wa-tacdTlat liala hudud 1967. FG)

Foreground 'isra'il tajid fi hadihi al-fursah 'anna al-filastTniyym, cala mustawa al-qiyadah wa-1-qacidah yacTSun wadcan 
ma'sawiyyan bi-sababi al-hisar wa-1-inqisamat wa-tahawwal qadiytatihim darabiyyan 'ila al-mustawa at-tani 
'aw 'at-talit min al-ihtimam, wa-'anna tiqal ar-ra'Ts al-'amrikT sa-yadfac bihim li-qubul al-waqic maca bacd at- 
tahsinat cala 'Tqaf bacd bu'ar al-isfflan muqabil at-taxallT can cawdat al-laji'Tn wa-tacdTlat cala hudud 1967.

Sentence 3 is entirely foregrounded, because it is one main clause, and is informationally picked up in the next one. 

Sentence 4

A-o ^JJJJ tt-JJJJ .^"|J. 1~A ^j| a^ajlJjAj aA j^S A-llc. (j J I lljij (_^jjl _jL»^JI jif I IjjljS -^ " • ~'< "**• — J Ljl_)^ *^ '"'Ijjl 7- "' " U^J dlLolAi-ajlj L-JJ^J^jl l^jjl

(FG lakinna man caSu al-hurub wa-s-sadamat wa-kull at-tajawuzat la yazal rasTd nidalihm kabTran FG) (BG li-'anna al-micyar 
alladT yaqisuna calayhi fawzahum wa-haza'imahum 'anna qadiyyatihim tuwarrat wa-tulad mada kulli jil. BG)

Foreground [ lakinna man caSu al-hurub wa-s-sadamat wa-kull at-tajawuzat la yazal rasid nidalihm kabiran
Background li-'anna al-mi6yar alladl yaqisuna calayhi fawzahum wa-haza'imahum 'anna qadiyyatihim tuwarrat wa-tulad 

maca kulli jTl.______________________________________________________

The main clause in sentence 4 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous one. 

Sentence 5

u: JS Cjlj_jj=u Sj.'J. (jSij iA-uj»JI iTjUi

(FG lakinna 1-maslihah al'amrTkiyyah al-'isra'iliyyah fi hada az-zarf az-zamani tatalaqa FG) (FG laysa bi-1-qatc wa-1-yaqin li- 
tahqTq Say' min ar-ragabat al-carabiyyah, wa-lakin xaSyata tatawwurat qad tataiadda al-mantiqah 'ila xarijiha. FG)

Foreground lakinna 1-maslihah al'amrTkiyyah al-'isra'Tliyyah ff hada az-zarf az-zamani tatalaqa
Foreground laysa bi-1-qatc wa-1-yaqm li-tahqiq Say' min ar-ragabat al-carabiyyah, wa-lakin xaSyata tatawwurat 

tatadaddaal-mandqah 'ilaxarijiha.________________________________________
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e information conveyed by both the main clause and adjunct clause in sentence 5 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in 
the immediately subsequent text.

Sentence 6

UJJ"' ^J '-*-? (lA 41 _>J Lp ^^D-"'' 1 <_iljUi4ll Ljljua-Ljl ' -~;'

( ,-faJ~6arab lan yak f2Q hulafa' ihtiyatiym li-'amrika didda 'Iran matalan FG) (FG wa la yumkinuhum ru'yat al-diraq yudac 
dala^a'ihat at-taqsim ), (BO li-'anna dalika juz' min istratljiyyat tahaddatat danha 'amrlka wa-'isra'Tl mundu cuqud BG) (FG 
wa \a yumkinuhum 'an yacTsu siyasiyyan dala hajis al-ittiham bi-l-'irhab FG) (BG ka-qadiyyah tamma min xilaliha 'iclan al- 
hurub wa-1-cazl wa-t-tajasus wa-t-tacamul maca al-carab ka-'ajsam mutafajjirah dindama tabhat istixbarat as-safarat al- 
'amnkiyyah can nawayahum wa-ma yadmirun. BG)

Foreground
Foreground
Background
Foreground
Background

fa 1-carab lan yakunu hulafa' ihtiyatiym li-'amrika didda 'Iran matalan
wa la yumkinuhum ru'yat al-ciraq yudac dala la'ihat at-taqslm
li-'anna dalika juz' min istratljiyyat tahaddatat canha 'amrlka wa-'isra'il mundu cuqud
wa la yumkinuhum 'an yacTSu siyasiyyan cala hajis al-ittiham bi-l-'irhab
ka-qadiyyah tamma min xilaliha 'iclan al-hurub wa-1-cazl wa-t-tajasus wa-t-tacamul maca al-carab 
mutafajjirah dindama tabhat istixbarat as-safarat al-'amrlkiyyah dan nawayahum wa-ma yadmirun.

ka-'ajsam

The information given by the three main coordinated clauses in sentence 6 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion 
to the foregoing argument.

Sentence 7

*^) u' Cf-

(FG laqad jarraba ar-ra'Ts al-'amrTkT as-sabiq, klintun masacTh ff 'axir wilayatih, 'an yajcal as-salam xitam marhalat hukmih FG) 
( FG wa lakinnahu faSil FG), (FG li-annahu cajiza can 'an yajcal 'isra'Il tu'min bi-t-tanazulat al-macqulah. FG)

Foreground laqad jarraba ar-ra'is al-'amnkl as-sabiq, klintun masacTh ff 'axir wilayatih, 'an yajcal as-salam xitam marhalat 
hukmih

Foreground wa lakinnahu faSil
Foreground li-annahu cajiza can 'an yajcal 'isra'Tl tu'min bi-t-tanazulat al-macqulah.

Informationally, the main coordinated clauses and adjunct clause in sentence 7 are all picked up in the next one. Thus, they 
are foregrounded.

Sentence 8

(FG wa bus sawfa yuwajih nafs al-caqabah FG), (BG li-'anna fasTl hukm 'ulmart yurld at-taxtTt li-t-tacamul maca ar-ra'Ts al- 
qadim, wa-laysa al-muwaddic al-afil. BG)

Foreground wa bu§ sawfa yuwajih nafs al-caqabah
Background li-'anna fasTl hukm 'ulmart yund at-taxtTt li-t-tacamul maca ar-ra'Ts al-qadim, wa-laysa al-muwaddic al-afil.

The information conveyed by the main clause in sentence 8 is foregrounded, because it is contrasted with the information of 
the previous sentence.

Sentence 9
I Ajl/u'ill ^ &-*& _p.i Cf. JjllJI £Jj iji LiJla I

(BG cindama naqul dacuna nujarrib BG) (FG fa 'innana nurid rafc as-sitarah can axir fasl ff at-tamtlliyyah al-mucad siyagatiha 
wa-bitulatiha bi-nafs as-sinaryuhat. FG)
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Background
Foreground

_ dindama naaul dacuna nuiarrih
fa 'innana 
sinaryuhat.

nund rafc as-sitarah dan axir fasl fl at-tamtTliyyah al-mudad siyagatiha wa-bifulatiha bi-nafs as-

e information given by the main clause in sentence 9 is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the next one. 

Sentence 10
3l_jll ^yk. JJJJ Ublji JJjL^a Sj»JJJ <J J\J=L ^L CJa.JJ (jajj llilli

( wa-maca dalik ) ( fa nahnu nurahhib bi-'ayi hiwar lahu natljah madqulah naraha tabruz cala al-waqid, wa-laysa min 
xilal al-wudud wa-l-'amal al-kadibah. FO)

Background wa-mada dalik
Foreground fa nahnu nurahhib bi-'ayi hiwar lahu natijah madqulah naraha tabruz dala al-waqid, wa-laysa min xilal al- 

wudud wa-l-'amal al-kadibah._______

The main clause of sentence 10 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous sentence, and plays a role in 
the next one. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 1 1

(FG wa r-ra'Ts bu§, wa-inkana ya'tT li-1-mantiqah bi-'aslihah diblumasiyyah dadTfah, fa-'inna ma nudalliquhu cala najahih 
murtabit bi-qudratihi cala tajawuz cuqdat 'isra'Tl wa-1-xawf minha. FG)

Foreground wa ar-ra'is bu§ fa-'inna ma nudalliquhu dala najahih murtabit bi-qudratihi cala tajawuz cuqdat 'isra'Il wa- 
xawf minha.

The information conveyed by the main clause of sentence 1 1 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the 
foregoing argument.

Sentence 12

'AJ967 ^J^^^l ^^ 'Uj'U J^l.'J LuU^i A^ljC ^ '"" Jjjl^jlj '" '-. ^ •' (j\ ±*-l * - ^ ~ j t\S^_^\ pLulj^J X.H AjJ^ia *U^._} I ''-""

liij t,_ljxjl ,— ojill JA«lll aLol 4JkLa

(FG la-qad diSna rihlah tawllah maca ru'sa' 'amrTka FG) (FG wa xajjatan badda 'an salaxat 'isra'Tl canha caba't faransa wa- 
bintanya, bacda 'ahdat 1967, li-taltahiqa bi-r-rakb al-'amrlkl al-'aktar quwwah wa-wajahah 'amama at-tamadud al-qawmT al- 
carabT, wa-tafadulatih al-inficaliyyah, wa-wuquf al-ittihad as-sufayti madahu musanidan wa-hallfan. FG )

Foreground la-qad diSna rihlah tawllah mada ru'sa' 'amnka
Foreground wa xassatan bacda 'an salaxat 'isra'il canha daba't faransa wa-bintanya, badda 'ahdat 1967, li-taltahiqa bi-r- 

rakb al-'amrlkT al-'aktar quwwah wa-wajahah 'amama at-tamadud al-qawmT al-carabT, wa-tafadulatih al- 
inficaliyyah, wa-wuquf al-ittihad as-sufayti madahu musanidan wa-halTfan.____________________

The main clause in sentence 12 is forehrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the foregoing argument, particularly 
sentences 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11. Similarly, the adjunct clause is foregrounded, because it is informationally picked up in the next
sentence. 

Sentence 13 

r.k-,.ii

(FG lakinna 'amnka zallat al-halTf al-'aktar faciliyyah FG) (FG hatta 'inna muczam al-hurub bi-'a§kaliha al-caskariyyah wa-s- 
siyasiyyah wa-1-iqtisadiyyah, ja'a nata'ij tadaxuliha al-muba§ir 'aw gayir al-mubasir ff 1-mantiqah. FG)

Foreground lakinna 'amrTka zallat al-halif al-'aktar faciliyyahl^j^jlUJix dlllllivci. 4^mmt m i^imi^ MI M-.^-^m j.u.y...^ j **..______________________________________________________________________________

hatta 'inna muczam al-hurub bi-'askaliha al-daskariyyah wa-s-siyasiyyah wa-1-iqtisadiyyah, ja'a nata'ij 
tadaxuliha al-mubaSir 'aw gayir al-mubaSir fT 1-mantiqah.______________________________Foreground
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oth mam coordinated clauses of sentence 13 provide a conclusion to the previous one. Thus, they are foregrounded. 
Sentence 14

( bug sa-yahillu dayfan FG) (FG lakinnahu lan yakun axir ar-ru'asa' alladin yamlikuna {aqat al-hall 'ilia 'ida kana bil-fidl ladayhi Say' majhul la naclamuh FG) (BG mada 'anna ca$r al-xawariq intaha wa-madahu 'agya'a 'uxra. BG)

Foreground bug sa-yahillu dayfan
Foreground lakinnahu lan yakun axir ar-ru'asa' alladln yamlikuna taqat al-hall 'ilia 'ida kana bil-fidl ladayhi Say' majhul la nadlamuh
Background maca 'anna casr al-xawariq intaha wa-macahu 'asya'a 'uxra.

The information conveyed by the two main coordinated clauses in sentence 14 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the entire text.

Analysis of Text 5

Sentence 1
J fj\ ul ' f ' j • '~ j^ '••-

(FG xayar darb Tran tahawwala 'ila munawarah bayna 'amrTka wa-'isra'Tl FO) (FG fa kullun minhuma yaShan batariyyat wa- 
yabutuha bi-muxtalaf ad-dicayat. FO)

Foreground
Foreground

xayar darb 'Iran tahawwala 'ila munawarah bayna 'amrTka wa-'isra'Tl
fa kullun minhuma yaShan batariyyat wa-yabutuha bi-muxtalaf ad-di6ayat.

The information given by the main coodinate clauses in sentence 1 is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the immediately 
following text.

Sentence 2
On aa '"-* 1 • ^°'' i_^.

(BG wa hatta naqtac al-masafah bayna xatt al-yaqln wa-t-tahwl§ BG) (FG la budda min wade kaffat al-ihtimalat ft siyaqiha al- 
'amm li-1-iqtisad al-calami. FG)

Background
Foreground

wa hatta naqtac al-masafah bayna xatt al-yaqTn wa-t-tahwi5
la budda min wade kaffat al-ihtimalat ft siyaqiha al-'amnT li-I-iqtisad al-calami.

The main clause of sentence 2 is informationally piced up in the immediately following text. Thus, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 3

(JjJl>j) JaxajJ Ajuw Jjia. ijl j ,«jjj j>j

(FG 'id li-'awwal marrah yabruz an-naft ka-hajiz bayna ihtimal ad-darbah wa-'Tqafiha FG) (BG li-'anna 'ayyi 6amal ka-hada 
yadac 'abdad al-mugamarah fawqa at-tasawwurat hatta maca fariq al-quwwah bayna man yuhaddid bi!-hujum wa-man yarfac 
rayat ad-difac 'ila hudud ad-darbah al-mujidah li-wasat 'isra'Tl wa-mufacilatiha an-nawawiyyah. B )

Foreground 'id li-'awwal marrah yabruz an-naft ka-hajiz bayna ihtimal ad-darbah wa-'iqafiha
Background li-'anna 'ayyi damal ka-hada yadad 'abcad al-mugamarah fawqa at-tasawwurat hatta maca fariq al- 

quwwah bayna man yuhaddid bil-hujum wa-man yarfac rayat ad-difac 'ila hudud ad-darbah al-mujicah 
li-wasat 'isra'Tl wa-mufacilatiha an-nawawiyyah. __ ________________________
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The information in the main clause of sentence 3 is picked up in the next one. Therefore, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 4

( as-sTnaryuhat al-mawdQcah xaflrah FG) (F0 wa 'ayyi tadahwur ft 'amn al-xalTj sawfa yadac al-calam 'amam haSd min al- 
mufaja'at. °)

Foreground
Foreground

as-sTnaryuhat al-mawducah xatirah
wa 'ayyi tadahwur ft 'amn al-xallj sawfa yadad al-calam 'amam hasd min al-mufaja'at.

The two main coordinated clauses in sentence 4 are foregrounded, because they play a role in the immediately following text. 

Sentence 5

u Usic. jl j jt

( fa hadihi al-mantiqah la yumkin at-talacub biha wifqa ragabat ma jara ft gazu al-ciraq dindama nusijat tasawwurat 
tahawwalat 'ila 'akadTb. FG)

Foreground fa hadihi al-mantiqah la yumkin at-taladub biha wifqa ragabat ma jara ft gazu al-diraq cindama nusijat 
tasawwurat tahawwalat 'ila 'akadTb.

The information given by sentence 5 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous sentence. 

Sentence 6

(FG wa nahnu huna la naqul 'inna 'iran laysa ladayha at-tasmTm bi-imtilak silah nawawi FG) (BG wa li-cadam wujud taraf 
muhayid yutbit 'aw yanfi hadihi al-afkar BG) (F0 yabqa al-mawduc mucallaq cala dimmat as-5ukuk, wa-hatta fT hada al- 
mawqif. F )

Foreground
Background
Foreground

wa nahnu huna la naqul 'inna 'iran laysa ladayha at-tasmTm bi-imtilak silah nawawi
wa li-cadam wujud taraf muhayid yutbit 'aw yanfi
yabqa al-mawduc mucallaq cala dimmat aS-Sukuk,

hadihi al-afkar
wa-hatta fT hada al-mawqif.

The information in the two main coordianted clauses in sentnec 6 provides a conclusion to the foregong argument, and is 
picked up in the next sentence. Therefore, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 7

wa sawa'un ja'at al-igrat'at li-'Tran bi-tacwldat madiyyah wa-istratTjiyyah ) ( fa 1-bawadir tajcal al-qadiyyah 
callaqah cala dimmat ma sa-yahdut la ma yajri al-an FG) ( wa yadacuhu al-bacd ff 'uslub al-munawarah as-saxinah li-mucal

tanyi 'Iran a!-istimrar bi-ma§ruciha.

Background
Foreground
Foreground

wa sawa'un ja'at al-igrat'at li-'Tran bi-tacwidat madiyyah wa-istratijiyyah
fa 1-bawadir tajcal al-qadiyyah mucallaqah cala dimmat ma sa-yahdut la ma yajri al-an

yadacuhu al-ba6d ff 'ustub al-munawarah as-saxinah li-tanyi 'iran al-istimrar bi-masruciha.

The information conveyed by the two main coordinated clauses in sentence 7 is foregrounded, because it provides a 
conclusion to the previous one.
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Sentence 8

° c5Ui IJA ijoi. yjji c^is _i ^ ,MLUI ^ ̂ ^ cx. j^j J ^j^ <J,JI_H 
Vj ^Bii.ty joi jii ,4L3 v u jutu .iyji LJJ^ !_ji- ji ̂  J o- o'-^

. ,.qat,ca" .) ( .' lsraT1 tudrik 'anna wujud silali nawawi fi l-mantiqah, hatta law kanat ad-dawlah muntijat hada as-silah 
xadican bi-siyasatiha li-'amrlka, fa-hiya la ta'man 'ayyi tahawwulat fi sulutat hadihi al-buldan min 'an tandafic 'ila 
mugamarat harb nawawiyyah, bi-ietibariha la tamlik ar-radic al-'axlaqi wa-la al-qanuni FG), (FG wa-lakin tansa 'anna 'awwal 
man §anaca hada as-silah wa-staxdamahu wa-'ajbara al-calam at-tasabuq tola imtilakih huwa 'amrlka. FG)

Background qatcan
Foreground 'israil tudrik 'anna wujud silah nawawi ft l-mantiqah, hatta law kanat ad-dawlah muntijat hada as-silah xadicah 

bi-siyasatiha li-'amrika, fa-hiya la ta'man 'ayyi tahawwulat ft sulutat hadihi al-buldan min 'an tandafic 'ila 
mugamarat harb nawawiyyah, bi-ictibariha la tamlik ar-radid al-'axlaqi wa-la al-qanuni_-.--— o—"*«***i. JIMJ u nMvvMvv^ij'j'uii, Ln-iwt-iuaiiiia iq icutiiits. ai-tauiL. ai- aAlaljl Wa-la aJ-Ualluill ________
wa-lakin tansa 'anna 'awwal man sanada hada as-silah wa-staxdamahu wa-'ajbara al-calam at-tasabuq calaForeground
imtilakih huwa 'amnka.

Informationally, the two main coordinated clauses in sentence 8 are picked up in the immediately following text. Thus, they 
are foregrounded.

Sentence 9

i V
= Jjl

(BG wa hatta maca al-qawl 'inna al-calam la tahkumuhu al-qawanin al-'axlaqiyyah, bal mabadi' al-quwwah BG) (FG fa 'Iran 
zaman a§-Sah kanat min 'awa'il ad-duwal allati kanat tahza min 'amnka bi-a'n tamtalik hada as-silah madfucatan bi-'an takun 
xatt difac 'awwal didd al-ittibad as-sufayti. FG)

Background wa hatta maca al-qawl 'inna al-calam la tahkumuhu al-qawanln al-'axlaqiyyah, bal mabadi' al-quwwah
Foreground fa 'iran zaman as-Sah kanat min 'awa'il ad-duwal allati kanat tahza min 'amnka bi-a'n tamtalik hada as-silah 

madfucatan bi-'an takun xatt difac 'awwal didd al-ittihad as-sufayti.________________________

The information conveyed by the main clause in sentence 9 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous 
sentence and is picked up in the following one and sentence II.

Sentence 10

(FG lakina l-'ahdat qalabat at-tasawwurat FG) (FG fa sarat at-tiqah bi-'ayyi nizam la yartakiz 'ila qawacid nizam dimuqrati yajib 
'an tuqifuhu qawanin al-quwwah can hiyazat hada as-silah FG) (FG wa 1-istitna' al-wahld 'israT'l allati tacawan al-garb al-
'urubbT wa-l-'amrTkl 'idxaliha hada an-nadi al-xatlr. FG)

Foreground lakina l-'ahdat qalabat at-tasawwuratcina l-'ahdat qalabat at-tasawwurat_________________________________________ 
sarat at-tiqah bi-'ayyi nizam la yartakiz 'ila qawadid nizam dimuqrati yajib 'an tuqifuhu qawanin al-quwwah 
n hiyazat hada as-silah _________________________________________________

Foreground fa 
can

Foreground wa 1-istitna' al-wahTd 'israfl allati tacawan al-garb al-'urubbl wa-l-'amrlkl 'idxaliha hada an-nadi al-xatTr.

The three main coordinated clauses in sentence 10 provide a conclusion to the argument in the previous sentence. Thus, they 
are foregrounded.

Sentence 11

.-,1,1..,, i Jijiu UA _, . (jljj)

(FG duwal al-mantiqah, xalTjiyyah 'aw 'asyawiyyah 'uxra laysa min maslihtiha intiSar hadihi al-quwwah FG) (FG wa-'illa 
idtarrat muczamuha 'ila ad-duxCl ff sibaq maca 'Iran FG) (BG wa huna sa-nadxul fi hisabat al-maxatir al-'akbar. BG)
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Foreground
Foreground
Background

duwal al-mantiqah, xalTjiyyah 'aw 'asvawivvah 'uxra lavsa min masli
_wa- ilia idtarrat muczamuha 'ila ad-duxul ft sibaq maca 'Iran ______
wa huna sa-nadxul ff hisabat al-maxatir al-'akbar

htiha intisar hadihi al-quwwah

e first coordinated clause of sentence 11 provides a conclusion to the information given in the second clause in the previous 
one. his clause and the second one play a role in next sentence and sentence 14. Therefore, the two clauses are 
loresroundedforegrounded. 

Sentence 12

jlj». jji tJjUi .illi J^H. Uil j .l$j jjiifc) ;> Vj .4j_>-JI i>Jlij V_>iVI

( lakma s-smaryu al-'axar la yaftarid ad-darbah, wa-la man yuhaddiduna biha, wa-'innama muqayadat dalik bi-tahaluf tadur 
hiwaratuh wa-'asraruh tahta tawilt hadihi al-buldan. FG)

Foreground lakina s-smaryu al-'axar la yaftarid ad-darbah, wa-la man yuhaddiduna biha, wa-'innama muqayadat dalik bi- 
tahaluf tadur hiwaratuh wa-'asraruh tahta tawilt hadihi al-buldan.

Sentence 12 is foregrounded, as it consists of one main clause, and is picked up in the immediately following text. 

Sentence 13

fJ _>1 u^*- i*£jii«ll jjL^JI iiu Jc. e.ljtSd JJJ ^ti lilSlijI iiU^i __JJ Jj.^ L>^\ PlSj^ Uj^j U, Ij I i^L^jilj .-.Ijj.-.-ll
- jjiaJlLall jl

( F0 wa rubbama takun an-nata'ij caks at-taasawurat wa-t-tawaqucat FG) (FG 'ida ma wajadna Suraka' al-'ams yacudun 'ila 
slyagat ittifaqat ta'axin bayna al-'acda' cala mabd' al-masalih al-mu5tarakah FG), (BG hatta law lam yujad al-cadu al-mu§tarak 
'aw al-muftarad mitlama kana al-ittlhad as-sufaytt. BG)

Foreground wa rubbama takun an-nata'ij caks at-taasawurat wa-t-tawaqucat
Foreground 'ida ma wajadna Suraka' al-'ams yacudun 'ila slyagat ittifaqat ta'axin bayna al-'acda' cala mabd' al-masalih 

al-mu5tarakah
Background hatta law lam yujad al-cadu al-muStarak 'aw al-muftarad mitlama kana al-ittlhad as-sufaytl.

The information conveyed by the main clause and the first adjunct claue in sentence 13 is foregrounded, because it provides a 
conclusion to the previous one.

Sentence 14

^\ -!>• --H

(FG duwal al-mantiqah calayha 'an tafham 'anna la tawabit bi-s-siyasah, wa-'anna a t-tiqah bi-dawlah sadlqah 'aw cadwwah 
taxdac li-mujma! al-masalih al-aniyyi minha wa-!-bacTd. FG)

Foreground duwal al-mantiqah calayha 'an tafham 'anna la tawabit bi-s-siyasah, wa-'anna a t-tiqah bi-dawlah sadTqah 'aw 
cadwwah taxdac li-mujmal al-masalih al-aniyyi minha wa-1-bacid.______________________________________________________

Sentence 14 consists of one main clause. It is also informationally picked up in the next sentence, and provides a conclus. 
to the foregoing argument. Therefore, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 15

BG FG '' FG(BG wa mitlama tanazalat 'amrlka can aS-§ah wa-nizamihi BG) (FG fa hiya qad tataqarab maca man tactabirahum 'acda'h^) 
(BG wa la yahtaj al-'amr 'ilia li-ibtisamat tatbacuha tawaqlc cala ittifaqat al-masalih qad la takun lisalihina wa-la gayrina. B )
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wa mitlama tanazalat 'amrika can a§-sah wa-nizamihi
fa hiya qad tataqarab maca man ta6tabirahum 'adda'ha
wa la yahtaj al-'amr 'ilia li-ibtisamat tatbaduha tawaqK cala ittifaqat al-masalih qad la takun lisalihina wa-la 
gayrina. __________

I he information conveyed by the first coordinated clause in sentence 15 provides a conclusion to the previous one. Thus, it is 
foregrounded.

Analysis of Text 6

Sentence
Jail_H

( al-ciraq, an-naft, as-silah an-nawawT, hiya mahawir as-sirad al-'TranT maca 'isra'Tl wa-'amrlka. FG)

Foreground al-ciraq, an-naft, as-silah an-nawawl, hiya mahawir as-?irac al-'Tranl mada 'isra'Tl wa-'amrika. |

Sentence 1 is foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and is informationally picked up in the immediately following text.

Sentence 2

ijaaSljWtfl jSJ jj o'jdV jM' t^Ljij-Jl Jl^JVI ULm ^1 ^SjUl OUj^Ol ^i^V' f1^1 O^JJ "rO^J "Li11 L*H L. >_ilUlll ^jj^.j

f l3->""j S-1.^' tllUxjjiJ (jAiiJS ("X^yi J_yiia JaJu AjSjj^'il - A-uljjVI iSjliJI

i
(BG wa hatta zaman at-tahaluf ma bayna aS-5ah wa-1-garb, wa-rafd al-dalam al-'islam! li-t-turuhat al-mariksiyyah allatl 
tabannaha al-ittihad as-sufaytT al-jar li-T-ran BG) (FG lam takun al-istratTjiyyah al-mu§tarakah al-Traniyyah al-'amnkiyyah tagfal 
mafcul al-'islam ka-naqld li-turuhat al-garb wa-5-Sarq madan. FG)

Background wa hatta zaman at-tahaluf ma bayna aS-Jjah wa-1-garb, wa-rafd al-calam al-'islami li-t-turuhat al-mariksiyyah 
allatT tabannaha al-ittihad as-sufaytT al-jar li-T-ran__________________________________

Foreground lam takun al-istratijiyyah al-muStarakah al-Traniyyah al-'amnkiyyah tagfal mafcul al-'islam ka-naqld li-turuhat 
al-garb wa-g-sarq macan.________________________________________________

The information given by the main clause in sentence 2 is picked up in the next one. It is, thus, foregrounded. 

Sentence 3

(F0 gayra 'anna tagayyur az-zuruf ff l-'ahwal al-qa'imah mazzaqa tilka al-calaqat FG) (FG wa wadacaha ffdawa'ir at-tafacul as- 
silbl alladT yataharrak nahwa sidam musallah. FG)

Foreground gayra 'anna tagayyur az-zuruf ft l-'ahwal al-qa'imah mazzaqa tilka al-calaqat
Foreground wa wadacaha ft dawa'ir at-tafacul as-silbi alladi yataharrak nahwa sidam musallah.

The two coordinated verb phrases in the main clause of sentence 3 are foregrounded, because they provide a conclusion to 
the previous sentence.
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Sentence 4 

J ' -JJM U.X" O^L? .ilX.1 Si _, rj
ij?i JS j

C 5U Jo. J.n-.' S.L.XJ < 
i_iL—

J£ ^.j .UkiJ!
jill Vjl tl«j3lc.li. v

. Jc Lib

waqadfajjaratal-mufacilan-nawawia]-ciraqT. FG)

aw
mugamarah 

yyah daskariyyan BG)

Foreground

Foreground
Foreground
Background
Foreground

'isra'il da'iman cala xatt at-tamass ma6a al-mantiqah, wa- maca kull dawlah 'islamiyyah tahsal 
mutaqaddim 'aw mudammir
wa lidalika caradat biSiddah imtilak bakistan silahan nawawiyyan
wa kadat 'an taqum bi-mugamarah bi-darb mufacilatiha
lawla al-xawf min radd fidlin li-dawlah tudacu fi masaff ad-duwal at-tanawiyyah caskariyyan

cala silah

wa qad fajjarat al-mufadil an-nawawT al-diraqT.

The main clause in sentence 4 is informationally picked up in the three subsequent main coordinated clauses, which provide a 
kind of conclusion to the main clause. All the four clauses also play a role in the immediately following text. Therefore, they 
are foregrounded.

Sentence 5

( FG wa bifadl tasnhat Sa'wul mufaz wazlr al-harb as-sabiq, wa-wazlr al-muwasalat ff hukumat 'isra'il cindama haddada bi-
darb kull mukawwinat as-silah an-nawawT al-'Tranl FG), wa-huwa alladr yanhadiru min 'asl farisT (FG wadada hukumatahuh, 
wa-hatta 'amrTka fi mawqif diblumasi §acb FG) (BG li-'annahu hatta law wujidat mill hadihi an-nawaya fa-cala al-'aqall tabqa 
rahna tasawwur ad-dawlah wa-hallfatiha al-kubra. B0)

Foreground wa bifadl tasnhat Sa'wul mufaz wazTr al-harb as-sabiq, wa-wazir al-muwasalat fi hukumat 'isra'Tl cindama 
haddada bi-darb kull mukawwinat as-silah an-nawawT al-'TranT

Foreground wadaca hukumatahuh, wa-hatta 'amrTka fi mawqif diblumasi sacb
Background li-'annahu hatta law wujidat mill hadihi an-nawaya fa-cala al-'aqall tabqa rahna tasawwur ad-dawlah wa- 

hallfatiha al-kubra.

The disjunct phrase and main clause in sentence 5 are informationally picked up in the following sentence, sentence 7, and 
sentence 14. Therefore, they are foregrounded,

Sentence 6

p- ujulb iujlc. J l4_ujjjl .kLutjl Aj_jul3j -~'j- ~*>\\ l^b • "•••' ,,— iLiS jsSj ^jjj Jaajjl (J;l«JJ

( FG mimma jacala an-nata'ij tancakis salban FG) ( BG cindama qafaza sicr barmll an-naft 'ila raqm qiyasT bi-sabab hada at-tasnh, 
BG) wa-fassarathu 'awsat 'urubbiyyah wa-calamiyyah bi-t-tasarruc wa-1-xata'.

Foreeround
Background

mimma jacala an-nata'ij tancakis salban
cindama qafaza sicr barmll an-naft 'ila raqm qiyasT bi-sabab hada at-tasrlh

The main clause of sentence 6 is foregrounded, beause it provides a conclusion to the previous one.

Sentence 7

ji^j .JailjJ L!^ V AiiJ iJjJ ^L,L^ , __
. ^JUilli —-j- ^"^ IJA

(BG wa bisarf an-nazar dan at-tasrThat as-saxinah allatl jarat dala^lisan mufaz BG) (FG fa 1-mawdud yabqa dimna hisabat daqlqah 
la tajcal 'isra'Tl hiya man yuhaddid al-maxatir cala al-'amn al-dalami FG) (BG wa hatta law wujida daw' 'axadar min amrTka bi- 
jass an-nabd bi-mitil hada at-tasnh BG), ( FG fa n-nataij ja'at mucakisah. FG)
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wa bisarf an-nazar can at-tasrlhat as-saxinah allatT jarat dala lisan mufaz
oreground fa 1-mawdud yabqa dimna hisabat daqiqah la tajdal 'isra'il hiya man yuhaddid al-maxatir dala al-'amn al- 

dalami
Background wa hatta law wujida daw' 'axadar min amnka bi-jass an-nabd bi-mitil hada at-tasrTh

oreground fa n-nataij ja'at mudakisah

The information conveyed by the first main coordinated clause and the second one in sentence 7 provides a conclusion to the 
foregoing argument. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 8

I I j* liJibk U V)j

( wa mitlama tarfud duwal al-mantiqah tasalluh 'isra'Tl alladlja'a bi-dacm 'urubbT-'amrTkT 80) (FG fa 'aydan la yumkin 'an 
tajid al-mantiqah al-carabiyyah bi-sabab tasalluh 'Iran an-nawawT madfucatan bi-imtilak quwwah mumatilah F0) (FG wa-'illa 
gariqna bi-masanf ha'ilah wa-madaha maxatir 'akbar min ta$awwur 'anna hada as-silah radid faqat. FG)

Background wa mitlama tarfud duwal al-mantiqah tasalluh 'isra'Tl alladlja'a bi-dacm 'urObbT-'amrlkT
Foreground fa 'aydan la yumkin 'an tajid al-mantiqah al-carabiyyah bi-sabab tasalluh 'Iran an-nawawT madfucatan bi- 

imtilak quwwah mumatilah
Foreground wa-'illa gariqna bi-masarif ha'ilah wa-madaha maxatir 'akbar min tasawwur 'anna hada as-silah radid faqat.

The information conveyd by the two coordinated clauses in sentence 8 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the 
immediately following text.

Sentence 9

La Ijl

5Jjj JjJl_>ui!
AJJJC. • " -^ I • •• - LfJc.

-';•- j
- ^-^ "'••'"

li» 5JL»»
aj

(FG tumma 'ida iftaradna 'anna hunaka jadalan haddan haula ittifaqiyyah 'amnlyyah ciraqiyyah-'amrTkiyyah tanzur ilayha 
'Iran dala 'annaha tahdld mubaSir 'ida ma tamma tatwlq hududaha al-muhimmah bi-qawacid 'amrlkiyyah FG) (FG fa "inna al- 
'asbab tujibuha mas'alat hada at-tasalluh FG) (FG wa sa-yatimm at-tafrlq bayna imtilak 'isra'Tl qanabiluha an-nawawiyyah wa- 
bayna 'Iran FG) (FG li-'anna al-'axlrah, min al-manzur al-'amrlkl, dawlah tiyuqratiyyah radikaliyyah la tujad laha al-mawanic 
min 'an tastaxdim silahaha, fT 'ayyi halatin ma, 'aw tanSur hadihi at-tiqaniyyah dala masahat darabiyyah 'aw 'islamiyyah 
'uxra. FG)

Foreground tumma 'ida iftaradna 'anna hunaka jadalan haddan haula ittifaqiyyah 'amnlyyah ciraqiyyah-'amnkiyyah tanzur 
ilayha 'Iran dala 'annaha tahdld mubaSir 'ida ma tamma tatwlq hududaha al-muhimmah bi-qawacid 
'amrTkiyyah

Foreground fa 'inna al-'asbab tujibuha mas'alat hada at-tasalluh
Foreground wa sa-yatimm at-tafnq bayna imtilak 'isra'Tl qanabiluha an-nawawiyyah wa-bayna 'iran
Foreground li-'anna al-'axlrah, min al-manzur al-'amrlki, dawlah tiyuqratiyyah radikaliyyah la tujad laha al-mawanid min 

'an tastaxdim silahaha, fT 'ayyi halatin ma, 'aw tanSur hadihi at-tiqaniyyah dala masahat darabiyyah 'aw 
'islamiyyah 'uxriL___________________________________________________

The information given by the two main coordinated clauses and adjunct clauses in sentence 9 is foregrounded, because it is 
picked up in the next sentence.

Sentence 10

jc. -.j-'-;.\\

( BG wa bi-sarf an-nzar can iddica kull taraf BG), (FG fa 1-mawdud hassas jiddan FG) (FG li-'anna 'aman almantiqah la y'atT dala 
'awlawiyyat 'amnka wa-'isra'Tl FG), (BG hatta bi-wujud al-quwwah al-'amrlkiyyah aNmuntaSirah dala 'ard al-xallj wa-l-muhlt 
al-hindT BG) (FG wa 1-ciraq sa-yazall al-mucadalah al-haddah ff mTdan al-musawamat. FG)
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Background
Foreground
Foreground
Background
Foreground

_ wa bi-sarf an-nzar can iddica kull taraf
fa 1-mawduc hassas iiddan

_ li-'anna 'aman almantiqah la v'atT cala 'awlawiyyat 'amnka wa-'isra'Tl
. hatta bi-wujud al-quwwah al-'amnkiyyah al-muntaSirah dala 'ard al-xalTi wa
Lwa l-ciraq sa-yazall al-mucadalah al-haddah fimTdan al-musawamat. ____

•1-muhit al-hindT

/ he information conveyed by the first main coordinated clause, (li 'anna-clause), and second main coordinated clause 
sentence 10 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous sentence.

Sentence 11

jljj j i jljaJI jljL Je. -iu V 1*1.1• ^ f j . - *. ja. <_>-> U j
( wa qad taftarid 'isra'Tl 'anna hudud 'amniha la taqif cala buldan al-jiwar, bal kull-a-1-calam al-'islamT 'ida ma wasalat 
quduratihi a!-caskariyyah ' ila ma yu waziha bi-1-quwwah wa-r-radc. FG)

Foreground wa qad taftarid 'isra'il 'anna hudud 'amniha la taqif cala buldan al-jiwar, bal kull-a-l-calam al-'islamT 'ida ma 
wagalat quduratihi al-caskariyyah 'ila ma yuwaziha bi-1-qOwwah wa-r-radd.____________________

The information in sentence 11 is contrastively picked up in the following one. Therefore, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 12

4±,y^y\j .ijjjJl jluSfl J) Ci».ji. IJI V) t^ijy ie jil ijlh.'i u' yUill LijjSj ij.iilj.jS?! ^.ja-j iLuujsl i^J^j -"fr11 J1- j^'•'•-'• (

(FG fa hiya lam tastankir cala al-hind wa-janub 'afrlqiya, wa-hatta al-'arjantln wa-kuriya a5-§amaliyyah 'an tamtalik 'adricah 
nawawiyyah FG) (BG 'ilia 'ida xarajat 'ila al-'abcad al-carabiyyah wa-l-'islamiyyah. BG)

Foreground fa hiya lam tastankir liala al-hind wa-janub 'afnqiya, wa-hatta al-'arjantm wa-kuriya a§-§amaliyyah 'an 
tamtalik 'adricah nawawiyyah

Background 'ilia 'ida xarajat 'ila al-'abcad al-darabiyyah wa-l-'islamiyyah.

The main clause in sentence 12 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the argument in the previous sentence. 

Sentence 13

'"'^' cllilS IJI l^j ^Lojjjl ^oj jl iAaUall «j^J ^;-^-- CjLjjju LSJc. Jj.^ — -IK (AjjJI (JjLuwJIjjLaJlJ ftjjic. (_5jjill ^liLj

( FG wa yabqa mawduc as-silah an-nawawl cuqdah tatajawaz al-masa'il al-cammah, ka-1-husul cala tiqaniyyat silmiyyah li- 
hadihi at-taqah FG) (FG 'id yumkin as-samah biha 'ida kanat tahta mazallat ar-raqabah ad-dawliyyah wa bi-Surut 'amrlkiyyah.-

Foreground wa yabqa mawduc as-silah an-nawawi cuqdah tatajawaz al-masa'il al-cammah, ka-1-husul cala tiqaniyyat 
silmiyyah li-hadihi at-taqahaiiiiii^ y ail ii-iiquiiii at-Lti^mi __________________ _____ _______________________________________________________

Foreground 'id yumkin as-samah biha 'ida kanat tahta mazallat ar-raqabah ad-dawliyyah wa bi-surut 'amrlkiyyah. ______

Both the main clause and disjunct clause play a role in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, they are foregrounded. 

Sentence 14

jJ' J^} i'io^l L" I JJ _>laLi-Jl ^W li» (>>J

(BG wa min huna BG) (FG t'atT al-maxatir 'ida ma 'aqdamat 'isra'Tl wa-hawwalat tasrThat mas'ulTha as-saxinah 'ila ficlin sa- 
takun ataruhu mudammirah cala kull-a-l-calam. )

Background wa min huna/va iiitii nuim.___________^___________ _________________________^____________________________________.____
:'atl al-maxatir 'ida ma 'aqdamat 'isra'Tl wa-hawwalat tasrThat mas'ulTha as-saxinah 'ila ficlin sa-takQn 
ataruhu mudammirah cala kull-a-l-calam.________________________________________________

Foreground

The main clause in sentence 14 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous sentence and entire text.
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Analysis of Text 7

Sentence 1

<-£ * •'•'••/•-I' yi ^Jsi £LkLJ LtiJc. JLSlI OH -Lu SjjLJI 4-O

jUil (^i ^ yelill ilitsLUlj

( al-harb al-baridah kanat tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar FG) (BG dindama istatada al-ittihad as-sufaytl ft as-sitTnat 'irsal qamar 
li-1-fada h-tuclan halat at-tawari' ft kulli 'amrlka wa-hilf al-'atlasT li-dirasat 'asbab taxallufihuma 6an hilf warsu BG) (BG hatta 
'mna al-mawdu6 lam yaqta?ir cala al-istratijiyyah al-6askariyyah, wa-'innama li-tagylr al-manhaj at-tarbawl birummatihi bi- 
iitTbarihi masdar al-dulama' wa-t-taqat al-fadilah ft 'ayyi injaz mudad. BG)

Foreground jl-harb al-baridah kanat tatimm faqat bayna al-kibar
cindama istataca al-ittThad as-sOfayti fT as-sitlnat 'irsal qamar li-1-fada li-tuclan halat at-tawari' ft kulli 'amrlka 
wa-hilf al-'atlasT li-dirasat 'asbab taxallufihuma can hilf warsu

Background

Background hatta 'inna al-mawdu6 lam yaqtasir 6ala al-istratijiyyah al-caskariyyah, wa-'innama li-tagyir al-manhaj at- 
tarbawT birummatihi bi-ictlbarihi masdar al-culama' wa-t-taqat al-facilah ft 'ayyi injaz mudad._________

The first main coordinated clause in sentence 1 is foregrounded, because it is informational^ picked up in the immediately 
subsequent text. The adjunct clause (cindama-clause) and second main coordinated clause (hatta-clause) include explanatory 
information about the first main coordinated clause. Therefore, they are backgrounded.

Sentence 2

(BG ff mantiqatina wa-cala hawaffiha BG), (FG yajn sibaq li-t-tasalluh bayna 'Iran wa-'isra'il FG), (FG fa al-'ula ja'a radduha cala 
tamarln 'amrTka al-bahriyyah bi-itlaq sawarlx balistiyyah FG), (FG li-tarudd 'isra'il bi-1-kaSf dan ta'irat tajassus xussisat li-'Tran 
wa-bidun tayyar. FG)

Background
Foreground
Foreground
Foreground

ft mantiqatina wa-cala hawaffiha
yajri sibaq li-t-tasalluh bayna 'Iran wa-'isra'Tl
fa al-'ula ja'a radduha cala tamarm
li-tarudd 'isra'Tl bi-l-ka5f can ta'irat

'amrlka al-bahriyyah bi-itlaq sawanx balistiyyah
tajassus xussisat li-'Tran wa-bidun tayyar.

The information conveyded by the first main coordinated clause in sentence 2 is foregrounded, because it provides a 
conclusion to the main clause of sentence 1, and is central to the overall message in both the second coordinated clause and 
adjunct clause of sentence 2. These two clauses are also foregrounded, because they are picked up in the next sentence.

Sentence 3

(BG wa bi-wujud hadihi al-munawarat as-saxinah BG) (FG yabdu 'anna al-jamtc yuhawiluna licb dawr ad-dagit dala al-'axar FG) 
' - ru'tihi al-xassah. BG(BG wa kullun yu'addTdawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi al-xassah. BG)

Background
Foreground
Background

wa bi-wujud
yabdu 'anna
wa kullun yu

hadihi al-munawarat as-saxinah
al-jamTd yuhawiluna lidb dawr ad-dagit dala al-'axar
'addT dawrahu bi-itqan wifqa ru'yatihi al-xassah.

The first coordinated clause in sentence 3 provides a conclusion to the previous one, and is informationally picked up in the 
next sentence. Therefore, it is foregrounded. The second coordinated clause is backgrounded, because it consists of further, 
but minor information about the first coordinated clause.
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Sentence 4

^ >bu iui j^i oAi t>i t^. v ^ J vi loU1 ^0^ o- ^2 j^lj ' >> t«t -i>ui ^

,BG
(
,
( wa maca 'anna al-quwwah al-'amrTkiyyah al'isra'Tliyyah, bi-l-mucadalat al-mutacaraf calayha, 'akbar wa-'aktar 
tiqamyyan mm hiyazat 'Iran BO) (FG 'ilia 'anna dalika la yaxdac liman yakun al-'aktar 'Tda'an li-l-'axar hatta bi-mahdQdiyyat
quwwatihi. °) '

Background wa maca 'anna al-quwwah al-'amnkiyyah al'isra'Tliyyah, bi-1-mucadalat al-mutacaraf calayha, 'akbar wa- 
"aktar tiqaniyyah min hiyazat 'Tran

Foreground 'ilia 'anna dalika la yaxdac liman yakun al-'aktar 'Tda'an li-l-'axar hatta bi-mahdudiyyat quwwatihi

The presence of (dalika) in the main clause in sentence 4 picks up the wa maca 'anna- clause, allowing wa maca 'anna- 
clause to be regarded as backgrounded. The information conveyed by the main clause is foregrounded, because it is picked up 
in the immediately following text.

Sentence 5

^Lul ij^-j jUijJliilj fljiia ^ i'»i-> t_ijLv Lljij

( wa qad ra'ayna tajarub hadatat ff fftnam wa-'afganistan wa-hatta lubnan kayfa tarajacat quwwat ad-dawlah al-'aczam wa- 
l-'akbar 'amama 'i?rar kifah aS-§ucub. FO)

Foreground wa qad ra'ayna tajarub hadatat ff fTtnam wa-'afganistan wa-hatta lubnan kayfa tarajacat quwwat ad-dawlah al- 
'aczam wa-l-'akbar 'amama 'israr kifah aS-§ucub. _______________________________

Sentence 5 is foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and is contrastively picked up in the next one. 

Sentence 6

(BG lakin ff ha! istixdam 'aslihah fawq at-taqlTdiyyah BG), (FG wa-hiya ma tuSTr 'ilayhi 'isra'Tl bi-tadmir kull 'Iran FG) (FG yajcal 
al-'umur muxtalifah. FG)

Background
Foreground
Foreground

lakin ff hal istixdam 'aslihah fawq at-taqlTdiyyah
wa-hiya ma tuSTr 'ilayhi 'isra'Tl bi-tadmTr kull 'Tran
yajcal al-'umur muxtalifah.

The information conveyed by both the parenthetical clause and main clause in senetnec 6 is picked up in the following 
sentence. Therefore, the two clauses are foregrounded.

Sentence 7

2 u.^ .11 jjjb j..ri,,, ^i

(BG wa huna BG) (FG labudda min qiyas nabd at-tahdTd bi-l-harb 'ila al-wasa'il allatT sa-tastaxdimuha 'ayyun min hadihi al- 
atraf, wa-mada al-'adrar allatT sa-talhaqu bi-d-duwal al-muhTtah bi-l-mutaharibm. FG)

Background wa huna
labudda min qiyas nabd at-tahdTd bi-l-harb 'ila al-wasa'il allatT sa-tastaxdimuha 'ayyun min hadihi al-atraf, wa- 
mada al-'adrar allatT sa-talhaqu bi-d-duwal al-muhTtah bi-l-mutaharibm._____________________

Foreground

Informationally, the main clause in sentence 7 is picked up in the next one. Thus, it is foregrounded.
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Sentence 8

• Li i> . UJ oj51" \rt j^ vy ,^ j . o
.JjJUjI JXoJjJI J)

( wa l.a nactaqid 'anna al-mujabahah, law hadatat, bi-'asallb gayr taqlldiyyah sa-takun najahan daskariyyan FG) (B0 'ida 
aarakna anna 'ahad al-muharramat al-qanuniyyah wa-1-dalamiyyah 'an tataharrak hadihi al-'aslihah min dagitah wa-radidah 
ila at-tadmTr al-muba5ir. BG) .-..&.

Foreground vvaja nactaqid 'anna al-mujabahah [...] bi-'asalib gayr taqlTdiyyah sa-takun najahan daskariyyan
Background ^a 'adrakna 'anna 'ahad al-muharramat al-qanuniyyah wa-l-ialamiyyah 'an tataharrak hadihi al-'aslihah min 

Jagitah wa-radicah 'ila at-tadmTr al-muba§ir._______________ __

The main clause in sentence 8 is foregrounded, because it is a conclusion to the previous one. 

Sentence 9

. AJJJJ ojjfrL. S^li-o tSlLu (> l^iili ^ Sailjl! Sj

( dacuna naftarid 'anna man yudlr al-macrakah al-baridah ar-rahinah bayna qadatiha man yamlik mugamarah mutahwwirah 
wa-ru'yah mutlaqah bi-1-intisar. FG)

Foreground daduna naftarid 'anna man yudir al-macrakah al-baridah ar-rahinah bayna qadatiha man yamlik mugamarah 
mutahwwirah wa-ru'yah mutlaqah bi-1-intisar. _________________________________

Sentence 9 is entirely foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and is picked up in the immediately subsequent text. 

Sentence 10

. Ji.jll Jaujlo jl iljjc. lU Jj jL^SI A-.-J i '«;< U jt.i.1 Jxl j i 5^.jlill »LLi.bU j^J j.Ujl UUa.1 ^.y i^UU^.^ i_jj_pj| ^ l_
a Ij 4-

(BG wa hatta ff 1-hurub wa-xitatiha BG) (FG tujad 'ahyanan 'awham tajurru li-l-'axta' al-fadihah FG) (FG wa lacalla 'axtaraha 
kayfa yasmud iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 'aw mutawasit ad-daxl, cala 'aklaf harb tawllah 'ida ma sarat hisabat as-sacat 
SuhOran tumma sinman. FG )

Background wa hatta ff 1-hurub wa-xitatiha
Foreground tujad 'ahyanan 'awham tajurru li-l-'axta' al-fadihah
Foreground wa lacalla 'axtaraha kayfa yasmud iqtisad baladin ma, ganiyan 'aw mutawasit ad-daxl, cala 'aklaf harb tawllah 

'ida ma sarat hisabat as-sacat Suhuran tumma sinlnan.________________________________

Informationally, the two main coordinated clauses of sentence 10 are foregrounded, because they are picked up in the 
immediately following text.

Sentence 1 1

.. ~^\\ (j^

(FG wa 'isra'Tl, tahdTdan, ictamadat fT intisariha bi-hurubiha maca al-carab cala ad-darabat as-sarldah, wa-naql al-harb 'ila 'ard '
al-xasm. FG)

Foreground wa 'isra'Tl, tahdTdan, idtamadat ft intisariha bi-hurubiha maca al-carab dala ad-darabat as-sancah, wa-naql al- 
harb 'ila 'ard al-xasm.________________________________________________

Sentence 11 is entirely foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and is picked up in the next sentence. 

Sentence 12

• -,, ^j 1 Ujil fJ <j£uj^ IjlS ,jSl i JljJlj jj^i L^Li-j IL^JJ tJ>iJ -Cuja. L?illj 'MJ1"^ 1 !J» O^J^ ^J 'ij'ji! f 5^U^' -^^ i^»J

(FG wa hiya bi-tabacud al-masafah mada 'Tran, rubbama taftarid hada al-'uslub, wa-1-ladT jarrabathu bi-darb tunis wa-mufacil 
tammuz bi-1-diraq FG) (FG lakin kilta ad-darbatayn lam takuna ft zaman mutagayyir. FG)
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areground wa hiya bi-tabacud al-masafah mada 'Iran, rubbama taftarid hada al-'uslub, wa-l-ladT jarrabathu bi-darb tQnis 
wa-mufacil tammu? bi-l-frraq

Foreground lakin kilta ad-darbatavn lam takQna ft

coordinated clause in snetnce 12 provides a kind of conclusion to the previous sentence. Thus, it is foregrounded. 
y, the relative clause and the second coordinated clause are foregrounded, because they are picked up in the 

immediately following text.

Sentence 13

( 'ay

, jU1, ^ 0jS
JJC. Cj

(F° 'Iran ladayha jawarlx tastatld al-wu?ul 'ila 'isra'T! FG) (FG wa hunakajiwar hizb allah alladT sa-yakun xatt 
an-nar al-axar ) ( wa hatta bi-hiyad duwal l uxraBG) (FG fa 'inna al-mudadalat allatl tuktab wa-tursam cala al-waraq, qad 
tuwajihuha mufaja'at gayr mutawaqqacah. FO)

Background
Foreground
Foreground
Background
Foreground

'ay 'anna
'iran ladayha sawarlx tastatK al-wu$ul 'ila 'isra'Tl
wa hunaka jiwar hizb allah alladT sa-yakun xatt an-nar al-axar
wa hatta bi-hiyad duwal 'uxra
fa 'inna al-mucadalat allatl tuktab wa-tursam cala al-waraq, qad 
mutawaqqacah.

tuwajihuha mufaja'at gayr

The three main coordinated clauses of sentence 13 are all foregrounded, because they provide a conclusion to the information 
given in the second coordinated clause of sentence 12.

Sentence 14

(FG duwal al-mantiqah sa-takun juz'an min al-'ahdaf FG) (FG lakin kayfa sa-takun al-adrar, wa-man sa-yadxul al-macrakah 
hatta law lam yakun SarTkan bi-l-lucbah al-xatirah? FG)

Foreground duwal al-mantiqah sa-takun juz'an min al-'ahdaf
Foreground lakin kayfa sa-takun al-adrar, wa-man sa-yadxul al-macrakah hatta law lam yakun Sankan bi-l-lucbah 

xatirah?

The information conveyed by the two main coordinated clauses in sentence 1 4 is picked up in the following sentence and 
sentence 16. It is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 15

ji l%i .jpkJl Jjj <JS ^ .Uill EUil jLki jl il*_>tU-j

(FG la yabdu 'anna alladln yufakkiruna bi-hadihi al-harb yuqaddiruna an-nata'ij wa-maxatiraha FG) (FG wa 'aswa' al-ihtimalat 
'an tatal al-macrakah masaff wa-wasa'il intaj an-naft ff kull duwal al-xalTj FG) (BG fa huna BG) (FG lan ya'tT ad-darar faqat cala 
hadihi ad-duwal wa-'innama az-zawbacah sa-tacumm al-calam kulluh. FG)

Foreground la yabdu 'anna alladTn yufakkiruna bi-hadihi al-harb yuqaddiruna an-nata'ij wa-maxatiraha
Foreground wa 'aswa' al-ihtimalat 'an tatal al-macrakah masaff wa-wasa'il intaj an-naft ff kull duwal al-xalij
Background fa huna
Foreground lan ya'tT ad-darar faqat cala hadihi ad-duwal wa-'innama az-zawbacah sa-tacumm al-calam kulluh.

The three main coordinated clauses in sentence 15 are foregrounded, because they are informational^ picked up in the next 
one.
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Sentence 16

^ ,J*\ «IL j\ Jl^J ^1 jjL?i:2 ^i J ^Jj3 J ^ ̂ i^j ^ J^ JJ^-J ii
jjjj ij 

cJli»^| ,-ii..-| L. |j| .ij^ill »i» Ju Jjjil Ul^ jjSj (jl ^Jlt jL^SI jUj J) iA.iil jj) Ajjji JjLS jUi) jl .jj

/FG
' wa. "a6tacl' d ' an"a 'urubba, ka-halif li-'amrlka wa-radid li-'isra'il li-ayyi mugamarh wa-muhawir maqbul ma6a 'Iran, 
calayha 'an tudrik 'anna al-ludbah tatajawaz 'amn 'isra'Tl 'aw baqa' 'amrTka ft 1-ciraq wa-1-xaITj, 'aw 'intaj qanabil 
nawawiyyah 'Traniyyah, 'ila damar iqtisad dalaml lan yakun mustadidan li-qabul mitl hadihi ad-darbah, 'ida ma tadaddat al- 
'ahdaf al-marhaliyyah 'ila darar kawnl. FO)

Foreground wa nactaqid 'anna 'urubba [...] dalayha 'an tudrik 'anna al-ludbah tatajawaz 'amn 'isra'Tl 'aw baqa' 'amrTka fi 
1-diraq wa-1-xalTj, 'aw 'intaj qanabil nawawiyyah 'Traniyyah, 'ila damar iqtijad dalamT lan yakun mustadidan li- 
qabul mitl hadihi ad-darbah, 'idama tadaddat al-'ahdaf al-marhaliyyah 'ila darar kawnT.

Sentnece 16 is entirely foregrounded, because it is one main clause, and provides a conclusion to the previous sentence and 
entire text.

Analysis of Text 8

Sentence 1
ij^'^j ul""L""j

(FG 'ayyi daqil min zucama' wa-siyasiyym wa-muwatinm la yaqbal bi-harb dala 'Tran FG) (FG li-'anna tadaciyatiha sa-takun 
mudammirah. FO)

Foreground
Foreground

'ayyi daqil min zucama' wa-siyasiyym wa-muwatinm la yaqbal bi-harb dala 'Tran
li-'anna tadaciyatiha sa-takun mudammirah.

The information conveyed by both the main clause and adjunct clause in snetnece 1 is foregrounded, because it is picked up in 
the next one, particularly by 'fa inna —clause '.

Sentence 2

'A i- . ^11 |^j .I X . I^MI'i Jj^laiJ l^Jajjj <K ajLxj! jlj i(Jjjlj«)lj l^JJ-il l^J ."tUU-^ AjLli. Ul_yj *\ '* \~<~.\ . ~ ejjll* j*

(BG wa 'ayyan kana al-'amr munawarh dagitah, 'am nawaya haqTqiyyah xattatat laha 'amrTka wa-'isra'Tl BG) (FG fa 'inna al-
FGdalam kullahu yarfuduha li-xutQrat nata'ijiha wa-kawaritiha as-sadbah. F )

Background wa 'ayyan kana al-'amr munawarh dagitah, 'am nawaya haqTqiyyah xattatat laha 'amrTka wa-'isra'Tl
Foreground fa 'inna al-calam kullahu yarfuduha li-xuturat nata'ijiha wa-kawaritiha as-sadbah

The main clause in sentence 2 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous sentence.

Sentence 3

js ijjiJl LiJi l(s?JS— Jl f^\ <;j*^ jiljJJ ^pl* ^jjjVl JSjII i- ̂ li^UJI <j lSj_>«l aSI_>J jlj J^sSfl j» J=^ iiu^jkJI Jlii-l (jli Ij)
.0'

i_SjS pp.3 L*JJJ . ^jiV' 'T»"'^ £- M^-1^11 i-^' J ' X^ *# f^J O1-^' j'J"1"' J=- l*J=-l-u i-ij" u'_«! i^ 'J1^ !IJJ1 ^_>«' S-"^ J^ -1

^ LjjjJ <jU*i jU. Jc J-3 *jj^ Jj *—^ ' ^'j'-^b t'-^' ^> ̂  t-klu:'11 ^J J ' '^-^ Ol5iuj' S:ilt !j «^i>iJi >*u Jjiij-! «s!ijj). 2
iiiUJll .^iljVl ^Sb t> *2LJlj W^ £j'> lA ̂ i^1 p^b ̂ "1 M> ^H^ '^Sj ' Jjil_>"7 jjL>-Jlj f»Sll ^_>Jl |-<J=JI Ji^ ̂ Ij JiJlju) 

^Li^Vl j ". jljjjj ̂ J"! OH ""J"11 yjl»^J <l*~ J>^ ̂  i-W1 ^ J->JI ^^^J '^^^ ̂ V jUi Cjpl^ jlj ̂  Jsiljul j- ̂ iU Jl t-jjljl jjj . 3
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/oU

Mi- '-<a 'C^na ' st'!^a' ad-dublumasiyyah ka-hall huwa al-'afdal wa-'anna Sarakat 'amnka ff 1-mubahatat mada al-wafd al- 
urubbi ja'at bi-dawafid sudubat al-hujum al-daskarl BG) (FG fa 'aydan al-makasib qad takOn kabTrah wa-mutadaddidah wa 

minha anna °):
• ( jath maktab 'amrikT li-nawat safarah ff 'Tran sawfa yusadiduha dala istiqrar al-ciraq wa-1-baqa' ffhi tawTlan, wa-'aydan 

a -taxatub maca aS-Sacab al-'TranT. wa-rubbama tadcTm quwa al-mudaradah min xilal at-taqarub madaha min daxil tilka ad- 
dawlah. FG)

. (^ israk 'sja'TI bi-hadihi al-xatawat wa-'idadat al-dalaqat al-qadTmah wa-rubbama at-tahaluf bayna tarafay an-nizac wa-l- 
cadawat ), ( xasatan wa-'anna sOriya tacmal dala xalq nihayat li-harbiha mada 'isra'Tl wa-1-latT tumattil al-halTf al-darabT 
al-'ahamm wa-1-mujawir li-'isra'Tl BG), (FG wa-kadalika tahyid hizb allah bi-'inha' al-xilaf dala mazarid Sabda wa-1-jala' dan 
baqT al-'aradT al-lubnaniyyah. FG)
3. (^ dafc al-carab 'ila salam maca 'isra'Tl hatta wa-law ja'at bi-tanazulat sadbah, wa-xassatan ad-duwal allatT laysa laha 
hudud madaha F°), (BG wa-ka-mudadalah li-1-quwwah bayna 'isra'Tl wa-'Tran BG), (FG wa-1-asbab natijah min 'anna ad-dudf al- 
carabi wasala 'ila nihayatihi, wa-asbaha qadiyyah rubbama tajdaluhum al-hadaf wa-d-dahiyyah ff 'ayyi tatawwrat jadTdah ff 1- 
mantiqati kulliha. FG)

Background wa 'ida kana istibdal ad-dublumasiyyah ka-hall huwa al-'afdal wa-'anna Sarakat 'amnka ff 1-mubahatat mada 
al-wafd al-'urubbTJa'at bi-dawafid sudubat al-hujum al-caskarT

Foreground fa 'aydan al-makasib qad takun kabirah wa-mutadaddidah wa minha 'anna
Foreground fath maktab 'amriki li-nawat safarah ff 'Tran sawfa yusadiduha dala istiqrar al-ciraq wa-1-baqa' ffhi tawTlan, 

wa-'aydan at-taxatub mada a5-Sadab al-'TranT, wa-rubbama tadcTm quwa al-mudaradah min xilal at-taqarub 
madaha min daxil tilka ad-dawlah.

Foreground iSrak 'isra'il bi-hadihi al-xatawat wa-'idadat al-dalaqat al-qadimah wa-rubbama at-tahaluf bayna tarafay an- 
nizac wa-1-cadawat

Background xasatan wa-'anna suriya tacmal dala xalq nihayat li-harbiha mada 'isra'Tl wa-l-latl tumattil al-halTf al-darabT al- 
'ahamm wa-I-mujawir li-'isra'Tl___________________________________________

Foreground wa-kadalika tahyTd hizb allah bi-'inha' al-xilaf dala mazaric Sabda wa-1-jala' can baqT al-'aradT al-lubnaniyyah. 
dafc al-darab 'ila salam mada 'isra'Tl [...] wa-xassatan ad-duwal allatT laysa laha hudud macaha________Foreground

Background wa-ka-mudadalah li-1-quwwah bayna 'isra'il wa-'Tran
Foreground wa-1-asbab natijah min 'anna ad-ducf al-carabi wasala 'ila nihayatihi, wa-asbaha qadiyyah rubbama tajdaluhum 

al-hadaf wa-d-dahiyyah fT 'ayyi tatawwrat jadTdah ff 1-mantiqati kulliha.______________________

The information given by the main clause in sentence 3 is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the immediately subsequent 
text. The entire first appositve clause, the two clauses in both the second and third appostive clauses are all foregrounded, 
because they provide a conclusion to the information given in the preceding main clause.

Sentence 4
J/i"mnll fjc Lifc

(BG huna BG) (FG >''atT su'al saxin can al-mustaqbal al-darabT fi zilli hadihi at-tatawwurat al-mutasaridah. )

Background
Foreground

huna
y'atT su'al saxin can al-mustaqbal al-darabT ft zilli hadihi at-tatawwurat al-mutasaricah.

The main clause in sentence 4 is foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and is informationally picked up in sentences 5, 
6, and 10.

Sentence 5

l Uilj c
^ 1 g ^ II . ^ -. (»J-^-J ?^^f

( FG fa 'amnka la turahin dala al-xusOmat wa-la as-sadaqat FG), (FG wa-'innama tund tahqTq xitatiha bacTdan can al-dawatif wa- 
rihanat al-xata' wa-s-sawab 'ida kana tanquha yu'addT 'ila hasm al-'umur bi-nata'ij tahtarim masalihiha. )

Foreground fa 'amrTka la turahin dala al-xusumat wa-la as-sadaqatla dllillf^a Id LUiQiiin ^u.m m ^\.U^MIM»W.V ..^ .— -.v T ———-,— __________________„___________________.________________

wa-'innama tund tahqTq xitatiha bacTdan can al-dawatif wa-rihanat al-xata' wa-s-sawab 'ida kana tanquha 
yu'addT 'ila hasm al-'umur bi-nata'ij tahtarim masalihiha.______________________________

Foreground

The two coordinated verb phrases in sentence 5 are foregrounded, because they provide a kind of conclusion to the previous 

sentence.
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Sentence 6

( wa 'iran tufawid min muntalaq al-quwwah FG) (BG li-'annaha tudrik kayfa tahsal cala ma tund. BG)

Foreground
Background

wa Iran tufawid min muntalaq al-quwwar
li-'annaha tudrik kayfa tahsal cala ma turld.

The information in the main clause of sentence 6 is foregrounded, because it provides a kind of conclusion to sentence 4, and 
ts picked up in the next one.

Sentence 7

CLVU V) L. ,ul,,,ilill J=Sli L-liVl U -Ji AciJl Ol _>.S|I

( wa nafs al-'amr yantabiq 6ala 'isra'll sahibat al-makasib al-'akbar FO), (BG wa-1-mudrikah 'anna kull aS-5icarat al-marfucah 
bi-tadmlriha wa-1-intisar li-1-qadiyyah al-filaspniyyah ma hiya 'ilia halat ihtiqan tuziluha cawamil al-waqiciyyah as- 
siyasiyyah hatta ff ad-durub ad-dayyiqah. BG)

Foreground wa nafs al-'amr yantabiq cala 'isra'Tl sahibat al-makasib al-'akbar
Background wa-1-mudrikah 'anna kull aS-Sicarat al-marfQ6ah bi-tadmTriha wa-l-intisar li-l-qadiyyah al-filastiniyyah ma hiya 

'ilia halat ihtiqan tuziluha cawamil al-waqiciyyah as-siyasiyyah hatta fl ad-durub ad-dayyiqah._________

The main clause in sentence 7 is foregrounded, because it provides a kind of conclusion to sentences 4 and 5 , and plays a 
role in the immediately subsequent text.

Sentence 8

SisLill tSjJill jLii jjSj ja tt-jc-^Jl £3'jJ' 'J* j ̂ £.Aj 'Lj'ji.'j 'JiJ'^"! (f" 'LSj5 i5U on Ajxiil ^ jjZ Ujjc. SjSll jSI_>« uj 1̂ -,' V J3 ^ill ±*j

(FG wa yabqa al-carab alladTna qad la yumattiluna marakiz li-1-quwwah dindama tatawazzad al-lucbah bayna talat quwa, hiya 
'isra'Tl wa-'Tran wa-turkiya FG) (FG wa hada al-waqid al-murdib qad yakun xayar al-quwa an-nafidah ff 1-mantiqah FG), wa-1-latT 
hiya man yarsum al-xitat wa-yafrid tanffdiha.

Foreground wa yabqa al-carab alladma qad la yumattiluna marakiz li-1-quwwah dindama tatawazzac al-lucbah bayna talat 
quwa, hiya 'isra'Tl wa-'Tran wa-turkiya________________________________________

Foreground wa hada al-waqic al-murcib qad yakun xayar al-quwa an-nafidah ff 1-mantiqah [...].

Informationally, the the two main coordinated clauses in sentence 8 are picked up in the next one. Therefore, they are 
foregrounded.

Sentence 9

^ ° ' -'*'^ 1 ^X^Vb CjLLLJI JJii jjlji ''-' M_>«Jl Jl— ajl £_\\JL\\ "jS-u - (j^U" iki. Jj^ J» i (JUJl »i» 

ijjjlj l£jj-i jljJ i.»Vi.. ^1 vliSlill tSjSlI O^3 •» if >•' iil> ̂ i^' ̂  J ' jlj^-JI J! *-«a.>-J 'JljJL. CjliJ iljill jij i

(BG fT hadihi al-hal BG), (FG hal tacud xitat saykis-blku bi-taqtic 'awsal al-carab tahta dara'ic faSal as-sulutat bi-1-islah al-iqtisadT

Background fT hadihi al-hal
Foreground hal tacud xitat saykis-bTku bi-taqtTc 'awsal al-carab tahta dara'ic fasal as-sulutat bi-1-islah al-iqtisadT wa-tatbTq 

aliyyat ad-dimuqratiyyah wa-huquq al-'insan, wa-'anna an-nawah bada'at bi-1-ciraq, wa-sa-tazhaf i!5 as-sudan

Foreground wa ff 1-mahfazah xara'it 'uxra qad tumakkin al-quwa at-talat allatT sa-talcab 'adwar 'arnrTka wa-'urubba min 
'an tadif t'amin al-£alam min intigar zawahir al-'irhab ka-band qabil li-'an tudad tahtahu casarat ad-dara'ic.

The information conveyed by the two main coordinated clauses in sentence 9 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the 

immediately following text.
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Sentence 10

'J-J V
.<jljj)l OL*u,>JI U, j2 ̂ 1

G i
x %^auwan|n wa-S-5ara-c allatT tuqirruha al-mu'asasat ad-dawliyyah, la tactT al-hujaj li-himayat ad-ducafa wa-l-mutaxadilTn 
rd al b* ^ TO*" "ara al - incl isamat al-darabiyyah hatta nafham 'anna al-mustaqbal la yasurr, wa-'annahum al-yatama ft

Foreground al-qauwanln wa-S-§ara'c allatT tuqirruha al-mu'asasat ad-dawliyyah, la tactT al-hujaj li-himayat ad- 
dudafa wa-l-mutaxadilm______

Foreground wa yakft 'an nara al-inqisamat al-6arabiyyah hatta nafham 'anna al-mustaqbal la yasurr, wa-'annahum 
al-yatama ft 'ard al-buxala'.

The two main coordinated clauses in sentence 10 are foregrounded, because they provide a conclusion to the previous one 
and entire text.

Analysis of Text 9

Sentence 1

ijjjjLii. »Loi A-hi

f

( al-ciraq wudica 'amam xayarayn FO) (FG diktaturiyyah zalimah, lakinnaha harisah l-l-'amn wa-'Tqaf al-fawda FG) (FG wa 
ihtilal iddaca tacmTm ad-dimuqratiyyah wa-1-huriyyah, wa-n-nata'ij tamazzuq daxilT 'acada al-ciraq ma'at cam 'ila al-xalf. FG)

Foreground al-ciraq wudica 'amam xayarayn
Foreground diktaturiyyah zalimah, lakinnaha harisah l-l-'amn wa-'Tqaf al-fawda
Foreground wa ihtilal iddaca tacmTm ad-dimuqratiyyah wa-1-huriyyah, wa-n-nata'ij tamazzuq daxili 'acada al-ciraq ma'at 

cam 'ila al-xalf.

The information conveyed by the main clause and the two appositive main coordinated phrases in sentence 1 is foregrounded, 
because it is picked up in the next sentence and sentence 3.

Sentence 2

l ll»aj ^jll Cjlili.yi fC. J iduiJI jjjlall 1^^=^ yJ <JjL«JI AJL». |jJt <-Mj jl O^J11 ^ JJ» (j' J^- '(^^ LfefJ1"^ 1 l> ij'

(FG wa l-mantiq yarfud 'ayyan min al-'uslubayn li-I-hukm FG) (BO gayra 'anna qadar hada al-watan 'an yaqif cala haffat al- 
hawiyah ff majra at-tanx al-hadTL rugma al-imkanat allatT tajcaluhu al-ciraq as-sacTd. BG)

Foreground
Background

wa al-mantiq yarfud 'ayyan min al-'uslubayn li-1-hukm
gayra 'anna qadar hada al-watan 'an yaqif cala haffat 
al-imkanat allatT tajcaluhu al-ciraq as-sacTd.

al-hawiyah ti majra at-tanx al-hadit, rugma al-

The main clause in sentence 2 provides a contusion to the previous sentnece, and is informational!)! picked up in the 
immediately subsequent text. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 3
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? m dimmat az-zaman al-madT FG) (FG wa ta'tlruhu as-silbiyyT wa-mumarasatihi ad-diktaturiyyahlawd ^ - - ruu as-syy wa-mumarasa a-auryya 
•aw U "J!-f ^ wa" c|tina ar-rahin cala al-ciraqiyym, wa-tuliba minhum al-xayar bayna wadcahum maca al-ihtilal wa-t-tamazuq,-

la-rubbarna Ja'at an-nata'ij li-salihihi FG) (BG laysa li-'annahu maqbui BO), (FG lakin li-'anna taqwlmihi wa-' -u v 
_. a.mi -ashal tnin waqic furida dala al-diraq bi-qanun 'anna saddam yamlik 'aslihat damar Samil, tuhaddid al-'amn al-

caiami, wa-'annahu yatacawan maca al-qadidah, allatT intaSarat kal-'aSiccah fT al-calam, wa-maca dalika kaddaba al- 
amrikiyyun 'anfusahum bi-'annahu la sihhat li-tilka ad-dara'ic. FG)

Foreground 
Foreground

saddam intaha wa-asbaha fl dimmat az-zaman al-madl
wa ta'tlruhu as-silbiyyT wa-mumarasatihi ad-diktaturiyyah law curidat ft wa-qtina ar-rahin dala al-6iraqiyyln, 
wa-tuliba minhum al-xayar bayna wadcahum ma6a al-ihtilal wa-t-tamazuq, 'aw qubul hukmihi la-rubbama 
ja'at an-nata'ij li-galihihi

Background laysa li-'annahu maqbui
Foreground lakin li-'anna taqwimihi wa-'islahihi 'ashal min waqic furida cala al-diraq bi-qanun 'anna ?addam yamlik 

'aslihat damar Samil, tuhaddid al-'amn al-calamT, wa-'annahu yatacawan maca al-qacidah, allatT intaSarat kal- 
'aSicdah fT al-calam, wa-maca dalika kaddaba al-'amnkiyyun 'anfusahum bi-'annahu la sihhat li-tilka ad- 
dara'ic.

The information conveyed by the two main coordinated clauses in sentence 3 provides a conclusion to the foregoing 
argument. It is also informationally picked up in sentene 10. Thus, it is foregrounded. The information given by the second 
coordinated clause in the adjunct clause is also foregrounded, because it is picked up in the next sentence.

Sentence 4

aJJj

(BG wa badalan min jacl al-ciraq jabhah taxdimuhum didda 'Tran BG), (FG sarat al-'axTrah waqidan murran yugaddT hawajis al- 
xawf min quwwah sacidah nawawiyyan, wa-rubbama iqtisadiyyan sa-takun 'ahamm lacib fT masTr al-xalTj wa-asiya al-wusta. FG)

Background wa badalan min jacl al-ciraq jabhah taxdimuhum didda 'Tran
Foreground sarat al-'axirah waqican murran yugaddT hawajis al-xawf min quwwah sadidah nawawiyyan, wa-rubbama 

iqtisadiyyan sa-takun 'ahamm ladib fT masTr al-xalTj wa-asiya al-wusta.______________________

The main clause of sentence 4 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the second cooradinated clause in the 
adjunct clause of the previous sentence.

Sentence 5

iiJi -Liill IJJAi (Ja-1 ^ill

(FG dik tsTnT na'ib ar-ra'Ts al-'amnkT alladT yahillu dayfan cala al-mantiqah, yund mudacafat 'intaj an-naft wa-taxfTd 'ascarih, 
'in 'amkan FG) (BG bi-nafs al-waqt BG) (FG yahmil dacwah li-l-wuquf didda tanamT al-quwwah al-'Traniyyah FG) (FG wa 1-band 
at-talit alladT rubbama yakun siriyyan, huwa caqd salam maca 'isra'Tl bi-ictibariha al-quwwah an-nawawiyyah allatT qad 
tadcam al-carab ka-taman li-hada as-salam 'amama 'aslihat 'Tran an-nawawiyyah. ^

Foreground
Background
Foreground
Foreground

dik tSTnT na'ib ar-ra'Ts al-'amnkT ... yund mudadafat 'intaj an-naft wa-taxfTd 'ascarih, 'in 'amkan
bi-nafs al-waqt
yahmil dacwah li-l-wuquf didda tanamT al-quwwah al-'Traniyyah
wa 1-band at-talit [...] huwa caqd salam maca 'isra'il bi-ictibariha al-quwwah an-nawawiyyah 
tadcam al-carab ka-taman li-hada as-salam 'amama 'aslihat 'Tran an-nawawiyyah.

allatT qad

The information given by the first coordinated clause, second coordinated clause, and third coordinated clause in sentence 5 
is picked up and developed in sentences 6, 7, and 8 respectively. Therefore, it is foregrounded.
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Sentence 6

. A*L, .Uill

( an-naft sildah mutadawalah ft s-suq al-dalaml FG) (FG wa huwa ma yuhaddid as-sidr wa-1-istihlak FG), (BG 'id lam yacud 
hunak man yatahakkam bi-hadihi an-nata'ij 'aw yuqifuha jaryan dala zamanin mada, hina kanat ad-duwal almuntijah xadidah 
bi-kulliyyatiha 'ila mazaj al-garb al-mustahlik 'al-'akbar, wa-1-musaddir al-'ahamm li-n-naft. BG)

Foreground an-naft sildah mutadawalah fl s-suq al-6alami
Foreground wa huwa ma yuhaddid as-si6r wa-1-istihlak
Background 'id lam yadud hunak man yatahakkam bi-hadihi an-nata'ij 'aw yuqifuha jaryan cala zamanin mada, hma kanat 

ad-duwal almuntijah xadiiiah bi-kulliyyatiha 'ila mazaj al-garb al-mustahlik 'al-'akbar, wa-1-musacdir al- 
'ahamm li-n-naft.___

The two main coordinated clauses in sentence 6 are foregrounded, because they provide a conclusion to the first coordinated 
clause in the previous sentence.

Sentence 7

FG( wa mawduc quwwat 'Iran laysa matruhan li-mazadat siyasiyyah 'aw tahalufat jadTdah tursam min xilal ma?alih al-'aqwa 
cala al-'addaf FG) (BG mudrikln 'anna 'ayyi 'ixlal bi-'amn al-xallj sa-yakun karitah 'akbar min waqid al-diraq ar-ramz al-haqlqi 
wa-s-sayyi' li-1-xatawat al-'amnkiyyah dala al-'ard al-carabiyyah BG) (FG wa min al-mustahll al-qubul bi-imla'at tudarriduna 
li-damar Samil. FG)

wa mawdud quwwat 'Iran laysa matruhan li-mazadat siyasiyyah 'aw tahalufat jadTdah tursam min xilal masalih 
al-'aqwa cala al-'adcaf

Foreground

Background mudrikin 'anna 'ayyi 'ixlal bi-'amn al-xallj sa-yakun karitah 'akbar min waqid al-ciraq ar-ramz al-haqTqi wa-s- 
sayyi' li-1-xatawat al-'amnkiyyah cala al-'ard al-carabiyyah___________________________

Foreground wa min al-mustahll al-qubul bi-imla'at tudarriduna li-damar Samil.

The information conveyed by the two main coordinated clauses in sentence 7 is foregrounded, because it provides a 
conclusion to the information given in the second coordinated clause in sentence 5.

Sentence 8

AikiJI JjJ ,_^c Ailk-Jl Sjjil ^^Sc.

(FG 'amma as-salam mada 'isra'Tl fa-huwa al-xat al-mutadrrij alladl la tund 'amrika 'an yastaqlm cala ittijah wadih FG) (BG li- 
'annaha al-mustaffd al-'awwal min nata'ij al-xamsTna daman all at! madat, wa-1-kasib al-'akbar min hada al-dada' BG) (FG \va- 
'illa kayfa tadad nafsaha xasman li-1-darab wa-1-dalam al'islamT wa-halrfan mutalahiman mada as-sa'an al-'isra'IlT hatta law 
'axrajat maxzuniha an-nawawl wa-dammarat bihi kull 1-mantiqah, 'ida kana dalika yadman salamatiha wa-muhafazatiha cala 
al-quwwah al-mutlaqah dala duwal al-mantiqah muitamicatan tumma tatlub salaman yufradu bi-wasitatiha wa-halifatiha. FG)

Foreground 'amma as-salam mada 'isra'Tl fa-huwa al-xat al-mutadrrij alladT la tund 'amrTka 'an yastaqim cala ittijah wadih
Background li-'annaha al-mustaffd al-'awwal min nata'ij al-xamsma daman allat! madat, wa-1-kasib al-'akbar min hada al- 

dada' ____________________________________________
Foreground wa-'illa kayfa tadad nafsaha xasman li-1-darab wa-1-calam arislamT wa-halifan mutalahiman mada as-sa'an al- 

'isra'TlT hatta law 'axrajat maxzuniha an-nawawl wa-dammarat bihi kull 1-mantiqah, 'ida kana dalika yadman 
salamatiha wa-muhafazatiha cala al-quwwah al-mutlaqah dala duwal al-mantiqah mujtamicatan tumma tatlub 
salaman yufradu bi-wasitatiha wa-halifatiha.____________________________________

The two main coordinated clauses in sentence 8 provide a conclusion to the third coordinated clause in sentence 5. Thus, they 
are foregrounded.
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Sentence 9

|BG al "diracl ixtazala a?-surah al-'amrTkiyyah laysa faqat ft muhlt al-macarik ad-da'irah al-an, wa-1-muntazarah maca 'Iran 
( li-'annahu an-namOdaj alladT qada al-calam li-1-ihtijaj wa-r-rafd li-'uslub al-haymanah bi-1-quwwah. BG)

FG

Foreground al-diraq ixtazala as-surah al-'amrTkiyyah laysa faqat fi muhlt al-macarik ad-da'irah al-an, wa-l 
muntazarah mada 'Tran

Background li-'annahu an-namudaj alladT qada al-6alam li-l-ihtijaj wa-r-rafd li-'uslub al-haymanah bi-1-quwwah. 

Informationally, the main clause in sentence 9 is picked up in the next one. Therefore, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 10

(BG wa-bi-t-talT BG) (FG 'Ida kana al-ciraq taxallasa min saddam FG) (FG fa man yuxallisahu min ma'sat al-ihtilal wa-t-tadaxul al- 
xarijT? FG)

Background
Foreground
Foreground

wa-bi-t-talT
ida kana al-ciraq taxallasa min saddam
fa man yuxallisahu min ma'sat al-ihtilal wa-t-tadaxul al-xarijT?

The information conveyed by both the adjunct clause and main clause in sentence 10 plays a role in the immediately following 
text. It also, along with the final sentence below, provides a conclusion to the entire text. Thus, it is foregrounded.

Sentence 1 1

(FG wa tilka hiya al-haqlqah allatT la tastatTc 'amrlka xidac duwal al-mantiqah biha FG) (BG li-'anna at-tajarub al-qa 'imah hiya 
a§-5ahid wa-d-dalTl. BG)

Foreground
Background

wa tilka hiya al-haqiqah allatT la tastatid 'amnka xidac duwal al-mantiqah biha
li-'anna at-tajarub al-qa 'imah hiya aS-sahid wa-d-dalTl.

The main clause in sentence 11 provides a conclusion to the previous one. Like the adjunct and main clause in sentence 10, 

this clause also concludes the argument in the entire text. Thus it is foregrounded.

Analysis of Text 10

Sentence
**"" WU >J*illj" LW'J ' ~>jijj '

(FG mustaciddun li-'an naqbal dacqat wazTrat al-xarijiyyah al-'amrTkiyyah kunduliza rayis bi-d-dahab li-abcad nuqtah fi taczTz
FO'amn al-ciraq wa-icadatihi 'ila rahimihi al-carabT. FO)

mustadiddun li-'an naqbal dacqat wazTrat al-xarijiyyah al-'amrTkiyyah kundulTza rayis bi-d-dahab li-abcad 
nuqtah fTtaczTz 'amn al-ciraq wa-icadatihi 'ila rahimihi al-carabT._________________________Foreground

Sentence 1 is entirely foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and is informational picked up in the immediately 

subsequent text and sentence 3.
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Sentence 2

l i>l _,>j !> uS/ Jj .SfUiij ilijjU .i^jJl Ji&l f»l i> J^ljJ <-MJicVI fjJ o-e1 '^M ^J=- *'j«" J-jV ;'•'•-•»,• ^ V S^JU-ll

1J ,> j4i 'o'jJ' i-^J1 J*1 "S—J' J11 J— =^ S**S- JSj .Sjc.lJllj .j'ji! S^ fJ '^UuVI iljlll ̂  <JUI

ljiu JujJ

( lakinna Imucalajah la ta'tT bi-n-nasa'ih li-irsal sufara' carab li-bagdad FG) (BG laysa li-cadam al-ictiraf bi-wahid min 
^ahamm al-'^aqtar al-carabiyyah, tarixan wa-nidalan BG), (FG bal li-'anna man dahwar 'amn al-ciraq wa-'axraja min muwatinTh 
aktar min 'arbacat malayTn laji' wa-qatala al-cadad al-mahul wa-l-murawwic bi-sabab tasayyub al-'amn wa-i6timad xittat 

qatl culama'ihi, 'aw tafrigihim li-malaji' 'uxra, wa-nahb atar 'ahumm dawlah ff l-calam ft t-turat al-'insanT, tumma jalb 'Tran 
wa-l-qacidah, wa-kull mutalacib yahsal cala fursatihi dala 'ard al-ciraq, yatimm min qibalihi tawjTh ad-duwal al-xalijiyyah 
tahdTdan li-'an tursil sufaraaha 'ila balad tandadim fThi wasa'il al-'amn. FG)

Foreground lakinna Imucalajah la ta'tT bi-n-na$a'ih li-irsal sufara' 6arab li-bagdad
Background laysa li-cadam al-i6tiraf bi-wahid min 'ahamm al-'aqtar al-6arabiyyah. tanxan wa-nidalan
Foreground bal li-'anna man dahwar 'amn al-diraq wa-'axraja min muwatinlh 'aktar min 'arbacat malayTn laji' wa-qatala 

al-cadad al-mahu! wa-l-murawwic bi-sabab tasayyub al-'amn wa-ictimad xittat qatl dulama'ihi, 'aw tafngihim 
li-malaji' 'uxra, wa-nahb atar 'ahumm dawlah ft 1-calam ft t-turat al-'insanT, tumma jalb 'Iran wa-l-qacidah. 
wa-kull mutaladib yahsal cala fursatihi cala 'ard al-ciraq, yatimm min qibalihi tawjlh ad-duwal al-xalTjiyyah 
tahdTdan li-'an tursil sufaraaha 'ila balad tancadim fihi wasa'il al-'amn.

The main clause in sentence 2 provides a conclusion to the previous one. Part of the adjunct clause (bal-clause clause) also 
contributes to this conclusion. Furthermore, the two clauses play a role in the immediately subsequent text. Therefore, these 
clauses are foregrounded.

Sentence 3

( FG nacam li-xitat mutawazinah bi-fath afaq at-tacawun al-'amm wa-1-iqtisadT, wa-kull ma yahfaz li-1-ciraq wahdatahu al- 
wataniyyah bi-kulli tanawwucatih al-madhabiyyah wa-l-qawmiyyah. FG)

Foreground nacam li-xitat mutawazinah bi-fath afaq at-tacawun al-'amnT wa-l-iqtisadi, wa-kull ma yahfaz li-1-ciraq 
wahdatahu al-wataniyyah bi-kulli tanawwudatih al-madhabiyyah wa-1-qaumiyyah.________________

The information conveyed by sentence 3 is foregrounded, because it constitutes a single clause, and plays a role in the 
immediately following text.

Sentence 4

(FG iakin 'an ya'tT 'asas wa-xuttat al-gazu li-tadmTr balad carabT bi-dacawa mulhamah li-r-ra'Ts al-'amnkT, wa-muhafizTh al- 
judud min ar-rabb, fa-hada ma yatanafa wa-'absat qawacid al-cilaqat ad-dawliyyah. FG)

Foreground Iakin 'an ya'tT 'asas wa-xuttat al-gazu li-tadmTr balad carabT bi-dacawa mulhamah li-r-ra'is al-'amrTkT, wa- 
muhafizTh al-judud min ar-rabb, fa-hada ma yatanafa wa-'absat qawacid al-cilaqat ad-dawliyyah.________

Sentence 4 provides a conclusion to to the previous one, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, it is 
foregrounded.

Sentence 5

( FG wa Ida kana al-ciraq mudanan li-d-dwual al-xalTjiyyah bi-mabaliga kabTrah bi-sabab 'adrar harbayy gazw al-kuwayt wa-1- 
harb maca 'Tran F0) ( FG fa hadihi al-masa'ii tuhaddad dimna sultah ciraqiyyah tufawid cala hadihi al-qadaya wa-laysa 
muhtallan yadac nafsahu al-wasTt al-maqbul FG) (BG fi 1-waqt alladT narahu min tasarrufat 'amnkiyyah tunafl dalika, wa- 
tajcalaha fT halat xusumah daxil al-ciraq wa-mukawwinatih al-ijtimaciyyah. )
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oreground

Foreground"

wa 'ida kana al-diraq mudanan li-d-dwual al-xalljiyyah bi-mabaliga kablrah bi-sabab 'adrar harbayy gazw al- 
kuwayt wa-1-harb maca 'Iran
fa hadihi al-masa'il tuhaddad dimna sultah diraqiyyah tufawid dala hadihi al-qadaya wa-laysa muhtallan yadac 

_nafsahu al-waslt al-maqbul
Background fi 1-waqt alladT narahu min tasarrufat 'amrikiyyah tunaff dalika, wa-tajcalaha ft halat xusumah daxil al-ciraq 

wa-mukawwinatih al-ijtimadiyyah.___________________

i he adjunct clause and main clause are foregrouded, because they play a role in the immediately following text. 

Sentence 6

(FG la-qad taxalla?a al-ciraq min diktatflriyyat saddam FG), (FG lakinna 1-badTl ja'a bi-l-'aswa'. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

la-qad taxallasa al-diraq min diktaturiyyat saddam
lakinna 1-badil ja'a bi-l-'aswa'.

The first coordinated clause and the second one in sentence 6 are foregrounded, given that they are informationally picked p 
in sentences 7 and 8 respectively.

Sentence 7

, JJ4 ^ ( jt» yu ,ju iiLki Ijlj jjill JJ
^jii ,>uaij <j_>^

(C \LJjl iSul

(F0 wa lacalla alladTna ra'aw tatabuqan bayna halat hitlar wa-§addam dacat maqayTsuhum bi-ma uctubira tahawwuran FG) (FG 
li-'anna al-maniya, allatT dafanat kull Surur hazTmatiha, ladayha al-qa6idah al-cilmiyyah wa-s-sinaciyyah, wa-ladayha at-taqat 
al-ba§ariyyah wa-t-tajanus al-watanl FG) (FG wa zawal hitlar ja'a maksaban hatta li-man amanu bi-6ulww al-clrq al-an cala 
Sucub al-calam FG) (FG li-'anna al-harb datiha fajjarat ma uctubira qanacah mudaddah didda al-fikr an-nazT. FG)

Foreground wa lacalla alladma ra'aw tatabuqan bayna halat hitlar wa-saddam dacat maqayisuhum bi-ma uctubira 
tahawwuran

Foreground li-'anna al-maniya [...] ladayha al-qacidah al-cilmiyyah wa-§-sinaciyyah, wa-ladayha at-taqat al-ba§ariyyah 
wa-t-tajanus al-watanT_________________________________________________

Foreground wa zawal hitlar ja'a maksaban hatta li-man amanu bi-6ulww al-cirq al-arT cala Sucub al-6alam
Foreground li-'anna al-harb datiha fajjarat ma uctubira qanacah mudaddah didda al-fikr an-nazT.

The information conveyed by the first main coordinated clause, first adjunct clause, second main coordinated clause, and 
second adjunct clause in sentence 7 is contrastively picked up in the next one. It is, thus, foregrounded.

Sentence 8

(> u~u-.ii AJJ u* .^ji 03s-11
Sjjj J) jljJI J>J l«i».l i>

( BG lakin ft l-halah al-ciraqiyyah BG) (FO yaxtalif al-mawqif ft 1-mukawwuin al-ijtimacl wa-t-taqafT wa-hatta al-ahdafFG) (BG wa 
huna BG) (FG ja'a al-ictiraf al-'amrlkl bi-§ucubat at-taxallu? min kabus al-ciraq, 'an bahatat ft n-nataij, wa-lam tabhat al-'asbab 
allatT min 'ajliha tahawwala al-ciraq 'ila bu'rat sirac 'iqllml wa-dawlT, fa-kanat al-wasaya as-sadirah min kundullza. FG)

Background
Foreground
Background
Foreground

lakin ft l-halah al-ciraqiyyah
yaxtalif al-mawqif ft 1-mukawwuin al-ijtimacT wa-t-taqaff wa-hatta al-ahdaf
wa huna
ja'a al-ictiraf al-'amrTkl bi-sucubat at-taxallus min kabus al-ciraq, 'an bahatat ff n-nataij, wa-lam tabhat al- 
'asbab allatT min 'ajliha tahawwala al-ciraq 'ila bu'rat sirac 'iqliml wa-dawlT, fa-kanat al-wasaya as-sadirah 
min kundulTza.

The two main coordinated clauses in sentence 8 provide a conclusion to the previous one. Therefore, they are foregrounded.
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Sentence 9

( ^arnrlka quwwah duzma bi-la munazid BG) (FG lakin lam yatawajad ft hadihi al-quwwah al-'idarah al-wadiyah li-haqTqat ma 
yajn fT 1-dalam min ixtilafat qawmiyyah, 'aw dlniyyah, 'aw ixtilalat siyasiyyah. FG)

Background_"'arnrika quwwah cuzma bi-la munazid"
Foreground lakin lam yatawajad ft hadihi al-quwwah al-'idarah al-waciyah li-haqlqat ma yajn fT 1-dalam min ixtilafat 

qawmiyyah, 'aw dTniyyah, 'aw ixtilalat siyasiyyah.

The information given by the second coordinated clause in sentence 9 is picked up in the next one and sentence 11. Thus, this 
clause is foregrounded, and the first coordinated clause is backgrounded.

Sentence 10

I ^z (Ja.j!lj1 ^j tjjljajl ^j i^ljjjsj tjjjjjjSJI (jjj t-jj^

jp\ ni«fc llj t ^

( FG wa mada 'anna tajarub xawd al-hurflb bayna al-kuriyyatayn, wa-fttnam, tumma al-ciraq, tumma at-tadaxxul fT s-sumal wa- 
lubnan, lam tudac cala qacidat at-tahlTl as-siyasT wa-l-iqtisadT FG) (FG wa-wadcaha fT mawazTn al-makasib wa-1-xasa'ir. FG)

Foreground wa maca 'anna tajarub xawd al-hurub bayna al-kuriyyatayn, wa-fTtnam, tumma al-ciraq, tumma at-tadaxxul fT 
s-sumal wa-lubnan, lam tudac cala qadidat at-tahlTl as-siyasT wa-1-iqtisadT_____________________

Foreground wa-wadcaha fT mawazin al-makasib wa-l-xasa'ir.

Informationally, both 'wa maca 'anna-clause ' and main clause-like ('wa-wadcaha meant to be bal wudicat) in sentence 10 
are picked up in the immediately following text. Thus, they are foregrounded.

Sentence 1 1

\ * 7- \-. - ,j »jl^ AjSjj^Vl »J^V Cjjl£ Ijl lij V IJAj

-^---1 LjJ^I I^"L '''*\3 ^1

(BG wa huna BG) (FG la budda, 'ida kanat al-idarah al-'amrikiyyah jaddah fT mucalajat 'awdac al-mantiqah, bi-dun tajzi'ah li-1- 
hulul 'an tatasawa al-kiffah maca al-filastlniyyTn wa-1-ciraqiyyTn FG) (FG wa 'an 
hisabat macaal-calam al-'islamT FG) (BG bi-fath nawafid tucawwid al-'afgan can 
'ahwaliha li-masalih lam tuhaqqiq 'ayyi nata'ij hatta li-d-duwal al-gaziyah. BG)

hulul 'an tatasawa al-kiffah maca al-filastmiyyin wa-1-ciraqiyyTn FG) (FG wa 'an tajid maxrajan 'aktar qabiliyyah li-tasfiyat al 
hisabat macaal-calam al-'islamT FG) (BG bi-fath nawafid tucawwid al-'afgan can hurubihim at-tawTlah allatT wuddifat bi-'aswa'

Background
Foreground
Foreground
Background

wa huna
la budda J^.J'an tatasawa al-kiffah maca al-filastTniyyTn wa-1-ciraqiyym
wa 'an tajid maxrajan 'aktar qabiliyyah li-tasfiyat al-hisabat maca al-calam al-'islamT
bi-fath nawafid tudawwid al-'afgan dan hurubihim at-tawTlah allatT wuddifat bi-'aswa' 
lam tuhaqqiq 'ayvi nata'ij hatta li-d-duwal al-gaziyah.

'ahwaliha li-masalih

The information conveyed by the two coordinated verb phrases in sentence 11 provides a conclusion to the argument in 
sentences 9 and 10. Therefore, they are equally foregrounded.

Sentence 12
<Lj

(FG al-ciraq mas'uliyyah carabiyyah FG), (FG lakinna hada al-wajib yafqid qTmatahu 'ida kanat al-gayat faqat hiya tagtiyat al- 
cajz al-'amrTkT. FG)

Foreground al-ciraq mas'Oliyyah carabiyyah
Foreground lakinna hada al-wajib yafqid qTmatahu 'ida kanat al-gayat faqat hiya tagtiyat al-cajz al-'amriki.

The two main coordinated clauses in sentence 12 are foregrunded, because they are informational picked up in the next one.
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Sentence 13

-y*^ 1 i3»Sll ^ jjjj J^ ^ Olj^SlI iJjc. <?-mllj l(_^V ,> jSSl *kiu,j ,!jl^ yu JLj- jljjl tjli i^ljll ^bU i^UL~i jU-,1 (jjj j

'f'o*1 ^am5nat I'-l-'amn ad-daxill FG) (FG fa 'inna al-diraq sa-yabqa halah mucaqqadah, wa-sa-yadxuluhu 'aktar 
( wa n-natTjah giyab at-ta$awwrat li-'ayyi hall yabruz fi l-'ufuq al-badld. F0)

Foreground
Foreground
Foreground

jwa duna 'ijad damanat li-l-'amn ad-daxilT
fa 'inna al-diraq sa-yabqa halah mudaqqadah, wa-sa-yadx
wa n-natijah giyab at-tasawwrat li-'ayyi hall yabruz ft l-'ufuq al-bacTd.

The adjunct phrase in sentence 13 is foregrounded, because it is central to the main message given in the two main 
coordinated clauses. As this phrase and the two main coordinated clauses provide a conclusion to the previous sentence and 
entire text, they are foregrounded.

Analysis of Text 11

Sentence 1

(BG fi l-ciraq BG) (FG ixtalatat al-'atyaf bi-fujul as-sanah. FG)

Background
Foreground

fi 1-diraq
ixtalatat al-'atyaf bi-fusul as-sanah.

The main clause in Sentence 1 is foregrounded, because it is informationally picked up in the next one. 

Sentence 2

(BG wa maca 'anna hada al-watan al-mankub yamlik al-qudrah cala tajawuz halatihi BG) (FG 'ilia 'anna al-jadal hawla al- 
ittifaqiyyah al-'amniyyah wa mubarriratiha yajcal al-hukm li-1-diraqiyTn wahdahum FG) (FG wa hatta man yajtahidun bi-r-rafd 
wa-l-qabul, ta'tT ara'uhum dimna mawqif yasil 'ila al-hurriyyah al-maqbulah FG), ( BG cindama yakun tadawul al-mawduc 
qa'iman cala al-ara' wa-l-'aglabiyyah. BG)

Background
Foreground

Foreground
Background

wa maca 'anna hada al-watan al-mankub yamlik al-qudrah cala tajawuz halatihi
'ilia 'anna al-jadal hawla al-ittifaqiyyah al-'amniyyah wa mubarriratiha 
wahdahum
wa hatta man yajtahidun bi-r-rafd wa-l-qabul, ta'tT ara'uhum dimna mawqif yasil
cindama yakun tadawul al-mawduc qa'iman cala al-ara' wa-l-'aglabiyyah.

yajcal al-hukm

'ila al-hurriyyah

li-l-ciraqiyln

al-maqbulah

The information conveyed by the two coordinated clauses ('ilia 'anna- clause and wa hatta-clause) in sentence 2 is 
foregounded, because it plays a role in the immediately following text.

Sentence 3
(i»2011)

(FG gayra 'anna al-mawqif yadac al-'as'ilah bi-cadad al-'ajwibah, min hayt baqa' 'aw xuruj al-quwwat al-'amrtkiyyah ff cam 
2011. FO)

gayra 'anna al-mawqif yadac al-'as'ilah bi-cadad al-'ajwibah, min hayt baqa' 'aw xuruj al-quwwat al- 
' amrlkiyyah ft cam 2011._______________________________________________

Foreground
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en ence 3 is a single main clause and is informationally picked up in sentence 6. Thus, it is foregrounded. 
Sentence 4

Sjtlill .

ar"ra 1S a| -muntaxab as-sayid 'ubama wa-bi-nafs at-tazamun li-tawqTc al-ittifaqiyyah wa-iqrariha yuclin 'annahu sa- 
yasnac quwwatahu min al-ciraq wa-'irsaliha 'ila 'afganistan FG), (BG mubarriran 'anna wujud al-qacidah sara mutajaddiran hunakwa-yanbaglmutaradatiha. 80)

Foreground ar-ra'Ts al-muntaxab as-sayid 'ubama yuclin 'annahu sa-yashab quwwatahu min al-ciraq wa-'irsaliha
'ila 'afganistan

Background mubarriran 'anna wujud al-qacidah sara mutajaddiran hunak wa-yanbagT mutaradatiha.

The mam clause of sentence 4 is foregrounded, because it is informationally picked up in the immediately following text. 

Sentence 5

LJbUJiVI elJjl .Jjt jl iijj .(jljj jiVI Jc UUjI A£b jLu y;i!l liSjll ^ ,»5UJI _,! IC ISJ| -ej£j J^ ^ V ayijj-Vl u^jijll jlial jl li» ,>-, j

(FG wa macna hada 'anna 'afkar ar-ra'Tsayn al-'amnkiyyayn la taltaqT cala fikrat al-baqa' 'aw al-jala' FG), (BG ff-1-waqt alladT 
yumkin ta'kTd 'ubama cala al-axar buS, wifqan li-wucudihi "atna' al-intixabat. BG)

Foreground wa macna hada 'anna 'afkar ar-ra'Tsayn al-'amrTkiyyayn la taltaqT cala fikrat al-baqa' 'aw al-jala'
Background ff-l-waqt alladT yumkin ta'kld 'ubama cala al-axar bu§, wifqan li-wucudihi 'atna' al-intixabat.

The information given by the main clause in sentence 5 provides a conclusion to the previous one. Thus, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 6

3 Sjill lilt Cjia.j _ylj ijla. j lS_jill tilli (f. L)^Jy^\ 4jL«J ,^-XjiJ jl '(^J^ ili^l ^Ji V Jl lAjSjj^V Cjljill l_jUi ji elll

«_« _
LjLajl jl 1 •!••• ^j) ejjJ

( BG qatcan BG) ( FG hunSk maxatir min baqa' 'aw dahab al-quwwat al-'amrikiyyah FG) (FG 'id la yujad badll carabl, 'aw hatta 
'islamT yumkinuhu at-tadwld can tilka al-quwwah FG) (BG wa hatta wa-law wujidat tilka al-quwwah BG) (FG fa hiya ff 'ahsan al- 
'ahwal sa-tabqa quwwat muraqabah wa-fasl bayna mutanazicln FG), (BG cala caks al-jay§ al-'amrikl alladT yuctabaru 
mutaSabikan caskariyyan wa-siyasiyyan mada al-fasa'il al-ciraqiyyah al-mutanazicah, wa-yu'addl dawrahu 'in silban 'aw 
Tjaban. 80)

Background
Foreground
Foreground
Background
Foreground
Background

qatcan
hunak maxatir min baqa' 'aw dahab al-quwwat al-'amrlkiyyah
'id la yujad badll carabl, 'aw hatta 'islamT yumkinuhu at-tacwTd can tilka al-quwwah
wa hatta wa-law wujidat tilka al-quwwah
fa hiya fT 'ahsan al-'ahwal sa-tabqa quwwat muraqabah wa-fasl bayna mutanazicTn
cala caks al-jayS al-'amnkT alladT yuctabaru mutasabikan caskariyyan wa-siyasiyyan 
ciraqiyyah al-mutanazicah, wa-yu'addT dawrahu 'in silban 'aw Tjaban.

maca al-fasa'il al-

The information conveyed by the first main coordinated clause, disjunct clause ('id-clause) and second main coordinated 
clause in sentence 6 is foregrounded, because it is picked up and developed in sentences 7, 8, and 10.

Sentence 7 
.U-VI oijiJij j^Ji uu» ij^^i ijill EJ>JI ^ijU-i ^jili ^^, c^j jl ^ j;i_)ili ^ jc. ijjsli cilL: v ^ijJi o-Vi Sj3 J >vi

Sjll iL>.j-i

(FG wa al-'amr al-axar 'anna quwwat al-'amn al-ciraqT la tamlik al-qudrah cala sadd al-farag FG) (BG hatta law rafacat bacd 1- 
quwa sicarat al-xuruj li-1-quwwah al-'ajnabiyyah BG) (BG talama al-jayS wa-1-quwwat al-'amniyyah al-ciraqiyyah fT marhalat
at-takwTn. BG)
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_£o£eground_
J*ackground_ 

Background

wa al-'amr al-axar 'anna quwwat al-'amn al-ciraql la tamlik al-qudrah cala sadd al-farag
Jiatta law rafacat bacd 1-quwa Sicarat al-xuruj li-1-quwwah al-'ajnabiyyah _________ 

L talama al-|ay§ wa-1-quwwat al-'amniyyah al-c raqiyyah fT marhalat at-takwTn.

emain clause in sentence 7 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous sentence, and plays a role in 

Sentence 8

FC ££(j)l ,5UiJI ^i iJljiiiil jljsjj fjini'ill (4) ^JJJ^Jl I.>J ^ jl i^jllJl . '.r-1. -r, Jl ,-,y.'.-l Je. siJU (> JiSl -'"j" Oljlll cli j

( wa baqa' al-quwwat sa-yaftah 'aktar min nafidah cala ihtimalat 'an tatadacaf al-muqawamah FG) (FG 'aw ft 'aswa' az-zuruf
V3.timm at-tariQTm \»/o_'in*-s»- ni f:^^ni;i>i,nU -rr i «»«;;+:,•. «» *«i^* FG\

Foreground
Foreground

wa baqa' al-quwwat sa-yaftah 'aktar min nafidah cala ihtimalat 'an tatadacaf al-muqawamah
'aw fi 'aswa' az-zuruf yatimm at-taqsTm wa-'iqrar al-fidraliyyah ff 1-manatiq at-talat.

The two coordinated verb phrases are foregrounded, because they provide a conclusion to sentence 6. 

Sentence 9

L. i_ijt Ij,>

Sjill tilt ^JlS: jjsj2 lfJUl c^l
jiljll jjj Uj ij j_>»Jl u*j OH L« 4j]iL- iJu. ^j l£j_^l

CjljiJl (j^uliii 1

(FG 'amrika fT halah muxtalifah ma bayna zaman al-gazu wa-1-ihtilal, wa-ma bayna al-waqic al-mustajidd FG) (BG cindama 
Sahidat 'aswa' zarf mall qad yacsif bi-l-katlr min al-masaric wa-t-tatallucat wa 'aktaruha ihtimaman taqlls al-quwwat al- 
xarijiyyah wa-qawacidiha al-munta§irah fT muczam qarrat al-calam BO) (BG wa hiya da6wah nabbama talqa ta'yTdan rautlaqan 
fi tawffr takalTf tilka al-quwwah, wa-ibdad 'amnka can al-dadawat al-mutajaddidah mada Sucub al-calam. BG)

Foreground 'amrika ff halah muxtalifah ma bayna zaman al-gazu wa-1-ihtilal, wa-ma bayna al-waqic al-mustajidd
Background cindama Sahidat 'aswa' zarf mall qad yacsif bi-l-katlr min al-ma§arT<5 wa-t-tatallucat wa 'aktaruha 

ihtimaman taqlTs al-quwwat al-xarijiyyah wa-qawacidiha al-munta§irah ft muczam qarrat al-6alam
Background wa hiya dacwah rubbama talqa ta'yidan mutlaqan ft tawffr takalif tilka al-quwwah, wa-ibcad 'amrTka 

can al-cadawat al-mutajaddidah maca Sucub al-calam.___________________________

The information in the first main coordinated clause in sentence 9 plays a role in the immediately following text. Thus, it is 
foregrounded. The adjunct clause and second main coordinated clause include further and explanatory information to the 
first coordinated clause. Therefore, they are backgrounded.

Sentence 10
jillj A&iJJ}\ CjljiJl eUL JU ^a JljJI i>l oyJ^

(FG ar-rabt bayna 'amn al-ciraq fT hal baqa' al-quwwat al-'amnkiyyah, wa-1-fawda fi hal xurujiha yazalu mawducan daqiqan 
wa-hassasan. FG)

Foreground ar-rabt bayna 'amn al-ciraq fT hal baqa' al-quwwat al-'amnkiyyah, wa-1-fawda fi hal xurujiha yazalu mawducan 
daqTqan wa-hassasan.____________________________

Sentence 10 is entirely foregrounded, because it is a single clause, and is informationally picked up in 11.

'-'•--" "^^ 1- IJ)

Sentence 1 1

OSi .1* jf- Jc.

( BG wa fT hadihi al-hal BG) (FG la budda min munaqasat al-'amr bi-diqqah ka-sa'n ciraqT bacTdan can muzayadat ad-duwal al- 
•iqllmiyyah "aw al-xarijiyyah, 'ida ma kanat al-maslihah al-wataniyyah tatacala cala gayriha FG), (FG lakin bi-surut 'alia tajcal 
al-ihtiiai al-caskan dancah li-t-taxwTf min ixtilal al-'amn, lakin ka-marhalah yuqarriruha tarafa al-calaqah, wa-yucad jala'uhu 
bacd istinfad al-garad minhu. )
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wa ff hadihi al-hal
•oreground la budda min munaqasat al-'amr bi-diqqah ka-sa'n ciraqT bacldan can muzayadat ad-duwal al-'iqlTmiyyah, 'aw 

jtl-xarijiyyah, 'ida ma kanat al-maslihah al-wataniyyah tatacala cala eayriha•oreground lakm bi-5urut 'alia tajdal al-ihtilal al-caskarT dancah li-t-taxwlf min ixtilal al-'amn, lakin ka-marhalah 
yuqarriruha tarafa al-dalaqah, wa-yu6ad jala'uhu bacd istinfad al-garad minhu.

e two mam coordinated clauses in sentence 10 are foregrounded, as they provide a conclusion to the foregoing argument. 

Sentence 12

( q^tcan^ ) ( al-xilaf bayna al-xalaf wa-s-salaf ,bu§ wa-'ubama, cala al-wadc al-diraql qad yu$ag ka-masruc wa-qarar ft
3.mnk3.. )

Background
Foreground

qatdan
al-xilaf 
qarar fi

bayna al-xalaf 
'amnka.

wa-s-salaf ,bu5 wa-'ubama, dala al-wad6 al-ciraqT qad yusag ka-maSrud wa-

The information conveyed by the main clause in sentence 12 is foregrouned, because it is picked up in the immedaitely 
subsequent text.

Sentence 13

^i J-lJill tjl^l jjj CiliXiJl j^a. JiU« ^j ,fjli jjjLuu ^ ijjJ=J jjSlj jjkl oH51^1 ts^ AJj>Jl Jv^ JL^.VI IJ» JU j 
jJlj io-Sll j^Uj JiU. (> jxo,jj V ijiLjil »Ja.jll *<_ie. J5U. L> (.jLiJlj Jaljiyi jl .iijaJll J5L1. i> JjViilb jljiV' O^ "-">!> 

A-uixVl v^iUillj ^ijjsJL Ai>j ji .jL.VI jj J) jl jJb j»2 ^1 i_>Liai y* ^Ij J."----'i ^s i.iL^I a. I.—II

(FG wa mitlu hada al-ihtimal yajcal al-mas'uliyyah cala al-ciraqiyyin 'ahamm wa-'aktar tahdldan li-'ayyi sinaryu qadim FG), 
(FG wa tabqa masa'il hasm al-xilafat bayna 'atraf an-nizac tuhaddiduha mas'uliyyat kull taraf FG) (FG li-'anna al-'igraq bi-t- 
tafa'ul min xilal at-tajzi'ah, 'aw al-'ifrat bi-t-taSa'um min xilal 6ib' al-wahdah al-wataniyyah la yursamu min xilal waqa'ic al- 
'ams wa-1-yawm, wa-'innama min sulb al-maslihah al-wataniyyah ff al-mustaqbal wa-1-latT hiya al-qantarah allatl tacbur bi-1- 
ciraq 'ila barr al-'aman, 'aw tugriquhu bi-1-hurub wa-t-tadaxullat al-'ajnabiyyah wa-l-'iqllmiyyah. FG)

Foreground wa mitlu hada al-ihtimal yajcal al-mas'uliyyah cala al-ciraqiyyin 'ahamm wa-'aktar tahdldan li-'ayyi smaryu 
qadim__________________________________________________________

Foreground wa tabqa masa'il hasm al-xilafat bayna 'atraf an-nizad tuhaddiduha mas'uliyyat kull taraf
Foreground li-'anna al-'igraq bi-t-tafa'ul min xilal at-tajzi'ah, 'aw al-'ifrat bi-t-tasa'um min xilal cib' al-wahdah al- 

wataniyyah la yursamu min xilal waqa'id al-'ams wa-1-yawm, wa-'innama min sulb al-maslihah al-wataniyyah 
ff al-mustaqbal wa-l-lat! hiya al-qantarah allatT tacbur bi-1-ciraq 'ila barr al-'aman, 'aw tugriquhu bi-1-hurub wa- 
t-tadaxullat al-'ajnabiyyah wa-l-'iqllmiyyah._____________________________________

The first coordinated clause in sentence 13 is foregrunded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous sentence. 
Similarly, the second coordinated clause and adjunct clause are foregrounded, because they are picked up in the immedaitely 
following text.

Sentence 14

!?1_>iiil Jjii ill jl L«J

(BG wa bi-ma 'anna al-furas sanihah ff jaww yuctabar 'aktar ' amanan wa-tahqlqan li-l-maslihah al-wataniyyah BG), (FG fa hal 
ya'tTcaqd al-wahdah al-wataniyyah bi-6aqd gayr qabil li-n-naqd? FG)

Background wa bi-ma 'anna al-furas sanihah ff jaww yuctabar 'aktar 'amanan wa-tahqlqan li-l-maslihah al-wataniyyah 
r^-_____.._j fu u^i ..n'fT^n^iH nl-ii/ahHah nl-\v^tanivvflh hi-(^anH pavr nahil li-n-naod?Foreground fa hal ya'tT caqd al-wahdah al-wataniyyah bi-caqd gayr qabil li-n-naqd?

The main clause is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the information given in the second coordinated clause 
and adjuntc clause in the previous sentence.
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Analysis of Text 12

Sentence I
.(jl_>*j1 ( gi jC^jSojjt (j^uLj bkjjc. tli

( FG 'amrTka tawarratat wa warratat gayriha bi-camal caskan ft 1-ciraq. FG)

Foreground | 'amrTka tawarratat wa warratat gayriha bi-camal caskarT fll-ciraq. |

Sentence 1 is foregrounded, given that it consists of one main clause, and is picked up in the immediately subsequent text.

Sentence 2

0- OC U. J UjjiSlI Jjlill 
ful J.U U Uili

( fa takaltf al-ihtilal tabm al-qarrah al-'afrlqiyyah law ja'at min xilal tawajjuh 'insanI FO), (FG wa tunSi' bankan dawliyyan 
yutcim malayTn al-fuqaraS wa-yahill 'azmatahum PO), (FG lakinna 1-cama as-siyasl, hatta law ja'a min dawlat mu'asasat 
cuzma, fa-'inna al-'afkar galiban ma tasqut 'amam al-waqic al-fidll li-1-macarik. FG)

Foreground
Foreground
Foreground

fa takalif al-ihtilal tabm al-garrah al-'afnqiyyah law ja'at min xilal tawajjuh 'insanT
wa tunsi' bankan dawliyyan yut<5im malayTn al-fuqara', wa-yahill 'azmatahum
lakinna 1-cama as-siyasl [...] fa-'inna al-'afkar galiban ma tasqut 'amam al-waqic al-ficll li-1-macarik.

The information conveyed by the two coordinated verb phrases in the first coordinated clause of sentence 2 is foregrounded, 
as it provides a conclusion to the previous sentence. Similarly, the second coordinated clause is foregrounded, because it is 
informationally picked up in the next sentence.

Sentence 3

^UuJlj L£J^*" — 1-•-'•!'j <,»A_>lLj iijliJI Ifl'ljl.-ViK Ajjjjll tllUjiaJl ^Laj (jc lAjj JJUJI *!<•- ^ i Ji) V "'•' J • -'"j llll jlajl (>. ^J>"i AJC.A1 Lo j

(FG wa ma taddacTh 'amrTka min 'injazat wa-intisarat la yaqillu ff Saklihi al-mubalag ffh can najah al-hukumat at-tawriyyah bi- 
intisaratiha al-gariqah bi-1-wahm, wa-t-tasattuh al-fikrT wa-s-siyasT. FG)

Foreground wa ma taddacTh 'amnka min 'injazat wa-inti§arat la yaqillu ff saklihi al-mubalag ffh can najah al-hukumat at- 
tawriyyah bi-intisaratiha al-gariqah bi-1-wahm, wa-t-tasattuh al-fikn wa-s-siyasT._________________

Sentence 3 is entirely foregrounded, because it is one main clause, and provides a conclusion to the foregoing argument. 

Sentence 4

(FG al-ciraq yamurru bi-marhalah harijah jiddan FG) (FG fa 'imma 'an takun ad-dawlah al-markaziyyah hiya qitar al-'amn alladT 
qud wahdat al-watan FG), (FG 'aw tartahin H-1-milTsTyyat wa-t-tajammucat al-cirqiyyah wa-l-'ataniyyah. FG)yaqud

Foreground
Foreground
Foreground

al-ciraq yamurru bi-marhalah harijah jiddan
fa 'imma 'an takun ad-dawlah al-markaziyyah hiya qitar al-'amn alladT yaqud wahdat al-watan
'aw tartahin li-1-milTsiyyat wa-t-tajammucat al-cirqi>^yah wa-l-'ataniyyah.

The information conveyed by the main coordinated clauses in sentence 4 is picked up in the next one. Thus, it is foregrounded.
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Sente:nce 5

/FG
a^yabdu 'anna as-sayyid nur al-malikT carifa 'anna ludbat at-tahdi'ah wa-1-karasi al-mutaharrikah lam tacud salihah 

cinaama takun ad-dawlah xarij sultatiha al-qanuniyyah. FG)

oreground Wa yabdu 'anna as-sayyid nur al-malikT carifa 'anna ludbat at-tahdi'ah wa-1-karasi al-mutaharrikah lam ta6ud 
jindama takun ad-dawlah xarij sultatiha al-qanuniyyah._______ ___

he information given by sentence 5 is foregrounded, as it is a single clause, and plays a role in the immediately subsequent
text. 

Sentence 6

jj>= ^*^ ii» j ,Ujji <jj» j-u^j viiisii ^v 
_, Ol vu

(FG wa rubbama kana al-'amrTkan 'aktar dTqan min halat at-ta5attut wa-dayac haybat ad-dawlah FG) (BG wa huna BG) (FG ja'at 
darurat al-hasm maca jay§ al-mahdT 'awwalan tumma hall al-milTSTyyat at-tabicah li-s-sadr FG) (BG wa hatta law 'uctubira 
dalika tajammudan li-fuqara' a5-sTcah tahta mazallat zaclmihim BG), (FG 'ilia 'anna wujud duwal daxil dawlah, wa-'ajhizah 
tuwajih al-'amn bi-ism tahnr al-ciraq min al-muhtal la yumkin 'an yaxliqa dawlah bi-qawanm mardiyyah wa-tabitah. FG)

Foreground
Background
Foreground
Background
Foreground

wa rubbama kana al-'amnkan 'aktar dlqan min halat at-taSattut wa-dayac haybat ad-dawlah
wa huna
ja'at darurat al-hasm maca jayS al-mahdl 'awwalan tumma hall al-millslyyat at-tabicah li-s-sadr
wa hatta law 'uctubira dalika tajammucan li-fuqara' aS-STcah tahta mazallat zacTmihim
'ilia 'anna wujud duwal daxil dawlah, wa-'ajhizah tuwajih al-'amn bi-ism tahrir al-ciraq min al-muhtal 
la yumkin 'an yaxliqa dawlah bi-qawanln marciyyah wa-tabitah.

The three main coordinated clauses in sentence 6 are foregrounded, because they provide a conclusion to the previous 
sentence.

Sentence 7

(FG al-'axta'u katTrah. FG)

Foreground | al-'axta'u katTrah.

Sentence 7 is foregrounded, as it is a single clause, and provides a conclusion to the foregoing argument 

Sentence 8

/jl JV^ J' 4-> r l-"1 -^ l~-^tl (JC. ''*•? \~- Lftjlj SJJ^ll ^'^ lih.l^p.1 • •;•••"• f\ -<~W A^jLloj SjjlJL* Cj^J^MM L^J3 UJJJaJ ^J A.udu)

t f 'J-* "

(F0 wa lacalla al-hudnah maca al-quwa allatT bada'at silmiyyah tumma tajaddarat fTha taSkflat mugayirah wa-munafisah li-l- 
hukm lam tusabbib 'ihrajan faqat li-d-dawlah FG) (FG wa-'innama xarajat can al-xatt al-masmuh bihi 'ila al-'alwan al- 
hamra'. FG)

wa lacalla al-hudnah maca al-quwa allatT bada'at silmiyyah tumma tajaddarat ffha taSkllat mugayirah wa- 
munafisah li-1-hukm lam tusabbib 'ihrajan faqat li-d-dawlah

Foreground

Foreground 'a-'innama xarajat can al-xatt al-masmuh bihi 'ila al-'alwan al-hamra'.

The information conveyed by both coordinated verb phrases in sentence 8 is foregrounded, because it plays a role in the 
immediately following text.
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Sentence 9

l jib - JljJ ^jIjS l JJ i jli.V l .J» *UJb O^J
. Jbl

( wa huna BG) (FG jrtahana wujud ra'Ts al-wuzara' wa-d-dawlah bi-'inha' hadihi al-'azamat FG) (FG li-imtidad al-muskilah 'ila 
-quwwat al-mutawajidah, wa-istinzaf 'amwal lam yadud dafid ad-dara'ib al-'amrtkT yaqbalaha wa-'amamahu 'aswa' an- 

nata ij ti idarat harb cabatiyyah la ta'ila minha wa-la fa'idah. FG)

Background
Foreground
Foreground

wa huna
irtahana wujud ra'Ts al-wuzara' wa-d-dawlah bi-'inha' hadihi al-'azamat
li-imtidad al-mu§kilah 'ila al-quwwat al-mutawajidah, wa-istinzaf 'amwal lam yacud dafid ad-dara'ib 
al-'amrlkT yaqbaluha wa-'amamahu 'aswa' an-nata'ij ft idarat harb cabatiyyah la ta'ila minha wa-la 
fa'idah.

The mam clause in sentence 9 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to the previous sentence. The adjunct clause 
is also foregrounded, as it is informationally picked up in the immediately following text.

Sentence 10

1 vjL^U_Jlj nil jill ,-n-.,,i'il jl JjUJll <Jt (iu Sjill
j Sjjl »J4 j i

Jls c
jaJijll OliL jjlij Ula. _^ij ,jSjj

(BG wa li-'anna al-ihtilal tahawwala 'ila qadlyyah 'amrTkiyyah BG) (FG fa 'inna haybat al-quwwah, wa-1-macna alladl sa- 
yatimm calayhi at-tasa'ul law insahabat al-quwwat wal-muhakamat allatT sa-tan§a' ft zilliha, jacalat ar-ra'Ts buS yufakkir 
jiddiyyan bi-galq malaffat at-tatahun al-ciraqT ad-daxilT FG) (BO wa-hadihi 1-marrah bi-wasitat quwa al-'amn al-wataniyyah. BG)

Background
Foreground

Background

wa li-'anna al-ihtilal tahawwala '
fa 'inna haybat al-quwwah, wa- 
wal-muhakamat allatl sa-tan§a' 
tatahun al-ciraqT ad-daxill
wa-hadihi 1-marrah

ila qadlyyah 'amrTkiyyah
-macna alladl sa-yatimm 
ft zilliha, jacalat ar-ra'Ts

calayhi at-tasa'ul law 
bu§ yufakkir jiddiyyan

insahabat al-quwwat 
bi-galq malaffat at-

bi-wasitat quwa al-'amn al-wataniyyah.

Informationally, the main clause of sentence 10 is picked up in the next one. Therefore, it is foregrounded. 

Sentence 1 1

ajill jl iL. ( 3JL»Jl UJ^Jfi l> U^ 

l '''^*l i_J_jaJI I nil In

(FG lakin man yuqawwimun al-halah ad-daxiliyyah fT l-mudun al-ciraqiyyah yactaqiduna 'anna al-wartah 'aqwa min mas'alat 
hujum cala milisiya 'aw tathir hayyin ma, 'aw al-qabd cala canasir min al-qacidah FG) (FG talama al-harb 'axlat al-ciraq min 
muqawwimat ai-hayah, wa-rasamat xututan mutacarrijah istahala macaha 'ijad wasa'il 'amniyyah facilah. )

Foreground lakin man yuqawwimun al-halah ad-daxiliyyah ft l-mudun al-ciraqiyyah yactaqiduna 'anna al-wartah 'aqwa 
min mas'alat hujum cala milTSiya 'aw tathTr hayyin ma, 'aw al-qabd cala canasir min al-qacidah

Foreground talama al-harb 'axlat al-ciraq min muqawwimat al-hayah, wa-rasamat xututan mutacarrijah istahala macaha 
'ijad wasa'il 'amniyyah facilah._____________________________________________

The information given by the main clause and adjunct clause in sentence U is foregrounded, because it is picked up in the 
immediately following text.
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Sentence 12

.Sj.ll ij» *ji iiilli

( fa n-naft yunhab FG), (FG wa 1-fasad al-'idarl balaga darwatahu FG), (FG wa 1-jayS al-'amrlkl daxala mazadat al-lucbah al- 
maddiyyah °), (fo wa 1-hukumah bila rafid SacbT yuctTha haqq-l-quwwah. FG)

Foreground
Foreground
Foreground
Foreground

fa n-naft yunhab
wa 1-fasad al-'idari balaga darwatahu
wa 1-jayS al-'amrlkl daxala mazadat al-lucbah al-maddiyyah
wa 1-hukumah bila rafid SacbT yuctTha haqq-l-quwwah.

The four main coordinated clauses in sentence 12 are all informational ly picked up in the immediately subsequent text. Thus, 
they are foregrounded.

Sentence 13

t"»j "
ll i,j«£»JI jl <juull ^Lj iiJl (j 
o' U»j

1 •.«!<•.. jjlj (J (jlj J^a-I^JI <_jjLil •-•••-j« 
2J1UJI .-.l.-r '.« <jj ji ijljll

(FG wa hadihi al-cawamil faradat 'uslub al-muwajahah wa-'in lam yakun mutakafi'an FO), (FG li-'anna masadir dacm al- 
milTSiyat wa-man yuqawimun as-sunnah bi-ism a§-5Kah 'aw al-caks, 'inqasamu min daxil bl'at al-camal al-maslahl 'ila ad- 
datT, 'aw sibh at-tajamucat al-ca'iliyyah wa-1-fi'awiyyah as-saglrah FO), (BG wa huna BG) (FG ja'at muhawalat al-musalahat 
allatT rafaqatha bacd at-tanazulat 'an qawwat bacd aS-§ay' wade ad-dawlah. FG)

Foreground
Foreground

Background
Foreground

wa hadihi al-cawamil faradat 'uslub al-muwajahah wa-'in lam yakun mutakafi'an
li-'anna masadir dacm al-milT§iyat wa-man yuqawimun as-sunnah bi-ism aS-5Tcah 'aw al-caks, 'inqasamu min 
daxil bT'at al-camal al-maslahl 'ila ad-datT, 'aw Sibh at-tajamucat al-ca'iliyyah wa-1-fi'awiyyah as-sagTrah
wa huna
ja'at muhawalat al-musalahat allatT rafaqatha bacd at-tanazulat 'an qawwat ba6d a5-5ay' wade ad-dawlah.

The information conveyed by the first coordinated clause in sentence 13 is foregrounded, because it provides a conclusion to 
the previous sentence. Similarly, the information given by the adjunct clause, which is internally picked up by the following 
(wa huna), and second coordinated clause is foregrounded, as it is picked up in the next sentence.

Sentence 14

i1a ...li

(FG lakinna ar-riyah allatT tahubb min xarij al-ciraq, wa-l-lattT jacalathu waraqat musawamah maca 'Tran, wa-quwa carabiyyah 
'uxra, xalaqat muskilat attadwTr as-siyasT FG) (BG 'ayy 'anna al-'iradah al-wataniyyah iftaqadat saniciha BG) (BG wa min huna
BG) ( F° ja'at al-muskilah allatT la tajid al-hulul as-sahlah. FG)

Foreground
Background
Background
Foreground

lakinna ar-rivah allatT tahubb min xarij al-ciraq ...] xalaqat muSkilat attadwTr as-siyasl
'ayy 'anna al-'iradah al-wataniyyah iftaqadat saniciha
wa min huna
ja'at al-muSkilah allatT la tajid al-hulul as-sahlah.

The two main coordinated clauses in sentence 14 are foregrounded, because they provide a conclusion to the the information 
given in the adjunct and second main clause in the previous sentence.
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